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ISSUES IN RELIGIOUS LIBERTY.
TUESISAY, JUNE 26, 1984
U.S. SI2eAlT.,,,,

SuscouurrrEE ON TM CossTrrtrriosr,
CousgrYsz ost TIM JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in rornin SD-106,

Dirksen Building, commencing at 9:08.a.m., the Honorable Oirin G.
Hatch 'chairman' of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present Senators
and DeConcini:
Staff present: Dee .
special counsel; Randall .P. Rader,
general counsel; Carol Epps, chief clerk; Leslie Leap and Deborah

Dahl, clerks (Subcommittee on the 'Constitution); and Dick

Bowman, counsel (Committee on the Judiciary).

:

OPEN STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, A U.S.. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF UTAH, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE CONSTITUTION

c

Senator' HATCH. Ladies and gentlemen, this hearing will now
come to order. We are here in the capacity of the Senate Judi
Committee's Subcommittee on the Constitution, which I 'chait, to
conduct an oversight hearing on the state of religious liberty in

America today.
This is a subject of monurnentel significanee to our Republic. The
right of every man to be free from governmental coercion or inter-

ference in his peisonal relationship with his Creator is -fundamental to our free and democratic way of life. Its value cannot be overstated.
As historian Sanford Cobb has so accurately observed:
Among all the benefits to mankind to which this soil has given rise, tF
gious liberty may be justly rated as the' great gift of America to civilize

world ''' '

pure reli-

n and the

The concept of religious freedoni has been central in theizolitical

philosophy of the leaders o our Nation sin

the Pilgrims first

landed at Plymouth Rock i> 1620. It was
t in the 18th'
century debates of State legislatures and the ntinental Congress,
where it had the indefatigable support of men such as Thomas Jefferson, George Mason and, of course, Jamei0Madison.,
These debates culmipated in 1789 in the pasaga by the
Congress of the first amendment in the Bill of Ri$shts. Thai
drnent contains these-few but well chosen words:
Congress snail make no law respecting an establishment of religion,'or prohibiting
the free fxv,,mise thereof
'
(I)
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'These words, clear as they may seem, have been the subject of
significant, and sometimes heatbd, debate since their enactment
almost two centuries ago. These debates h4ve often led to lawsuits
and from time to time the U.S. Supreme Court has'stepped in Vo
give guidance and interpret those simple words. In 194? 'the Court
told us in Everson v. Board of Education that the establishment of
religion clatise-means at least that,:

Neither a state nor the Federal Government can set up a 'church. Neither can
pans laws which aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer one religion oier another.

With respect to the free exercise clause, the Supreme Court

stated in Wisconsin v. Yoder that:

Only those interests of the highest order and those not otherwise served can overbalance legitimate claims to the free exercise of religion.

In other decisions, the Court held in 1962 that a prayer composed

by New York Stet" school officials for voluntary recital in the

public school's constituted an uncorstktutional establishment of religion; in 1941 that Maryland's Sunday closing laws did not constitute such an establishment of religion, in 1981 that a State university in Missouri 'could not, without violating the establishment
clause, allow equal access to a student religious group to school facilities used by other groups, and finally, in this year, 1984, and I
am only hitting a smattering of the cases, that a Christian nativity
scene paid for out of public funds and sponsored by a municipality
does not represent an unconstitutional establishment violation.
With respect to the free exercise clause, the Court has told us
that the State of Wisconsin cannot require children of the Amish
faith to abide by a State law requiring attendance in a formal high
until age 16.
sch
Were these judicial interpretations have left us in law and practice in 1984 is subject to legitimate differences of opinion. Much
has been and is being written on the subject of religious liberty in
America. On the one hand, there are those who suggest that for all
our efforts the first amendment, in both its establishment and free
exercise clauses, has been misinterpreted and misapplied. On the
other hand, there are people who feel that the religious freedoms

contemplated by the Founding Fathers are, for the most part,
being fully protected.
Perhaps it is best 'for us to look upon this extended dialogue over

the precise meaning of the first amendment as evidence of a

healthy mid enduring Constitution. This subcommittee hopes it
means at least that. But thii subcommittee is also aware that in
the minds of some, the present climate for religious liberty in
America is not all it should be.
By any standard of measurement, there has been an alarming
acceleration of disputes between American citizens and Government officials over the proper role of the Government in the affairs
of churches. Just to mention a few of these disputes, we have recently seen a minister and others sent to jail in Nebraska for refusing to obey a court order which they feel, rightly or wrongly, is
against their religious beliefs; we have seen a private religious university lose its tax exempt status, rightly or wrongly, because of
the school's racially discriminatory admission 'atandards; and we
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have seen a private religious university lose its tax exempt status,
rightly or wrongly, because of the school's racially discriminatory
admission standards; and we have seen a foreign national, who
came .to our country to spread the word of God in the form of the
Unification Church, investigated by the Internal Revenue Service
and accused and convicted of criminal tax evasion stemming from
allegations that he was in possession of money and property which

he contended was not his own but rather the property of his

church.

We have also seen disputes over whether municipalities may,

constitutionally, sponsor nativity scenes at Christmas, whether Orthodox Jews may wear 'unobtrusive religious headgear in military
service; and, of course, we have recently had extensive debate on
the Senate floor over school prayer and whether religious institu-

tion* are entitled to use public buildings in a manner equal to
other community groups...

These issues and others will be 'discussed at today'S hearing.

Hopefully, we will leave. here with a better awareness of the relative well-being of our fundamental religious rights and will reach
some helpful conclusions. it debate that is still going on and pres-

ently exists as an amendment to the math and science bill. The
jailings of ministers are especially disturbing to me. Here we are
putting men of cloth, as it were, behind bars right here in the 20th
century. It is more than disturbing to me. It is alarming. This is
not the Soviet. Union,' this is not Poland, this is not Afghanistan,
this is the United States of America. [Applause.]
Please, I would like really not to have any show of emotion
during this hearing. That does not mean I do not want you to act
the way you feel but I just believe that the purpose of this hearing
is to explore these mattets and filid out. As I was saying am concerned because this is the greatest country in the world, it is the
greatest country providing the greatest measure of religious freedom in the world today and I am concerned about putting ministers in jail betcause of their religious beliefs and tenets or if they
are not. religious beliefs and tenets, because of courts that will not
allow religion to be considered as part of its instructions to the

jury.
Now, soilething has got to be wrong. To be sure, we have come a
long way ;ince the early days of this country when priests were

jailed, ministers were shot, and witches were burned at the stake.
But some are worrying that perhaps we may be slipping back. I
happen to belong to the only church in the history of this country
that had al extermination order put out against its membcrs by a
State Governor. That happened over a century ago and I for one

would like to think that it will never happen again, not in this

country. but what are people to think? When a Baptist minister of
a church-run school in Nebraska, $.thich by a number of objective
measurements may be dOing a better job of educating children
than the public schools, is Sentenced to jail for refusing to compromise his religious beliefs to satisfy what, appear to be unnecessary

State reporting regultions. And what are we to think when

a

'ender of an unpopular church $.Vh1,,is generally hated and despi4ed

by large groups of people may be thrown in prison after a court
refuses to recognize what some believe to be his and his church's

P
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constitutional rights in a criminal trial in our very own Federal

courts? Have we just become more skilled in hiding religious persecution behind the veil of an investigation by even that most irreligious of institutions, the Internal Reventie Service? I hope not.

But it is surely time we started finding out, and that is why we
easyare here today. These are not easy quesjions, these are not
.hearing
a
very
difficult
bee'h
matters, they are tough. And this has
to set up and I have been very concerned about
In arranging for this oversight hearing, the subcommittee has
made every effort to include a wide variety of viewpoints from a
representative sampling of all religious groups active i today
en
America. We may newt t" hold followup haktrings to get a
wider variety of viewpoints.
As a result, we will be hearing today from Presbyterians, Fundamentalists, Baptists, Unificationists, and Lutherans, among others.

Am' we have received written statements from many other religions, such as the Seventh Day Adventists, the Hare Krishnas and
the Scientoh sts, which will be made a part of the written record
ings. And we will be happy to receive responses
of these p.
religious
institutions throughout America as well.
from oth
Now, alt of today's witnesses have been requested to provide the
subcommittee with their observations on the current state of religious liberty and to recommend legislation if they so choose which
to them may appear necessary and appropriate to correct any deficiencies in practice or, current law.

Our purpose here today is not to retry or unnecessarily reargue
the facts of any previous lawsuits. We are' interested in past
Church /state litigation only to the extent it helps us understand
the current state of affairs.
We feel we have an outstanding grdup of witnesses to help us in
the task at hand. Of course, central to that task is a constitutional
inquiry. We are not here to necessarily adjudge what is fair or necessary or desirable but rather what is constitutional.
lawTo assist us in that regard we have invited two prominent
who
has
tesscholars,
Prof.
Laurence
Tribe,
yers and constitutional
times,
of
the
Harvard
Law
tified before this committee many
School; and Mr. William-Bell, a noted constitutional lawyer on the
issue of religious freedom, who also has testified before this com-

mittee, from Harrisburg, PA.
Before we _invite these witnesses to the stand, I would be happy
to turn to my dear friend and colleague from Vermont, Senator
Leahy.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK J. LEAHY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT

Senator LEAHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do have ei short statement I would like to make.

I am glad you are having these hearings; like all of us, we find,
and I am sure the chairman is in the same situation where you
have five or six or seven different hearings scheduled at the same
time, and that is the situation I find myself in. So at some point I
will have to leave to go to another hearing. But I do commend you,
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Mr. Chairman, for choo=sing to devote a hearing of this subcommittee to the important Subject of religious freedom.
As one who belongs himself to a minority religion, I do not think

that the importance of such a hearing can be overstated. You certainly do the subcommittee and you certainly do the whole Senate

a service in ,holding this hearing.
Freedom to worship God in each person's own way is a right we
shduld never regard as permanently secure, for too many times in
mankind's history guarantees to that effect have proven overstat-

ed; especially when those making the guarantees consider themselves to have the, one true faith and those needing the guarantees
are those who are considered to be in the majority. And that is
something that we should never forget in this country.
But nevertheless'I think history will show the current era as a
time when religious expression was bursting with energy. This is a
time when the inherent strains in the first amendment between

the free tiercise clause and the establishment clausethe tug of
war bet

n the will to"worship without restraints of any kind and
the fear that favoring religion will result in State sponsorship of
religionhave risen to the surface really more than at any other

time in our 200-year history. Y9,1, this is also a time when the good

sense a people have kept these strains from diyiding our society

along religious
I remind everybody in this room that such divisions of faith have

weakened and destroyed so many nations, so many nations

throughout history.
The Senate recently defeated, Senate ,,Iont Resolution 73, which
would have overturned the Supreme Court's school prayer cases
and allowed vocal State-sponsored prayers in public schools. Some
people regard this vote as a victory because it reaffirmed establishment clause values. I looked at it somewhat differently. I looked on
the vote as a victory because it kept Government from interfering
with the religious freedom of millions of American schoolchildren.
A number of witnesses here today will talk about the problem of
bureaucrats interfering with rights of individual conscience.
The very thought of Government committees making up prayers
_for my children to offer to God is offensive to me. Our vote in the
S6nate on this important religious' freedom issue is a sure sign to
me that the first amendment is not a dead letter in America, but a
living signpost pointing the way to the potential for enriching the
spirit without impoverishing the principles that nurture that spirit.
In addition to the school prayer debate, there are other conflicts
egarding religious liberty which should be aired by Congresseonicts over the taxation of religious entities, conflicts over equal
access to religious and nonreligious student groups during noninstructional time in the public schools, conflicts over the con4nt of

textbooks, conflicts over the payment for books in parochial

schools, conflicts over released time and conflicts over official sponsorship of public religious displays.

The fact that there have been conflicts is far, far less important
than the fact that most of the conflicts can be resolved or greatly
reduced through the judicial and politicel processes that are guaranteed by the Constitution and that are working as well today as
they were nearly 200 years ago when the Constitution was born.

12
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Certainly in my own State of Vermont, tiny little Vermont,
northeastern part of the United StC.es and within the State an
area that we call the northeast kingdom of Vermont, we have seen
just in the past few days when these issues have come up, but the

issues will be resolved again through the normal judicial and politi-

cal processes under the umbrella of both our Federal and State
Constitutions.
I am convinced that trying as the situation is in Vermont today,

that those issues will be resolved.
The legislative branch of Government has a strong and legitimate inte.-est in the health of religious freedom and the effectiv,
ness of the institutions that guarantee its continuance. If there are
lapses in needed .protections, those-lapSes must be exposed. And if
we need new legislation, we should write and consider those bills
now, and again, one of the' reasons why the importance of this
hearing.
addressing any harm that may come from the actions of State
or `Federal
Federal bureaucrats, who are no more or less perfect than any
other public servants, we should not create additional dangers to
religion. For example, I see a danger in the diminishing of religion
which could come from prayers in school that are so bland and homogenized that they offer little spiritual nourishment to anyone. I
see a danger in the use of religion to bolster single-issue politics,
whether to the right or the left, and to polarize, rather than unite.
I see a danger in cloaking secular legislative decisions in God's
word and will to justify one policy position over another.
I welcome the witnesses who have taken the trouble to come to
c.
Washington to address these and other concerns. The diversity of

opinions that are likely to be expressed here today is a sure sign
that religion is a vital American concern, full of life. And above all,
free.
If I just' think back through, history of the number of countries
where there could be no public hearings of this nature, with such a
diversity of views and beliefs, each one of which will be considered.
Again, what I said earlier in my statement, that we must make
sure that these guarantees are never proven overstated, these guarantees of religion, especially when those making the guarantees
consider themselves to have the one true faith. That is the sign
throughout history if those seeking the guarantees were considered
to be in the minority, that the majority was starting to question
the values of the guarantees.
One of the things that has kept this country so strong for 200
years is that the majority has never questioned the value of those
guarantees. They have never diminished the value of those guarantees to the minority of religious belief in this country.
So we in, the Senate and the American people are going to be the
ti.eneficiaries of the interea and zeal of those who are testifying
here today. I know I speak for Senator Hatch when I say you have
the thank of both of us and I reiterate again, Mr. Cnairman, I
thank you( for holding this hearing.
Senator' HATCH. Well, thank you, Senator Leahy. I appreciate

your kid remarks.
We 4i,11 'begin this morning by inviting Mr. Laurence Tribe from
the Harvard Law School and Mr. Willian Ball, a constitutional
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expert and trial lawyer from Harrisburg, PA to come to the witness table to present some brief preliminary remarks on the constitutional underpinnings of religious freedom which witl serve as a

standard for the subcommittee to refer to as we praged to hear
from our other distinguished guests.

I do not know of two people in this country who co;Ild speak
more eloquently or more accurately on religious freedom issues
than these two kind gentleman, and I have deep respect for both of,

them. And we are delighted to have both of you with us today.

After 'we have had a certain number of these people testif

I

would like to be able to call you back again to give us some of your
comments concerning what you have heard this morning.
STATEMENTS OF PROF. LAURENCE H. TRIBE, HARVARD LAW
SCHOOL. CAMBRIDGE, MA; AND WILLIAM B. BALL, ATTORNEY,
HARRISBURG, PA

Mr. TRIBE. Thank you very much, Senator Hatch, Senator Leahy,

members of the subcommittee. I am honored by this subcommittee's invitation that I appear to express my views here this morning on the Federal constitutional underpinnings of religious libirty
in America and on what I quite frankly perceive to be an escalating disregard by Government both for religious freedom and for the
separation of church and state without which such freedom, and
the open society that such freedom sustains, cannot long endure.
I will speak quite briefly and hope that I can be of some help to
the committee in answering questions after it has heard further
testimony.

I think I should inform the committee at the outset that my concern with these issue: separation of church and state has led me
to serve as counsel in recent years in a number of major churchstate controversies in the State and Federal courts and in the Supreme Court of the United States as well as in the Supreme Courts

of other nationssometimes representing churches arid church

leaders, sometimes opposing them, depending entirely upon where
saw the path of constitutional justice leading me.
To note just a few prominent recent examples, and to illustrate
the breadth of the problems that make this an important hearing, I
have represented or counseled the Worldwide Church of God, in
challenging the authority of a State's attorney general to place a

bona fide church under total Government receivership; Jewish

groups, in challenging Government's command that they sacrifice.
their Sabbath or their religious interests in order to take part in
athletic contests to represent this Nation in international competition; Buddhists, in challenging the power of Japanese courts, operating under a consistitution and a consitutional provision modeled
on the first amendment, to determine which. is the true icon of the
faith; the Reverend Sun Myung Moon, in challenging the authority
of the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice and
Federal courts and juries blatantly to substitute their own views,
for those of the Unification faith on the allocation of power andproperty within that religion. I have also represented the Unification Church of America, in challenging the authority of a State tax
commission to determine eligibility for real property tax exemption
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on the basis of that. Commission's own views as to the content of
church doctrine and theology; the Hare Krishnas, in their chaltense to certain limits on publit solicitation for religious purposes;
Christian children and parents, in challenging prohibitions on
purely voluntary, after-school, student-initiated prayers on pablic,
high school premises open to other groups. I have represented a
Massachusetts restaurant in challenging the authority of the State
to delegate to the governing body of churches 'the unilateral power
to veto the award of nearby business licenses. And I have re resented the State of Oregon in challenging the authority of the
nish church to incorporate land owned by it as an official municipality of the State of Oregon.
Now, that variety is merely illustrative, and just as I have taken
on these causes out of personal conviction as to what a just and
before the
f "r reading of the Constitution requires, so I appear
mmittee today to speak my convictions as a student of the,
constititutional law of church-state relations.
I Appear not as advocate or so counsel for any individual, any institution, or any -groupI am certainly not a spokesman for liaryard University, where I hold the only chair in constitutional law,
and whose 'recent insistence on holding its graduation exercises on
a Jewish holiday seemed to me sadly insensitive.
I appear, then,, solely to express my own views and my own conclusions and to help guide this subcommittee as well as I am able
through the legal thickest of church and stale.
Now, generalizations about such larger matters are obviously
treacherous, but I believe that the ultiMate aims of the first
amendment's religion clauses are first, to facilitate spiritual volition by showing no Government favoritism via-r-d or animosity
against any religious group or view, allowing.Jeach to flourish according to the zeal of its adherents and the_appeal of its dogma;
second, to assure that spiritual institutional never be armed with
governmental powers either of the sword or of the purse, and that
Government not be wrapped in' the mantle of infallibility that
donned by the
comes from identifiction with the divinea mantle
mantle
that makes it
Ayatollahs of the world but rejected by our
its
critics
as
enemies
of the
possible for Government to denounce
such
governmental
accommodaAlmighty; and, third, to guarantee
tion to religion as may be reconciled with these basic objectives, so
that religion is never relegated to a mere irrelevance, and so that,
when religion bears on a matter of concern to Government, it is
taken fully and, meaningfully into account.
The Supreme Court in the recent of case Laskin v.. Grendel's Den
summarized the purposes of the first amendment's garantees as
twofold: to foreclose State interference with the practice of religious faiths and at the same time to foreclose the establishment of
Unlike
a State religion familiar in other 18th century regimes.
fundamental
some observers I do not see those two clauses as in
tension with one another. Of course, they will occasionally come
into conflict. But they reinforce a common vision of the role of government in the affairs of humankind.
Thus, when the Court recently struck down a law giving churcha nearly
es governmental powerthe power to decide who, within
time
of the
liquorthe
Court
recalled
that,
at
the
area, could serve
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Revolution, Americans feared not only a denial of religious freedom but the danger of political oppression through a union of civil
and ecclesiastical control. In sum, meaningful spiritual freedom requires that Gokernment keep its distance and not allow the intermin ng of religious and civil institutions.
Whenever civil authority seeks at one and the same time to don
the sanctifying cloak Of religious ceregiony and to wield the supreme Authority to tailor religious destiny, then both the denial of
religious freedom and the danger of political oppression are gravely

realize.d. And I fear, Mr. Chairman,,, that that denial and that

danger confront us increasingly in this Nation today.
In disputes over-matters as diverse as the teaching of children
and the taxation of income, government institutions at all levels
are indeed forgetting how vigilant we must be to protect religious
freedom. They are arrogating to themselves the power to define
new boundaries between the secular and the sacred, to swallow the
life of the spirit within. the bowels of the bureaucracy, and to sur-

round the secular halls of the State, with the sacred garb of the
church. I believe that it is not-truly faithful to the vision of the
Framers for courts to hold asp, the Supreme Court did in the case
of Marsh v. Chambers that legislatures; may initiate their procetd-'

ingg with official prayers pronounced by publicly 'funded chaplains
but that high school Children may not initiate voluntary student%initiated prayers ori public premises even after school hours, as a
number of lower courts have erroneously ruled.
,1 do not think it is consonant with what the Framers enviskned
for the most sacred symbols of Christianitysurrounded by plAtic
reindeer, to be placed at public expense in a city's central square
as the Supreme Court allowed in the Pawtucket creche ease, Lynch
v. Donnellywhile neutral programs of financial aid to all private
schools, religious as well as secular, are strudk down, as they have
on occasion been by our Supreme Court, simply because th'ey encourage political activism by religious groups, activism which I
would have thought was the fundamental right of all Americans.
Nor do I believe that it is faithful to the Constitution's scheme for
jurors in criminal cases to be licensed to substitute their lay allocation of church property or authority for that of a bona fide church,
as they were shamefuly allowed to do in Reverend Moon's tax prosecution; or for officials in a State's educational bureaucracy to be
licensed to superimpose their ideological criteria of what children
should learn and who should teach tlierupon the religious criteria
of families and churches, as seems to hake occurred in Nebraska.
In decisions that some members of this sir' committee may deplore and in decisions that some may applaud, i fear, in short, that

this Nation is departing dramatically from the relationship between church and state so wisely contemplated by the Framers of
our Constitution. To the extent that the State and Federal judiciary either tolerate or engineer departures of this sort, it is not only
those institutions to which we must appeal, it is also to the legislatures, both State and Federalin other words, to Congress itself.
The courts of California were permitted by the U.S. Supreme
Court to remain completely passive when then Attorney General
Dukmejian, now California's Governor, imposed a receivership or
an entire churchsomething that had not happened since the 19th'
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century, when it was done to the Mormon Church in blatant violation of constitutional prinCiples. When that happened in California,
it was the California Legislature, not the courts, that responded by
enacting limits upon such shameless pretensions to power. I think
we have groWn too accustomed to the fallacy that only courts may
be relied upon to safeguard constitutional% liberties. It is the mis-

sion of legislatures as well to be concerned about these matters
and, for this reason, to the extent that the U.S. Supreme Court remains inactive whidle the Internal Reenue Service or the Department of Justice or State officials invade the sacred precincts of religion or prop themselves up with religion's supporting symbols, I believe it is Congress that should consider measures for redress.

It is especially appropriate that such measures should concern

!lie religion clauses. For, unique Among the protections of. the Bill

of Rights, the protections of the religion clauses of the First

Amendment create not simply rights fqr individuals and minorities
against the State; they create, in addition, a structural principle of
disengagement between two sphereiof life.
When that principle is violated, it is not only the rights d identift

liable victims that Eixe,savaged;. at risk is a form of'Sockety to
which. for better'or for worse, the Constitution commits us all.

It therefore seems especially fitting that, whatever role courts
might play in the elaboration and enforcement of rights against
Government, Congiess should play a special role in preserving a
structure of government that makes the 'very idea of rights have
meaning.

In our society, I beliekre that such a structure requires the vigilant separatiorf of the ecclesiastical and civil realmsnot the expulsion of God from life, but the separation of the realms of God
and of Caesar.

I believe th6t this subcommitICits to be commended for initiating what may be the first serious inquiry at this level in a very
long time into the state of that separation in America today, and I
.trust that the subcommittee will keep in mind the broad considerations that I have'tried to outline as it listens to the witnesses who
follow.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
'Material submitted for the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAURENeE H. TRIBE

I am honored by this Subcommittee's invitation that I appear
to express my views on the federal constitutional underpinnings of
religions liberty in America -- and on what I perceive to be an

escaleting disregard by governmenefor religious freedom and for the
separation of church and state withodk which such freedom, and the
open sciliety such freedom sustains, cannot long endure.

Although I as thelirkekProfissor.of Constitutional Law at

-

Hai-yard Law School, and have saed as counsel in several major
church-state controversies in the state and federal courts,
sometimes representing and sometimes opposing churches and church
leaders, I apQea, today on behalf of no individ5X, group, or
ti

inwtitution, but iol?ly in my capacity as a student of
constitutional law and as a scholar in that field.

Ns, prepared !statement will be brief.

I welcome the

opportunity to shed what light I can on the Subcommittee's concerns
by answering as fully as time permits whatever questions members of
the Subcoomittee or its staff my baveT.'

While generalizations about such large natters are always
treacherous, I believe that the ultimata aims -of the First

Amendment,* religion clause; are to facilitate spiritual volition by
showing no government favoritisi toward, or animosity against, any

religious group or view, but inItead letting "Tch flourish
amordipg to the seal of its adberents.and the appeal of its dogma,"

Iallighyamigam, 343 U.S. 306, 313 41952): to assure that
spiritual institutions not be armed with the governmental powers of
sword or purse, and that government not be wrapped in the mantle of

41-269 0 - 85 - 2
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infallibility that comes from i4mettfloMtismi with the divine -- a

mantle that makes it possible for government to denounce. its critics
as enemies of the Almighty; and to guarintee such governmental
accomodation to the Uniquely poiserfil spiritual claims of riliigion

von

the religious as may be reconciled with these basic Obiectiver

The injunction that one render under Ceases the things that An.
Caesar's and unto God the things that are God's presupposes a
society in whidb God's earthly messengers may not borrow C:..imar's
secular powers -- and in which Caesar's Roman Empire is never

permitted to become the jig Roman Empire.

,

Thus, the Supreme Court hal authoritatively summarized the
Purposes of the First Amendment guarantees relating to religion' as
' twofold: to foreclose state interference with the practice of

religious faiths, and to foreclose the establishment of
religion familiar-in other Eighteenth Century systems."

state

LALkin_m.

Grezdeen, 103 S.Ct. 505, 5I0 UM,. Striking down a statute
delegating commercial veto power to churches anf thus 'enmeshiingl
churches in the processes of government,' fd. at 512, the Court fad.

ratadellajam recalled thiF

'fah the time of the Revolution,

Americans feared not only a denial of religious freedom, but the
danger of political Oppression through a union of civil and
ecclesiastical control,' JAL. at 512 n.10.

Whenever civil authority

seeks simultaneously to doh- the sanctifying cloak of religious

ceremony and to wield the supreme authority to tailor religious
destiny, both the denial of religious freedom and, the danger of

political oppression are realized.

That denial and that danger confront us increasingly today.
In disputes over matters as diverse as the'teaching of children and

the taxation of income, government institutions at all levels are
arrogating to themselves the power to define new boundaries between
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the secular .and the neared -- to Mille, the life of the spirit
within the bowels of

bureaucracy, and to surround the secular

hails of the state with t.

It is hard].

sacred garb of the church.

ul to the vision of the Framers for

courts to hold that

islatuxes may initiate their pulp...dings with

official prayers proocUnced by pubifoly funded Chaplains -- but that
children may not initiate voluntary prayers on public premises-Ten
after school.hours.

It is hardly ooesoment with what the Framer

envisioned for the most sacred sylhas of Christianity to be placed,
at public expense, in a' city's central square -7 while neutral

programs of financial aid to all private schools, religious as well
as secular,- are struck down because they encourage political

activism by religious groups.

Nor is it faithful to the
C.:

Constitution's plan for jurors in criminal

be licensed to

substitute their lay allocation of church property or authority for
that of a church, or for off4ciais Ln.a state's educational
bureaucracy to be liceAsed to superimpose their ideological criteria
of whet chfidren should learn upon the religious criteria of
families and churches.

Both in decisions that sows numbers of this Subcommittee say
applaud and in decisions that some may deplore, this Nation has
departed dramatically from the relationship between church and state
contemplated by the Constitution.

To the extent that the state and

federal judiciary tolerate or indeed engineer such departures, it is
not only to those institutions that we must appeal but also to state
legislative assemblies and to Congress itself:

When the courts of California were permitted by the United
States suprette Court to remain inactive when than Attorney General

George Deukmejian impelled a receivership on an entire church, it was

14
the California Legislature that responded by enacting nails upon
such .shameless pretensions to power. Oust so, to the extent that tae

United States Supreme Court remains .inactive while the Internal

Revenue Service, or the Department of Justice, or state afar;
invade the sacred precincts of religion or piop themselves up with
religion's, supporting symbols, it is Congress that should consider.

measures for redress.

-y
To be sure, violations of the First Amidtherni. ordinarily
appear in, cases, involving unpopular Minorities -- groups and

individuals unlikely to attract sufficient political support to make

Congressional actin feasible. But, unique among the protecticci of
the BillofRightt, those of, the Rel4gion Clauaes,create not simply
rights for individuals and minorities against the state but a

structural norm of disengagement bateen two spheres of life.

When

that norm is violated, it is not simply the rights of identifiable
victims that are savaged; at risk is a form of society to thich, for
better or worse, the Constitution commits us all and frok which, one
may hope, we all stand to gain.

It thus seems fitting that, whatever role courts sight play

in the elaboration of rights against government, Congress should

plc/ a

sal role in preserving a structure of government that

sakes theC ry idea of rights meaningful.

In our society, such a

structure ragires the vigilant separation of the accasstastical and
civil realms.

I believe that this Subcommitee is to be commanded

for initiating a serious inquiry into the state of that separation
in America today.
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Tribe.
[Applause.]
Senator HATCH. Mr. Ball, we will turn to you at this tithe.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. BALL

Mr. BALL. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, Senator Leahy, ladies and gentlemen, I appreci
ate the opportunity of coming before you this morning to provide
some observations with respect to the state o religious liberty in
our country at the present hour. I have conducted constitutional
litigation in the courts of 22 States of our country and have appeared in upwards of 24 cases in the Supreme Court of the United
States involving religious issues on behalf of many different religious groups. There is a great deal of religious liberty litigation in
the courts at the present time. Some of these cases ought never to
have gotten to court. Some are baseless.
But, many indeed are meritorious,
As we note these cases' in the media, we need to keep our perceptionr, finely tuned. Not every religious claimant who says "God told
me to" is worthy of belief. But similarly, neither is every Govirnment agent who proceeds against religious bodies in this country.
Today in cnyieffort to afford you an updating on the state of religious freedom in the country, I feel I should direct your attention
not to a series of specific cases but to two points on which I have
the liveliest sense of concern for the well.being of our freedom. By
and large, discussion of these areas will not in a direct and tangible
way point to any specific legislation which the C.ongresa might 80
fit to adopt. But I feel that the discussion may be vital to guiding
the congressional mind as it grapples with matters which touch
upon religious liberty.
The two points n be described as: First, overkil n the name of
the public interest; d, two, penurious recognition of the realm of
the sacred.
To understand both
nts, and these points I think work togeth-

er, we need to recall t t the framers
first amendment did
not feel that religion wasp, ell enough pro
by providing it all
the other_asLarnendme freedoms: speech, assembly, the press.
No, they put a special
h freedom into the amendment: free dc m of religion. The first

dment protects religion because it is
religion. It treats religio d erently because religion is different.
Bet neither religious liOert nor governmental authority ft absolute. Where Governme
d religion come into conflict, how do
the courts resolve that
ctT The upreme Court has laid down
a few very useful guidelines to answer that question. It has said
that the person who claims violation of his religious liberty must
prove two things:
One, that the religious practice is based 'on sincere belief and it is
essential to his religion.

Second, that the Government activ
n question will be injurious to that practice.
The,Government however, likewise, must prove two things:
One, that the harm is justified by something called a cknrn
State interest, not just a public interest.
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Second, the Government must prove that there does not exist
some alternative means of realizing that interest without doing
them harm.
The Supreme Court has also held,that while Government can obviously have some relationship to religion, it may not regulate, exercise surveillance over, or attempt to control religious ministeries.
This kind of Government involvement with religion is what the
Court has called "excessive entanglement."
Now, to address my two points vary briefly.
A number of lower court decisions lately have sanctioned governpental overkill in religious liberty cases by ignoring the requirenot in the
ment that Government may restrict religious liberty compelling
name of a public interest but solely in the name of a
governMental interestthat is a supreme interest, a supreme societal interest. And those same courts have also ignored the requirement that -Government is to be put upon its proof that such a supreme interest exists.
In the Wisconsin v. Yoder case to which Senator Hatch referred,
a case in . which I argued di behalf of the Amish parents some
Lears ago, the Supremencourt said that it was not'enbugh for Govrnment to say that its coercion of Amish children was justified by
Cb an interest. The Court said that it would searchingly examine
the governmental claim to see whether the Governtnent had actually put evidence into the record which would prove the interest it
.

claimed.

In the distressinig recent case in Nebraska, which has resulted in
so many jailings and confiscagons, that pro6f was nevei-, never adc uced: ,
Lein .in the rfvulsionic Senator Hatch has expressed over
the continuance of these incredible harassments of Christian pastors in that State.
Andther aspect of thig danger of overkill in the name of public

interest is seen in the unfortunate. rationale adopted by the Su-

peeme Court itself in Bob Jones Univexsity v. Ulkted States. There,
the Court held fhat the tax-exempt status of a religious institution
must be destroyed on the ground that the institution declined, on
proved sincere ,religious grounds, to observe what the Court called
Federal public policy. That term is nowhere found in the Constitu-

tion and nowhere defined 14 the Congress. Irrespective of one's
opinion concerning the Bob Jones theology and its ban on interracial dating, the principle on which the Court based its decision is
extremely dangerous. ere are many things called Federal public
policy and thus there are many new pretexts for intervention of
Government to suppress religious liberty.
izing
Closely related is my other point: arrowness in
a
1
ntly
happening
fealm of the sacred. It is not in
th
the
meaning
of
religious
tive bodies, not deeply acquainted
liberty and anxious to get on with the business of adopting useful
social legislation, include religious organisms within the sweep of
regulatory language along with businesses, industries, secular orgaizations or other _secular enterprises or they at least Jeave in
oubt, and thus leave to the public and to religious bodies, the'costs
and burden of.su uent litigation. I will not now discuss a major
example of this which pends in the Senate at the present hour.
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Finally, adequate judicial review is greatly needed in religious
liberty cases. I am perplexed that when so, many credible and
major religious bodies asked the Supreme Court to review, simply
to review, Dr. Moon's case, that review was denied.

These religious bodies deem the case momentous iA terms of

their freedoms, irrespective of whether Dr. Moon was correct or in-

correct in his challenge to governmental action. It,aeems to me

quite' unfortunate that the case was not heard.
A narrowly penurious attitude toward religion in the occasional
statements of governmental leaders is seem in statements that religiows leaders ought not to be heard to speak out on controversial
issues, especially if they are what is called the "single issue." The
history of our Nation cries out to the contrary. Great issues in our
history from slavery through abortion have called for religious wit-

ness and the Constitution demands that that witness be allowed
the fullest scope. We must riot, be afraid of religious controversy;

we must be afraid of the suppression of religious controversy.
I do Congratulate the committee once again on its having called

for these hearings. I am grateful that it is now proceeding to explore in more detail some, of the real problems which are being
faced in our country today concerning religious freedom.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Mimic Thank you. [Applause.]
Thank you so much, both of you.gentlemen.

I have a numbln- of questions I Would like to submit to you. I
think they are important questions in order to make this record.
But in the interest of time, I think I will submit them to you in
writing. I do have some other questions when we call you back.
[The following was subsequently received for the record:]
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RESPONSOs OF MR. BALL TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR HATCH

Is if, in your opinion, feasible to achieve complete
separation between cHkirch and state; and even if it is

feasible, is it desirable?
Total

separation

not

js

possible',

since

our

churches exist in a society which, for the good of

all of its citizens, has organized aolgovernment.

And our government lives in a society in which
churches

abound.

churches

have

Inevitably

of

and

thus

any

and

relationihips,

concept

absolutist

government

church-state

separation

which would riVire the antiseptic avoidance or
such relationships is absurd. Worse, however, is
the idea that government may regulate churches or
church. ministries,

exercise

surveillance

over

them, confine churches "to the sacristy", define
their d4c

ines, entangle itself in their affairs,

or arrogate

to

itself

a

role

superior

to

the

church. Indeed, traditionally in America, it was
wisely deemed that the state has a positive duty
toward religion to protect religious liberty.

2

Is

a

wall between church and state what the First

Congress* intended when it passed the First Amendment?
The framers of the Constitution did not speak of a

"wall". But they clearly intended avoidance of a

I

am mystified

Congress

.

by

your

reference

to

"the

First
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state church and the greatest protection of all
other churches.

Do you feel the frapers of the First Amendment, in
adopting the Establishment Clause, contemplated an
absolute ban on government aid to churches, even if
that aid were non-religious in purpose and distributed
in a non-discriminatory manner?

The framers expressed nothing on the matter when
after

extensive_

integrated

they

delib:dration,

,

their views in the written Constitution. When Gni,
is

asked such a question,

question

asking

by

what

one must return the
by

_metnt

.is

"aid".

Certainly subsidy was intended tosbe avoided and
tax exemption was intended to be encpurjged.

4.

either the
Do you feel that we need more guidance f
1Congress or the Supreme Court in defining hi proper
standard or evaluating claim. of deprivation of free

exercisv 7ights?

In

othsimpwords,

do

the

Abetican

pe6ple and American chulres have, a clear picture
crighc now on what standardwirrbe Applied when the
courts consider whether a religious practice may be
uph.11d in the face of i civil law?

I think that 4e Supreme Court has laid out, in
Sherbert v. Vernerjand Wisconsin v. Yoder, what is'

probably the best possible guidance for resolving
Free Exercise questiods. However, some judges have

applied those teachings in niggardly fashion. It

,is up
ca.ises

to

to

attorneys defending religious liberty
push

very

hard

to

get

courts

to

understand the full implications of the Sherbert
test.
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5.

What did the First Congress* intend to do with the
Free Exercise Clause? Bk you feel that the framers of
the First Amendment thought that a religioez practice
could ever violate a legitimate civil or crimina -law?

I am not familiar with any intention which the
First Congress may have entertained specifically
with reference to the Free Exercise Clause. As to
the framers of the Consti5ktian, I am-also without
actual

evidence.

If surmise will

do, [I would

assume that they would have considered that not
every

religious practice could be

exempt

from

application of civil or criminal law.

Do you endorse the proposition that if we go too fir
in pushing the government out of the churches in our
quest for separation and so-called "neutrality", that
we will end up creating a society in which religion is
in effect discouraged and an anti-religion attitude is
fostered instead?

This has already happened, and at the very heart
of our society - namely, in the education of the
millions of our children in the public schools. It

is utter nonsense even to suggest that our public

schools are religiously "neutral".
fact pervasively secularist.

They are in

As Justice Stewart

predicted, we now have a tax-supported religious
establishment of Secular Humanism.

Again. I am puzzled by your Weference to "the First
Congress".
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7.

Mr. Ball, in an article you Wrote for a book entitled
Church, State and Public Policy which was published in
1978, you stated_that Mediating institutions, such as
church-sponsored private schools, were being overtaken
and emasculated by government. Do you still feel that
way?
I believe that the governmental threat of takeover

the private schools'

and that

continues today,

self-emasculation continues. All of this

I

set

forth in my testimony on "Governance in Education"

before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources on October 19,

I hope that thisn

1983.

may be more ridely read.

You also observed in the article that ch.
schools
needed to take a stand - to resist unconstitutnpel
.

violation of their right to educate. Have you seen any
increase
since
you
wrote
the article
in
the

willingness of church schools

to

take

a

stand,

to

fight the government?

\\ Happily,
Christian

ye

and

Evangelical

schools

have

taken

fundamentalist
the

lead

in

resistance and deserve great credit for that.

Do you disagree with the decision of the Nebraska
Supreme Court in Nebraska v
Faith Baptist Church of
Louisville, 301 N.W.2d 57
1981).? Why?
I

disagree with it, but I must at once add that

the Nebraska Supreige Court

cided that case the

way it did on the basis of

poor trial record

on

which

it Ad to

base

decision.

The
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seemingly unending woes in Nebraska stem not only

from intrans4ant

and biased

government

local

officials but also from that sadly deficient trial
record.

10.

From some of the comments we heard at-the June
1984 hearing, it seems that a lot of people
critical of the way our courts are handling
religious freedom cases. Do you agree? What are

26,
are
the

the

main problems - inconsistency? Or approach?

It depends on which cases you have reference to.
Some cases have betn decided.extremely well by our
NLRB-parochial

The

courts.

school

the

cases,

Christian school cases in Vermont, Kentucky and
Maine:

the-se are examples of good decisions. So

it's a mixed bag - some good court decisions, some

bad. The problem in the bad cases stilt be seen
under two headings: (a) How well was the case set
up? Were the right issues raised? How good was the
record?

Did

(b)

appreciation:
jackknife-

court

religious

of

the

the

case

have

sensitive

liberty?

procedurally

(as

Did
by,

it

for

example, improp3rly granting a motion for summary
judgment)?

Did

the

court

express

bias?

Inconsistency is not the problems understanding
t

religious libertyis the whole problem.

11.

Do you agree that in every case involving t!", First
Amendment, a court will be faced with a balancing test
- state interests versus an individual's or a group's
right to freedom of religion - and that often that'
test is difficult to apply?

2!.
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No - that states the matter too simply. It's never

a question

of

"public

interest".

The 'pudic

interest" has nothing to do with the. matter. The
government may prevail in-a religious_ liberty case

only if it proves that its action is justified by
supreme public necessity and - repeat, andi- if it

proves that no

less restrictive VOA= existto

meet that necessity. In this connection, I commend

to your attention the two excellent opinions from

the Ninth Circuit in the Callahin v. Woods cases
(658 F.2d 679 (9th Cit. 19815); 84 Daily Journal
D.A.R. 1281 (April 2i, 1984) (No. 83-1688)).

wr

12.

Obviously, whenever that balancing test is applied,
one side will win and the other will ;ose. Do either
of you believe - and i recognize this is a practical
question not necessarily a constitutional one - that
when the individual loses, it is ever appropriate in
legal Aciety for that individual to wilfully
violate a valid court order?

No, if by "valid" you mean a court order which is
in compliance with the Constitution.
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Senator HATCH. Let me turn to Senator Leahy at this point.
Senator LEAHY. Thank jou. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.

I sit here and I keep moving up the time that I have to leave for
the next hearing. I think this is probably the most interesting
thing happening on Capitol Hill today, some of the issues that, are
.c being raised here, which really requires sel 'rig.
a letter to the AttorI was one of those Senators who joined
airman, you were also
ney General, and I think perhaps, Mr
lasking him to seek certiorari in the Moon case in the Supreme
-'
\ Court to get these issues settled.
We will also have, Mr. Chairman, I understand, be allowed to
have at the end of this hearing Rev. Paul Weaver from Vemont to
put a statement in.
Senater,HATcH. We will be happy to do that.
Senator LEAHY. I would welcome him for the record.
.

Senator HATCW We will take his statement.

Senator LEAHY. He is a well-respected 'religious voice in our
State.
I would like to ask Professor Tribe a short question.
In your view, does the State have an interest in protecting id.
physical well being and safety of children even if to protect them
would interfere with the sincere religious beliefs of a child's parents?
Mr. TRIBE. Senator Leahy, I believelthe answer. is "yes," the
State does have that interest and religion is not an excuse under
our Constitution for inflicting harm on helpless people.

But in answering that question end with a view toward the

recent events in Vermont where, as I understand it, Judge Mahady
ordered that a number of children coul'l not be detained for some
72 hours in order to find out whether there was abusein answering that question, I do want to stress this: Paranoia and suspicion
are no substitute for concrete reason to believe that harm is being
done. It is all too easy for people looking at an unusual or an unpopular religious movement to characterize those who are under it
sway as abused and to act on the basis of that belief, whether di
not there is any evidence of it.
=0"It seems to me that, as long as we are going to recognize, as we
must, the power of Government to protect helpless people, including children from abuse, whether in the name of God or in the
name of any other local, as long as we are going to recognize that
power we also have to recognize the grave danger of the abuse of
that power and we have to create protections against such abuse.
And among such protections there mutt, be a requirementbefore
a Government intervene, intervene in what appears to be a bona
fide religious movementthere must be a requirement of some objective reason to believe that, apart from the majority cl.
ment with the particular movement, something is happening whirch
is unlawful, coercive or endangering to the health or safety of individuals.
In the absence of such objective reason, I think that mere suspicion should never suffice.
Senator LEAHY: Well, that is a standard that you would apply to
allow Government decisionmakers to intervene over the religious
objections of parents.
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Mr. TRIBE. If there is objective evidence of direct abuse, that is
correct, Senator:
Senator LEAHY. My last question, and I have a number of ques-

tions I want to submit for the record to both the witnesses if I

might, Mr. Chairman, but my last one is thht the FBI and the Justice Department have issued guidelines for mangy of their agents to
pose as clergy in undercover operations.
Do think that there should bethat this
d be allowed or
should there be a statutory ban prohibiting
of such cover
by the Government?
Mr. TRIBLE. Senator, my reaction to that is a mixed one. It does
seem to me that there is a legitimate governmental interest in assuring that th good name of religion in America not be abused by
groups that simply dor he mask of religion in order to obtain various benefits. But at ti, ime time, techniques whereby Government sullies its own hands by impersonating religious believers
leave me deeply troubled. It seems to me that the use of informent
and undercover agents in law enforcement generally, although important, is easily subject to abuse and that certain Berms of GovernmenUmpersonation are so inherently troublesome and problematic,

that, without clear proof that they are indispensable to law enforcement, which I seriously doubt, I would think that pritcticeA4,,,
that kind should be legislatively disapproved..
Senator LFAHY. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the courtesies. I,will submit the rest
of my questions for the record. I know you have a long agenda.
Senator HA'rcH. Thank you, Senator Leahy.
I will submit questions as well.I want to thank both of you gentlemen for your .excellent statements here today. I think you have added a great deal to this hear-

ing in setting the tone and establishing some of the problems
which do exist or may existmay exist and which may very well
be mgjor problems in the future. And I think to that extent we
really have appreciated having both of you with us.
Now, we will excuse you for the time b6ing but I would like to be
able to ask you to be prepared to return to the table after our next
several witnesses so that we can have a discussion concerning spe-

cific details regarding the issues they raise. We really do greatly
appreciate your opening remarks which have set, in my opinion,
the proper constitutional tone for this hearing. We will keep your
comments about the Constitution in mind as we proceed.
Mr. 'Nuns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, may I, when we return, have t

op-

tunity to respond to Senator Leahy's question concerning the

Vermont parents?
Senator HATCH. I would be happy to have you respond at this
point.
Senator LEAHY. I would be happy to hear 'him now.
Senator HATCH. While Senator Leahy is here.
Senator LEAHY. I was trying to save the time.

Mr. BALL. I will save the time- Senator LEAHY. As you could imagine, the question is one, the
very substance of the question would be one of interest, whether it
involves anything in Vermont or any of the other 49 States. But I

,1

must adniit that my attention, is focused a wee bit more because of
Vermont.
Mr. BALL. I join completely in Professor Trible's answer to your
question, but with this addition. I think we have seen in a number
of States lately that the State really considers itself" to be the superior parent. It provides regulation and frequently licensing of activities upon which it ought not to regulate and-in which it should
not require a license. .And thus at times the real question becomes
not whether the parents were taking 'care of their children properly, or whither a school is operating to the benefit of children, but
merely the technicality of whether it got a license.

In this view the matter is then allowed to proceed by criminal
complaint against the parent or the operator of the school merely
on'the grounds that he did not recognize the State's right to impose

licensing upon him.
Senator LEAKY. I think you raise a very important point. We do
seem' to have more and more and more of this idea that somehow,
t the munitipal, State, for Federal level, we are going to
whe

take over a

,

least when I was. growing upand I am only 44,

so it has not been that longwhat was considered the responsible
duty of our parents. And when I was growing up in Vermont I

would assume that there were certain responsibilities that my parents had and they would pass on those responsibilities to us, too,
with our own children. And I must admit, Mr. Chairman, I think
my mother still feels she has those same responsibilities when I go
home.

But--

Senator HATCH. Knowing yop, Senator, I am sure sne is going to
watch over you very carefully.
Senator LEAHY. But the point is a good one, at some point we are

going to ask the question, may be that is one of the most valuable
things out of these whole hearings, a the question, At what time
do we say wait a minute? Parents have some responsibility to their
children and their children vice versa have some responsibility to
their parents and these are not responsibilities that Senator Hatch
nor I or anybody else can legislate or take care of. They should be
taken care of at the basic places where they should be done.
Senator HATCH. Well, I am going to thank Senator Leahy for his
interest in this hearing and 9f course the excellent issues that he
has raised.
Thank you so much, gentlemen.
We will now ask our next two. witnesses to come forward. They
are Pastor Everett Sileven of tlw -Faith Baptist Church in Louisville, NB; and Dr. Greg Dixon,- Who is the national chairman of the
Coalition of Unregistered Claurchas, Indianapolis, IN.
Both of these men have had considerable contact and experience
with the State government 'or Neb'sraska in recent litigation which
centers on the issue of *tatelegislation of a church-run school:
We will begin with you, Dr. Dixon, if we can.

4
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STATEMENTS OF PASTOR EVERETT SILFVF,N, FAITH BAPTIST
CHURCH. LOUISV LLE, NE; AND DR. GREG DIXON,, NATIONAL
CHAIRMAN OF

Dr. Dams.

Leahy.

REGISTERED CHURCHES, INDIANAPOLIS, IN

you very much, Senator HatCh, Senator

AgAin, may I say that I appreciate the opportunity of being here
today, es
ly when I understand that hundreds have asked for
the privilege testifying.
I also Wqt1
to say that I heard nothing from Mr. Ball and

Mr. Tribe that I would disagree with and I appreciate the gentleman 'coming and so succinctly putting forth what I believe is our
faith at this time.
Senator HATCH. You will never hear a more succinct or a more
competent discussion of constitutional ramifications concerning' religious freedom than these two gentlemen .have given here today.
Dr. DIXON.. I agree,"sii.

It was the cause of religious liberty that gave birth to this great
Nation. Now it seems that the Nation is determined to destroy religious liberty. John Leland, the I- er of the Virginia Baptists objected td the rst drafts of the ne* snstitution. He asked: Where
are the
tees of complete religi, liberty; where is the protection for the individual to believe or t. to believe, to worship or
not to worship, to be free to support his church or any religion or
any religious cause and free'also from Government to support some
particular church? His influence caused Madison to introduce the
first amendment that has been the guy -dian of religious belief and
practice for these 200 years.
It was also the bleeding back of Baptist' Street preachers that in-

spired Patrick Henry to give his "Give me liberty or give me
death" speech. N6 nation'on earth has been blessed as-this Nation.
We must either a7 that God is responsible or that America is an
accident of history. I believe, alongwith most Americans, that the
hand of God has made this possible.

But it seems to nib that the government at all levels now is

saying to God: We do not need you any longer or ycwr anibassadors. For all practical purposes the first amendment, i my opinion, is now dead. The religious guarantees of the Constitution is not
but a scrap of
-e3r, like Russia and other hen Curtain 'countries,
where you are ,free to believe but not practice your faith.
Lower court judges ccetinually say: We' cannot rule on the Constitution." However, they are quick to rule in matters that, in my

opinion they have no jurisdiction, such as matters concerning
church discipline, as an example.

The state has literally declared war on religion. There are over
6,000 believers on trial for their faith" in America today. Through
zoning laws, churches are being phut down; Bible studies in homes
hive been stopped, and cities have dernandect that an infant church
have as much as 1 acre to begin. A .judge recently closed a church
in Sparks, NV, because the pastor said: I am a preacher.
But the judge said: No, you are a school teacher. And therefore
he closed the church. Besides, a pastor was jailed and a church

padlocked in Nebraska and the other pastorsand Pastor

41-269 0 - 85 -
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orpc is here present today who has had untold amount of persecution in North Platte.
I saw seven Godly men recently tried in abstentia in a courtroom
in Cass County, NB. A pastor and his wife were being trim for battery in Bristol. IN..eat the present time. What was their crinie? They
gave a child ti* whacks each in a church school. The judge said
to the pastor at the indictment hearing: L the child had just said it
hurts, you could be charged with battery.
A couple in Indiana are being tried at this time for reckless
homicide because they believe in prayer rather than medicine with
regards to health of their child. And yet the State of Indiana covered up the-death of a baby who was allowed to starve to death in
a Bloomington hospital. And I might add that if in fact there are
87 deaths attributed to Faith Assembly Church in Tn,.cma, there
are 1.5 million deaths due to abortion perpetrated by the Federal
Government every year.
The IRS is now a terrorist organization, they have become so
strong that they can jail religious leaders for legitimate practices.
[Applause.]
Dr. DIXON. The press has reported

If I could interrupt you. I really would like to
Senator
ask the help of all people here assembled to please not show any
emotion throughout this }Tearing. I hate to tell you that because I
know that these are emotional issues, but we have such a limited
timerrind I have another very important hearing that has to begin
at 2 o'clock and I am going to have a very difficult tithe getting
through with this one. So I know how important this is and I know

how much you feel and I respect you but I4have to ask that we
have no other demonstrations. And khate to put a damper on that
but it is just very important that w get through this testimony,
and we have a number of very important people.
Dr. DIXON. I will be through in just a minute, Senator./
Senator HATCH. Thank you.

Dr. DIXON. The press has reported that IRS agents now pose as
pastors and CIA agents post as missionaries. I am afraid that this
is putting our total worldwide missionary efforts in grave danger.
This is a direct assault on the church, but what happened in Vermont last week tops it all, in my opinion.
Without a valid warrent or probable cause or due process, 112
children were snatched from their parents at dawn and held for 11
hours. Thank God for the judge that let them go before the 72-hour
t_
period.
There are four areas, in my opinion, that we are having the most
problem with:
No. 1, the IRS thinking that they ought to have jurisdiction concerning church finances.
No. 2, the child protection agencies that have received millions of
Federal funds all over America and have established these child
protection agencies in the States and they are abusingatheir power
concerning children and their parents in regard to the educational
process and discipline. And, Senator, may I say with all my heart, I
believe that we are not just talking about States' accreditation but
appens that is accredited or
it will not be long unless somethi
ucation
Department they will
has the imprimatur of the Federal
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not be able tb go on to hiier education. Also, they will not be able
to get a job.

The other area is in the

of health. As an example, midwives

criminally prosecuted for p

icing medicine without a license just

have been outlawed in the State of Indiana. People have been'
because they give informati

concerning vitamin& and health

foods.

These primarily are the four areas that I think we are having

the most problem in.

One other thing in closing. Some time ago a lady stood in

Denver, CO to speak to an audience. She said: "I escaped from
Russia when the Communists took over there. I escaped to a Baltic

nation. I escaped when the Communists took over there. Then I
went to Cuba. I escaped when the Communists took_over there.

Now I have come to America."
Somebody from the audience said:. "Thank God you could come to
America."

She said: "Yes, I thank God. But if America falls, there will be

no place else to go."
Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Dr. Dixon. I appreciate it.
'The following was subsequently received for the record:
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Senator HATCH. Pastor Sileven, we are happy to take your statement at this time.
STATEMENT PASTOR EVERETT S1LEVEN

Mr. Swevxri. Thank you, Senator Hatch. I want to thank. you
and your committee for having these hearings and I want you to
know that it is a 'privilege to be here....
I have been in over 1,000 churches in the last 18 months and
have spoken to over 1 million people face to face, I am here today
to say that it is my candid opinion that Government at all levels
has now become the adversary of the churches and freedom of mill=
gion.

There are now approaching 7,000 cases in this country where
Christians are being prosecuted. Just recently in Milwaukee, two
pastors came to me and said: "We started a church in a home and
we were told that if we aliened our bibles one more time in these
homes we would go to jail.

Today there are parents in Florida who are about to lose their
children because they refused to send them to a §tate-approved
school.
,

It is not because the quality of education is poor. In fact, test resuits indicate that the quality and academic achievement is superior.

Today, as I sit here, there is a church in Redding, CA that is battling the State bureaucracy over its control of its day care center.
I too -would agree that the IRS has become a law unto itself. In

fact, without trying to be inflammatory, I think there are many
people who feel that they are really the gestapo-like agency of our
Government..
The Reverend Moon's case, the Bob Jones case, simply lay the
foundation for which the IRS will continually come dawn upon
churches.

Now for the first time we have one small Southern Baptist

where a deacon turned in his pastor
Church in the State of
and church for not payingtth Social Security tax even though it is
levied a $25 -a-da penalty against
being repealed, and the I
that church, with the indication that they will sell their property if
necessary to collect.

Nebraska has been the )forror story of our Nation for a long
even' though the Yoder
time. In 1980, the Amish were proses
case is in good standing. They were r ed. They refused to pay the
and sold them at public
fines. The State confiscated their b
auction. Rather than fight, the Amish moved.
The Mennonites have' been prosecuted consistency in the State
of Nebraska for the education of their children.
In York, NB, Rev. Moray is the pastor of the Apostolic Church.
There were three State deputies who came into his church with
guns on #eir hips and lined the people up against the wall and
confiscated their records. The church then took their children to
their homes to teach them. And as I sit here today, they are being
prosecuted for truancy. And not one time has there been any evidence that the children have been hurt or that their education is
lacking.
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In Gerring, NB, the Church of Christ was prosecuted, its school
had to move across the State line into Wyoming.

In Mon-ill, the Indpendent Baptist Church had to move across
the State line to operate.
In North Platte, my wonderful friend Bro. Bob Gilthorpe who is

sitting in the audience today, has spent 93 days in jail in North
Platte. The court has levied fines against him of $200 a day and
against his church also. Within the next 30 days they are going to

sell his personal property, his home, and his church building to collect those fines.
Also in other cities, for instance Central City, NB, there is a man
by the name of Morrow who is a simple watch repairman. He was
teaching his children at home. His wife is hiding in another coun
to avoid arrest, even though a jury found him not guilty when
was tried.

Also, there is another pastor in ,the State whose wife is lu ins
out in the State of Iowa to teach tigt children.
In Louisville, that is another story. In 1981, our church was padlocked for the first time. In 1982, I was arrested four times, spent
120 days in the Cass County jail.

On October 18, 1982, there were almost 100 praying ministers
who were not even a part of the case at all, who were carried out,
physically removed by 18 armed officers and the church padlocked
for the second time.

Then in 1983, there were 7 of my men who went to jail, their

wives and 32 children fled the State to avoid arrest and then I also,
even in spite of the fact that I had filed briefs in my case, and my

daughter had done the same, the judge put out a warrant for our

arrest.
I recently returned to the State of Nebraska on April 26, volun-

tarily coming to the court, voluntarily recessing our school now,
since we have a new law to operate under, waiting until it comes
into effect on July 10. The judge vindictively sentenced me to 8
months in jail, stating right over the bench that he would like to
have given nre 2 years in the Stag penitentiary.
He stated, as well as Judge Case, that they were not bound by
the Constitution in this case. That is in the record. They do not believe that the Constitution applies. And this is one of the problems
that we are facing.

Also I was forbidden to have writing materials, to write books
and pamphlets while I was in jail. I am nowut on appeal.
It is very interesting to me, Senator, thdtAn Nebraska the attorney general of our State was impeached by the legislature then the
State Suprerse ..Court overturned the impeachment. He was then
indicted on three counts of felony by the krand jury. He was given

a $10,000 bond, he was allowed to sign for his. I was given a
$100,000 performance bond, a $10,000 cash bond. I refused to pay it.

Thank God for friends who went out and collected the money to
pay it.

I guess it is more dangerous to preach the gospel and to train
children than it is to commit felonies in the State ofNebraska.
What is the problem? I think it has been touched upon, especially by Attorney William Ball, and that is the problem of definition.
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We have a terrible problem with Government trying to define
"religion."
It is very interesting that, in the State of Nebraska, and President Reagan is falling into the trap by his advisors, and that is
they are saying it is an educational issue not religious.
Now, that may be what Government defines it as, but in our
country the Constitution, especially the first amendment, allows
me to define the tenets of my faith for myself. Therefore, if I believe that education is in fact a part of my religious faith, no government, including the Department of Education, the IRS, or

anyone else has the right to define away_that part of my faith and
put it under the regulation of the State, unless they can show
harm. Not one time in 7 years have they shown harm to the children. In fact, they have shown we are doing a superior job in education.
I want to say just in closing that I have in fact submitted what I
believe could be used as a basis for model legislation and I want to
close by reading it because I think it contains the heart of what we
need.

No Federal. State, cr local government shall define, classify, tax, license, approve.

certify. restrain, or restrict or otherwise infringe on the practice of any sincerely
held religious belief of any citizen of the United States. There are no compelling
state interests that supersede the right of inditidual citizens to practice their religious beliefs. Religious beliefs shall be defined by the individual citizen and no citizen's religious beliefs must confrom to those of another, to be protected from the
Government and its agencies. This act in no way diminished the ability of government at all levels to punish crime as defined under the common law.

I believe that would give the basis for which we would like to see
legislation.
'Thank you.

'

Senator 1-1Airre :hank you so much. We appreciate both of you
making the trip here to testify_
I will say, Dr. Dixon, that the first amendment is not dead. This
hearing is a perfect ill ration of why it is not, and I intend to
make sure that it is t. But I am also concerned that some of
those who are the loud t, and properly so, in protecting the rights
is of a free press, are perhaps not standof free speech, and the
shoul4
with regard to religious rights, and
ing up as much as they
I am very conceniea. I do not ieve that pastors or ministers who
are above the law eitSer, but am concerned when pastors are
involving religious beilefs.
thrown in jail because of differen

Ling to not only me, but I am
These hearings are very int
sure there will be many people on the Judiciary Committee who
would take great interest in the testimony we are developing this
day.
I just want to thank both of you for being here. I will submit

some questions to you in writing, and I would hope that you would
answer them.
I would also like to ask you, Pastor Sileven, to ask your attorneys to submit as rruch detail as they can for our record concern

g some of the things that you have said here today. We would
like to look into this a little carefully and-Mc. SILEVEN. Would you like to have a copy of the court record?
We will give you the whole record if you want it.
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Senator HATCH. I think that would be good, not for this record,

but for our pers(al purview, and I think that anything else that

you can do to help summarize the actual facts of the case, I would
appreciate having for the record, in as brief a form-as possible.
Mr. SILEVEN. Thank you very much.

[Material submitted for the record follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. EVERETT SILEVEN

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IND ANALYSIS OF CURRENT STATUS

THE SYNOPSIS RACKGROVMD OF DR

TETT SIIIVEW

Dr, Rverepr-21-Itewar,wat born April 21, 1939 near Muskogee, Oklahoma,

His father was an itinerant Baptist preacher; his mother was a fine.

Christian lady. When he was four his mother died of cancer, and he
moved with his father to California where ha lived for a very short time.
He and his brother were soon adopted by an Aunt and Uncle in Missouri

by the osue Mr. an4Mrs. Marvin Silevan,

Mr, and Mrs, Sileven were the

owners of a 6,000 acre ranch, and Everett spent his growing up years in
that area working long and hard hours in timber, cattle, and farming.
He graduated from the Houston High School, Houston, Missouri in 1957.
-He attended Southwest Missouri State Teachers College; Hillsboro College

in Hillsboro, Missouri; Washington University end Southern Illinois
University, majoring to Business Administration.

He worked for Ralston

Purina Company in the research division and also was manager of Pinkest

Development for ConAgra of Omaha, Hebraiks4 Se spent a short time as
manager of Package Research for the Frito Lay Company of Dallas, Texas.
Pastor Sileven entered the full time ministry in 1975 after having
completed his Master of Theology and Doctorate of Theology from Faith
Baptist Theological Seminary in 6organtc.m, lauturky.

He has Honorary
/'

Doctorates from Freedom University in Orlando, Florida and Hyles-Anderson

College in Remand, Indiana.
Pastor Sileven is Pastor of the Faith Baptist Church in Louisville,
Nebraska,

experienced the awesome hand of persecution by the
77,

State of Nebraska sin
a Christian School without
arrest along with seven of
the Cass County jail in

He has sper".157 days in Jul for operating
icense.

His daughter has been subject to

e parents of his church who spent 93 days in
attamouth, Nebraska,

Pastor Sileven is a patriot and a believer in the free enterprise
system, constitutional government, and stands firstly on the principles
of the founding fathers.

It ieodUe to his deep concern for America

that an effort is being made to produce alternatives to the Marxist
ideology being propagated in this country by founding the Amerieanc
Coalition of Unregistered Churches and its monthly magazine, the "Trumpet".
Pastor Sileven is also a cooperating founder a' the Nebraska Christian
Political Action Committee.

DT. Sileven is traveling America on a busy

speaking schedule as well as pastoring Faith Baptist Church.

SaWAR°

Religious liberty as known and protected by our founding forefathers, under the Constitution of the States and the United States,
no longer exists in this country.

There is a growing resistance to

government encroachment upon these liberties, and unless tha Congress

does something substantial to restrain goverment from further encroechment, it is our fear that the government will perpetrate a
second bloody

olution in this country.

PROBLEM
DEFINITICN OF RELIGIOVS LINgRTT

A.

(Blacks Law Dictionary, third edition)

"The power of the will to folloWlaWiNdictetes of its unrestricted

choice, and tokrect the extarn4I acts of the individual, without
restraint, coercion,or control from other persons"
B.

(Myer vs. State of Nebraska 43S. CT. 625, 626,262 O.S. 390.)
"The word 'liberty' devotee not merely freedom from bodily
restraint, out also the right of ;lie individual to contract, to
engage in any of the common oc.:,tpAtions of life, to acquire useful knowledge, to marry, to establish a home, and bring up children,
to worship Cod according to 400a, dictates of his own conscience,
and generally to enjoy those plVileges long regarded at co son
law as essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men

C.

(Religious liberty)

"Free46 from dictation, constraint, or control in matters affecting
the conscience, religious beliefs, and the practice of religions:
freedom to entertain and express any or no system of religious
any form of ,religious
opinions, and to engage in or refrain f
rship, not inconsistent
obser-,Ince or public or private religiods
the general welfare.
with the peace and good order of society a,
2, 6 AM. ST, Rep. 310;
See Frazee's Case, 63 Michigaolik.-1Q$.W.
State vs, White, 64 N.H. 48, SA. 828.--J

Now any liberty that requires a license is no longer a Liberty.
The definition of a license is also given in Blacks Imo dictionary aid
is defined As follows:

"A permission, accorded by a competent authority,

conferring the right to do 'tome act which without such authorisation

would be illegal, or would bola trespass or a tort.

A permit, granted

by the sovereign, generally for a consideration to

person, firm, or

corporation to pursue some occupation or to carry on some business subject
to regulations under the police power.

A license is in no sense a contract

between the state and the licensee but is a mere personal permit neither
transferrable nor vendible.

That would be state ezreI,

Cuillot vs.

Central Bank and Trust Company, 143 LAS. 1053, 79 SO. 857, 858.
In America, we the citizens are the sovereigns.

Therefore, why is

goverment continually trying to force licenses on us to perform those
cod;given, God-ordained, inalienable rights.

If there are any licenses

to grant, then we the people would be the ones granting them to the
government of icials since we are sovereigns and government is not the
sovereign tut is the servant and agent of the people.
II,

THE FO FAMRS

TI1 S

Hr. William Blackstone was probably the greatest jurist of the era
of the founding of our nation.

Here of his commentaries were purchased

In America than in England, and they were used extensively in the founding
of our nation.

understanding of

I would like to quote from his commentaries as to the
man's relationship to his Cod.

"Han, considered as a creature, must necessarily be subject
to the laws of his creator, for he is entirely a dependent being.
A being, independent of am other, has no rule to pursue, but
such as he prescribes to himself; but a state of dependence will
inevitably oblige the inferior to take the will of him, on whom
he depends, as rule of his conduct: not indeed is every particular,
but in all those points wherein his dependence consists'. Consequ.ntly, as man depends absolutely upon his maker for everything,
it is necessary that he should be in all points conformed to his
makers will. This law of God is of course superior in obligation
to any other. His binding ver all the globe and all countries,
and in all times; no human laws are ofany validity, if contrary
and such of then as are valid derive all their force,
to this:
and all their authority, eediataIy or immediately, from this
original. Upon this foundation depend al4 human laws; that is
to say, no hymen laws should be suffered io contradict these."
an the particular subject of sovereignty of the people, I will now
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4.

quote Mr. CeOree St. Tucker mho was s famous jurist in the early 1800's
in the state of Virginia.

In his footnotes on Illatkstone's commentaries

ha expounds the American Constitution on principle of government.

He

speaks extensively to the sovereignty of the people and I quota,
"The American levolutino has formed s new anO.c in the history
of civil institutions, by reducing to practice; what, before,
had been supposed to exist only in the visionary speculations
of theoretical writers....The world, for the first time since
the annals of its inhabitants began, saw an original written
compact formed by the free and deliberate voices of indixiduals
diposed to unite in the sena social bonds; thus exhibiting
political phenomenon unknown to former ages. This memorable
precedent was soon followed by the far greater numberwf the
states of the union, and led the way to that instrument, by
which the union of the confederate states have since been completed-, and in which, as we shall hereafter endeavor to Show,
the sovereignty of the people, the responsibility of their
servants are principles are fundamentally, and unequivotably,
establish; in.which the powers of the several branches of the
government are defined, and the excessive of them, as well in
the legislature, as.in the other branches, find limits, in
which cannot be transgressed without an offending against
that greater power from whom all authority, among us is derived; to...116.th, people."

It is absolutely understandable by this quote that our early founding
forefathers understood that all sovereign power rested in the people of
the states.

Our founding forefathers were extremely concerned about

goverment intervention into the freedom
exercise of religion.

of conscience and freedom of

They bed fled from Europe for these very reasons.

Therefore they insisted on the First Amendment to the United States,

Constitution that would prohibit congress from making any law concerning
the establishment of religion and prohibiting the free exercise thereof.
This amendment simply says that congress can make no law ri!lating to
religion.

The question comes, what is religion?

Many of our forefathers have suffered Jail., besting, confiscation of

property, fines and other harassments because they refused to take licenses,
permissions, permits, etc. from local and state governments to exercise
their religious practices.

Included in these practices was the collection

and distribution of money and property, the education of children, public
worship, and many other things.
the sick, etc,

There

it also included the care for the elderly,

is oo doubt that to our founding forefathers religious

liberty meant not only the practice and belief of religion but the defining
for one's self what his religious beliefs and practices would be,
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only limitations woe them 'Magness mould he the commianea of the
common law crying decency in order is the community.

la other words,

4 Court could only punish a crime ehicil mould be a crime by. common law,

biblical law, and by common usage mach as harm to pr.:1pol*, limb, or

and public order,

As Blackstone says in his commentaries there

can be no crime stuns there is no injury.

There must be an injury before

the government can step in and make any kind of prosecution or bring
about any punitive action.

When Children are being taught at home by

their parents and they are not being harmed physically or no one else
is being harmed, how can the government step in and say this is a crime?

When churches bond together to educate their children awl tests show
ins at a higher academic level than those attending

that they are

s

the general

rnoent schools, how can this be a crime?

I must

emphasize he a that we have to stay away from psychological, emotional,
sad mental definitions of abuse.

These vary greatly molls varying bodies.

Many believe that teaching a child the Sib's is mental abuse; some believe
that causing children to memorize scripture is a mental abuse.

Parents

must be left with the sole responsibility of determining what goes into
the mind of

child.

This is nothing less than the religious beliefs

and practices of most Americans.
III.

WHAT IS CAUSING TRg LOSS OF ITLIGIOOS LIStERTY IN AMERICA

1".\Religious liberty is dead in America.

The reason I say the

it is

dead is because no religions practice is allowed in America that is counter
to the interests of the state.

For instance, in the Bob Janes case the

courts have said it is not acceptable to believe and practice segregation
in marriage and dating and courting because that violates public policy.
In the Faith Baptist Church came of Louisville, Nebraska the state has
maid that it is not acceptable to believe that education

part of your

religion and therefore, in this state you are prohibited from practicing
the free exercise of educating 'roux. own children.

All over the United

States the IRSis intruding into church affairs because they have determined on their own that certain practices of certain religious groups
is not acceptable religious practices for public policy.

In the Rev.

Moorocase they have said that it is not an acceptable religious tenent

4
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in America for a mintage to put &buret funds in his own name in a
bank account and administer those funds even if it is the desire of the
church members.

The IRS and state governments have launched upon a

massive program to make a legal definition of a church and what is
acceptable religion.

This is totally u

cceptable to us in America as

American citizens if we are to have rel' ious liberty.
does the same thing.

In fact, Russia

They say that there will be freedom of religion,

but religion and state shall be separate and that religion and education
shall be_separete.

You cannot separate religion from government, govern-

iMent in itself is a religious function.

The Roman Empire realized that

it could not Continua its current mode, of operation without the many false
gods and Caesar worship.

When Christians came along and claimed that

Jesus wen Lord and not Caesar, it threatened the very empire.

In America

,---

uur constitutional republican form of government is and was dependent

upon Americans having religiousliberty.

The reason religious liberty

no longer exists in America today is because the current form of government
is not whet our forefathers gave us in the ibeginning.

The current form of

government that we practice is one of government lasing t e rulers tad the

people being the slaves and religious liberty does not

that mode

of operation.
IV.

CURRENT LEGAL OPPRESSION
A. ( People having served
criminal religious belie
1.

rviing Sail tine in prison for non

List Church, Louisville, Ne.
Pastor Everett Sileven, Fait
tential of 150 days yet
Be has served 157 days and has the
to serve.

2.

Pastor Bob Gelsthorpe, North Platte Baptist Church, North Platte,
He has served several months and faces possible confiscation
Ne.
of church property and personal property, as well as his bank
accounts and fines.

3.

She is facing jailings.and
Rev. Agnes Rich, Grand Island, Me.
confiscation of property fmr fines.

4.

Rev. Sun Myung Moon, he is facing potential jailings.

5.

We have heard of and have not yet substantiated the fact that
there are some 18 other pastors in America facing jailings over
various charges relating to their religious beliefs.
Litigating cases

B.
1.

There are approximately six thousand cases being litigated in
in the United States of America by government against churches

4d
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of
and religious orsaatestions. The Gibbs and Craze law
Cleveland, Ohio is handling somewhere in the neighborhood of
three to four thousand of those cases. Visa cases.involve
such things as
A.
B.

C,

HeelthCodes

D.

Welfare Involvement
So called Child Abuse
Educational Ministry Concerning Licensors
Home Schools
Social Security Taxes
PropeEty Taxes
wages, workman's comp., etc.
Labor -Department: as
and Unapproved Political Activity
IRS Harassment over T

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.
K.

G.

Zoning Laws
Building Codes

TFE SOLUTION
The government must take at face value every single individual's &dial

ition of his religious beliefs.

The only test government should give any

individual concerning his religious beliefs ism
Has the exercise of the religious belief resulted in a trine against
life, property, or community tranquillity?

HOW OUR RELIGIOUS LIBERTIES WERE VIOLATED BY TREE STATE OF NEBRASKA

a
In 1977, the members of Faith Baptist Church voted to start a weekday,
educational ministry for their own children.

They started this ministry

because they were conscience bond to obey their Lord Jesus Christ who
-z

commanded them in scripture (fleut. 6, Prey. 22:6, Ps. 101:3, Jer. lb:2,

Eph. 6:4, and others) to establish the life training of their children
in godliness and obedience to their Lord Jesus Christ and the Bible.

While most Christians in the past felt they could send their children to
a public school and still obey God in these commands, today that is not
the general feeling of devout Christian parents.

Because of the excessive

secular humanism taught in the now, government schools, these schools are
actually hostile to God and people who are devoted to him.

Therefore,

today, the majority of devout Christian parents feel they must remove
their children from those government schools and from private
who arc controlled by the
government schools.

schools

same stair apparatus that has secularized the

Thus, you

have many home schools and many weekday

educational ministries as an integral pare of the local church.

*9

This is the kind of ministry that Faith Baptist Church of Louisville,
Webraiska started,

The state of Nebraska, however, claims sovereign jurisdiction over;
education.

There was no grant of such authority from the people of the

state of Nebraska to the governmeot in this area.

In fact, the people

of the state have repeatedly voted down compulsory education laws add
amendments.

The United States Congressional enabling Act io 1864 which actually
created the State of.Nebratka, demands the State of

Nebraska "harm no

inhabitant in person or property because of his religious halide."
(See appendices

The Constitution of Nebraska, Article 1, Section 4 states "infringe went of conscience shall not be tolerated".

(See appendices

E

etc.)

The r'ligi us conscience of myself and the members of the Faith Naptiat
Church are two -fold.
1.

We must train and educate our children in the Lord.
The subjection of our church and our children to the control
of the humanistic religious organization, namely, the Department
of Education, to allow them to determine teachers, methods, and
cnrriculum violates our comm.:Janee as it relates to the education
of our children.
2.

The court order of April 23, 1979 (See appendices ..1.) WM, us
three choices.

submit our church to the foreign religious cult, the Department
of Education,
2.
To close the school.
3.
To move out of the state.

This court order violated our conscience in exactly the 4=4 way
the assumed statutes, rules and regulations violated our conscience.
At all times, the parcotseoffered to supply to the county prosecutor
'or.county superintendent of schools the DAMON, addresses, ages, test scores,

and attendance records of their children to verify education.
The state is obligated to follow the leas.
its own interests and accomodate the faith of
the state show injury Oo ray party.
hat no crime had been committed.

Atic nrsens to assure

its citizens.

At no time

The sheriff testified under oath

Test scores (Ste appendices j?..._) clearly

shou.the students academically above national end state norms on California
Achievement Tests.
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Below is

list of the actual violent acts taken by the state of

Nebraska against the people

of raith Baptist Church and myself which

violated out Constitutional liberties and rights.

A

September 13, 1981 Faith Baptist Church doors were padlocked
1.
and the people forced out of a prayer meeting.
On February 18, 1982, I was sentenced to four months of jail in
the Cass Ceunty Jail.

2,

On September 3, 1982, I was arrested from behind my pulpit in
3.
the Faith Baptist Church as I-leielstered to my congregation and
students in the auditorium..

On October 18, 1982, over1100praying ma
4.
people were ejected physically by.18 armed o
doors of the Faith Baptist Church once again
On November 29,
5.
I and my wife were:
This arrest was &et
twe days later when

and visiting
s and the church
padlocked.

1982, I was arrested at the midnight hour while
staying at a local eotel in the Omaha area. 16
legitimate and was proven so in the court room
the judge released me.

I was arrested the fourth time on December 8, 1982, and served
53 days in the Cans County Jail.

6.

On November 23, 1983, seven men, parents of students attending
the Faith Christian School were jailed tTle day before Thanksgiving
where they spent 93 days behind bet. Their wives fled the state
euith bench warrants for their arrests and 32 children taken with
The teacher, Mrs. :rase Schmidt also fled the state to prethem,
vent a rest. She was not allowed to !Inure home until April 26,
1984 a which time the warrant wits dropped.
7.

On April 26, 1984, I voluntarily surrendered myself to -ha
curt at which time I was arrested and sentenced to eight months
in jail and told I could not he released early unlesi I forced the
families to put their children in state approved schools. The
sentence ale carried a prohibition against ay writing any books
or materials while in jail.
8,

I have actively and continuously tried to negotiate this whole metter
since 1977.

WO have met numerous times with different officials trying

to find a so4tion.
was reached.

In December of 1983 such a solution and negotiation

However, the Attorney General of the State of Nebraska

adamantly refused

his assistant to consumate the negotiated settlement.

How did all thisVappen7
the

In the Nebraska statutes under 79-1701

law states that every teacher in a private parochial or denominational

school must be certified (Sec appendices

however, in the stetUtes

chapter 79-1703 there is an exception foe -those teachers whoiare teaching
religion.

The problem was created when the judge refuted to accept our own
definition of our own religious faith.

We believe that every subject
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that we teach is religious.

For instance,

plus two equals four is

religious because it is truth, and .Jesus acid

Source of Toth.

am The Truthor the

Therefore, If two plus two equals four is true, it came

from Jest's thus making it reii,pua.

However, the court.made a willful

decision that there were certain truths which could no longer be considered religious.

He the judge decided that Math, Science, Social

Studies, and History and any other subject which he would call secular
would come under the police power of the state.

This

brings to the fore-

front 6114.e of the major problems causing persecution over religious

conscience.
is acceptable

The government must not, cannot, and should not define what
religious practice for another person or any of its

citizens.

If the court had only asked the questions, who is injueed and whet
property is destroyed?

Since there is no injury than whether we believe

as our religious faith would hove been protected by the

Amendment and

the Nebraska State Constitution, Article 1, Section 4.
It is very convenient for the IRS or the Labor Department or for the
Education Department or some bureaucratic organization to say we are not
persecuting religion because we define this as non-religious.

It just so

happens though that to thousands and millions of Americans the education
of their children is a religious function,
This could be said about lamest every act of tyranny being carried
out against Ihristians,

It must be understood that actual crime is not

protected under our Constitution nor is it protected by the.scriptures,
Many people have said, well if ymulre going to allow anything to be
religious then someone may kill babies in the name of
of

religion,

Well,

course, you a.,c1 I know that over eighteen million have been killed

and no one teems to care about that,
murder,

However, we do have laws against

Anytime thelik is a common law crime meaning a murder, bodily

injury, property damale, infringement on another person's rights, or
the disruption of peace and tranquility in the community, all of those
actions would be regulstable by the government and punishable by the
court.

However, in our case and gin

the case of Rev. Moon and the case

of Bob Jores University and the case of literally tholisande of
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sad Christians across America this is eot the case.

They slap y are not

cresting a problem.
Therefore, we would plead with this committee to introduce legislation which would prohibit any federal or state government or bureaucracy
or agency from infringing on the right of any individual relating to
religion as

that individual would define his religious beliefs unless

it is in the matter of commission of common law crime.

We woulit'also

beseech this committee to include in that legislation some form of redress
of grievance.

We have literally spent a million dollars is the courts.

Not one time have we ever bed a favor**. decision; not one time have we
had

Writ of Habeas Corpus granted; not one time have we bad any decision

favorable from the courts.

It is obvious that there is a conspiracy

between the judges of the State of Nebraska even up to the Federal District
level.

There must be

removal of this cloak of immunity for judges.

There must be a removal of a cloak of immunity from any official.
must be redress of grievance or there will be 'revolution.

At.
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H1tAZKA LAW REVIEW

f

upon ext. -

hiz fr

FREEDOM OF TEUG1ON

VoL C174

the parents to h,v their chtldrtn dutat,d by a
teacher Otherwjp the teacher wotild have no puplir to teach

exercise nghL This situation could arlie

ceio
the teaher ba,ije of a eligiou
anre choosea to attind a nonapçwoved hgh.r eduzt1on*i iriUtuwhere th. teichet heat direct rtlf$oua reason for not obtaining

prefer-

tion and thin ater gesdtatl, sa.k* to teach without meeting the
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THE REPORT 0? THE GOVERNOR'S CHRISTIAN
SCHOOL ISSUE PANEL

TRANSMITTAL LITTER
January 26, 1984

The Honorable Robert Kerrey
Governor of Nebraska
State Capitol
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509

Dear Governor Kerrey:

On December 12, 1983, you created the Governor's
Christian School Issue Panel and charged it to "examine and
report on public policy questions surrounding the Christian
School issue in NebraskaTM.

I respectfully submit to you the report of this panel.
We commend you for your keen interest in this important issue and
thank you for allowing us to participate in the study of it.
We owe much to (a) the many people with whoa we spoke
and corresponded, (b) the authors of the vast number of reference
materials we studied, and (c) your considerate staff members.
Although our thanks go to all of these persons our recommendations are our own,.for which we take full responsibility.
This issue presents profound and difficult challenged.
Nonetheless, we believe that it can be resolve 4 in a tasponsible
manner because of the inherent good sense of Nebraskans and our
state's tradition of fairness.
Very truly yours,

Robert M. Spire
Chair
RMS:se
enclosure
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REPORT SUMMARY

Nebraska has an obligation to assure that children
receive a good education. This means adequate training in basic
skills and a knowledge of how our system of government works.

The goal is to develop persons who can function constructively as
adults and contribute to the welfare of others.
Nebraska carries out its educational responsibilities
through laps and regulations which establish that all schools in
Nebraska, both public and private, meet certain requirements.
Chief among these requirements are those for (a) teacher certification,

(b) courses of study, (c) material and equipment, and (d)

grades and promotion. In addition, there are requirements
regarding (a) compulsory education, (b) health and safety, and
(c) fire regulations. Many education leaders consider these

requirements essential for the State to fulfill its obligation to
assure that Nebraska children aii well educated.
There are some Christian schools which object to these
State requirements on religious grounds. They assert that their

educational efforts are an extension of their church ministry.
From this they conclude that since the State cannot control
Thus, the State's
religion it cannot regulate their schools.
desire to enforce its regulations is directly opposed by the
church schools' denial of the State's right to do so as to them.
What is needed is an appropriate balance between the
legitimate interest of the State in the education of Nebraska
youth and :religious freedom. Objectivity and balance are essential to a constructive resolution of this issue.
Can this conflict be resolved? Yes, and without a lot
of difficulty.
1.'

If so, how? We suggest this:,
For church-related private schools Nebraska policy

should be modified to create this exemption from present state
requirements:

If all parents of children attending a churchchildren shall
related private school so elect, testing of their
certificabe acceptable as an alternative to curriculum, teacher
These tests should
tion and related requirements for the school.
of
be of a standardized natIre recognized by the State Department
Education and educators as proper indicators of student progress.
They should be administered annually by the County SuperintenIf the average test scores in each content area and at
dents.
each grade level of all students enrolled in a school are at
Nebraska
lcIst equal, to such average test scores of students in
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public schools (or, if scores are not available for Nebraska
public school students, then the nation as a whole), the school
attended by these students need not meet the State curriculum,
teacher certification and related requirements.
2.

Parents who elect this alternative shall make a

written_representation to the State that (a) their religious
beliefs dictate this choice, (b) they consent to a testing
procedure for their children, and (c) they will supply regularly
to the State evidence that their children are (1) meeting State
mandatory school attendance requirements and (2) receiving a
structured program of education which satisfactorily covers all
basic areas of study included in State curriculum standards and
is conducted with physical facilities and instructional equipment
and materials comparable to State standards.

If the parents (a)
fail to comply with these procedures, (or their representations
to the State are inaccurate), or (b) their children test below

the prescribed averages, then their children will be considered
to be in violation of State mandatory school attendance requirements.

Health, safety and fire regulations for churchrelated private schools shall remain as they are.
3.

The result of this exemption is this: Churchrelated private schools, for reasons of the religious conscience
of the parents of the children attending them, may operate
4.

without seeking a license or obtaining approval from the State.
The parents of the students involved shall (a) submit their
children to a testing procedure, and(b) report directly to the
State compliance with mandatory attendance, basic curriculum and
related requirements.
This would seem to be a just and reasonable recognition
of

(a) reliqious and parental rights, and (b) the freedom of
Christian schools to exist. At the same time, it leaves intact
the basis for heeth and safety standards, fire regulations and
compulsory education.
The election to seek this exemption can

only be made for reasons relating to religious freedom.

We make these recommendations because we have
concluded:

Nebraska teacher certification procedures as
presently defined violate the First Amendment free exercise of
religion rights of Christian schools. This legal conclusion,
(a)

together with our view of proper public policy, indicates to us
the need to modify present practices in order to reach an appropriate accommodation between the interest of the State and
religious freedom rights.
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5

The accommodation we suggest meets the
r,41"gicus issue without unreasonably interfering with the ability
of the State to assure a competent education for Nebraska chil(b)

dren and to establish standards for that education.
Our report describes how and why we have reached our
specific
conclusions. Reasonable people disagree as to what
We
recognize
that
steps should be taken to resolve this issue.
our suggestions are simply one approach.
More important right now than any specific proposals is
educational
a recognition by all concerned that there are both
alld religious issues involved here which must be addressed in
some form.

we hope that Nebraskans can agree on the common goal of
recognizing (a) the State's obligation to have and enforce
educational standards and (b) the legitimacy of religious freedom
claims that some present State regulations arluteo restrictive
when applied to Christian schools. This means that both State
control and Christian school advocates must acknowledge some
validity in the other's position. With this understanding we can
interthen consider methods for accommodating these conflicting
standards
ests without compromising either (a) the obligations or
of
of the State, or (b) the deeply felt religious convictions
Christian school supporters.

WHAT ARE TIFF ISSUES?

There are profound issues about education, religion,
to each
constitutional rights, fairness and our responsibilities
It is crucial that we clearly understand the
other involved.
actual nature of these issues.
chilWe all seek the best possible education for our
And we want to
dren; we also cherish our religious freedom.
Governmental
policies
treat one another fairly and with respect.
should accommodate All of ther.e fundamental concerns.
in this
The present Nebraska controversy has arisen
manner:

for
Nebraska law establishes State responsibility
is the State's
and control of education. The reason for this law
culturai'development
of its
interest in the intellectual and
citizens. The legal
children so that they may become responsible
The Nebraska State Consti(a)
basis of this law is threefold:
(1

t61
tution;

(b) Statutes enacted by the Nebraska Legislature; and
Court decisions.
This State law creates the Nebraska State Department of
Education as the agent of the State to administer this responsibility.

To carry out its duties the Department devises and

enforces detailed regulations.

These regulations, together with
the law itself, require both public and private schools to be
lioensed by the Stan'.
To receive a license a school must make application to
the Department, which will issue the license only if it approves
the school.
it will approve the school only if the school meets
certain standards for (a) teacher certification and qualification,
(b) courses of study, (c) material and equipment, (d) grades and
promotion, and (e) mandatory student attendance.

The Department
asserts -that schools which do not obtain this approval may not
operate legally.
The State considers its direct control over teacher

qualifications and other educational factors essential for it to
fulfill its responsibility for the education of Nebraska children.

It believes that meaningful education cannot take place in

a classroom without some minimuny-sfattermined control over
what happens in that classrooe(teacher qualifications, courses
of study.an.i related items)._
(2)

Several religious groups operate private schools

in Nebraska.
(a)

These schools enjoy fundamental rights derived from
the 'First Amendment to the United States Constitution, which

guatantees to each person

he right to

re103on"; and (b) Articl

I, Section 4, of the Nebraska State

Constitution, which co
guarantee,

the free exercise of.

ains a similar freedom of religion

Most of these church-related schools consent to the
State licensing rule and comply with the standards established by
the State as a requirement for approval of the license.
Some do
not, however, and thus are denied legal status by the State.
Among those who do not are some schools which may in fact fulfill

the standards for approval, but refuse to apply for a license on
the basis that the licensing procedure is itself an improper
interference with their religious freedom. Others do not meet
the standards for approval; they also refuse to accept the
licensing procedure for the same religious freedom reason.
These groups. recognize that the State has an interest

education of their-childzen

However, they assert that
this State interest is limited to the results of the educational
process, not to the process through which those results are

obtained. They believe that their church school is an integral
From
part of, and thus an extension of, their church ministry.
this they conclude that any State regulation of their school is

in substance a regulation of their church and thus an improper
%n summary, they assert
State in,,:erference with their religion.
that the State's legitimate interest in the education of their
children is only in the result of that education, not the process
by which that result is obtained.
Stated another way, these church groups view State
regulation of their schools as a control of process (which they
On the other
consider to be a control over their churches).
hand, they view the State's interest in the results of the
process (how well the students learn) as a matter between the

State and the parents of the children (and thus not a control
over the church in its educational ministry). They consider
their schools to be responsible to the parents, not to the State.
Thxy place great accountability upon the parents for
the education of their children. They consider the essential
responsibility for the education of the children to be tiPon the
parents.

In short, they say that the State may require that
their children actually learn certain basic skills, but that the
State may not dictate to their church school:: how these skills

are learned. Therefore, they believe that the State.infringes
upon their religious liberty through certification of teachers
and other requirements placed directly upon their schools.
Some church schools
An impasse has developed.
(3)

insist on operating ithoet meeting State requirements. The
State responds by seeking enforcement of its requirements through
closing noncomplying schools.
Can 'these competing interests of the State and
these schools be accommodated in a manner which is properly
responsive to the responsibilities, convictions and constitutional rights of both? We definitely think so.
Our recommendations are based on these three
premises, to which we fully subscribes (1) the conflicts here are
very real; (2) these conflicts should be addressed directly and
clearly; and (3) sound State educational policies and proper
Christian school religious liberties can coexist.
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E.

HOW DO OTHER STATES HANDLE THESE ISSUES?
There is considerable diversity.

A 1980 Florida Department of Education survey disclosed
that thirteen states require private schools Ito hire state c
fied teachers.
Two of these states exempt church-related

t

and two others indicate that they do not enforce the law.
Thirteen states do not certify private school teachers and
twenty-four have a voluntary certification process.
Recent information compiled by the Nebraska State
Department of Education is similar. This information shows hat
fourteen states require some form of teacher certification and
thirty-five states do not. Precise information is lacking from
one state.
For private schools this information indicates that

nine states virtually ignore them, eighteen sta.* have a voluntary regulation system for them and twenty-one states have some
compulsory requirements. Detailed information is lacking from
two states.

In short, other' states appear to do one of two things:
(1) have mi.ndatory certification requirements similar to Nebraska
which they may or may not enforce; (2) exempt church-related
schools from some or all state regulations.
Among these are some

who provide for a voluntary certification procedure for those
church-related schools who want to have state approval.

We cannot get a great deal of guidance from other
Why not? Because this Christian school regulation issue
states.
is a recent event.
It is not something which states have been
giving serious attention to for a long time.

In addition, the,.

First Amendment freedom of religion question involved in the
regulation of Christian schools has not yet been clearly resolved
through judical proceedings.
Other states are observing closely what Nebraska does
with this issue for whatever guidance our state may be to them.
In summary, we have a social and constitutional issue
here which we must work out ourselves without much
help from
others.

5.

WHAT GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS I'!FLUENCE THESE ISSUES"

We need to recognize that this Christian school issue
does not exist in isolation.
It is just one aspect of the much
larger overall concern our nation has for church/state relation-
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In addition, there are a number of

ships in their many forms.

political, sogial, intellectual, and spiritual factors which
relate directly to the issue.
As we attempt to resolve it we
should be aware of these influences:
AY1 would agree that education has

(1)

the largsst role in ensuring the future of democracy
children must receive a good educatibn in order to
structive adults.
8

(2)

There are many fine people in Nebraska and

elsewhere who resent interference in their lives by what they
consider to be "big brother social engineering" of an Orwellian
Typically these people are hard-working, thrifty,

nature.

prudent, God-fearing and very reliable. You could not ask for
more loyal or dependable friends. They are in every way as

essential to the functioning of our social system as are those
who are more in sympathy with modern governmental regulation of
They are worried
our lives. They simply want to be left alone.
about the possible sacrifice of their individuality to group
conformity.

In our democratic and pluralistic society who can

presume to say that the hopes and desires of these persons are
any less important than those of others?
(3)

In discussing this Christian school issue, we

sometimes tend to categorize.interested persons as "the citizens
of Nebraska" and the Christian school people". We should
remember that there is one group here, not twos.

The Christian

school people are just as much Nebraska citizens as anyone else
and should be so recognized. Nebraska belongs equally to all its
people.

We all are in the same boat, and a great boat it is.

Much analysis and rhetoric on this issue
(4)
deals- with she rights and interests Of parents of school children, teachers, professional educators, judges and elected
officials.

Ate. of these persons are important to our consid-

erations.

However, we must never forget that it is the welfare

of the children which is the basis for all education, both public
and private.
It is thus important that we constantly remind ourselves that what we seek here is resolution of a fundamental
church/st!ilte issue which will be in the best interests of the
children dii-ectly involved.

ties, we should list the

Aid in the scheduling of priori-

nterests of the parents next to those

of the children.
(5)

The concept of religious freedom is basic to

Those who sailed on the
Mayflower came to America to escape governmental restrictions oh
everything our nation stands for.

the exercise of their deeply felt religious beliefs.
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religious orientation, together with the "melting pot" pluralism
which developed in the nineteenth century, has resulted in a
society today which respects (and indeed demands) a high degree
of tolerance for differing views, be they religious or secular.
In all of this, an individual's deeply held
religious convictions become particularly relevant. For example,
many persons feel alienated by life in the computer age, a life
which they find to be'very impersonal. Frequently one's church
(including church activities, such as a church school) provides
the necessary sense of community's person needs to offset this
feeling of alienation in an impersonal society.
Being a member
of a church family can strengthen one's sense of personal dignity
And in our hearts and minds we all must come
to grips with the'nuclear age. A person's sense of religion and
relationship with his or her deity can be a necessary source of
support and strength in finding meaning to life and ip relating
life to the threat of nuclear annihilation.
Today there is national concern for the
quality of education, both public and private, at all levels.
(6)

This concern has been evidenced by the reports of President
Reagan's National Commission on Excellence in Education and
Governor Kerrey's Nebraska Schools Task Fortis on Excellence in
Education.
This concern
ults in a demand for effective means
to strengthen the caliber
instruction. Doing this calls for
increased teacher competence, reisions of educational curricula,

improvements in school equipment, possible lengthening of school

study years and manxotheriactors which go into an educational
undertaking.%
Toddy there is a national mood of distrust in
large bureaucrecic entities and particularly in government.

Wit!?

regard to eduation this distrust shows up in a greater desire of
parents to have some meaningful controllover the education of
their children.
Private church related schools are one means by
which parents may achieve more genuine participation in the
control of the education of their children.
We should understand and respect the fact that many
Christian school advocates are not primarily worried about the
teaching of basic skills such as reading, writing and mathe-

They concede that their children can learn these skills
in public or other private schools.
Rather, they are concerned

matics.

about the teaching of value systems.
They view state control of
schools through teacher certification and other requirements as a
means of imposing the state's value system on the schools.

They

view this state value system as being too secular, and in direct
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conflict with the spiritual and religious value systole of their
In a democracy
church ministries as applied to their schools.
these competing value systems must be allowed to co-exist and to
compete. This co-existence is the -seal meaning of the First

Amendment "free exercise of religion" clause.
We should recognise that it is easy to be
(8)

overly impressed with the practices and customs of our own
particular domain. All of us must avoid developing a medieval
trade guild mentality. We must look beyond the borders of our
We should not allow institutional loyalty
to become a substitute for thought. There can be more than one
way to achieve goals, and we shotild at least be willihg to try
individual bailiwicks.

different approaches.
The supporters of Christian schools in
(9)
Nebraska are genuinely religious in their orientation. They are
They feel deeply about their convictions and
responsible people.
take their relationship with God as they understand God seriously.
Clearly they are not using religion as a subterfuge to advance
Contrast the integrity and religious sincerity of
other goals.
Nebraska Christian schools with the experience in many southern
states after the 1954 Brown Case United States Supreme Court
decision outlawing segregation in public schools. Soon thereafter a large number of,private schools, many of them church
related, were established for the primary purpose of avoiding the
desegregation of education. These "segregation academies" were
just that and not 'really for the purpose of improving education
or making it more religious.
The present existence and possible future*
(10)

extension of the number and variety of private church related
schools in Nebraska is not something that Nebraska citizens
should be apprehensive about. We should not fear what some might
consider to be alien ideas of any group, religious or otherwise,
with whom we may disagree or have little in common. In a free
society we must have confidence in people ultimately to choose
sound ideas. Thus, we allow various groups to compete in schools
and otherwise for the allegiance of the citizenry. It is better
to allow this open competition than to make martyrs Lut of those

tcome to the majority.

whose views

We should not build a fence around Nebraska to
keep out "alien" ideas and groups. The good sense and wisdom of
Nebraska citizens will continue to prevail when considering
competing ideologies and institutions. Political pluralism,
freedom and openness in our society remain essential.
(11)

Neither the federal government nor any state,
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including Nebraska, should attempt to decide the correctness of
any religious belief, but only whether or not such belief is
sincerely held by those who profess it and is not dangerous to
public safety. It is not for the Methodists:to say that the
Presbyterians are any more or 2es's correct than they are themselves.

A brief analysis of constitutional law may be
The United States Constitution, especially the
Sill of Rights section, is designed to protect each of us from
(a) government and (b) each other.
This is why our individual
'6
constitutional rights are not absolute;'they must somehow accommodate conflicting rights. For example, my First Amendment right
helpful hare.

to free speech doee not allow me.to libel you. Your freedom of
movement does not allow you to punch me in the nose (thank
geodnesst. My right to operate my business freely does not
allow me to discriminate against you on the basis of race or
religion.
The poi,t is that these constitutional "rights* have
built into

am corresponding "duties".

The duties require us to
acconmodata competing rights.
ich brings us up to the Christian school issue

in Nebraska.

Neither the State itself, nor any one of us, has
the authority to decide the limits of First Amendment freedom of
religion rights. Nor can the State in any way prefer one religion
over any other.

The State does not decide what the constitution
The constitution speaks for itself. When it is necessary
to determine what the constitution is saying (which is often) it
is the function of the Courts to interpret its meaning. And so,
whatever "free exercise of religion" rights the Christian schools
enjoy under the constitution are ,there as a matter-of right, not
by the good grace of the State or any of us.
means.

Teachers, school administrators, religious
leaders and all professional educators who carry the great
(12)

working burden of operating our schools warrant support. Their
efforts clearly are in the public interest, and they should be
praised for their genuine service. It is neither accurate nor
fair to place all the blame on educators for whatever ills may
now be present in our educational system.

If the bus breaks down

you can't blame it all on the bus driver.

These concepts identified here are,wide ranging in
scope and certainly do not provide us with solutions to this
issue.

However, some awareness of them may be useful to us as we
search for solutions.
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6.

WHAT POLICY OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE?
HOW DO WE VIEW THESE OPTIONS?

What should our Nebraska public policy be?

We have

three choices:
Do nothing. Leave all State regulation
resolution of
exactly as it is now (and thus have the ultimate
the issue decided by courts).
ildren
Exempt Christian schools and
(1)

(2)-

attending them

from all State regulation of any
(3)

State now

Change in_some way the manna

e - Iates »rivat

church - rely -

ind.

n which the
o -sec ria

ca1021111.

.

se among
In a perfect world, we would not have
easy to
these three alternatives. The correct one would
rfect,
and
determine and satisfactory to all. But in our
and challenging, wo> d we often
thereby much more interesting
must make unclear and difficult choices. Although wing these
realts can
choices is necessary for society to function, the
let this
never be satisfactory to everyone. But we should not
the
opinions
of
all, it is
In a society which respects
upset us.
on
inevitable that we frequently will have strong disagreements
must
(a)
Th4s inevitability means that we
policy questions,
understand and respect the process of public resolution of our
differences, and (b) accept the compromise settlements which any
society is
democratic and pluralistic society must have if that
three
With this in mind let us look at each of these
to survive.
alternatives:
(I)

Leave all State regulation
Do nothing.
(and thus have the ultimate resolution of

exactl as it
the issue decided by courts).
This assumes that all present

braska laws,

lated schools
regulations and procedures with regard to church-r
O,warrant
no
are completely proper in their present form
positions advanced
changes of any kind. It also assumes that all
merit and,
by the supporters of Christian schoolsoare without
necessary
to
meet
any
of their
therefore, no adjustments are
obvious advantage of
concerns.. Although this alternative has the
difficult task
simplicity (we need not inflict upon ourselves the
practices), we do
of examining and modifying any of our present
the
not consider it a viable option. We believe that some of
From this
concerns of Christian school supporters have validity.
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we conclude that modifications in present Nebraska procedures are
both necessary and desirable.
(2)

Exempt Christian schools and children
attending them from all State regulation of any kind.
This would meet all complaints of Christian
school supporters.

It also would result in the State declining
to accept any responsibility whatsoever for the education of
children in Christian schools.
In our judgment, the State tt
clearly cannot so abdicate its responsibility for the education
of a single Nebraska child. Both the constitution itself and

sound publicpolicy place upon the State a profound duty to
assure that its youth receive effective education for citizenship.
The exact limits of the constitutional right to the free
exercise of religion as related to education are not clear.
Eowever, no reasonable interpretation'of these limits would
eliminate all interest of the State in the education of children
in private church-related schools.
(3)
Change in some way the manner in which the
State now regulates private schools church- related, non-sectarian

or both).

Doing this represents a compromise between
alternatives (1) and (2),above.
It thereby suffers from the
liability of no
being acceptable to supporters of either alternaLi It regul s that supporters of both alternatives recogme degree of validity to the position of the other. This
is never easy to do, particularly when convictions are strongly
held and emotions run high.

In such circumstances it'is extremely difficult to stand back and look anew at a situation with
a significant degree of respect for strongly opposed convictions.

We should heed th;Nidvice of F. Scott Fitzgerald, who said:
"The test of a first-rate intelligence is the
ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at
the same time, and still retain the ability to
function."

a

Difficult as all this may be, it nonetheless
is our conclusion that some resolution of this Chris
n school
issue should be sought within the parameters t.,f thi
ternatiy
4
number (3).
Throughout the country today there is a growing body of
op:Aion whi,-h suggests that all states, including Nebraska,
should
ease, rather than decrease or leave alone, state
standards for public and private education. This body of opinion
comes from present national disenchantment with many aspects of
our nation's education system.
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'Why can't Johnny read?' is a !frequent expression which

summarizes the frustrations

any people feel about education

And so perhaps the State of Nebraska ought to be seeking
more, not less, regulation of schools in order to upgrade educational standards and thereby increase the quality of education of
today.

If done in a thoughtful and knowledgeable
We think it is.
manner this may be sound policy.
Certainly any reasonable efforts to increase the
Nebraska children.

effectiveness of our educational system should be encouraged.

Constructive and well thought out proposals for improving education in Nebraska are contained in the outstanding September 30,
Kerrey's Task Force on Excellence in
Education in Nebraska Schools. This perceptive report should be
However, with
required reading for all Nebraska citizens.
specific reference to Christian schools, we believejihat any
1983 report of Gover

strengthening of standards must be accomplished in a manner which
properly takes into account (a) the religious convictions and
rights of parents who chose to have their children educated in
Christian .schools, and (b) the children themselves.
We conclude that no one involved ion this controversy

has a monopoly on wisdom. There are legitimate conflicting views
held by people in good faith. Nor is there any evidence that any
one involved is acting in bad faith. Quite the contrary. What
we have here is a dispute which, has triggered intense and indeed

e range of sincerely held conIt may
Such a situation is nt intrinsically wrong.
victions.
be the inevitable result of a furIctioning pluralistic society
where everyone is entitled to hold and to express his or her
It is the sort of thing a free
individual personal views.
gu...Le heated loyalties from a w

And well that it should.' The problem is
society encourages.
simply that, in expressing these di"erse views, all of us must at
In
some-point recognize that we can't have it all our own way.
every aspect of the common life there must be some sense of
shared responsibility. And so we conclude that Nebraska Christian
schoo. issue policy should be addressed on the basis of two
premises:
(1)

Some modific_tion of the present Nebraska

system for regulating Christian schools is appropriate.
The parents of children attending
(2)
Christian schools must be willing to demonstrate to the state
satisfactory educational achievement by their children.
In making the specific recommendations which follow our

panel does not presume to have all, or even any, of the answers.
We address the matter of resolution of this issue very humbly.
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We will consi
tq provoke a
and wise dis

r our efforts worthwhile if we can help in any way
houghtful, constructive, unemotional, intelligent
ssion of the subject.

Reasonable people will disagree as to the exact means
necessary to accommodate the conflicting interests involved. The
.

important element is a sincere recognition that there are genuine
conflicting church-state concerns here which require some accommodation.
The resolution of this controversy calls for some
old- fashioned good sense, both common and porse.
We hope that
some of this good sense appears in our recommendations.
In any
event, Nebraskans have a tradition of demonstrating concern for
one another, wisdom and practical judgment. For this reason we'
are confident that Nebraskans will resolve this in a sensible and
fair manner.

7.

WHAT SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS DO WE MAKE?
The State clearly has an obligation to establish
reasonable and effective educational standards and
ercise an
appropriate degree of control over alI educational efforts, both
public and private. To (16 anything less would be an irresponsible
1.

abdication by the State of its duty to the children of today and
to future generations of Nebraskans.
And so the only issue here
is that of defining these'"reasonable and effective" standards as
applied to church-related private schools.
The basic Nebraska educational goal of quality education for all children should not change. The only change needed
is that certain techniques designed to accomplish this goal
(should be modified to accommodate legitimate (and in some instances constitutionally protected) religious liberties.
2.

The First Amendment right to the "free exercise of
our other constitutional rights, is not absolute.
It must respect and adjust to other constitutionally protected
religion ",

rights.

Therefore, Nebraska educational policy can and must
continue to be interested in all education, including that which
is church-related.
Church members icoperly can demand that this State
educational policy interfere with their religious convictions as
litt.e as possibile.

But they must recognize the legitimacy of
the State's interest in the education of their children and
accept sore regulations designed to promote this State interest.
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the legitimacy of
In a similar manner, the State suet risco-fir-nix,
procedures so
sincerely held religious convictions and design its
possible upon them.
as to impinge as little as reasonably
Nebraska laws and regulations contain detailed
3.
certificarequirements for school curriculum content, teacher
and
related
items such
tion, mandatory attendance, safety rules
equipment and materials.
as physical facilities and instructional
policy Shoulkbe
For church-related private schools Nebraska
procedure:
modified to provide for the following exemption
children
attending
such a
If all parents of

et

(a)

Shall be acoeptable as
school so elect, testing of the children
certification and related
an alternative to curriculum, teacher
The tests should be of a
ites requirements for the school.
recognized by
standarised nature. They must be nationally
generally as
the State Departme t of Education and educators
They should be adminf student progresl.
proper indicators
If the average
istered aenually_by the County Superintendents.
grade level of all
test scores in'each content area and at each
least equal to such average
students enrolled in a school are at
comparable tests in
test scores of students on the same or
scores are not available for
Nebraska public schools (or, if N
a whole),' the
Nebraska public school students,/ then the nation as
meet the State curricschool attended by these students need not
items requirements.
ulum, teacher certification and relited
Parents who elect this alternative shall make
.

,

(2.1

written'representation to the State that (1) their religious
a
(2) they consent to a testing
beliefs dictate this choice,
will supply regularly
procedure for their children, ana '3) they
children
are
(a) meeting State
to the State evidence that their
receiving
a sructured
requirements and (b)
mandatory attendance
all La ic areas
program of education which satisfactorily covers
standards and is conducted
of study included in State curriculum
equipment and materwith physical facilities and instructional
If the parents (1) fail to
ials comparable to State standards.
representations tO the
comply with these procedures (or their
below the
Ste are inaccurate), or (2) their children test
considered
to be
prescziLcd a.'erages, then their children will be
school attendance requirements.
in violation of State mandatory
for
Health, safety and fire regulations
(c)
schools shall remain as they are.
church- related private
What is the result of this exemption proce(d)
private school, for reasons only of the,
dure? A church-related
children attending it,
religious conscience of the parents of the
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may operate without seeking a4a-icense from the State.or receiving
any direct State approval.
However, the paren
of the students
involved shall themselves (1) submit their chit en to the testing
procedure, and (i2) report directly to the State concerning

compliance with mandatory attendance requirements and basic
curriculum and related items standards.

This would seem to be a just and reasonable recognition
of (1) religious and parental rights, and (2) the freedom of
Christian schools to exist. At the same time, it leaves intact
the basis for health and safety standards and compulsory education.

Requirements for certification of teachers and the licensing of schools could be waived, but only f(
f,pecific conditions
relating to religious freedom.
(e)
Two principles are significant here.
First,
the concept of accountability is crucial. With this exemption

procedure the parent, not the school, is accountable to the
State.

Through this parent accountability the State can fulfil
its responsibility for the educational achievement of the children.

Second, our view of the First Amendment free exercise of

religion right as it applies here is this:
(1)

The State has a "compelling interest" in

the education of the Christian school children.

The State's "compelling interest" must
be exercised with as little interference as possible with the
religious claims of the Christian schools.
(2)

(3)

The State's "compelling interest' is in

the actual achievement of the students, not in the means by which
that achievement is obtained.
(4)

when eonfrunted by a First Amendment

free exercise of religion claim it is an unconstitutional interference with religion for the State to insist on controlling the
educational process (unless it can be shown that the proposed
controls are essential to the desired educational achievement).
Rather, the .State must limit its interest to the actual achieve-

ment of students unless and until it is shown (which it has not
been) that reasonable achievement cannot be obtained without
State control of the process.
Some say that there must be some State
control over teacher qualifications because there is some minimal
training all teachers must have before entering a classroom.

This may be'so, but until it is more fully demonstrated by hard
evidence, we do not think it can be constitutionally supported in
this instance.
(f)

Church-related private schools whose

.

Alk
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dren's parents unanimously elect this exemption from curriculum
and teacher certification requirements need not apply for a
approval.
license from the state. They may operate without State
Parents who make this election for their
Children must acknowledge in writing that (1) because of their
election they assume full responsibility for the education of
their children, and (2) on behalf of themselves and their
children they will not hold the State responsible for their
(g)

children's education.
School catalogs, public announcements and
(h)
other materiaIS which describe the school to the public and all

enrollment records (such as transcripts) must show that the
This is a "truth in labeling"
school is not State approved.
concept.

Approval and accreditation requirements shall
remain as they now exist for all church-related private schools
whose children's parents do not unanimously elect for religious
(i)

reasons only this exemption procedure. In summary, there shall
be/essentially two classes of church-related private schools,
Those
those which are approved and those which are not approved.
(but may
whose children's parents so elect are simply unapproyed
operate) and not a separate class of approved school.
Incentives should be developed to encourage
(t)
for
those church related private schools (the Parochial systems,
It
et State requirements to continue to do so.
example) which
that these schools opt out from the present
is not desirab
requirements (Je.i.ch they meet) so as to take the same approach as

ncentives
unapproved schools may choose under this change. Su
clear
public
designation
as a
could be itel..5 of this nature: A
fully approved and/or fully accredited institution; no requirement that the children attending the institution be tested; S;e4'
other factors which serve this purpose.
why do we make these suggestions?
The State cannot properly prefer one religion over
I.
anotr.ce, discriminate among different religions, or give to any
religious group a privilege not given to other religious groups.
For these reasons thin exemption prTcedure should be available
across the board to all private church-related schools and not
just to Christian schools.
The requirements that (a) parents acknowkeOge that
1 2.
they are sending their children t0 an unapproved school, (b) that
the
In doing so they will not hold the State responsible for
education of their children, and (c) the suggestion that all
pertinent records identify unapproved schools as such are designed

for two purposes:

(1) to assure that the parents are made aware

cf and fully understand the fact that they are sending their
children to unapproved schools, and (2) to protect the State from
criticism by (or indeed possible liability to) parents or children
who might later claim that the State (through this exemption procedure) did not properly carry out its obligation to assure
proper education for these children.
The reason for the student.testing requirement is

3.

to meet some minimum State responsibility to thn students of the
unapproved schools. The principle here is that the State must be
concerned with all students. It cannot and should not turn its
back completely on the welfare of the students who are enrolled
in these schools, even though there may be only a few such
students and the parents of the students choose to have their
children educated in a school exempt from State standards.
In
spite of the parents' free choices- the State must have some

assurance that these students accomplish some minimum educational
achievement as defined by the State.

Both the children themselves and the State obviously
have an interest in educational results which make the children
constructive citizens.
However, we must not forget that "beauty
is in the eye of the beholder."

Those parents with children in
Christian schools are sincerely convinced that the education
their children receive is superior to that obtained in other
schools.
They are not in awe of State standards, and in fact
have serious reservations about what they consider to be a
State-imposed secular value system contained in State standards.
Irrespective of constititional considerations, we must respect
our fellow citizens by rememlerinc this paramount truth:

None of
us, the State included, can presume to have superior judgment as
to the ultimate validity of religious beliefs cr the larger goals

of education beyond the learning of basic skills.

The nature of
a true democracy is such that there always will be fundamental
differences of opinion.

Some say that any student testing procedure is defective on two counts:
It is (a) simplistic and (b) invalid as an
after-the-fact remedy.
Let us examine these ideas:
(a)
Is testing simplistic? Every major public
library has a huge stack of books and professional journals
dealing with the pros and cons of standardized testing.

You

could fill the Grand Canyon with these publications.
experts have great confidence in.the tests.
assert that the tests are culturally biased.

Some
Others do not.

Others say they can

be rigged so as to be something less than objective.

41-,4,',0 n
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Some

These
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However, we think the
criticisms may be valid in some instances.
help in
better evidence is that standardized tests can be of some
Any tests used in Nebraska to
determining academic achievement.
monitor basic skills achievements by Christian schools students
can and should be examined closely by educators, legislators,
Such an examination should assure their
parents And others.
integrity as a testing device.
Is testing invalid as an after-the-fact
(b)
Is
the
horse
already out of the barn by the time the
remedy?

\

test comes around the bend? Any test is after the fact. The
Professional schools
only question is how far after the fact.
normally test their students from four to eight.months after
study of the tested subjects bet.,ins. certified public accountant
lawyer bar examinations a e given several years after study

We suggest that annual student
testing is both frequent and soon enough for student achievement
-o be determined on a reasonably current basis. Unsatisfactory
progress by a student would be determined within a year. This
of some of the skills tested.

should be soon enough to alert parents and education authorities

to any special needs of the student.
Some accommodation to the First Amendment freedom
4.
of rel i gion claims of the Christian school supporters must be
The State's in loco parentis fights with reference
recognized.
to the education of children are in conflict with the First
Amendment free exercise of religion rights of Christian schools
and the parents who wish to enroll their children in these
schools.

,parentis

When a conflict of this nature occurs the State in loco
fight= most give way to some extent to the First Amend-

ment free exercise of religion rights. We suggest that th:_s
exemption procedure properly accomplishes this. but does so in a
sufficiently limited manner so as to avoid either (a) any general
weakening of Nebraska education stanc:ards or (A) complete elimination of the State's obligation to Christian school students.
In summary, this proposal carves out a special constitutionally
It roes not create a
the Christian schools.
piC,tee!_ed
situaticn which would encourage Parochial and other private
schools to Jessen in any way their commitment to meeting present
We are not wmainstrearaing" an exemption
State requirements.
',IL::ea:re by making it attractive to all church-related private
schools.

We considered the testing of teachers in lieu of
certficaticn. This may bear study. However, we do not consider
it, as effective a device to meet the
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issue as is the testing of students.

It would be difficult to
design teacher tests which would enjoy the same public acceptance
as do standardized student tests. And this difficulty could
result in these teacher tests being constitutionally suspect as

an unreasonable interference with free exercise of religion
rights.

In this sense, teacher tests have some similarity to the

certification process and thus raise the control of religion
question with regard to Christian schools. Although the testing
of students is not an ideal procedure, we conclude that it is (a)

better than no check at all on the students, and (b) as a practical matter the most workable procedure with reference to the
constitutional free exercise of religion concerns.
6.

The practical result of these recommendations as

they relate to the Christian school supporters is this:

They may
choose for religious reasons to have their children educated in
schools unapproved by the State. However, when doing so they
themselves, eot the State, must be responsible for their decisions.

Many of them want and are anxious to accept this

responsibility.

Thee should be no weakening of the State's interest in equal educational opportunities for all in keeping with
constitutional and moral principles. The exemption procedure
7.

described here should not be allowed to be used in any manner
which would result in student admissions or study practices which
have the effect of discriminating on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin or sex.
8.

The procedures we suggest (or any other arrange

cents

night be adopted in their place) cannot guarantee
They may not work out. However, we respectfully
suggest that they be given a try.
They should be watched
closely.
If evidence later shows them to be invalid then the
success.

wh\le matter should be reconsidered.
b.' adopted.

Other arrangements can then
Nothing here is carved in stone.

9.
Our task has ben to address the Christian school
issue, and this we nave done. However, there are two related
aleas of concern which deserve attention also.
These are the

special concezns of Amish people for their educational principles
and the glowing home school movement in Nebraska and elsewhere.

Although these two groups are beyond the scope of our study, we
surges* that they properly deserve attention along with Christian
schools. We are of the opinion that the testing and related
procedures we suggest here for Christian school advocates also
could be designed and applied to meet the religious freedom end
policy convictions of the Amish and home school advocates.
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Although a prompt resolution of the present controversy is to be sought, our report can be nothing more than a
Fart of the process toward resolution.
These issues warrant an
effective continuing dialogue. To assist in achieving this we
10.

recommend that the Governor appoint an advisory panel to study
church-state educational matters for at least the next two years
(or until these issues appear to have been resolved in a reason.
able manner).
This panel should conduct an ongoing discussion
with church leaders, professional educators, State Board of
Education representatives, parents of school children, legislators, School Board members and others.
It should make specific
recommendations to the Governor, the legislature and Nebraska
citizens on educational issues relating to the State's interest
in educational excellence and religious freedom.

8.

WHAT GENI-JliL RECOMMENDATIONS DO WE MAKE?

1.

Let us face this Christian School issue directly,

clearly and without hedging in any way.
head-cn can we resolve it.

Only if we tackle it

Efforts to ignore, pass over or "get

around" the concerns presented will only prolong and mane worse
an already difficult situation.
2.

Nc

one ever really wins a fight.

We can't resolve

c_1!; 11:c as long as any of us involved are separat
cf ,;. :fit

fflt, worse

wall

noisy) hostility and overt suspicion.

In cur disoussions. we ',coed to lower the decibel level.
The DILI

,.7ommandment to "Love Thy Neighbor" must

We need a degree of harmony, which requires

mean something.

even if understanding is sometimes lacking.
We mu,;t confi()nt issues, not personalities.

The key to

c.-nf,tructi.:e resolution of this controversy will be our

to :lake ;udqments solely on the basis of the issues.
3.

We should bo very clear about these things:
a.

Nebraska is blessed with nigh caliber teacher

institutions, teachers and school administrators.

Our

Etate also is fortunate to have a State Department of Education
cf the hic;het,t order under the direction of an outstanding State

The Department's professional staff
Most
r-ietont, diligent and sensitive to social issues.
of L.l,.cation.

tant of all,

por-

it cares about Nebraska school children.

There are many excellent church-related
e9dily meet all
schools in. our State. These school
b.
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State standards and frequently exceed them.

They are to be

commended for their high educational quality. We cite as examples
the five church-related private school systems operated by the

Kansas-Nebraska Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, the Nebraska
District Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, the Catholic Archdiocese
of Omaha as

the Catholic Dioceses of Lincoln and Grand Island.

In our study we also observed examples of quality in Christian
schools.
c.

We should understand that some elements of

education are not measurable by readily ascertainable techniques.
Testing, awards and the like do not tell the whole story.

For

example, all we need to know about prizes is that Mozart never
won one.
d.

Some suggest that this controversy may be

resolved by the simple expedient of not enforcing the law; that
is, since there are"so few Christian schools involved and a small
number of children attending them, just look the other way. we
find this solution untenable. Laws should be both enforced and
obeyed.
If laws are unfair (or unconstitutional) they can and
should be changed through legitimate legislative or judicial
action.

Simply ignoring noncompliance corrupts the very concept
of government by law.
e.

The proper way to resolve this controversy is

through normal legislative channels, rather than through reliance
on court proceedings.
The judicial process tidies up and organizes; it neither solves nor explains.
4.

Nebraska has sound educational standards of which

it should be proud.

Our State need net and should not compromise

these standards in order to meet the requirements of religious
freedom or for any other reason. ririt Amendment freedom of
religion guarantees and proper policy recognition of religious
convict inns do not require compromising the State's basic system
of educational standards. And whatever these standard; ma: be,

they should not feel threatened by educational procedures of
Christian schools (which, after all
standards of their own).

can end do set legitimate
Rather. all that is required is some

limited substitute procedure is6ch as we suggest) to accommodate
the genuine religious convictions of some of our fellow Nebraska
citizens.

Our confidence in state standards should not prejudice
our view of Christian and other church-related private schools
who respond

to the beat of a different druMmer." These other
schools can provide quality education for their students.
In cur
democratic society we ought. to be wil.ing to let the educational
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Over the long
market place influence the viability of schools.
public
or private.
run people will not support inferior schools,

9.

CONCLUSION

L
This issue has been before our state for too long. It
It can and
is manageable and does not warrant an endless debate.
Rome
was
not
boilt,in
a day,
should be resolved now. Or sooner.
butithat was because there were no Nebraskans on the job.

Owe have attempted to approach this in an open-minded
Aristotle would not have qualified to teach philosophy
fashion.
in Nebraska schools. On the other hand, when Aristotle was
contemplating the universe there was no state-controlled system
of universal education (with the result that the illiteracy rate
was appallingly high). And so it goes. We have tried to consider carefully all issues and points of view without prejudging
anything.

Irrespective of how this report may be evaluated, we
strongly suggest that this Christian school controversy should
not be viewed as a problem. Rather, it is an opportunity for
Nebraskans to think carefully about the important concepts of
education and religious liberty. By doing so we should be able
to stake out some cmmon ground upon which to resolve this.
We suggest that most of
What is this common ground?
us would recognize that (a) the State has an obligation to

determine and enforce reasonable educational achievement
standards for students of private as well as public schools, and
(b) there is legitimacy to the religious freedom claim that some
present State regulations are unnecessarily restrictive when
applied to Christian schools. We can get off dead center by
agreeing that the proper accommodation of these two sometimes
conflicting concepts may require limited changes in State policy.

What these exact changes should be is something which can be
debated calmly (and about which there can be reasonable differspecific changes in the
ences of opinion). We have proposed some
hope that from our ideas and the thoughts of others some viable
resolution will emerge.
Perhaps this challenge tests the genuineness of our
We sometimes
tolerance of, and respect for, differing beliefs.
think everyone should be in our own image. We want others to be
clones of ourselves. And yet it is the diversity of American
life, including the very pluralism evidenced by widely different
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religions,
substance.

ch gives ouz society its vitality and indeed its
Pluralism keeps us from being

red with one another.

What would 1merican music be without the variety provided byla
Count gasie, an Itzhak Perlman and a Catherine Crozier?
The people of Nebraska are citizens in the classical
Greek sense: concerned with all aspects of the welfare of the
State; responsible but penetrating critics aiding in every effort
to make "the good life" possible for all people.

Viewed in this

context, prompt settlement of this issue is certainly possible,
perhaps even likely.
No person should be asked to compromise his or her
cerely felt religious beliefs.

Nor should the State be asked

to hatck away from its responsibility for an education system

which will produce highly knowledgeable students.

This report is

an effort to gemonstrate that there are reasonable means by which
an accommodation of these sometimes conflicting interests can be
achieved without damage to either.
A fair and reasonable resolution of this controversy is
more than just a matter of education and religion.

It all comes

down to a word which is the cornerstone of our society.

Justice.

APPENDIX A
NEBRASKA EDUCATION FACTS

what is the elementary and secondary school population
in Nebraska? Nebraska Department of Education figures show that
there are a total of 305,858 Nebraska students distributed among
schools as follows:
(a)

In approve(i public schools:

(b)

In approved private schools:

(c)'

In unapproved private schools:

269,103
36,478
227

There are approximately 400 public school districts
having both secondary and elementary schools and slightly under
700 districts with elementary schools only.
Most of the state's
264 private schools are church-related.
Of these 264 schools 250
are state approved and 14 are unapproved.

The Christian schools
now at issue in Ncb-Lska are among the 14 unapproved schools.

APPENDIX B
PANEL 151124BEAS

1.

Mrs. Sally Knudsen
011 Bishop Square
3901 South 27th Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68502

2.

Mr. Alcurtis Robinson
Mutual of Omahz.

Mutual of Omaha Plaza
Omaha, Nebraska 68175
Dr. Richard E. ShUgrue
Creighton University School of Law
2133 California Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68178
4.

Mr. Robert M. Spire
525 Farm Credit Building
Omaha, Nebraska 68102
Chair

APPENDIX C
PANEL PROCEDURES

The panel conducted its study through:
A large number of personal visits and conversations
1.

with people interested in and involved in this issue, such as:
(a) Nebraska State Department of Education staff
members and present and former members of the Nebraska State
Board of Education;
(b) Mirsisters who actually operate Christian
Schools;

(c) many individuals who are interested in the

issue and whose views differ widely, including a number of
ministers of ,Jaistian churches wno do not themselves operate
schools but are interested in the operation of them;
(d) profVssional educe: _s, including teachers,
Nebraska State Education Association representatives, college and
university teacher traininct personnel, university professors and

educational administrators;
(el clergymen and others interested in and involved in the opetation of Parochial and other church-related
school systems in the State of Nebraska;
(f) parents of children in both public and private
schools; and
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ss
(g) Nebraska citizens
generally; we made a point
of viniting about this issue with almost
everyone with whom we
came in contact personally.
2.

Visits to Christian schools.
3.
A series of lengthy panel meetings plus
much
communication among ourselves by telephone,
letter and personal
conferences.
4.

A great deal of time in personal study and
reflecWe all were waking
up in the middle of the night thinking
about this.
tion.

APPENDIX D
PANEL REFERENCE SOURCES

The panel studied and discussed a great many materials
dealing with (a) the history of the Christian school issue in
Nebraska and the country; (b) State laws, regulations and procedures governing education in Nebraska and elsewhere; (c) the
baaic concepts involved in defining appropriate church-state
relationships with regard to matters of an educational and
religious nature.
Many of these materials were supplied to us by the
State of Nebraska Policy Research Office, the State Department of
Education, supporters o: Christian schools, representatives of
the Nebraska Christie:- Home School Association and members of the
Legislature.
In addition, the panel itself collected and re'
viewed a variety of references, including:
a.

News articles, editorials and book reviews

from many newspapers (especially the New York Times; the Christian
Science Monitor; the Wall Street Journal; the Washington Post;
the Omaha Star; the Omaha World-Herald; the Lincoln Star; and the
Lincoln Jou nal).
b.

Critiques from magazines and professional

journals (including the Nebraska Law Review; The Nebraska Humanist, published
the Nebraska Committee for the Humanities; the
Black Scholar; Social Work, the Journal of the National Association of Social Workers; and the Larvard Educational Review).
c.
Books (Human Values in a Secular World, Robert
Apostol, editor; The New King James New Testament, Special
Crusade Edition printed for the Hilly Craham Evangelistic Association, Thomas Nelson Inc., Publishers: The Troubled Crusade:
As7,2rIcAn Education, 1)4

- 1980, Diane Raviez, author; Beyond the

Ivory Tower, Derek Bok, author: and many others).
d.

Federal and state court decisions.

written analyses prepared by panel inembers
e.
themselves fur study by and comment from other panel members.

Although we obviously ccele not read everything on the
subject, ve tried to do our homework.
We sometiales felt as if we
had joined
tAook-cf-theDay club.
-4).j

APPENDIX - C

NEBRASKA Mr!. LIDERTIZS UNION

February 214,

19844

This week it appears as though another effort will
religious
be made in the Nebraska Legislature to exempt
thought you
schools from certain state regulations.
might be interested in the position NCLU has taken on
the issue.
I

ev

t' its concern with this
NELL; has attempted to
e [0 the constitutional questions involved. We
uate the constitutional question as follows:

Is there a sincerely held religious belief at
The parents of the
To be sure, there is.
children going to these schools believe that the education of their children is Jr extension of their reliThey can no more accept state regulation of their
g,on,
church school ministers (i.e. teachers) than they could
We
accept state regulation of their church ministers.
the
sincerity
of
their
belief
can
be
don't believe
questioned.
I)

issue?

Is there a compelling state interest in the
2)
In our view the answer
education of its citizens?
The state cannot guarantee an
to tnis question is yes,
adequate education, but. it at least has an oversight role
to some degree.

f

Is there a means available to the state, to
3)
satisfy its interest, that Is less intrusive into the
religious freedom of the church goers than teacher
In our view again the answer Is yes.
certification?
As you know, the Spire Commission has suggested the state
satisfy its interest through a program of testing the
religious school students and evaluating their performance in relation to students in other school systems.
Whether or not testing the students protects the state
as well as teacher certification is alleged to do,
ult if not impossible to answer conclusively.

A eonclusiye answer to that question, given the conflicting points of view on it, Is not really the challenge
The challenge before you conbefore you at this time.
is
It
cern; tolerance of another person's religious ideas.
indeei tragic that an Amish settlement had to leave Nebraska
because the state could not accomodate the life style of
Will the state also force others to leave
those people.
because it is so tied to a particular set of regulations?
That is the question facing you.
suggest to you that this issue is not dissimilar,
a broad sense at least, to the issue of religious freedom that prompted many to come to this country over 200
They came hoping to be free to practice
rears ago.
hope the Nebraska Legislature will
their religion.
rect some tolerance into this,current situation.
I

in

I

Best regards.

Dick Kurtenbach
Executive Director
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APPEND/I - D

UNITED STATES CIVIL RIGHTS comIsszos RMAT

UNITED VIM'

tir vonnorximosexe NW
walowipork0C 20125

C011INISSION ON

MIL MGMS

MENCRANDUM:
To:

The Commissioners

DATE:

February 29, 1984

FRCM:

Commissioner gaert A. Destro

PE:

I.

Le/

off

State Regulation of Reliious Schools:

The Case of the "Nebraska
',even" and the Religious rreedom Implications of Pervasive Government
Regulation.

%

Interest of the Commission

The Jurisdiction of the Civil Rights Commission to study the myriad
civil
issu-s which arise when government seeks to regulate religious practices rests upon its statutory mandate to:
(1) study and collect information
concerning legal developments constituting discrimination or a denial or equal
protection of the laws under the constitution because of ... religion
,
or
In the administration of justice";
(2) "appraise federal
laws and policies
with respect to discrimination or denial of equal protection of the laws because of ... religion ... or in the adminiitration of justice'; (3) serve as 4
natIcnal clearinghouse for information in respect to discrimination or denial
of ecival protection of the Taws because of ... religion, ..."; and (4) 'submi,
reperts findings and recommendations to the President and the Congress" respecting remedial action.
The title of this memorandum, "State Regulation of Religious Schools:

The

of the 'Nebraska Seven' and the Religious Freedom Implications of the
Pervcive Government Regulation", was chosen to emphasize that the case of the
"%ebraska Seven" presents issues related to, but distinct from, the Free Exercise issues raised when government undertakes to regulate religious schools.
"ne 'Nebraska Seven' case involves issues reaching the heart
of the Coor
m,ssion's 'administration of justice' concern for the ability of individuals
tc obtain prompt and fair redress for constitutional claims through the state
and federal systems of justice.
The broader issue of government regulation of
church schools and other burdens on institutional religious activity raises
F trst
Amendment/Free Exercise questions which were not discussed in the Caram'ssion's first and only forma, report to date on religious freedom questions,
Ea',e

;e1i ion

manner

1/

in

the

Constitution:

A

Delicate

Balance

[September

1983,

C.P.

In the pages which follow I will attempt to set out in summary form the
in which each of these statutory mandates has been affected by devel-

The Cu mission also sponsored a consultation in 1979, Religious DiscrimA Neglected
Issue, which focused on employment and admincs.:rmfTiin a justice Issues.
The only report which focused on religious
..u.hotYs directly did so in a context in which the focus was racial disrr,mination
rather
than
religious
freedom,
Discriminatory Religioul"-

Tchcols and Tax Exempt Status [December, 1982, C.P. 175J.
racial discriminatmonn is

involved

in

the

No question 5f

issues discussed

orandum.
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in this mem-
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liebreska is not the first state--and it
oprents in Nebraska and elsewhere.
certainly will not be the last- -where federal civil rights to religious freedom are set up as a defense to pervasive state regulation of church activIts unfortunate experience has sensitized many to the existence of a
ities.
The case of the 'Nebraska Seven' is doubly unfortunate:
difficult problem.

whe seven fathers are held in jail for 92 days without hail, cr advice of
counsel before their initial incarceration by a state judge, and armed deputies stand guard outside a padlocked Christian church and school, something
There is a need for greater sensitivity at the
has gone seriously wrong.
"The essence of all
state and federal levels about religious freedom issues.
that has been said and written on the subject is that only those interests of
the highest order and those not otherwise served can overbalance legitimate
Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205,
claims to the free exercise of religion.'
The impact of pervasive regulation on the ability of church
215 (1972).
schools to carry out their constitutional4 protected mission is merely one of
Speaking for the Supreme Court in Yoder, Chief Justice Burger recthem.
ognized that the religious freedom of parenTiY5 educate their children does
not leave much latitude for 'the heavy, though well-intentioned, hand, of the
state:

it seems clear that if the State is empowered,
as parens patriae, to "save' a child from himself or his
Amish parents ..., the State will, in large measure influence, if not determine, the religious future of the
... (But) Pierce [v. Society of Sisters) stands
child.
as a charter of the rights o' parents to direct the retheir children.'
ligious upbringing of
Wisconsin v.
Yoder, 406 U.S, at 232-233.
'indeed,

'

Recommenda
That

the Commission schedule a consultation which will

focus

on

two

but re'ated problems:

First, the role the federal government can and should play, in the
religious institutions, including church schools, from
burdensome regulations imoosed by state or federal au;ies, in light of the standards set down by the Supreme Court in
cases defining the scope of the Free Exercise Clause of the First
protecf7E71 of

AmenL!ment; and

Second, the Nebraska Seven case itself and the role, if any, that
the fecier-al government can and should play in assuring that state authoritieS ctrnply with both the letter and the spirit of the Constitution and laws of the United States in cases where religious liberty
is at stake.

Because the Nebraska Seven case raises questions concerning the denial
vquAl profrcffun on the basis of religion, as well as the failure of those
,h, Af7Ini%tcred justice to respect the commands of the federal constitution,
in federal statutory civil rights enforcement authority
A clui,e
lbek et gaps
The broader issue of the extent to which it is permissible
s also in order.
religious
regulate
to
federal
the
states
constitutioh
for
the
eral
.nsiltutlons in a manner which may hamper their religious mission fits well
to tne Commission's mandate to be *a national clearinghouse for information
y,ierring discrimii(ation or denial of equal protection on the oasis
A
consuliatior would be an excellent place to start, and
,riuld provide valuable information, as well as non-adversarial forum for the
airing of divergent viewpoints.
f

The--e are no easy answers to the questions posed above, for they raise
ti, (ICI:ate question of the "proper" relationship between law and religion.
1-1,7
,hence ,hto the issues raised by the sittJation in Nebraska will demonIrate the complexity and breadth of the issues involved. Review of the relfacts. briefly summarized below, indicates( that the situation which gave
,...ant
-.se to the Nebraska dir..pute has not been resoled, but only deferred for the
:--etent.
Given that the First Amendment lies $t the core of the dispute, it
that the dispute will eventuality have to be reso:ved at the

3

level.

federal

Commission action mould serve to get the debate started and

the facts on the table.
III.

Facts A Relevant Cast Law

It is crucial that the'Commission understand that the stakes in cases
involving religious schools are of the highest nrder:
Otherwise law-abiding
parents have defied the law -- or fled the state -- in order to practice their
religion and preserve the integrity of their families; and the state, in turn,
has incarcerated parents for contempt of court for refusal to cooperate in a
process that can (and sometimes does) lead to criminal charges or loss of the
custody of their children for neglect of their education.
The Free Exercise
claims themselves, if accepted. challenge the accepted professional wisdom respecting the requirements for a 'quality' education. and are controversial for
that reason.
But, on examination, it can be seen that the issues are the same
as in any discriminstion case:
are the state regulations narrowly drawn to
effectuate only legitimate state interests, and do they do so? Compare, e.g.,
42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(e) (BFOQ requirements of Title VII).

A.

'Nebraska Seven'

The 'Nebraska Seven'

case arose as a result of continued en-

forcement efforts by the State of Nebraska aimed at assuring compliance
with state regulations governing 'approval' of schools. In Nebraska ex
rel Dou las v. Faith Ba tist Church, 207 Neb. 802. 301 N.W.2d 571.
'[I18
appea
am ss
.
the Nebraska Supreme
(1981).

Court, rejected7iWrarthat the rules of the Nebraska Department of
Education were unconstitutional on their face.

On September 11, 1979, the District Court of Cass County; Nebraska
entered a judgment enjoining certain named defendants from '...further
operation of a private school or the using of church property for the

operation of a private school until such time as they have complied
with the Nebraska statutes and the rules and regulations of the Department of Education governing approved schools...'
(Order of Injunction
dated March 27, 1981).
The decision of September 11, 1979 was affirmed
by the Nebraska Supreme Court in Faith Baptist Church and was the basis
for the injunction ordering the school Closed.
with this injunction

began a sog4es of attempts by the State to close down the school or
obtain compliance with orders that the school be 'approved'.

The method chosen was civil contempt proceedings, although crimiprosecution was an alternative.
Over the period from
27,
orde s, hear1981 through the present time, a series of injunctions
la e the
ings, lawsuits by church members, and failings for refusal to
cribed
Only two of these proceedings will be
school has occurred,
here:
in the
the contempt proceedings of November, 1983 which result
and the order to
92-day incarceration of the 'Nebraska Seven',?/
padlock the school dated October 14, 1982, which resulted in a raid by
sheriff's deputies and state patrol officers on the Faith Baptist
Church during a prayer service, the physical removal of over sixty minister; from the church, and the padlocking and guarding of the church,
inside and out, by armed deputies,
A partial trial docket is attached
nal

as Exhibit 1.
1)

The Contempt Proceedings of November

1983

On October 27, 1983, the Cats County Attorney, Ronald D.
Moravec. sought 'orders to show cause' why Raymond Robinson. dames

Of the seven incarcerated individuals, only two had been parties to the
Faith Baptist Church litigation.

at.

%No
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Glenn, merman Suchenan, Kenneth Stastny, Larry Nolte, Ralph Liles
and David Carlsons and their wives, should not be held in ctilteept
On
sending their children to a non - 'approved' school..if
November 23, 1983 the seven fathers voluntarily appeared before
Their
Cass County Judge Ronald C. Reagan pursuant to the orders.
wives, also served, did not appear, and bench warrants were issued
They were then tried for civil contempt in
for their arrest.
absentia [Tr: 11-23-83 at 14-15].

for

ask

Wwwapapa

The sole charge before the court was the pa
in the operation of a non-approved school.

ipation

particWhen the

had some
hearing commenced, the fathers indicated that they had
difficulties in locating counsel" and that they appeared without
[R.
counsel because they "intend[ed] to use the Fifth Amendment.'
pf 11-23-83 at 5]. NO. Carlson stated 'I do not wish to be a
witness against suseIf, and therefore. I'll claim the
There is no question
[Tr! 11-23-83 at 5-61.
Fifth Amendment.'
that admissions regarding the participation in the school could be
used as the basis of either a criminal charge (truancy or criminal
contact). Incarceration for civil contempt had already been ?sed
against the pastor.

From a reading of the record, it seems clear that the seven
fathers were not mitre of the proper.legal procedure surrounding a
claim of Fifth Amendment privilege, or of the significance of
their refusal to testify in the face of an order to do so. When
the District Attorney sought to question each of the fathers, each
claimed the privilege, and each, in turn, was remanded to the Cass
to answer 'until such time as [he)
County Jail for refusal
purge[d]

himself'

by answering the Court's

questions.

At

the

close of proceedings on November 23, 1983 (the day before Thanksgiving). the judge noted that the very earliest the conteept proceedincs [sic could be purged would be December 5 [19833' because
of the Thanksgiving holiday and the fact that he would be attending a judicial seminar out of state. (R. 11-23-83 at 421.
he next hearing was held on December 6, 1983. At that hearhe primary focus was a statement form provided by the Court
(see Exhibit 2) which recited the 'understanding' of each of the
inIt
defendants regarding his ability to purgekk the contempt.
cluded a space to indicate whether or not he would answer questions and a signature line.
The statements made by the men on the
court-provided form were taken, in jail, by the sheriff, without
Ralph Liles' form, a copy of which appears as
counsel present.
Exhibit 2, indicated that he "[would] not sign anything without
talking to [his] attorney first.' when it was made clear. that the
ing

Contempt citations were also sought against the Pastor, Rev. Everett
served had
As indicated previously, several of those
Sileven, and others.
summarized
The
rules
for
approval
of
schools
are
faced prior contempt orders.
3/

in part B and appear as an Exhibit to this memorandum.

were parties
Since only two of the parents, Mr. Liles and Mr. Carlson
First Amendment
to the original lawsuit, it is not accurate to state that the
rights of the non-parties had been litigated in the Faith Baptist litigation.
in-

41

compliance with an
question of the court's jurisdiction to compel
question of
a
is
injunction
the
of
notice
junction by a non-party with
The

Where, as here, the basis for the
Nebraska law which is not addressed here.
individual Free Exercise rights, the
a
claim
of
is
alleged non-compliance
refusal by a state court in a
state law question takes on added significance:
claim
contempt proceeding to consider the merits of a federal consitutional
claim arguably
*hid-, has not been litigated as to that person's individual
of
process
due
rights
federal
enies
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the Fifth
Amendment -'the court granted the District Attorney's motion tip
continue the matter [i.e. keep them in jail) 'indefinitely until
these parties decide that they will comply with this Court's order
seven would not testify - -still basing their refusal on

to testifyl.'2'

The next hearing was held OR DOOM*" 14. 1963. At this time
the Incarcerated men were represented by counsel, and a lengthy
discussion with the court was had regarding Fifth Amendment claims
Nothing was resolved, but the judge
and relevant Nebraska law.
did make a statement on the record that 'nobody's going to be be
to use their answers to punish them.' The record makes it clear,
owever, that there was no agreement concerning the legal suffincy of the purported grant of immunity under Nebraska law.
evertheless, the judge indicated that 'if they don't answer and I
[R. 12er them to, they're going to go right back [to jail?.
When
counsel
objected
to
the
questions
ask16-20].
16,
at
The
the District Attorney, the judge ordered them answered.
ed
ans rs were refused on the basis of the Fifth Amendment, and the
Applications for bail pending expediere sent back to jail.
eal were denied and the matter was postponed 'until further
The men stayed in jail.

By this
The next hearings were held on January 5-6, 1984.
time the men had been in jail for 44 days. One of the men, Raymond Robinson, the father of seven children aged 1-1Z and a Vietnam veteran, agreed to testify. He c!mitted that he had sent his
children to Faith Christian School, and voluntarily promised not
to send his children back to the school until it was approved. On
Thursday, February 23, 1984, the remaining incarcerated men were
released from ,jail by agreement with the District Attorney after
For
They had been in jail for 92 days.
making the same promise.
the present, the 'back of this rebellion' had indeed been broken.
The Raid and padlocking of Faith Baptist Church

Z.

On October 14, 1982, the Nebraska District Court (Raymond J. Case,
The pastor of Faith
Judge) ordered the school 'secured' with padlocks.
Baptist Church, Everett Sileren, was already in jail serving a 3 month,

day sentence for civil contempt (operating the school) which had

17

1982, to commence on September 1, 1982. Accordto those interviewed, the events described here took place while
negotiations between counsel for the church and the state were going on

been imposed on May 5,
s;

concerning a settlement.

On the evening of October 14 or 15, 1982 there was a meeting of
the steering committee which was advising the church and its pastor.
Its members were some 66 pastors of local churches, and they met that
evening in the Faith Baptist Church. According to one of the committee's members, the meeting broke up very late. and the pastors decided

that the judge took great pains to justify
S/
is interesting to nc
It
While there is little
his actions to the media present in, the courtroom.
doubt that legal arguments can be made In support of some of the judge's
actions, the transcript itself shows that the incarcerated men did not understand the technically proper way to assert their Fifth Amendment rights, and
the judge made no attempt to explain it to them. At the hearing of December
1983, the judge indicated than these individuals had 'essentially received
immunity" from criminal prosecut
but nowhere does the trial record indi1,
cate how or when this alleged immunity was offered.
It is also interesting to
note a charge made by several individuals I have interviewed regarding out- of -Court statements by the judge prior to these hearings to the effect that he
was 'going to break the back of this rebellion.' The charge has not been verlf,ed..but, if true, it raises substantial questions of procedurarnirness.
6.

90

to remain in church for a proof service which lasted until early mornWith- the morning came deputy sheriffs and officers of the State
ing.
highway patrol bearing the order to 'secure' the school. The sheriff
ordered the ministers out of the church pursuant to the court's order.

Wham they refused on the grounds that they were conducting a prayer
The
were physically
removed from the °remises.
they
service,
church and school were then nedlocked, and guards were posted both inside and outside the churc'
- verified, these events so
physical violence began to .

:cording to reports which' have. not been
nixed church supporters that threats of
The order securing the church was
1rd.

modified, but neither the reasons, nor the event are recorded on the
copy of the docket I was able to obtein.(Exhibit 1) 'A video tape of
.these events was supplieo to the-Commission in respotse to Chairman
Pendleton's inquiry in January.
3.

It is in the Commission's file.

Related Litigation.

Not surprisingly, a number -of lawsuits, state 'and federal, have
The Nciriska Supreme Court rearisen from the events described above.
fused to review the judge's December 14 order on the grounds that ft
Habeas Corpus petitions were filed in the
was "not appealable'.
Nebraska state courts rafiTTEhe Fifth Amendment. issues, but were delayed due to the district judge's absence and the other county judge's
Federal habeas corpus
unwillingness to involve Rimself in the case.
petitions were filed with the United States District Court in Lincoln,
but were not given expedited heating. When fine* 'heard, the federal
An appeal
court refused to intervene in the ongoing state proceeding.
to Justice Blackmun of the United States Supreme Court for stay of the
December 14 order of Nebraska District Court was rejected on jurisdic!
tiunal grounds, with the note that "(Ow. Fifth Amendment claims made
by the applicants did not appear to be insubstantial' 52 U.S.L.W. 3596
(February ZI, 1984). By the time the Nebraska judge had returned, the
settlement described above had been reached.

The lawsuit arising from the raid on the church was filed in the
McCurry v. Tesch, No.
United States District Court in Lincoln.
That case hesulted io_a decision that all the state officials
695.
were immune from suit under the federal civil rights laws. The appeal
of this decision was argued in the United States Court of Appeals for
the Eigth Circuit on February 17, 1984., McCurry v. TeSch, No. 83 -291 -Additional lawsuits, not descrfbed here, raise the many other comNE.
plex federal and state issues involved in tee controversy.
B.

Pervasive State Regulation of Church Schools:

Religious Freedom

and Education:
The case of the 'Nebraska Seven" is both a personal tragedy for
the parties and (he symptom of a growing civil rights controversy. The
personal and social dimensions of the civil rights issue are described
his section deals wfth the broader Free Exericse pallicy issues
above.of church
increasingly pervasive government regulation
by
raised

It

should be made clear at the outset that there

is,

indeed,

a

the degree to which the Fr2e Exerfederal interest in this question:
c ise Clause of the First Amendment protects the freedom of parents to
choose S religiously oriented education for their children, and the
freedom of churchet to offer such education without unduly burdensome
interference by the state. The stakes in such controversies are high:
prosecution of parents for truancy'or neglect, loss of custody for
neglect based on failure to provide adequate education, and punishment
of church officitls for educational activities which thef view as central to the religious mission of their church. It simply is not possible to designate the controversy either as simply "educational" one
and, hence, a "state' issue, or as totally 'religious" and, hence, not
a matter-for proper governmental concern. Rather, the issue is a comconstitutional coettroversy involving religion, education, the
plex,
rights of parents and chiIcircn, and the perggatives of the state.
N.

.97

91
M.^

The right of parents to educate their children in a,manner consistent with their religious beliefs was first recognized by the Supreme
Court in Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 43 S.Ct. 625, 67 LtEd. 1042
(1923) and Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 45
S.Ct. 571
(1925).
The right was explicity founded on the First Amendment in 1972
in Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205,92 S.Ct. 1526,-32 L.Ed.2d 15
(1972), a case invoIvin Amish defiance, of Wisconsin's compulsony high-school education law.1
In Yoder, the Court held that accommodation of Amish objections to

'conventional fiail educatibm of the type provided

by a certified high-

school' was required where the state could not demonstrate that the parental
iecisions would. "jeopardize the health or safety of the child,- or have a potential for significant social burdens.'
"...1141hen the interests of parenthood [recognized
in Pierce] are combined with a ficee exercise claim
more than merely a 'reasonable relation to some
purpose within the competency of the State' is required toisustain the validity of the State's reuirement under the First Amendment.' Wisconsin v.
Yoder, 406 U.S. 2P5, 233-234.

Prior to Yoder, the Court had also made it clear in the Free Exercise
context that stilTriust draw its regulations narrowly, and-demonstrate that
"no alternative fo?ms of regulation would combat [the target] abuses without
infringing First Amendirent rights." Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 408, 83
S.Ct. 1790, 1794, 10 L.Ed.2d 965 (1963). The reason, said Justice nrennan, is
that 'in this highly sensitive constitutional area, 'only the 'gravest abuses.
endangering paramount interests', give occasion for permissible limitation.'
Id, 374 U.S. at 406, 83 S.Ct. at 1795.

to Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.5.4/95 (1940) and Everson v.
of Education. 330 U.S. 1 (T947) f the Religion Clauses of the First
Amendment were construed in accordance with the orjginal intelJt of the framers
of the Constitution and of the Fourteenth Amendment that public policy regardFor genering 10941 religious matters was an issue to be left to the states.
al distussion of the historioal and theoretical arguments on this topic, see
generally, F.W. O'Brien. Jus4.4ce Reed and the First Amendment (1958); ANT
64 liarv.12 Riv. 939 (1951);
Meyer, The Blaine Amendment and be Aill'of
£7

.;oard

L.Pfeffer, CFura.Srrieanr-FreROFICT36711.Tfeffer, God, Caesar and the
Constitution (1976).
4
In keep'ng with a judicial trend which began in the'early 1900'5. and
which is now known as 'substantive due process', the Court decided Pierce and
Meer on "1 liberty" grounds. 'without reference to the First AmendmeFf7ft is
tnis 'liberty,",protected by the Fourteenti Amendment which 'incorporates' and
For a gene;a1
applies First Amendment limitaticals to the power of the states.
discLssion of incorporaticn and substantive due process, see generally, R.
Seeger, Government by Judiciary: s The Transformation of the Fourteenth Amend reme court-MT-American Government
rent (19171; R. Cox, The Role of--The

7476), C.I. Fairman, Mis the nuFlein

nairT-Incorporate the Bill of

Piahts?. 2 Stan.1Rev, 5-7349).

41-269 0
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02
Given these and other prectlents limiting government 'entanglement' in
the internal affairs of churches,!/ it was not surprising that a controversy
based pn the federal constitution would arise conco-ning permissible state
a of church schools. Many states regulate, in great detail, the dayregul
The
tional aspects of all 'approved" or 'accredited" schools.
-to-day
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Chicago, 440 U.S. 490, 99
NA.R.8. v. Catholic Bis o
1 3 (1979)3teacher labor contrasts); Serbia Eastern: Orthodoi, Di(n76Ninternal Manv. Milevojevich', 426 U.S. .'.-.9 96 S.Ct. 23?
ocest
gement and doctrinel; Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602. 91 S.Ct. 2105
(1971) (administrative entanglement).
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The charts are taken, with permission, from an unpublished doctoral dis'Compelsertation, C.S. -Romans, "State Regulation of Private SchOols:
ling State interest' and the First Amendment,' (c)1981, on file at Kent
The author has indicated to me
State University, Kent, Ohio (261 pp.)
that several changes have been made in some states sing.e..1981, but they
are not material to this discussion.
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State courts which have applied Yoder to state regulationg have reached
ng conclusions using varying ratioWilii.
See, 1.5.; Kentucky State Board
of Education v. Rudasill, 589 S.W.2d 8T7 (Ky. 1979)1striking rigs, relying on
stricter conscience provisions of Kentucky Constitution); Sheridan Road Baptist Church v. State of Michigan, Dept. of Education, Mo. 80-26205-A ICircuft
Court, Ingham County, December 2.9, 1982) tstriking state lawl(sIip opinion);

State ex rill Douglas v. Faith Baptist Church, 207 Neb. B02, 301 N.W.24 571
regulations in face
broad chaIlen:e) (case on which
"Nebraska Seven. controversy is based); State v. Whisper,. 47 ilhib.St.2d 181,
351 N.E.2d rso (1976) (striking rags); State ex reT Nagle' v. Olson, 64 Ohio

of

1191111)(upholdIng

St.

2d 341, 415

114.E.Ld 279

(1989)

(extending ithisner).

-Notable, er the

courts have recognized that Yoder applies, but they do not agree on its affect.
The most recent federala-se directly on point-ves both ways._ ! Sec
Bangor Baptist Church v. State of Maine. Mo.
(D.Me. filed DeceM-F
1983)(judgment, in part, for parents) and Bangor Baptist Church v. State
of Maine, 549 F.Supp..1208 (D. Me. 1982) (partial,summary judgement for state).
The

sues in each of these oases are similar, if .not identical, and are

y illustrated by the Nebraska regulations upheld in State ex rej Douglas
Faith Ba tist Church which appear as Exhibit 3 to this memorandum.
gulatfons for elementary schools provide, among other things:
That teachers must be certificated (003.01F, 004.02c)
a definition of 'teach[ing]"

that schools must be "approvee,,and that approval is contingent
upon cOmpliance mith the regulations (001.02, 003.03C)
that only "approvigr schools meet the requirements of the compulsory attendance law (001.01)
the content of the curriculum (004.1C3a-h)
the number of teachers and their qualifications (004,02A), as well
as minimum percentages to be assigned in specialty areas (004.020)
and pupil/teacher ratios (004.02J)
that the principal shall be certificated (004.02H), and is su

7.
B.

9.

'10.

IT,

to oktain restrictions
the number of in-service training days for teachirs
that each school maintain records'concerning the number of books,
by subject category, in its library, and that k 'balanced' collectionof books must be maintained set 004.03F222.1
that each ?Choof purchase a minimum of '25 new library resources,
exclusive of textbooks and.encYclOtadik. of different titles, per
teacher per'year
(004.03F4);121
that health and safety standards be maintained.

It has been.the consistent charge that regulations such as these are unduly burdensoge and, therefore, interfere with thelFree Exercise rights of
both the churches operating the schools and the parents who choose them.
It
is also notable that state financial assistance designed to assist compliance

fA
'9/

'No attempt has been made to.coIlect other available federal authorities.

10/
Interestingly, he "recommended" percentage of books pertaining to Religion is 1.0%. The lagest. categories are 'Geography, History, Travel, Biogra
phy"
25.0%; 'Fiction and Fairy Tales' a= 20.0%; 'Easy Books for Grades I-- 25.01.
While this breakdown might certainly make some sense for a public

school

library,

it

is not too difficult to see'why a.religious school might

have problems with it.
11/
The financial burden of this regulation for a small Christian school is
5yious. The state requires the purchase and expenditure of large sums of
coney, but is constitutionally forbidden to assume any of the cost because the
SuprkdooCourt has ruled that the Establi
First Amendment
nt Clause of

forolds it.

See e.g.. Lemon v. Xurtzsa:;')

1,-12

,

is constitutionally forbidden, even were the schools to desire it. Thus,
chuOch schools must, in order to carry out what they see as their religious
. mission to educate the children of their membersin a celigimm atmosphere:
comply with the same rules whIth govern public schools. This, in the judgment
of the churches, is state interference in one of the central functions and
practices of their faith.

intersection of a concedly valid eta
Free Exercise.
Now
quality education, and a First Amendment right:
wpm psulve these competing interests, and others equally. as prefsing to reli
Odin believers, are matters 0, federal policy because the Supreme Court'has
recognized religious freedom as a basic civil right. The adversarial grpocess
is
investigatory.and
not well-suited to illuminate all the issues,
this purpose.
advisory processes of this Commission are uniquely sui
The issue joins, theft, at tI

terest:

httt4

Conclusion

This memorandum has emphasiied the main issues in the controversy which
has become known as the 'Nebraska situation', but it is important to emphasize
Reports from
that Nebraska is not the only jurisdiction to face the issue.
other states indicate great interest in the outcome in Nebraska, and North
Dakota officials were quoted in the last month concerning possible prosecution
of a church school in that state. Church institutions °the than elementary

schools (colleges, hospitals and churches themselves) must also amply with
Given this situation, it is
most unwise for goverment, state or federal, to permit the appearance , of
official religious intolerance or insensitivity toward religious freedom when
Federal cripinal civil rights laws are
that freedom is a basic civil right.
not easily,adapt- able to situations such as these, for they focus primarily
on the civil rights problems they were passed to cover: racial intolerance by
state officials. Federal civil remedies, !A, 42 U.S.C. 46 1983, 1985, appear
to be restricted by the immunities of the very officials who are charged with
the offense, and the power of the Justice Department to take the sort of
direct action available in race casts is not clear. See, ea44c42 U.S.C. §
many constitutionally troublesome regulations.

2000h-4.

ThPresuIt of all of this can be devastating. to churches. In Nebraska.
the 'cover- nor's Christian School Issue' Panel delivered a lengthy report
dated January 26, 1984 which concluded, among other things, that "some
accommodation to the First Amendment freedom of religion claims of the
In keeping
Christian school supporters must be recognized.' (Report at 27)
several recommendations to the Nebraska
they made
with their report,
Each time it has voted to date, the - exemptions have failed by a
Unicameral.
closely-divided vote. A similar delay in granting an exemption far the Amish
which was granted resulted in the move- spent of. ientite families to states
See Exhibit 4.
which recognized their right to practice their religion.
There

is,

therefore,

a need for

fiction.

We have

gone too far

protection of religious freedom to ignore these problems.

be investigated and, I submit. this Commissioll should begin the process.
U.

in

the

The issues should

APPENDIE
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AMING ACT Ot COWMEN. 1864

ENABLING ACT OF-CONGRES4
An act to ena:ile the people of Ned'aska tcrform a Constitution and
State Government, and for the Admission of such State into the
Union on an equal footing with the original States.
(Passed Api l 19, 1864, U. S. Stat. at Large, vol.13, p. 47.1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatges of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That the inhabitants of that portion of the territory of Nebraska included in the
boundaries hereinafter degignated be, and they are hereby, authott
ized to form for themselves a constitution and state government, With
the narne aforesaid, whicl, state, when so fornied, shall be admitted
into the Union as hereinafter provided.
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the said state of Nebraska
shall consist of all the territory included within thetfollowing boundaries, to-wit: Commencing at a point formed by'the intersection ofthe
western boundary of the state of MissoUri with the fortieth degree of
-north latitudet.estending thence due west along said fortieth degree
. of north latitude to a point formed by its iritersection with the twentyfifth degree of longitUde west from Washington; thence north along
said twenty-fifth degree of longitude to a point formed by its intersec-

tion with the forty-first.degree of north latitude; thence west along
said forty-first degree of ilorth latitude to a point famed by its intersection with the twenty-seventh degree of longitude west from Washi

ington; thence north along said twenty-sevinth degree of west
longitude to a point formed by its intersection" with the forty-third
degree of north latitude; thence east along said forty-third degree
north 1"..*tude to the Keys Paha river; thence down the middle of
chanfiel kr said river, wi its meanderings, to its
Niobrara river; thence .
the middle of the channel
brara river, and following the meandering* thereof,
with the Missouri river; thence dawn the middle of the
said Missouri river, and following the m
place of beginning.
f,

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That all persons qualified by law
to vote for representatives to the general assembly of said-territory
shall be qualified to be elected; and they are hereby authorized to

5

104
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EKABLINCkACT OF CONGRESS

cpnvention, under such
vote for and choose representatives to form a
said territory may 'Prescribe.
rules and regulations as the Governor ofrejection
of such constitution
and also'to vote upon the acceptance or
convention,
under
such
rules and regulaas may be formed by said
citizens are
tions as said conVention may prescribe; and if any of said within said
enlisted in the army of the United States, and are still
rendezvoL:s;
territory, they shall be permitted to vote at their place of
of_their
enlistreason
and if any are absent from said territory, by
shall
be
permitted
,to
vote
ment in the army of the United States, they
and
regulations
in
each
case
at their place of service, under the rules
representatives to
to be prescribed as aforesaid; and the aforesaid among the sevform the aforesaid convention shall be apportioned
as near
eral counties in said territory in proportion to the population
territory
by
as may be, and saki apportionment shall be made for said

chief justice
the governor, United $tates district attorney, andterritory shall,

thereof, or any two of them. And the governor of said
next, order an
by proclamation, on or before the first Monday of May the. first Monelection of the representatives aforesaid to be held on such election
and
day in June thereafter throughout the territory;
prescribed by the laws
the
same
manner
as
is
shall be'conducteri in
for members of the
of said territory regulating elections therein
to said conhouse of representatives; and the number of members of the legvention shall be the same as now constitute both branches
islature of the aforesaid territory.
Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That the_naemberS_OLtheSSM:
said territory on the
v....en:don..._thus elected shall meet at the 'capital of

organization shall declare, on
first Mon'aay in July next, and after
adopt the constitution
behalf of the people of said territory, that they
convention
shall be, and it
of the United States; whereupon the said
and state goverrunent
is hereby, authorized to form a constitution
republican; and
Prosddeilfi tution whentheforMetrsIMI
United States and the princinot repugnant to the constitution of
further, That
ples of the Declaration of Independence; And provided
irrevocable,
withsaid constitutiot *hall provide, by an article forever
out the consent of the congress of the United States:

First. That slavery or involuntary servitude shall be forever prohibited in said state.
That perfect 'toleration of seligiiius sentiment shall be
secured, And no inhabitant of said state (hall 0--

.
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MAILING ACT OF CONGRESS

Third. That the people inhabiting said territory do agree and
declare that they forever disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated public lands lying within said territory, and that the same
shall be and remain at the sole and entire disposition ofthe ;limited
States, and that the lands belonging to citizens of the United States
residing without the said state shall never be taxed higher than the

land belonging to residenti thereof; and that no takes shall be
imposed by said state on lands or property therein belonging to or
which may hereafter be purchased by the United States. ,
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That in case a constitution and
state government shall be formed for the people of said territory of
Nebraska, in corripliance with the provisions of this act, that said convention forming the same shall, provide by ordinance for submitting
said constitution to the people of said state for their ratification or
rejection at.an election to be held on the second Tuesday in October,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-four, at such places and under
such regulations as may be prescribed therein, at which election the
qualified voters, as hereinbefore provided, shall vote directly for or
against the proposed constitution, and the returns of said election
shall be made to the acting governor of the territory, who, together
With the United States district attorney and chief justice of the said
territory, pr any two of them, shall.canvass the same, and if a majority of the legal votes shall be cast for said constitution in said proposed state, the said acting go*ernor shall certify the same to the
president of the United States, together with a copy of the said constitution lind ordinances; whereupon it shall be the duty of the President of the United; States to issue his proclamation declaring the
state admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original
states, without any further action whatever on the part of congress.

Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That until the next general census &hall be taken said state of Nebraska shall be entitled to one rep-

resentative in the Houle of Representatives of the United States,
which representative, together with the governor and state and other
officers provided for in said constitution, may be elected on the same
day a vote is taken for or against the proposed constitution, A11,1,1 statIfi

government.
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That sections number sixteen

and thirty-six in every township, and wheesuch sections have been
sold or otherwise disposed of'by auy act, of congress, other lands
equivalent thereto, in legal sub-divisions of not less than one quarter-

section, and as contiguous as may be, shall be, and are hereby,
granted to said state for the support of common schools.
7
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Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That provided the state of
Nebraska shall be admitted into the Union in accordance with the
foregoing provisions of OS act, that twenty entire sections of the
unappropriated publiC lands within said state, to be selected and
located by direction of the legislature thereof, on.or before the first
day of January, Anno Domini eighteen hbndred and sixty-eight, shall
be and they are hereby granted, in legal subdivision's of not less than
one hundred and sixty acres, to said state, for the purpose of erecting
public buildings at the capital of said state for legislative and judicial
purposes, in such manner as the legislature shall prescribg.
Sec. 9. And be it further enacted, That fifty other entire sections
of land, as aforesaid, to be selected and located as aforesaid, in legal
subdivisions as aforesaid, shall be, and they are hereby, granted to
said state for the purpose of erecting a suitable building for a penitentiary or state prison in the manner aforesaid.
Sec. 10. And be it further enacted, That seventy-two other sections of land shall be set apart and reserved for the use and support
of a state university, to be selected in manner as aforesaid, and to be

appropriated 9d applied as the legislature of said state may prescribe for the purpose named; and for no other purpose.
Sec. 11.

And be it further enacted, That all salt springs within said

state, not exceeding twelve in number, with six sections of land
adjoining, or as contiguous as may be to each, shaft be granted to said
state for its use the said land to be selected by the governor thereof,
within one yea:lifter the admission of the state, and when so selected
to be used or disposed of on such terms, conditions and regulations
as the legislature shall direct: Provided, That no salt springs or lands,
the right whereof is now vested in any individual or individuals, or
which hereafter shalt be confirmed or adjudged to any individual or
individuals, shall, by this act, be granted to said state.

Sec. 12. And be it further enacted, That five per cent= of the proceeds of the sales of all public lands lying within said state, which
have been or shall be sold by the United States prior or subsequent

to the admission of said state into tho Union, after deducting all
expenseS incident to the same, shall be paid to the said state for the
support of the common schools.
Sec. 13. And be it further enacted, That from and after the admission of said state of Nebraska into the Union in pursuance of AO act,
the laws of the United States, not locally inapplicable, shall have the
same force and effect within the said state as elsewhere within the
8
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United States; and said state shall constitute ore judicial district, and
be called the district of Nebraska.

Svc. 14. And be it further enacted, That any unexpended balance

of the appropriations for said territorial legislative expenses of
Nebraska remaining for the fiscal years eighteen hundred and sixty -

three and eighteen hundred and sixty-four, or so much thereof as
may be necessary shall be applied to and used for defraying the
expenses of said convention and for the payment of the members
thereof, under the same rules, regulations and rates as are now provided by law for the payment of the territorial legislature.
Approved, April 19, 1864.
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Mr. Richard Moore
Gibbs and Craze
6929 West 130th Street
Suite 600
Cleveland, Ohio 44110
Dear Mr. Moore:
At your vainest, I visited Teich Christian School lid' Louisville. Nebraska. es
July 24, 1982. While Owe I supervisedIsed observod the adelnistratioe of the California Achievement Test to the 'modest* who Imre present. Is seditioe to observing
the actual test administration. I also taped ramie. administrations for later review
to ensure the accuracy of ay an -seta judgment.

At the and of the day, I collected 817 test materials end brought them hack to
Initial scoring was temple:6d by my staff with periodic checks
ay office to be scored.
by myself to detersins chat scoring was accurate and according to the iestructioos
14m sew prepared to report ea this castles.
provided by the maker of the test.
All tests were edminiscerei in a meager cassis:am with the lestrvetNee and directions provided by the test molter. The scudeats received es metro help er ether endue
The test sarimistratiem wax quite comparable to Whet
benefits from their teachers.
mould typically occur in the public schools.
Appended to this report as Table 1 is a summary of the results of the testing.
As you will see, ICS stodeets scared 7 mos. feyowd the expected scars for a comparably
aged soup of public school students is Lasgusge (capitslisatiom. pmmetestims. word
uses., and spelling), 0 see. ahead in Mathematics. and a lull year ahead of a cooperable public school group is Reading. These overages provide excellent evidence of
the quaitty of basic adoration these albildrom ere recelvieg.
While at ICS. I else mbeimistesed a pereemality scale Imams as the Rawls** Chilas a +eesere of
dren's Manifest Anxiety Neale or ItCMAS. This scale is
general emotiveal mental health of children and Is also related to Leber dievaloVhdhc
of self-concept and behavior problems. A high stets em this test Medicates pathology.
61-1wr average score of yCS students was 15.15 which, while higher them ether Christian
schools, is stmet *rattle at the Wean for children in the Dotted States-et-large.
tudents are at no hither risk than ether ebildr" for "441.1443 711.14'411
Thus.
end ere ceenarable to public school 411drin'in this TeSfill-

:maraud

-

its

If 1.can provide further or more detailed iefereetisi regarding this testing.
please let me know.
Slecerel

Cosh A. leymoles, Ph.D.
Psychologist

/able I

Expected and Obtained tenses of_ipith Christian School Students
(Louisville. WE) on the CaliforitrAchisseosnt Test, July. 1902

Expected
Grade Esuisslent
for Ats

Students
Traci* Robinson
&Irbil Preis
TAurs Stestny
Liman Suchsnen
Glenn Lance
Karen Liles
Rachel Robinson
Jeff Donaldson
Rest Robinson
Jon Welts
David Vogt
Lisa boneldsen
Lis Stastny
.

LAiorn Donaldson
DennOt N4t4443n

Averaro

0-Le

2.4
2.2
1.9
2:6
0.4
4.6

'4.0

*+1.6

4.0
2.3

4.6
9.9
4.0
4.4
13.4

4.4

+1.6
+0.4
+1.4
+2.6
+0.4
-0.2
40.4
+1.7
-1.2

6
7

I.

4.4.
3.4

3.0
10.3
,5.7

3.2

'14.0
7.0
S!$

9.3"

+1.0

3.7

6.4

4.7

+1.0

2.7.

+0.4
+1.4
+1.7
+2.0

.4.4

5.0
11.5
4.6
.4.3
714.0
6.7

+0.1
"-1.4
+1.0

13.2

4.4
3.1

4.2
2.5

40.61"

12.2

Reading
0-E
Obtained

Mathematics
Obtsins4

Language
Mot Ainot

4

11.1

40.1
40.69
-0.2
-1.4
40.3

P24.0

+1.$b

5.11

N.

40.9.

6.4

40.9

Obtained acorn ',Anus ',AS expected score for age.
b

Student scored beyond the upper Unit of the test.

110

44.7
+1.3
+0.4
+1.7
44.2

.'f4.1
3.5
2.11-

4.6
3.0
6.6
5.3
10.4
0.4
$101

714.0
7.3.
3.7
9.6

714,0
6.7

+2.0
+0.7
40.3.
,

+2.4
-1.3
40.6*
40.4
-1.5
+1.3
44.10
+1.0
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THE CONSTITIMON or THE WU= RATES

ON TO, AND AMENDMENT OF, THE
ARTICLES IN AD
CONSTITUTION
OF
THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
.
PROPOSED BY CONGRESS, AND RATIFIED BY TIP
LEGISLATURES OF THE SEVERAL.SrATES
PURSUANT TO THE FIFTH ARTICLE OF
THE ORIGINAL CONSTITUTION,
[ARTICLE II

nt of religthe freedom
of speech, or elhe press; or the right of Abe people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government fora redress of grievances.

_Congress shall make no law retpecting an esta
ion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or a

[ARTICLE

A well regulated Militia, 'being necessary to the security of a free

State the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be
infringed.

wit=
No Soldier shall,in time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to
be prescribed by law.
[ARTICLE IV)

The right of the people
papers, and effects, against

secure in their persons, houses,
ble seambes and seizures,

shall issue, but upon probable
shall not be violated, and no
cause, supported, by Oath affirmation,. and particularly describing
the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

No persortsliall be held to Saslow for a capital, or otherWise infs.
Mous crime, Unless On a prisseitment or indictment of a Grand Jury,
except to cases arising in the land or naval fortes, or in the Militia,
when in actual service in dm* of War or public danger; nor shall any
perion be subject for the same offense to be twice Out In Jeolisrdy of
life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal cue to be witness
against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty; or property, without
due process of law; nor shall private property be takes for public use,
without Just compensation.

ill
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APPENDIX - H
NEBRASKA BILL OF RIGHTS
1

CONSTffUTION OF THE STATE Of NEBRASKA

of ISM
AND SUBSEQUENT AMENDMENTS

PREAMBLE. We, the Roo*, grateful to Almighty God for our
freedom, do ordain -and establish the following declaration of rights
and frame of government, as the Constitutionof the State of Nebraska.

ARTICLE IBILL OF RIGHTS

.

Section I. All persons are by nature fret and bidet). endent, and have
certain inherent and inalienable rights; among these are lik, liberty and
the ritirsuit of happiness. lb secure these rights, and the protection of
property, governments are instituted among people., deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed.

Sec. 2. There shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in
this state, otherwise than for punishment of crime, whereof the party
shall have been duly convicted.
`1.

Sec. 3.. Na person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law.
Sec. 4. All persons have a natural and indefeasible right to worship
Almighty God according to the dictates of their own consciences. No

person shall be compelled to attend, erect or support any place of
worship against his consenteand no preterit= shall be given by law to
any religious society, nor shall any interference with the rights of
conscience be permitted. No religious test shall be required as a
qualification for office, nor shall any person be incompetent to be a
witness on account of his religious beliefs; but nothing herein shall be
construed to dispense with oaths and affirmations. Religion, morality,
and knowledge, however, being essential to good govertueent, it shall
be the duty of the Legislature to pass suitable laws to protect every
religious denomination in the peaceable en). yment of its own mode of
public worship, and to encourage schools and the means of instruction.

may freely speak, write and publish on all
Sec. 5. Every
Ile
for
the abuse of that liberty; and in all trials
subjects, being respo
for libel, both civil and criminal, the truth when published with good
motives, and for justifiable ends, shall be a sufficient defense.

Sec. 6. The right SI' trial by jury shall remain inviolate, but the

Legislature may authorize trial by a Jury of a less number than twelve in
courts inferior to the District Court, and may by general law authorize

a verdict in civil cases in *WOW by not less than five-sixths of the
roe

112
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Pi ATZ: DEDOMATIONAL AND PAIIOCItIAL SCHOOLS 1714=1

section 794529, bid shall be &Bowed-to retain his or her accumulated

cotibutinn in the system and continue to become vesttd in the
static's 's accumulated contribution as well as .the State Employivs
Retirement System according toll* following:
(a) The years of participation in the School lietirernent System
before an election is made as provided in this act plus the years of
participation in the State Employees Retirement System after the .
election is made as provided 1r. dila act, shall both be credited toward
compliance with the five-74ar service requirement providicl under
section 79-1522.

(b) The years 0 participation in the School Retirement System
before the election is made as provided in this act plus the years of
participation in the State Employees Retirement System after the
election is made is providte iNthis jet shall both be credited toward
.
compliance with section
Source: Laws 1980, LB 818, 12.
:win "'This act includes sections Wait 7a13". and 111-1301.

ARTICLE II
JUNIOR COLLEGES

Chapter 79, article 16. Repealed. Laws 1975. 12 3444 30.
ARTICI:E 17

v&

PRIVATE. DENOMINATIONAL. AND PirdtOCIUAL SCHOOLS

Qom Iisiorer

Wolof krigaimi tom b'f silos a mokippolissa eltma. aft sectim 14-1024.

Section.
744701. Private, denominational, cc parochial schodet laws applicable

70-1702. Repealed. Laws WM la M.
714703. Private, denominational, or parochial schoolsi religious instruction
authorized
794701. Private, denominational, or parochial schools; managernant and control.
794705. Prfvite, dissembsatiosial. or parochial schoeh1/2 inspection by county
superietendest, superintendent ot reheats or ether public achoolafficiali
when required.
with school
7,4701. Priveteoleseasinattenal, olr pariahsl oeheegas
kin penalty.
19.1107. Vialatianal penalty.

laws applica7114701. Frforda. deneminadonal. or parochial
asset
parochial
schools
in
the State of
ble. All private, denominational,
Nebraska, and all teachers Ilisployed or giving irotAtaciiCist therein,

shall be suit'e,ct to and govemed by the provisions of the general
363
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75.1702

school laws of the state so far as the sane apply to grades, qualifications, and certification of teachers and promotion of pupils. All private, denominational, and parochial schools shall have adequate
equipment and supplies, and ihell be graded the same and shalthave
courses of study for each grads conducted therein, substantially the
same as those given in the public schools wive* the children attending
would attend in the absence of such private, denominational, or parochial schools.
Rowan Laws 1919, c. 165, f 1, p. 346; Laws ICI, c. 53, I 1(h), p.
230; C.S.1922, I 650e; C.S.1929, i 79-1906; R.S.1943, . 791913; Laws 1949, c. 256, f 506, p. 964.
'
aoquirintent it minimal school standards
did Doc ingriAge %apes conatiWtiosal SOU it

wogs it school cisninrs. Ilsrarth v.
Sem. 373 Ni

EN, 111 N.Wid

79-1702. Repealed. Laws 1971, LB 292, f 22. ,
79-1703.

Private, denoadriatioaaL or parochial schools: religious

instrletion authorised. Nothing in sections IS -1701 to 79-1704 contained

shall heart construed as to interfere with religious instruction isiany
private, denominational, or parochial school.'
Sources Law: 1919, c. 155,1 3. p. 349; Laws 1921, c. 53, I l(j), p. 230;
C.S.1922, i 6506h C.S.1929, i 79.1906; R.S.I043, f 79-1915;
Laws IN?, c. 258, 1 508, p. 864.
79-1701 Private. denonsinationaL or parochicdschooles management
and control. For the purposes of sections 79-1701 to 79-1704 the owner
or goiferningboard of any private, denominational, or parochial school
shall have authority.to select and purchase textboisks, equipment, and

supplies, to employ teachers, and to have and exerciiie
general
management of the school, subject to the provisions at said
.
Source: Laws 1919, c. 165, I 4, p. 349;
C.S.1922, i 65061; C.8.1929, I
Laws 1949, c. 256, § 509,.p. St

1921, c. 53, I 1

, p. 2301

&SAM, I 79-1916;

79-1705. Private, dencednatiewil. or parochial schools: inspection by
county superinaendent, ouperbtiesdeal el schools er othikpablic school

officials when required. The county superintendent in first-class
school districts, or the superinteidant of schools in all other districts.
where any private, denominational, or parochial school not otherwise

inspected by an area or diocesan representative holding either a
Nebraska Administrative and Supervisory Certificate or a Nebraska
Professional Administrathw and SuperisoeY Certificite is located,
shalt inspect, such schools and report to the proper officers any evidence of failure to observe any of the provisiak%s of sections 79-1701 to

364
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF CASS COUNTY, NEBRASKA

STATE OF NEBRASKA, ex rel.,
PAUL L. DOZGLAS, Nebraska
Attorney General; and
RONALD D. MORAVEC, *Cass
County Attorney,

)
)

DOCKET 24

PAGE 138,

)
4

)

)PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
)

Plaintiffs,)
)

-vs-

.

VOLUME I - PROCEEDINGS
(Pages 1 to 8, Incl.)

)
)

FAITH BAPTIST CHURCH of
)
Louisville, Nebraska, a °.4.
)
Corporation; G4ITH CHRISTIAN
)
SCHOOL, Louisville, Nebraska;
)
EVERETT SILEVEN; EDGAR GILBERT; )
TRESSIE SILEVEN; MARTHA GILBERT;)
HELEN ALDRICH, RALPH LILES;
)
KENNETH HEARD; DAVE CARLSON;
)
and WALTER PETERSON,
Defendants.

ceedings had before the HONORABLE RONALD E. REAGA1SN

JUDGE, at Plattsmouth, Nebrask4on April 26, 1984.

Vicky Nickeson, RPR
ficial Court Reportex
tstouth, NE
6804.$
I
ti

115

4.0
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2

OEITIFICATE
I, Vicky Nickason, Official CoUrt Reporter in the
3

district court of Nebraska for the second Judicial district,

4

do hereby.cartitY that tie within and following partial

s

transcript contains all the evidence requestelPto be transcribed

-4

by we, and the rains* of the Court thereon, frog the proceeding i
had in or at the trial of the foregoing cause in said court;
S
9

ID

\Sand that said transcript is a correct and.complete transcription

.of the evidence requested to be ganscribed from the record
made at the time of said paloceediage or trial.

Dated this 30th day of April, 1984.
12

13

14
15

16
17

Id
19

20
21

24
25

Offic

1

110
3

-

(On the 26th day of April. 1984. in the District

2

'1Court of Cass County, Nebraska, before the HONORABLE ROUALD E.

3

REAGAN,Judge, the following requested proceedings were hid:)
THE COURT:

f,

The credibility of the witness Sileven

is really negaigibre for several reasons.

And Insure a

full bill of exceptions of his testimony would more-specifically

point out other incidents, but Ifiieb able to pick up two
chat were. glaring.

And that was on direct examination, he

liemediately testified he was aware that the school was
10

-

opened in 1933 in violation of the court order.

The court

order required it not 'to be open absent compliance and approval
414

12

13

- 14_

by-the State Department of Rigulations (sic).

on in his testimony when he's still, under the same oath.
he testified that he thought the school was in compliance.

Those are directly contradictory statements.

.And they

16

quite obviously were brought up to meet the exiiencies of

17

the circumstances.

13

,I9

Na further testified on direct examination that
he did not use the term "school", but that it was
And yet not 30

weeX

mimes later

20

day educational ministry.

21

County
on redirect examination, in a question posed by the

22

.

And later

the
Attorney, in answering that question Mr. Sileven psed

23

term "our school" twice and used the term "school" once,

24

referring to the Faith Baptist School.

Willful contempt -- Willful, under Nebraska statutes,
2

'11

111

-4
Rik

Nebraska case law, simply means intentional and with knowledge.

There is no question but what the defendant Sileven violated
. the injunction and order of this Court in August, September,
4

October and November of 1983.

And there's-iiii-Nuestion beyond

a reasonable doubt that that violation was willful.
e
The' adjudication is therefore made at this time

that the defendant Si even was in willful contempt of the
7i

court order in the fal

of 1983, as alleged in the motion

of the County Attorney for contempt proceedings.

In accordan:e with the benth conference and the
11

joint motion made.by counsel, the bench warrant for Mrs. Schmidt

12

is withdraw, and the motion to dismiss the contempt proceedings

13

14

is granted,

I will now hear any statements that counsel wish
to make on sanctions to be imposed on the contempt proceedings.

16

17

These sanctions are punitive in nature for past violations
of the court order.

State wish to be heard?

(At this point, arguments were
made by Mr. Moravec and Mr.'G bbs.)

15

19

20

THE COURT:

It's mine to determine now, and I guess

21

whatever decision I reach will promote comments pro and con..

22

And I recognize that that's a particular thing that comes
with the office that I hold.

2

2.i

Mr. Moravec has already taken

so5F of my thunder because I pulled out 212 Nab. 830 which
was the Sileven versus Teich decision. when the three month

'11

112
5

or four month jail sentence vas ultimately appealed by
I have in front of

2

virtue of a habeas corpus proceeding.

3

me an individual who says his faith demands him to be

4

obedient, who must keep his &acted conscience before Cod,
and yet has now been adjudicated guilty for the fifth time
f willfully, violating an order ofCkhe Court.

And as.the

chief Justice said in his opinion, the extent to which the
state must set aside its laws in order to accommodate
ions beliefs is not to be deternipo4 under our form of
government by the individupl,

but rather Py the Court.

Freedom of religion in the First Aemndmegs is
4
12

different from
no different from freedom of speech and is no

13

freedom of the press.

14

said,
you have freedom of speech, as the old legal scheIar

l:,

doesn't give you the-right to shput "fire" in a crowded

16

theater!

;7

it does not give isim the right, or them the right, whatever

is

their numbers may be, to violate the.laws, including

19

enacted
court orders of the State of Nebraska that have been

26

for the benefit If all cinizens-

21

Simply because

It's not absolute.

And freedom of r

an individual determines

And I suppose this williound cruel, but there was
Alter the Nebraska Supreme

22

an answer to Sileven's probleam.

23

Court ruled and the United States Supreme Court ruled, you

24

could have left.

You could pick up and leave.

If there

6
23

are states that choose not to have those conditions and

119

llt
those considerations for the education of their children,
7

then go to them.

To be perfettly frank, my initial reaction was that

3

if he was adjudicated in willful contempt of the court, that
he shouldn't spend the 93 or 94 days 1Vi -jail, but that he

should probably spend a day for every individual that was.
in Jr
6

04

ch is 585 days, if I counted them correct.

With Mr. Moctrc's recommendation, now I feel that maybe
that's

little too harsh.

But ty the same token, he comes

ip

in today -- rules and laws and orders that have been laid

H

down in this case and others for the benefit of the children

12

of this state, our minds of the futur

13

and is still violating them.

comes in today

If there is one child that is kept out of school

14

and kept at home in the next month au

a half, and by

16

virtue of that does not reach his or her tuIl potential in

);

life, I'd suggest that he in fact has committed a crime

IS

that is hideous.

Is

parents,

20

that's how it will be until July or August or. September,

21

they'll not be in any school.

22

23

Now the children are at,hode with their

They haws no formal schooling.

And I take it that

So he will hold the keys to the jail in some
fashion, in the order that I'm going to enter.

At least for

If the Court can rfbe assured that each

24

the next wee); or so.

2;

&gad every child that was in the Faith Christian School is

ti

12

114

7

enrolled in an approved -- a school approved -by the Nebraska

Department of Mutation, not necessarily a public school, it
can be a private school, but it must be approved.
The previous sanction in this case is a punitive
S

6

sanction and was four months.

The sanction I impose today

is eight months. .I will indicate at this time from the
bench that the time commences immediately.

But if I'm

assured of those things relating to the children, I will
then release him from jail and he will return on September 1st
10

11

ti

12

13
/4

Is

to complete the sentence,

At that time, assuming that the

school is in compliance, I would approve a work release
prograsm

t would enable him 9.60.1eave the Jail each day

to not only operate the school, but also serve 4 pastor
to his congregatibn.

If he furnishes proof and satisfaction

to the Court that the children are enrolled in an approved
school, and I'm speaking now of the next week or so, counsel,

1fi

and he is released, that releaie will be conditioned upon
17

18

IS

20
21

22

23

the posting of a

$10,4.00 bond for his reappeabirce on

September 1st.

Although I believe it would not show as a matter
of record. various letters and documents mailed to me,

I

think, as well as the County Attorney, indicated that during

the last incarceration the defendant SiApven authored an
article and ultimately marketed autographed copies of it for

24

f $20.0) or more

That's perfectly within his

46-
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rights to do on his own time; but this sanction, Sheriff

Tesch, his incarceration to jail, he will not be provided
writing or recording materials except as may be needed for
personal correspondence.
S

The tragedy of this whole thing is the victims
are your children.

7

Anything more, ,Mt. Moravec?

N. Your Honor.

MR. MORAVEC:

SO

t

TRE COURT:

Mr. Craze or Mt. Gibbs?

MR. GIBES:

One moment, Your Honor.

y we ask one request?

Your Honor,

Could we have 10 or 15 iminutes

12

with our client in the juyr room'before the stsriff takes

13

him over to :he

is

THE COURT:

You may,

IS

MR. GIBES:

Or we'll take him over.

16

TEE COURT:

Adjourned.

(End of Proceeding

21

22
.ratt't
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APPENDIX -

JUDGE CASE'S CRIER. APRIL 29, 1979

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF CASS

COUNTY.. NEBRadde t i At 1:25

RALPH E. BECKMAN

STATE OF NEBRASKA, ex reI
PAUL L. DOUGLAS. Nebraska
Atcotney General and
RONALD D. MORAVEC. C441
County Attorney.

CU=

)

)
)
)

Docket 24

Page 138

)
)

Plaintifi. )
)

-vs-

)
)

FAITH BAPTIST CHURCH of
Louisville, Nebraska,
Corppration; FAITH CHRISTIAN
SCHOOL. Louisville, Nebraska;
EVERETT SILEVEN; EDGAR
GILBERT; TRESSIE SILEVEN;
MARTHA GILBERT; HELEN ALDRICH;
RALPH LILES; KENNETH HEARD;
DAVE CARLSON; and WALTER
PETERSON,

JUDGMENT

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

)
)

Defendants.)

Now on the 16th day of July, 1979, the above entitled cam*
before the Court for hearing on the merits.

For the purposes

of the hearing the plaintiff State was present by James F. BegIcy,
Deputy County Attorney and Ronald D. Moravec, County Attorney
of Cass Count;, Nebraska.

The defendants were present by

their coves', Charles Craze of Cleveland, Ohio. and Cary Dunlap
of Milford, Nebraska.

Evidence was adduced over a period of three
parties resting on the 18th of July.

ays, the

Counsel agreed to submit

arguments in the form of briefs, the same being permitted by
the Court with the plaintiff being limited takthree weeks from
the 15th and the'defendants to have a period of ten days thereafter in which to file

reply brief.
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The Court having recegved and read the briefs and being
and fully advised in the premises findss
1.

That the defendant Faith baptist Church, through its

officers and directors. is conducting a private school in
f

Louisville, Cass County, Nebraska;
2.

That said school is being operated in violation of the

rules and regulations of the Department of Education and the
statutes of the State of Nebraska in that neither the superintendent nor the principal thereof hold a Nebraska administrative
and supervisory certificates
3.

That the defendants Tressie Sileven. Martha Gilbert and

Helen Aldrich are performing the functions of teachers in said
school without holding a Nebraska teaching certificate as
requited by law;
4.

That none of the administrators or teachers have filed

certificates with the county superintendent of Cass County,
Nebraska. as required by law;..
5.

That the administrators of said school have failed to

files fall approval report in each of the years that the school
has bean operated in violation of the rules and regulations of
the Department of Education;
6.

That none of the individual defendants who are reachift

in the school have filed a complete transcript of their college
credits as required by the rules and regulations of this Depart-

ment of Education;
7.

to-wit:

That the defendant Faith Baptist Church are its officers,
Reverend Everett Sileven, Reverend Edgar Gilbert.

Eanneth Heard and Dave Carlion have failed to seek initial approval
status as an approved school system as required by the rules
and regulations of the Department of Education;
S.

That each of the individual defenrin in concert or

418
the school
individually have generally failed to comply with

of a private
laws of the State of Nebraska in the operation
accordance
school and that an injunction should be granted in

with the prayer of the petition.
IS IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND CO

IDERED by the

the president
Court that the Faith Baptist Church together with

Gilbert,
thereof, Reverend Everett Sileven, and Reverend Edgar
Aldrich,
the defendants 'tassel.. Sileven, Martha Gilbert, Helen

Kenneth Heard and Dave Carlson.bs and each of them are hereby
the
enjoined, from further operation of a private school or

school
using of church property for the operation of aprivate

Nebraska statutes
until such time as they have complied with the
of EducatiOn
and the rules and regulations of the Department
governing approved schools.
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MOIZL LEGISLATION FOR ILLIGIONS LI:SUITT ACT

1.

No federal, state, or local government shall define, classify, tax,
license, approve, certify, restrain or restrict or otherwise Latrine'
the practice of any sincerely held religious belief of any citizen
of the United States.

2.

There are no compelling state interests that supercedes the right
of individual citizens to practice their religious beliefs.

3.

RelIgious beliefs shall be defined by the individual citizen and no
citizen's religious beliefs must conform to those of another, to be
protected from the government and its agencies.

4.

This Act in no way diminishes the ability of government, at all levels,
to punish trine as defined under the common law.

fi
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for being here. We appreciate it.
rgstrom, who is executive direcWe will now ask Rev. Charl
tor of the Office for Government Affairs 9f the Lutheran Council in
the United States of America, to come to the witness table.
Reverend Bergstiom has provided helpful testimony to the Judiciary Committee in the past, and we are extremely happy to have
him with us today.
Reverend Bergstrom, we Alma you, and we look forward to
taking your testimony, and you have indicated before this hearing
that you hope we will hold some additional hearings, as well, and I
do not know whether we will be able to, but we will certainly give
every consideration to your request.
We are glad to take your testimony/
Senator HATCH. Thank you

.4

STATEMENTS OF REV. CHARLES V. BERGSTROM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF GQVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, LUTHERAN
COUNCIL IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON,
DC

Reverend BERGSTROM. Thank you, Senator.

I should like to make an official request that four other brief
pieces be added to the testimony. One would be a copy of "The
Nature of the Church and its Relationship to Government," which

is referred to in my statement.
My testimony before OMB hearings in the House, and testimony
of recent weeks before the Denton committee on S. 1405, which had
to do with advocacy, and a letter which we sent to Mr. Chapoton of
IRS, after some 7 years of effort to work with them, I think a aopy
of that might be helpful to see the long-term battle on that issue.
Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will put all of these matters into the record.
Reverend BERGSTROM, I feel like I may be the voice in the wilder r, ess here this morning; on the other hand, I feel it is an important
voice, to balance some of the things that have already been said.
Lutherans have a deep sense of understanding relationships of

church and state, and we call that "institutional separation and

functional interaction." We say that because -we 'believe that Government is also godly; it is not separated from religion or God; it is
a part of God's great work. That understanding is based upon our
scriptural interpretation.
So we cannot oversimplify these controversb.I cases. Each of
them has to be looked at in its given situation. The church cannot
use the Government to evangelize or to gain converts nor can. Government do itie 1.1)ings as indicated already that may be wrong in
defining the chuNh's ministry.
The mainline churches have had problems not only my particular denomination but others also, on an issue related to the term
"integrated auxiliary." This is an IRS issue, in which they have
tried to define the ministry of the church by excluding some of our
agencies and schools.
I do not believe the IRS is a terrorist organization as Mr. Godwin
claimed, they sure are stubborn, and I would hope that this particular committee, and others, Senator, might be able to bring
Like a good look at these
them to conSultation, to sit down
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definitions, to see if it could not be worked out on the basis of commonsense. These are not religious organizations taking advantage
of the Government, but they do want to define their own ministry.
The letter to IRS is included al; I have indicated.
The whole question of lobby disclosure and the right of churches
to carry out advoCacy programs, the terrible proposals in Circular

A-122 in OMB last year, and S. 1405, which tried to narrow the
definition of advocacy for religion are all indications of churchstate tension.

The picture of regulations which I have gained being in my office
over 7 years is a picture of erratic Government activity rather than
evil attacks. I do not see any great plot on the part of Government
to overcome religion. I see some failures on the part of both church
and Government iders. I see people in Government who do not
really understand 11 deep feeling that clergy and others have
about their faith in GO and what that means in its expression.
The private school desegregation issue is not quite as simple as it
may look. If we are to d
e what our schools are to do, and want
that to be a religious definition, that runs head on into the matter
of equality of all of God's people. I would hope that religious people
would be as deeply concerned about laws that would give freedom
and equal rights to all people as well as the righ4of the religieus
organ izations.

Certification of teachers in Nebraska is accepted-1;s a good proc-

ess by the Lutheran Churches there. But it seems to me a lot of
things on both sides could have been done differently in this par-

ticular case you just heard about.
Some people call Social Security a great evil. Many alas feel'it is
a fine insurance program for people we long neglected, particularly
the laity in our churches. We have some questions about some of

these activities of the IRS, CIA, and FBI, but we feel that they

could be handled by such discussion as you have initiated in these
hearings. Congressman Dymally in the Rouse has also asked for
similar kinds of discussion. People for the American Way is an organization seeking to bring about discuzgzion of our diversities. The
American Civil Libertiee Union, and other organizations, have a

long history of defending first amendment rights in important

cases that are not as eloquently described by the media as some of
the cases you have here this morning.
In 1979, the Lutheran Churches had a 9-day consultation on
some of these issues to which I have already referred. In 1981, 90
percent of the religious bodies of this country gathered together in
Chevy Chase to take a look at the incursions of Govenaent into
church affairs. That will be followed up by another interreligious
consultation in September of thiseyear. And just a couple of weeks
ago I was with another diversified group at Harvard University
taking a look at some of these issues,
So I ,think that there needs to be a matter of understanding and
give 4nd take in this kind of interchange. I have not practiced law
in a long list of the States, and I am always interested in learning
from the two learned attorneys that we had speak to us this morning; however, it is not only the Government that takes onto itself a
mantle of judgment, sometimes the church tries to do that. There
has to be a' kind of balance in the understanding of that reality. To
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have Congress write new law does not mean, Senator, that they
necessarily will do any better than the Supreme Court in pleasing
people.

ere are parents who. mistreat children, and we need good la
to make sure that child abuse does not happen. So we need to
a good look at all ramifications of the issues that are before us.
I would like to touch
Senator HATCH. There is one difference, however, when Congress
writes the lims, they are dding it as-elected representatives of the
people, they could be thrown out. When the Supreme Court writes
the laws they are doing it as the closest thing to Godhead on this
Earth; and that is that nobody can question what they have to say.

C Maybe that was an irreligious comment, I better be careful of
what I am saying, but without question, there is a real difference
between the two.
g

verend Beaciraom. I was talking about the value and the

ess of the particular legislation, or judicial decisions.
I would like to point to something that is more realistic to some
of us in Washington, and that is the fact that religious people are
divided, and there needs to be a great deal more of conversation
between their organizations. There are 40 offices like mine here in
,WashingtOn, and some of us have had some deep concerns about
President Reagan's endorsement of the fundamentalists when he
was campaigning in August .1980. That concern has deepened because of the theology of solve of those people.

Paul Weyrich talks about "Christianizing America." Jerry Falwell tanks about the good days "when there will be no more public
schools, but they will all be Christian schools." There are all kinds
of statements that come from that group of fundamentalists.
And in the meantime, Senator, t &mainline church gKoups have
had very little access to the adm.
ation. We would hope that

that could improve and change. I ha a series of letters sent as
chairman of the interreligious coalition I mentioned trying unsuc-

cessfully to initiate that kind of interchange, not just for my

chueth, but for 40 Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish groups who

work together here in the Nation's Capital.
The issues of abortion, school prayer, and tuition tax credits are
important and'difficult moral issues. Every issue that you face, and
,every decision, of course, has that type of morality to it. School
prayers iihot an issue between.the liberals and the nonbelievers; it
is really from the depths of faith that many of us have opposed any
kind of religious gathering in our public schools. We believe that.
the Supreme Court decisions were.good; that polls are very difficult'

to answer and to respond to when it. comes to prayer, that the

rayers in Congress are not the 'same' as 6-year-old child singing
ymns in the classroom; where 'be has Jo be; and that we should
object also to prayers being so watered down, as Senator Leahy indicated, that they would have no meaning at all. That trivializes
prayer.
But beyond all of that, I csme--back.to my original point, that
God is involved in all of this, sir. He is involved in public education. I do not feel that a Christian school, run by any one of us as a

clergy person, is necessarily any holier than the public schools
where I was educated in Illinois.
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We need to make very clear that these distinctions are not helpful if those of us Who claim we are religious, therefore claim -to be
apart from the Governoient. Every ane of us is a part of the Government. So we cannot separate ourselves by blaming .those who
make decisions. Most of us are lazy citizens, and so often have held
so tightly to our religious views that we fail ta address broader societal questions.
I describe myself as a born again, Evangelical Lutheran Christian; there -is no other way to get into the Christian church. But I

am just as deeply concerned for justice, and I think God's will is
that justice be done on the part of tile Govern-Merit, and that religious people work for jUstice, not to'bring sahration into' the Government arena or to bring ideas of judging people as to how: they
believe in God, on the basis of how they might vote.

As an example; I recently received a letter," which is headed
"Christians to 'Reelect president Reagan." Let Me read just one
Paragraph.

Ted Kennedy, Fritz M
e, Alan Cranston are ultraliberals.' who put the values
of secular humanism
Ire the values of Christikns like you.

This is 'signed by
Jarman. I' think that kind of mail shows
the need for :some face-to-face discussion about .how all of us may
believe in God, and there might be some Chrfftians that might vote
for a Democrat in the coming elettion, and also, of course for some
Republicans. ,That spirit needs to be pointed out in terinsof all of
,
our gathering together as people.

I quote a very good `source in one portion of my report, Dr.
Martin Luther. I would 'close by reading a brief statement- by the
Lutheran Bishops whict was written in 1980:

It is a misuse of terms toscribe government politics as Godless or profane. God
rules both the civil and thil iiiiritual dimensions of life. It is unnecessary and unbiblical for any 'church, group or individUal to seek to Christianize the Government, 9r
to label political views of Congress as Christian or religious. It is arrogant to assert
that one's position on a political issue is Christian, and that all others are unchris-

tian, immoral or sinful. There is no Christian position: There are Christians and

other religious people who hold positions.
God employs reason and power in gopnarnent for social justice, peace' and. free-

dom. Advocacy for social justice is part of the Mission of the church, according to
Lutheran theolu,

Such advocacy may often bring disagreement on issues and votes
as to how we strive for justice, but think understanding, and acceptance; and sharing more
ility -for Government as well
'as for our religions will be very
pful.
Thank you sir.
[Material submitted for the record follows;j
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES V. BERGSTROM
I serve AS Sty cutive Director of the
.
Sty same is Char/is
the Is:therm Covocil in the U.S.A. Oa
Office for Governmental Af
14 like to express api-eciatiee to this subbeharlf of the Cosecil. I
committee for holding teatime to explore La a rational way the areas where

church sad state are is union. In giving this testi:may, I am @psalm,
on behalf of the three Luthersarburch bodies which participate is the Office
for Goverosestal Affairs:

The American Lutherae Church, headquartered in glanapolis.
Minnesota, composed of 4,900 congregation having approaimadly 2.4 aillion U.S. members.
The Lutheran Church is America, headquartered in Saw T;A:C,
5,100 coagregstices having approxiNew fork, roweled
LA the U.S.. sod
mealy 2.9 million

The Associatiom of
is Sc. Louis,
apprusimately 11

Lutheran Churches, headquartered
of 270 consregatiope Midas

Mg MGM RiLA21011121/P INTIM CMCgA100 GOVIRINglat A Lamm aglifICTIVS.
Many in thid satin ground their mesdarstandiag of the proper relationship between church mid state on a sonenbat simplistic interprets:los of Thome
Jefferson's description of the "wall el separation" between the two testitiming; they saistaia that this 'will" creates a somewhat static situation
is which church sad state hysiemically operst04a their ors epheree. sent
gut such so underttsediag
tUadammatally affecting or "infecting" each other.
of the "well" doss mot do justice to the dynamic sad costinuallY charging rsIstionship between the two institutions in this country. To echo Chief Jostles
Burger' 1971 observation, the "wall" is. is practice, more like a "blurred, indistinct and variable barrier."

O

The Lutheran churches I represent have described their Isedorstessling of
the proper reletiooship betwoma Church sod governess laterse of "inetitutionl
separation sad fonctiosaI interaction." Thus, tbe "well, of institutional ear
grey "some" of interaction Wrenn the roe imatitutiews.
oration scants within
have
Institutional esperatioa. WO believe that both omens:mot and church
advisees
a Cod -gives role in the world. The sowersent is to establish justice,
human right.. promote peace, and work for the welfare of all in society; the
church's missies !.eludes proclaim: Las the Gospel through preaching. tnethleg,
administration of the sacraments, social service and whoscacy on behalf of all
embers of the 'oriel order. gacogaisiag the distinctive role of each, we baileys that they should be separate inatitutionally,amd that ass should mot usurp
the
the role of the other. Churches should net be is the wines of pas.

coercive power of the state to Worts their version of what Lonna; similarly, the state should not nano the inactions of the church in preaching or

evangelising, or determine forth,. church what is or is not peat of its ntsaton.
solo there is a sometime unsay
"00 tine. each Li fulfilling its legitimate sole,
for the moo' good
Mince between the soveranwat's respeakihillty to
and the church's right to free anarcise of religion. Gemerally. Lutherin churches;
maintain that the goverment, as one of Cod's spots, hes the authority Ned power
is Age secular dimension of life to OMONTA that isidivideals meld groomms---imrleding
rellgions communities and their aseeciess--adhere to the ciell low. The 41arthes
and their agencies are often subject to the same Legislative, judicial end *JEWscrative provision :which affssit otter stoup till society. Sat Lutheran chard:ea

will clef.* crescent or consideration by goverment differs:St from that granted
to voluntary, beervoleat, elsoroasystssy sad educational aseercifit organisations
when necessary to assure free eserciee of religion. The slabs for spacial traitto esch.claise must be
meet must be well foupded--sed the governmeat's response
We
sysaheadad, so as not pp favor one type of religion or worship over amothes.
when
it
seeks
to
defies,
would maintain that goiereemst succeeds its authority
deter:sin or otherwise inilunce the churches' fistisionscencersing their nature,
elusion end einistriss, doctrines, worship and other responses to Gad--aacpt in
critical instances, which net ha considered as a case by con basis and which
involve church infringenents of basic henna rights.
may

in Furfunctional Interaction. 'Weever, the Lutheran churches niataie that
church
sod
sovernsat
CAR
interact
&taus s joint content for the canon good.
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functionally is Amos were cooperation assialerlin the maintenance of rood order.
the protection and extension of: civil rights, the estahlithsent of social justice
and equality of opportunity, the promotion of the ventral welfsoo and the advancement of the dignity of all person.. This principle underscores the Lutharan vial
that Cod rules both the civil and spiritual dimensions of life, soling it appropriate
for churches and govezommat to relate creatively mad weeponsibly to each other.
In this fuactional interaction, the goverment may conclude that efforts and
programs of the churches provide services of brood social benefit.
in such is-.
stances and within the limit, of the./ew. the government say offer and the church
iseraceept fundiag and various other (Gros of assistmace'to firnish the services.
runetionaI interaction also includes the role of the Churches is Woman; persons
about. advocating for and speaking; publicly oa issues and proposals related to
coeiel justice sad %omen rights.
Pros the Lutheran perspective, the rhumb has
the task of addressing Cod's Word to its own activities and to the sovernment
And the United States Constitution guarantees the right of the thumbs& to conrunic:to cancan= to the public and to the government,.
This is our conceptual framework for discussing church-state issues, one which
does not provide easy "yea" or "no" answers to 01-10 difficult questions about than
relationship between the two institutions.

4 ,
The fact that we can have
hearing likb this.
shorn representatives of religious organisations and government can freely exchange
views about the state of religious Montoya,* such about the quality of churchstate relations In this country. The scronediffsrscitas of opinion on key Loams
snoeg various religious groups testifying here nooses the diversity of religious
beliefs id this couscry.
It underscores the "difficulties in developing one
governmental policy or practice which accuwodatps 411 religious views and the
necessity for government to maintain a truly evenhanded neutrality smog all.
faith groups.

PRORUNS Ii MUM-STATIC RILTIOWS.

The Lutheran church., have identified a amber of area* whets church and
government are in tension. Often chase issues span bath Republican sad Democratic admioistrations, and are a by-product of differing understandings of
responsibilities and rights of the two institutions. liotiog that it is
necessary for the churdhetr to clarify for the government their position in
this area the Lutheran church'ss in 1979 held a consultation oe "The ;Inure
of the Church and Its aelationship With Conexonent." It was occasi000d by a
number of instances in which the Lutheran c rches perceived increased goverommot encromoOmemt on the chorches'rishts instances which would result in
government entanglement in religion and infr *sandlot of the free allergia, of
religion.
I would like to two included in he bolting record the report of
that consultation, which in more detail dose Chas our conceptual framework
And outliners the problems in church/state
stigma occurring et that time- some of whicti are of continuing cancer*.
E
1d like to saw focus attention
on several current issues. when we see significant church -state difficultias.
Integrated Auxiliaries. From the pareplativo of the Lutheran churches I
represent, one of the most per..toot church-state probleme relates to the
Intorno,. Ravens Service's definition of an "integrated auxiliary" of a church.
Through this definition the goveronent is defining by regulation what if. or
is not, an integral part of the church's mission.

Prior to 1969, most religious oroaniaations, including churches and their
related ammcies, were emoted from filing intoruatioopl returns with the IRS.
The Tax Rotors Act of 1969: however. stipulated chat all organisation* unapt
from taxation under Section 501(0 of the Tax Code would boor to file so annual
informational Form 990 return- -accept churches, "their integrated avoiliarloo."
commotion. and associatiooa of Church**, the exclusively religious activities
any religious order and &mauve organisations with vont, reeeipta under $5.000
The law involves tho reporting of information; no payment of taxes is

The problem Os the IRS ;Inc* 1969 has bean to define "integrated auxiliaries,"
minds that Ur. had no legal meaning and no ammo definition-aeons religious.
-.groups.
In rabruary 1976, the IRS issued proposed regulations which bad the net
effect of providing f r all churches a single and extremely narrow definition of
religious mission.
tests by.a number of religious organisations led to some
modificatioos in the final" regulations issued in Januar, 1977. but the regulations continua to be
nosily. to ibur underitanding of our uiNo on. Ixplicitly
excluded frog the de
tion of " nit=rated auxiliOries" arc
tl-related boa-
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college",

seivereities ma'slemeettri
schools. although elementary and wiewsioy wheels aro sump; fotefilieg.
vitals, oryhomegiut...hemes for the elderly,
4

The heart of the loose lekket the regulation sm "latagratod4ozillaries7
sedge to ivenekve the chortles s deflaitlea of mvaligisse ant "church" which
the derails. cene4 'crept theelsOcally. sae which conatitatea as alawarranted
the affairs of Ohs chetahs,. The sector diallatrosime by the apes
this the thureljes and their .genets. .ad imetieutions.
*Wee introduces cosh's
is attempt ether tattuele2m into the activities of the
It else lad. the
agentims end taatitutisme.
churches and thatch

g

would probably set object to the disclosure of most of the
Our
laforestlso required b Pets 'SO by thews egeeties sod inatitutiome of the
is the public sphere.
:churchlvecee ministries appear to have csumforparts
predicated epaw e denial that those
If such requirement or distleaure more mot
Set the chmortbss do
ministries ate ea istestal pert Of the chectios' aisedom.
iseldifieg their agencies,
object ou Principle to having say of their sisistrime.
and teatitetioes, be treated as meet taligisus." There miseries and
,Leatirotiama perform ministries thigh ale essential to the thervbes' miisioa
sad meet at be pot is a different category-from the. strictly secorliatel hooting!". of the churches.
The Lutherr an thus

sod i wide ream of other gaiimaillitumf Ili" "04

egrets' smellier? deflaitiov. ilies the Reagan milletthe Ill to altar its
I
medal Co ealeve this mad.
. stratioa came into milieu. additional coats:MI "ere
this
the
meet
recast
commeication
os
would like to include to A. Merin record
ReveemoDefinitioe of laligioss Sadie, to
issue seat by the Csalitise om Isteesel
Chapotento additiom6I ems one of the
Assistant Secretary for Tin Palley John Z.
topreseatitivee of the Pica Presiesehers of that coalition that at with
and the
dent's Taatforce oe-Sagolefory Sella. 1s. of this work availed vs,
;/
resulatioe is still is Pleas.
Leese, but it is vitally important to the
This mmy seem like merely a technical
that
they have thanes** this repletion
It is 2p important
Lutheran churches.
A negative decisiovis the 0.4 District Gast, District of Mium.
is the courts.
bodies.
Moots. Fourth Divisive, is currently Wag appealed by thou church
.

Covarvenet Worts to Limit the Cherchle mmeistry of Advocacy.
churches firmlyhallow that animus* for Netts* is as istagrol

The
The Luther=
of their

primcipla the "ealostantiality Came
alseioa. his have cessisteetly reelstad is
churches.
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"defuud the left," are overly broad. would have a chilling effect on legitimate
communicetions between non-profits and goveremmet, and have no compelling government interest to justify their enactment. I would tail your attention to the
recent congressional testimony of the U.S. Solicitor General in which he indicated
that he had discovered no evidence for the suspicion that, on $ widespread basis.
federal funds are being abused by non-profits. Last month. we testified on the
Denton bill, which would severely restrict our advocacy activityor force us out
of the arena of cooperation with governemet in service delivery.
In addition to
the concerns we shared with the nos- profit sector generally about the bill.
we were concerned that this measure would seriously 14eit the free exercise of our
religion. For ...mole. under that bill. the Lutheran churches could not protest
congressional move to eliminate their tax ezemptioo with their own motley without
putting the work of an affiliated social service agency providing services to'rhtvelopmentally disabled children in jeopardy of losing its federal funding.
I
would like to provide. for the committee a copy of my testimony on the Denton bill
and our statement re/Jading the related OM proposal.

To varying degrees, such proposals would restrict the freedom of the church
to speak to its members. using its own money, and to petition government-- actions
which are protected under the U.S. Conatitutio
Again. it would also favor un.

constitutionally those churches which dd noisider public advocacy to be part
of their mission.

Government Regulation. Lutheran lurches have consistently objected to governmental regulation of their educations
institutions and social service agencies
when such regulation violates due process, exceeds statutory authority. or infringes on First Amendment guarantees.
In this process, we euphemize our solidarity with both secular and religious members of the voluntary sector and invoke
the Free Exercise clause of the First Amendment as
basis for objection to regulation only when there is a bons fide constitutional question at stake. We do
not attempt to insulate the institutional church from legitimate regulation which
,rontributes to the common good by indiscriminately charging violations of religious
elibrrty. The Lutheran churches analyze regulations on a case by case basis and develop positions which reflect emir commitment to religious freedom as well as government regulation which protects the public's health. safety and welfare.

For example, on the issue of the IRS' role vIs-a-vis private school desegregation, we Assert 'het a religious organisation running an educational institution.
like other tax-exempt organizations, cannot claim the exempt status and at eke mime
time operate contrary to established public policy on racial discrimination.
Mowever. while we would acknowledge the right of the government to revoke the tax
rs.mot atatum of schools which discriminate. judgments moat be made an the beats
of tact% within
Presumptions on general circumstances
framework of due process.
Thus, in 1978. we were in
or eternal condition, are inadequate fur this purpose.
the pleition of supporting the intent of IRS activity in this area. while vehemently
qoutirwthe specific procedure proposed, wince it did not meet these criteria;
thereafter we supported revised regular
a which we, felt met our concern"
About due process.
in

This example is Illustrative of ourloproaen to dealing with government
regulation. Recognizing the government's interest in providing quality education for all children, we generally have no concep:uel problem with reasonable
certification requirements for our religious schools --es long as those require*vote are not capricious or do not restrict the religious freedom of the 'school.
Our social service agenclns generally hilt no problem with state or federal
regulations intended to protect the public health, safety and welfare--but

they may have aeriou problems with 'prattle regulations, which may be burden901110, unnecessary, intrusive. or punitive.

Government Retablisheent of Religion. In recent months. the debate over prayer
in public school, has intensified. The Lutheran churches I represent would probably differ from many who will be testifying before this commdttee, since they
have consistently supported the 1962/1983 Supreme Court decisive' prohibiting
tste-eandatee prayer and eible reading in public schools. The losthetto churches
have maintained that such a practice is unnecessary from a religious point of
view.
We believe that God is active in the educational process; government is
fulfilling its legitimate responsibility for universal public education, and we
see no need to "put God back in that process" since He has never been removed
from it. The responsibility for relfgio4s education and worship rest* with the
family and the churcb--not the government.
/t is importent, however, that the schools meintsio a wholesome neutrality
among religious groups, not favoring one over the other end not denigrating re-
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Varese and churches seed to work closely with Local school
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preyermust be ride "in the some of Jesus, would object to Moles Omit childProm their theological
perspective. roe-desoeisatioo prayer mould hurt the religiousavelopesontof
their childtas.
ren daily tauslot to pray. without that usderstmoding.

Prom our theological perspective prayer is public school is not necessary
Pros a public policy viewpoint. it ceuess divisive seas is the community sod results is Significant restrictions os the freedom of
religios of minority faith, groups; It is sot enough to say that a child can
issue the classroomsloes adults are well aware of the poor pressure that can
Protecting the reundernies oven the moot careful of perestal isstruction.
ligious liberty ct all students in our public schools.. whether they are Lothstains, Nomuoos, Jews. or monbeers of sewer religious sects is vital to the good
whole.
of the nation as

and is West/ally harmful.

Our tooter's& about the divisiveness mod potential lefringements of religious
liberty which could occur oboe religious practices are conducted is public school.
We
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University hotrod a consultstioa on June 10-11 which Involved representatives of
diverse religious groups, academics, and political analysts, among others, to
discuss the place of religion in the political process. There wee
clear difference in theology--but a cleat agreement that churches, in carrying out their
mission. should be free to engage in Oa political process. Often their involvement is undertaken on behalf of person at the merlin of our economic and social
layette, and is quit. different from political lobbying to enhance institutional
power. People for the American Way has also sponsored programs to support th
diversity of religion and political beliefs safeguarded by the U.S. Constitution.
Covernavnt treatment of religious organisations must also be fair and evenhanded.
I 'n.clieve this messese must be relayed to President Ronald Reagan and
his administration: In August of 1980, candidate Reagan publically endorsed the

sponsors of a fundamentalist religious and political rally is Dense. texas.
That endorsement of their views has continued sines his election, as evidenced
by hie meeting* with them and addressee to their various coalitions. however,
over tZe past three and a half years, the channels for communications between
mainline religious groups and the White Mouse have been inadequate.
Some of
the Washington representatives of these church bodies have made several efforts
to
e dialogue similar to that which occurred under previous administrations.
personally raised the issue with Ilisabeth Dole, Faith Whittlesey, and
Morton Blackwell, who served as religious liaison for the White House at various
rime. I would encourage the White House to engage in the same sort of serious
dialogue being undertaken here this morning --a dilosua which should include
conversations with mainline religious leaders.
There are
lumber of social issues, including Amnion and school prayer,
which have been widely labelled "moral issues." The nation faces hard decisions
in these areas, and moral considerations should be raised in thiq process.
However, it is importAnt that all engaged in diacussions--f rop church leaders,
to members of Congress, to the President himesli--avoid using the type of "religions" language which denies moral legitimacy to persons or groups who have a
different theological perspectiveor a different political position on those
issues.

The Lutheran churches I represent would saintain that moral considerations
oust also be raised in the debate over a far wider range of issues Chun those
designated ma "moral issues" by the religions right. Our religious beliefs
Compel us to be involved in issues relating to nuclear dtaareamant. increased
poverty and homelessness, global and domestic hunger, and civil rights.' Our
stances may differ from those of the current administrationas they at times
differed from those of previous 'administrations. But it would be helpful to
church-government relations if the President and others in the various
branch's of government would acknowledge that religious groups, having different theological perspectives and different *purees of information, may Issitimately differ with them; thii does not maks thew /'duped" or "soft on cow minis"
or "naive."
In dealing with the Josue of church-state relations, it is important to
remember that the United States is not s Christian nation. The Lutheran churches.
unlike the Moral Majority and the Christian Voice, can accept that reality and
affirm the tradition of religious freedom based on the U.S. Constitution. They
would assert that the government must be careful that its representatives not use
their offices to promote
theology which offends the consciencesof individuals of
different religions faiths. As Dr. Martin Luther once stated,
"Secular government 'us laws which extend no further than to life and property and to externel
things and relations on earth.
Por over the soul, God can end will let no one rule
but Himself alone. Therefore, where secular power presumes to prescribe laws for
the soul, it encroachem on God's government and only misleads and destroys souls."
0141 should not six thole two authorities--the temporal and the spiritual, the coOrthouse and the church; otherwise the one devours the other and both perish."
Thank you for this opportunity to present our views on the coupler issue of
church-government relations.
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THE NATURE
OF THE CHURCH
AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
WITH GOVERNMENT
A statement with public policy reconsnseadan" nr on elm:a-stag issues
eloped by the Lesthenrs Crusscil in the U.S.A.

A. INTRODUCTION
An increasingly complex society has produced growing interdependence and
interaction among groups, persons, and resources in the governmental, econcenk,
and voluntary sectors. The sovenunent's respanoloilities to maintain equity and
order have led both the churches and the state into greater contact and, at times,
into tension. As governmental bodies seek to perform their roles and the churches
seek to fulfill their missions, each needs to be ,aware of the other's
principles, and methods. In their endeavors, both the churches and die
ment have the task of formulating and clarifying polio= staternaits and
lines for implementation and application when appropriate.
The Lutheran Council in the USA, a cooperative agency of The American Lutheran Church, Association of Evangelical Lutheran Churches, Lutheran Church
in America, and Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod, is aware of rising concern
within its participating bodies over governmental activity in matters affecting
the churches and th z lit:is:ries:Their are instances in which laws, rulings, and
regulatory procedurs_. an the part of government appear to infringe upon the
till efforts to define the
churches and their agencies and institutions4
gious organizations ate Likely to
nature, mission, ministries, and scructurse of

continue. These developments have ra

questions within the Lutheran

of government to define the nature,
churches about the right and COM
bodies.
mission, ministries, and structure of
The Lutheran Council recognizes tha an ongoing pmeess of communication
with other religious bodies and
within the Lutheran fatruly-4 churches
iniely as response is given to
organizations in the vsluntitalleace
informed
about the positions
the government. Goieximent'Acialt
\tantsitleperspectives, of the Lutheran church*

pa these grounds the Lutheran Counti
issues which resulted in the following 'stag
The. report of the ' consultation was sdopetal by 'the Y
on Mey 16 in Wairapolis.

consultation on church.
and rixommendations.
if's 1979 annual meeting

L STATEMENT OF AFFIRMATION
3. 'Onarct aisd Government in Gas World
God'i, omnipotent activity in creation is dynamic. that is, it is living. active,
and powerful in all human affairs. The structure and polities of civil and Christian
communities are detenniqed and arranged by tradition, circumstances, and needs.
Lutherans acknowledge the twofold reign of God, under which Christians live
simultaneously. God is ruler of both the world and the church. The church is
Gospel in the new sr of Christ, while the state is
pr:riarilv the agency of
primarily' the agency of the Law in the old age of Adam.
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Given the balance of interests and differing responsibilities of the churches and
the government in God's world, the Lutheran churches advocate a relationship
between the churches and the government which may be expressed as "institutional separation and functional interaction."
Both the churches and the government are to delineate and describe the rpm
and responsible extent of their functicuial interaction in the context of God s rule
and the institutional separation of church and state.

2. Institutional Separation

In Arming the princi
United States

of separation of church and state, Lutherans in the
&chat:wk.-1i

and support the tradition that the

churches and the government iult 03, be
in structure. As the US. Constitution provides, government neither este
favors any religion. It also
safeguards the rights of all persons and groups
to the free exercise of
their religious bads, laceshff4L:tire; and "
arrangements within
the laws of morality, human rig
and
The government is to make no
decisions regarding the validity or orthodoxy
any doctrine, recognizing that it
is the province of religious groups to state their doctrines, determine their polities,

train their leaders, conduct worship, and carry on their mission and ministries
without undue interference from or entanglement with government. .

a. The Churrie.hlistion
1) The central mission of the church is the proclamation of the Gospel; that is
"the good news" or promise of God that all persona art forgiven by and reconciled with God and one another by grace through faith * Jesus !Christ.
2) The church is the fellowship of such forgiven and reconciled persons united,
in Jesus Christ and guided by the Holy Spirit to to sons and daughters of the
Father. In and through that fellosiship Christians express their love for, confidence
in, and reliance upon God through worship, education, social action, and service.
3) The church is also the people of God called and sent to minister under his
authority in his world. God also calls the church to be a creative critic of the social order, an advocate for the needy and dirresxd, a pioneer in developing and
improving ser'vices through which are is offered and human dignity is enhanced, and a supportive voice for the establishment and maintenance of good
justice, and concord. Mother mark of the presence of the church in the
s in its ministries involving activities, agencies, and institutions through
hie the churvAnand society 11-. k to fulfill their goals in mutual respect and
cooperation.

4) Lutherans hold that their churches have the responsibility to describe and
clarify to their members and to society the mission of the Lutheran churches
and to determine, establish, maintain, and alas the various forms through which
that mission is expressed and structured.
5) The distinctive mission of the churches includes the proclamation of God's
Word in worship, in public
, in teach**, in administration of the meemeriti, in evangelism, in
ministries, in social service ministries, and
in being advocates of justice for participants in the social order.

6) On the basis of their commitment to him who is both Lord of the church
and Lord of the world, Lutheran churches establish,
operate, and bold
accountable their congregations, agencies, institutions,
organizations and

other appropriate bodies.
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7) While'church bodies have differing polities it is fitting to describe them,
including their duly constituted agencies, according to their ecclesiastically recognized functions and activities.

8) Lutheran churches have the authority, prerogative, and responsibility to
determine and designate perstms to be professional church workers, both clergy
and lay; to establish criteria for entrance into and continuance in the functions
carried on by professional church workers; to create educational institutions for
training professional church workers; and to provide for the spiritual, professional, and material support of such persons. Such support extends throughout
the preparation for, activity in, and retirement from service in the several ministries of the churches.

9) Lutheran churches have the authority and prerogative to enter into relationships, associations, and organizations wi une another, with overseas Lun fellowships or other religious
theran churches and bodies; with other Ch
groups on regional. national, and international levels; and with voluntary or
governmental agencies which the Lutheran churches and other groups deem
helpful and fitting to their respective purposes.
h. The Governrricn(r Rale
1) According to Lutheran theology, the civil government's distinctive calling
by God is to maintain peace, to establish justice, to protect and advance human
rights, and to promote the general welfare of all persons.

2) As one of God's agents, government has the authority and power in the
secular dimensions of life to ensure that individuals and groups, including religious communities and their agencies, adhere to the civil law. The churches and
their agencies in the United States are often subject to the same legislative, judicial, and administrative provisions which affect other groups irk society. When
necessary to assure fret exercise of religion, however, Lutheran church claim
treatment or consideration by government different from that granted to voluntary, benevolent, eleemosynary, and educational nonprofit organizations in
:ac tety.

3) Government enters into relationships, associations, and organizational arrangements with nongovernmental groups, including churches, according to the
nation's laws and traditions, in order to fulfill its God-given calling. and without
compromising ur inhibiting the integrity of either the groups or the government.
4) Government exceeds its authority when it defines, determines or otherwise
influences the churches' decisions concerning their nature, mission, and
tries, doctrines, worship and other responses to (.;od, except when such decisions
by the churches would violate the laws of morality and property or infringe on
human rights.
3. Functional Interaction
Lutherans in the United States affirm the principle of functional interaction
between the government arta religious bodies in Areas of mutual endeavor, so
that such interaction assists in the maintenance of good order, the protection and
extension of civil rights, the establishment of social justice and equality of opportunity, the promotion of the general welfare, and the advancement of the dignity
al all persons. This principle underscores the Lutheran view that God rules both
making it appropriate for the govern it civil and spiritual dimensions'of life,
responsibly to each other.
the
churches
to
relate
crcativly
and
ment
43
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In this functional interaction, the govenunent may cowhide that efforts and
programs of the churches provide services of broad social benefit: In such in-

stances and within the limits of the law, the gownsman may offer and the

churches may accept various forms of assistance to furnish the saviors. Functional

interaction also includes the sok of the churches in informing persons about,
advocating for and speaking publicly at issues and payola's :elated to social
justice and human rights. From the Latham perspective, the church has the
task of addressing God's Word to its own activities and to government. The
U.S. Constitution guarantees the right of the churches to communicate comma
to the public and to the goverutoent.

.1

a. The Chwers Responsible Cooperation with the Government

1) The church relates to the interests of the state by o&ring interceuorr

prayers on its behalf. Christians are called ED offer supplications and thaaksgiv'
for all persons, especially " for kings and all who are in high positions" (1 Timothy
2:1).

2) The church relates to the interests of the sate by

a

,

responsible

citizenship and government service. The church has always i
.1 its members to be "subject to the governing authorities" (Romans 3:1) out of respect
fog the civil power ordained by God.

3) lite church relates to the interests of the state by bolding it accountable to
the sovereign law of God, in order to provide judgment and guidance for those
leaders responsible under God for the Fenix, justice, and freedom of the world.
4) The church relates to the interests of the state by contributing to the civil
consensus which supports it Especislly under the U.S. system, which provides for
wide participation, the church has the responsibility to bfli; ante a
base
and legal climate in which just solutions to verincpolitics1 problems
5) The church relates to the interests of the state by chain
the human
nd civil rights of all its citizens. Christians believe that under
the state
sts for people, not people for the state. In addition, the ch rch may volunteer
resources as a channel for meeting the needs of society
h cooperation

with government.

b. The Government's Responsible Cooperation with the Chrrek
I) The state relates to the interests of the church by ensuring religious Reny
for all.

2) The state relates to the interests of the church by acknowledging that human rights arc not the creation of the WC.
3) The state relates to the interests of the church by maintaining an attitude
of "wholesome neutrality" toward church bodies in the content of the religious
pluralism of our culture.

4) The sue relates to the interests of the church by providing incidental benefits on a nonpreferential basis in recognition of the church's civil services which
are also of secular benefit to the community.
5) The state relates to the interests of the church by providing funding an a
non prefemrstial basis to church agencies engaged in the performance of educejowl or social services which are also of secular benefit to the coonnunity.
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C. PUBLIC POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The foregoing "Statement of Affirmation," prepared by the Lutheran Council's
Consultation on the Nature of the Church and Its Relationship with Government,
speaks in broad terms about a Lutheran understanding of the appropriate relationship between church and government, under God, which has been described
in terms of "institutional separation and imctional interaction."
The consultation applied this understanding to a number of concrete issues
presently confronting Lutheran churches, their agencies and institutions, in their
relationship with government. The follesving recommendations, which deal
current issues, illustrate ways our churches can address future issues and should
be understood as relating to the "Statement of Affirmation."
I. Religious Liberty
religion by a wide
We affirm in principle the civil right of the free exec
that. the constituvariety of groups in our pluralistic culture. We a
tional guarantees protecting religious beliefs are absolute. However, we recognize that those guarantees governing religious practices' are not absolute. The
violation of human rights and the breaking of just laws-in the name of religion
are deplored by our churches.

Recommended:

That the Lutheran Council encourage the participating churches to
oppose any attempt by government to curb religious liberty through criminal and 'or administrative measures focused at groups, except in cases
posing

a grave and immediate threat to the public's health, safety, or

welfare.

2. R

Processol

I:ut ztt bombes, together with other churches and voluntary organizations,
d toward greater governmental intervention and regulation leading
perceive
Ns to erosion o civil and religious liberties.

Recommended:

Council urge Congress to review the regulatory
proc.sves, to ensure that they afford adequate notice and opportunity to
the public. to study ayd respond to proposed regulations and rulings.

That the Luther

Intgratsid Auxiiaries
Prior to 1969 most religious organizations, including churches and their related agencies, were exempted from filing informational returns with the Internal
Revenue Service, The Tax Reform Act of 1969, however, stipulated that all or.
g nizations exempt from taxation under Section 501 (a) of the Tax Code would
cforth have to fik an annual informational Form 990 returnexcept churches,
"integrated auxiliaries," conventions and associations of churches, the exclureligious activities of any religious order, and exempt organizations-with
gross receipts under $5,000 annually. The law involves the reporting of information; no payment of taxes is involved.
The problem for the IRS since 1969 has been to define "integrated auxiliaries,"
since that term had no legal r. ining and no common definition among religious
groups. In February 1976 the IRS limed proposed regulations which had the nelf
effect of providing for all churches a single and extremely narrow definition of
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religious mission Proem by a number of religious organizations led to some
modifications in the 'Soar tegulationa issued in January 1977, but the sepia60116 continue to be scarictive. Explicidy excluded front the titivation of "kwaustilieries" ate cluarciondmed hospitals, orphanages, homes be the eldercolleges universities and demestary schools, although clententary sad _accede:1r schisc are exempt from firing.

The beast of the issue is that the roodation relative to lategented swamies"
inspose an the churches a definition of "religious" and .'"chusch" which
the churches cannot accept theologically, one which 031111/11111111 as uawaraased
intrusion by the gencrantem into the affairs of the 'chinches. The marrow deft.
skim incroduces confusion within she churches and their agencies sad intake601111 questions sue raised in the sienties and their constituencies about whether
these ministries are amide:red to be put oldie churches' mission. It also leads
the government to attempt other kannions into the activities of the churches and
chumbielated species and institutions, e.g., the Department of Labor's stance
in the unemployment insurance tax issue (see action 5, below).
Our churches would probably not object so the disclosure of MON ithe information retriied by Farm 990 by theee agencies and institutions of the church
whose militaries amth to have come:parts in the public sphere, if such requirement of discionire were not predicated upon a denial that those ministries ate an
integral pan of the churches' mission. But the churches object on principle to
having any tfleir ministries, hichxling their agencies and institutions, be tamed
as "not rertgious." These agenda and institutions ferfonn ministriet which are
essential to the churches' mission and must not be put in a different category
from the strictly sacerdotal functions of the church
seeks

Recomasendeit

That the Lutheran Council encourage the participating churches to
seek statutory change which will recognize the religious character of the
churches' ministries through their agencies and institutions;
That the Lutheran Council encourage the participating churches to
urge selected agencies and institutions to initiate a court test of the present

IRS definition of "integrated auxiliaries." The intention of such action
would be (a) to assure the churches' agencies and institutions that the
church bodies continue to consider thrm an integral part of their mission;
(b) to assist Congress in achieving a better understanding' of this issue;
and (c) to achieve a court ruling restoring the recognition of the integrity

of the churches' ministry through their agencies and WA:kink:MS.

4. IRS and Private School Dosagmgotion
A religious organization, as other organizations otherwise entitled to a =exempt status, cannot claim the exempt status and at the same time
conEntry to established public policy on racial nondiscrimination, W.
withdrawing of thetas exemption by government most be based as an ortianization's racially discriminstory policy or practice determined on facts within a
framework of due process. Presumptions on general circumstances w easernal
conditions are inadequate for this purpose.
On August 22, 19711, the Internal Revenue Service issued a "Proposed Revenue
Procedure on Private Tax-Exempt Schools." The proposal set forth guidelines
which would be used by the IRE to determine whether such schools are operated
on a racially discriminetory basis and whether they are entitled to tax exemption
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under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. On December 5, 1978,
the IRS held hearings on the proposed revenue procedure. At that time, Lutheran
church bodies presented testimony opposing the proposed procedure. On February
9, 1979, the IRS revised its original proposal The revised revenue procedure is a
reasonable procedure for dealing with racial discrimination by private sterols.
It may have been unnecessary, but it is not objectionable.
Reconussendedt

That the Lutheran Council urge the participating chutchcs to support
the withholding or withdrawing of the tax-exempt status of organizations
which, in fact, have a policy or practice of racial discrimination.
5. Unemployment Insurance Tax

To understand the current issues involving the churches' exemption from
unemployment insurance coverage, the following points must be remembered:
First, the statutory exemption from coverage under the unemployment insurance law is based on structure, i.e., "church," "convention or association of
churches" and "organization operated primarily for religious purposes." The
Department of Lays is trying to qualify this by reading into it a functional
test, narrowly tied to worship.

Second, elimination of the exemption would seem to have only a negligible
impact on free exercise of religion. The direct effect would be paying a tax.
There would be an indirect effect of possibly paying a higher tax (depending on
experience rating) based upon discharging employees fox what the organization
might regard to be misconduct on religious grounds but which the government
would decide was not such misconduct.

Both religion clauses of the First Am;ndment arc violated when the govern-

ment establishes an exemption ba
of the government's perception
sufficiently religious.

ructure and
w

applies it on the basis

n activity is or is not religious or

Recap:stench:di

That the Lutheran Council, while not necessarily opposing legislation
which would eliminate the churches' exemption from unemployment in
surance coverage, encourage the participating -hurchcs to oppose efforts

by regulatory agencies of government to include the churches in unemploycontradictory to
ment insurance programs by definitions that appear to he
existing legislation.

6. Public Funding and Regulation of Church-Related Education
and Social Services
Education and social services are the tasks of socict as a whole. These are
of these public serpublic services. When churches contribute to the ful
of
vices, they may accept a measure of public support and a concomitant deg

ay
monitoring by government on behalf of the public. That is, govenune
basis
in
recognition
of
the
public
serprovide assistance on a nonpreferential
vices and benefits provided by church-related educational institution; and by'
social service agencies and institutions of the churches. In relation to these public

services, government regulation of church-related institutions and agencies is not
per se objectionable.
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Recommendek

That the Lutheran Council urge the participating churches to object
when governaiergal regulation of chitecit-nelmod c&sational institutions
ind social service agencies or institutions violates due pumas, exceeds
statutory authority or infringes on. First Amendment guarsesece;
the pestieipeths churches to join,
M That the Lutheran Council
the vohnuary =toe in objecting to
possible, with other members
unreasonable kegulations. Only when there is a boss fide conatimional
question at stake should the Free Exercise Clause he invoked as the basis
for obiection to regulation;

That in order to maximize the access of citizens in our pluralistic so-

der, to education and social 'services from sgencies sod limited= of
their choice the Lutheran Camel encourage the further exploration and
usessmentig all constitutional means of government support for a variety
of social arm educational services at all levels, whether pubic, private, or
church - related.

7. Specin IOW Ministries of Clergy
interacting in iwo sets of circumstances
Church and government are
involving the specialized ministries of the churehes7 'clew. One has to do with
I counseling and the other with chaplaincies in specialspecialization in
of these ministries are more often conducscd span from and
ized settings,
on behalf of congregations than through specific local conversions.
The point of intersection between church and state with respect to speciarzalion in pastoral a:goading is where governmental units seek to license or other-

wise regulate such ministries. The normal counseling dimension in the work
of parish pastors is not a part of the issue.
The points of interaction between church and state with

to chaplaincies

to have adequate
individuals in those
access in order to serve persons in such settings, the right
settings to have access to the ministries of the chnrches, and the best war to cam-

in specialized settings have to do with the right of chart
bine these two rights of access.

Attention is drawn to the Ftatentent defining pastoral counseling and suggests
ing standards for certifscatiort and accountability appro4ed by the Lutheran Council's DivisiBn of Theologies, Studies and Department of Specialized Pastoral Cue

and Clinicalq4ducation and by the council itself. Additionally, two studies are
currently .underway in tit,: JYl in COOSUltafita with the DSPCCE: one on state
liceruure of pastoral counselors and the second on institutional chaplaincies.

Recommauled:

That the Lutheran Council encourage the participating churches ito
establish standards of approval and accountability for professional pastoral

counselors and urge the states to recognize the status of such. pastoral
counselors;

That the Lutheran Council urge the participating churches to maintain their right of access to restricted environments (e.g., prisons, hospitals,
and the military)" in order to serve people in those environments, assert

the right of people in such environments to scats to the ministry of the
church, and assert that these two rights of access ase best served when
qualified persons are integrated into the total function of that environment.
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lotion of Lobbying Activity
Advocacy on behalf of justice is an integral part of our churches' mission. Thee
"substantiality" test as applied to lobbying activity requires that "no substantial
part" of the income or activities-of any tax-exempt organization may be directed
toward "carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation"
(Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code). Such a test unfairly penalizes, through the threat of loss of tax exemption, those churches which regard
public advocacy as part of their mission. Moreover, the effect of this test is to give
preferred status, in violation of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment, to those churches which do not participate actively in the debate on public
policy.

Recommended:

That the Lutheran Council urge the participatingg churches to mist in
principle the "substantiality test" as applied to lobbying activity by the
so
churches.

Regulation of lobbying activity may jeopardize then constitutional rights of
freedom of speech and freedom to petition the government for redress of grievances

which, in turn, is contrary to the interest of open government and the public's
right to be informed on issues. It is the responsibility of those who sponsor legislation that may seriously jeopardize those rights guaranteed colder the First

Amendment to ccroify that there is a compelling need for government intervention
and regulation.
beyond
Lobby disclosure legislation which has been proposed extends its scope
those organizations engaged in major and continuing lobbying activity. lywould,

in fact, lay heavy burdens upon small, nonprofit organizations and thus limit
human rights.
many of the services they render in search of peace, justice, and
411

Recommended:

That the Lutheran Council publicize the arguments it has set forth as

testimony on March 14, 1979, before the Hdioe Subcommittee on Adminis

trarive Law and Governmental Relations, Committee on the Judiciary,
stating opposition in principle to many of the components Of far-reaching
lobby disclosure

Lobby disclosure legislation which includes provisions requiring the reporting
of grass-roots lobbying and the disclosure of thi names of contributors will substantially restrict the free exercise of religion. Such legislation guy well result

in intimidation of the churches in carrying out their mission because of the

maisive record keeping that it would require. 1)isclusuro of names poses a potento those who might he inclined to address specific issues through
tial
moth -Nations to the churches. Such legislation could also lead to excessive entanglement of government in the work of the churches.
Recommended:

That the Lutheran Council urge the participating churches to oppose

any lobby disclosure legislation which would substantially restrict the free
exercise of religion.
NIN
The method for enforcing any lobby disclosure requirements is an important issue. Criminal sanctions arc inappropriate in that they lead to intimidation

of those who would be inclined to address government and thus will have a
chilling effect on free speech and the right to petition the government.

p.
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Receinmendech

That the Lutheran Council reconansend that the puticipstiog churches
continue to oppose criminal sanctions within the context of any patent
or future lobby disclosure legislation.

t Funisaaising Dise Won
Lutherans support in principle the concept of fund- raising disclo4tre. The
members of this consulted= gladly endorse voluntary reporting of financial
operations by

Melaoed and of
charitable argaishationa and encourage
an informed giving public. However; in saying this, we are
not endorsing every legislative or adniutistratiw elfort that trey be proposed to

the initiate=

implement disclosure.

While aware of legitimise interest in cutting past abuiei, wieoppo federal
legislation and regulation which would encompass the entire
canniu-

nity in an effort to reach and expose the activities of a ray small number of
fraudulent opstars who solicit money from the general
There is no compelling need for legislation
Wag charitable solicitation
disclosure. given existing laws. Broad and inclusive
in this area would
likely lead to an expansion of bureaucracy and could create 'thous constitutional

iteconiniendais
That the Lutheran Council urge the participating churches to oppose any
legislation relating to fund-raising disclosure which leads to an unwarranted
expansion of government bureaucracy without a justifying and compelling
need, an unwarranted and excessive entanglement by
in the
affairs of the church, or an unconstitutional involvement
the government
in defining the church, its mission, ministry, or membership.
10. Tax Exemptions and Deductions
Religious or
receive a number of tax exemptions and deductions
under state and
ral law. However, not every benefit of exemptions and de-

ductions presently enjoyed if indispensablek9 the free exercise of religion. Lutherans in the USA must never be willing to subordinate their right to such free
exercise of religion in exchange for. or as a condition of, the continuation of alt
benefits of exemptions and deductions currently in effect.
Recommended:

That the Lutheran Council lend its support to coordinated effects to
ensure the continuance of all proper tax exemptions and deductions for all
organizations in the voluntary sector, including religious organizations, as
long as acceptance of these exemptions and deductions does not jeopardize
constitutionally protected religious rights and freedoms;
That, the Lutheran Council urge repudiation of the concept that exemp-

tions and deductions for organizations in the voluntary teeter are tax
expenditures.

Enhancing the Importance of Charitable Contributions
Studies have shown that changes in tax forms to simplify filing have had an
advent effect upon charitable giving. To reverse this trend, legislation has been
introduced Kt, make the charitable deduction available to all taxpayers, whether
they elect the standard deduction or iiCITliZt their deductions.
II

10
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Allowing a separate charitable deduction for all taxpayers whether or not they

itemize their other deductions would (a) represent an important incentive-to
personal giving to voluntary human services, (b) recognize the unique nature of
the charitable deduction in contrast with other currently itemized deductions,

(c) democratize t charitable deduction's base by extending its use to most middle and low- middi. income taxpayers, (d) reverse the current trend toward deaction, and (e) avoid the regulatory and related governcreased use of chi
dated with direct forms of federal assistance:,
mental requireme

such a charitable desinclion for all taxpayers would be
Under another props,
allowed only if the charitable contributioni-exered a certain amount or percentage
of incorni (the "floor"). Establishing a "iionr",svoulcl negate the positive effects of
which` permits all taxpayers to deduct giftS to charity on their individual
a propo
income x returns.

Recommended:
That the Lutheran Council continue, to support legislation that would
allow all taxpayers to take a deduction' for their charitable gifts, whether
or not they itemize their other deductions;
That the Lutheran Co ancil inform its participating church bodies and
the Congress of the justification and need for such a deduction;
That the Lutheran Council continue to oppose any new limitations,
such as a "floor," on the use of the charitable deduction.

D. IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSULTATION GOALS
Fnr impknsentation of the goals of the consultation on church-state issues, the
following actions were taken by the annual meeting of the Lutheran Council in
May I979:
Adopted the ahovc report of the consultation as a policy statement for
the guidance of the work of the council;
Authorized the general secretary of the Lutheran Council to have the
distributed to
report !,,i the recommendations as adopted printed and
the church bodies participating in the consultation;
Authorized the general secretary of the Lutheran Council or his representative to present testimony thereon before committers of the Congress,
legislative bodies, and agencies of government as opportunity arises, the
precise testimony in each instance being subject to approval by the presidents of the participating church bodies or then appointees;
Requested thi presidents of the four participating church bodies to nominate persons for election by the council to constitute a continuing consultative committee of seven, responsible for studying church-state issues, this
committee to meet at kaSH,WiCc a year with the staff of the council's Office
for Governmental Affairs;

Authorized the apponithvent by the general secretary of the Lutheran
Council, in consultat,:,n with the executive director of the Office for Govern-.
mental Affairs, of a committee of legal consultants, including lawyers
drawn from the four participating church' bodies, to meet on call of the general secretary fur deliberation of legal aspects of churcstate issues;

with the
Authorized the Office for Governmental Affairs in cooperation
Ministry
of
Mission
and
and
the
Division
Division of Theological Studies
representatives
of
Other
church
bodies
consultation
with
to hold a follow -up

and others interested in matters considered by the consultation; k,
Referred the report and recommendations orate con*ultation as adopted
by the council to the participating bodies for their endorsement in substance.
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Stete.mmt of Charles V. Wrestles

Labor= Crown to the USA
To the Somme Cessittele use Oesessoemt Operations

Seheraltre me Legislation emd.letiesal Security
se the Issue of Properd Armaments to the
Office of Plemegemeat sod %Apt Cirtralas A^122

Orr

1913

IS same is Chsrles V. SaTestron. I servo as Ixecutive Director of the
Office for CoverresteI Affairs, the Lutheran Council to the U.S.A.
Oa behalf
of the Couscil, I express epprociatlais to the Chaim= sod to mombers of the
Subteen:luso for coat:Actin the Marine at March 1, 110, and for providing
the opportunity foe the Lather.. Commit sad its reatitamet bodies merrier:0d
by our office.
I em speaking os behalf at throe chorch bodies of the Lathers*

Courils
The Americas Lutheran Church, berg:mire:wed to Alamo:rolls,
Minnesota, composed of 4,100 congregatior bevies approxisagely 2.4 million U.S. meshers;
Tho Luther's Church is America, headquartered is New Tort,
Sew Tea, composed of 5,500 conSroaatIond bolds% *Plmad-

mately 2.9 sillir members la the MS.; mad
The Association of leemgelical Luther= Churches. headquartered in St. Louie, Klaseari, composed of 270 comaetattoos haviag appmelmataly 110,000 Q.S. ambers.
he share is the appoeitioe erreepod by mashers of your committee, ocher
arbors of Congress, sad the long List of vita:err she appeared oa arch 1. Mir
state:mut will be wry brief, since the Lutheran Cracil is the USA is a member
of the Independent Sector. The prodder of the Ireperent Sector, Nr. Brim
O'Connell, appeared as
witness rt the north 1 hearing of your Subcommittee;
in his written report he specifically bas labeled the OM Circular Ar122 mond Mato AS "uawitcassary, unworkable, and uscoestitntional." We amour.
In 1979. the Luthnram Council coevemeds conaultatio. On church sad government, and to hey of that year adopted a statement coeceraing the churches'
ministry of advocacy. A copy of that tatemet is attached. It presents a
very clear theological basis for church -gownsman interaction sod for advocacy.
I ask that you mote particularly the emphasis oe the need for such istaraction
for the common pod o; sII, for the allteilation of poverty, sad the coetieued
strengtheniep of socill justice.
I quote the following from thmt 1979 statement
ea directly related to our oppositions to OM Circular A-122:
"that the Lutheran Couscil urge the participating churches
to object when governmestal regulation of churcie-relate4
educational institutions sod social orgreice agencies violates
due process, exceeds Ntatutory authority or infringes on
first Amendment guarantees;

"Met the Lutheran Council socouregs the participation
churches to join, wheo itossible, with other members of
the voluntary elector is **intim& to unreasonable
resulations;
That in order to maximise the acres* of ciLlOOSO lo
our pluralistic society to education end social services
from agencies and institutions of their choice the Lutheran
Council encourage the further exploration sod astesment
of all constitutional means of government support for a
variety of social and educational servitor at all levels,
whether public, private, or church-related."
We oppose the 0143 amendments to Circular Ar122 and we will oppose any
revised editions. There is no need for it mad it is a 'Rookery is the face of
the administration's call upon the voluntary sector for help io itervina people.
Us
Surely it is clear that oo great *isms of saver:meet fusel" bee occurred.
nonprofit voluntary sector's record is oar of dedication.
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We believe that the religious community is LA a unique position to proAde
assiatence--both privately and goveressatally funded--to those in the society
who are ig the greatest need, both at borne asd abroad. We ar committed.
because of our religious end moral beliefs, to serve all of Cad's people and
to be the servant of no special interest groups. LW advocate justice on behalf
of throe who ere powerless and in need --not ourselves.
The implasentetion of the proposed &sesames's would beefier our OINUCIO4
severely in our ministries. and we urge that the proposed amendments be withdrawn.

V. Bergstrom

lee. Cbarl

a
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14.3

Statement of Charles V. Ierptroa
Lutheran Council is the USA
To the House Committee on the 3udiciary's
Subcommittee om Cooatitutionel and Civil lights
on the issue of Proposed Amendments to the
Office of Managessmot and nudist. Circular 4-122

Mitch 9, 1913

.

Mir name is Charles V. berptroe.
I serve as Executive Director of the
Office for Governs:Patel Affairs, the Lutheran Council in the U.S.A. On behalf
of the Council, I express appreciation is the Chairman and to members of the
Subcommittee for conducting this bearing, and for providing the opportunity for
the Lutheran Council and its constituent bodies represented by our office. I
se speaking on behalf of theme church bodies of the Lutheran Council:
The Ameriest Luther:sr:thatch, headquartered is Minneapolis,

Kinn/pots, composed of 4,900 conniptions having approximately 2.4 million U.S. members;
The Lutheran Church is America. headquartered in Mew Turk,
New York, composed of 5,500
vicious having approxi lately 2.9 million members in
U.S.; and
The Association of Evangelical Lutheran Churches, headquartered in St. Louie, Missouri. composed of 210 congress-Ions bevies approximately 110,000 U.S. members.
fk, 'cerement will be very brief, since tba Lutheran Council In the USA is a
member of the Independent Sector. The president of the Independent Sector, Mk.
Brian O'Connell, in his written report specifically hes labeled the OXIls Circular
A-122*asmodments as "unnecessary. unworkable, and unconstitutional." We concur.

In 1979, the Lutheran Goiscil convened a consultation on church and governmot, and in May of that year adopted a statement concerning the churches'
ministry of advocacy.
A copy of that statement is attached.
It presents a
very clear theological basis for church - government intirfeetion and for advocacy.
I ask that you note particularly the emphasis on the need for such interaction
for the common good of all, for the alleviation of poverty, and the continued
trength:mins of social justice. I quote the following from that 1979 statement

as directly related to our oppositions to OMS Circupr A-122:
"That the Lutheran Council urge the participating churches
to object when governmental regulation of church-related
educations) institutions and social service agencies violates
due process, exceeds statutory authority or infringes on
First Amendment guarantees;

That the Lutheran Council encourage the participating
churche to join, when possible, with other members of
the voluntary sector in objecting to unreasonable
regulstivos;

"That in order to maximise the access of citizens in
our pluralistic society to education and social services
from agencies and institutions of their choice the Lutheran
Council encourage the further exploration and anzaazusat
of all constitutions/ means of,governsent support for a
variety of social and educational services at all levels.
whether public, private, or church-A-slated."

We oppose the O? Amendments to Circular Am

we will oppose any

revised editions.
There is no need for it and
is a mockery in the fact of
the administration's call upon the voluntary sector for help in serving iwilople.
Surely it is clear that no great misuse of government funds has occurred. The
nonprofit voluntary sector's record is one of dedication.

We believe that the religious community is in a unique position to provide
assistance both privately and governess:tally funded --to those in the society
who are in tka greatest seed, both at bone and abroad. Ws are committed,
because of our religious and moral beliefs, to serve all of God's people sal
to be the servant of no special interest groups. We advocate justice on behalf
of those eho are powerless and in need --not ourselves.
The impleaentation of the proposed amendments vouL4 Momper our agendas
severely in our ministries, and we urge that
lyposed amendments be withdrawn.
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Stetempnt of Charles V. Jersstrom
Lutheran Council in the USA
before the
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. Senate
on

S 1405
May 23, 1984
My name is Charles V. liergstrom. I serve as Executive Director of thl
On behalf
Office for Governmental Affairs, the Lu:heraa Council in the U.S.A.
of the Council, Iexpress ppreciatios to the Senate SUbIONMMitteit on SeSarstiOn
of Powers of the Judiciary Committee for tke opportunity to testify in apposition
to S. 1405. the 'Federal Neutrality Act of 1983.$ I request my printed testimony
1 as
and.spoken comments be made a pert of the permanent record of these hearings.
peaking on behalf of three church bodiesieich participate in the Lutheran.Cout.cil:
4r

The Apriircati Lutheran Church.

hi.tdc:tOrtered in Minneapolis.
Milmenote, composed of 4.900 congregations having aPPtroxiestely 2.4 million United States members;

The Lutheran Church in America. headquartered in Nev York.
New York. composed of 5.800 congregations having approximately 2.9 million members La the Matted Stints: and

The Associatioe of Evangelical Lutheran Churches, headquartered in Sc. Louis, Missouri, composed of 270 conxregation having approximately 110,000 United States members.
There has been a recent history of increased government regulation and proposed
legislation that affects the ministry of religious organisations tad the work of much
of the voluntary sector of our nation. Some of this 54444 to indicate a governmental
distrust of the voluntary sector. While this mistrust is not peculiar to this administration. it is harder to understand in the current context. given the President's
theoretical reliance on the private and voluntary sector to provide needed services.
time when the government is asking more from church and other service organisaIn
tions there should not be any actual or implied harassment of these groups. Many of
these organizations arc working diligently to help the increased number of poor, the
hungry, and those needing special assistance. We foal that S 1405 would result in
unwarranted government intervention into the activities of churches and other voluntary groups.

Individual and collective voices have expressed concern about goveripant a,tions
This was one of the church /stuce
affecting advocacy efforts of non-profit groups.
issues studied in 1979, when the Lutheran Council in the USA convened a confereaCe to
deal with recent instances of governmental encroachment on the right. of the churches.
A very broad and inclusive interfaith conference in February 1981. entitled "Government intervention in Religious Affairs." also addressed this issue, alul a foll-a-up
S 1405 can only increase that well
;fathering is planned for September of this year
justified reaction.
interdependence and inAn increaf gly complex society has produced growing
is the governmental. oconoutc, and
roues,
persons,
and
resources
teraction amon
maintain equity and order
The government's responsibilities to
s,
vcluntary See
good
have
led churches, the volunand to provide Cervices essential to the con
tary sector, and the state into greater contact sad. at times, into tension, ars
As governmental bodies weak to
they pursue their often complementary activities.
perform their roles and charitable groups seek to fulfill their missions. each needs

(ln their eedeavors.
to be aware of the other's purposes. principles, and method,.
all have the Cask of formulating anarifying their positions.

such essential communication efforts -- efforts
This 1,earing is representative
The Lutheran churches L tewhich would be undermined by the pending legislation.
prement t.,cognize that gaxgotemehfi has a right to ensure that funds granted to voluntary organiretions areft4ed for the purpoees Leteeded. That is * legitimate governmental conce117Talt'lhe church time se understandable coecrn that the government not
define the ministry of the church, restrict iLp legitimate. society-serving activities
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S 1405 clearly would do exactly that.
or hinder its communication with government.
while not adding significantly to the government's interest.
I wish to say early in this testimony that the Lutheran churches I represent are
not at Ali convinced that there LE any widespread misuie of government funds by those
The House Subcommittee on Legislachartable orgilnisationa receiving federal funds.
tion and National Security of the Government Operations Committee conducted hearings
That circular also sought to !estrict advocacy
en OM Circular A-I22 in March of 1983.
litist:1es of charitable organizations. Testimony of 'Many voluntary groups refuted the
ored for more stringent regulations to restrict thuae fine organizations. The testimony of the solicitor ,:eneral backed their claim6, noting that there is no'evidence for
suspicion about federal funds being used wrongly--hence no compelling government interest to justify the burdensome approach outlined in S 1405.
If anyergenizations are violating current law, they should be prosecuted. It is
neither fair nor sensible to pass new legislation for everyone when current accounting
requirements and practices could be clarified to meet the government's concerns -it that
is shown to be necessary.
Much of the language of S 1405 creates a chilling effect for
these groups seeking to serve special needs.
Among the many provisions

whirh we consider overly broad and ill-defined are

rhe

Prohibitions Section 3, (a) (I) "No Government funds may ow d -bueced to env
recipient organization which engages in political advocacy or which is an affiliate
of any organization which engages in political advocacy:"
Section 3. (b) (3) (C) i"P-litical Advocacy"as used herein inLI.udes--1
Definitions
"attempting to affect the opinions of the general public, or any negm.ert thereof. with
respect to governmeotll decisions"
"Any intentional misrepresentation with respect to
Section b (1)
Enforcement
the certification or disclosure requirements :hall constitute s felony, punishable by
A fine up to $10:511 offence, and /or a prison term not to exceed two years per
offense."

The term affiliate is terribly inclusive. Lutheran churches, for instance.haee a
range of affiliated organizations, which are separate in structure and governance, but
Some would fall under the definition
which carry out the mission of the church.
A nursing home sot the elderly, a social service agency prAviding
found tr. S 1405.
assistance for refugees. educational programs to assist developmentally disabled
children and their parents - -all might be affiliated with the Lutheran churches I
represent, and all might receive federal funds earmarked to carry out those societyenhancing purposes. We engage in these supporting activities because social service
is part of the church's missionand in these instances, through grants of federal
monies, we interact with and assist the government in carrying out activities it
These affiliates are extremely careful that
ratablishestu enhance the common good.
the funds channeled through them are used for the purposes intended - -and not for
other church-related purposes.
(I will say more about this
But advocacy ii. alma part of the church's mission.
in this testimony.) The bill before us would mean that parent churches affiliated with social service agencies would not be able to engage in advocacy with their
own resources without putting their affiliates in jeopardy of losing federal fundsThis bill would restrict the church's ministry on behalf of parsons in
or worse!
It would even restrict any contacts made to preserve the integrity of the
need.
church over/against governmental encroachment. Far example, if Congress were considering a bill revoking the basic tax exemption of churches, the churches could not
protest that action to their representatives without endangering the status of their
refugee remetrlement activities.even though the two issues have nothing to do with
in effect. the bill would *tremor to prescribe what the church should or
each ocher!
should not be doing - -s fob that government is neither competent nor constitutionally
authorized to do.
later

"An act of political advocacy"
Other broadly-defined terra cause us difficr?lty.
eight mean something quite different to the government than it does to the church or
other groups. Churches would be unable CO state their interest in governmental policies designed to Alleviete international Munger to their own members using their own
manry without placing their centers for the retarded in jeopardy of losing their
federal grants.
In addition. <he "cr4minal penalties" in S 1405 are a harsh and unnecessary response to a protlem which has not been proven to be wiecapread; they would have a
chilling affect en the legitimate activities of charitable agencies and churches and
For the governon the useful interaction between the voluntary and public sector.
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encoutaged to cnmounie4te
ment's own good, the non-profit sector should rather be
minority member of
with the government. 1 quote Rep. Frank Horton (R-NV), ranking
the Mouse Government Operations Committee,who asserted the need for such communicathey
tion: "These people provide ideas; they help us evaluate thoughts of our own;
have
aid in drafting documents be that those statements are technically correct and
possible; and they give us en impression of how difas fewotereseenconsequences as
Such information would be discouraged
ferent groups in society will view our work."
throttled; the fear of criminal penThe flow or inforsiatdon would be
by this hill.
those who need to vork together for
alties or of losing federal funds would divide
To cite lust one example, there would be less non-profit involveth.'comaon N0-0d.
Much service for
ment in legislative sessions- -sod committee hearings such as this.
the poor, refugees, and minorities would be.curtailed; and for no reason!
That raises the question.
is entitled "The Neutrality Act of l
We
al lack of neutrality.
The
bill
Reese
to
indicate
fun
neutral ire what way?
and using federal funding
willing
to
old waserc that those voluntary groups
I would
The implications for church-affiliated groups ere even more complex.
like to share with you the basis for our understanding of our working relationship
The distinctive
The 197 Lutheran Council consultation stated:
with government.
the proclamation of Cod's Word in worship, in public
missiun of the church inclu
in edpreaching, in teaching, in ads istration of the sacraments, in evangelism,
ucetional ministries, in social service ministries, and in being advocates of justice
Lutheran churches
fee participants in the social order. Mote the ministry of advocacy!
have the authority and prerogative to enter into relationships. associations. and
organizations with one another; with overseas Lutheran churches and bodies; with
other Christian fellowships or other religious groups on regional, national, and international levels; and with voluntary or governmental agencies where such interIn this "functional
action is helpful and fitting to their respective purposes.
interaction." the government may conclude that efforts and programs of the churches
the limits of
provide services of broad social benefit. In such.instances and within
churches may accept various forme of assistthe law, the government may offer and the
includes the role of
ance to furnish the services. But functional interaction also
about church interests, and adthe churches in informing governmental authorities
vocating for and speaking publicly on issues related to social Justice and human
the task of addressing God's
rights. From the Luthesen perspective, the church has
Word to its own aetivitiN and to government. The United States Consitution guaranto the public and to the govern tees the right of the churches to communicate concerns
between church and state; it
S 1405 would go Car beyond a healthy interaction
sent.
would restrict the tree exercise of our religion.
The b i l l

problems involved in such
strongly urge the committee to consider the setious
I
Present laws fully govern the use of federal funds by 501 (c)(3)
legislation as S 1405.
serve this nation
organisations. These religious and secular non-profit organisations
Sector, which represents approximately
Brian
O'Connell,
President
of
Independent
well!
"One of the unique aspects of American Society is ire
500 voluntary groups, has said:
develop sound public policies and
ability to blend public and non-profit resources to
effective, and responsive serservices. This often means that the lees costly. sore
America's needs and aspirations, it
vices are provided. As we work together to meet
voluntary
will be essential to protect and preserve the appropriate independence of
in needed and legitimate ada_ssociationa. Part of that independence is expressed
non-profit instivoiitcV, an essential aspect of the service of many public serving
tutions

Certainly,legislatton should encourage and support voluntary groups.
stretch of logic does S 14C5 do that. Shelve it permanently!
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COALITION ON INTERNAL REVENUE DEFINITIONS
OF RELIGIOUS BODIES

May 25, 1984

Mr. John
apoton
Assistant ecretary for Tax Policy
De artnent f the Treasury
3112 Main
easury
15th and P
syIvania Ave. N.W.
Washington D.C. 20220
Dear Mr. Cbapoton:

On December 19. 1983, we sent you a letter in response to
your letter to us concerning the Treasury interpretation
supporting the integrated auxiliary regulations under IRC
56033 as finalized.
Previously, we had submitted to you a proposal to amend the
regulations in a way that can be supported by wary members
of the religious community. Our most recant letter to you
described some areas in which we feel. the Treasury
interpretation is based upon incorrect information.
At you are aware, we have been working with the President's
Task Force n4 Regulatory Relief with respect to the
integrated auxiliary regulations.
We would respectfully request the opportuntity to meet with
you in your office in Washington, D.C. for the purpose of
discussing the areas we pointed out in our letter and our
proposal to amend the integrated auxiliary regulations.
Please let me know by calling me at (212) 870-2483 or at
(516) 293-2519 the date or dates that we might mast with
you.

Very truly yours,
(original signed by Iles Kelley}

Dean M. Kelley

cc; All Coalition Members
Mr. C. Boyden Gray
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Reverend Bergstrom. I really have
enjoyed your testimony, and appreciate the courage that you. have

exemplified in coming here and giving your particular point of
view.

Do you feel the Internal Revenue Service, in preparing its recommendations, makes a good-faith effort to safeguard the free exer-

cise tights of churches?
Reverend BERGSTROM. I think sometimes they do not really think
about that. In the 1979 case of private schools and desegration they

learned belatedly about how religious schools differ from one another when they were issued a regulation that meant that a Yiddish school in Miami, 'FL, had to have the same number of blacks
as the public schools had. It just could have been helped a great
deal if they had conversations with religious people, not that we
have to have our way, but we could have been very helpful in that
kind of a decision. I think very often it is a matter of going ahead
and issuing a regulation without the kind of consultation they
could have that would be helpful to them.
Senator HATCH: Do you feel that the tax exemption of a church- that any particular church receives, or all churches receive, constitute a form of Federal assistance and, if so, is this in your opinion,
a violation of the establishment clause of the first amendment?
Reverend BEftograost. No; I do not think it does. I may be reas-

sured to hear that the two attorneys have answered that already.

But I think it is a decision that the exemption id to be given.
I have said many times, Senator, that churches who receive that,
that should be part of their community. I say about congregations

and municipal government. I think our national churches should
therefore be willing to serve and participate in things so that it is
not a gift, it is not something that they receive because tti2y are
better, simply as a recognition by the Government that religion is

to be faced on the basis of those two amendments.
Senator HATCH. Your religion has certainly been around a long

time, going back to the early days of the Reformation. Martin

Luther, of course, himself, underwent a great deal of persecution,
as a leader in one of the so-called mainstream religions/ Do you
sense any persecution or discrimination against your church, or
any of its members, in atiy significant way and, if so, describe that
for us?

Reverend BERGSTROM. No; I do not. I think that the case I referred to are cases involving actions by specific departments of the
Government. I have indicated problems with the IRS and OMB, in
which their actions have hindered the ministry of the church. But I
do not feel that it was aimed in the direction of persecution.
But I do think there has been an exaggeration by Government of
the voluntary sector taking advantage of Government money and
freedom. Very, very little evidence has shown that their charges
are true, and I think there has been an overzealous movement on
the part of some Government officials to restrict churches, particularaly those who may use Government money for their activities.
Senator HATCH. Do you sense any significant discrimination

against, or persecution of any other churches involved with the
Government, and if so, explain the nature of the persecution, and
the churches involved, if you can?
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Reverend BERGSTROM. I do not know of the details. You have lis-

tened to some people already this morning. There are certainly

some questions raised.
We signed on as friends of the court in the Worldwide Church of
God case, that was referred to in California not because we sup-

ported their theology, but to say that we did not feel that the State
had the right to seize the assets of a church. Some church groups
sign on briefs, in other cases, because they interpret the facts differently than the Government. You have to balance the right of
the church to define its ministry, then the Government. You have
to balance the right of the church to define its ministry, rights of
students in private or public school, and the rights of a minority
people in many of these cases. So I do not know the details of those
cases. There certainly may well be miscarriages of justice, and serious cases of governmental encroachment. Each case must be fully
reviewed.

Senator HATcH. Do you have any problems with, except in very
clear-cut cas.es, ministers going to jail, such as we haiie been hearing aboust, not only here, but reading in the newspapers, and so

forth?
Reverend BERGSTROM. Ministers are like everybody else. If they

break laws, and some of them end up in jails because they break
laws, each"case is separate. We are no different from anyone else.
We should be treated the same as everybody else under thg law.
But if there is persecution of a particular branch of the church

or individual, then obviously it would be wrong. Religious people do
just as many bad things as the nonreligious.
Senator HATCH. I am afraid that may be somewhat true.
Reverend BERGSTROM. It is the forgiveness that helps us.

Senator HATCH. Well, thank you very much, Revereod Bergstrom. Your comments have been very helpful, and we appreciate
it,

Reverend BERGSTROM. Thank you.

Senator HATCH. Our cciurt reporter has really been working hard
now for 2 solid hoursexcuse me, about an hour and a half.
Would you like to take a short break?
I wonder if we could just take a break for about 5 minutes, and
we will ask our next witness then to come to the table, Rev. Sun
Myung Moon. We will just take a 5-minute break.

[Short recess.]
Senator HATCH. We will now ask our next witness to come to the
table, Rev. Sun Myung Moon, who is the founder of the worldwide

movementif we could have order, formerly mown as the Holy

Spirit Association for the Unification of Christianity and, popularly
called the Unification Church.
Reverend Moon is a Korean who came to America in the early
1970's to spread the word of his church in this country. He has a
large following of church members throughout the world, and I just
want to say that we are pleased and honored that he has accepted
our invitation to appear before the subcommittee at this important
oversight hearing.
I might mention that Reverend Moon very seldom makes public

appearances. He has in recent months been involved in a lawsuit
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brought against him by the U.S. Government, which involves some
intriguing issues, going to the very heart of religious freedom.
I might add, that as c 'rman of the Subcommittee on the Conyz,ed his case very carefully, and felt so
stitution, I personally
ieve were violations of Reverend Moon's
strongly about what I
constitutional rights, in the manner in which his trial was conductU'

ed, that I filed my own amicus curiae brief with our Supreme

Court, urging the Court to accept his case on appeal.
Unfortunately, the Supreme Court did not accept his case, and I
believe made a mistake in not doing so. Whether or not you agree
with Reverend Moon's views, that is not the issue. Whether or not
you like Reverend Moon is not the issue.
What we are concerned about here should be a concern of every

American citizen, and that is whether or not his, and in a sense,

every American citizen's constitutional rights were violated.
We are most interested in hearing Reverend Moon's views on the
overall perception he has of religious freedom in this country, and
to the extent he feels it necessary to refer to his own recent case in
that regard, if he wants to do so, he is free, of course, to do so.
Reverend Moon will be speaking to us through a translator, Col.
Bo Hi Pak, and so, Reverend Moon, we are happy to invite you to
come to the witness chair with Colonel Pak, and we will be very
pleased to take your testimony at this time.
Colonel Pak, if you will pull his microphone up a little closer to
him, I would appreciate it, so that all can hear.
STATEMENT OF REV. SUN MYUNG MOON, UNIFICATION CHURCH,
AS GIVEN THROUGH THE TRANSLATOR, COL. BO HI PAK

Colonel PAK. Mr. Chairman, in order to economize the time, Reverend Moon will deliver his opening prepared remarks in English.
He seldom does this, but he would like to do so on this occasion.
Thep afterward, the questions and answers will be translated.

Senator HATCH. Well, thank you very much.
Reverend Moors. Honorable Chairman, distinguished Members of

the Senate, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to express my heartfelt appreciation" br inviting me to speak at this Senate hearing on
religious freedom. I want to also express my sincere gratitude, Mr.
Chairman, for your support in favor of my appeal to the Supreme
Court. Your noble deed to uphold the principle of constitutional
rights of individuals will be long admired by millions of Americans.
Since the Supreme Court refused to review my case, there has
been a very strong protest by many members of the religious community. More than a thousand clergymen, JewishChristian, and
Islamichave pledged to commit 1 week of their lives in prison
with me in the name of religious freedom. It moves me deeply. I
salute these champions of religious freedom.
I feel this occasion is very historic. I am not just speaking to the
U.S. Congress. I am speaking to history and before God.
God loves America. America's greatness does not lie in her vast
resources, nor in her tremendous prosperity, it lies in the very
spirit upon which this Nation was founded. That is the spa it of one
Nation under God, with liberty and justice for all. However, God's
will is not just one Nation under God, but one world under God.
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We are all children of God. White, black, yellow, and red are all
brothers and sisters --one human family. When we recognize God
as our Father, this ideal can become a reality.
Without religious freedom, however, God cannot fulfill His ideal.
The Pilgrim Fathers understood that if you do not have religious
freedom, you have no freedom at all. They risked their verydhves to

secure freedom of worship.
Now, that freedom of worship is in danger. A dark spirit of athe-

ism and religious intolerance is found in America today, and this
time there is not another "New World" to receive us as refugees.
We have no choice but to restore America as the land of religious
freedom. If not, this Nation will perish and the world will perish.
In 1971, God called me to come to America and lead a movement
to revive the fervor of Christianity and restore the founding spirit
of the Nation. God has sent me to America in the role of a doctor,
in the role of a firefighter. He has sent me to bring about a dramatic spiritual awakening. The survival of the entire _world depends on America fulfilling her responsibility. America is the last
bastion of freedom. For the last 12 years I have given my heart and
soul and every drop of sweat and tears for the sake of this Nation.
In the process of fulfilling this mission, I have become controversial, and in some quarters, unpopular. And I have been persecuted.
However, I am by no mesas the first religious leader to have experienced persecution. Many of the major religious figures in the
Judeo-Christian tradition have walked this path of suffering
through persecution. Toda7', I am honored to follow the same tradition.

I believe that God's hope is for freedom on the Earth, and the
greatest ; hreat to freedom today is totalitarianism, particularly in
the for of communism, which systematically opposes freedom of
religion. Communism has killed more than 150 million people.
Many of these were religious people. I myself suffered nearly to the
point of death in a Communist prison camp. Communism is the
worst inhumanity in the world today.
Freedom has been retreating for the past decade. In 1975, freedom retreated from Southeast Asia. Millions of people perished.
Nation after nation in Africa and Latin America has been communized. One and a half billion people have fallen under Communist
tyranny. Now Central America, the backyard of the United States,
is 'the frontline of battle. I know that the enemies of freedom will
not stop until they achiete their final goal: The conquest of this
very Nation, the United Sates of America.
I supported Ronald Reagan for President because I hoped that he
would do God's will to stop the spread of communism, and truly
bring this Nation back to God and to her founding spirit. It is disappointing that under this man, who was elected with the treatmendous support of the religious community, the state is encroaching more than ever on the affairs of the church. For the first time,
ministers are being jailed. Truly, religious freedom is being dealt a

devastating blow.

In the last 12 years, I have done everything I could for America.
I have had just one goal in mind: To strengthen the moral fiber of
America and enlarge her capacity to fulfill God's will.
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Through projects such as the International Religious Foundation,
the New Ecumenical Research Association and the Conference on

God, I have sought to bring theologians of all faiths together to
better understand God and one another.
I have worked to bring God's will into the academic world. The
International Cultural Foundation sponsors annual conferences on
science and absolute values, and brings scholars together in organizations such as the Professors World Peace Academy, Paragon
House Publisheri, and the Washington Institute for Values in
Public Policy.

In the area of cultural expression, I have endeavored to reinforce
the theme of reverence toward God. In the movie Inchon, for example. I have tried to portray the historical importance of Gen. Dou
las MacArthF, a great American devoted to God and humanity.
is vital for American young people to have such a hero figure.
Because religious ideals must be expressed in service to humanity, I initiated the National Council for the Church' and Social
Action, the International Relief Friendship Foundation, and
Project. Volunteer.

To work toward the liberation of all people from totalitarian
ideologies, I established the International Federation for Victory
over Communism, the Collegiate Association for the liesewxh of
Principles, and CAUSA International.
To set a standard of responsibility in the communications media,
we founded the World Media Association and News World Communications, which publishes several newspapers. One of these, the
Washington Times, was created to present an alternative view to
the Nation's Capital. This project alone cost our movement over
$100 million.
These projects have required a vast amount of financial resources, as well as the hard work and loving sacrifices of fellow
church members. Several hundred million dollars have been
poured into America, because this Nation will decide the destiny of
the world. These contributions are primarily coming from overseas.
In my movement, the United States has been a recipient, not a
source of funds. I have acted from the firm belief that if America is
lost, everything is lost. There is no other country that God can turn
to.

When you understand the scope of my work, can you really believe that I came to America to defraud the U.S. Government of an
estimated $25,000 in taxes?
From the very beginning this was not a tax case. It has been an
invasion by the Government into the internal affairs of religion.
They chose the Unification Church because they thought that no
one would come to our defense. However, this is where they miscalculated. The religious community of America knows that unless ev-

eryone is safe, no one is safe. When one is threatened, all are

threatened.
When the Government abuses its authority, the consequences are
fearsome. It was the Roman State which crucified Jesus Christ. In
this country it was the State which burned witches, persecuted
Roman Catholics, shunned Jews and prolonged black slavery. It
was the State which alldwed Joseph Smith, founder of the Church

of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, to be killed by a mob in
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prison. It is the State which is coming after me, and in the process,

violating the religious freedom of everyone. We must stop this
trend now. If we do not, then who is next?
In the providence of God, the case of Reverend Moon has become
a rallying point for religiogs freedom in tAvUnited States.,I stand

convicted for no other reason than my religious beliefs and practices. I am to be punished for being who I am. This has shocked
and awakened the conscience of America. Many religious leaders
and believers of all faiths have stood up in outrage. They are registering their protest. Most important of all, they are united. Their
unity will insure the survival of America.
The greatest confrontation in the world today is not the United
States versus the Soviet Union, capitalism versus socialism, or even
democracy versus Communism. It is faith in God, versus the denial
of God.

The C,ommunist world, based on atheism, has failed to fulfill the
human dream. The free world, on the other hand, has become ma-

terialistic and forgotten God, and is helpless in the face of the

grave world crisis. The world is dark with confusion. A new vision

must emergea new world view centered on God. I am teach'
that world view, based on God's heart of love, I call it Godism.
proclaim that this ideal will provide a new solution to the world.
Godism can unite all religious people as well as all people of con-

science. This world view will bring unity among enemies and

enemy nations. This will bring true freedom of the. human spirit.
This ideal will usher in the realization of the kingdom of God on
Earth.
This world view, a system of thought of high dimension, has led
many people to personal experience with God. The effect has been
so phenomenal, that in some quarters, it was blafned on brainwashing. This is the reason that I have been misunderstood in some established circles and by the media. The Communists, who regard
me as their archenemy, have exploited this understanding in their
attempt to destroy me.
In spite of these difficulties, I am honored, to dedicate myself
today to the preservation of religious freedom in this country. If I
can raise up a beacon warning Americans of the danger which lies
ahead, then my sacrifice will serve a great purpose.

The issue today is the very survival of America and the free

world. To assure this survival, I am willing to suffer any indignity,

to go any distance, to do any labor, and to bear any cross. I am

even willing to give my life, if that will ensure that the Nation and
the world survive and do God's will.
Today, I carry no animosity toward anyone. Jesus Christ showed
the tradition of forgiveness when he prayed on the cross for those
who crucified him. I am upholding that tradition. I, long ago forgave my accusers. have no hostility toward the U.S. Government.
Instead, I pray for this country. I thank God that He is using me

as His instrument to lead the fight for religious freedom and to

ignite the spiritual awakening of America in this most crucial hour
of human history.

Mr. Chairman, once again, thank you for this opportunity. I

would like to conclude- by saying, God Bless America.
Thank you.
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eriator.HATCH. Thank you. [Applause.)
Senator HATCH. Reverend Moon, thank you for your perspective,
and for your testimony here today. I think it is very important, and
extremely articulate, and I appreciate you delivering it in English,
although I know that Korean is a much more familiar language for
you. But I do have few questions I would like to ask you.
Based on your experience as a religious leader in many different
countries, what is your particular view on the relationship between
church and state?
Should there be an attempt to have an absolute separation between church and government, or is some measure of government
Involvement desirable, in your opinion?
Reverend ,MooN [through interpreter]. Mr. Chairman, you have
touched upon a 40,46411mtaineaterissue, the separation between
church and state.

I fundamentally supgCort the separation between church and

state. I would like to say, however, there must be always some relationship between church and state. Complete separation is neither
possible nor desirable.
The relationship between church and state is analogous to the re-

lationship between the spirit and body of a person. The state, or
government, is like the body, while the church is like the spirit. Between the spirit and body, there must be harmonious interaction. It
is important that the spirit of a person be in the subject, or initiating position, while the body is in the object, or reponding position.
The people of the country are first of all the children of God.
These children of God choose and elect the government to serve
them. That is, the government is the servant of the people. The
church, in turn, exists in order to nurture the spiritual aspect of
the people. As such, it is of primary importance in the lives of men
and women. The government, then, must support the church in assisting the spiritual development and well-being of men and
women.

Today, however, this relationship has been distorted or reversed.
The government is becoming an oppressor of the church. This is
like the body trying to govern the human spirit, which is impossible.

This is my basic understanding of the separation between church
and State.
[Material submitted for the record follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE REVEREND SUN MVUNG MOON

Mr. ohairman, distingulahed emhers of the Su\committee,
members of the staff, Ladies and Gentlemen:
My name is Sun Myung Moon.
I
am th* founder of the
International ffnificatinn Church.'
My wife and I have lived
in the United States since 1972.
We have thirteen children
and three grandchildren, tell of whom are citizens of the
'United States.

want, first of all, to express my heartfelt thanks to
you, Mr. Chairman, and to the members of this committee for
the invitation to testify at this hearing on the suhtect of
religious freedom in America.
I
believe that this is an
historic occasion and that my testimony is given not only,to
the Congress of the united States of America but to history
and before Cod.
I

Mr. Chairman, on May 14, 19R4, the Supreme Court of the
United States refused to hear my appeal in connectiop with my
19/12 conviction in the Federal Court on tax charges. I will,
of course, abide by the decision of the Court and the laws of
this land.
have faithfully done so since my arrival in the
United States to 1972.
I

I
VAX in Korea on October 15, 19F1 when the indictment
was handed down.
was profoundly saddened by the news.
Undoubtedly, there were people who hoped that I might be
tempted to remain in Korea to avoid the risk of imprisonment.
am not an American citizen and my native land has no
extradition treaty with the United States.
However, as a
religious leader And a law chiding resident of the Potted
States, I could not and would not do other than to give
concrete expression of ma, faith in the integrity of the
American legal system by returning voluntarily.
I

As long as the present verdict stands, I cannot regard
this case as closed.
It
is, of course, poseible that no
further redress is available to me in the courts of the
United States and that I shall be compelled to ensure a
period of Imprisonment. .Should this happen, I will be both
forttfied and consoled by the knowledge that I am by no means
the first leader of a religious community to he forced to
submit to such treatment.
The history of religion is replete
with examples of riligious leaders who have suffered
incarceration And worse at the hands of-civil authorities.
Nevertheless, the final courts are the court of history and,
ultimately, the court of Cod. Itefore these courts, I have
reason to he neither afraid nor ashamed.
Moreover, I am
proud t- stand before you today, for I am free In conscience,
free in spirit, and free and innocent before Cod.
Mr. Chair,-,an, it is my belief t4at my case was in
reality never a tax case.
On the contrary, it is an Attempt
to use the power and authority of the government to harm a
new and Admittedly unpopular religious movement.
Perhaps
they chose the Unification Church because they thought no one
wol,ld come to flur defense.
However, this is where
aim,. lrolated.
The religious community knows that
evervnne is safe, no one Is safe. When one Is threatened,
all are threatened.

The formal came of incorporation is Holy Spirit
Association for the Unification of World Christianity.
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It is possible that some goveraMent officials were
convinced that they were acting in America's best Interest in
new religious
using a tax dispute to bring discredit on
Nevertheless, the
community of seemtnely strange origin.
emro!rer Amendment to the ChnstItution was meant to protect the
American people from precisely that kind of Interference by
It is the proud tradition of the United
civil authorities.
States of America that no civil authority has the right to
interfere with even the humhlest citizen's relationship to
the Creator.
Since the Supreme Court refused to review my case, there
has been a very strong protest by members of the religious
community. More than a thousand clergymen -- Jewish,
Christian and Islamic -- have pledged to commit. one week of
their liv/4 In prison with me in the name of religious
I salute tbetc Lhampions of
This moves me deeply.
freedom.
religiovs freedom.
lae Life and Mission

I was horn in a rural community in North Korea on
devout and traditional
My family was
January 6, 1920.
When I was ten years old, together with my
Rudehist family.
Korean people hove a
Christian.
entire family, I became
deeply religious nature, and they have received the Christian
Of all the nations on the
Cnspel with faith and reverence.
Asian continent, none has been as powerfully influenced by
North American missionaries or turned to Christianity in such
indeed, students of
great numbers AM my native land.
contemporary religion have predicted that by the year 2D00,
the Republic of Korea will become the first nation with m
Confucian heritage to achieve n Christian majority. More than
anywhere else in Asia, Christian missionaries have reaped a
very rich harvest in Korea.
As a young person, I had a strong inclination to seek
Justice and gidie comfort to others, but the true turning
Jesus
point of my lift came on Taster Sunday April 17, 1936.
appeared to we while I was deep in prayer on a Korean
spent the next nine years praying and
I
mountainside,
desperately studying the Aible.

am fully aware of the fact chat in a secular age many
people in both the Fast and the West may find my experiences
This comes as no
difficult to believe or even to understand.
surprise to WC, as 1 have been trained In the methods of
scientific rationality, having studied electrical engineering
furthermore, I can appreciate
at Waseda vniversity to Tokyo.
for
many
people
revelation
is understood to he
the fact that
uomething remote and found only in written records of past
events, rather than a personal experience. My experience,
however, like that of other religious men and woman, is with
the lAving roe, with whom we can and must each have a direct
I

relat-Innehlp.
love,
As I came to know the will of God and His ideal of
realized that it was not lust in heaven but also on the
This
earth that His ideal and His will are to be fulfilled.
by
Jesus
who
taught
us
had, of course, first teen understood
it
to pray, -Thy Kingdom come, Thy will he done, on earth as
is in heaven.I

-Fulfillment of Cod's will on earth" has been the
central and ultimate mission to which I have dedicated my
All of my activities throughout the entire world
life.
this
during my entire career have been undertaken to fulfill
worldly
solemnly testify that neither buffering, nor
goal.
I
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refection. nor persecution, nor even incarceration can deter
me from ay mission and y calling.
afraid of
whatever Cod requires of me. Mner0Ver, there is no price
that
would be unwilling to pay in order to be faithful to
Nis calling.
If Cod "inks me, I know of only one response.
obedience.
I

is my belief that Cad is and has ever been humanity's
Tt
true Teacher, and that Ne has instructed us through the
inspired teachers and leaders of the religions of the world
both Fast and West, North and South.
I further believe that
the Judea-Christian tradition ham been a decisive vehicle of
Cod's teaching.
Jesus Christ came in that tradition as the
Mrasiah and fulfillment of the scriptures, and established
Christianity am the central religion of Cod's providence.
through that tradition, we have learned of humanity's Fall
and of Cod's efforts to restore fallen humanity to Its
original purpose, which Is also the original purpose of
Creation, namely, to establish the Kingdom of Cod on earth.

Many people have had the desire to establish Cod's
like 'ober committed to this ideal, I have sought
about Cod's Kingdom by deeds as well as by words and
did not come to America seeking a secure haven from
-1r political persecution, nor did I enter this
country In search of economic opportunities'harred to me in
my native land.
T
CAMP for only one reason: Cod called md. to
Sinvinn.
to firing
faith.
religious
I

America.

love America because Cod loves America. America's
greatness does not lie in her vast resources, nor in her
tremendous prosperity.
Tt
lira in the very spirit upon which
this nation Wm% founded.
That is the spirit of one nation
under rod, with liberty and justice for all. We are all
childrer of Cori,
white, black, yellow end red are all
brothers And sisters -- one human family.
When we recognize
Cod as our Father, this ideal can become a reality.
l

There his always been within American history a central
group of men And women determined to do god's will.
Among
the forefathers of America were those who came seeking
wealth, hum also others who came seeking Cod And freedom.
sased nn their faith, the miracle of America has occurred.
In spite of its brief history as an independent nation,
Aeseric.1 has become the world's most powerful nation And the
ltimatc defender of all th,e nations thA: value freedom
throupho,lt the world.

There are th,.-.e who contend that America's growth and
,Iterfll progneriry have no religious significance.
nil
the
cincr.;rv, it was the will of Cod that America prosper as a
maple under Cod, but this prosperity is not for the sake of
A.rlerfc4 Alone
America has a providential role to create a
model tor the Vingdom of Cod on earth: a multi-national,
multi-racial harmonious human community united by Cod's love.
Am a nat!or chrRen'tv Cod, the fidelity of the American
rrople did n,t Ko linnntired or unrewarded.
Nci nation has
herr, as h1(,q(ed by Cod, materially and spiritually, AS has
America.
rnfOrtun.tVly, many of today's citirens do not
nderstAnd th,t America'a prusperity did nut derive solely
from human effnrr, hot was the consequence of Cod'. Messing
Ilessinc vIven to America rn be used for the bake of the
world.

Consider

powerful America was thro,lithout

the world

Imr,c.flarelv 1f!ur t=nrld W41 IT.
Ar
the time, religious
was A powerful force within the nation. In the
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world at large, American influencas, centering on faith in
When we ask how was it possible for any
Cod, irks supreme.
country to rise to such power and influence in to short a
time, ':here can, in ay opinion, be only one answer: Cod made
Vie did so because He wanted America to play a
it possible.
central role in the fulfillment of His will throughout the
world.

Regrettably, in recent years, large sectors of American
society have turoed away from Cod. They have forgotten the
The seriousness of America's
spirit of her Founding Fathers.
predicament has been compounded day by day and hour by hour.
We behold the spread of Crime, the decline of rectitude,
rampant child *bus*, broken families, large scale drug abuse,
impersonal education with declining standards, pornography
and immorality. All these things are tragically far from the
Such a situation in a country of so much
will of Ced.
I know that Cod cannot
promise breaks the very heart of Cod.
proceed with His providential design if America remains as it
History
Without repentance America will. decline.
is.
teaches us that America is not different than any other of
the so-called "great civilizations` that were called to
A spiritual,
repentance by prophets, saints and sages.
America must survive and prosper not
awakening must occur.
It Is
for her own sake alone but for the entire world.
imperative that America repent and renew her convenent with
twat to the world.
God and her cots
testify to you today that God has sent me to America.
I
came here as a messenger of Cod's blessing and love for
I must also testify that I have been sent to
this country.
warn America that she must fulfill her global, providential
giftston.
like a fireman or a surgeon, I have- come to heal
not to harm, to find a solution to an emergency situation
that threatens not only America but the world that depends
This is the purpose of the Unification Movement in
upon her.
I

America.

Many yoong people have experienced a dramatic change as
result of their encounter with this movement and its
is natural that a change accompanies the
It
teachings.
When egoism is replaced
experience of religious conversion.
by a loving concern for others, is there not a profound
change? When chastity replaces promiscuity, is there not a
deep change? When a young man or woman without the gift of
religious faith receives that gift, in there not a
significant transformation? What could make such things
possible' The answer is really simple and has been known to
religious men and women throughout the generations: Cod has
A
the power to transform us and give us spiritual rebirth.
teaching u!timately centered on Cod can make possible many
things thought to he unbelievable in ordinary experience.
one has but to open one's heart to Cod'
a

have stated, my mission is one of both words and
Without [he foundation of Pis word, Cod' Kingdom
Since
cannot he established, but words are not enough.
As

I

deeds.

coating to America,

I

have initiated many activitiefl,

movements and institutions for the purpose of a new Piritosi
Inspired by this ideal, I have
revolution in America.
endeavored to lay the spiritua! foundations for America's
Guided by
return through deep and often tearful prayer.
Cod's spirit, I have sought to educate people through
sermons, counseling, lectures, prayer meetings and revival
myself have sought to live the ideals
Moreover,
meetings,
have taught.
which
1

I
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4r. Chairman, at this point,
would like to offer the
committee and the people of America an account of my
activities with special reference to those which I have
initiated since my coming to America.
began my preaching
mission in June 1946 in Pyongyang, current'y tRe capital of
communist North Korea but known then as the -Jerusalem of the
Fast."
was twenty-41x years old at the time and proveks
was slow, difficult And painful.
In February 1948 the
communist authorities arrested me on absurd politiral charges
and sent me to a prison camp in Nonanam.
endured two years
and eight morrths of hitter And brutal incarceration in that
camp.
Conditions there were ao poor that most other
prisoners died within A few months, but T never lost my faith
in Cod not my resolve to fulfill the mission He had bestowed
T

I

I

upon me.

On Cototer 14, 1950 T was liberated from prison by
lofted Nations forces and later made my way on foot to Pusan,
six hundred miles to the South.
T was accompanied by two
dint-Spies, one of whom was unable to walk because of a broken
ler.
This companion rode on a bicycle which
pushed along,
sometimes carrying him on my hack when we had to cross rivers
or walk through the sea.
We were Among the last people to he
able to leave the North before the Red Chinese overwhelmed
almost the entire country.
I

To Posits my church and shelter was a but which we
ecnstructed oot of mud and C.S. Army ration hoses in the
summer of 1451.
supported the early church activities by
w,,rkinr As a loci, laborer.
Tt
was from these Neginnings that
the rnifitation Church has grown.
I

n m.ay
I,
1954,
established in Seoul, Korea, the Poly
Spirit Association for the rnification of World Christianity
whrl his hecore known as the l,nliication Church. Four years
later oor first missionary went abroad to our nearest
neiohf,or, Japan.
The following year. 1959, Pr. Young con sim
weot to the rusted States to begin our mission in Amerti.
Py ISM., there were minsionaries to 4n
different countries.
Today our missionaries are to he found in more than 130
countries.
It
is our custom to send not missionariea in
trams of three: nue from Furore, one from America, and one
1r.r7 the c'rtent.
We do this to set an example of
international cooperation.
I

it

I

1

to the lofted States in 1072.

Tn that same year,

fried The Internation41 One World Crusade (10WC) to hear

witness to cod Af0 to the proyidenti:.1 mission of America.
'horch members travel throtiebuot America seeking to inspire

nen And women of every age with a new vision of the future
a
new inne,
one goal of
Tow(' is to revitalize the
American spirit of idealism and the traditional American
--mirment r hard work. With a primary focus on ecumenical
work, TOW(- reams lead inspirational rallies, speak on college
cleanup campaigns, and make frequent radio
annearanres.
As
result of the IOWC, many religious
revivals have taken place.
Members of each TOWC team conRiqt
of a unique gr,up of men and women of Korth
American,
Fororeae, Asian, African, and latin American background.
Sv
lo,4
their very compnaition, our teams demonstrate
love, unity anti hope thet ran ire
realized when people of
r'fifer,rif
rielna sin toweiher am one family under rod.
a

Thy-

so.t-1,

of

or missionaries throuebout the world and of
the ToWc in the rnited States corresponds
to the traditional
fo-ma of eArzelical outreach snonsnred by mist Christian
t'orole
In addition to these tradittral projects, and
.

0

inspired by the Unification teaching that Codcentered
individuals must enter into every area of human existence to
work for the Kingdom, the members of the Unification Church
have initiated many activities &Ad institutions which go far
hoylyid the boundaries of treditianal church work. These
activities have included the foIffowing:

I. The Istermattenal Celterel Feeefetten (IC?)
The ref is dedicated to, promoting academic, scientific,
cultural and religious interchange among the peoples of the
Amon* its many activities ars:
world.

otiose!. Coefetesee em the Catty of the
a. The
This year the twelfth annual meeting of
Sciences
Since the
ICUS will'be held in America's capital city.
1CUS in l9/2, these conferences have annually brought
together hundreds of scientists and scholars, including an
uncommonly large number of Nobel Laureates, from every area
of study and research, to discuss the mutual interactions of
their research and to seek ways to apply their findings to
the solution of the problems confronting the contemporary
Of special importance to the work of ICI'S are the
world.
discussions concerning the relationship of science and
Although the scholars and scientists invited to
morality.
IrPR represent every responsible point of view, it is my
belief that science cannot be indifferent to values and that
dedicated to human
it is Cod's will that science he
etterment. The goal of ICUS is the clarification of
ahsolute values and the redirection of contemporary
Many of the papers
technology for the good of humanity.
presented at ICUS have been published as scholarly and
scientific papers And books and have- been very favorably
received by the scholarly community.

The convening of a conference such as ICUS with.Invited
participants from every part of the globe is, of necessity,
It has been made even
an ex-.7eedIngly expensive enterprise.
more expensive recently by our decision to bring together
thozie invited to write papers for two preliminary sessioAs to
review each other's draft presentations and to sharpen their
nun work through the dialogue that takes place at these
year on
We have willingly spent over s2,apo.0oo
nicetfoga.
It is.my conviction that the Kingdom of Cod
this proiect.
requires the wholehearted cooperation of men and woman of
and scholarship.
faith,
Paragon Nouse Publishers: As ICUS accumulated a
b.
wealth of valuable scholarly research that merited
presentation to a larger scholarly and scientific audience,
we began to publish proceedings, papers and larger works
under the ICUS imprint. Several years ago, we realized that
thr'taek required an independent institution which would not
only puuligh the papers and books presented at ICUS and other
scholarly and scientific gatherings sponsored by
organizations supported by the Unification Movement, but
would publish other books of enduring worth as well.
have founded Paragon House Publishers with a
Consequently,
fulls professional staff and offices in New York.
T

Paragon House will publish annually at least one hundred
scholarly, scientific and theological hooks written by the
In addition,
finest minds from every corner of the earth.
Paragon House will also republish classics of enduring worth
to the homanitfes and pure science. To assure that we
maintain our high standards, we have invited academicians
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from oxford, Harvard, Columbia, the University of Chtca,gu and
many distinguished European and Asian universities to se ve
as an international board of editorial advisors. Aith gh
this is our first full year of operation, we expect t
publish thirty hooks this year and one hundred next year. We
have set aside an initial budget of $1,000,000 for the
operation of Paragon House.
Here again, the work of Paragon !louse swat be seen in
its relation to my ministry.
It has been said, "nf the
making of books, there is no end.' There would be no reason
for me to establish yet another publishing house as
profit- making venture.
Paragon House exists specifically to
encourage and promote Cod-centered scbolarky work.

c. The Washington Destitute fer Values is Public Policy:
Building the Kingdom of Cod requires the solution of the real
problems confronting us in this age of international
interdependence and high technology.
These can only he
solved by disciplined research undertaken by the finest
experts in each field relev-ant to public-policy
decision-making.
To that end, I have established a
public-po'licv research institution, a "think-tank," in the
city of Washington.
The Institute Is an independent
corporation with a board of trustees consisting of
-distinguished Americans.
Although the institute is only two
years old, it has commissioned research into such areas as
the peaceful use of nuclear energy, disarmament, America's
relations with the nations of the Orient, Federal fiscal and
budgetary policy, the crisis in Central America, the future
of America's relations with its NATO allies and the Soviet
Union, and the problems of constitutional law.
A number of the findings of the Institute's experts hav'e
already heen published and have had an excellent reception
among the derision makers who constitute the institute's
target audience.
It is expected that the
rok-length
monographs of scholars and other experts commissioned by the
Institute will he published jointly by Paragon House and the
iiaAhfAgton Institute Press.

Although the Institute is an independent institution
with Ahe same tradition of academic freedom to he found at
most of the academic and research centers established by
America's religious institutions, we have committed ourselves
to support its program in the amount of s7,00n.noo for the
current year.
d. The Professors World Peace Academy (PWPA): PWPA is an
interdisciplinary fellowship of scholars who are concerned
with the crisis of modern civilization and who meet regularly
to formulate new ideas nod to suggest new methods of
realizing the ideal of world peace.
PWPA. had its beginnings
to A friendship meeting between professors in Korea and Japan
to
1g72.
The purpose of the meeting was to estahl
basis
tnr schnlarlv and intellectual cooperation betvee
the
scholars of these two neighboring nations which
ve had so
bitter a history of national hostility but who
operation
is indispensible to world peace.
As a resu
successful rmeetfng, PWPA-Korea was founded
PWPA-Janan fu Sel.tereher I974.
PWAA-USA
ndrd fn I97P.
T,dav thousands or academies throughout the worl
e active
In PW"A_
PWPA has grown into an
Fitter's! organ
with chapters in North America, Asia,
e, Africa,
Oceania, Latin America and the !middle East.
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In December 1983, representatives of PWPA chapter: in
PWPA is truly an
seventy two nations met in Seoul..
international network of scholars dedicated to world peace.

As with ICUS and the Washington Institute, members of
PWPA have addressed the problems confronting the
international order in their full complexity and in complete
academic freedom. The findings of these scholars have
already resulted in the publication of many highlypraised
volumes in FrIgIish, Cersan, Japanese, Korean, French and
other languages.
e. Financial Ruppert for research institutions: In
addition to providing for the financial support of the above
institutions, our movement has provided the funds to support
research undertaken at such institutions as Stanford
University, the University of Connecticut, the Institute for
Energy Analysis at flak Ridge, Tennessee and the Rutgers
University Law School.
f. Seminar, for professionils: The International
Cultural Foundation has also promoted seminars for attorneys
and other professionals for the promotion of human value. and
human rights, domestic and worldwide, as veil as sponsoring
seminars for leaders in the world of business and finance in
order to promote a humane, moral and Godcentered economic
To date, there have been three seminars for lawyers
order.
and three for business leaders respectively.

IL The international Religious Foundation (IX!)
it has been an important part of my mission to foster
world peace through religious dialogue among leaders of the
It is Cod's will that unity of purpose
world's religions.
and spirit replace discor,d in the relations of the religion.
To that end I have estahIfshed the
of the world.
international FeIigious Foundation. Among its projects are
the following:
a. New Foymenical Research Association: New ERA was founded
It had its origins in a
in New Yotk City in march 1980.
series of conferences on special themes related to
These
interdisciplinary research in the field of religion.
have included'Internationai conferences Attended by
sociologists of religion, historians of religion and
theologians of every mayor religious tradition' -- Eastern,
Western and African.
Perhaps the most important series of conferences
sponsored by New ERA are the annual international conferences
on "God: The contemporary niscnssion" which were initiated in
Each year several hundred scitalars representing all of
ISPI.
the maiclt religious trad tfnntr of,'the world assfe invited to

present papers on every a rct of the meaning and
God. 'It is doubtful that
consequences of t> bell_
o scholars representing all of
anywhere else in the wort
the maim religions come t gether on a regular basis for the
hip and mutual understanding, A
r,irpoSir of religious schol
been published as a result of
:lusher of hooks have alrea
Since rvery,,participsnt is required to
the conference.
submit an original paper and 'the scholars are of preeminent
expected that a large number of
International standing, It
highly significant scholarly works in the field of religion
will be published for New ERA by Paragon lioOse Publisher* in
the future.
i
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c

The pc/tidies o New FRA err governed by an international
hoard of consultants
awn from distinguished scholars in the
field of religion In the United States, Canada and Creat
Britain.
As with all protects sponsored by the Vnification
Church. the composition of the board of consultants does full
lustice to the diversity of religious and ethnic backgrounds
to be found among the major religions.' Also, as with our
other prolects,l.the activities have resulted in the
publication of many volumes and scholarly monographs. With
the establishment of Paragon House Publishers, New F.RA has
entered upon a large-scale program of joint publication of
quality hooks representing the full spectrum of religious and
theological opinion.

b. Youth Seminar on World Religions, World Youth for
150 university students and professors
from thirty countries, representing the major religious
tradition. of the world, embarked on a 'spiritual
pilgrimage." The idea for what has now become an annual event
case from the first international conference on -Cod: the
Contempor:Fr i'le,ossiun- held in 1981. Nowein its third
year, the Youth Seminar's participants make a seven7week
round-the-world tour of nine countries in order to study
Buddhism, Christ'anty, Confucianism, Hinduism, Judaism, Islam
and Unificationism.
They learn about the motor doctrines and
institution, of the world's great religions from the
traditions' leaders and thinkers at each tradition'
religious center.
For example, in Istanbul the group was
privileged to meet the-Creek Orthodox Patriarch who commented
that he believed this kind of protect ought to he funded by
every religious group, but that, regrettably, he had tseen
unable to do it on his own.
Cod: In July 14112,

It is my belief, however, that Cod desires religious
harmony and that this harmony must begin with the younger
generation.
It was amazing to see how the walls of suspicion
And mistrust disappeared as the pilgrimages progressed, how
many friendships were made across religious lines, and how
sorry the members of the group were to take their leave of
each other when the pilgrimage was over.
This year we have
the problem of selecting from a very large number of highly
qualified applicants. Regrettably, we cannot take then all.
Many will be turned down who deserve to participate.
c. The Interdenominational Conferences for Clergy (ICC):
The purpose of jrc Is to promote the sharing of insights,
knowledep and experience among the clergy of all American
religious groups. It is hoped that these conferences will
provide a basis for cooperative social action and
reconstruction as well as improved pastoral care.
Hundreds
of clergymen of all denominations have attended regional
seminars throughout America which featured topics of
ecomentcal
ncern.

Ili. Social Service Activities

a. The National Council for'the Church and Social Action
(WCCSA): The NCCSA was founded in 1977 by a coalition of
memhers of the Vnification Church and Christian ministers.
It
is primarily concerned with the problems of America's
inner cities. Thr NCCSA seek' to involve the religious
community in positive social change And sponsors many
programs serving the needs of the inner city Areas of the
nation.
Among the programs of the NCCSA are its food h.nk,
housing counseling, and elderly assistance programs.

.1"
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One branch of the NCCSA, the Washington Council for
Social Action, has been responsible for the distribution of
millions of dollars of food, clothing, building materials and
other tress useful to a significant proportion of the 250,000
people in the Washington area living below the poverty line.

The WCSA is also involved in a progra of cve cooperation
with more than IUU Washington-area service agencies,
These
primarily sponsored by religious organisations.
include soup kitchens, homes for destitute women, day-care
centers, senior citizens' programs, and drug end alcohol
distributor and
rehabilitation centers. WCSA acts as
clearing house for major companies and government agencies
which have surplus food and other -products to offer but find
it impossible to distribute their offerings on an individual
The WCSA takes the responsibility of seeing to it
basis.
thct the surplus reaches those inner-city organisations who
in turn are responsible fort' iteadistribution to the needy.
"(lisilar programs are now under way in Los Angeles, New
'ante, ilalttmore, Boston, St. Louis, Jackson,
Mississippi and other cities. Recently, the NCCSA contracted
with the Chevrolet Division of the General Motors Corporation
I en
for the purchase of 20U trucks to be used in this work.
happy to be able to support NCCSA in making this contribution
to America's needy.
York,

b. ArWe Istermatimmel Relief Friesdebtp Vesiminttems

(MP): In 1980 I founded the IRT? as a public, non-profit
/Agency working :o eliminate poverty, malnutrition, mod
/Agency
IR!? supports projects
from the face of the earth.
designed for long-term development assistance, especially in
the lesser developed nations of the Third World. Initial
research, planning, and implementation of these projects is
carried out by IRFF representatives in Asia, Latin America
IRFF programs include: (a) Rapid Deployment
and Africa.
Medical Teams of doctors and nurses who work in refugee
camps, local villages, and areas where extreme famine,
Travelling
poverty and disease have disrupted normal life.
in rural village*, the teams have established clinics in
which they teach hygiene and preventive medicine and provide
invaluable health care. (h) Emergency Relief Proeramar
sudden disasters create situations of desperate need, IRFF
quickly seeks distribution networks to send medicines,
blankets and necessary food. Among the countries to which
relief supplies have been sent are Bolivia, Equatorial
Guinea, Guyana, Jamaica, Dominican Republic, tipper Volta,
Haiti, Ghana, Zaire, Peru, Thailand, Paraguay and Honduras.
Agricultural and Technical Training: Recognizing that
(c)
emergency relief does not Improve the conditions of lesser
developed countries, IRFF has embarked on long term
development programs involving training In modern agriculture
and technology.
The focus of these programs is the implementation of a
basic understanding of irrigation, crop rotation, fare
management, animal husbandry, and fish farming through actual
?Toper vocational training also develops skills
field work.
in manufacturing appropriate tools, welding, repair and
maintenance of vehicles, pumps, and small motors, all of
which Ate exceedingly important for fmprovir,g the conditions
These training:
of life in lesser developed countries.
programs lead to the creation of vitiate cooperatives,VP
sharing of financial aid and technical ability, and the
creation of hope for the fyture where there was none.
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c. Project Volunteer (PT):
Project Voluntrer
distributes millions of pounds of surplus foods, medical
supplies and other needed materials to a network of over 300
community -based charitable organisations.
PV has been
working to establish the channels by which the surplus
resources here in this country can be funneled to the areas
of th 'is and other nations which are in desperate need.

The Struggle Against Communise
Having been a prisoner of a tyrannical communist regise
for almost three years, I have direct experience of what
communism in power means to those caught in its web.
b!
opposition to communism is the result both of my direct
personal experience and my religious convictions.
I believe
communism to be among the worst enemies of Cod and humanity.
I have, therefore, been immensely saddened by the tact
that many idealistic men and women in the Free World,
especially young people, have been misled by cbmuunist
ideology.
Y
have sought to establish and support
institutions which will better prepare the Free World to
defend itself against the religious, cultural, political and
military threat of communism.
Marxists do address rem! problems. Unfortunately, their
atheistic and violent measures create situations far worse
than the original problem. Nevertheless, I believe that the
solution to communism can only come when we solve the
problems of poverty and social inequity which the Marxists
challenge.

a. letern.rional Federation foF Victory Over Communism
(IFVOC): 4 foun--A the IFVOC In Korda and Japan in 1968.
IFVOC has systematically conducted educational activities in
the villages, towns and, cities of Korea. This is absolutely
essential for the survival of the country.
The Korean young
people did not personally experience the barbarism of the
Korean war, and without clearly understanding the communist
Ideology, they are apt to lose their awareness of the threat
posed by the Soviet-supported North Korean communists.
A
repetition of the war of 19)0-1953 would be an unthinkable
tragedy for Korea today.
The activities of IFVOC fortify the
Korean people to prevent such a war.
In lapin, the activities of the 1FVOC are equally vital,
and equally impressive.
The IFVOC movements of Korea and
Japan count a membership of 7,000,000 and 7,500,000 members
respectively.

b. CAUSA International:
In 1980, I created CAUSA
International In response to an acute and Immeeiate need: the
need to provide an ideological framework for tatin America in
Ji* wliuggir against communism.

As the work of CAUSA has progressed, it has hecoie
fictive all over the Western world. National chapters have
tseen established in South, Central and North America, Furope
and Asi .
Plana are being made to extend the work into
Africa.
rArcA USA, with headquarters in Washington, DC,
expects to have chapters in all 50 states by the end of 1984.
CAUSA, the Latin word for
symbolizes the common
rause and aspiration of all free eon. CAUSA conducts
seminars in which Marxism-Leninism is examined and sharply
critilord as a social failure and as a grievously flawed
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for it is
doctrine. This work Is vital in Latin /leerier,
able
to
intensify
especially Mere that communists are
legitimate, social and economical grievances and misdirect
these toward the destruction of governments struggpag to
achieve genuine representative democracy.

Cana is much more than another anti- communist
organisation, however. CAUSA teaches Codism, a worldview
based on Cod's heart of love. Codis provides, fundamental
principles which, when applied, can work toward healing the
social fabric and prompting accelerated economic development.
Codis supports the common beliefs of Cod--mffirmins people,
and inspires them to fulfill the ideals of their respective
faiths.

The CAUSA Institute, located in Sew York, conducts
'oto communist strategy and operations
ongoing investigatie
ining instructors and providing
and i respotisible fa.
instructional materials for educational programs. The
Institute publishes tests and other books, magazines and

bullet* in Teglish, Spanish and french.
c. The Collegiate Organise:ties for the tessarch of
Principle, (CAI!): Mindful of the effectiveness of communise
in securing the commitment of idealistic students in the
universities of the free world, we founded CAST as an
important aspect of our mission to revitalize the spirit of
If communism is successful In the
free thought in the world,
universities of the Free World, there would in the long run
CASP's goals are
be little hope for the survival of freedom.
to revive the Christian tradition, eoubtning intuition and
intellect as well as religiomtand science; to build an
ethical foundation for student life; to present a positive
counter-proposal to the atheistic and materialistic lifestyle
so often to he found on the campuses of the free world; and
to foster love of the world community as well as enthusiasm
tc carry out one's mission in life.

CARP is active on over 100 campuses in North America and
several thousand campuses around the world.
establishing Standards of Media Respeesibillty
a. The World Media Association: A journalist wields
tremendous power over the winds of the public.
The World Media Association is s worldwide association of
coemunicatiols scholars and professionals dedicated to
ethical and responsible journalism. The Association,
headnuar,ered in Washington, PC, sponsors the World Media
Conference, which brings together journalists and media
exec,ive& from every part of the world to for-..a working
relations/lira and discuss timely aspects of media
responsibility. The Association also sponsors numerous
fact-finding tours to trouble spots of importance to world
peace and stability. Tours have been undertaken to Centrel
America, Europe, the Par East, and twice to the Soviet Union.
These tours nave provided background information to
participants and yielded a wealth of articles.
b. Mew Publication,: As I have stated, my mission is to
work for the survival and prosperity of Aelprica so that Cod's
Tattooer
plan for America and the world can be fulfilled.
neither America nor any other nation can survive in freedom
without a responsible press that fully appreciates the threat
of communism, I as working to create publications which
embody the Cod- centered ideals of the religious tradition and
In 2975 I founded a
set standards of media responsibility.
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newspaper In Tokyo, Sekai Kipp°. The following year I
established The Mews World, now the New York Tribune.
Since
then, ! have created A number of publications throughout the
world including the Hispanic newspaper Noticiss del Mundo in
the United States, Ultima' Noticias in Uruguay, a weekly in
Korea, and Free Press International, a world-wide news
service.

My greatest media challenge came when 1 realised that
unless ! acted, the capital of the Nest powerful nation on
earth would remain a one-newspaper town.
When Time, Inc.
could not prevent the demise of The Washington Star, I hoped
th,t some patriotic Americans would establish a second

newspaper to offer alternative view to the nation's capital.
However, it TICCAME apparent that no profit-motiveted business
corporation would attempt to estahlish a newspaper in
Washington. nut of my deepest religious convictions, I
determined that no matter what the cost, Washington must have
a second newspaper.
I
therefore worked with others to
establish The Washington Times.
Whether you are liberal or conservative, you can surely
Appreciate the need for the expression of an aJternati.c:
point of view.
To date that project has cost our movement
well over Slo0,000,000.
VI. Minority Alliance International (MAI):
In 14PI,
created Minority Alliance International as an
orgAnization which would safeguard the civil and religious
rfghti of individuals.
MAI aspires to forge an alliance of
minority organizations upon the common recognition of
inalienable human rights, particularly the freedom pt
worship.
Through the combined efforts of these groups,
centered upon the clear ideology of Codism, I believe that
bigotry can he completely eliminated from the world.
I

Minority Aiifance International champions the cause of
individuals and groups which are victims of persecution.
Seminars have hren c-inducted in which ministers and concerned
citizens are made aware of threats and brought together in
dialogue to create solutions to toe problems which they face.
MAT is also woryog to e,evelop general education programs to
expose the deleterious effects of higntry on societies
throughout the world.
VII. tducat Ions I Act twit tars

the
t,.'4

nr,,per education is fundamental to genuine religion and
life.
The Inittcation Movement
initiated 4 far-reaching education.11 program involving
trill,/ religions way of

Institottnna of elementary, secondary-and advanced education
thr,,ughout

the world.

am the ,founder of the !Artie Angels School for the
Performing Arts In Sea', Korea.
The Little Angels School
I

has

4,6q0 students of l',th coxes from kindergarten through
senior 11th schnnl.
The physical plant of the school is one
the m,.sr modern and best equipped in the world.
In size,
canaritv, lod beauty, ft compares favorably with the campuses
of many smAll American liberal arts colleges.
Enrollment in
open to children of all faitha and the record of achievement
is exceedingly high.
silo support many other schools at
various levels and have offered scholarship aid to many
students of varied religious backgrounds.
I
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In the United, States I have founded the Unification
Theological Seminary in Varrytown, R.Y. The Seminary has an
international student body and a distinguished faculty
consisting of Protestant, Catholic and Jewish scholars as
Although the
well as members of the Pnificatton Church.
Seminary is very young, many of Its students have been
accepted In doctoral programs at Harvard, Yale, Princeton,
nrew, Columbia, Chicago and Claremont, where they have
convistently been recognised as among the hest students In
lenses.
their respective

We have also offered full scholarships which allow
promising students to attend the divinity schools of Vale,
We are confident that
Harvard and other fine institutions.
wally of them will become future leaders of this society.
have plans to create a worldwide network of
Finally
which an international student body
seventy universities
will pursue their studies in preparation for the ever more
interdependent world of the technological age. Professors
mill not only he able to serve in their own country but will
he able to serve as exchange professors, thereby contributing
to international understfeding and furthering the cause of,
world peace.
To those who question whether such ambitious protects
are possible, I point out that I began my mission in a crude,
It would have
handmade but with only a handfulinf disciples.
been far more difficult for an observer at the beginning nt
my mission to have foreseen the progress which hn already
?leen made, than for someone to agree with me today that such
plans as these are realistically possible.

VIII. Ocean Church
One activity that is particularly close to my heart is
At a time when ever fewer young
the Ocean ChurchMovement.
Americans are choosing to make their livelihood from the sea,
have encouraged my disciples to regard the sea and the
people who work on the sea not oily as rhe most Important
population, but
source of food In a world rapidly growing in
also as a vital area of spiritual ministry. We maintain
In the
in America's principal seaports.
ocea
our members will be able to cooperate with Coast
Tutu
in the fight against drug smuggling.
S
ward
'IX. Arts and Culture

have alto sought to promote the performing arts,
I
sunportlng performing arts teams, maintaining performing arts
nrganixtitioms, and attempting to reform the decadence which
constitutes in Frrat a part of the entertainment industry.
The Little Angels Performing Arts School is itself an
initiatzd, the Little Angel.
,fltgrowth of a project which
Tre Little Angels were organized as
Yolk Rallet,
amhassadors of good will from my homeland of Korea, and they
have travelled all over the world sharing the beauty of
They have
traditional Korean dance, song and dress.
performed before numerous beads of state, including United
States presidents and the Queen of Pngland.
7

The
As Is well know, I inspired the film "Inchon.Movie cost the unification movement millions of dollars.
rrrtstnlv profit was not our motivation/in producing the
wanted to recall to Americans, especially young
film.
I

(
I
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people, the heroic determination of ueneral llouglas .MacArtbur
who was a humanitarian, an anti-communist, and a devout
believer In Cnd.
As a Korean who was liberated by United
Net-inns forces under his command, 2 am especially aware 41f
General MacArthur's contribution to the preservation iif the
Free World.
Had all of'Korem been conquered by the
communists, it is very likIply that the tremendous
technological capacity of the
nese and the Korean people
would today he in the service of those committed to the
destruction of America and the world's freedom. It would have
been impossible for Japan to remain America'n ally had the
communists permanently seised all of Korea. I want every
American to appreciate what i.eneral MacArthur and his forces
,complished Against overwhelming adds for all of us.

Other activities
The list of t-he anti.vittes of the Uul' l ,it ton movement
long And worthy of detailed elaboration.
However,
will
not attempt to ecumerate them further in the-present context.
is

I

XI. Misunderstandings about the Untftratien Neveseat
These prOlecfp have required
vast amount of financial
4,.
well As the hard work and loving sacrifices of
tel
members.
Several hundred million dollars have
been poured ant,, America, hire/ruse this nation will decide the
The
destiny of the world.
contributions Are primarily
toming frfor overseas.
In my mr.verent, the United States has
been o recipient, not a source of funds.
hive acted !tom
the firm belief that if America is lost, everything is lost.
ihrre is no other country that God can turn to.
re,,,,,f,eN,

I

When yu understand the scope of my work, con you realIy
,Am fth America to defraud the Urfted States

believe tt,A,

Koyernment

.0`

I

an estimated 525,0010 in taxes'

nhvioilsly. the IRS could only behave in such a manner
because
am the leader of a religious movement which some
amert,-ans 1,,4 upon with disfavor.
T
am saddened by this
ant trust that it is only
mpneary.
Regrettably,
few Anerican% know accurately the history of my work.
must
sally report that the news media have gill too fcequently
I

I

depicted my missien and the work of the Church in a distorted
and sensationalired manner.
am also saddened that
have
is my
horn misunderstood even in the Christian Churches.
It
ferveot hope
has,d on Godly fellowship, interfaith
,,n dispel any misunderstandings.
am especially
e,rievd At the alit-cations of "hrainwashing."
Sincere
religious iinversion niter, brings about profound changes in
eraonallt. 'big turning from selfishness to unselfishness
is not brainwashing, but an awakening to Thu reality of Cod's
I

I

I

1,,Ve

porp,,Ao.

it
1' ey,irr Inc me personally to bear such calumny than
to behold it directed toward MY disciples.
Today, the very

name, -Y,entn- coniures fear and suspicion among many
Americans, but what is wk3og with those God-centered men and
wnmen/
Nave their critics carefully evaluated the way

nlfIcitln (hooch members live or the values that motivate
(h.trch members see i4tnry from a
nmprehrnsive view r'nint and identify themirelve ft as true sons
An eauhtrr!, .1 the Living rod working for the redemption of
t,,,,Anity,
When impartial historians and sociologists of
have alidie,1 the life- styles of members of the
cLur,-h, trey have uniformly found men and women
wh,is lives ire Cod-centered, loving, decent and sacrificial.
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Furthermore, the piety of the Vnificationiats has never
been in conflict with their intelligence or their learning.
At Harvard, Yale, Serkeley, Princeton, Columbia,'Chicago,
Vanderbilt and America's other great centers of advanced
study, Vnificationists have consistently distinguished
themselves by the exemplary character of their scholarship.
why is it that newspapers which do not hesitate to level the
charge of brainwashing against the Unification Church never
report on the many Unif/cationist doctoral candidates and
Phn's who have led their classes and won the deep respect of
their nor-Unificationist peers! .In reality, if ail of the
world's young people were like :Woonies," I have no doubt
that this world would be changed for the better.

Unfortunately, those whd have been quick to malign
voificationista have ignored the way Unification Church
ers have all too frequently been denied the freedom of
religion guaranteed to all Americans by the Constitution.
Permit me to offer but a Sir.gle example other than my tax
Mast Americans assume that they are free as adults to
case:
Very
elect to follow any religious tradition vbey wish.
often, that right has been dented to members of the
lent I,be misunderstood, I scant to
Vnification church.
streas the fact that 1 set referring to intelligent adults
must sadly report that in
I
over twenty-rne veers of age.
hundreds of instances the most elementary American freedom,
freedom of religion, his been denied to Unification Church
Instead, kidnapping, a crime sufficiently grievous
members.
to carry the death penalty under the Lindberg Law has been
redefined as -deprogramming" in the case of certain religious
Criminals have
movements including the Unification Church.
been p'ermitted by civil authorities to make a prosperous
living forcibly seising adult members of the Church against
their will and imprisoOfng them in private centers of
They have
Incarceration for as long as is deemed necessary.
used techniques of mental torture and even physical assault
to break their spirit and compel them to recant their
If anyone is guilty of brainwashing,
religious conversion.
is the criminals who have made a profession of seining and
it
incarcerating our members.

%or arc the court ,ithout responsibility in the
denial of religious freedom to members of the
deithera.
In a number 'of instances, courts have
Unification Church.
.

appointed conservators, a legal measure normally reserved for
mentally disabled elderly people, to control their lives
until they give convincing evidence of their willingness to
recant their rel1giouy commitment. Of course, the courts
could not resort to 001 tactics were it not for the
willingness of a few psychiatrists and 0-called Sent,/
health professionals to abuse their p fessforiel status v
libelling conversion to the t'nifica, nn Church, unlike
nvethion to any of the mainstream churches, as a form of
mane
is I 1,Ilfdi and legal disgrace the ; some psychiatrists
It
have the legal power to determine which traditions can he
regarded as normal- and which are to require "therapy,"
thereby imposing their religious. views, or lack of them, on
When ItCF psychiatrists
members of the religious community.
to the Soviet union abuse their profession by condemning
and labeling
dim,ideot. t, s,-called -mental institu
dissent as insanity,- Americans are Sn ignant over this
t behave in
When American p
human rights.
prerIccly the same way towards the Unit
members. .411 toe, few Amerlcans sec the dangerous parallel.

77
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In both cases. psychiatry has ceased to br a healing srience
and has become a vicious instrument of mind-cootrol and
Incarceration.
The fundamental Issue ought to be obvious to allamericans: Who, without recourse to Cod, can Judge the
genuineness of anyone's faith? Are the courts and morally
arrogant psychiatrist to become the ultimate tribunal of
true religion in Ameri al I am immensely saddened, not only
because the Unification Church is persecuted, but because the
decisions made against us by the courts and by some civil
Authorities are truly contrary to everybody's freedom tw
worship Cod.
Conclusion

When we consider the entire scope of human history And
the providence of the Living and Invisible Cod, it is obvious
that those who are against Cod are destined to decline while
those who turn wholehearte.,ly to Cod will prosper. There is
nothing new in this insight.
it is certainly not mine alone.
My words contain an ancient truth proclaimed by the prophets
and saint, before se.
Unless we repent and turn wholeheartedly to Cod, we will
not he,Ahle to withstand and turn back the rising
materialism, hedonism and atheism of
secular age.
One half
of the world is now under communist totalitarianism, while
the Free World is also In danger of turning away from Cod and
towards self-centered, 'self-aggrandizing, atheistic humanism.
While the materialistic communist world offers humanity no
hope, without Cod the Free World can offer us no hope either.
Indeed, as bitterly as I have opposed communism, I recognise
that capitalism without Cod is As empty of value as
communism,
Coilless, self-centered men and women concerned
only with their material aggrandizement w uld be wholly
indifferent to any but the most selfish
oistic concerns.
The communist world, based on atheism, has failed to

-

fulsfilI the human dream.
The fur world, on the other hand,
/140 become materialistic and forgotten Cod, and is-helpless
in the face of the grave world crisis.
The world is dark
with confusion.
A new vision must emerge -- a slew worldview
centered on Cod.
I
am teaching that worldview, based on
Cod's heart of love. This is Codism.
I proclaim that this
teaching will provide a new solution to the world.

Codism can unite all religious people ac well as people
cnnsrlencr.
This worldview will bring unity among enemies
Ind enemy nations.
This wit) bring true freedom of the human
spirit.
This ideal will usher in the- realization of the
Kingdom of Cod on earth.
In this respect, it is important to note that I have
never denied the Importance of people' material needs.
rremted all things for humanity.
If we live c914-centered
car world will he ours to enioy.
Accor.gng to Codism,
nn Individual can to a self-centered manner stand by himself.
Fach And every person must rely on the ultimate Cause of the
universe.
Only through Cod-ceatered, loving, sacrificial
teletionchips can we have the eternal hispotness Cod desires
for all of His children.
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In conclusion,
would like to express sty approciation
for the rallies on behalf of religious freedom 1.hich were
held in every malor American city when it became known that
Thousands of
the Supreme Court refused to hear my appeal.
Americans participated and clergymen of Jewish, Christian,
and Islamic backgrounds voiced their emphatic protest against
the abuse of religious freedom in contemporary America.
They are taking
These rallies are not a passing phenomenon.
place because that is Cod's will.
A new movement for
religious freedom, supported by interreligiois solidarity,
,ame into beile Clewed by Cod.
I
intend to move to the
forefront and lead this movement for religious freedom.
I

The issue today is the very survival of America and the
To Assure this survival, I am willing to suffer
any indignity, fn go any distance, to do any labor, and to
am roan willing to give my life, if that
hear any cross.
61,11 ensure that the nation
world survive and do the will
ire? wtrld.

I

of Cod.

Senator HATCH. Well, thank you.

When you first came to this country, Reverend Moon, what were

your first impressions concerning the latitude your church was
'yen in spreading your particular religions viewpoint, and of
course, seeking converts?
Did you general;y feel free to do whatever you wanted to do with
regard to your missionary efforts?

Reverend MOON [through interpreter]. Mr. Chairman. when I
first came to America, in 1971, there was no organized persecution
of our church and its members. We held spiritual revivals in all 50
States, and I was given many citations, and honorary citizenships
by mayors and Governors throughout the Nation.
Later, however, things began to change. I attribute this to several factors. First, I am strongly opposed to God-denying communism,
and the communists themselves are actively working against me.

In Korea and Japan, the Communists created a number of false,
sensational tales abo.At me and my movement. These include stories of brainwashing and sponsorship by the KCIA. When I began
to become well-known in this country, the media, which for some
reason is very critical of anti-communism, picked up these false stories and rehashed them again and again. By spreading these false

rumors, a climate was created which has made the evangelical

work of our church very nifficult,
I have been under constant persecution. Even more disturbing to
me is the fact that my followers have been scorned and mistreated.
In spite of this, they have persevered through a ;Teat deal of difficulty. I respect them and lova them very mu ;h.. I believe that they
will be regarded in the future as trtie heroes of America.
In any case, we are now gradually cotning tr_n of that dark era.
More and more, the p!_blic is coming to .ea:ize that the Ur.ification
Church is here truly to serve America. The Unification Church is a

patriotic organization which opnows any type of totfiliterian

system or God-denying itir-fology. Today, while facing pi,.V.,4`ble

prisoriramt, I look to the future. I want to awaken and rally this
Nation around the issue of religions fr,;.,edviii.
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I want you to understand that the history of the Unification

Church in this country his not been an easy one. It has been very
difficult
Senator HATCH. Reverend Moon, I understand how deeply you
feel, and your strong feelings about the way your church has been
treated, from your viewpoint and perspective by our Government,
including the IRS, the prosecutors, and of course, the courts.
Do you also feel that you have been mistreated by the American
people themselves; apart from governmental mistreatment?
Reverend MooN [through interpreter). When I came to America,
I certainly anticipated opposition, because I do not support the
status quo, but am calling for changes based on a God-centered
world view.

However, I do not blame the American people. I believe in the
American people. I love the American people. An incredibly distorted image of me has been created in their minds as a result of
the media and the government. Accurate information has not been
given out to the people. Therefore, the American people themselves
have been victimized. They have been denied the truth about the
Unification movement.

On this occasion I would like to say, however, that you Mr.
Chairman, are one great American who has understood and supported me.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Reverend Moon.

I would like to ask you one more question, and I want you to

know that I am fully aware of your ongoing litigation, and will un-

derstand if you prefer not to answer, until you have had time to
consult with your lawyers.

But I would like to know, just for the record here today, were
you or were you not the owner of the Chase Manhattan Bank

funds and the stock that you were accused of owning in the Government's case against you? And if not, who did that money and
stock belong to?

Reverend MooN [through interpreter]. Mr. Chairman, I would
ask all the good people in this room a common sense ques-

like

tion. If you want to conceal funds from the Government, would you
bring them to the Chase Manhattan Bank and open an account in
your name? I do not think so. If you really want to defraud the

Government, or cheat the Government of taxes, you would rather go

to Switzerland or the Cayman Islands and coneal the money in a
secret account.

Why did the Government make such an implausible charge
against me? The Government has been trying for a long time to

find some grounds to accuse me. This was the only thing they could
find, but it is absolutely not true.
TI-c money and the stock in question belong to the Unification
Church In (he early pioneering days of our movement in the

United St tes, the church leaders asked me to permit my name to
IN, used f r the initial account of our international church movement For hem, my name is the embodiment of the church. I told
them that i they wanted to do it that way, I would give them permission.
Later in 197C, when our church had established a founda-

tion in this country, that account was transferred over to the official corporation known as the. Unification Church ?International. In

1j
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other words, the Chase Manhatten Bank account opened in my
natne was transferred in its entirety to the account of the Unification Church International. Those funds continue to be used for the
sake of the world mission of the Church, precisely as the donors
intended.
It is my understanding that what I have done is a common practice in this country. The leaders of mainline churches do this as a
matter of routine. Furthermore, it is my understanding, and I hope
I am not mistaken, that in the Catholic Church, it is even required
to have certain property under the church leader's name, the socalled Corporation Sole.
This being the case, what I have done was absolutely normal and

proper, but the Government could not find any other grounds for
prosecution. It appears to me that they have used this charge as a
pretense for exploiting my unpopularity in this country. That is
what precisely happened, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.

We are honored to have the ranking minority member of this
committee with us today. Senator DeConcini, I will be happy to
turn the time to you.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, thank you, and let me thank
the chairman as usw4l for his willingness to extend the committee.
I would also like to thank the Reverend Moon for testifying here
on this very important subject matter.
I do have a few questions.
Reverend MOON [through interpreter There are a number of or.

ing now in your church in the United States and in other countries? Do you have a number of followers or registered members.

Reverend Moon [through interpreter]. There are a number of organizations which I have inspired as part of the Unification Movement. The Unification Church, or Holy Spirit Association for the
Unification of World Christianity, has a worldwide following of 2.5
million people. Because this number is continuously growing, we
commonly cite it as a membership of three million.
At the same time an organization which I created to fight
against Communism on a worldwide basis has chapters in 120 nations and a following of over 20 million people. We expect this
figure to go up to 70 million in the next couple of years.
Senator DECONCINI. How niari members of the Unification
Church do you have in the United t.r,I.e.s?
Reverend lVfooN [through interpreter]. Roughly, about 30,000
dedicated members.
Senator DECoNctsn. And is that growing?
Reverend MooN [through interpreter]. Yes, each day.
Senator Dt,-' Nem. And do your religious beliefs, Reverend
Moon, subscribe that the State or the Government has the right to
insist on taxes being levied against employees or ministers of the
church as individuals?
PAK. Senator, would you repeat that question, please?
Senator DECONCINI. Yes. Do your religious beliefs, under the
Unification Church, subscribe or believe that the State or the Government has the right to impose, or insist on les'ying taxes on the
income of individuals who are employees or ministers, or part of
the church?
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Reverend MooN [through interpreter]. Our church members are
obligated to pay taxes, including income taxes, to the local government and the Federal Government.
Senator DECONcim. I am concerned, Reverend Moon, because I
have on msny occasions objected to some of the tactics of the IRS.

On the other hand the Internal Revenue Service has been attributed with many convictions on tax cases from individual Americans who have eseved many other alleged offenses. I wonder if in
your judgment or opinion, yokr feel that the Internal Revenue has
sought to bring action agaift you for violating our income tax
laws, because of any other actions, other than the religious affiliation of your church?
Reverend MooN [through interpreter]. As.the other witnesses al-

ready testified, there has been an incredible encroachment by the
IRS into every phase of human life in this country. In the case of
the Unification Church, for some reason, we have been an extraordinary target.
We can only speculate as to why they are doing it, but they are
doing it. For example, IRS agents came to our church and stationed
themselves for several years in our church building. We provided
them with office space while they scrutinized our church operations. This is highly unusual, and there are many other examples
of unreasonable treatment of our Church by the United States Government through the agency of the IRS.
In my own tax situation, for example, in order to be certain that
I adhered to the law, I employed a very prominent CPA, Price Waterhouse, as an advisor. I also had more than one lawyer advising
me. I did not want to make any mistakes. Still the IRS came after
me.

Senator DECONCINI. Did those firms recommend that the accounts be in your name?
Reverend MooN [through inter preterj. When I came to this country for the first time, I could not even understand one word of English. I was helpless. I was relying on professionals, the best professionals available in this country, and I followed their advict every

step of the way. According to them, there was absolutely nothink
improper in what I was doing.
Senator DECONCINI. Except in the face of the law now, and the

conviction, appeal has been had. In fact, they turned out to be
wrong, your advisors, is that not correct?
Reverend Moox [through interpreter]. The Government's action

is improper and unjust, and this is the very reason the religious

community is protesting.

In other words, if this can be done to me, then no one in this
country is safe. You just give me your tax return, they have a way
to prosecute you tomorrow.
[Pause.]
Senator DrCoNciNi, I appreciate, Reverend Moon, the great

amount of authority and power that the Internal Revenue Service
has, but I also appreciate the American system of justice, where we
are tried by our peers, by jurors, and you had such a trial, did you
not? And is there not a distinction between a jury trial and the
IRS?
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Were you not protected by the fact that you had your day in

court, with ample opportunity to refute the charges, to be heard by
a jury of peers, of American citizens, and yet _they came to the conclusion that indeed there was a violation of the law?
It seems to me that there are two different problems here. One,
that maybthe Internal Revenue picking on you because they dislike you, which is unfair, and should not happen. And yet the other
is the criminal justice system that tries people, in a manner that I
think is probably the most impartial way of any country, of which
I know I do not know of a better way, and it seems like we ought to
distinguish the two issues, and focus perhaps only on the Internal

Revenue Service, and not on the criminal justice system. They

must be distinguished because if you say that you have been persecuted by the criminal justice system, you have been persecuted by
the American peorle, and you have testified that you do not feel
that way rather that it is the Government that has done something
wrong to you.

Reverend Mooti [through interpreter]. Mr. Senator, I do still
have respect for the American judicial system, but I have great
misgivings about the deeds of the Government, not only the IRS,
but also the Justice Department, the prosecution, and others.
For example, if I understand correctly, although I am sure that

Constitutional scholars can answer you much better than I, the

jury system in this country. is organized for the added protection of
the defendant.
In my case, I did not want a jury trial. I claimed this as a con-

stitutional right. I did not want that trial. I wanted to be judged

strictly by the law, as interpreted by a good judge. I spoke out and
the Government punished me by forcing a jury trial upon me. What
king of justice is that? Instead of protecting me, they used the Constitution against me.
Senator DECONCINI. Are you

saying

that a trial by one single

person, a judge, is a more fair trial than a trail by a jury of impartial citizens? [Laughter.]

Reverend MOON [through interpreter]. Not in every case, Mr.
Senator, but in my case. The Government knew that they could
only convict me by exploiting my unpopularity before a jury.
During the trial, they introduced a great deal of disinformation
about my ministry. Then they appealed to the jury for a verdict of
guilty. Do you think that a jury of citizens is always impartial?
Jesus Christ of a jury trial, and he got the verdict. [Applause.]
Senator DECONCINI. Well, Mr. Moon-

Reverend MOON [through interpreter]. This is the reason
a jud e.

I

wanted to be tried by

Senator DEC4-)NctNi. Mr.

oon

Senator HATCH. If we could, Senator DeConciniSenator DECoNciivi. You may make any questions you want be-

tween your leadership and Jesus Christ, but I take offense to that.
We are not here comparing religions. We are here trying to find
out something about this system.
Senator HATc.n. Let me interrupt for a second, Senator DeConcini.

Now, 1 would I like no further disturbances, and no further emo-

tion.
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Senator DE(70NCINI. I thank the chairman.
Senator HATcH. The Senator is asking some very good question;.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I am not here to antagonize

Reverend Moon nor his followers nor this audience, but I think it ;s
disgraceful for that attitude to permeate in this so-called freedom
of religion discussion we are having here this morning, and I thank
the chairman for bringing it to order.
My point is this, I have read about this case, and I have some
very deep qualms about the Internal Revenue Service, as I have

had for many years, I realize that the Government is run by
people, and that people have certain basis, but I find a contradic-

tion here, Reverend Moon, in that you indicate that our jury
system that is provided by the Constitution is not acceptable to
you.

I suspect had that jury system found you not guilty, you would
find it very acceptable. It seems to me that if your complaint here,
is that someone has picked on you, and done something that they
should not, it ought to be an inquiry into the Justice Departinent
and Internal Revenue Service, and not casting blame upon the jury
that tried you unless you have some proof that the jury was tampered with, or that there was some violation of the law on the part
of the prosecutor or the investigator as they related to individual
jurors.
I have not yet heard that view, nor have I seen that reported, in

all the coverage of your trial. I think it is important that we inquire' whether or not you are calling into question the fair jury
trial in your case, or our criminal justice system.
Reverend MOON [through interpreter]. May I say this to you, sir,
that prior to the jury trial, we had an objective professional compa-

ny conduct a survey of public opinion with regard to Reverend
Moon's case. It turned out that 60 percent of the people who partici-

pated in the survey said that they would convict Reverend Moon
regardless. I ask you, Mr. Senator, under those circumstances, if
you were in my position, would you like to have a jury trial?
Senator DECONCINI. My answer to that is, I would ask for a different forum, and a different place to have the trial, maybe 4hat
was petitioned by your attorneys, I do not know.
Reverend Moox [through interpreter]. I want you to understand
that the me...ilia has really done a thorough job. There is no place
where I could have a fair trial.
Senator DEGoriciNi. If that is the case, then I take it that you set
yourself apart from all other citizens, based on the publicity and
the media presentation of your church and your problem, and that
therefore it was impossible to have a fair trial in the United States
of America, is that a fair statement?
Reverend MdiSN [through interpreter]. That is why I requested to
be tried by a judge. As I said, I believe in the judicial system of this
country. I thought I could have a fair trial by a j/Idge.
When I was indicted, I was in Korea. I returned to this country
to face trial even though Korea and the United States had no extradition treaty. Because I am innocent. I wanted to stand trial. Of
course, I wanted to get a fair trial. I wanted to be vindicat"1. That
was what I desired.
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It is not only my case which is at stake here. There are many

people like me. Look at the history of this country. There are many

others, many ethnic groups, many foreigners, many oppretised

Americans, who have been condemned and shall be condemned like

me in the future. In this way, Government will continue to abuse
innocent people. I feel that a movement must be created to stop
these injustices once and for all.
[Applause.]

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, I will cease, and I thank the
chairman for his courtesy.
I can only say that having been a prosecutor, and literally prosecuted dozens of defendants, never once did I have one where the

jury returned the verdict and the defendant said that yes, I am
guilty. I think that is most inherent in human nature, to want to

defend yourself; and I admire you, Reverend Moon, for defending
yourself. That is part of our system, and you have every right to do
that, and to continue to claim your innocence, regardless of any
change in the appeal system.
But I also have to say for the record that I think there is a con-

tradiction here, that you :annot have it both ways. You cannot
have the freedoms of America, when the jury trial turns out the
way you want it, and condemn the whole system when it turns out
in a way that does not favor you.

It seems to me your grievance here is more with the Internal

Revenue Se "ce. It is a problem with which I am very sympathetic

y constituents have had problems with the Internal
ice. That is where the complaint should lie, not with
our criminal justice system, and not with a trial by jury. Notwithstanding your conviction, the little bit I know about it, it seems

.as many
Revenue

that you had a fair trial. Unfortunately, it did not turn out that
way in your beliefs. and in the beliefs of your followers. There may
be a problem with the underlying investigation and the prosecution
that brought you to the trial, and that to me is worthwhile delving
into,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Well, if I could add something to it, I used to

defend some of these cases in Federal court, and I cannot ever
recall a case where, when the defendant, in his best interest, for
his on protection, asked for a nonjury trial, where the prosecutor
came in and demanded a jury trial.
Now, I am sure that there arc
[Al)plause.]

Senator HATCH. Now, I am sure there are instances, and the
prosecution apparently has the right to do it, but that is one of the

Constitutional issues that was raised in. this case, rightly or
wrongly was, and I think rightly, was whether or not the defendant

has the right to make that determination, and I think it is a case
of first impression, which basically has been denied by the lower
courts, and certiorari has been denied by the Supreme Court, but it
has not resolved that question.

My concern with your case, Reverend Moon, my concerns, I

should say, of course, are based on the U.S. Constitution, specifically the first amendment.
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Now, I believe, among other things, that the trial judge should
have cautioned, and instructed the jury to not, under any circumstances, substitute its lay views, of the jury members, for the good
faith podition taken by your own 'church. I think that was a mis.take. I think it was wrong, I think it was a legal error. I think it
was constitutional error.
In fact, the judge specifically instructed the jurors to disregard
religion entirely in this matter, and I am sure he did that, in my
reading of the sterile record, I believe that he did that, because he
was wormed about this backlash and this problem that Reverend
Moon has with a large minority of the people in America at the

particular time, and perhaps the prejudices that existed at the

time. So he probably did that for the best of p
but in this
particular case, whether you were entitled to ho d these funds in
trust, or these properties in trust, was a major issue, and in this
particular case you cannot di;iorce that from the consideration of
religion, and I cannot blame you for not wanting a jury trial when
the polls were showing that most people in this country were somewhat prejudiced against you.

I do not know that I can blame the prosecutor for demanding a
jury trial, knowing that fact, but I think it is a significant constitutional issue whether the defendant in a country where the defendant's rights are always held paramount over the rights of the pros-

ecution, that his rights should be solicitously guarded, that he
should not have the right to have a trial before a newly nominated,
and confirmed and sitting Federal judge.

So those are important issues, and I did not interpret, Senator
DeConcini. Reverend Moon's comments to mean that he does not
trust the jury system in this country. I think he does. J think what
he was concerned about is could he get a fair trial with the attitude that was permeating our media, rightly or wrongly, and our
country. with regard to his own church. And I think his point is a
good point, coming from a minority religion, which is now the fifth
largest in the United States of America, but in its day it was a distinct minority religion.
I know that some of our church leaders did not have a very good
opportunity for a fair trial, and would not have had under those
circumstances. So I do not thinkI hope you are not criticizing the
criminal justice system of the country, or the jury system, in which
both Senator DeConcini and I have profound beliefs.
But I do think that this is a unique situation that really deserves
some constitutional consideration.
Yes.

Reverend MOON [through interpreter]. Mr. Chairman, Reverend

Moon asked me to thank you for your comment, also, Senator
DeConcini, thank you for your care and concern, and we both
thank you.

Senator HATCH. I want to thank both of you for being here. I
think it has taken a great deal of courage for you to appear at this
particular hearing.
Your statement was articulate and eloquent, from your perspective. I cannot tell you what will happen in your case. It ap
that most things that can happen, have happened. But I wit sa
that I am deeply concerned about some of the constitutional r
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cations of your case, and I am even more deeply concerned that
many people in our country feel so incredibly upset about certain
agencies of our country, and I wish that we could have all of our
agencies operate in such a reasonable and fair way that all of us
would feel good about them.
But I want you to know you have this committee's respect for ap-

pearing here today. I think you have added a great deal to this
hearing. Whether people agree with you or disagree with you, you

have exercised your rights to testify in public in the freest of all
lands, and that we have to have respect for.
So I want to thank you for taking time to be with us.
Thank ou, Colonel Pak, as well.
Reve

d MooN [through interpreter]. Mr. Chairman, could I

have one small request to make as a conclusion?
Senato HATCH. Surely.

Revered MOON [through interpreter]. To ou, Mr. Chairman,
with the elp of your committee members, such as Senator DeCon-

cini, that small request is, that I understand the Department of

Justice prepared a so-called prosecution memorandum on my case.
The prosecution memo prepared by the Criminal Tax Division of

the Justice Department recommended that the U.S. Government
should not indict Reverend Moon, because their professional opinion was that there was no criminal case there. This was the unanimous opinion of three lower echelons of the Justice Department, if
I understand correctly.
In an unusual move, these three levels of attorneys were ordered
to do the second review. They reviewed a second time, and still recommended against prosecution. Their recommendation then went
up to a high-level, political appointee, with no criminal tax experience, who reversed all the recommendations of his own people, and
authorized prosecution by the U.S. attorney in New York, without
giving any good reason.
Mr. Chairman, and Senator DeConcini, I am sure the American
ublic, and the religious community would like to know the truth
ere, and the American media want to know the truth, I am sure.
Could you kindly use your good offices to request the Department of Justice to produce a copy of that memorandum? This
would lend credibility to the claim of the religious community that
the Fed.?ral Government is violating the first amendment, separation of church and State. Furthermore, exposure of this document
will show to the world that my prosecution was politically motivated, and there was a conspiracy by certain Government officials to
get Reverend Moon.

The world wants to know the truth. And furthermore, I would
like to say, Mr. Chairman, in addition to the speech that I gave
today, and the prepared text of the speech I would like to request
that the Congressional Record be kept open for 30 days, so that I
might introduce a longer statement for the record.

Mr. Chairman, I salute you once again for your courage. and

righteousness in standing up for religious freedom.
Thank you very much. God bless you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.

We will keep the record open for that period of time, and we

would also solicit comments from other religious leaders, as well,
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concerning their particular concerns and support for religious freedom in America.
We, by necessity, could only have so many witn
here today,
and we may have to hold additional hearings on thetsibject, which
seems to have a great deal of interest, and certainly should have a
great deal of interest.
But, again, sir, we are grateful that you have taken time to be
with us today, and we appreciate receiving your statement and testimony here today.
Thank you so much.
Reverend MOON. Thank you for your kindness. God bless America.

Colonel PAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator HATCH. We were going to call at thin time Dr. Yob Jones,

Jr., the chancellor of Bob Jones University from Greenville, but
this morning he called and said he could not be here. So we will
ski over him.
nator HATCH. I would like now to ask Mr. Tribe and Mr. Ball

to reassume their place's at the table to discuss again, from the
standpoint of the first amendment, Some of the issues, viewpoints,
and suggestions brought out in the testimony by these past several
witnesses.

While they are taking their places, I might mention that following, Mr. Ball and Mr. Tribe we will receive testimony from several
other emrninent religious leaders, scholars, and participants in the

administration of churches, who may also wish to comment on
some of the testimony we have received from several of our past
witnesses.

Let us turn the time over to you gentlemen today and why do we

not start again with you, Mr. Tribe, and then we will go to Mr.
Ball.

Mr. TRIBE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If you would like me to make a couple of statements in reaction

to what we heard, I would be glad to, or if you have particular
questions, I will be glad to try to answer them.
Senator HATCH. Well, we would love to have some of your statements, if you could keep them to a minimum, I would appreciate it,
but then I would have some questions for you.
Mr. TRIBE. I would be glad to.

Let me first say a word or two about Senator DeGoncini's concern about the criminal justice system and the fairness of the jury.

I am sorry that he had to leave. but I am sure he will have an

opportunity to l ..)k at the transcript of these remarks.

I think the p mice of his remarks was that the jury is always
of trial. Yet the premise of the American legal
systemat Ie t since 1930% when the U.S. Supreme Court, in
the fairest me

United States v. atten, held that a jury is not mandatory where it
has been waived the premise of our legal system is really very
much to the con ary. The premise of our system is that the de-

fendant has a right to a jury of his peers, and ordinarily that is
fairer. But in extraordinary cases in cases of extreme bias, or
blindness, it has long been the assumption of the system an accused may have a right to waive a jury, and to submit his case to
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an unbiased life-tenured Federal judge, who does not have to risk
the wrath of friends and neighbors. Thus, in 1965, in the case of
the United States v. Singer, the Supreme Court left open a very
profound question: namely, whether there are not some circumstances of defendants whose individual character or cause is so contrte:ersial and so unpopular that they should have a right .to be
tried by a judge.
Now, in -my view, Reverend Moon's was such a case. in fact, the=

trial judge himself in that case made a rather important statement. He said he thought, after hearing the prospectivb jurors,
that it would be fairerto answer Senator DeConcini's precise
questionfairer for this case, involving as it does sensitive and

symbolically difficult issues of religious freedom, to be tried without a jury. And yet he felt he was powerless, in light of the prosecution's insistence that a jury be used, to act on that belief.
Equally remarkable, the prosecutor in the Moon case' gave as her

reason for insisting upon a jury the observation that Reverend
Moon had the audacity, as he has here today before this committee, to speak to the world in front of the Federal courthouse, his

belief that his was a religious persecution.
Senator HATCH. He ought to have had the right to speak in front

of a FederalMr. TRIBE. I would have thought the first amendnientI would
have thought the first amendment, Mr. Chairman, would have
given him that right, and yet that was the reason the Government
gave for insisting on a jury. They said, ah ha, you question the fairness of °pi' system, we will shoiv you what is fair, we will give you
a jury.
Now, in my view, it is still an unsettled constitutional question
in this country whether that is consistent with fairness, or consistent with free speech.

The American Civil Liberties Union, the Southern Christian
Readership Conference, and the National Emergency Committee
for Civil Liberties were among those who filed friend of the court
briefs on this particular issue.
So to Senator DeConcini, I would simply want to say that one
can simultaneously believe deeply, as I do, in the jjury system, and
yet believe that, when the jury is turned from a shield for the accused into a sword of inquisition, that is not the America I know.
Let me only add one other observation with respect to whether
all this is a conspiracy, or whether it represents simply the ignorant disregard of people's rights. I think that Reverend Moon's request to see the Government papers in this case, which could well
support his belief that this was persecution, is ,a request that I
trust the committee will take seriously.
Senator 1-is.rca, Well, on that point, that is a good request.
My experience is that the Justice Department does not cooperate
readily in those types of requests, but I think we, will make the request, and I would hope that this is one case where the Justice Department will cooperate, because this is a religious freedom issue,
and I am very concerned about this.
I am very concerned about whether there is- whether this case
was motivated sheerly cut of prejudice, or out ofl a desire toout of
an improper desire. in any way, shape, or form.
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I also believe that the point that was made by Revere Moon,
through his interpreter, that if that is true, that there was such a
memorandum, that that would go a long way to showing perhaps
the depth of religious intolerance that we may have in our society
today.

So I will make that personal request, and in the interest of this
hearing, and in the interest of future unpopular religious leaders
in America.
Mr. TRIBE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I was going to say that even if-Senator HATCH. I might also just say that Martin Luther was
very unpopular in his time, and so was Wing ley, and Calvin, and
Knox. and so many others.
Mr. TRIBE. I think it is the history !religious movements often
to be unpopular in their time. It is the history of Government often

to be intolerant. It is also, as I think you rightly point out., not the
first thing the Government wants to do, to expose the most dramatic evidence of its intolerance, and I was going to say that even if
such a memorandum is not produced, that the ultimate issue here
is not who was the demon. It is not really whether there is a conspiratorial mentality in Government.
I think the ultimate issue is disregard, disregard for fundamental
constitutional and religious precepts. I think it was Justice Brandeis who once said that the greatest threats to freedom come from
encroachments by the well meaning, by men of zeal who act without understanding.
So even if we are wholly generous about the motives of this administration and its predecessors, I think that the record that this
committee is beginning to build is a record which suggests that the

real villian of the piece, whatever the motives of Government

might have been, the real villain is systematic disregard of funda-

mental precepts of religious freedom.

What one hears in all of these cases is an attempt to compart-

mentalize. The people in Nebraska are told by State officials this is
not a religious issue, it is an educational issue.
People like Reverend Moon and other victims of Internal Revenue oversight are told this is not a religious issue, it is a tax issue.
It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that we can very
pigeonhole
religious freedom to death, if every time religion becomes relevant
in one or another sphere of our social life, it is possible for men of
zeal, without understanding, simply to dismiss the relevance of reli-

gion, as though religion had a place only at the top of some very
remote spiritual tower, and were not relevant to the ordinary concerns of everyday life.

And if any lesson emerg-es form what I have heard here today,
from Dr. Dixon, from Pastor Sileven, from Reverend Bergstrom,
and from Reverend Moon, it is that, even with the best of intentions, intentions that frankly I doubt the Government had here,
but even with the best of intentions, it is possible, unless we remember the demands of religious freedom, that the price we will
pay is the sacrifice of religious liberty.

I would be happy to answer any more particular questions you

might have.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.
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Mr. Ball, if you would care to make some comments, we would
appreciate it.
Mr. BELL. Yes, I have four, and I will be brief about them, Mr.
Chairman.
First, I begin with the very point that Professor Tribe has made:
The idea of excluding religious considerations from the deliberations of the jury.
This echoes some things that are extremely unpleasant that have
surfaced in some other cases.
When the National Labor Relations Board attempted, some years
ago, to impose its jurisdiction upon religious schools, the claim was
made by the NLRB that the schools were "only partly religious,"
although the Supreme Court of ,the United States had already said
that schools of that kind were an integral part of the religious mission of the church. They were a ministry, they were the church

itself, but constantly in religious liberty cases you find an effort
made, especially by Government attorneys, to so limit the definition of religion that the whole religious issue becomes irrelevant, if
not inadmissible.

I heard a judge only recently ask what tenet of a religion was
intruded upon by certain governmental actions which were going
after the whole religious community. The judge, in other words,
was mistakenly, and ignorantly, looking for some black-letter doctrine out of a confession of faith, and asking whether the Government was trying to contradict that. That is not an unusual situation in religious liberty cases.
The Amish for example, had no particular tenet that was being
offended by the effort of the government in Wisconsin to put down
its religious practice.
Second, I think we need to keep in mind the statement that I
heard earlicr in testimony today, that ministers, like everyone else,
can be jailed for breaking the law.
Well, fine. That is a superficial comment, however, in light of
what we have heard today from Pastor Sileven. It all depends on
what law, arid it depends on the sufficiency of the trial by which
that breach of the law was determined.
Here in Nebraska you had a situation which involved two basic
laws, that you would have to get a license to operate the religious
ministry, known as a Christian school, a permit from the State, in
order to exist. This licensing of religious ministries flies directly in
the face of the first amendment, to license a religious ministry.
But second, is the fact that it was the obligation of the government, as I mentioned in my earlier testimony, to prove a compelling State interest in its licensing law.
In fact. only nine States in the United States require licensing of
nonpublic schools, and some of those license laws are relatively
mild, but the fact that 41 other States do not require it is almost
conclusive proof that there is no compelling State interest, no need,
no public need to protect children through the licensing of schools,
and so it is with teacher certification.
As to teacher certification, expert testimony, had it been introduced in that case, would have shown that teacher certification is
nonsensical in terms of assuring good education.
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States in these matters, and in many other matters, in the field
of welfare, are constantly trying to say, "We have the recipe, and
you must follow that, because we know best." Instead of saying,
"Let us look at the proof in the pudding, let us see what is coming
out." The Christian schools, for example, have been able to show,
zi case after case, that they are performing admirably. The proof is
in the pudding; not in the recipe.

Third, just a quick remark about the Supreme Court of the

United States, which has been very much involved in the discussion today. This is an institution which is entitled to enormous respect. What I have to say now in no way detracts in my mind from
that respect. But it is a fallible institution.
The Supreme Court has overruled itself at least 100 times in its
past history, and that is an acknowledgement, and a candid one, by
the court, that it is not always infallible.
We have, however, in many cases, I fear, or at. least in some
cases, the possibility that what the media represents the case to be,
may exert subtle pressure on the court in its decisionmaking.
In the Jones case we had the remarkable fact that the Government of the United States went before the Supreme Court, on January 8, 1982, to say we do not have a case. Here was the end of the
case, obviously. It was Bob Jones Uhiversity v. United States The
United States said it did not have a case. This caused a fire storm
in the media. And whereas there should have been a prompt judg-

ment in favor of the university, the case hung over the entire

winter, as the media raged on and on, as is their right. Yet we finally find that there was no judgment rendered until after special
counsel had been appointed and argument had taken place.
Finally, I think everyone thinking about the problems that
been talked about here today ought to give some thought to
to the
cost of litigation, and the frequent inequality of parties before the
emirs. How difficult it is to think of a Pastor Gelsthorpe, or Amish
people, and other people, and churches, set upon by Government,
having to defend themselves in court, and then having to use precious stewardship funds money which was given solely for the religious purposes of the church, and which normally is used faithfully to those purposesin order litigate, sometimes over years,
against the Government, which is normally heavily staffed legally,

and can afford endless discovery procedures, every elegance of
practice.

I think the costs of litigationto which the Chief Justice of the
United States has .eferred so often, and about which the president
of Harvard recently made a very moving speech aboutought to be
taken into consideration, that public opinion ought to weigh heavily upon Government, of to continually reach for the gun where
little people are involved, and in particular where religious groups
are involved.
Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Let me first ask each of you, if you will, to comment generally on

the present climate of the Constitution's guarantee of religious
freedom.

In light of the testimony that we have just listened to, are there
any discernible trends, in your viewpoints? Are we seeing progress
toward greater protection of our religious rights and freedom, or
1
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_are we seting a retrogression with regard to those rights? Are they
slipping away from us? '
.

RR

Tribe.

Mr. TRIBE. Mr. Chaiiman, I am afraid that I perecive more retirogession than progress. I certainly do not go as far as Dr. Dixon,
who said, in perhaps a rhetorical excess that he did not fully mean,
that the firSt amendment is now dead in America.
.it is not at all dead. One need only travel
The, first diner
.ehow very much more alive it is here than
around .the world
its counterparts are aiywhere else. So I would agree with you, Mr.
Chairman, that the first amendment is alive, if not well, and that
the hearings of this subcommittee are eloquent testimony to that.
ut I have to say that the first amendment 'is ailing. It seems to
me that it is ailing in many of its componeitts, not-least important
among which is religious freedom, It seems to me that there are
several discernible and dangerous trends in America today which.
coverage to create, if not a crisis, at least a circumstance of great
urgency, which I think this committee shouldrfr commended for

'

addressing.

One of those movements, I am afraid, is a movement toward

greater orthodoxy and intolerance toward the belief of many that
they, and they alone, have a .direct path to the Divine, that those
who.disagree with them must surely be instruments of Satan.
_Religious people are as capable of being intolerant as the irreligious, but the ultimate burden of intolerance in this country is to
suffocate the life of the spirit. Whether that intolerance is found in
the halls of the Internal Revenue bureaucracy, or in the pulpit of a
church-, it seems to me that the ultimate consequence of intolerance is an increasingly narrow definition of what counts as genur
finely religious.

,

In. Reverend Moon's case, with which I am obviously quite familiar, it was astonishing to me that the U.S. COrt'of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, could say, in a split decision, that the jury.was not
bound to accept the Unification faith's definition of what constitutes a religious purpose.
Now, if that is not an overt invitation to intolerance, what else is
it? If each religion is not able to define for, itself, within the boundaries of rules forbidding harm to others, what its religious mission
is, then are we not truly seeing evidence of intolerance brought
home?

So one trend that I see abroad in the land, and manifested in judical decisions such as this one, is a trend toward intolerance.
A second is a trend to which I referred briefly at the opening of
these second remarks, and that is a trend toward pigeonholing and

compartmentalizationthis is a tax issue, that is an education
issue, let us keep religion in its place.

The Framers did not have a small room reserved somewhere at \the top of a remote tower for religion. It was their assumption that
religion would pervade life. The separation of church and state
never meant what a number of bureaucrats and judges are construing it to mean today, that religion has tekbe kept hidden in a closet,
riither than brought forth to the world.
Rather, the- separation , of church and state meant that the- 4
church should not be equiPped with the power of sword and purse,
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and that Government should not trample upon religious prrogafives. I think we are forgetting that lesson when Government mudertakes to license preachers and-to license religious ministries.

A third trend that I perceive in this country is a trend that

really assumes the homogeneity and the autonomy and the autocracy of the State. It is as though everything belongs to the Goirernment, and as though, when the Goveimment is willing somehow to
grant a favor, to grant a subsidy, to grant an exemptioh, it does so
at its own largess, and in its own diScretion.
It is from that view that there emerges the pernicious philosophy.
that government can impose conditions on its benefits, and that
those conditions, even if they work in the long run- to suffocate religious freedom, are of no great concern. It is that view that in turxr
leads to the philosophy that says we can tie whatever strings we
want to tax benefits, tax exemptions, to other benefits given by the
State: If you want the privilege of running a school in this State,
then you have got to toe out line.
It seems to me that that is a dangerous doctrine, and without expressinwimily view at all.on 'cases like the .Bob Jones casewhere
We had a clash of fundamental conflicting rights, rights 'against
racial discrimination, as well as rights to religious freedomI want
to say that a dangeroustrend I perceive abroad in the land, and
evident in the testimony, is a trend to say, "As long as the Government is not using the most obvious and the most overt tools and
weapons of oppression, as long as It is at all subtle in its persemtion, as long as we cannot quite prove that the Government has deliberately set out to suppress a particular religious belief, then all
is well."

I think, in an era when Government plays an increasingly pervasive role, we need a correspondingly capacious and subtle. view of
the forms in which gdverhment can oppress human freect.om and
human liberty.
This is not to say that men and woman of the clot ministers,
rabbis, priests, prophets, should be inimune from thp la or above
the law. No one seriously makes that claim.
It is to say that, in accommodating, the claims of law with the
claims of conscience, we can never afford simply to stuff conscience

\

and religious back into the closet when they are otherwise relevant_ And when we do see persons of deep religious, conviction
whether ministers in Nebraska, with little resources, or whether
powerful religious leadersbeing herded off to prison, for the first
time in our recent history, for little discernible reason other than
that they have pursued the tenents of their faith, then I think we
have to take these trends seriously, and ask ourselves whether we
are not forgetting the lessons that gave this country its great constitutional worth.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Mr. Ball.

Mr. BALL. Yes. Yes; I would have to agree with Professor Tribe

that there are trends in the ountry today which militate against

religious liberty, and they are quite evident.
One of these obviously is in the field of taxation, and related to

that, by he way is the likelihood now that religious exercise is
going
taxed under the Social Security law, an area that needs
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a great deal of careful ex4nination, and one which hes not been
p .
examined sufficiently.
Another thing, of course, relates to a combination of attitudes on
the part of the public. Some members of the 'public are misinformed a t dangers to religious liberty, and this possibly acct that you have had the rather amazing situation
counts for t
n no national outcry of great substance on the
that there has
in Nebrasrt. of millions o people over what has been occurring
..
..

,

r

Thel'question of the growth cif State power, of gevernmentiil'
power, of eourse, is an enormous question, and as government
grows in all areas, we certainly need what Professor Trible -refers
to as countermeasures. We need policies that will, in such legisla-.
tiQn, protect religion. 'We have very weak exemptions often, where
an exemption is truly needed.
I believe that the school question is the most sensitive of all the
religious liberty questiong in the country.-We are here very much
dominated in some of our Stateg by the essentidl thinking that Bismarck employed in Germany during the Kulturkampf, the spirit, of
the French laic laws, which I see are now being very nch revived

in the effort of the French Government to grab the Catholic
schools.

Finally, I think we ought to have a new look at the situation of
religious liberty in public education. I think that the three main
cases of McCullom, Ertgle and Schempp, need reexamination, in
light, not of mtabtishment clause considerations, but in light of the
in public school today, who
fact that there are millions of
in the most active rart of their day, and the pre(Aominant part of
year, have no means of religious accommodation.
Finally, Professor Tribe spoke of the growth of intolerance, both
on the part of government and on the part of religious Foups, and
he mentioned the fact that we ought to be opposed to inpalerar.ce,
whether it is on the part of IRS, o4- in the pulpit.,
But here I would respwtfully suggest, Larry,
Larry, that there is a
major difference which I know you recognize.
pulpit is not governmental intolerance, and oftentimes. people in
the. pulpit do exprest, very strongly vievq: on social issues. Yet
these are certainly completely constitution)ally protected. Intolerance by government is another prablein, indeed.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HAIrc-m. Thank you.
Let me just ask you both one -other question, and then I would
like to -1113mit a series of questions in writing to you.

--;)

t would like to ask each of ru, as lawyers, to comment on the
situation in Nebraska. I happen to love Nebraska, I think it is a
great State, and I feel quite 'deeply about it, but' do you., disagree

with the decNion of the Nebraska Supreme Court, and if so, why?
Mr. Tribe.
Mr. TRIBE. 1 think perhaps Bill Ball should begin his answer to
that question, because he has been more intimately`involved with
the case, and I would be glad to talk next.
Senator HATclt. Mr. Ball.
Mr. BALL. I, do not know how far I should go in commenting because I will be arguing before the State Supreme Court in Nebras-

v
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uly 2, but what I have to say, I guess, is already much in
the public _ref-0rd out there, and we are not involved in a jury case,
with a criminal trial at this point.
I had mentioned before tkat you have two basic Nebraska laws,
the licensing of teachers and the licensing of schools, which have
been resisted by Christian pastors in the State.

The State's obligation was to prove that it had a compelling
State interest in imposing these laws on religious ministries, and
the schools had` the obligation of proving that they were indeed religious ministries, and I think The church carried its burden. The
State did not carry its burden, but a great weakness in the case
was that no real expert testimony was introduced on the subject of
education, I mean red expert testimony.
Also, there was a failure to raise certain basieconstit'utional
issues.

Now, that being the case, the Supreme Court of Nebraska took
the case as it found it, judged on the record it had beforiit,-and

judged adversely to the church. This case was then appealed to the
Supreme Court of the United States, not certiorari but appeal, and
the Court' summarily affirnied,..meaning it is the law of the land,
even though the strongest inference is not derived from a case that
is not made after full briefing and oral, argument.
Nevertheless, it was an affirmation, and not a mere denil of bertiorari. That left the situatidli in Nebraska where the county judge,
down at the bottom of the judicial heap, felt forced to hold in contern pt any pastor who was violating what was now declared to bi
the law of the State.
This whole Misfortune in which the case was born has now obn-

tinued in prosecution. There have been violent breaches of due

process of law in the enforcfment proceedings, and as yet there his
not been the chance that ought to have been afforded long since for
a proper trial of the issues so that there could be testimony which
would prpve beyond a shadow of a doubt that the teacher certification and licensing schemes do not assure, anything in the way of an
educational quality. But all of that is part of the tragedy of Nebraska.

And I isealize that today the State has enacted some new statutes. These will possibly,render the case in which we are involved
moot, or it maytnot. Beyond that, I cannot comment,, except that I
think it is the most grievous open sore relating to religious liberty
in thr country.
Mr. TRIBE. Mr. Chairman, I have three different remarks about
the case.
First, with respect to the contempt power, it raises technical and
i rnportant issues entirely separate from religious freedom, on

which I do not think I have any useful addition to make.
Second, the case raises, outside its four corners, a profound issue
not only of the relationship between church and state, but also of
the relationship between family and Governthent
In the /1920's, the U.S. Supreme Court established, in the landmark caies of Pierce v. Society of Sisters, and Hill Military Acade-

my and Meyer v. Nebraska, that it is not the proper -role of the
State to standardize the human psyche into a single moldthat it
is rot the proper role of the State to insist that all children be edu-
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conceive the ideal citizen;
cated in lockstep, as the State would
against
abuse and utter illiterthat, so long as minimal protections
the family to provide
it
is
the
prerogrative
of
acy are -preserved,

educational options for its children.
Now, although it is regrettable that only the more affluent ramilies in this coUntrjr have been le, in many cases, to take advanthat would be
tage of that right, it is a precio 'right, and it is one
educational
institrivialized if the State's control vet; alternative
to
become-so
total
that
tutions, whether religioutor secular,' were
they are simply clones, and copies of public schools.
So it seems to me important to understand the Nebraska case in

b its broader contextAhe broader context being that of imposing
limits upon Goverrmient authority. It was said to be part of the

mandate of the current administration to take, Government off people's
backs, and whatever the validity and wisdom of that mandate
.
inithe econom 'lc sphere , surely the sphere in which it has the greates1 validity is in the sphere of initimate, private, huMan.relations,
-

and in the family}

That is why I answered Senator Leahy earlier that, although the
shield of family and privacy should net preveVt the State from extending a protective arm in. cases ,pf demonstrable child abuse,
nonetheless,there really, has to be a showing of abuse. And I would
in the decisions of
say, similary, thSt if tHe SSate.is to interfere
to
how
best to bring their
communities, families and churches; as
world,
it
had
better
have a good
children up in this complicated
preserving
its
than
simply.
its
insistence
on
reason, a reason other
prerogratives in the licensing process.
The third paint that I wanted to make is that, although there are
ominous trends in the land, these cases involving both education
and taxation have created extraordinary mid unexpected unities of
the future.,
,. prupose, which I think bode well for
It was said long ago, by Chief Justice John Maishall, that the
power to tax is the power to destroy.
We have often learned, I think to our regret, that thever to
And I put the word
edueducate ma 'also be the power -to destroy.
r
A
.
cate in quotes.
I 'think the power to destroy, when wielded by an intolerant Gov;
ernment, generates alliances that are Wholly unexpected.
Moon, for example, there were
, In the case of United States v.
public
officials, not ordinarily on
amicus briefs from distinguished
the
National Conference Of
the same side of many issuesyourself,

slick Mayors, Senator Eugene McCal-thy, 'Claire Booth Live.
'.
There were groups involved in that case who have rarely seer
- II
an
,..
to ey' on nything: The Freemen't Institute, the Aaneric
the
Catholic
League
for
Reli,Liberiiies U 'on, the Marxist League,
gious and C' it Eiberties, the National Council of Churches. the
National Ev ngelical Association, the Southern Christian Leaderf..

ship Conference. There were churches who disagree on much else,,
who were agreeing that there is a common siational problem: The
Presbyterians, the Mormons, the urregisteeed churches, the Baptistg; the AME Zignist Church, and others. It seems to rne it is
cause for hope when government intolerance,' and government oppressionA and even government stupidity, create such powerful,
and, I believe, enduring alliances of purpose. I think that this corn-
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miree is serving an important mission in bringing to light what

r

many of us who disagree on so much else, have in common in this
important, cause.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you.

Let me ask you one-other question:-I raised thejust two of the
issues in the Reverend Moon case. The one that you so eloquently
raised in your brief.

But the other one was the failure by the court to properly instruct the jury, and in fact, instructing the jury 'not to give any

consideration t,o religion.
Do you have any komments about that?
Mr. TRIBE. Mr. Chairman; I fully agree. that that was error. I be-

lieve that had the court

Senator HATCH. I think it Was egregious error.

Mr. TRIBE. I thi k it was egregious, I think it was horrendous.
he U.S. Supreme Court will not tell us what it thinks;
but
ory ght.
Korematsu case, which was decided in ..ah outrageous and
eg
ously wront way in the 1940's, was finally dorrected, decades
lat
by he Federal District Court in the Northern District ,of
Obviou

ns to me that the books of history close very slowly on
cases of great Moment, and I think it is important that the last

word on matters or this kind not be written until a great deal more
is known.

l

ye-

Cerkt4izi.ly in the case of the jury instructions, we have an egregious \Atuation here, in which the U.S. Court of Appeals. was itself

divided, two to one, on the propriety of those instructions, and'I
think I might simply point out that if Revprend Moon should go
jail, he will be not only the first religious leader sent to prison
largely because of the tenets of his faith, and the way it chose to
organize its affairs; he will also be the first person in this country,
in at least a quarter of a 'century, to be sent to jail for an alleged
tax violation, where The appellate judges could not even agree
A

among themselves as tg the fax startdards applicable.
I think I say nothing terntly surprising, for all of us who have to
'grapple with the tax system, when observe that it is complicated

enough without the threat that if some people think you violated
the law, and others do not, and they are all Federal judges sitting
with life tenure, you might nonetheless end up in a U.S. penitentiary. That is alI the worse when the guesswork to which you are
4 put is thrust upon you in a context as fragile and as vital as the
exercise of first amendment freedomsinvolving ho'sv to organize a
religious community.

And it seems to me, therefore. that the problem that you raise
aboUt the instructions in this case is a problem that will not go

away simply because the Supreme Court has declined to hear argument in the case.
Senator HATCH. Well, we not only haVe a jury trial imposed upon
the defendant against his will, feeling that he probably cannot get
a fair jury trial, but imposed for whet really are frivolous reasons,
or should I say a frivolous reason.
And then on top of that, we have a judge directing the jury itself
to not give any consideration to religious reasons.

*
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Mr. TRIBE. It does not seem like the image of fairness,

does

it?

i certainly does not to me. I mean, I can
Senator HATCH. Weil, it
of the

with some
disagree with Reverend Moon, and I can disagree
perhaps,
but I do not
and
I
can
rule'
fault,
.tenets of his religion,
unseemly,
or despised
iibt care if it is the most
care who it.is,_I
in the foreperson in our society, in t 'society, we should all'be
have
a fair and
-front of trying to protect t t individual's right to
complete trial, and to have he best possible opportunity to maintain his or her freedom, and I am concerned about it.
than the Supreme Court has
I think it is a much bigger issue'
consider
some of.the points that
given odnsideration to, and if you
is going
you have made, we have a ,religious leader who I suppose
ly
would
have
the
20th
of
July,
pro
to enter the penitentiary on
roper
instruchis
case
had
eith
had a good chance of winning
tions been given to the very jury that was imposed upon him,
really against his will, for a fiery frivolous reason, by the prosecu-,
tor, and I might add by the judge, in a case of first impression, it
seenis to me.
And the jury,not being able to consider the most important issue
involved in the case, and that is did he ha4 the right to hold these
funds and properties in tFust for the church? .
Maybe) am oversimplifying this, bat I really do not think so. imAs I reaa the record, I just thought that that is an extremely
the other issue of his right to
portant issue, which combines withdefendant
in the freest land of
take the most protective way as a
the beginning of
pains,
and
has
froM
all, which takes such great
rights
of
the
accused.
this cour4ry, to protect the
Mr. Bill, do you have any comments finally on this last point,

and the a I am going to let you two

Mr. BALL. I think the exclusion of the religious consideration wasI
perhaps the most egregious error that was committed in -the case.

,

cannot imagine what reason there would have 'been, I know of
none, for having done that.
Senator HATCH. How could you decide,aase, the holding of the
church funds, without any consideration was to what that clfurch's
rules and regulations and beliefs were?
Mr. BALL, In spite of what is now possibly going to happen to
Reverent: Moon, we at least have one small consolation, that this
a de%vas a refusal, a denial of certiorari, that is to say it was not small
the
question
raised.
That
is
finitive ruling on the merits of
consolation.
Senator HATCH. I think that is a small consolation, but neverthelqss it is a consolation.
bother44..

I want 'to thank both of you for being here. I know that you
widely disagree from time to time. That is what really makes this
country sagreat
We have remarkable minds in the two of you, who can some toin some ingether as has most of the religious community, at least
the
ease being
particular
case,
and
I
might
add
in
stance, with this
addressed as well.
You'have added
So I really appreciated having both of you'here.
hearing.
It means so
dimension
to
this
particular
a remarkable
have
listened
to so
this
committee.
f
much to me as chairman of
last
4
years,
and;
constitutional
testimony
over
the
many hours of
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y day or any particular hearing, where,the Constit
n and its particular applications .were. as articulately stated
as
ese two men here today.
I just want to thank you.
Mr_ TRIBE. Thank you for those kind-remarks: I appreciate.the
opportunity to be here.
Mr. BALL. I am honored to be with Larry Tribe on this occsicn,
and I deeply apprecihte that tilt( hearing is taking place.
Senator HAycH. I want to get you two together on a lot of other
do nol. ,know of

issues.

Now, f am going to go to our final panel heretoday, and that is a

panel of a number of witnesses who are very important to this
hearing.

They are Dr. D. James Kennedy, and I would like them to take

their- place at thit table.

Dr. D. James Kennedy, senior minister of the Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in Fort Lauderdale, FL, and president of thCoa-lition for Religious Liberty; Dr. Charles Stanley, pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Atlanta, GA, and president of the Southern Baptist Convention, which has some 14 million members. Ho is also
president of the In-Touch Ministries; Dr, Herbert Titus, vice president for AcademicrAffairs of tie Qhristian Broadcasting Network
University in Virginia Beach, VA; my good friend,, Dr. Eclivartl V.

Hill, pastor of the Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church in Los
Angeles, CA; and the Honorable John Buchanan, a good friend -who
is formerly a Congressman from State of Alabama, and who is. now

chairman of People for the American Way, he is chairman of the
board.

We are delighted td1fave you gentlemen with us today.
I will say this, that I have to limit you to 5 minutes each, so that
. we will have some time for'questions. I have another hearing that

is equally as important this afternoon, starting in just a short.
while.

And so Are will use these bulbs up here, green means you speak,
when it comes to yellow, you have L minute left, and red means
your time is up. And I would.appreciate it if you would help me in
this matter.
I would prefer to have some questions before the end of the day.
I understand Reverend Stanley is not here.,
Dr. Kennedy, let us start with yon.
STATEMENTS OF D. JAMES KENNEDY, SENIOR MINISTER, CbRAL

RIDGE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, FORT LAUDERDALE, FL;

,

PRESIDENT, COALITION FOR RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AND i'RESI
DENT. EVANGELISM EXPLQSION IIERNATIONAL: H BERT
W. TITUS, DEAN AND PROFESSOR. SC OOL OF PUBLIC PO 1',
VICE PKESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, CBN UNIVERSITY,
VIRGINi)1 BEACH, VA; EDWARD V. HILL, PASTOR, MOUNT ZION
MISSIONARY BAPTIST- CHURCH, LOS ANGELES, CA; AND(40IiN
1H
JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE HOARD, PEOPLE FOR THE
AMERiCAN WAY, WASHINGTON, DC

.

Dr. KENNEDY, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ladies and gentlemen,',
it is a pleasure to ke able to speak to these in-Tor/ant issues. N
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'Wit have heard about 6,000 of 7,000 Christian believers and
others in this country who are presently bung prosecuted. There
are scores of cases befbre our courts. We have heard of omin s
clouds of an escalatiOn of religious persecution in this country, ad
I-would like to address the question as to why this is happening
Why, all of a sudden, are we seeing such a spate of cases of eligious persecution?

Every nation in the history of this world and every government
has been based on some theistic and or antitheistic foundation.
Egypt, 'Iran, Saudi Arabia based on Islam; India'ucon Hinduism;
Israel upon Judaism; China formerly upon Buddhism. It is incontrovvrtible historically that America was founded upon Christian
theism. But todey we see another religion which is engoaching
upon that foundation, and whenever you se-e- a mass of cold air
come into contact with a mass owarm air, there inevitably will be
a storm front and there will be thunder clouds and lightning bolts.
We have heard the retar of judicial thunder, we haVe seen the striking of executive thunderbolts, and we have heard from some who
have received thoAe bolts today. But that is what is taking place in
American today,. and that is essentially that the original foundations of this country, Christian_ theism, are being- replaced by e
tenants of a new religion, secular humanism.
In 1892, the Supreme Court oaf' the United States, in the Trirtify
decision, examined all of the documents pertaining to the origin of
this country' afid concluded with these words: "This i0a religious

pile, this is a Christian nation." Some of the statements, of

course, which they looked at at that time concerning the foundational' documents of this country wer'such as the birth certificate
of America, which was the-i-of course the ,statement drawn up by
the Pilgrims as they Lazded in this country where they said having
undertaken for the foFy of God and advancement ,3f the Christian
faith, a voyage td plant the first colony in Virginia. The first constitution in 1639 bf the fundamental orders of Connecticut state
that they came "to preserve.the liberty and purity ofthe gospel of
our ),Cord Jesus Christ which we noW profess. ' And furthermore, in
1643, when the New England colonies came together and formed
the New England Confederation, the first confederation of various
communities in this country, they stated this,
Whereas We call carTIV into there parts of America with one and the same end and
ely to advance the Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ and to enjoy the lib
aim,
ertu s of the gospel in purity and peace

Time does not allow me to go over the literally scores or hundreds of ofher histori6a1 documents which establish this fact. But
today securlar humanism, which is a religion according to the Humanist Manifesto of 1933 in, which they declared nine times that
they are a religion. The President of the Humanist Associatiofi
wrote a book entitled "Humanism as a-Religion." The dictionary
defines humanism as a religion. Furthermore, the Supreme Court
of the United States, in its decision in Torras© v. -Watkins, declared
that humanism .was one of the nontheistic religions in America. It
is simply another name for atheism, and we have a conflict in this
country between two religions, the religion of atheism, or humanism, and

religion of Christianity.
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Now, every nation is going to be based upon one or the other,of
these: theism or antitheism. We find antitheistic nations such as

Albania and Ole Soviet Union today which formed their laws upon
an antitheistic base. We have this conflict which is taking place in
America today. I believe that-many people do not realize that this

is the underlying cause for the amount of religious persecution

that is now taking place.
All,legislation is based upon morality. It is a lie which says that

you cannof legislate morality. The truth is you cannot leglate

anything but morality. W6 have laws against stealing and murder
and rape because it is immoral ,to do the se things.
Legislation is based upon morality;_porality is based upon a theistic or antitheistic capcept.Secular'humanism has its who're ethical or moral agenda, hich includes such things as abortion, suicide, euthanasia, free divorce, gambling, homosexuality, and many
other ideas which had been historically repugnant to the moral
standards of traditional Americans. They are busily engaged in
forcing those views upon the American people, the very thing that
they accuse us of doing, through legislative enactments. 'Already a
'neat deaf of their agenda has /veil enacted into legislation.
One of the means by which they have been doing this is through
a distortion of the first amendment. I do not believe that the first
amendment is dead, but I believe that it has been seriously distorted in our time.
For example, we frequently hear substituted for the first amendment the cliche of the separation of church and State or the wall of
separation between church and State. The American Constitution

does not teach the separation of church and State. It is hoover
expticitly taught in the Soviet Constitution, article 52, which states

that the church and the U.S.S.R. shall be separate from the state
and the school from the church. Bat the American Constitution
does not teach that.
The idea of a wall of separation between church and State de-

rives from a private" letter by Thomas Jefferson in 1802 to the Danbury Baptists in' hichf he made the statement that there should be
a wall of separation. The first amendment was a Ape-way street. It
simply restrained t.he powers of the 'Federal Government: "Con-

gress shall make no law respecting anestablishment of religion;"
Congress shall make no law "prohibiting the free exercise thereof.'
It said nothing about what the church or clergymen or Christians
or belieyers of any other sort should do or should not do. A wall,
however, restricts people on either side of the wall equally.

k

The idea of a free press is also a one-way street. It was that the
Government should not interfere with the press, but if we said that

there should be a wall between the State and the pirzs, that

we

could' prosecute the press every time it transgresses that imaginaiy
line which, of course, would be the destruction of a free press. This
is precisely what is happening in religion today. I am dismayed
that we have no more time to discuss the underlying ramifications
of these particular issues that we have heard today.

ag.
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Senator HATCH. I am also, but I will be happy to keep the record
open so that you can stibmit additional information to us. We will

be happy to have that, Dr. Kennedy. We apcklogize that we are
always piessured around here.
[Material submitted for the record follows:]

IOW
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NEPARED STATEMENT OF D. JAMES KENNEDY
Then are today several ominous movements going on in America and in the Western world,
for the most part undetected bV.Christians, which I think portend greet evil for the Church
union we undentand them and do something about them. There is, first of all, a tremendous

change that ie coming about in thin relationship of the attach and the state in America.
It is happening so slowly IftW we are like that frog sitting in the pct of warm eater which
is gradually being heated to the boiling point. The frog lust sits there and is slowly boiled

to death. Like the frog, we do llen even pensive what le happsningt We have today, dominant

in this country and accepted "by 99% of 'the people, a view of the nalationslip of church
and State which is almost diametrically opposite to that which was tateiht bV the fou ng
fathers of this country and which was expressed in the First Amendment of our Constitution.
Yet, how many people are aware of that. If it gnus unchecked much further it will, as
it is beginning to do right rh.4,4, bring about the destruction of the liberties of Christians
in this land!
Don the First Amendment teach the separatioh of church Ern: state? I venture to say that
95% of the ;WOO in America today hue been brainwashed into the place where they would
say 'yes.' Byt it does not! I think it is vital that we understand what the First Amendment
to the Constitution lays. because the relationship between theta two 'kingdoms' has been
a long and difficult one. The founding fathers of this country, I think, resolved that question
in a marvelous way but it is being completely destroyed in our time - and most people
are not even aware of it. The First Amendment stater "Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion or prohibiting thi free exercise thereof." Question What does
that say about what the Church can or cannot do? What does that say about what a Christian
citizen should or should not do? What? Absolutely nothing, It says. "Conirage shall make
no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." It
says nothing about the Church) The First Amendment teaches the sawrstiOn of the sate
from the Otunth. Well, where did we get this, idea of a 'wall of separation between Church
and state'? That does not come out of the First Amendment That comes from a private
letter written by Thomas Jefferson in 1602 to the Danbury Baptists in Connecticut He
said. there shond be "a nail of separation between Church and state." Now, what is the
difference between that and the First Amendment?
n.
Ourneligious liberties depend on a proper perception of the difference between those two
things, The First Amendment is a one my street It restrains the. Federal government The
Bill of Rights was written to restrain the Federal government from interfering with the liberties
of the people, because they were afraid that the people of this new country would not

accept the new Constitution unless the rights of the people were farther defined and

protected. "A wall of separation," on the other hand, is most emphatically a two wiry onset
it rohibits and restrains those on one side of the wall equally as much as it restrains those
on the other side of the well. Now we have a two way street. But in the last several decades

what has been happening? It has been turned around until now we again have virtually
a one way street 'moving in the OPPOSitO direction, so that 913% of the time In the last
year cask yourself if this is not true) when you heard the Orem 'separation of Church
and state' what was being discussed was: What the atunrh shall or shall not Oa That's
180 degrees off from the First Amendment of the Constitution! Now the Federal government
is unshackling itself from the F irst Amendment, and the *tickles are being put on the Church!

Our freedoms are in grave jeopardy today and we sit like the frog in the pot as the water
hosts up.
Another ominous tendency is seen in the silent legal revolution doing on in the Western
world' today. Now many times have you heard it said that you can't legislate morality?
iiitlsr was rightl You can tall the big lie so often and so loud that people will come no
believe in "You can't legislate morality!" Like the separation of church and state. I am
sire that the vast majority of Americana would say to that statement, "Of course you can't!"
But 1 would simply like to ask this queation, my friend: if you cant legislate morality,
pray tett me what can you legislate?" Immorality? The fact of the matter is that you cannot
legislate anything but morality! We haw laws against murder because it is immoral to murder;
we have laws against stealing because it .. immoral to Keel; we have laws against rape aliCill!!!
it

is unmoral to rapt This country's legistatiwir enactments were founded incontrovertibly

(
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Even Thomas

upon the Judeo-Christian Ethic of the founding fathers of this country.
said in
Jefferson, who certainly was the least evangelical of the founders of this country,
Lord
the
proofs
for
God
as
the
sovereign
his 'barter for the University of Virginia, vet
obligations which
and
of
this
moral
requirements
and
and Creator and Ruler -f this world
based
flow from that, must be taught to all students- The legislation of this country was
derived our morality.
upon Christian morality as revealed in the Word of God. This is where we

Christian morality
However, for the last our decades we have seen in this nation that the
for legislative
humanist
morality
as
the
foundation
is slowly being replaced by the secular
complete
you
will
finis
yourself
living
in
an America
enactments. When that substitution is
socalled
ethical
agenda
very alien from anything that you have known. When alt of the
than ever
iegisiatlon
this
will
be
a
different
country
his successfully been transformed into
v;ch
it was before. Such things as abortion (and you might consider tha degree of success
euthanasia, gambling,
infanticide,
homosexuality,
free
divorce,
they have already had?,
pornography, and suicide are simply a portion of the ethical agenda of Ole secular humanist
Christian faith and
along with the total complete removal of every single public vestige of
this
country
great.
That
e
their
agenda and they
religion and belief in God that has made
foundation of
assidiously
engaged
in
enacting
it
as
the
are eagerly and determinately and
United States
teething
that
the
government
of
the
this country's legislation under the false
not
is supposed to be neutral concerning God They are taking the concept that we are
that the government
and
moving
from
that
to
the
concept
to have an established Church
rs neutral concerning God.
based upon

That is a concept which is worse than heathenism because even heathenism is
or antireligious system.
the belief in some deity! All government is based upon some religious
is nation was never meant
serious
matter
What that means for us today, l think, is a very
nstitution, said that we cannot
to be neutral toward God. James Madison, who wrote
the'Supnerne
Court, in its great.
govern without God and the Ten Commandments. N
of the schools
cannot
tie
put
up
on
the
walls
wisdom, has said that the Ten Commandments
And the
of
the
So-freme
Court
building!
walls
of Kentucky yet they are carved on the
that we cannot govern
Constitution
that
they
are
interpreting,
said
man who wrote the
without them;
Genrge Washington said it would be impossible to govern without God and the Bible. The
neutral toward
founders of this nation never intended for this to be a nation which was
God in
God.
They
did
not
hesitate
to
mention
God. They did not hesitate to .rett upon
make
mention
their public utterances and in ntrublic building'. They did not hesitate at all to
to set aside special

of Him or offer thanksgiving to Him far His goodness anal...providence; or
Senate
days of praise and prayer and thanksgiving to God, or establish chaplaincies for the
and House of Representatives and the Armed Services.
Soviet-Communist concept of separation of Church
Now we are moving irresistibly toward the
the fact that
and state, and that is very very dangerous. The Soviets pride themselves on
rapidly to adopt
and
stet*,
and
America
is
moving
they believe in the separation of Church

their view What is their view? It is simply this: the Church is free to do am thing that
and the government is engaged in almost everything!
the government is not engaged in
and if
Therefore, the Church is free to stay within its four walls, pray, and sing hymns,
it does anything else it is in big trouble.
and
what is happening in America and, unfortunately, many churches and pastors
It
is
the
same
sort
of
defeatist
approach
ens are accepting it and even defending itli
forty years; that
that we have taken toward the containment of Communism for the last
religion.
Remember
is, we have adopted the Communist view of our government toward
what's yours is negotiable.
said
that
what's
mint
is
mine
and
what they sari? The Commurf
ent is saying! They are saying. What is ours is ours and
And now that is what the
t
of
bounds
for you. And what is yours is negotiable because
it is political, therefore, it is
iritual
today
may be political tomorrow when we rule it to
what is religious today and
homosexuality,
suicide, or anything else. When that happens,
be legal. For example: abort;
asked
to sign statements, such as: Have you
it is like the churches in California wtlb were
as abortion, made any statements in the past year concerning such politics/ matters
and we're going
and
what's
yours
is
negotiable
homosexuality, etc. What's mine is mina
sitting around just
to negotiate you right into a little tiny ciceetl American Christians are
we're afraid
And
do
you
know
why?
Because
letting it happen, like the proverbial frog.
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we're afraid of the flack; we'rtt afraid of the controversy. We've run and we've hid tinder
our beds. We've forgotten the words of Scripture: "Fear not" Gentleman, if you are going
to be leaders, one thing that is pined for is courage. l want to tell you, the secular humanists
have declared 'war on Christieeity in this country and at the moment they WI winning the
war.

Hurssnism rs a religion. This is declared nine timesoin the Humanist Manifesto of 1933,
and in the second Humanist Manifesto in 1973. It is dactared repeatedly that it is a religion.
The dictionary declares it to be a religion. The ',cuter humanists declare it to be a religion.
The Supreme Court in "Torcaso v. Watkins" hat declared that secular humanism is one of

the several non-theistic religions operating in this country. You don't have to believe in
God to kw* a religion. Buddhism is non-theistic, as is Taoism, as is ethical cuiturism -these are some non - theistic religions, according to the Supreme Court Yet secular humanism

with its tenets of atheism, evolution, amorality, socialism, and one world government, is
taught in virtually all the public schools of this country. Therefore, secular humanism has
become an established religion in this country over the last several decades, primarily through
the work of such men as John Dewey and other signers of the secular Humanist Manifesto.

It has become the established religion of America. Last year S31 billion plus we spent
by the Federal government on our public educational system with its establishment Of the
religion of secular humanism. The Supreme Court his declared that our schools cannot teach
any religion, yet the same Supreme Court his declared that secular humanism is a religion!

Senator HATCH. Dr. Titu

let us go to'you and take your testimo-

ny at this time.
STATEMENT OF DR. HERBERT. TITUS
Dr_ TITUS. Mr. chairman, thank you very rnuch.

Ladies and gentlemen, as Dr. Kennedy has so eloquently pointed

oet, we are at war over religious freedom in America, and it is a
those who
war between two faiths. On one side of the battl
believe that our constitutional guarantees of reli ous freedom are
God given, fixed and governed by the words and ntent of our forefathers wk.., wrote the Constitution of the United States and of the
5(1 States.

On the other side are those who believe that our religious freedoms are "man" invented, evolving, and authoritatively defined by
the judges who sit on the highest courts of the land.
While the major battleground is in the U.S. Supreme Court, we
have heard testimony that the war is from coast to coast. But on
each battleground, we who cherish the liberties of our forefathers
are fighting on two fronts. On one front we face an enemy who, in
the name of separation of church and state, seeks to exclude religion totally from the public affairs of the Natiop. For example, a
recent editorial in a major newspaper has cnlicized President
Reagan for a speech in which he called the American people to
return to the religious faith of our Nation's founders.

This front has been extended from the news media into the

courts witn the recent effort by the ACLU and others to stop this
Congress and the President from proclaiming 1983 as "The Year of
the Bible."( While this particular effort has not met with success,
the same irotagonists have successfully won the fight in the courts
to keep the Bible as the Word of God not only out of the public
school classroom but off public school grounds almost altogether.
In the name of freedom from the establishment of religion, these

enemies of true religious fr,lem call for total exclusion of religion

_
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from all public life. That call for 'total exclusion rejects the original
purpose of the Establishment Clause.
The first U.S. Congress, author of the first amendment of the
WashingConstitution, without hesitation asked President Geo
ion to issue a national deilaration of -I public day ofthanksgiving
and prayer. Washington's proclamation reads in part:

Whereas it is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence of Almighty
God: to obey His will, to be grateful for His benefits. and humbly to implore His
protection and favor. Now, therefore. I do yecommend and assign Thueaday, the
26th day of November next, to be devoted by people of these States to the service of
that great and glorious Being. and also that we may then unite in must humbly offering d t..prayers and supplications to tF,e great Lord and Ruler of nations, and
beseech Him to pardon our national and other transgressions.

Both or first dongresk-iind our first President knew that proclamations and other statements that encouraged religion did not constitute an "establis ment" of religion prohibited by the Constitution.
On the second

lefront, we face an enerriy who, in the name of
compelling State interest, seeks to reduce religion and religious liberty to a puny self-centered clatter of conscientious objection. Just
recently, this Congress repealed its 50-year commitment that exempt,:d nonprofit organizations from the social security employment tax. Now, churches, religious organizations and other like
employers must pay a tax on the privilege of hiring people to assist
them to proclaim the truth and otherwise to carry out their ministeries. Allowing an exemption favoring only a few who are conscientiously opposed to the Social Security System, Congress, because
of a so-called compelling interest to find additional money to save a
financially ailing Social, Security Systemllas, for the first time in
its history, levied a direct tax,..on the churches of America.
This drive toward tilts' control has not been confined to Congress
nor to economic matters. In State after State, legislatures have
steadily expanded their control over education. Just this year, for
example, the Virginia House of 'Delegates enacted a law extending
State regulation of education into the home allowing for only one
exception favoring those few students and parents whose religious
beliefs require home education without such control. In the name
of a compelling interest to mold its citizenry as, it thiass best, Virginia seeks to capture the hearts and minds of the children from
their parents.
Yet, in the early history of the American Republic, 'men like
Madison and Jefferson fought for the freedom from just this kind
of State control. In their famous statements against the efforts in
Virginia to establish tax-supported schools, they called for a rule of
law that kept man's mind free from the coercive power of the civil
authorities. Jefferson's speech before the Virginia General Assembly is illustrative:
.
to
Well aware that Almighty God hath created the mind free; that all, attemptsare
influence it by temporal punishment or burdens, or by civil incapacitations.Lord both
a departure from the plan of the Holy Author of our religion, who being
of body and mind, yet chose not to propagate it by coercion on either, as was in ais
legislators and rulers *
Almighty power'to do; that the impious persumption
others,
setting up their own
have
assumed
dominion
over
the
faith
of
who
and
infallible.
and as such.endeavopinions and modes of thinking as the only true
oring to impose them on others. bath established and maintained -false religions
over the greatest part of the world, and through all time; that to compel a man to
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furnish cunt
is sinful and tyrranical

,&/1.4uns which he disbelieves

That is Jefferson.
If this war.on these two
nts is to be wont by tnpse who believe
in the heritage of religious freedom left by our forefathers, then we
must decisively 'reject the political and legal faith that today dominates the courts; the legislatures, the Executive Offices, the media,

and the classroomimin Amtirca, and return to the faith of our fathers.
It was not until the mid-19th century that America's scholars
became increasingly dissatisfied with the legal and political faith of
their Nation's founders, a faith based upon a belief irrgiorlmighty
God. Under the influence of Darwin's new evolutionary theory
about the .origin of the universe of man, American jurisprudence
shifted to a new assumption that judges did not, discover law, but
that they in fact ma ct it.
This legal philosophy dominates today's law schools in America.
Under this view, lawohaving been liberated from fixed p,bnciples,
had become subject to judges who make decisions accoing to
changihg social values and changing-factual circumstances.

The fixed law that originally guaranteed our religious freedom

has been discdrded in favor cif anew set of evanescent rules invented by judikes. And I do not have time at this time to go into.some of

those rotes, but we find that the court had invented a distinction

between science and iteligion based upon Clarence Darrow's definiticrn of religion when he was an advocate for evolutionary faith.
In the early history of the Christian church, the religious depart
ment of the Roman Empire commanded the Apostles to stop teaching in the name of Jesus. Having been taught well by their Master

to render to Caesar only that which beloved to Ceasar.the church
fathers answered: "We ought to obey Gqd rather than men." Acts
5:29. This biblical lesson of jurisdiction inspired America's forefathers to write a constitutional guarantee of religious freedom tha
would protect themselves and future generations from civil Gove
ment tyranny. Only if that jurisdictional principierem s fixed
and absolute in American constitutional law will the people remain
free.

Thank you.
Senatcrr HATCH. Thank you, Dr. Titus.
[Material submitted for t record follows:
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HERBERT W. TITUS
My same is Harbert W. Titus.

I

as

Vice Pzasident for Academic

Affairs,

Dean and Professor of Lem is the Schooyerublic Policy, CIS Dnixereity,
I bold the Junin Doctor degree from the Harvard Law

Virginia Macias. Virg

School and have taught and written oa constitutional law for appaosiwatalg
.

twenty years.
Cell University is closely af
Mutant:it, Inc.

iated with the Chriatici broadcasting

loth organisations have been incorporated as non-profit religious

organisations wader the 4fira of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
1141e.

AwAlt unizzx nu FAITHS
Wa are at merower religious trebles in America.
faiths.

t

It

is a war between two

ae who believe this our

On the one side of the battle fee

constitutional guarantees of religious freedom are Goi-given, fixed, and

govertr by the wor4s and intent of our forefathers who wrote thel,c,onstitutions.
of the United States and of the fifty iitetes.

Om the other side are those who

believe that our religious frepdomi are man- invented, evolving, and
ai..horitatively defined by the jwiges who sit an the

highest courts of the Lend.

WhAria the sejorbattlegrouald in this war is the United States supreme

Court, skirwiabes have'been,takina place in the foyer federal courts and in the
state and local court. across the nation.

Other battles have occupied

legieiative bodies and executive offices and agencies at the loud, state, and
aatSonal level.
classrooms.

Moreover, they have been waged before school boards, in
newspapers and asitaaines, over television, and even-in the

church**.

On each battleground, we who cherish the liberties of our forefathers are
fighting on twt fronts.

On one front, we face an enemy who, in the name of

separation of church and state, seeks to exclude religion totally from the
p ublic affairs of, the nation.

For example, a recent editorial in

newspaper has criticised President Reagan for a speech in which

major
celled the

American people to return to the religious faith of o4' nation's founders.

Even

his custouary, "Good night and God bless you," has become suspect to those is
to place
the media wt.) believe that such references to God by the President/have
in a pluralistic society.
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This front ha* beep satiated from the OMB India into the courts with the
recant effort by the A.C.I..U. and others to stop this Congress aad the President
from proclaiming 19L3 as "The Year of the Bible." While this particular effoit

has not set with success, these SOW protagonists bave.succassfully WI the

fight in the courts to keep the !ibis as the Word of God not only out of the
public 141001 classroom but off public akhool grouads altogether.
In the name of freedom from the "establishment of religion," these enemies

of true religious freedom call for total exclusion of religion from all public
5;

life. That call Mr total seclusion rejects the original purpose. of the
Establishment Clause.

The first United States Conroe', author of the First

Ana cuileut of ,,the Constitution, without hesitation asked President George
Washington to, issue

national declaration of a public day of"Theskagiving and

Prayer." In response, and approzimately iii months into his first tens of

office, President Washington issued the first National 'thanksgiving Proclamation
whichl reads, io part:.

Whereas it is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence
of Almighty Cod, to obey fiLis will, to be grateful for Six benefits,
and humbly to implore is protection sod favor. . . fins, therefore, I
do recommend sod assign Thursday, the 26th day of November next, to

he devoted by people of these States. to the service of 'Vest greet and
glorious being. . And also chit we may than unite in most !nimbly
offering our prayer' and supplications toctles-treat Lord and Euler of
nations, and beseech Wile to pardon airs national mud other
-.transgressions. . . ."
both our first Congress and our first president knew that proclamstiooeLand

other statements that encouraged religion did not constitute as "establis

nt"

or

of religion prohibited by the Constitution.
CU the second bat tle hoot

we face an enemy who, in the name of compelling

to reduce religion and religious liberty to a puny
self-cantered claim of tconStienticus objection. Just recently this Congress

repealed its fifty ye sr commitment that aseepted non-profit organisations frog
the social sack.)

employment ter.

MOW churches, religious organisations, and

other like mployers must pay a tar on the "privilege" of hiring people to
assist them to proclaim the truth and otherwise to carry out their' ministries.
Allowing an exemption favoring only a few Mao are consciegtiously opposed 'to

the social security system, Congress. because of a so- Salted "compelling

interest" to find additions) money to save a financially ailing social security

',fires, bap for the first ties in its history levied a direct tax on the
churches of America.
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This drive toward total control bas mot been confined to Cosgrsss nor to
-1

In State after state, legislatures brine steadily expanded

economic Miter..

their control over educition.

Just this year,

fat' example, the Virginia Moose

of Delegates enacted s' Ley'estemdiog state regulation of education into the

home allowing for only one exception favoring those few students and parents

41
In the

whose.telisious beliefs require boas education without such contro'l,

semi of a "compelling interact" to mold its citisenry as it thinks best,

Virginia seeks to capture the Matta and sdnds of the children from their
parent'.

Yet in the early history of the American Republic, men like Madison end,
Jefferson fought for freedom from just this kind of stets control.

In their

fasous statements /gains V.1p* efforts in Virgin to establish taxsupported
schools, thegrcalled for 4 rule of lair that kept men's mind free from the
coercive power of the'eiviI authorities.

Jefferson's speech' before the

ai

Virginia General Assembly is illustrative;
-NA

Well mere that Alai/hey God bath created the mind free; thet all
ettespre to influence it by temporal punishment or burdens, or by
'civil incepecitstious, . . . ore a departure from the plan of the
holy Author of our religion, who being Loa both of body and mind;
yet chef, not to propigete it by coercion's On either; as was in his
Almighty'power to do; that the impious presumption of legiiIators and
have assumed dominion °weir the faith of
. who,. .
rulers,.
others, setting up their oQh opinions and slides of thinking as the
&nay true and infelliblo:Aind as Mich endeavoring to impose thee on
°chaos, bath established and maintained false religions over the
greatest part of the world. and through all time; that to coarse' s
men to furnish contributions of motley for the propagation of opiniams
cal. . . .
which be disbelieves is sinful and tyrr
If this war on these two fronts is to be won by those who believe

heritage of religious freedom left by owiforefschers, then we must decisively
act the political and legsl'feith,that todaydomittetes the courts, the
legislatures, the executive Elfices, the medis,'end the classroom, in America,

and return to thefsith of our fathers.

RELIGIOUS LISIRTY AID TEX FAITH OF C411 FAUX=
At the heart of religious liberty as ooderstoodby our nation's Fathers
was their definit

of religion and the 0-!Isration of tits jurisdictional

immuoicy from state interference as exemplified by section 16 of the June 12,

1776, Virginia ei of light.:

0

That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator, and the
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maser of discharging it, vim be directed only by reason Sod
conviction, not by force or violeace; add, therefore, all sew are
equally entitled to the free exercise of religion, according to the
dictates of eonsciance . . . .
to his famous "Memoriel and Beennetrasce on the Isligiou

lighte'of Mao,"

James Madison, speaking in opposition to proposed state legislation to levy a
rder to support teachers of ihe Christian religion, expleinei this
constitutional test as folleea:
vi*

We remonstrate against said Sill. . . . Because ma bold it for a
fundamental and uodeoiablia truth, 'that religion or the duty which e
Ove to our Creator and the meaner of discharging it, can be directed
only be reason and conviction, not bt force or violates.' The
religion then of every man must be left t the convictive sod
cconscience of every men; and it is the right of every one to exercise
it u these say dictate. This right is in its mature en
alienable
right.
It is unalienable; because the opinions of mall, daps 'ng
only,d6 the widesce contemplated by their awn minds, cannot follow
the dictates of other eels; it is uellieneble also; because what is
hate a right towards nen, is 4 duty towards the Creator. It is the
*duty, of,every was to reader to the Creator such boom's, and such
Ipnly, es he believes to be acceptable [obis. This duty is precedent
both in order of time and degree of otaigatioo to the claims of Civil
Society.
To eadisoo, and his tallow colleagues (including Jefferson), religious
freedom was

God-given right, fixed and recognised by the Constitution.

view of religion presupposed a Creator from whom such rights were derived.
This creationist world -view, in turn, shaped the definition of solielior--.--

embraced by' Madison and his congressional colleagues in barmulating the First
Amendment.

dance, to remain true to the or

-!

final intent of the framers of al

First Amendment, one cannot examine the religious r
the basis of Darwinian, evolutionist methodology.

s guaranteed thereby on
To the contrary, eh* word

"religion" was used to recognise thatipe Creator had ordained s legal order
that pre-existed all civil societies, including the inalienable right to
perform those duties owed exclusively to the Creator free from civil government
interference.

Qecognition of [hie faun

faith ltd naturally to a proper eccommudatioo

and even encouragement of those things properly religious.

As Justice Stephen

Field of the United States Supreme Court pointed out in his opinion
v

JaYie

liessoQ, 133 U.S. 333 (1889), 4004 activities fall totally outside the

juri

ion of the civil sovernmeot.

excrcice clause of the First Amendment.
few, are opinions

and beliefs, warship,

These enjoy the protection of th free
Among the protected areas, to prime a

evangelisation, qualifications of

pastors, pastoral coumseliog, and the tithes and offerings of the people.
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These are asasples of duties owed to God over which Caesar has no jurisdiction
3

because they are matters subject to "reason and conviction" encl.-not to "force
or violence" Au the 1776 Virgiiiia Gonatiguttoo reminds us.

Early Congresses steered clear from these activities that belonged
exclusively to God.

However, in those areas where they clearly had

jurisdiction, they did not hesitate to make religious preferences., As Chief
...

Justice larger pointed on; injlaseh v. Chmebgre, ----- U.S.

51

U.S.L.W. 5163 (1963), the 'same Congress Chet approved the Sill of Rights
authorised the appointment of paid chaplains.

More vet, Article III of the

Worthwest Ordinance, enacted by Congress on July 13, 1767, included the
sentence:

"Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to g

government en4othe hippiness of mankind, schools and the means of education
9

shall forever be eaconraged."

Justice William O. Douglas*

opinion for the

U.S. Supreme Court in Vireo!: v. Clapeon 343 U.S. 306 (1952) stands squarely*

within this catty

a:

The governmeot...may not maki a religious observance compulsory.
say not coerce anyone CO attend church, td observe a religious
Jut it can close .ts
holiday, or to take religious instruction.
doors or suspend its operations 4 to those who want to repair to
their religious sanctuary for worship or instruction.

it

As a further example, uadet guidelines such as theme, the government may
cantinae to supply chaplains, to build chapels, and to provide other
oppo411rtunities,for

religious worship to :sabers of the armed forces so long as

no coercive measures accompany such prograwarand so bong as they are within the

jurisdiction of the government to raise, support, maintain, relate, and
discipline those forces.
authorized

Moreover, the federal govermeent, constitut °mall+

coin moony," may, therefore, afix the inscription, "In God we

Trust", as the official stecimeent of

the government's sanitary policy, nearly,

that the people trust in Got: and not mammon.

Given the jurisdictional boundary

set by the two religion clauses, the Framers,constructed

scheme of civil

government which was designed to avoid any conflict between God and Caesar.
The# allowed no appeal to any "compelling state interest" to justify government
interference into any activity that belonged exclusively to God; at the same

kiss, they rejected any argument for "religious neutrality" to prevent
government regulation of activities coeside that exclusive authority.

Thus,

a

sou/4 never be forced to choose between obeying his duty to his Creator
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or his obligations under the law of the civil authoitiee.

Seceuse the Primus

bakieved that these duties had beCs forever fixed by an all-kaowin and
benevoleet Creator, they kid confidence that America would steer a well-charted
course between the Scylla of religious anarchy amid the Charybdis of religious
totalitariaoien.
7 -

IMILIGIOUS LESS/TY AND TEL YAITS Of Tit SCHOLARS AMC US =CIS

Seainei with the aid -siaatttenth caetery, America', scholars became
increasingly dissatisfied with the legal and political faith of thetr nation's

founder.

Under the influence of Demises new evolutionary theory about the

origin of the universe and of mss,- American jurisprudence shifted to a new
sesumptioo that judges did not discover law, but that they, is fact; made it.

This legal philosophy is todisy'slalvestional wisdom taught in almost
every law school in America.

So widely held is tbia view that Laureate Tribe,

--professor of law at Harvard, stated with comfidence and without discussion in
the preface to his treatise oe American Coestieutional Law:

"The Constitution

is an intentionally incomplete, often deliberately indeterwinate structure, for
.

the participatory evolution of political ideas sari governmental practices."

Under this vies, few, having bepn "Liberated" from fCced principles, has
become subject to judges oho make decisions according to changing social values
.

and changing factual circumstances.

The fixed lew that arigiesaly guaranteed

our religious freedoms has been discarded in favor of a new set of evanescent
rules invented by judges.

Since 1971, the United States Somme Court has articulated a three -part
test governing the constitutionality of religious claies under the First
Aseodment's letablishment C/ause
(1971).

/roil v. Furtlean, 403 U.S. 602, 612-613

At got heart of this toot is the Court's distinction betwee

"secular" and the "religious." Although the Court has never cerefully explained
this

ivinction, it boa consistently followed a pattern of decisions that

ref a cts the definition offered by Justice John Paul Stevens in his coacurri

and dissenting opinion in Holum v. fe1terq. 433 U.S. 263 (1978):
distinction between the religions and secular is a fUldemratal one.
from Clarence Darrow's argument in the Scopes case:

'TLe realm of

s
religion...is where

ledge leaves off, sad faith begins.
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"The

To quote

AP.

this evolutionary fath, that tbe imliaions freedom
kinds of "subject natters" and allocated

ciao*** *operated out

me, "science." tolbe.state, and
n_

another. "religion," to the church. hest Ind
the courts to exclude al/
tod-revealed knowledge from the public sewool
classroom.
for exempla, Just:?6
Tom Clark in Abington School District
v. Schempp, 374, U.S. 203, (1963) ruled
that the Bible may be taught in the public
schools, but only if it is not
presented ks the Word of God.
Yollfiming in thee* Eootsteps, a lower Wet
court judge has ruled that.

the creationist vies of the origin of the
world

of men may not be taught in the public
schools because, based upon revealed
truth. it is necessarily

religious. ailiggagaigtgaudjitaaLliyaeLing:,
No. LIN,S1-322 (S.D. Ark. 19434.1.
,r,

NorWover, the Supreme Covet has held tfist the
posting of the Ten

hnnandeents upon a.public-ezhool classroom
wilt violates the Satablishment
_climes& because

the first four of those commandments

necessarily
I"religious." while wily the last six could possibly
be "secular
stoat_

y. Cretin, 449 U.S. 39, 41-42 (1910).

Sy this decision the Court has suggested

that some topics, like belief in God, mist be totally
school clessroon beemnsms such

belief is not

excluded from the public

ically verifiable.

Moreover, the Court has claims& ;het it must separate
the "ruscular" in order to acts ova its own goad of

public affairs of the nation.

the "religious" from

religious neutrality in the

That stated goal has invited attacks upon such

long-standing practices as_legislateve and armed services
chaplaincies. See,
e.g.. Mart v. chambers,
U.S. -----, 51 1..W. 516Z (1983).
While the
Court bag rightfully
collected these efforts to eliminate all religious
velues
from the Lew, it has pursued its policy of losuirklity
in the public schools to
the comp
a sod total exclusion of this
country's Christian heritage from the
public
hooks.
A position such as this 440 be "neutral" only if
QOM Adapt'
the Cour s ass
assumption that God need not har cons
ed in man's search for
truth.

That re not the faith of our forefathers.

This diffarante of faith has inevitably brought the
Ca
the Constitution so that

it must disregard the

historic meaning of the religious freedom clauses.
cooclud iog that tt

Nebraska legislative

£atablistzment Clause, dismissed

a

on

coodtitational text and
Thus, Justice brennan,

chaplaincy practice violated,

iest.preaidentisl practices, past scholarly
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expositions, and past courepsiosal intestions Co the contrary as no lonvir
relevant.

Amok v. Chambers, ----- U.Y. -----, Si L.W. at 5171.

Sapbily, the

majority disagreed And sustained the practice. but only after it had refused to
apply its own three-part test,.

While the evolutionary faith of Justice iceman did not prevail in the

Bush v. Chambers case, his view have dominated "free exercise" cases since be
wrote Ilqrtem v. Werner. 374 U.S. 3911 (1963).

Armed with the Sherbert

formula, namely, that any cleimiro religious liberty must be subordinated to a
"compelling state interest," the Court has sometimes ruled in favor of

relieinoi liberty andemmetiass Against it dependent solely uimo its views of
"public policy."

For esemp1e, the Court has ruled 4s favor of Amish Parents

rtio have refused to send their children to school past the eighth grade. het

hem ruled &gamut as anish'enploym.er who hes refused to pay the social security
employment tan.

Wisconsin j: ToOeg, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) and bawd Stermg,

v. 1.6e, 101 U.S. 1051 (1912).

While the Court has conceded that botAclaims

were religious, it hewed the state's istarest is preparing a "child for life in
modernyeociety" sot, of such negniiude to require mimetics pant the-eightb
grade when such f child lives in thm Amish separated end self -sufficient

Os the other hoed, the Court has fond the social security
L-_
system'` need for tuella of such a emenituds as to outweieb the Amrsh dais even
agrarian coemmnity.

when made by those living in that isms separated Lac self-sufficient agrarian
community.

Luliags such se Cause are belied upon the assumption that the civil

at has total jurisdiction over all but s small corner of a few peoples'
religious lives that in the Court's eatimatime will not interfere with
important government policies.

That is, in fact, the foundatioo of the Court's

recant ruling is the AtelLagggiji
assumptions of go_

Cape.

indeed, the =stated

are that tea a:mortices are benefits costarred by the

civil government, not given by God, and that education belongs to the civil
nt, not to the people.
Cour

loth assumptions, if hallooed is pursuit of the

version of "public policy," will inexorably reduce religious freedom in

Aisrica to that which is found today in, the Soviet Union -- old people nay

N,--.4orship God within the hour malls of a church building, but outsidn those wells
a state-endorsed retiaion of materialism governs everyone.

2
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CONCLUSION
1 .

In the eariy history of the Christian church. the religious department of
the &mean Inspire commanded the apostles to stop Leaching in the Dame of Jesus.

Waving been taught well by their Master to tender to Caesar only that which
belonged to Caesar, the church (ether, answered:
than men."

"We ought,to obey Usi rather

Acts 5:29.

This biblical lesson al jurisdiction inspired America's forefathers to
constitutional guarantee of religious freedom that would protect

write

themselves and future generations from civil governmest tyranny.

Only if that

jurisdictional principle remains fixed and absolute is American constitutional
law will the people remain.free.

Changing constitutional principles in order

to,accommodate changes in circumateacas and values does mit yield
Caistitution" as sloes believe.)

To the contrary, adhering strictly to the

eliding to nor subtracjinfun6 them, it the only

,

original terms, ne

assurance of true liberty and prosperity.
of Israel:
prosper

"[pep

its

It is as Moses spoke to the people

. the words of this covenant, and do them that ye may

.

all that re do."

(Deuteronomy 29:9)

While the majority decision in Karen v. Oheelitre offers Wes hope that the
Court

and therefore the natioo. wilt return. to the original understanding of

religion as understood by the Frame". the American people/must vigilantly pray
for and select leaders who will make it their coemitment to interpret and apply

the constitutional text according to its historic meaning rooted in the
Framers' faith in God.

ti
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Senator HArcti. Let us turn to you new, Dr. Hill. We are very

interested in taking your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR.-EDWARD V. HILL

Dr. HILL. Thank yoil, Mr. Chairman, Senator Leahy.

The first thing I Want to say is that I am sorry Senator, I think
it is DeConcini, left. I wanted to assure him that this court system
that. I appreciate and this court of law once upon a time ruled that
persons of my cold was not even a person. And then finally they
agreed that we were a percent of a human being and then,. many
years later, they decided we were a human being that needed to be
segregated. So it is not the holy cow. It is not as holy as one might:
think. It is improving but it has a long ways to go.
And even in the primariea that we have just ended in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia, we see double primaries, we see double
standards of registration. So let us keep 'moving and trying to improve it.

I do not think we really have a problem. The problem really
rather did not surface when the church was defined a religious

freedom as }list some place to worship. But there is something that"'

has been happening in this country,.and that is as a result of our
worship, something greater is happening, and that is people want

to be a part of the church and they want the church to be the

church. Lives are, being changed: People are conforming their lives

to the word of Gbd as they see its being led by the Holy Spirit.
New lifestyies are coming forward.

Thus they are turning to the church and to the pastor, not to the
ial leaders, not to the mayor, and what have you, but to the pastors, and seeking a new lifeptyle. nd they are seeking di
ions
and help. And so, all of a sudden, the church must not on 'List
gather a group to worship at a given time but, all of a sudden he
church now must respond to the needs and to the requests for eadership that the people throughout this great country is asking the
church. Thus it has become, particularly in my State, necessary for
a church in order to respond to the needs of thf people and to minister to the total man, to become wbat is known as a nonprofit corporation, 501(0(3) in the StateI mean in the Nation and to qualin the Statewof California. And that is where the whole bag of
worms, can of worms came open. Because once we qualify now as a

nonprofit corporation, most States look upon us just as that, not a
church, not a gospel movement, not a movement of God, but imply
a nonprofit corporation to which every agent and all kinds of institutions in the State feel that they have a right to come in now that
you are a nonprofit corporation and adjust your rules and regula. tions to the stand s of what a State says a nonprofit corporation
ought to be. T
make no distinction between nonprofit, charitable corporati
like the Red Cross, over against a congregational
controlled, no ofit corporation church. And there is a great distinction.
One is organized to try to help and to bring help to suffering hu-

-nianity in a physical manner. One is ordained of God to bring
about a total help. both spiritual and physical. But when all of
these algencies, simply because you now have qualified, as Mount

t.,....e.,...,.

Zion Baptist Church, a nonprofit corporation, all of these agencies
now under that nonprofit statuA can come in now and let me see
this, let me see this. When we try. to build homes for the elderly,
we have to have a nonprofit status, but that is an extension cif the
try
church. Wien we try to help the unemployed youth, when weand
to help tiCe hungry people in o'der to receive certain grants
what have you, we have to have a nonprofit status. We are flooded
with agencies that pionablyas Senators I know you know they
exist, but you do not know the trrili titude in which they exist and
the many times that they knock on our door at such a level. And I
want to tell you if there is any such thing as a hostile anti-Christ,
anti-church group, it is in these agencies and bureauracies that
come to us because we are not a church but, a nonprofit corporation.

It is under that that the State of California sent out a letter 4

years ago that all churches would submit to the Secretary of State
their Sources of income, their lists of contributors, and what did
they do with the money as a church.
Well, thanks be to God for our legislators. We moved that down
right quick. But there were agencies who said because there are
nonprofit organiOr125hs just like the Red Cross we ought to know
about it because of this philosophy there are people who have
moved into the courts without exhausting ecclesiastical ways of
getting into it, they have moved into the courts, declared past and
present officers out, conducted their own elections by people who
are not even religious people, because of a nonprofit status, and o91
and on I could go if it were not for that satanic light up therd.\
[ Laughter.]
Senator LEAHY. Instruments of the Devil show up everywhere.
[Laughter.]

I heard that light called a lot of things but this is the first time I
heard it called that. [Laughter.]
Dr. HILL Yes,
Senator LEAHY. I am sitting further,away from It than you, Mr,
Chairman.
Dr. HILL. That is another minute.
And what is happening, our religious freedom is not so much
being snuffed out at the top, we have a President who is proclaiming it, we have Senators who love the Lord anLi who have prayer
groups. But these eons of agencies who can came at us because we
have the tax privilege and who disregard that we are nonprofit but
church, and they have no concept that the church has its policing
power, the church has its own interit is harder to get a contribution out of a Paptist Church of trustees than it is a Senate Appropriation Comnlittee. [Laughter.]
But these people do not regard that. And there is also which we
have chaos at the bottom and affirmation at the top but very few
people ever meet you who are at the top. We deal with the people
who are down in the gutter and they give us a heck of a rime.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. [Applause.]
Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, I might note that at least like the
implied applause in that, because we have had a number of people,
I am surewell, you may not get these kind of letters but some of
us get these kinds of letters implying that when they are dealing
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with us, they are dealing with those down in the gutter. At least
one witness feels somewhat different.
Sentor HATCH. I have heard us compared to this red light a few

times. As the

Sentor LEAHY. In various ways.
Sentor HATCH- Yes, that is right.

Well, I have certainly enjoyed your testimoy. I think in your own
eloquent way you have, made a lot of very important points here
today.

John we are happy to turn to you. You are our last witness. We
appreciate having you here, and then we would like to ask some
questions.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BUCHANAN

Mr..BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is always a pleas-

ure to appear before you, and I am here today singing my usual

song, which is ,a song of celebration of the first amendment and for
the wisdom of our forefathers in framing that amendment which is
the corn tone of the Bill, of Rights and the most fundamental pro,,-tection of o liberty.
Without di
nting any of the concerns here earlier expressed,
ur own concern, Mr. Chairman, because eternal vigilance is
the price of liberty in oar time, as in every time, we would urge the
Senate to resist any and all tempts to weaken or dilute the first
i
amendment.
We are celebrants of the diversit of o;
ciety.
I understand there are some 200 religikAis sects in the country
today. We are a nation that has been composed not only of Christians, and although I have not met many, I understand secular humanists, but also Jews and Muslims and people of other faiths, and
people of no faith at all.
d the fact that' the first amendment ha fi
createdhas protected e individual freedom of conscience so that
people as free moral 'rigs in this society canechoose what to believe and how to believe and practice, This is bur most fundamental freedom.
We would urge therefore that no action be taken in the name of
improving on the law which would in fact dilute the basic protections of the first amendment.
Now, we recognize that those same values which shape political

beliefs also shape religious beliefs, and tere is going to be some
inevitable mixing of one's religious views and one's political views
and activities and, therefore, we asked Jim Castelli, who is Washington bureau f,hief of Our Sunday Visitor, which is the largest
U.S. Catholic weekly, to prepare for us an issue paper which is entitled "Ten Rules for Mixing Religion and Politics.: The guidelines
and principles that he iteates in that paper are in my written testi.
mony and I would commend it to your attention.
Sentor HATCH. We would be happy to have it.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I would like to deal with one of the subjects, and

that is the fact that government does have some right to demand
that religious institutions comply with reasonable regulation and
social policy.

2;:,
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I am an active member of the Riverside Baptist Church, at 680 I
Street SW., Washington, DC. I would invite yqu all to come to
church Sunday. It ip wonderful. But, we have ndt yet organized a
Baptist Fire Brigade, so if our church would catch fire on Sunday,
-we would call the D.C. Fire Department. It is/therefore reasonable

that we in our building must comply witif those basic fire and
safety codes.

More seriously, many terrible things have been done historically
in the name of religion. The Crusades, the Inquisition, the religious
wars and persecution, Baptists in Virginia were beaten and imprisoned and run out of town for proclaiming their Baptist faith. We
know the story of the Mormons in the United States. Many things
have been done in the name of religion that were wrong, child sacrifice, the burning of people at the stake, the drowning of witches
and so forth. Sp there must be some reasonable way for society to
expect basic compliance with law on the part of religious groups
and religious persons. And it seems to me, for example, as the Supreme Justice Warren Burger of the Supreme Court said, pertaining to the flob Jones case, that:
Denial of tax benefits will inevitably have a significant impact on the operation of
private religious schools, but will not prevent those schools from observing their religiou%,tenets The Government has a fundamental overriding interest in eradicating racial discrimination in education. That Government interest subskantially outweighs whatever burden denial of tax benefits places on petitioners exercise of
their religious beliefs

It is not always easy to delineate where the line must be drawn.
But it seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that in such a basic matter as
civil rights, that our society has no more important business than
to make sure that every person born into this society, regardless of
that person's sex or race or economic condition, or geographicocation, has every opportunity and every incentive to become the
most, the best that is in that person to be, to rise to that person's
full stature and fulfill whatever gifts God has given that person.
Now, as I, as a religious believer, believe that as a part of my religious belief, but it also seems to me that is so basic and fundamental a right of American citizens that the Constitutional civil rights
of American citizens must be protected at all costs, and not even a
religious group in the name of religion has the right to violate
those most basic.rights of our American citizens.
So we would urge that you look in depth at these difficult questions and that you, by all means, stand by the first amendment
which for nearly 200 years has protected our right And that while
reco "nizing that Government has some reasonable right to expect
of r ligious people what it expects of all citizens, that the basic
r

ms that we have been guaranteed to the wisdom of our

Founding Fathers be protected in the way they.have been for 200
years, and that is by cherishing and keeping the first amendment
undiluted and unchanged, whatever else the Senate might wish to
do.

Material submitted for the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN BUCHANAN, JR.

Chairman and iessehers of the Committee

My name is John Buchanan and I am hers today on behalf
toe People for the American Way, a nottprcat, nonpartisan, First Amendment

citizens' group working to protect individual freedoms. I am pleased to

appear tiny to prewar* our views on the subject of religious freedom and

the mixing of religion and potties.
Our only partisanship is on behalf of the constitutional liberties of
American citizens

in 1984, an especially timely issue. This year,

American' will elect a President whose term will expire in 1989

the year

the Bill ct Rights was proposed and the 201st anniversary of the
Constitution. This constitution has bean the guiding document for the

oldest and most succeseul democracy on the face of the earth:
People for the American Way is working to ensure that. on the
bicentennial. of the Constitution American citizens will continua to enjoy

their full corietitutional liberties.
that both major

I am making a predfoundly conservative point,

parties, Democrats and Republicans, should mit any and all etbesepts to
weaken or dilute the First Amendment to the Constituticsi.
Amendment is the oornerstone ct the Rill of Rights.

Thefirst

St protects freedom of

speech, of the press, and the right to petition. Above all., ft
guarantor of the individual citizen's freedom of =science, and of the
Alaparation elf church and state.

Like minions of deeply religk, ous Americans, I behave in a strict
construction ce

First Amen

means what it says
asitablishment of

intent was not
government, but also

*Congress

I beanie that the First Amendment
make no law rowan:Inv an

or prohibiting the fras eacerdes there f..." The
prevent organised religica from dominating

and equally important

to prevent goverment

from interfering with the individual citizen's right to worship. God as he or
she chocees.

Assaults upon the First Amendment may take many forms: for

instiance, there iir.the recently delisted proposed achool prayer amendment
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power on earth which can permit a pen= of faith frtnit

Thant is r

praying in acihool ec anywhere else. Mrs fact, as Congretsamwi Charles
Rose on

said, As long as there are math tests, there v l be prayer in

public schools." Along with many main stream religious leaders, however,

we have leap concerns about stets-prescribed and state-composed prayer

in the pudic schools.
.Another threat comes `from the host of proposals tai declare the United

States a *Christian" nation, as if,there is a uniformity of belief among

Catholics, Protestants, and believers in the Eastern Orthedox Church, and
as if Jews and other members of minorityreligions are something less than
first-class citizens.
The *Christian Nation' movement is part of a frightening 'new
development

ends.

national life

a misuse of religion for narrow political

Some critics claim! that it is insppropriate tin mix religion and

politics. That claim, like the =Ater argument that religious, ttaders have

a right to speak out on political issues, is often designed to end the
discussion.

We are interested, however, in discussion, and to that end People
For has just published an issue paper entitled "10 Rules for Mixing
Religion and Politics" by an Caste,13i."°- Mr. Castrili is the Washington

Bureau Chief for Our Sunday Visitor, the largest U.S. Catholic weekly,
and author of a syndicated 1,:xion aolumn. I would like to read from "10

Rules for mixing Religion and Pots," because the paints it makes
address directly the matter before the subcommittee
degree. The same
Almost everyone mixes religion and politics to
values that shape political beliefs also shape theological beliefs.
Theologian Harvey Cox says it is impossible to separate religion from
politics because it is the same people who are both political_ beings and

religious beings.' And, in fact, barring political debate based on religious
beliefs would violate the First Amendment's Free Exordia Clause.

what is needed, then, is net more pious rhetoric about mixing
and politics, but guidelines as to what conertitutes a legitimate
"How- To Mix Religion and Patios." Boomiume the people ;rtzirtg the loudest
about their right to bring moral issues into the political realmnare caftan
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thous trying the hardest to avoid any form of government regulation of

religious institution, this Hou-To' must also include guidelines far
church-state interaction.

It's particularly important that Americans find a proper =ix. The
American system of religious pluralism is unique; It develcgoil largely

because mole fled lands where the mix was improper

where religious

dissent and diversity were not respected. But the same Pounding Fathers
who took such pains to preserve religious freedom also brought.religious
values to bee:

shaping their new land. An analysis of U.S. history,

constitutional law and political practice suggests 10140 clear guidelines

far mixing`religion and politics.
I. RELIGIOUS DOCTRINZ ALONE IS NOT AN ACCIPTABLE
BASIS FOR PUBLIC POLIC14.

while morality is a legitimate element of public debate, thins is
distinction between SOL-slity and doctrine. liorelfty is generic;

"awe, Catholic*, Baptists, Buddhists and atheists ten all agree that murder
is a crime or debate the morality of ibraign aid, Ira- example, despite

their religious Baas. But a religious doctrine on the other band,
is acceptable rally to those who share a particular faith and is not open to
remonable debate.The &dart:ion is explained wall by David Little, professor of

zeligimi and sociology at the University of Virginia.

Denting the views

of Roger Williams, the colonial Baptist known as the 'Esther of Amick=

religious pluralism,' Little discusses ItiMams' belief that 'tilers existed
an independent standard of public morality mocordhig to which governments

might rightly be judged" atkIt that se Ciosuidtment to religious pluralism mut

rest upon a shared belief that civil ac public motility is determinable
Independent of religious beliefs." Little concludes that 'TO a pluralistic

'society, it is simply not a,ppropriats in the publk forum to give as a
remote for a law or policy the tact that it is demised Eros the 'Word of

God' or is 'dictated by the Bible.'"
Little notes that the Christian Right is inaccurate when it sees
itself as merely doing what Martin Luther Bing and other religious leaders
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supp=ting

ric)hts and opposing the Vietnam War did in their time.

Li/ea states that anti-Vietnam War zeligiexis leaders cited the just war
+4,

theory, not doctrine. Arid,

adds,. Martin Luther King node explicit and

repeated appeals to the naturet-law tradition, the American Constitution
and the Americah heritage, which were cembined with rather general

references to the dtutstSan tradtrion and to figures like Jesus and Gandhi.
He did not advocate particular 10133a-band legislation' or threat" to
defeat candidates who did not condo= to an explicitly religious pcmition.
A oontempbrary religious leader, Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago,

makes the use crucial distinction. En urging a consiatant ethic of life"
that would li;rle opposiiices to abortion to opposition to the use of nuclear
igasponsecapital punishimmt, social, program budget cuts'and the sallearis on
flame in Central America, Bernardin said Cativolics "face the challenge of

stating our case, which is awed in terms of our faith and our religious
convictions, in non-Feligious terms which others of different faith
corwictions might find arowslly psrstss

c

II. IT IS LEGITIMATE TO DISCUSS THE MORAL DIMENSION
OF PUBLIC ISSUES.

This should be obvious, but some critics of the Cludatian Right
overreact and try to push discussions of morality cut of the pulalic debate

altogether; they are jc1n d by many so-called Irealiona who 4Lnt to
distaiss morality as irrelevant in foreign affairs. But Alt=
detente would be unrecognizable withoutmoral argument, just as it
without organized religious involvement. -Colnzinist George Mill assert,
that, "American politics is currently afflicted by kinds of grim, moralizing

groups that are coarse in their =sorption*. Vulgar-in snalysis and
intemperate in advocacy. But the drab albsrustiire to such groups is
not Sass preoccupation with this sort of questictip but better
preoccupation. ...Meant good moral argument', bad mocal'argament will have

the field to itself."
The distinction between marelity and doctrine makes it easy to sea
that while it say be arrogant to talk about freeing a 'Moral /Celerty," it
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.. ,

is at least within the boundaries ot plorslies,, while talk at forming a
'Christian Nation' is net Thai* ate other 03CaZZOSI

Federal Judge law Ovation oarregtly held that 'Scientific
Creationisn should not be taught in the Arkansas publk schools because it
*01°'

required a belief in a specific religious doctrine, a fundame
interpretation of the fic7ok at Genesis.
.

* Ws unacceptebla to bean a Kiddie East

an a particzsisr
interpretation at the !Uhl*. The feat that °Judea and
* wan part
of Israel in the Old Teetament is not a justificrIco for xgraia to annex
the We

Sank today. Similarly, Its iosozooptabla to bites Unconditional
supsbrt at Israel on a docizinal belief about the necessity oda converted
-.
Israel to set the stage for the Sorind Cooing at Christ
to Wing thane A SUffkiant Zaligdpila bolds far tat obligation to
feed the hungry and clothe the naked, a Bible verse alone is no more an

Acceptable justification for suppceting a government program & a specific
funding level than it is for apprleing the Equal Sights Amandment.
,

A

Relief in the biblkal oonc.r.ot et an eye Sur an eyes is not an
acceptable basis Ibr supporting capital punishments belief that capital
ft

punishment is wiring hem= it Oecludes the opportunity for the convicted
person's conversion is
an an acceptable basis &sr opposing it.
**-'- TVs soceptable to use weal srgaments for or against a bilateral

,

tl.i.- soviet nuclear freeze, but unacceptable has equate the freeze with
godlessness or b0 Condemn it on the basis that the Soviet
is a
*
"Satanic° rower.
a?"

II/. DISCUSSION OF MORALITY# BEST APPLIED TO THE
COMMON GOOD, NOT PRIVATE AqTION.

This is a time-worn priziciple that has ores rinds rodent attack, but
it makes grxxi sense for several reasons. First, that is fax les&

oonsensus on the morality of private oilcan than On publi-iseutri; this is

particularly true in the area at sexual morality. Secand, government
cannot aucciatafully anfozat privet* nocality that doesn't have a public

manifestation; efforts to do so genera* end up weakening respect tor law.
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private
On the other hand, government con milloros cirdl tints law beanies
public dierriminatice against seirscoNies

Was has a public idde

neeponsiloility of
Overemphasis on private moritiy con obscure the

religion and morality in protecting

the nonlegal good. New York Gov. Mario

of St. John the
Cuomo expressed this well in a speech at the Cathedral
Divine in New York city:
tolerance. It
To secure religiouspesce, the °institution densoled
said no group, not even a majority, has the right to forge its
It said that whine
religious views on merr pert of the community.
'ware GC actions that
setters of private morality are involved
the
don't impinge on other people or deprive the. of their rights
isn't slowly
intervens....fet,
=Constitution
state has no tight to
embodied a central
an invitation to selfishness, far in it is also
tralitirm that is, a Items of the common
truth of the Amino-Christian
It says, as the Gospel mays, that freed= isn't limes; that
stood.
liberty celestes reepmnsibility That if we havebeeogiven Eneedoe,
it is to encourage us to pumas that gasman good.

GrAlgtelleC HAS A MIGHT TO

COMPLY WITd Wan=

tom! TAT KUM= INSITIVITChS

RIGDIJOICK AND SWIRL POLICY.

The Crostitation provides that;whilet gone

aunt be neutralpoward

religion, it must also accomodate it;And acormodation is

tsuPwiey street.

resennehIle
The sane principle that rewires gamplient tenable a

acoarsodatino to relig*mi as a pert

of society :squirms religion to rake a

reasonable aoccecdat,ice of government. Merrfundemeotalist t&1k of the
'sovereign church` and vier grassroment as evil; they hold that4becmuse they

believe in the Bible, they are virtually erii;XsiDteecivil lams, a
self-serving position with no coostituticnel basis. While the Chrigtien
iti'
Right .likes to compare itself to the civil rights leaders of the 1960e,

approach has mom in common with the anarchy of the Tipples than with the
civil dischedimine of mertin Luther Sing.
seeking
A rue= of Azilmentalist and evengelicel oburd1 leaders are

exempt:4m frac same of the scot basic horrimen legal requirements; not
in other
only at the Faith Christian Sdhool in Louisville, Vmhreeke, but
instances as well:

JOY'

lientiamentelist

child" have tried to

claiming *Spare the rod and spoil the
state and federal spouse and child abuse Isms.
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**

Resiementausta tae wall as eon Wall= gawps

the

!animal Crancil of Churches) have =warted Sob Jones Ilaiversity and other
inetituticra which went to keep their tex-eseept status dieetite the
that they discriminate as the basis of

race.

fact

They ants that their racial

policies are part of their religkambelisf. *

bomber:of findmeentaliets mid

scPart-Latiaiatiam

proposed by San. Roger Japan (R-rowel and Rep. &Clip Meanie cR.0118.)
which %cold
Churches.

it the Maternal Irmo. Semi= of its power to audit

The I.R.S. audits chu060es to imam that they are

in

fact

churches and are paying U required tau at inralated business immdia.

**

Many Christian Right grave tabs the hard lime position that

-Social Security payments are an unconstitutional tee.

They are trying to

win exection'fros the nag lawmaking narticiiition in the eye= !natatory
for all nonprofit institutions.

The Soorsmaccurt bee consietintly ruled that the goverrennt y place

some reetrictions on religious trued= if it has wain:walling interest.'

facent slings have upheld this approschon
.sett

s.

The Wart ruled in the Sob itnes

tax-ersept statuato schools which

tax and Social Seourity
that the MRS say deny
at the basis of race, amen

when that discrihinaticn is based in religious belie.

Chief illation

Warren Purger said Venial after benefits will inevitably have a
significant impact on the operation of private religious schools, but will

not prevent thole schools froacteerving their religious tenets,

governmwt has a fundmental, overriding interest

in tradicating

The
racial

discrimination in education....That government interest substantially

ontme4ututatever burafi denial of tax benefits places on petitioners'
exercise of their religious beliefs.*
Qt Social Security, mainline
mandatory coverage for ncremofit insti

already covered before the term

groups overwhelmingly support
85 percent of all nonprofits
effect.

The mainline churdhes
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alao view the Jesup as one that involves the clalrobes'jerrsibi4,tir -- to

40E4 employees and to the public st

lam.

Last year, the Supreme Court reviewed a case n shinh an *dab fuser

Nought an exemption blooming *employer shale of Social Security

that gam:bombers bed a rupcnailiility to

became of his religion's

Wart acknowleited the sincerity of the

cam far their run people.

frees

.

beliefflgem said it wesomenchiden by the gowerneent's omepallin;

int:Orm in

%wiping the Social Security spittle

intact.

If the court won't

exeept the Reich, with a vereomble tradition of caring for their own people,
there's no resson to expect it to exempt other churches.

RELIGIOUS
CQUEbrfi SUPP:1117G TIM

norimmims xi!

CC0PERAME

=MOMENT /N

anal GC0D.

The absolutist appo:ach to dXirotetate 'operation isaulli bar this

amt. /Or sample, lawmits have

hemilfiled

to bun as

t

wmcnstitoUcnal the use of fc.*ral basis for moans'
almithdin8 se oath
pzugisae for diss%fantaged stuiawts in cmcil-net schools.

but as 1=4 as

these servirosare provided regordIsss of the recipient's religion, there
is no reason for c2

es not to participate.

In one sucoessful instance,

a on&Ittion of religious and secular voluntary agencies administered $90
million in imaroency federal aid for the hungry and hcooleas in 1983.

Aelig ens institutions, along with Emilie*, neighborhoods and other
forms of voluntary secejstirms are examples Cf eadiatino structures xhiCh
help the iniividas1 cope with the larger institutions of society, such as
big government anti big business.

Theme structures serve a variety of

public purposes and may even be effective vehicles for deliwring

goverment-funded social services.

OOVEMMENT INSTTIVTICKS MUST SHOW NEITHER OFFDIEGU.APPSCVAL
r_

DISAPPIU.7AL OF RELIGION.

This is a restatement of the principle of goverment neutrality Coward
religion, applied to government mcpzcata action.

22J-

Justice Sandra t*y

OVennor restated this principle maLl in a recent ogiinicaz
"The Establishment Clause prohibits govern:met from making adherenos
-to a religion in isey raw relevant to a parson's standing in the political
community.

ways.

Ciovernent on run afoul of that peohikkition in two principal

One is excessive enteosaseent with religious institutions....The

second and scat direct .infrigement is gocerneent andoesseepts or
disapproval of religion.

Iteloreamit sends a massage to non-edherents that

they are outaidersrot drill sambers of the political =Manila", and an
acorsperying nessage to sfailerents that they are insiders, favored embers
of the political aonet.z ity.

sends the opposite message.'

F FOR mac

VII. THERE CAKEEND "

crricz.

Article VI, Section 3, of the Constitution declaose that 'no religious
test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or pdblic
trust under the United States.'

But that requirement has come under attack in subtle and not so subtle
ways in recent years -- including the advice from White &Ouse public
liaison officer Carolyn Sundeeth that Christians pray that Reagen's
advisers "get saved cc get out."
The ban on religious teats is also violated by groups like the

National OXIStiATIActicn Cbelition and the Christian Voice when they label
a candidate's position on issues as "Christian,' "non-Christian" or
"godless," especially on such issues as the creation of a separate

a

Cabinet-level Departmental Education or gpgraeling diplomatic relations
with the People's PepUblic of China.

%anginas labieslike Impact,

Network and Bread for the World have Long reneged to take positions and
issue voting records without saying or

implying

that those with Low spores

are less "Christian" or lees °religious.°

Q the question of a religious test, Prandint Reagan steps aver the
Line of what is acceptable.

In his Muth 6, 1984, address to the taetidnal

Association of EVerspelicals, he again contrasted the atheistic Soviet Union

with the believing United States, Ind maid "We will never stop praying that
the (soviet) leaders, like so, army of their own people, might come to know

the liberating nature of faith in Md." In diedurbag that only political

t

2

leadera its: believe in Oat

acceptmaile, the praeident diegmlifies

rambeliamme in this corstry.

var. iiirs na=c ill KLITIChl. A. IiM101. ICOT RAY SY ME
MC =ZS.
'this UM= Cindy

thatorth, =training true =Lai ICS" CC

maw tactics, relying an peremmeicri rather thin cuercicri ad, in vowel,
saintaining a same of civility. ft Awns, as ism. Shard Tarstedy
tbat %awls an
(Disess.) said at Jerry Fa1i ll'a Liberty Septist
not sseciet1 became they steed against strati= tbsy am eat 'exrdererei
f
hem*, they haiew in free canics.`
Ordinal larnerdin put it this way: iies shauld maintain and clearly

articulate cur rellgion canvicticns, fait also maintain air civil may
we shruld be viticancoo in stating a cslia and attentive in bearing atom's
CRAW we stexil4 test sueryarea's

logic, brit art ~Jan his or her

motives."

mother emeeple af playing by the sem rules is using a single
stanind to julige all parti#pente in the pronseer f exisige, there's a

&shit standard at wet then Liberals praise the Catholic biatcps far
entering the public debate at =clear area, but criticise that for entering
the public maps ai anortirn. Tat baps have a right to be in bath
=eject to the UM Level rxf
debates; their arguments in each case
acnitiny tamed an their merits.

IX.

PEOLLC CIPTICCAIS KM VERY

1020 'IC MEM TN= POW=

Ficanyr= camas.
kiwis °Taylor's memo* above vex =de within the crateet of direct

PEW/ , AND rio

AT Au. To t

mint wit=

sevanment ectico, it also agplias in principle to the thetraric used by
officeholders. 'lb son this up in the Imeiguege of acismenical dialogues,

"Witness, Yes: Prreelytireticn, lb.
mexicana expect, end ewes like, a certain =amt. of piety is. their

publc officials, and tistirmal Lear' fragrantly call fix Oars help
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timed of crisis.

This is an eapreesion of a

non- threatening civil religion.

Americans aren't threatened by a

politician's private beliefs; nonamptists weren't offended when Jimmy
Carter taught at a Southern Bmptist &intfay sdhool while ;avail:lout.

public official who asks people to believe

in

the Bible or to do

But a

samthinq

became, it is ccesesmied by "Odr Lord, Jesus Christ' has stewed out of
bounds.'

President Reagan's frequent tine of Nos" to refer to Christians and

'they' to refer to everyone elms sends a massage to nnonnedharents."
fact, his identification with a narrow,

sends a message that even

Christians

fontanontalist view

Mn

of Christianity

who don't share that view are

"noe-adherents.*

X.

AU Cer RAS TKE RIGHT TO CLAIM TO SPEAK FORGO°.

The rhetcric of the Christian Right is full of references to America
as a 'chosen nation* or 'the Bat Israel' and to 'Cod's

For example,

Jerry Falwell has said, °God has called me to take

I have a divine

mandate to go right into the balls of Mewed&

for laws that will

save America' and 'Cur battle is not with human beings, our battle is
Satan hinsel,f.

with

The real conflict is between light and darkness, the

kingdom of Satan and the Kingdom of the Lord Jesus Christ.'
President Reagan has tried to sidestep the issue by saying 'I've said
that we mast be cautious in claiming that God is on our side.

I think the

real question we must answer is, ate we on His side?' This statement is
merely a bit of casmistrywhich still conveys the belief that the speaker

is, in fact, 'a His side.'
The queetArn of claiming to speak for Good also comes up, when religious

leaders endorse political candidates.

And:lister has the same friss:km as

anyone else to endorse a candidata as an individbaI, but it's unacceptable
to imply that an endcrserent speaks for all

Christians

or reflects "God's

The Christian Right and its supporters argue that religion is an

integral

part of society and that both believers and religious institutions

6Th
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have certain rights.

They do -- but they also have responsiWilitills,

including playing by the rules.
The First larremkent is the basis of so sunny of our libartims, that

what begins as an assault upon religious freedom ends up as an assault upon
all our freedoms

In recent years, political extremists have claimed a

religious justification for censoring whoa& textbooks, purging
library bookshelves, and restricting students' rights to learn, teachers'
rights to teadh, and every citisen's right to speak freely. And that's only
the beginning.

In this chhtUry, we have learneVf the horrors that can

begin with bcok-burning and J.Ampliuit attacks own mincrity religion.

Lurking behind the assaults upon the First Assondbiset is an attack upon
the Arerica we Love -- a melting pot; it is a rich moeaic of all the world's
peoples, cultures, and faiths.

Fr

this diverse peculation is drawn the

strength and hope of cur country.
Fes- nearly 200 years the First Ansamtont has safeguareed the basic

rights and liberties of the American people.

Mid& its wise provisions

both personal liberty and a rich diversity of religious beliefs have
flourished

i. ate precious to cur future as it his been to cur past.

The way of the Firstiemadrent remains the American Why.

ri
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Senator HATCH. Thank y u, Congressman Buchanan.
I have appreciated the timony of everybody here today and we
will
ke sure that all statements will go into the record as
thou,. fully delivered. Let us just ask a few questions to you panel
st.

M.1.1

would appreciate it if you could keep your remarks brief, but
make what you. feel are significant remarks.
Ge rally speaking, what can a government or, in particular, our

Goverment, do in advance that does not violate a person's religiou freedom rights?

Kennedy.
Dr. KENNEDY. James Madison said that the Federal Government
D

.

does not have the shadow of a pretex to intermeddle in religion,
and I believe that it was the intention o e framers of our Constitution that the ederal Government be ice .,out_of _religion. And
that would incluae, Thelieve, the courts as we as the Congress.
Now, what we have had is the Congress has absined from passing laws but the courts have entered into the legislative field and
have, in effect, legislated against religion by their various deci-

sions-

As you know, & of the 13 States that founded this country had
established religion when the constitution was passed and it was
not the intention of the first amendment to in any way restrict religion. The real purpose I believe of the first amendment was not
the separation of church and State but rather the separation of the
State from thiii church. And there is a vital difference between
those two concepts. As you know, the 'Bill of Rights, the first ten
amendments were demanded by the people %because they were
afraid of the powers newly bestowed upon the Federal Government
and they wanted to protect the rights of the people. Therefore, they
were one-way streets. They placed shackles upon the hands of the
Federal Government and restrained them from restricting the liberties of the people, principally the No. 1 right that they protected
was the freedom cf religion, the first part of the first amendment.
Now, what has happened is that the shackles of that first amend-

ment have been taken off of-'the hands of the Government'and

have been placed upon the church. And I would call into testimony

the fact that in the last 5 or 10 years, 98 percent of the time that
you hear the statement, the separation of church and State, what
was being discussed was not what the Federal Congress can do or
not do, which is what the first amendment talks about, but it was
always what the church can do or cannot do, what a church school
can do or cannot do, whatIristian clergymen can do or not do or
even what Christians can or cannot do.
So we have now totally reversed the intention of the first

d-

ment. The original intention was to restrict the Federal
rnment..It has now been turned around so it is continually being
used to restrict the rights of religious people and it is being used
diametrically opposite to its original intention.
I do not want to do 'away with the first amendment. I would like
to do away with these ridiculous and ludicrous interpretations of it

that are totally anitheticato its original intention.
Senator HATCH. Thank
Dr. Titus.

u.
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Dr. TITUS. Article IV of the U.S. Constitution says that the Con-

stitution is the supreme law of the land. It does not say that the
opinions of the U.S. Supreme Court are the supreme law of the

land. President Lincoln learned that lesson well in his debates with
Douglas over the Dred Scott issue. He did not accept the Dred Scott
decision of the U.S. Supremp Court.as the supreme law of the land.
Rather he went to the Constitution itself, as a candidate for office
and then later Ds President of the United States, to decide for
himself what his constitutional duty was to be.
Too often, I believe, in this Senate, the House of Representatives,
and also in the executive offices, Members of the bodies believe
that they are bound in their legislative capacity by the options of
the Supreme Court even when they disagree with them. t'believe
that you have a constitutional right as well as a constittal reat its
sponsibility to examine-the text-of the Constitution, to 1
language, to decide for yourself rather than to just simply think
that the Supreme Court has decided for you as to the meaning of
such precious liberties as the first amendment. Let me give you an
example.

In the first amendment, the word "religion," if you go back into
history, means the duties that we owe uniquely to our Creator as
contrasted to those duties that are owed to Caesar. You do not see
that concept in any Supreme Court cases today. They simply ignore
such language.
Therefore, they are not paying attention to the specific language
nor the intent of the Constitution. You need not act that way.
I would suggest to you that if you go back you will find guidance
from such men as James Madison and Thomas Jefferson to deal
with the 'questions that you have before you.
Senator HATCH. Dr. Hill.

HILL. I would say, No. 1, do not be afraid of the religious
comMunity. The heartbeat of America, the thing that is holding us
together at the grassroot level, with all due respect to you gentlemen, is not the Congress of the United States. It is what is happening up and down the streets and on the corners to various religious
activities. It is the constant encouragement of the preacher, the
rabbi, the priest of telling people to go the right, to keep the hope,
to be loyal to God and country. And there is some kind of fear that
is loose in this country that the aggressive religion push that is
going on is somehow deterimental to this country and thus prayer
groups like in Pasadena, neighbors who just wanted to gather and
have prayer together, were taken to court and told that they could
not even have neighborhood prayer meetings. And yet that same
house could have a dance all nignt long and there is no law against
that at all.
So do not be afraid of what religion is doing.
Second, do not let government through all of its various subcommittees and bureaucracies and departments and agencies, including
that we
the Internal Revenue, build all of these fences to pr
us what
anorteesll
people
because
they
come
in
can make as religious
corporations.
They
do
not
even
consider
we must do as nonprofit
the fact that we are of God.
Senator HATCH. Congressman Buchanan..
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Mr. BUCHANAN. I think government has the right and, indeed,
the responsibility to protect the basic individual rights and liberties

of American citizens and to ask American citizens that they

comply with the reasonable requirements of law. Its seems to me
el*,,Government can do that whether or not those individua/ir have
on a religious cloak. It seems to me that vthere
entit -n the
name of religion is violative of either law or the rights of Arn can
citizens, then the Government can legitimately act in such
SenaW HATCH. Let me ask each of you Do you feel that religious freedom rights are afforded the same degree" of protection by
the enforcement agencies of government as other civil rights, ranging from freedom from ,race and sex discrimination, for instance?
Shall we start with you again, Dr. Kennedy, and then go across.
Do you understand my question? We raiseCongressman iluchanan raised the issue of race discrimination, now of sex discrimi--....."....

Do yo

think that religious freedom rights are el va

to the

same status?
Dr. KENNEDY. No, I do not. I believe that the attention of the

country has been directed at various times in its history to .rtain
problems that the society has raised: The problem of slaviry, 100

years ago, the problem of discrimination in recent decades.
That same sort of attention has not been focused upon religious
rights and perhaps today is a very signal turning point in that failure to direct the attentio of our country to this problem.
I think that the num r of cases of prosecution and persecution
that have been descri
today bear testimony to the fact that religious rights of citizens are being trampled in the mud in many
places in our country. Things which were unthought of a decade

ago are taking place, such as the horrors that we heard about in
Nebraska and in California and other places in this Nation.

But I am optimistic that with such hearings as these and with
the opportunity of airing these problems before the American
peopleI believe in the American systemthat justice and free-

dom for all will prevail. And I think one of the greatest dangers is
the suppression of the expression of religious views on religious liberty which has taken place too often in our country and which this
is a notable exception to today. I think that the outcome will be

sal u tory.

Senator HATCH. Thank you.
Dr. Titus.

Dr. Trrus. I believe that one of the fundamental errors today in
the question of protection of religious freedom is viewing religion

as a narrow claint Whatc;I mean by that is that so often people
think that churches have claim that other people do not 'Awe,

because they do not ident' y with a church. But religion is much
broader than churches. It is even much broader than people who
even identify themselves as rel. ous

ple.

Let me give you an example.
en Thomas Jefferson spoke
against tax-supported schools in Vi nia, he was not just concerned about government control
pinions about who Jesus
Christ is but he was also concerned bout government control of
what good physics is or what good mathematics is. That is, the
...j,
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opinions and belief of men, whether they are identified as religious
subject matters or nonreligious subject matters were considered to
be religion, that is the duty that we owe to our Creator.
What we think about mathetilatics, what we think about science
is just as much a duty to our Creator as what we think about Jesus
Christ, whether he is or is not the Son of God. They believed that
the minds and hearts of the people,and therefore teaching, education, was considered to be religion.
If we would get back to the original intent of our Fathers and
the way they intended it to mean, then I
understand religion
think it would ha a rn ch broader-based appeal and then I think
concerned about religious freedom. And
a lot more people would
it would be elevated where it should be.
Sentor HATCH. Dr. Hill.
Dr. Hu.L. I think that 25 years ago I was in this building going
up all own
still have civil rig to probof civil rights. I think 25 years la
lems, but now it is our religious
No, I do not think the same em hasis is being placed because
there is an assumptionitbroad in the land that vAii are always going

country. There is the asto have proper religious rights
officials. It will always be
L. sumption on the part of a lot o
there. It is just like the assumption that the plantation owner had,
that the slaves were happy and that we .did not even have ty
bother about them. And there are a lot of people who believe that
religious freedom in the United States, with the exception of one,
fritter, thither, yon, everything is all right.
I think our presence here today, coming from sbch a broad spectrum and altogether suggests that all is not well and we certainly
that all is not well. And I
hope we can convince those in Co
think you can look at the voting nifte:I mean the voting in recent
years, things that matter in terms of civil rights foe the most part
have been
flrigious freedom that the religious
Things that
community has asked, have been somewhat bogged down.
So do not think the same emphasis has been placed but I think
that it-does need to be placed here.

matte

Sentor HATCH. Thank you, doctor.
uchanan.
Congress

Mr. Buci4NAre Well, Mr. Chairman, religious liberty is a cornerstone of all our liberties and the protection of freedom of conscience, free exercise is certainly a matter of premier importance
and of first importance.
It does seem to me that while real and legitimate problems have
been raised here, there has been such an .emphasis on the negative
that we mayroverlook the fact that rel. .0 liberty does flourish
of
and has flourished in the United States u er the
among
degree
a
unique
the first amendm -t. And that perhaps

the nations of earth, of which I am aware, that is the case in our
country and therefore the answer would be yes, religious liberty is
of first importance, the protections of freedom of conscience, expression are of first importance. But I think the first amendment
track record overall is quite good.
Sentor HATCH. Thank you.
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Senator Leahy, I will be happly to turn to you at any time here.
Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, you are covering all of the issues
I would want to, and doing it better than I would.
I yield my time to you.
Sentor HATCH. Well, if I could just ask one more question of the
four of you. And let us start with you, Congressman Buchanan.
Do you feel that the Nebraska cases, the Reverend Moon's case,
the Bob Jones case, tisa,tax and other issues raised by Reverend
Bergstkpm here today are%4cative of any trend towards unconstitutionsll intrusions into the affairs of churches by the Government.
And, if you do, how would you describe that parttcuIar trend?
Congressman Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I doubt my own competence to
in the
cases discussed, Mr. Chairman.
I would say that you do well to look hard at any possible vernment intrusion into religious liberty.
Agaiir; it seems to me that the experience of our society and the
preponderance of the experience of our society is in the opposite direction from that And I suspect thAft there is not serious violation
of religious liberty in the United States -nor a trend in that direction.

Senator HATCH. Could you wait just one second, leverend Hill,
before we call you on.

We do have Reverend Paul Weaver of Vermont here. Reverend
Weaver, where are you?
Senator LEAHY. He is right behind you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Why do you not go take your place at the table.
Senator Leahy has asked me if we could take just some short tes-,
timony from 'Reverend Weaver as well before we end this today
and we still give him a few minutes to do that.

Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, I

Senator HATCH. There is a seat pver there.
Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, I would note I greatly appreciate

your courtesy. I know there have been hundreds of people who
have asked to testify here today. And Reverend Weaver, who is
well respected in the State of Vermont, has asked personally if he
could testifyprimarily because of the events in Vermont that
have been alluded by a number of people over this past week. And
I know that you are making an extraordinary effort to bring him
into this. And I just want to express my appreciation to you.
Senator HATCH. We are very happy to have you, Reverend

Weaver. I am just so pressured for time, but I do want to do this
for Senator Leahy and for me. But we will get to you last.

But if you could answer that question. These cases, these instances that have been raised today, are they indicative of any unconstitutional trend or intrusions by the Government into the affairs of
churches; and,
w would you describe that trend
and what shall we do abou it?
Dr. HILL. Well, I want to describe the trend first.

I think that there is antagonism on the part of governmental
agencies towards the church. I think this antagonism is in the Internal Revenue, I think this antagonism for instance in my own
community is in the Department of Building and Safety, for instance, I can give you a good illustration.

2 38, c
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The Department of Redevelopment of the Downtown"Los Angelesredeveloped
les redeveloped Lee Angeles, and I used to be a member o
city planning and zoning, redeveloped Los Angeles to accommodate
50,000 citizens downtown. But they made sure no more churches.
And as the other churches are closed down and they are closing
them down through code enforcements, no more replacements.
People, but no' churches, is kind of throughout the country.
There is antagonism against the church, against religious freedom
now. That might not be an international movement led on natinally by Senators and what have you, that we are going to stop religious freedom, but I think as the church has become the church, in
my own area, in civil rights, as Dr. Falwell and others have played
a great role in the community, there is antagonism in Government
all the way down to the city councils and I think that that does
exist. And wherever problems can be brought up, they are brought
a

a+-

a

1.

tional Baptist Convention that represents 7 million people and we
do have day-to-day antagonistic problems from governmental agen-

cies who would just as soon rebuild the city and leave out the
churches.
Senator HATCH. Dr. Titus?

particularly the Nebraska case,
Dr. Tirus, I think these cases
and the case involving Bob Jones are indicative of the example of
the breakdown between the jurisdictional wall between the authority of the civil government and the authority of God. If we do not
have a legal system that acknowledges a sovereign God that rules
us before we come into a society, such as was the faith of our fore- /
fathers, then religion is going to be an invention of the State, or it
is going to be an invention of people who are in authority. Rights
once inalienable become merely civil and what we have, I believe,
in example after example today, and I think in Nebraska and the
Jones cases are good examples, is that when you have people who
a particular area, such as
think that they have total authority
that
they have a compelling
education, t,hen in good faith, beli,ving
conform
to What they think
State interest, they can force people to
whatever
other
policy that they
is good educational policy or
do
not
believe
that religion is
happen to enforce. As long as they
granted
by
creator
God,
then
they
are going to
an inalienable right
substitute their own judgments for what they think is right and
good for society.
We must go back to the faith of our fathers if we are going to
'have a religious freedom that is fixed and forever in a way to keep
good faith bureaucrats from trying to impose their views on the
rest of us.
Senator HATCH. Dr. Kennedy.
Dr. KENNEDY. I believe that there is very definitely a t end that I
alluded to earlier, and I believe that in the last half century this
has begun in our educational icistitutions with increasing secularization. What is now commonly called secular humanism, it used to
be called simply infidelity by the Founding Fathers of our country,
it is a disbelief in any sovereign God %via° has overridineauthority
over the State and over all individual lives.
I think that this view that has pervaded our educational institutions has spread from there to our media where it has been greatly
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strengthened, and it has been spread abroad throughout our country. Now people educated in that way, indoctrinated through our
media, are in our bureaucracies, they are in our Government, they
are, the people that Dr. Hill has had to deal with and others in our
churches. And I think that this secularism bodes very ill for the
future of religious freedom in this country.
It is a fact that this Nation founded by predominantly Christian
people provided for the world the greatest amount of religious liberty that had or has ever existed anywhere in the world before.
There is no other nation in the world that has allowed the degree
of religious liberty that was allowed by Christian America established on these shores. And yet today we find in secular hiananisn
an increasingly intolerant alien religion that is intolerant of any
other religious view expressing its opinion in the public sphere,
and it has done all it can to repress and suppress the expression of
anywhere. Efforts to take away the motto of in God we trust, suits
against the astronauts, for reading the Bible, suits against prayer,
taking away the Ten Commandments, all this type of thing, pushed
by people who are unbelievers, who are atheists, who are secular
humanists, whatever you want to designate them as, demonstrate a

very intolerant system. And I think that unless the American

people. realize that this Christian system allowed a degree of religious liberty never before seen, where Tom Paine and. Robert Ingersoll and Madeline Murray O'Hare could express their views on
any platform in America, on national television and in the press,
and everywhere elsd, where any person could come, whether it be a
Buddhist or a Hindu, could proselytizewhich is against the law in

many other countries of the world todaytremendous religious
freedom in Christian America.

I believe that if we see the complete success of the secularist
ng diminution of
the amount of religious freedom th
alto
in our country.
And I believe that under the guise
neutralit' or of secularism,
view of life, you will find a continual co

and without letting people know that this is a
on, we have virtually in this coune6r today an established religio in America. It
is the religion of secular humanism. It is establis ed in the sense
that it is taught in virtually every public school in America today,
and its tenets are upheld by the courts of this country. Evolution,
one of the principal pillars of secular humanism is taught in virtually every school in America, while creationisfn may not be taught,
by court edict, and on and on you can go with other things. Their
amoral ethical system is taught, their world view in taught, and so
this country is being indoctrinated in another religion which has

been established in this country. And I believe that unless the
American people see this larger view of what is happening, they
are not going to understand the whys and the wherefores of the
particular cases that we are facing, and I think that America needs
to get back to its foundations, to the views of the founders of this
country as to what America _was originally founded upon if there is
gding to be any hope of continuing religious freedom in this
Nation.
Thank you.
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Se ator HATCH. Now, our last witness here on this panel is Reveren aul Weaver of Vermont.
If yo could conclude in just a few minutes, I would appreciate it.
STATEMENT OF REV. PAUL WEAVER, TRINITY BAPTIST CRURCH,
ROUTE 2-A. WILLISTON, VT

Reverend WEAVER. Thank you, Senator Hatch, for the privilege.

For 35 years I spent my life in parsonages. My dad was a pastor.
Now I have been one for 14 years. I have watched the change in
attitude toward religion, the relationship between Government and
the church break down. In the fifties, I saw a friendly relationship,
neutralized perhaps in the sixties and seventies, becoming in many
ways an adversary relationship in the eighties, which is to my
dismay.
We arp law_abiaing ritizpina W hw this t ount as much as
anyone. .I find myself on a July 4th now standing an watching the
parade of.. our hate town and wondering how long our freedoms
will hold Tit. Where as a young child, I stood there with great
hope for t e futu- in these matters.
is religious intolerance in Government circles
i0
The
have
been
fortunate in Our State to have a good State
today.
urt
and
legislature
who have dealt successfully with two
supreme
of our pro lems and put them to rest because there were some
brave individuals who were willing to deal with the issues as they
really were; that religious liberty issues were involved with educational matters. But what distresses me most I suppose is the events
of this pitt weekend in our own State, and by Executive order anil
promulgation, a group of 90 State troopers and40 social workers
descended upon one of our small towns. In that town was a church
that has been described by many as cultic, one that certainly I do
not hold beliefs in common with, but people who have precious religious guarantees under our Government. And they came into the
town and they came into the homesgthey took 112 children. Their
hope and purpose was to detain the children for 3 days to investigate the possibilities of child abuse, allegations that have been
made for a number of years, but none that have been proven, none
that have held up in courts, that have held up with records. They
were going to detain 112 children for 3 days.
Fortunately, the judge would not allow it, Judge Frank Mahady
would not allow it. They had a Burke Mountain school set aside to
take these young people, psychiatrists there, ready, medical doctors
there ready to examine these children and to take them perhaps
permanently away from their parents. These children were removed from their homes with breakfast muffins in their mouths.
The wives were wakened up with flashlights in the privacy of their
own beds and their homes, the men were taken off without any
concern over the care of their property and without any general
concern I believe for their religious liberty. .
For one of the first times, I have seen the religious community
and adversarial organizations within our State come together in
agreement on this particular thing. When you see the ACID and
the Christian school group get together on the last three issues
that have occurred in the State of Vermont, you know there must
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be something going on, there must be some religious liberty problems. When you see the conservative and liberal churches alike
getting into the act together, whereas for so much time there was
so much sleepiness on the part of many church leaders, you know
something is happening to our country.
But, most of all, I think from a personal point of view, I do not

try to be an expert here, there is that internal turmoil that is

going on in the hearts and minds of many of our good people who
p5y their bills, who pay their taxes, who love this country, who are
faising children to be solid citizens, a fear of what the future really
holds in light of some of the events/that have occurred.
I thank you for this opportunity.
Senator HircH. Well, thank you.
I want tolet me turn to Senator Leahy.
Senator LFAHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

*.allp

to the matter that Reverend Weaver has referred to in saying that
I would hope that both our system of constitutional government
and our belief in the first amendment would allow that matter to
be straightened out.
Mr. Chairman, again I appreciate and I am indebted to you for
your courtesy in allowing Reverend Weaver to testify. I thought it

was a matter of significant importance and he was concerned
enough to make a special trip down here. He is not a man who
takes these issues lightly. He and I thought that it was important

that he speak.
In part of your testimony, Dr. Hill, you said do not fear religion,
and I agree, with you. I hope that we would never have a time in
the United States of America where we would fear religion. But
those who represent religion, whatever it might be, should never
allow their beliegt,
their faith that they have found the one
truth to allow or *impel them to seek conformity from those who
they feel have not ound the truth.
In other words, if we feel that we have found the truth, let us
never allow that belief, that faith, no matter how strongly held, to
bring us to require others, or force them to conform to what we

have found as a truth. And I am not suggesting, sir, that you

meant that at all. I .have said throughout my life as a law student,
as a lawyer, nay public career as a prosecutor, as a U.S. Senator,

that the most important part of our Constitution is the first

amendment. Because it guarantees the freedom of religion and it
guarantees the freedom of speech. And any country that will guar-

antee both thoseand truly guarantee themwill never fail, will

never fail.
The freedom of religion means freedom to all, not just those who

agree with our own religious beliefs: If one's beliefs are true and
strong, they are going to survive without the enforced conformity
to other's beliefs. Whether they are forced through peer pressure,
economic pressure, or so on. If our own beliefs are true and strong,
they are going to survivethey are going to survive. Let us never
forget that. Never let us seek enforced conformity, end let us,
e all else in this country, uphold the first amendment.
ank you, Mr. Chairman.
nator HATCH. -Well, thank you.
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We have had, it, seems to me, a number of very eloquent remarks

made here this day, not the least of which are the remarks of my
dear friend and colleague, Senator Leahy here at the conclusion of
this hearing.
I think also one of the things that has dawned on me repeatedly
throughout this hearing happens to be that we all have a obligation to be more tolerant. All of us have an obligation to combine
together in the best interests of this country. I have never seen an
issue since I have been in the U.S. Senate which has brought more
diverse groups of people together then this. particular issue, than
this particualr hearing. Some of the:most 'intolerant statements
made in our society over the last Seats, while I have been a
Member of the U.S. Senate, have bWn shade ocassionally by reli- 41A0
gious leaders against other religious leaders I think that is an important aspect too that we who believe in religion have tolerance
gion, albeit not our own.

I think that what has happened here today is that we have had
ple from diverse religious points of view come together in the
t interests of this country and in the best interest of the first

amendment.
I might add that. I might be remiss if I do not agree with Senator

Leahy that the first amendment really is the cornerstone of all of
the privileges that some of us take for granted each day, and which
it takes good religious leaders to articulate so that we do not take

them for granted.
I think we have had some wonderful, wonderful testimony here
'today froin our bonstitutional experts to our religious leaders. Everybody who has testified, it seems to me, has added something to
this. hearing And I just want to personally compliment all of you.-I
hope that in some of these cases that we will get reason in American, that we will become more reasonable in America.
I really hate to see where there are legitimate disputes that any
religious leader is placed in prison. I agree with Reverend Bergstrom that if religious leaders commit heinous crimes or majo
criminal crimes they should have to pay just like anybody else.

where re legitimate disputes and where the matters arise out of
the expression of religious beliefs, regardless of the differences, I
hate to see this type of treatment accorded to any citizen and any
minister in our society or any priest.
with what we heard here today. I
I am extremely im
think we will probably need to c tinue these hearings. This is a
time in' our country's life whe it is at a threshold and, I might

add, a crossroads of where we go rom here.
I would like to see religious eedorn expanded, preserved, cherishc:d, and sanctified in our society more than it has been over the
intervening nut lber of decades. And I think to that extent the withope that we
nesses here today have certainly helped. And I just
of
other types hearings you
can hear from all of you as to what
would
like to be Ole to help prowould like to hear in this area. I
think
a
little
more dearly, a little
vide them so that all of us will
ly
about
these ery promore significantly, a little more since
religious
considerations
profoun
found religious concepts, very
if
we
want
to kritep this
continu
that really we need to think of
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country the greatest country in the world and the freest of all nations.

With that, we will recess until further notice.
Thank you all for being here. [Applause.]
[Whereupon, at 1:42 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
e call of the Chair.]
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Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Subcommittee on the Constitution
Committee on the Judiciary
of the Senate of the United States
Russell Building
Suite 135
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman:

The enclosed analysis of the record of the trial of
Reverend Sun Myung Moon is submitted on behalf of the
Unification Church of America in order to address various
issues raised during the June 26, 1984, hearings of the
Subcommittee concerning Religious Liberty in the United
States.

Recently,it has been suggested that Reverend Moon's
testimony at your hearing "totally misstated what was
involved in the prosecution." We believe that the enclosed
memorandum presents a f-ir and objective description of what
happened in Reverend
n's prosecution, using quotations
from seven thousand pag
of trial transcripts.
We appreciate this opportunity to contri ute to conority of
sideration of an issue most important to the
Americans -- religious freedom under the U.S. Constitution.
we also are thankful for the very helpful and thoughtful
consideration extended by your staff.
Sincerely,

EFC:rlw
Enclosure
cc:

Dee Benson, Esq.
Special Counsel

Edward F. Canfield
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Oversight Rearing on Religious Liberty
Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
*

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS ON LERALF
OF THE
UNIFICATION CHURCH OF AMERICA

INTRODUCTION

This document is prevented to the Subcommittee in
by the Chairman, Senator
. response to an invitatidn extended

Orrin G. Hatch, at the conclusion of

hearings concerning

Current Issues in Religious Liberty or June 26, 1984.
Reverend Sun Kyung Moon

('Reverend Moon') the

spiritual leader of the worldwide Unification Church
movement and the Unification Church of America, was
convicted of filifig false Federal income tax returns on

for the
July 16, 1982, in the United States District Court

Southern District of New York.

This conviction.followed a

six-week trial, during which the Government sought to
buttress its vague and novel theories of taxability with
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'evidence which maligned and generally cast aspersion upon
the religious tenets and practices of the Unification
Church, as

11 as its members and Reverend Moon.

In

essence, the case against Reverend Moon is, and has been
since its inception, an indictment and trial of the
Unification Church.
These comments are submitted a$ A-stipplement to

the oral testimony given by Reverend Moon before the
Subcammittee,.and are designed in part to address questions
raised by certain members of the Subcommittee with respect_;

to the fundamental fairness of the prosecution against
Reverend Moon.

No attempt has been made herein to justify-

or criticize specific legal theories asserted during the
course of the various proceedings in this case.

This

document, rather, attempts to portray the full tenor of the
prosecution, from the indictment of Reverend Moon to the
time of his incarceration, through spontaneous statements of
the Court, the prosecutors and the, jurors.

These remarks.

have not been culled selectively for the purpose of creating
a predetermined impression.

In all, cases, they are arranged

as fairly as possible, in order to demonstrate individual
attitudes and reactions, and to shed light upon the vital
issues of religious freedom, Constitutional right and proper
functioning of the judicial system, which are the concern of
this Subcommittee.
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Against this background, an objective review of
the recgx

herein leads to the conclusion that the purpose

of the investigation and tri 1 of Reverend Moon was not, as

suggested by the Government - and the Court, 21 siaply to
determims "whether or not certain property belonged to
de

dant Moon and whether he should have declared them as

his and paid taxes on them."

The purpose of this

prosecution, rather, was to deterrine "whether or not the
Unification Church is a true religion or a cult and whether
or not it has been beneficial to America."

3/

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

The investigation of Reverend Moon began with a
letter dated January 9, 1976, from Senator Robert Dole, a

member of the Senate Committee responsible for the oversight
of the Internal Revenue Service

(

IRS"), to Mr. Donald
In

Alexander, Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service.

14
TR. 2194. Citations to the recor as reprinted in the
will be denoted
appendix submitted to the Court of Appea
pt, "P__"; to
As follows: Citations to.putztrial tran
cript,_7A=="14,_
trial transcript, "TR. ,e!'; to post-trial
"; and to De enda
to Government Exhibiti*GX.
Exhibits, "DX.
1
-I

TR. 1759.
3/

See, TR. 1758. The Court acknowledged after jury
selecEran dnd prior to trial that because of the jurors'
negative attitudes, if these we e the issues to be tried
ritical."
"the situation would be prett

25i
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this letter, Senator Dole requested tha

the IRS begin an

investigation of the tax eiempt status of the Dnificanon
Church.

He expressed concern over 'mind control techniques'

allegedly employed by the Church, as well as the validity of
the Church's fundraising activities and Reverend Moon's
affluent life (style)," which he characterized as beyond

that which 'could be reasonably expected for any clergyman.
Subsequent to his indictment for tope 'vision and

conspiracy, Reverend Moon publicly questioned the
I

Government's motives for prosecuting him.

One notable

speech, made on October 22, 1981 in Foley Square, outside of
the District Court building in New York City, was reprinted
in bhe New York Times.

This speech was cited by the

Government as the basis for its later refusal to accede to
Reverend Moon's request for a bench trial.

Ignoring clear

evidence that it would be impossible to find a non-biased
jury, the Government insisted that Reverend Moon's public
criticism of the GovernInt's motives made a jury trial
necessary in order tb preserve the 'appearance of fairness.

Even the Court acknowledged, following several days of voir
dire examination of prospective jurors however, that a
non-jury trial would in fact be fairer, but concluded that
could not overrule the Government's refusal to consent to
a bench trial.

Reverend Moon's concerns regare ng jury bias were
confirmed during the jury selection process.

252

The Court's
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eXamination of a panel of almost 200 prospective jurors
revealed that a majority of those questioned

If

had in fact

been exposed to prejudicial publicity concerning the
religious tenets and practices of the Unification Church and
its leader, Reverend Moon.

Many of these prospective jurors

acknowledged that they harbored strong negative feelis
about the Unification Church, itsnembers, and Revel-44d Moon
in particular.

The preconceptions and prejudices of these

prospective jurors focused primarily on the belief that the
Unification Church was merely a cult and not-a bona fide
religion, that the Unification Church and Reverend Moon were
involved primarily in business activities rather than
religious endeavors, that the Church had expanded its
membership by 'brainwashing" young people, and that young
members of the Church were compelled to solicit funds in

order to accomodate the luxurious" lifestyle of Reverend
Moon.
'

Despite the Government's awareness of widespread

prejudice against Reverend Moon and the Unification Church,

and contrary to theproisecdtion's assurance that Reverend
Moon would not be tried in a religious context, the

Government, from the outset of the proceedings against

From the 200 prospective-jurors impaneled, 63 were
interviewed to select the final jury panel (see, TR.
300-1698) and 17 were interviewed to select to i six
alternate jurors (see, TR. 1699-1700, 1773-1900, 1933-2121).

±/
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Reverend Moon, attempted to exploit the known preconceptions
and biases of the jurors who had been selected.

The

Government's efforts to introduce highly prejudicial and
irrelevant evidence continued throughout the trial and were
for the most part successful.

The Court, acknowledging that

this evidence had no relevance to the substantive charges,
nevertheless permitted the evidence to be admitted,

accepting the Government's argument that such evidence was
necessary to support the gen

1 and vague conspiracy

alleged in the indictment.
The Government's efforts to persecute setd silence

Reverend Moon Pnd the Unification Church did not end with
Reverend Moon's conviction.

In support of its

a recent request for a reduction in Reverend

sition to
s prison

sentence, the GovernmeilZ provided the Court with a copy of

Reverend moon's prepared testimony before this Subcommittee
on June 26, 1984.

In that Opposition, the Government

stated:

That campaign of distortion continues to this day.
On June 26, 1984 defendant Moon appeared and

testified, in English, before the Subccittee on
the Constitution of the Judiciary COMMittfte,
In his testimony, &
United States Senate. . . .
copy of which was obtained from the office of
United States Senator Orrin G. (latch, Chairman off
the Subcommittee, and is annexed as Exhibit A tothis memorandum, Moon repeated the baseless charge
that his prosecution in this case amounts to
persecution. . . . For the Court to grant this
motion in the face of the defendant's continuing
campaign of distortion and,unfounded accusation
nt a their
would be interpreted as an endors
sis
baseless and discredited claims.
added.1
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The Court subsequently refused to reduce Reverend Moon's
prison sentence.

Just as Reverend Moon's public criticism of the
Government's motives served as the basis for the
Government's denial of his request for a bench trial in
order to preserve the "appearance of fairness," Reverend
Moon's public statements before this Subcommittee provided
the basis for the Court's refusal to consider a reduction of
his prison sentence.

Responding to the fears expressed by

the Government, Judge Goettel explainedethat the prison
sentence could not be reduced because:
In his recent plea to Congress that he was being
prosecuted solely because of his religious views,
;Reverend Moon) totally misstated whet was
is
involved in the pfbsecution. . . .
nothing to the argument that he wok-persecuted
because of his religion. He was tried for
specific offenses of a non-religious nature. He
was convicted of them and to reduce his sentence
t that
now would ive further fuel for the a
not.
n
nereecut
e as

there is a need to let the public know that
everybody Is viewed by the courts as equals and
that wealth doesn't affect the sentence,
(Emphasis added.)
administration.
.

.

.

Hearing on Motion to Reduce Sentence, July 18, 1984.
Ironically, the same adverse publicity which precluded a
trial by a fair and impartial jury wdealso cited in support

of the Court's decision not to reduce Reverend Moon's
sentence.

Essentially then, actual fairness to the

defendants in this case has been sacrificed in order to

maintain a false appearance of fairness,*
As discussed below, the Government's actions in
this case and the Court's approval of those actions,
resulted in a complete denial of a fair trial to Reverend
Moon by a panel of impartial jurors.

The trial., Moreover,

entailed an unfettered jury inquiry into the tenets,

practices and procedures of a recognized religious
institution, as well as the punishment of a religious loader

based upon his exorcise of the Constitutional right to
freedom of expression.
A.

Reverend Moon Was Investigated, Not Simply As
a Taxpeyer, But Because He Was the Head of
the Unification Church.

The investigation which eventually led to the
indictment, trial, and conviction of Reverend Moon4yas
initially directed at the Unification Church and at Reverend
Moon in his capacity as leader of the Church.

Thus, in his

letter to the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service,
Senator Dole

sted the following reascms for an

investigation of the Unification Church:

.

Most of those contacting a gee
(1)
on
whether the organization is based on a pone fide
religion or on mind control techniques.
This may indicate that the organization is
maintained not by religious motivation, but by the
calculated eradication or erosion of each member's
ability to make an alternate choice. The
well-documented process of traininlairtaitiation
activities appear to substantiate that the
.

56
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anization is
n octrination

en on re

g ous

a

.

Many Kansans have advised as that a
(2)
major purpose of the organization is the
accumulation ofirealth and power and not the
Members
.
1pratice or furtherance of religion. .
of the organization are subjected to great
pressure to obtain funds, suggesting that the
exolusive purpose of the organization is not a
filigious one, but that in fact a major goal is
the accumulation of wealth.
4.

.

(3)

.

n has made several

.

statements implying' political. and governmental
objectives. Since many members of the gram

apparently perceive Mx. Moon to be the embodiment
of the Church, the appearance is that his stated
intentions are not simply the goals of a private
individual but the stated purposes! of the
organization.

Kr. Moon, leads a far more
(4)
affluent life then could reasonably be expected
for any clergyman. This fact, kf substantiated,
suggests that a substantial port4on of the group's
net earnings, including the size le wealth
collected by its members may accie to the private
(Emphasis
holdings and benefit of Mr. Moon.
.

.

.

added.)

Letter dated Jaauary_9, 1976 from Senator Robert Dole to
Mr. Donald Alexander, Comm1ssioner ofInternal Revenue.

The District Court addressed Senator Dole's letter
during post-trial proceedings, when it dismissed the
defendants' claims of selective prosecution.

Judge Goettel

sated:
for as long as I can remember, Congressmen
and Senators have been raising their voices about
various people they thought should be investigated
or prosecuted. It has happened, I don't know, how
If the simple fact that
many times in the past.
there is a political leader who thinks that an
Indiiiia-ual or group should be investigated is
adequate to open up a selective prosecution
.

.
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we are going to have an awful lot of

hearing
them.

S34.

The Judge's comments ignore two critical facts, however.

Fitst, Senator Dole was a member of an important
Congressional committee with jurisdiction over the Internal
Revenue Service.

In that capacity, he specifically

requested that an investigation of the Unification Church be
undertaken.

Second, the letter requesting the investigation

is replete with accusations of brainwashing, aspire building
and political activity against a church which the New York
Court of Appeals has characterized as a genuine religious
Under these circumstances, it was not

institution.

unreasonable for Reverend Moon to question the activation
for the Government prosecution which subsequently
ensued. 1/

On March 10, 1982, Reverend Moon moved for a bench
trial on the ground that pervasive public hostility
precluded the selection of a fair and impartial jury.

By

letter dated March 11, 1982, the Government's senior
litigation counsel, Joanne Harris, advised the Court that
the Government was co#cernIrd with the questions the

defendants had raised concerning the integrity and motives
of the prosecution:

Defendant Moon has stated publicly that NI
would not be standing hers today if my skin were
I am
white and my religion were Presbyterian.
here today only because my skin is yellow and my

ail_

5/

See also, paragraphs 1-4 of superseding indictment.

41-269 n
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religion is Unification Church.' Indeed, for
three hours at i rally in Foley Square foIlowtng
the defendants' arraignment on October 22, 1981,
speaker after speaker charged religious
persecution and racial bigotry.
We believe that these allegations, however
unfounded and irrelevant, have placed any single
fact-finder, such as the Court in an untenable
position. When the defendants attempt to create a
public atm' ahero o! distrust for our systemLjes

the has there is an v

idi

act of
as
appearance as we
t
interes
The-taverns/int
believes
wit
.
.
.
a fait trial.
careful, searching voir dire the impartial jury
with an
we all seek can be
appropriate order from the Court, protected from
(=phial.' added.)
(A811.)
improper influence.
At a hearing on march 17, 1982, the Government

presented its oral argument explaining why it would not
agree to a bench trial:
. as responsible
We like to think of cure/laves .
public officials, and we have two roles here. One
is certainly as advocates, but the second is to
protect the public interest, the public interest
in the defendants' right to a fair trial, but
lie interest which ir
another
certain
t
st net
trial and that is the delkangrcentral place of a
facts in a
trial by Iltryt a resolution of
(PM.)
criminal case by a jury in this system.
.

rgttoaar

.

.

. we have a defendant who has clearly

.

.

is case
Net out to blame any adverse decision in
on racial and religious bigotry. And to ust that
places any single trier of fact in an untenable
posiiron,lbecause the trier of fact is going to be
(Emphasis added.)
(P371.)
blamed.

The Court, in response, asked the prosecutor why the public
interest should outweigh the interest of the defendants

The question is, when you have a problemrof
hostility to i defendant such as to imperil his
opportunity of gett ng a fair jury trial, should

25
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not his decision that he is better off waiving
what is generally to his advantage be expected?
(P372.)

It concluded its argument by

The Government disagreed.

stating that the Court should begin conducting voir dire and
,that if it .1:.ecame apparent that it was not possible to

obta4n a fair and impartial jury, the Government would not
hesitate to reconsider its position.

(P374.)

In deciding Reverend Moon's motion for a bench
trial, the Court noted that its inherent power to overrule a

Government refusal to waive a jury trial should be
"sparingly* exercised.

The Court, accordingly, refused to

exercise that power stating:

Iiiressledthessibilitthstone
utpuart,--1-rpo_gongtossie to get
.

.

.

express reservations
a truly fair jury, and
about the ability of even a searching voirare to
pick out those who may have what are to them known
the
that
such a
that we Call
o no
o or
drastic step as refusing to accept the
Government's jury preference without making an
actual effort to deal with the panel first and see
what sort of responses we get from real live
.
.
prospective jurors.
.

The Court thus concluded that it would be proper to select a
jury as the Government had requested.

(P382.)

The Highly Prejudicial Publicity Surrounding
the Unification Church and Reverend Moon
Precluded Any Possibility that a Panel of
Jurors Free From Bias or Prejudice Could Be
Selected.

The extremely prejudicial atmosphere in which
jurors were selected, and in which Reverend Moon was tried,
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is exemplified by the remarks of a broadcast announcer on a
popular New York radio station, WYNY, on March 22, 1982:

Today the jury tax evasion trial of Reverend Moon
begins.
.
Hang the sucker.
(TR. 256-257.)
.

Many widely read New York newspapers, such as the New York
Post and the Daily News also contained headlines sounding

similar themes, such as "Deport Him and "Moonie Sun May .et
During Federal Tax Trial.

(TR. 442 -443.)

Even more

astounding, however, are the remarks published by
respectable publicat

ns within the legal system itself,

I

such as the Americau- ar Association Journal.

In its March,

1982 edition, the/Journal included a critique of the movie
"Tickec to Heaven

of the Unification

a film intended to depict the activities
oh:

Ticket to Heave
s exciting, provocative and as
timely as rcuent'headlines concerning the
litigation including Synanon and the Church of
Scientology.
Moon would hate it, but then, if he
appears in the United States to watch it, he will
have to stand trial on charges of tax evasion.
The trial doubtless will be protested by thousands
of emaciated, zombie-like flower sellers and a few
First Amendment voluptuaries who have not seen
Ticket to Heaven.
(TR. 258 -259.)
(emphasis
added.)

It was in this atmosphere that jury selection for
the trial of Reverend Moon began, and continued, for almost
seven days.
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The Jury Select:on Process Confirmed That
Prospective Jurors gad Seen Saturated With
Negative Information Concerning Reveftnd Noon
and the Um4fication Church.
The results of the voir dire examination of the
prospective jurors can best be appreciated from the
following statements made during the Court's gutstionings

Susan Hi
.
.
. because of religious beliefs and the
reputation of the man. .
.
I . . . [sic) feel
my feelings as a juror would be prejudicial.
(TR.
.

86)

B.A. Zilkowski

My religion has spoken out very strongly
against Dr. Moon in the past and the pastor has
expressed that to the congregration.
(TR. 91)
Herman Roth

I hesitate to say that I feel so
prejudiced at this time and I realize that he
deserves a fair trial.
(TR. 208-209)
.

.

Nicholas Visalli

Well, I feel that I pay taxes, and here a man
who has a pseudo-religious -(Mr. Vassali was interrupted in order to prevent
further comments before other prospective jurors
and continued his remarks in camera before the
judge.)
*

I make hard earned dollars, and I pay 50 percent
to the Federal, State and local government, and I
feel that this psoduo-religious organization that
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makes millions of dollars and they don't pay
(TR, 275)
tatss, I just can't be impalial.
k.

Joanne Lenard
I guess I feel that the young people become
feel he is a
mesmerised
sr and better things and
terrific leader and b
ha can accomplish them. 4.

.

(TR. 354)

gusts the underneath thing being it is not quit
(TR. 368)
legal, not quite legitimate.
Rosa Grant
. they had the members give them a
.
certain amount from their salary. The way they
talk about 4im I think that's the way he's doing
it.

(TR. 377)

well, they are just out to get money in
different ways, is all I can figure out, besides
%he right way.

anybody
Well, I think he should pay his taxes li
o why
The rich have to pay, the poor
else.
should he hold his money and not pay ,it? Even
you hit the lottery or the Zing° (sic], you have
to pay tax on that, so why shouldn't he pay taxes
(TR. 379-380)
on what he has?
Gavin° Gonzalez
they happened to be with the [Monies,
.
t'hey were children and brainwashed and they went
to the center and they couldn't get them
(TR. 406-407)
out.
.

.

.

.

.

About how they forced kids to work for them and
(TR. 408)
don't let them out.
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Mary Nimmo

6/

(Juror) -

I would say this:
I wouldn't have wanted my
chiIdiven to have been a part of it from what I

A/
Nary Nimmo was selected to serve as forewoman d ing
the trial. At the conclusion of the trial and following the

jury's verdict against Reverend Moon, it was brought to the
Court's attention that certain inflammatory, extra-record
charges and suspicions concerning Reverend Noon and the
Unification Church eight have been injected into the jury's
deliberations by Ms. Nimmo. Infthe post-trial jury hearing
which followed, Virginia Steward, one of the jurors,
testified that:
(1)
Prior to jury.sel ction, when she asked who
Reverend Moon was, Ms. N
responded *Oh, you must be
stupid, he is the one who has this group and they
brainwash kids.'
(TR. 5488.)

'(2)
Ms. Nimmo stated that Reverend Moon's
children were having some troubles in a school close to
her home, and that "he was a little troublemaker in
school."
(TR. S488-489.)
(3)
With respect to whether Reverend Moon 'forced
children to do things,* Ms. Nimmo responded before the
trial began that "he's guilty.'

Ai

When asked whether she had read a newspaper
article concerning the Judge's comments about the
jury's intelligence, Ms. Steward responded one woman
said it was in the thing, that the judge had insinuated
that we were all dummies and they were quite put out
about it. In fact her daughter, Mary Nimmo's daughter
wanted to write to the judge and let him know that her
mother wasn't a dummy."
(S. 513.)
Ms. Nimmo told the
other jurors that her daughter wanted to write this
(4)

letter.

(S. 514.)

(5)
After reading the article Ms. Steward said
"just then Mary came in and said *Heck, how do you like
that? We're all dummies." And I said, *Yeh, I am a
dummy," not knowing what she was talking about and
that's when she mentioned the statement that was read."
(6)
Ms. Steward reported that in a`croup of 15 or
20 prospective jurors including ma. Nimmo f it was
stated, "Oh, see, he keeps his children from their
families. And, uh, you know, he tells them that the
families, their parents are devils, and they have to
(Footnote Continued)
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I would have been against that. .
i heard.
(TR. 473) . . . you'll probably say I am

.

prejudiced, but I have to say it -- I would prefer
if I were to -- if my children were to be part of
a religious group . . . I would rather they stayed
with the three major religions, what we have,
which is Catholic, Protestant and Judiasm. .
.

.

(Footnote Continued)
sign everything over to him and all this stuff.'

Subsequently, when Xs. Nimmo was called to testify,she
denied that she had made an of the comments recounted by
t she had read the
Ms. Steward, acknowledging o
article in the newspaper about jury selection and that she
was aware that one of Reverend Moon's children attended a
school near her.
With respect to the judge's comments regarding the
intelligence of the jury, Ms. Nimmo stated during the
heaiing that she didn't know who made the alleged statements
in the jury room and that 'I think it was passed off as a -passed off lightly.' Subsequently, when the third and final
juror was called, he was unable to confirm either Ms.
Steward's recollection or disagree with Xs. Nimmo's
characterization of the disputed events. His only
recollection was that when Ms. Nimmo discussed the newspaper
she was upset about it, and you know, I guess she
article,
The Court
(S643.)
felt, she took it personally, you know.'
subsequently ruled that it did not find Ms. Steward to be a
particularly credible witness while Ms. Nimmo on the other
hand was found to.be credible. The Court further ruled that
the jury inquiry had progressed far enough and that no
The Judge's
(5658-659.)
further witnesses would be called.
decision is somewhat puzzling in the context of the comments
made by Ms. Nimmo during jury selection. These comments
support Ms. Steward's version of what Ms. Nimmo actually
said during the voir dire.
e
It should be noted in this connection that the
Government argued that 'much about Ms. Steward's testinkny
is puzzling to say the least ,nd in many instances takes
no sense, and I think there are a number of reasons for
.

.

.

(S656.)

that

Ironica...Iy, the same Government

attorney ntated during jury selection that 'Virgina Steward
is a housewife, a very, very solid and intelligent
(TR. 1771.)
woman."
.

.
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.
I would say that I'm not prejudiced,
but thpse religions I understand and accept.
The
cults I don't understand. .
.
(TR. 477-478)
.

[when asked what criticism she had heard of the
"moonies" Ms. Nimmo responded:I

Well, he gets all these young people to work
for them. They work for little or no money.
It's
become a big organization. He's become a very
wealthy man.
(TR. 480)

Eugene Scott
I'll tell you what happened now. My belief
is three different denominations -- Prbtestant
Jewish and Catholic. That's what I goes by. Any
othe;lones come, has just hooey, nothing to
me. -!

(TR. 516)

Eugene 3. Bruno
I have heard people indicate that the Church
was maybe not legitimate or some such thing, but
that is about it.
(TR. 545)
Orlando Piedra
I think it was 60 Minutes, one of the TV
shows, and it dealt with parents trying to get a
child back from the Moonies.
I don't know, they
finilly got him back and they had to go through
some process.
(m. 575)

well, some of them
.
feel that
they
are bothering them when they are in the streets,
you know, trying to raise money and so on, at
airports, places like that.
.

.

.

.

.

***

7/

The Judge subsequently refused to grant a challenge for
cause on the ground that it was not necessary for jurors to
accept the fact that the Unification Church was a genuine
religion.
See discussion, infra at 34-35.
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I truthfully am not too happy with it.
.
.
.
I don't ,think that they should go about that way
(TR. 576-577)
in raising money.
I
he lives very, very comfortably.
.
.
.
mean, the church supports him in a style that I
would say, you know, like somebody that was rich.

(TR. 578)

the difference is their commercial end
.
.
of their structure steams to be too commercialised.
.

The raising of funds doesn't give me a negative
fact I am
It is
opinion of the church.
(TR.
wondering where the funds are going.
584-585)

(The judge subsequently denied a challenge for
TR. 724-725, 730.)

cause.

VirginiaSteward

(Juror)

Do you think its appropriate for
0:
religious groups to solicit funds on the street or
at airports?
A:

No

Almost one-third of the prospective jurors
[NOTE:
interviewed responded "No" to this question.)
9Ar

folly W. Kramer
I suppose, based on the World Book article,
they do give them the feeling of community, they
allay their feelings of being alone, wid than
there was something they said about brainwashing.
I tried to put myself in their sh s and try
body was
and ask myself, how would I react if
I would
continually talking at me, and I thi
react to the point where I would try to run away.
(TR. 647)
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Richard Fox
.
In ay local community there were two
people that were with the Unification Church
working in an alternate learning center which is
pa
of the public' library.
.

.

.

They were sort of driven out when it was
foun4 out that they were members of the
Unification Church.

***
Other members of the learning center
forced them to resign as volunteers.
(TR

.

.

834-835)

Esperanza Torres (Juror)

[When asked whether she had read an
about the Unification Church, Ms. Torres
she had read a story:]

ng

ad

that

, . about a girl who joined the Unification
Church and the parents tried to get her back.
.

[She characterized that story as follows:)

kit

When the turmoil of this, the children had
bee following him and this girl, that the parents
tried to or did go against what he was going with
(TR. 846-847)
the child, with this girl.

**

*

My impression is that the parents are right
way.

(TR. 848)

(Ms. Torres also stated that she had heard
that Reverend Moon was) "the owner of this hotel
downtown" (TR. 848) (and that she didn't) "know
exactly if he has made his money through these,
you know, exploitations or whatever you call it,
of these people."
(TR. 849)
[She also stated that she had heard that) "he
exploits peopld-to raise fsi.nds."

(TR. 849)

(When asked what she had heard about the way
Reverend Moon lives, his own lifestyle, Ms. Torres
(TR.
responded) "nothing much except in luxury."
852)
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[Me. Torres also believed that] 'some :1
(TR.
churches abuse their fix exempt status.*
856)

[When asked why she believed the Unification
Church was a cult, Ms. Torres responded:]

fzom what I have read a little bit and from
what I have seen in those pictures in the paper
and a few rumors, especially this one, why does it
(TR.
have to be young, mostly young people?
.

.

.

856-858)

fin ...;laining why she felt that the
Unification Church was different than traditional
churches, Mc. Torres stated:1,

but you don't have
Wellie-I'm Catholic . e
to be Catholic, you don't have to be Hebrew, . .
to fen the spirit, you know, God's spirit. If
I'm not mistaken, when I saw his face out there,
Mr.'Moon's face, I think I seen him on TV one
the way he addresses to his people, I
time. .
(TR. 862-863.)
just didn't get that. . .
.

.

Jack Klein
I think they are a cult, personally.
*

*

. To me it's not a religion like praying
.
.
to God or something like that. To me it seems
(TR.
like they are just praying to one man.
921-922)

John Dunleavy

Over the years various different things as
.
regards the Reverend Moon, particularly
where children, usually young people joined and
they had difficult -- they were supposed to
mindbend and things like that. This is what I
(TR. 955-956)
read in the paper.
.

.

would hay- to say that it's a cult.

***
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A religion, I think, has to go back into the
basics of religion from the very beginning and a
cult is something that is individual who has the
leader up there that people look up to and various
things. A religion has a basis right down the
line.

(TR. 963)

People refer to them as the Monies, and they
are collecting money again. . . . (TR. 978)
[The judge subsequently denied a challenge for
(Tr. 1075-1076))

cause.

Marianne Hassenkamp
I would say it's a cult.
it's a
predetermined conditioning of Protestant,
holic, Jewish basic beliefs. This isa foreign
re
on to me in the way that it does not conform
to thok practices I have known in the past.
(T)2.
.

.

.

1016)

(Ms. Hassenkamp subsequently stated that she
considered Buddhism to be a religion, not a cult.)
(TR. 1017)

(After stating that she had heard that the
Unification Church used 'brainwashing' to obtain
young members in the media" Ms. Hassenkamp stated
that:]

My immediate reaction would be -- probably
was at the time, I'm not sure, sympathy for the
parents.
(TR. 1027)
Julius Silverman
/

Well, the rabbi in my temple is not quite
happy with them, and he's made several sermons.
He has preached several sermons.
He was very much
against him.
*

I was angry.
At the cults.
(Because
of the things the rabbi said.
When asked whether
he believed what the rabbi told him, he stated:)
.

.

I think so, yes.

(TR. 1071-1072)
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Jame* P. Walsh
cult. .
I guess I would think of it as
invo
I guess I don't really see the hot
with it. I see it as a group, a group
TR. 113
I don't see the religious aspect.

.

Barbara Thanner

This is a religious group and gaining members
all over the place, mostly adolescents or young
He
adults. Usually from better class families.
has a lot of real estate holdings, I know that, up
near where I work and he lives not too far from
*treble.
where I live. He has big estates,
(TR. 1148)
.

I would
anybody
of that
teenage

ch
as far as his Unification
saw
tend to steer clear of them if
anything
in the street selling flowers
ve two
. being that I do
nature .
.
.
daughters.
.

.

.

I don't have any particular thing against the
Unification Church, but in general I would steer
clear of any -- you know, any of the so-called
(TR. 1149)
religious cult groups, yes.
Matilda M. Milite
know.

I have heard that it's a cult, but I wouldn't
(TR. 1158)
I would have no idea.

[Judge Goettel

Incidentally, I see people continually
standing on street corners near where cars stop
for traffic and they don't lodip like,religious
people to me, they look like people out just
(TR. 1165)]
selling flowers.
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Phyllis M. Weinstein

The only thing I'know about this gentlemen is
that he 'sakes children sell flowers and that's it.
(TR. 1213)

I only read one article where a mothexpook a
child to court, if that's the same organization.
There are so many, I don't know. Where the mother
`said that they kidnapped her child and she wanted
her back.
It was a girl, I remember that.
(TR.
1214)

I heard them say that 111 brainwashed them.
That's what I heard here,in court.

(When asked by the court what the veniramen were
saying in Court about 'brainwashing,"
Ms. Weinstein responded:)

That he makes the children -- that he puts
them into such a trance that -- I don't know, but
he brainwashes them.
(TR. 1215-1214).
(When subsequently questioned as to how many
people she had heard talking About "brainwashing,"
Ms. Weinstein responded:)
Five, six, a group. You know, here and there
you hear something.
.
Not in the courtroom.
In the hail. When you leave for lunch.
It's
never discussed here.
(TR. 1227)
.

.

Ike. Weinstein also stated that in the prospective
jurors discussion she had heard:)
he was a very rich man.
(and)
that he brainwashes children, makes them sell
flowers, which I know about, because these
children wore those things.
(TR. 1228)
.

.

.

.

.

.
I can overhear people who say like he
is a rich man.
Like the man who got up in court
and blew up everybody and then there was a
discussion after that.
I figure it was -the second
day that the gentleman made-an outburst in court.
So there was a big discussion about that
gentleman.
I mean, I am not deaf. You can hear,
you know.--11R. 1229-1230)
.
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[At this point the defense counsel moved to
challenge Ms. Weinstein for cause. This motion
was denied by the court.'
(Judge Goettel

I am very unhappy to hear that people out is
the audience are talking about-brainwashing.
Unfortun tsly, since I have discharged everybody
except a handful we are keeping hero, there is
nothing :u ch more we can say to them now.
(TR.
1224)3

William Norman
Well, it seems that everything they write,
about him is derogatory and it is always against
the man.
So, well, I figure that they know
more about him than I do so I accept whatever they
write.
(TR. 1306-1307)
.

.

.

Marcella Tobias
I save heard that the Reverend Moon's
church .
abuses their tax exempt status.
.

.

(TR.

1317)

(Expanding on the critical remarks that she had
heard 'people' make, Ms. Tobias stated

oh, somewhat negative, that they were
brainwashing, corralling these kids and keeping
them without food and water.
.
(TR. 1326)
:Emphasis added.)
.

Rosa Spencer

.

(Juror)

[Ms. Spencer did not think that it was
appropriate for religious groups to use church
funds for business; Ms. Spencer had also heard
that the Unification Church or Reverend Moor owned
businesses and did not believe it was appropriate
for religious groups to solicit funds on the
streets and at airports.)
(TR. 1348-1349.)
'
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Dorris Torres

(Juror)

[Ms. Torres had heard from her sister that
' some people think he (Moon) is a god.'
(TR.
1391);
she did not believe that it was
appropriate for religious groups to send members
out to solicit funds on the streets or at the
airport but that the Church should get funds from
' their own charcH" (TR. 1393): Ms. Torres had also
heard from her sister that "the Unification Church
brainwashes young people" (TR. 1394)1 she
concluded that her sister did not have any good
things to say about the church.
(TR. 1404)

Michael J. Dor,ester
Stated that he had readt)

About his religious movement, some of the
controversy about the deprogramming, people have
tried to deprogram Moonies. I remember reading
about he had a mass wedding ceremony, reading
about that, the rally that he had at Yankee
Stadium a number of years ago. That's what sticks
in my mind.
(TR. 1473)
[He further stated t41t he had heard "people"

say: ]

That it is a phony religion, that,,the
Reverend Moon has a business going asOnpposed.to a
religious movement, people have expressed sympathy
'A-iftlb the parents of people who become Moonies.

I sympathize with the parents of people who
become Moonies. .
.
I don't believe that the
Reverend Moon is a messiah, as he has portrayed
himself to be, and I think that he has a business
group.
I believe that he is enriching
himself through his religious organization.
.

.

.

.

(TR. 1474)

Diane Adams Crews
In the church-that I attend
the e.
minister warned the young people to stay away from
them
as a matter of caution but it was Left
up to the individuals what they are going to do.
.

.

(TR.

.

.

.

.

1488)
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Ugo Dvrante
from what I read, I did form an opinion
because of the fact that a lot of young people
were taken in, and they were sort of mesmerized
to the point of no return, and ar example of
.
something that stands out in mr-mjrnd very well is
. had
.
. when some children
.
the incident
sort of disappeared from their homes and their
families found out where they were, they came here
to New York to try to retrieve them, and it was
They just wouldn't go back. They
nothing.
disowned their families.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

My childre.: are big now, but T have
grandchildren, and I would hate -- with the
problems we have today, the Unification Church.
(TR. 1508-1509)

Claunette D. Ange

(Juror)

(Ms. Ange had heard people say/ 'that he was
brainwashing some teenagers, once they got
(TR. 1514)
.°
.
into hi organizations.
.

.

.

She had also heard that:1

they just said that he is very rich and
he buys a lot of property, but he has children
selling things, selling flowers, or something, to
(TR. I315)
get the money to buy property.
.

.

.

All I know is this man was accused -he owned a business and they accused him of -they ware saying that this Reverend Moon was the
one who really owned the business and was Like
using him as a front, or something, and he was
denying it. He was having problems with the
(TR. 1535-1536)
people in the neighborhood.
.

GMs. Ang7 stated that she did not haves *any
part culat reaction" [to this incident./
(TR. 1536.)

Mxra

Delaneo

I don't
I heard a lot of criticism.
brainwashing
cr
not but
know whether they use the
just took young people in there and ruined them.
Yes,

(TR. 1c46)
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it is hard to answer why I think it is

.

a cult.

I just think they don't practice religion the
way I think it should be practiced.
(TR. 1554)
I rather think he is kind of guilty.

(TR.

1556)

Patricia R. Mauro
[In response to a question concerning what
she had read or heard about the Unification
Church, Ms. Mauro stateds)

Well, that he supposedly brainwashed people,
People going around selling flowers for
the church.
I think the terrible things
that he does, what he has done, to children.
(TR.
.

.

.

.

.

.

1560-1561)

[Ms. Mauro subsequently stated that she
believed the Unification Church 'probably" abused
its tax exempt status:)

by buying lots of property, things like
and becoming involved in profit making
ventures and not paying taxes.
(TR. 1565-1566)
.

.

.

that.

.

.

.

[The fudge subsequently denied a challenge for
(TR. 1582-1583)

cause.

Maria Abramson (Juror)

[Ms. Abramson did not believe that it was
appropriate for religious groups to send their
members out in the streets or airports soliciting
funds:]

[bjecause they are the church, they should
collect their money in the church.
(TR. 1588.)
.

.

.

(She also believed that :)

religious cults exploit young people orr
cause them to change their religions by
brainwashing them.
(TR. 1588.)
.

.
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Theodore Ryder

Most of the people that I associa
with don't believe in him or anything he stands
From what I have heard I disagree with
for.
such as turning over
what he stands for.
(TR.
what they have to him, things like that.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1602-1603)

Because it
I think E is a cult.
not -- I guess it is more like almost a business.
The churches that I am involved with just don't do 7-A
(TR.
things like they do, so it is different.
.

.

.

1606)

I don't think it is right really to turn over
(TR.
everything to the church. I wouldn't do it.
1616)

Well, I guess they believe in him, he is more
Or he is like God's
.
or lesz. their God. .

right hand man, something like that.
*

*

They sell these books and they are always out
and by turning over
on the streets
if he has 50
everything I had to that church
million followers that do that, they must have
quite a bit of money, and it is more like a
business than just making a weekly donation to
(TR. 1618-1619)
your church.
.

.

.

.

.

Paul J. Shanley

.

.

.

.

(Juror)

[In response to the question of wh t
newspapers or articles he had read about the
Unification Church, Mr. Shanley stated:]

Well, the articles about the status of the
The status of the church in terms
.
of is it a real religion, is it not a real
People columnists
religion, that kind of thing.
questioning whether or not it was bona fide, I
church.

.

guess.

(TR. 1631-1633)

.

[Mr. Shanley had also heard that:)

religious groups exploited young people and
caused them to change their religion by
(TR. 1636)
brainwashing.
.

.

.
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(Mr. Shanley also acknowledged that he had
been involved in discussions, where people had
said only unfavorable things about the Unification
Church. When sated what criticisms he recalled,
Mr. Shanley statianj

Well, I think some people felt as though the
Church had
. brainwashed .
young people to
go into that (the church] and then used them for
selling things. . . .
I think they kind of
identified .
that with .
. what happened to
their own daughter
their own son.
(m.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1650)

[The judge subsequently denied a challenge for
cause.

(TR. 1655)]

Wilfred Sheridan
[When asked whether he had heard any
prospective jurors talking about the case, or
other people talking about it, he respondeds]
Yes.

Just general comments about
One person said, "I am
against them, the moonies. That is about all I
can recall.
(TR. 1665)
.

.

.

Monnies, I guess.

.

.

.

Anna Switnicki
Well, they have an Oriental as their, what,
spiritual head he is considered?
That's
different.
(TR. 1832)
.

.

.

Peter Kane

I read some place, some woman trying to get
her daughter deprogrammed.
(TR. 1846)
ie Strons

When asked why she believed the Unification
Church was a cult, responded:]
they solicit in the street.
Something about the way they program their people.
.

(TR.

.

.

.

.

.

1866)
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[The judge subsequently denied a challenge for
cause. (TR. len)]

Brian Conway
(TR. 1967)

I know they have a lot of money.

I guess-Theyharass a lot of people
(TR. 1968)
unnecessarily.
I heard he is supposed to have evaded taxes.
(TR. 1972)

[The judge subsequ ntly denied a challenge for
(TR. 1976)

cause.

Hyacinth R. Frazer (Alternate)
[In response to a question whether she had
read about the "Moonies,' Mi. Frazer stated:)
That they had to indoc'...rinate the young

people in the church.
(TR. 2052)
New York City.
.

Ernest Fetchko

.

.

They are taking over

(Juror)

I don't believe it is the business of
(Tk. 2105)
religion to be in business myself.
I don't believe I have ever seen a
Unification Church as a church building or a
Some place
cathedral or anything like that.
of worship fthich is dedicated to the religion.
.

.

.

.

.

(TR. 2108)

In addition to these selected statements,

almost

half of the prospective jurors interviewed stated either
that they believed, or that they had heard, that the
Unification Church exploited young people or obtained its
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8/
young members by brainwarhing them. -

Almost one-third of

the pros active jurors had been exposed to critical comments
by f lends or neighb9rs concerning Reverend Moon and/ox the
Unification Church. 1/

When asked whether they thought it

was appropriate for religious groups to send their members

to solicit funds on the street or airports, almost
one-third of the prospective jurors responded that they did
not approve. 11/

Several of the jurors had been approached

by Unification Church members on the street selling
flowers, 11/ while other jurors stated that churches should
not be involved in business activities. 12/

Similarly, with

respect to the image the prospective jurors held of Reverend
Moon personally, almost once- quarter of the veniremen

expressed opinions concerning the extensive wealth of

Reverend Moon, e.g., 'I guess he doesn't live too humbly.

1/

TR. 4 37, 305, 324 , 349, 350, 375, 377, 449, 604-606,
680-681, 6 6, 848-849, 833-835, 978-979, 985, 1013-1014,
1045-1046, 1170-1172, 1306-1307, 1311-1312, 13E9, 1394,
1417, 1490
1514, 1550 , 1588, 1636, 1649-1650, 1602-1603,
1617-1618, 1887-1888, 1966, 2002, 2022-2023, 2074, 2106.
,

9/

TR. 325, 423, 446, 576-577, 639-640, 833-835, 956-957,
917, 890, 1071-1072, 1120, 1154, 1311-1312, 1474, 1487-1488,
1546, 1560-1561, 1649-1650.
12/ TR. 327-328, 376, 510-512, 624-625, 643-644, 785-786,
810, 950, 960, 1035-1036, 1254, 1270, 1293, 1314, 1349,
1550, 1587, 1684, 1861-1862, 1938-1939, 2073.
11/
--

TR. 391-392, 576-577, 786, 961-962, 1010, 1316-1317,

1553.
2/

TR. 510-512, 1886, 2105.

2S
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(TR. 368.)

mean he lives on a grand scale.

(TR. 348.)

"It showed a big beautiful mansion."

(TR. 424.)

'Recalled

(TR.
reading something about some estates that he owned.".

492-493.)

'Mon is involved with large amounts of money"

and 'He does very well financially.'

(TR. 564-566.)

"Be

I mean, the church supports

lives very very comfortably.

him in a style I would say, you know, like somebody that was
rich."

(TR. 578:)

"He has a mansion."

(TR. 957.)

"He is a fairly wealthy man."

'Wealth,"
(TR. 1368.)

the news that he is very wealthy."
ite sumptousIy.'
562.)

(TR. 796-797.)

"He is a millionaire."

(TR. 1548.)

(TR. 1216.)

"I have heard on

(TR. 1414.)

"He lives

"He lives on an estate."

'He must live pretty high.'

(TR. 1885-1886.)

have a,reat big place in Westchester.' (TR. 2071.)
The most critical question, propounded duritig jury
select.on, however, was "Do you think the Unification Church
a re =1 religion or

.

.

a cult7'

Of the 77 jurors to

did not
whom this question was posed, 34 responded that they
121 IS "believed' that the Unification Church was a
know,

II/ 8 either
cult, 11/ 5 had "heard' that it was a cult,

11/ TR. 308, 330,
1000, 1057, 1200,
1419, 1448, 1520,
2025, 2057, 2107,

897,
408, 450, 495, 612, 773, 805, 820,
1371,
1351,
1275,
1295,
1317,
1221, 1240,
;87, 1890, 1941, 1955, 1972,
1638-39,

489.

963,
TR. 354, 379, 515, 639, 674-675, 789, 857, 921, 2003.
1866,
1554.
1606,
1833,
1149,
987, 1016, 1071, 1126,
(Footnote Continued)

IA/

2S

A
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guessed or assumed it was a religion 111 (some because the
organ/

tion was referred' to as the Unification "Church'),

while only 11 responded that they believed it was a genuine
religion. II/

Significantly, of the jurors who were

eventually impaneled, 9 did not know whether the Unification
Church was a cult or a religion, 1 believed that it was a
cult, and only 2 expressed the belief that it was a
religion.

The jury examination cleltly revealed that to the
extent the veniremem knew about Reverend Moon or the
Unification Church, their attitudes were overwhelmingly
negative.

This tendency was acknowledged by the trial juclge

at the conclusion of the voir dire process.

(TR. 1758.)

Further, as revealed by the statements set forth above, the
final jury aanel was not unaffected by such prejudicial.
attitudes.
2.

The Court's Decision That Jurors Did Not
Have to Accept the Unification Church As
a 'Real" Religion Precluded An Objective
Consideration of the Tax Issues in This
Case.

The potential impact of the juzor's uncertainty
cpncerning the Unification Church's status as a cult or a

(Footnote Continued)
11/
1.6./

12

TR.

368,

473,

545,

680,

TR.

393,

425,

627,

1183,

1256, 1779, 1848, 2039.

TR.

581,

53P,

941,

1038,

1396, 1491, 1566, 1590, 1664,

681, 1154.

1734, 2075.
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bona fide religion was explained by defense counsel:
if somebody .
expressed a strong bias
against this religion or not accepting it as a
religion and part of the whole defense is that it
is a religion and therefore this man was entitled
to hold monies in trust for the religion, we never
reach that point with this man.
If he
rejects out of hand the concept of the Unification
Church as a valid religion, he only accepts three
major religions, and part of the proof of the
defense of this case relates to the ability of a
leader of a church or a religion to properly hold
money in his name for the church, if . . . the
prospective juror .
does not accept one of the
underlying premises that there is a religion
involved here, then we never get to the second
part of the proof.
(TR. 534-535.)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE COURT: Wall, I am not sure that that
follows.
But I can see the argument you are
making. A person starts off with a preconceived
.

.

.

belief that this is not a religion, and if it is
not a religion, then its got to be some sort of
fake, and if its a fake, the Government's proof of
the tax charges becomes a lot easier.
(TR. 536.)
This discussion occured after the examination of Eugene
Scott elicited a response that:

My belief is three different denominations -Protestant, Jewish and Catholic, that's what I
goes by.
Any other ones come, he is just hooey,
nothing to me.
(TR. 515-516.)
Counsel for Reverend Moon subsequently pointed out
that the Government had represented it was not going to
contest the assertion that the Unification Church was a bona
fide religion, and argued that it was vital that the jury be
told that the Unification Church was in fact a religion.
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(TR. 530-531.)

The Government prosecutor disagreed,

however, stating:

I think that we do not have to go nearly that far.
I mean, its being presented as a religion. Most
of the witnesses will call it a religion.
It is
not an issue in this case whether or not its a
religion.

(TR. 531.)

Similarly, the Court, in response to defense counsel's
suggestion that the description of the Church as "hooey'
reflected a strong negatiVe opinion, stated:
I'm not certain Elz se that that is a
disqualification, a aisqualifying'factor, unless
he allows his beliefs about the religion to carry
over to the man.
(TR. 532.)

Accordingly, the Court denied defense counsel's challenge to
the prospective juror stating:
I an still back to the point that I don't think
even in the case in which the leader of a religion
is on trial that you can di
o4. cause a
er of
other reli
efs in that
are
so to y
e xtent t t
ill
t1 accept any other
Tian. . . .
chink he is entitled-to his vi s. Therm is
nothing wrong with a person hol ing those views
and he said that despite those views he can decide
the case fairly.
(TR. 723-724.)

***
I don't think as this case
That re igsous .octr nes AL

oin

to Lae tried

ore are go hg to be
such Oust somebody's strong belzerin a different
religion is going to have any effect on the way
decide the case.

the

JTR. 722-723.)

(2mphasis

e

The Government, however, did in fact try this case
on the theory that the religious doctrines and tenets of the
Unification Church were not bona fide.

The principal theory

asserted in defense of Reverend Moon reguireo that the the
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jurors at least accept the fact that the Unification Church
was a genuine church.

Consequently, because at least one of

the jurors beieved the Unification Church was a cult, and
at least nine jurors were uncertain as to whether it was a

true religion, Reverend Moon was clearly denied a fair
trial.

The CourtIgnored Clear and Pervasive
Bias Against Reverend Moon and the
Unification Church in Denying Reverend
Moon's Final Motion for a Bench
At the conclusion of the jury selection process,
Reverend Moon renewed his request that the Court reject the
Government's refusal to accept a jury waiver.

The basis for

this motion was the pervasive bias of the prospective jurors
with respect to the Church, the question of *brainwashing,'
questions concerning the use of funds by the Church and
their attitude toward Church fundraising activities.

In

addition, the defense contunded that it was not accorded a
number of peremptory challenges sufficient to effectively
eliminate pros'pective jurors with prejudicial preconceptions.

Finally, Reverend Moon's counsel emphasized that

appKokimately nine of the prospective jutors interviewed
during voir dire had mentioned incidents of discussions
tong the prospective jurors concerning Reverend Moon and

the Unification Church, as well as conversations concerning
the prospective juror's knowledge that the defense was
havInc a difficult time finding unbiased jurors.,

255
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The Government argued in response that:
the process of jury seIection'has
demonstrated that you could get a fair and
(TR. 1732.)
impartial jury.
.

.

.

Similarly, with respect to the various prejudicial
conversations among the veniremen, the Government attorney
stated that it was "something .
overall context of this process,

.

awfully minor in the
and noted again that:

If we didn't believe that we could get a fair and
impartial jury for Mr. Moon and the Government in
this district, we would have consented in the
If we didn't believe that we got one
first place.
(TR. 1737.)
now, we would consent at this time.
,Despite the foregoing evidence of pervasive bias

among the prospective jurors, the Court once again denied
the defendants' request for a jury waiver stating:
I believe that when a defendant in a criminal
trial has reasonable cause for believing there is
a substantial prejudice or bias against him
personally and that when he wishes to waive a jury
trial, that preference should not be overborn by
the prosecutor's desire for a public trial by
It doesn't
That is my personal view.
jury.
The rule in the judicial
appear to be the law.
interpretations of it seem to put no restrictions
upon the Prosecution being able to insist upon a
jury.

(TR. 1752.)

In view of the pervasive prejudice against Reverend Moon and
the Unification Church revealed during jury selection,
Reverend Moon's decision that it was in his interest to

waive a jury trial should not have been disregarded by the
Government based on the Government's perception of the
"public interest.'

28i-
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C.

The Government's Prosecution of This Case on
the Basis of Whether the Unification Church
Was a True Religion, Deprived Reverend Moon
of the Opportunity For a Fair Trial.

The prejudice accruing to Reverend Moon as a
result of the Government's insistence on a jury trial was
exacerbated by the presentation of the case in terms of
whether or not the Unification Church was a genuine
religion, rather than as a simple tax case.

The most

critical statement made by the Judge during the proceedings
against Reverend Moon, came at the conclusion of the jury
selection process, in the context of the Judge's decision

denying Reverend Moon's motion for waiver of a jury trial:
If this criminal case were being tried on whether
cr not the Unification Church is a true religion
or a cult, or whether or not it has been
oeneficial to America, the situation would be
pretty critical, because to the extent that people
know about it, it is true that their attitudes ale
negative.

However, the issue in this trial is whether
or not certain properties belonged to defendant
Moon and whether he should have declared them as
.
.
his and paid taxes on them.
.

I don't mean to suggest that general
attitudes toward the Church and to the ?loonies
don't impact on juror attitudes. But they won't
impact as directly as tholliwere the issues to be
(TR. 1758-1759.) -tried.

18/

The trial judge subsequently pointed out that he was
concerned that in the effort to find a jury totally free
from bias, people had been selected who don't read much,
talk much and don't know much" and that the jurors would
therefore tend to be the educated and less intelligent
(Footnote Continued)
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The crucial significance of this statement can be
appreciated only through a review of tha manner in
which the Government conducted Reverend Moon's trial.
During its opening statements to the jury, as well as during
the direct and cross examination of both Government and
defense witnesses, and continuing through its summation to
the jury, the Government consistently attempted to introduce
evidence or to elicit testimony intended to prove that the
Unification Church was in fact not a true religion, but was
rather a massive and complex business operation directed by
Reverend Moon, which was supported by a cadre of young
'Moonies' who had been brainwashed by the Church and
compelled to solicit funds in order to support Reverend
Moon's "luxurious" lifestyle.

In this effort, the

Government consciously attempted to appeal to the various
prejudices which had been revealed during the jury selection

(Footnote Continued)
people. Noting that this would not be a problem unless the

case became complicated, the Judge concluded "I would have
thought it fairer to have this case tried without a jury.'
(TR. 1759-1760.)
.
.
. T would feel better about the fairness from
the p,aition of defendants had they been granted a
non-jory trial.
But I don't feel I have the right
to substitute my views on that matter to what
appears to be the law and what I understand to be
the law.
.onsequently, I have to deny the
defendant's motion.
(TR. 1761.)
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process -- the very same prejudices which Moon had cited as
the basis for seeking a
1.

,n-jury trial.

The cit,4ernment Consistently Portrayed
the Unification Church as a Mere
Business, and &missend Moon as a
Businessman, in Its Peesentation to the
Jury.

During the jury selection process, a.malority of
the prospective jurors interviewed stated that they were
y 4-

aware that R verend Moon, or the Unification ChurCh, were
involved in v rious business -enterprises.

As noted earlier,

a numtrer of the. veniremen also did not believe that it was

appropriate for a church to be overtly involved in business
activities.

Many of the prospective jurors who questioned

whether the Unification Church was a bona fide religion
moreover, expressed the opinion that it might be considered
a cult in view o: its extensive involvement in.commercial
operations and the fact that many'of its members were
involved in fundraising activities.

A large number of

prospective jurors clearly stated their opposition to the
practice of soliciting funds on street corners Or at
airports.

The Government promptly-proceeded to exploit

hese

concerns,,addresting them in opening remarks to the jury!
MR. FLUMENBAUM: The evidence will show that
Moon was not only a leader of a church, but also a
You will
.
very very successful businessman.
hear evidence about fundraising,- and you will hear
in early 1973 members of the church fundraised
primarily by selling flowers. You will hear howl
.
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Moon set quotas for the fundraisers, both American
members of the .char
and Members from'Japan and
Europe who were
fically brought over to help
the fundraising effort.
(TR. 2163-2164.)

Aenoted by the Court during pre-trial proceedings, however,
the actual source of the disputed funds, or the manner in
)

which they were obtained, was not relevant to any of the
substantive counts against Reverend Moon:
THE COCRT: Where does the tax offense of Moon come into this? Let's assume that the
Church, through these activities, is raising
substantial funds,
.
At least prima facie
these funds belong to the church.
Where is the
personal tax offense involved in that? . . . This
sort of thing has been drifting around in this
cass'from the beginning.
To this day, I don't
uncerstand the tax consequences or the difference.
What difference does it make, taxwise, whether the
monies came from Japanese who contributed or from
people who bought flowers and gave them to -.

MR. FLUMMBAUX: I think you are right.
It
does haNie to do with the obstruction part of the
case, which is a separate aspect of it. So it
would be overstating the case to sav that the
question of flower-selling would nbt come up; it
will come up.
THE COURT: it comes up, but it is not
crucial to the t(ax evasion.

MR. FLUMENEAUX:
Nd, not to the Government's
theory of the tax case. Certainly not.
(TR.
483-485.)

The Government, nevertheless, purpokely presented such
-1

inflammatory issues to the jury.
)

Similarly, as the actual trial of Reverend Moon
began, the GoOefnment immediately attempted to introduce

evidence which indicated that many yo ng church members
worked long hours at low salarie

ich' were for the %most

a

a
41-269
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part cons

ed back to the Church, while Reverend Moon

retained his own salary.

19/

The Court'rejected defense

objettions to the introduction of such "evidence," noting
that it tended to demonstrate

who is getting the money out

of the enterprise as a profitmaking enterprise."
2496.)

(TR.

The Court further'reasoned that:

he picture the jury could draw is that everybody
(aerie working for notk:ing just for the benefit
on is
of the Church, but that the Reverend
running the,whole business for his own benefit
since he is the only one keeping kis salary out of
Wbether that is a justified inference,or an
it.
unjustified one, it is a permissible one and it
seems to be consistent with the Government's case.
(TB. 2498-2499.)
Counsel fort Reverend Moon subsequently addressed

the issues of evidentiary relevance and juror bias once
again, in a motion for a mistrial, stating:

we feel is marginally
the, evidence
at all relevant to the issnes in the case. It is
highly prejudicial because it relates to the very
areas which the jurors hays indicated prior to
their being sworn that thBy have feelings, which
feelings if translated could relate toe bias and
hostility toward Reverend Moon and the Church; and
because your Honor, they are areas whiiO we
believe bring into the_case the Jaques which are
in the nature of church doctrine, eheology and
practices which can only be resolved by inquiring
into religious beliefs in violation of our
We
client's First Amendment rights. . .
believe, your Honor, the evidence has no direct
bearing on any of the tax issues in the ease.
Reverend Moon's Salary from Tong Il was reported
on his returns, and we ,elieve that there is no
.

.

.

A defese witness subsequently testified that the*.
Church members did not need a salary because all of their
needs were provided by the Church.

12/

2 9i
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issue in the case relating to the. propriety of
other members working as volunteers or pooling
their rieources for.their mutual suppora (TR.
2544a25450,

*

ft

*

The evidence tends to bring into the case the
very matters in which-jurors acknowledged bias and
negative preconceptions; that is, your Honorthe.
whole notiotoof exploitation of young people by
making them work for little or nothing to support
Reverend Moon and, your Honor, the view of the
Church as a business entity in the guise of 4
cluIrch.
(m. 2546-2547.)
0

The Court's rationale for going to trial with
the jury and substance indicated, that this was
simply to be a tax cami and that;we would not get
into other matters, tatters that related tb these
more.as I would characterize them as explosive
We believe; your Honor, that a
mistrial is required because of this violation of
our client's First Amendment rights, because
evidence about the church's operation of
businesses, supporting of Reverend Moon and
rdedication of members earnings for church purposes
Places the issue of reitigious doctrines of the
Unification Church.
(TR. 2547-2550.)
1

The Court respond
evidence was not in

to the motion-by observing, that the
act prejudicial:

THE COURT:
would observe.initislly that
the fact that group! of persons united in a
religious belief live together, work together and
donate all their earnings to the church is not to
my way .3f thinking a prejudicial matter.
Christian brotherhoods have lived in that mode for
thousands of years. Buddhist monks' traditionally
live that way. There is absolutely nothing
prejudicial, per se, in the proof of that sort of
thing.
(TR. 2552.).

However, as pointed out by Reverend Moon's counsel:
in the eyes of the world in which we are
trying x.:,s case, tpos practices have been going
on for so long* there are accepted by so many
.
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members of this society in alhich we live, that no
one weuld think badly of thin., (TR. 2555-2556.)

Such *simples of popular acceptance,-however, stand.in stark

contrast to the harsh an

negative combents made by,'

prospective furors during voir dirs.

During the trial, many witnesses were questioned
exbensively with regard the church's fundraising activites
and goals:

Do you recall what goal was set for
Q:
(TR. 2714.)
members of the church?
In addition to"that t taks' it (what?)
Q:
you are-tel,Iing us is that the local churches
around the country asAyell haA.ouotas, goals to
"
(TR. 2764.)
meet?

You have described Reverend McAn as the
Q:
spiritual leader of the church and of the overseas
church as well as the American church. Isn't it a
fact that Reverend Moon also is a businessman?
(TR. 3017.)

q4m4lazly, the Government attempted to introduce into
evidence a speech by Reverind Moon, which-had been published
for distribution to Chuich. members.

This'speoch referred to

a 40-dal natiinlal prayer mission and on -going campaigns t6
raise funds for the Church.

In objecting to its

introduction, counsel far Reverend Moon stated that:

Although the Court acknowledged at this point that "the
(were) too remote to the
church's fundraising goals .
Government's direct case" it ruled that such "evidence"
could be admitted because the Government had to prove who
set Church goals as well as the source of the disputed
2C11/

.

Tunas.

(TR. 2779.)

.
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is going to give this jury a chance. to try
\aThis
onvict because they see here is Reverend Moon

to

telling them to go out and raise all this money
and do all these things and sell flower, and
candies and setting goals. If they want to set
goals for themselves, they have a right to do it
and that has nothing to do with this lawsuit.
(TR. 4280.)
*

a

th

aw a IA of these documents intliscovery
but
t was one of the reasons we asked for
-jury trial, and it was precisely because of
kind of problem. At least as a Judge ygu can
this( and look at it fairly.
I can't see that
y
(vie are going to bring their emotions
courtroom and they can't do that and I
fully object
it.

MR. FLUMENBAUM: This is a sophisticated jury
who understands the evidence.
(TR. 4285- 4286.)
er

The Court

defense counsel's objection, however,

and the Government continued its questioning in the
following manner:
Q:
This had to do with a specific
fundraising campaign, did it not?
(TR. 4290.)

Q'
Isn't it e fact that your National
headquarters got money from Mr...Kamiyama's team?
A

(TR. 4297.)
Q:
These Master Speaks' are published by
the church's translations of Reverend Moon's
speeches that are given on various occasiops,'is
that correct?
(TR, 4378.)

Isn't it a fact there were quotas set by
Reverend
on specifically with respect to the
Belvedere trainees other than,that was par of
their training session in terms of fundraising?
(TR. 4379.)

Subsequently, following the extensive direct
examintion by the Government of one parpicular Church member
regarding the business operations of the Church, counsel for
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Reverend Moon advised the Court that his testimony would
leave the record unclear as to the reasons for the Church's
involvement in different business operations:

'

"MR. STILIJ(AN: . . . I would like to ask
essentially one question with respect to those
businesses, namely, what the purpose is for eaving
I believe the witness would testifylat
them.
the purpose is to allow the church to develop a
financial base so that it can he self-supporting
Now, my concern is
and go on and do their work.
You

I know what your concern is.
THE COURTS
are opening the door with a question.

Let me
MR. FLUMENBAUMs Very wide. . .
just state for the record: based on our review of
some finance, these businesses drain money as
opposed to generate money from the church.
If Mr. Stillman is going to bring that up, open
the door on this, I feel that that would allow as
(TR.
on redirect to devilop that whole area.
4818-4819.)
.

.

.

.

Shortly after the foregoing exchange, the

Government questioned another witness so as to elicit
testimony that Reverend Moon addressed businou* matters
during meetings with several other Church leaders.

On cross

examination, Reverend Moon's counsel asked:
Did you from time to time at the
0:
meetings that yo4 attended hear Reverend Moon
speaking with church members and church leaders
concerning matters of religion.

A

Yes.

I obje
MS. HARRIS:
scope of the direct.

That is outside the

MR. STILLMAN: Outside the scope?
not what we just listened to?
MS. HARRIS:
about business.

Is that

No religious matter!, talking

29,5
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TUE COURT: Well, establishing they also
.discussed religion.
We are not going to-mo into
the subject.

MR. WILLMAN:

I'm not going into the

subject.
I just wane to paint thf whole picture
for the jury.
(TR. 5102,0

The Government thus continued to question witnesses with
regard .to the fundraising activities of the Church:
Q:
With respect to fundraising, did
Reverend Moon set\quotas'for the trainees?

Q:
How much did they have to earn before
they could leave the training program?

*

*

QDo you remember what the quota was in
the beginning for the training?
(TR. 5130.)
Q:
These people would come back each night
after a day of fundraising?
(TR. 513i-5132.)
,

Later, during cruse examination of a Government

witness; counsel for Reverend Moon agaih attempted to
establish the principles guiding'the relationship between
the Unfication Church and its various business enterprises:
Q:
Did you ever hen
his view with respect to t
the church and business?

A:

Yes.

Q:

And is it true,

Reverend Moon express,
relationship between

that he has the

view and expressed the v:,.sw

MR. FLUMENRAUM:
THE COURT:

Objection.

Let him finish the question.

MR. FLUMENBAUM:

Okay.

296
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--. that he has a view that churdh and
Q:
business go hand in hand?

MR. FLUMENRAUM:

Objection.

What is the objection?

.rTHE COURT:

MR. FLUMENRAUM:

Hearsay.
*

If your Honor please, the
MR. STILLMAN:
Government seeks to establish the notion and they
sure would like to get up on summation that
Reverend Moon is simply a businessman and that's
aII there is to it here. And what I am suggesting
to you is that there was in his mind and the view
and the way in-which this church operated, an
effort to build a business and a church together,
this witness underst000t that to be so, hi has/so
sworn .o the Grand Jury and I don't intend to go
much beyond essent4ally what he said to the Grand
Jury on this subject.
I don't think it is an app6priate
THE COURT:
It is not a direct issue in
way to establish it.
this case at L11. It might explain why certain
tings were done or not done, but a state of mind
concerning the desirability to leadibtlkiness and
religious matters is not directly an issue in this
case.
*

I would say moreover, if you do it you are
opening a door to something you would not care to
open the door to. So I will sustain the
(TR. 5234-5257.)
objection.

At the conclusion of the trial, counsel for
Reverend Moon made a final attempt to place the Government's
remarks concerning tho Church's business ventures in their
proper context.

Once again his efforts were mat with a

Govenrment objection:
MR. STIL7AAN: Now, businesses. Churches own
Many of the major churches in this
businesses.

ti

-7
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country own bus nesses
The Aormon Church, tge
Catholic Church, other cAurches do.
.

MR. FLUMENSAUM:
Will have to object.

Your Honor,'I am afraid I
There is no evidence in the

record.

THE CO3RT:
You are going outside the record
Mx. Stillman.
(TR. 6356 - 6357..)

Mr. Flumenbaum, however,'`stated-in his summation to the
jury:

Moon is a businessman.
Moon has always been a
businessman. He was a businessman in Korea, he
ran factories there, you saw his business card.
You saw the fact that even when he was in the
United States before he was on the board of
directors of Il Wah Pharmaceutical Company in
Korea, it is all in the evidence before you.
We
have thoge documents.
(TR. 6472.)
It is-thus evident that as a result of the

Government's tactics, the jury was denied the benefit of a
complete explanation of the Church's filindraising activities;
.

the jury was essentially left to decide the case on the
basis of the jurors' own preconceptions as suppleient71 by
the Government's inflammatory 'evidence."

While the Court

allowed the Goverment to introduce evidence in support of

\its theory that tAe Church was a *sinew', not a religion,
efforts by the defense to put this evidence in a fair and
balanced context were met with Government objectionso

The

Government's objei!tions, as contrasted with those of the
4

a

difendants, were :sustained by the Court.

Sudh a process

fails td comport with the requirements of fundamental
fairness established by the Fifth Amendment to the
Constitution.

The Government's a "tions, moreover, were

28d
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tantamount to a denial of the respect and freedom from
interference t=hick all religions are entitled to under the
Constitution.
2.

The Government Attempted to Discredit
Church Members Who Appeared to Testify
By Focusing Its Questions Upon the Issue
of "Brainwesbing."

The most unfortunate example of the Government's
efforts to exploit known juror preconoeptions,concerming the
Unification Church occurred during the testimony of Church
members who appeared on behalf of the Reverend Moon.

The

jurors were warned during the Govenrment's opening
statements, to carefully scrutinize these witnesses for what

were later to be characterized as obvious signs of
"brainwashing":

MR. FLUMEMBAUK:
I urge you to give careful
consideration to these witnesses and scrutinize
their testimony very very very carefully. You
will find that these witnesses will be intensely
(TR. 2192.)
loyal to Moon and Kamlyama.

The actual meaning of this warming surfaced early
in the trial during the Government's examination of
Mr.'Burgess, a Church member:
Mr. Burgess, you love
(MR. FLUMENBAUM1
Q:
Mr. Kamiyame very much, don't ma?
Yes,

I do.

Q:

And you love Reverend Moon very much?

A:

Yes,

I do.

You worked closely with Mr. Xesiiyama
1972?

C:

29 9
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A:
I worked with him more closely in the
later years than in the beginning.
Q:

And you consider his your brother?

Al

Yes.

0:
And you have helped him in personal
matters in the past, is that right?

A:
Yes, I have helped him with his
immigration mainly and then just as brothers.
0:
Whatever he wanted you to take care of,
you have taken care of it for him?

A:

yes.

If he asked ml'o help him, then I try,

(TR. 2652-2653.)

Subsequently, Mr. FIumenbaum examined another
Church member, Mr. Tully:
Q:
[MR. FLUMENBAUM] Are his speeches
collected and published by the church?
A:

Most are.

Q:

Are they called 'Master Speaks'?

A:
In early times I think that is how they.
were referred to.
*

*

Q:
Have you heard Reverend Moon say that
tbe,members have to be obedient to him?

MR. LAWLER:
Objection, your Honor.
have some offer of proof as to this?

21/

May we

In pursuing this line of questioning, which continued
with other Church witnesses, the Government degraded
brotherly love and sincerely-held religious beliefs to a
level of blind obedience and lying, contrary to every
principle of religious freedom contemplated under the
Constitution.

TEE COURT:

I know js it is going.

I will

,allow it.
A:

Yes.

Have you heard Reverend Moon say that
Q:
unless you were as wise as he or could do what he
could that you must be quiet, keep silent and just
obey 1:im?
t

MR. STILLMAN: I object to this and I would
(TR. 400
like to approach the side bar.
TEE COURT:

I see the relevance.

MR. STILLMAN: I don't see, your Honor, how
speaking to members on circumstances that could be
part of sermons, could be part of epeeChes that
have teligious overtones to members of this
church, are fairly part of this record and I
respectfully suggest that there is -- call it
potential at this point -- violation of First
Amendment rights to use it this way. Secondly,
this notion of being obedient in the yay in which
it is being portrayed here is designed to play
towards the kinds of prejudice that jurors could
have toward Reverend Moon, that is taking
advantage and exploiting if you will young people
and aembers of the church and I reepocfuIly move
for a mistrial.

MR. LAWLER: -Your Honor, I would further.
point out that most organized religions have
doctrines that fall into this category. Certainly
the Catholic Church in terms of the Pve issuing
manifestos relating to a variety of different
that coaand the Catholics to follow his
teaching La this area and once we got into this
particular area j it seems to as we are smack in
the ri -ht of
ddle of freedom of rel
the
poop
a re g ous sa r to spa
Church.
. the notion addressed to
.
THE COURT:
ance is denied.
A

estoeothtnesses'motivationfor
withho

nq ev

The motion a
is denied since
testimony.

(

e.

ressed to the First Amendment
case necessarily requires such

.
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The motion for a eistrial is denied.
However I am concerned tit the re udicial
ct
o
test
ny ma
*WACO.
(TR. 4009-4010
exs addlli .
s
N

1.

Km. Harris, another Government attorney, continued

Mr. FIumenbaum's line of questioning during the examination
of Kr. Choi, also a Church member.
Q:
[MS. HAIRISI
AlI right. my point is
that your wife and you are one of the original 36
blessed couples in the Unification Church,
correct?
As

Yes.

Q:
That gives yft a very special
relationship with Reverend Moon, is that right?

Az

Yes.

,04

Q:
You regard Reverend MAion as your true
pargrt, is that right?

MR. SAILOR.

Objection.
d.

A:

Yes.

THE com: Sustained.

(TR. 5676.)

Mr. Flumenhaum continued this line of questioning
during the examination of Mts. Hose -- anot#er long-time
member of the Unification Church.
Q:

You said that you were married in 1970?

A:

Right.

Q:

Who married you?

MR. LAW1S.R:

I object to that, we are getting

far afield.

THE COURT:

It depends on what the answer is.
*
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Who performed the ceremony?
The ceremony was performed by Reverend
Q:

Did Reverend Moon pick your spouse for

you?

1

MR. LAWLER:
TEE COURT:

'

Objection.

Come up to the side bar.

MR. LAWLER: Before Mr. numenbaum explains,
1 move for a mistrial.
Ponied. I maize that this
TEE COURT:
might have a slight amount r.f celevance to showing
bias but it seam to me that it has a potential
prejudice for far outweighing the reason for
asking the question. Unless you know more about

this than I dogi
MR. FLUMBANBACM: Kell, your Honor/ it is
cli the
rtant for the Goverment to

crto3.eeIrlr+=±t.nesseslangowebias
an

s ow t a mot ife.
.4

Do you have any actual knowledge
PRE COURT:
that her husband was selected by Moon or are you
for
just assuming this as he may have done it
..
others he did it for her?
I don't have first-hand
MR. FLUMENBAUM
knowledge, but it is my understanding that he
selects all the spouses.
MR. STILLMAX:
THE COURT:

That's not accurate.

For all the members?

MR. FLUMENBAUK: For all the members. And he'
matches them in their marriage ceremony in 1970
was a marriage-- it was I think .777 couples, they
went to Korea I guess to bermarried, and it's a
big honor. This was the third ceremony that he
So she is very loyal, very dedicated. Arid
does.
the fact that she is married by him is of
relevance.

**
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MR. STILLMAN: In addition to that, your
Honor, that is part of their theology
I don't
see haar we can go into that hers -MR. FLUEMilhAUX:

Etas and motive:

MR. STILLMAN: It seems to WO
x are trying
to poison_this record with this kind of stuff.

MR. FLUMENBAUX:
Your Honor, you have
sustained an objectionwhen Ms. Harris asked a
guestion'about the true wants.
THE COURT:

Zosithe same reason.

MR. ?LUMENS-AM Your Honor, again if this
was a wife or a child of a defendant we would
allowed to,bring out thtt relationship.

***
MR. PLUMENRAUMI
Can I ask her if she refers
to him at her true parent?
THE COURT:

No.
*

oes

*

MR. PLUMENRAOM:
It'
It is not theological.
ectl
to bias and directly to motive to

e.

THE COURT:

No

MS. HARRIS: What about the leader, master,
mean we have to be able to bring out that
relationship.
TEE COURT:
I don't mind your bringing out
the relationship just keep away from theology.
MS. HARRIS: We are really trying to, we
could ask questions like do you reg! ^d 'him as the
messiah.

22/
Once again, the Government equated religious love and
-marriage with bias and lying.

34
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THE COURT:

Don't ask that.

I think it is perfectly
MR. FLUMENBAUM:
MR. 5718-57220_ CDmpbasis added.)
appropriate.
Continuing with the crnss examination of Ms..Eose,
Mr, Flumenbaum asked:
Q:

master?
A:

You refer to him as=the leader or the
The fatbic1
Yes.

I respect him very much.

And am I corpect that when he asked you
Q:
to do soething, you do it for him?
- 7-

MR. LAWLER:

THE COURT:

your Honor.

Object

I will allow that.
*

*
A:

Depends en what he asked.
*

Have you heard him state that members
0:
must be utterly obedient to him?
MR. LAWLER:

THE COURT:
A:

Objection, your Honor.

I will allow it.

Yes.

Have you heard him sa that members
Q:
cannot have a will other than his
MR. LAWLER:

Objection.
*

{TR. 5723-572

*

I think his sta
.
MR. FLUMENRAUM:
are considered, the "Master Speaks," these acre
published statements by him, and they are
.
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distributed to the members and they respect him
and hold him in such great stead that they think.
the jury can infer from the fact of the respect
and the fact of this statement that the witness
will follow that, no matte; what she said on the.
stand.

MR. LAMAR: Your Honorf this is a criminal
.trial with witnesses testifying under oath. And
the idea that in this religion or any religion
where the e ma be d
ines o1 obedience which
may re ats to
at ct sat'
a
statements about the obligations of people who are
participants to "tallow the gufdance of the leaders
with respect to these areas.
Those two things
should not be confused. . . .
(TA. 5725 -5726.)
(Zmphaais adaed.)
*
#

THE COURT:
.
.
I mean, taking a more
concrete example that ww are all familiar with,
the Pope is believed to be infallible in matters
of Catholic faith, but when he makes comments on
the Polish situation or the Argentinia war and so
on he is not speaking in the same context and
consequently to try to bouple his infallibility
with his views on the Falkland Islands it Isom' to
be a non-secular and it may be well to do so here.
What are you proposing to put Mier?
.

MR. FLWIEN3iiAM:
I was actually going to get
into lying and cheating.
(TR. 5727.)

Finally, during the Coven:Mantis cross examinati n
of Mr. Kim, a member of the Church for 28 years,
Mr. Flumenbaum continued his previous line of questioning:
Q:

And you -refer to him as your Master?

MR. LAWLER:
THE COURT:

Objection, your Honor.
I will allow it.

Q:
You refer to him as my Master when you
talk to him?
A:

My Master means teacher.
*

41-269 0 - 85 - 20

*
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C):

You `refer to him 'as Father.

Father in any organization even
Yes.
A:
Catholic has a Father, Priest, he is a Father,
nothing wrong with it.
41

(I:

You believe he is a prophet?

(TR.

5784-5785.1

During the Goverimeent's summation to the jury,

Ms. Hariis and Mx..Flumenbaum summarised their earlier
questions regarding the motives of Church witnesses:
.co

WS. HARRIS: And we-also said that it might
be necessary for the Government to,call reluctant

witnesses, witnesses hostilto the Government.
defendants. Yon hive
Witnesses biased t.
seen the case now and I ms sure you understand why
.1*2111"IndUSBABS.1112112Itingl. (TR. 5173.)

MR. FLUMENBAUX: What about the witnesses
Moon? Did
that we called who. are controlled
(!'R. 6498.)
they testify trutEfully before you?
(Emphasis added.)

In stark contrast to the Government's criticism of
the alleged motives and biases of current Church members, it.
as the testimony of a disaffected famer Church member,

Michael warder, on behalf of theiRovernment, which was

.

relried upon in the Government's attempt to tie Reverend Moon

to th, alleged conspiracy in the indictment. On cross

40

examination, however, it WAS brought out that such test
was directly contrary to testimony given by Mr. Warder in an
affidavit, as well as his testimony before the Grand Jury:
Q:
(MR. STILLMAN) When you gave the
information, what you are telling us today that

307.
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you were not accurate in the information you gave,
is that it, sir?
k,

I hied.

Q:

Yi u lied?

A:

Yes.
1

Q:

That is more accurate to say?

A:

Yes.

(TR. 5230.)

2

0:
You understand, sir, did you not that
when ydt signed that affidavit you swore to the
truth of it, right?
As

Right.

(TR. 5230.)

Mt. 'larder's credibility, accordingly, should have been
subject to serious doubt.

It is critical, when considering Reverend Moon's
involvement in, or knowledge of, either the alleged

conspiracy or alleged tax fraud, to recount the testimony of
Mr. Warder concerning his relationship with Reverend Moon.

Mr. Warder's trial testimony regarding a conversation which
he.had with Reverend,Moon in 1976, for example, was a
critical aspect of the Government's case.

His testimony

before the Grand Jury though, was that he could not recall
having a direct conversation with Reverend Moon.
5249-5250.)

(TR.

Similarly, even though Mr. Warder appeared to

testify on behalf of the Government against Reverend Moon
and the Unification Church, he unequivocally stated that
Reverend moon had never asked him to lijeither during an
earlier SEC investigation of the Church, or subsequently

3
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during the IRS tnvestigationt

With respect to the SEC

investigation, Mr. Warder testified during cross examination
as ,follows:

Did Reverend Moon ever tell you to
Q:
.about your SEC Lestimony, sir?
At

is

No.

Be knew you were going torti4tify before
Q:
the SEC, did he not?
A:

I think he knew.

0%
Didn't he say to you, sir, that he
couldn't understand why yob} were being called?

As

Yei.

Because it seemed to him that you didn't
9!
have any knowledge about those tuatara, right?

Well, the problem I have with the
A:
,eruestion, if I could explain, I wasn't certain
which investigation he said that about. . . .
(TR. 5261-5262.)

Did he call you in and say, "Michael,
Q
say to the SEC?"
hZte's what I want you
Did he do that?

At

No.

If he had done it you would have lied
Q:
for him, wouldn't you? If he had said to you,
"Michael, go in and lie for me", you. would have
done it, wouldn't you?
A:

I think I probably would have.

The fact of the matter is he did not,
Q:
isn't that correct?
He did not, you are right.
A:
*6:Oasis added.)

(TR. 5262;

With respect to the Chase funds, Mr. Warder testified%

I.
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4
Q

Did Reverend Moon ever come to you and
say to you, 'Now, Michael, in case you are asked
about the Chase Manhattan Bank, here is what I
want you to say about it ?a

MR. FLUMEMRAM:

I object, asked and

answered.

THE COURT:
A:

Wet about the Chase Bank.

He never said that.

(m. 5266: emphasis

added.)

Thus, despite Kr. Warder's testimony that he was intimately

involved in the IRS investigation ae it'pertainod tothe
disposition of the funds in the Chase )anhattan lank account
(TR. 5205), and despite the fact that he testified that he

reported to Reverend Moon on a frequent basis during this
time period (TR. 5186-5187), even Michael Warder had uo
admit that Reverend Moon never asked his to lie about
anything having to do with-the major subject of the
Government's investigation -r the funds held in the Chase
Manhattan Bank accounts in Reverend Moon's name.
Mr. warder_ testified further, that during 1976 he

also had a conversation wfth Kr. Ramiyama concerning the

investment in Tong Ii stock, a conversation heavily relied
upon by the Government .in support,,pf
support
its indictment of

Mr. Kamiyama.

Although he testified that at that time.,he

spoke to Mr. Kamiyama through an interpreter, he could ao
recall the particular translator (TR. 5293), and although

Mx. Warder maintained detailed diaries and.rocofdewhich
were turned over to the Government, and which would have
revealed these conversations with Reverend Moon and Kr.
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Ramiyama in 1976, only the diary for 1976 was not provided
to the Government.

(TR. S294.)

Counsel for Reverend MCA questioned Kr. Warder as
to these diariesz

Mter you gave them everything that you
Ost
were able to find,' did they over ask you to go
back and look for a 1976 diary?
2k:

that.

No. They (the Government' didn't say
(TR. 5294-5295.)
Or ask that.

It is astounding that this evidence was.not requested, if in
fact the Government was truly intetested in a fair
determination of guilt or innocence.

The Government's

failure to pursue this matter must be viewed in context of
its ext.r..ordinarily detailed research in this case.

Kr. Warder's credibility was further weakened by

his assertion that when he left the Uni ication Church, he
explained to his new employers-At

Heritage Foundation

that he had severed his 'relationship with Noon and with the
church and with any of the other related business
organizations."

(TR.. 5232.)

Evidence was introducjd

dux&

the trial, however, which indicated that OS December 9,
1980, Mr. Warder, in an attempt to obtain assistance in
finding
an af

ew position, cited the Department of Justice as
rmative reference:

The other more obvious liability to my doing
ything in the public sector is py past
It has been a year since Iassociation with Moon.
organization and the Justice Department
left
is wellit nformed of where mxloyalties lie on that
Still, my past associations are a.factor.
score.
(Emphasis added.)
Tia7-3125.)
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During Mr. Flumenbaum's summation, after
emphasizing that the Church mefters why testified on behalf
of the defense were controlled hy Reverend Noon.
Kr. Flumenbaum /attempted to reestablish Mx. ~Warder's

credibility as a former disaffected Chdrch momber, quoting
the following StiltalleAt made by Mr. Warder in response to

Government questioning:

Since I have Loft the church I no4Ion er consider
that to be the standard of what's ;oa and I
accept authority of the court and the government
as an arbitrator of right and wrong ,mss other
(TR. 65O5.;
th.
things and the
'Under the

vernment's theory of this case, only

those witnesses who were no longer associated with aue
Church could be relied upon for truthful, unbiased 4wswars.
d'

According to the Government, only these witnesses,

regardless of their recent history of false wearing, had
2ot been affected by the alleged mind control techniques of
the Church or the intense loyalty of Church members to
Reierond Moon.

The juryo,Ln finding Reverend Moon guilty,

apparently acceded to the Government's request that they
accept the testimony of Michael. Warder, whose conscience had

obViously been restored -- after leaving the *control" of
the Church and after obtaining a new job in the private
sector following his cooperation with the Justice
Department.

This testimony was accepted despite

Mr. Warder's admitted lies during his previous testimony.
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Government Introduced Irrelevant and
igbiy Prejudicial Evidence In Order to
upport the Vague ang General Conspiracy

the

Ths foregoing testimony and' evidence relating to

the status of the Unification Church was not only highly
prejudicial, but was also completely irrelevant in tares of

the substantive charges against RevarendMoon.

The

Government, however, inkroduced such evidence pertaining to

the theology and business practices of the churchon the
ground that such information was relevant to the general
conspiracy alleged

the indictment.

.1.-Y

Significantly,

the superseding indictment's conspiracy count related

primarily to allegations against Takeru-Xamiyama
("Mr. XemiyamM), Reverend Moon's co-defendant and principal

financial adviser during the time period addressed in the
indictment.

Precisely because of the'potential prejudicial

impact oi' such allegations upon Reverend Moon's case, a

motion for severance was submitted to the Court.

ofion, however, was subsequently denied.

This

As a resit, the

Government's case against Mr. Xamiyama was utilized as a
pretext for the introduction of irrelevant and damaging

The various issues arising from the contemporaneous
prosecution of Mr. Xamiyama are fully analyzed in the
Supplemental Comments submitted on behalf of the Unification
Church ,of America by Mr. Xamiyama's attorneys, Barry A.
Fisher and Robert C. Motet.
12/.
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"evidence" concerning(the religious principles of Reverend
Moon and the Unification Church.

Both the conspiracy count and several of the
substantive counts against Mr. Kamiyama, pertain to
Mr. Kamiyama's test

y before the Grand Jury .which voted
Illn

4

the indictment in this s case.

That indictment included

charges that Mr. Kamiyama willfully perjured himself in
response to several questions posed by the Government during
his Grand Jury testimony.

At the time Mr. IFamiyama appeared

before the Grand Jury, he did not speak English.

Consequently, the prosecutor's questions were translated for
Mr. Kamiyama by a Government appointed interpreter who

subsequently translated Mr. Kamiyames answers from Japanese
back into English.

After the original indictment was voted against
'44

Reverend Moon and Mr. Kamiyama, counsel for Mx. Kamiyama
filed a motion to dismiss the indictment, on the ground that
the Government appointed translator had inaccurately
A

translated the prosecutor's questions, as well as
Mr. Kamiyama's responses.
-:-.\

The motion specifically asserted
,

1,

that Mr. Kamiyama had not only been responding to different

questions than had been posed by the prosecutor, but also
that his answers had been improperly cheracterixed before
the Grand Jury.

Gov

t

In response to Mr. Kaeiyaaa's motion, the

nment deleted some of the allegations under the perjury
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counts, white leaving the major counts virtually intact.

Mr. Ramiyama's motion to dil.alse, was denied.

The significance of these alleged translation
errors is self-evident, in that the precise content of each
question and answer is critical to,& charge of willful
perjury.

The allegations of inaccuracy raised in

Mr. Kamiyama's case, however, were never conclusively
resolved.

Thus, while the trial court appointed its own

independent translator (TR. 6541-6542), the independent
translator's corrections were never incorporated within a
new indictment, nor were the Government's voluntary

corrections to the superseding indictment adequate to cure
the prejudicial impact of the perjury charges.
In addition to these translation errors, the
Government controlled the_arand,Jury investigation in an
essentially unfair manner.

Thus,

not speak English and did not h4

lthough Mr. Tamiyama did
his own attorney present

during his Grand Jury test'

ny, and although Mr. Kamiyama

was asked to testify as to

tailed matters which had

occurred almost eight ye

before,,the Government

intentionally did not p

vide him with copies of documents

for him to verify.

-133.)

(131

Further, Mr. Tamiyama

testified for a total of three days.

On the second day of

his testimony, he appeared before a Grand Jury other than
the Special Investigating Grand Jury.

The transcript of

that testimony was subseqUently read to the Grand Jury whic1
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actually issued the superseding indictment.

Although the

testimony Mr. Kamiyama gave on the second day pertained to
significant sections of the perjury counts, the Grand Jury
which issued the indictment was not present to observe his
demeanor or to make an accurate assessment of his credibility.
Significantly, the prosecutor himself stressed the issue of

credibility with respect to Mr. Ramiyama's Grand Jury
testimony.

(TR. 423.)

Defense counsel learned at the end

of the trial that the prosecutor, Mr. Plumenbaum, was

r_vonsible for scheduling Mr. Ramiyama's testimony on the
second day.

At that time, Mr. Plumenbaum knew that the

investigating Grand Jury was not in session.

Nevertheless,

Mr. Plumenbaum instructed the foreman to rQ

. Mr. Kamiyama

on that date.

4

More gen rally, theGovernment's "bad mann theory
of this case Ilj can be detected in the Prosecutor's
questioning of Mr. Ramiyama:

Did Reverend Moon ever write any portion
Q:
of the checks on the Chase Manhattan account other
than his signature?

24/

The following exchange is illustrative:
TEE COURT: The picture the jury could draw
is that everybody else is working for nothing,
just for the benefit of the church, but that the
Reverend Moon is running the whole business for
his own benefit since he is the only one keeping
his salary out of it.

Whether that is a justified inference or an
unjustified one, it is a permissible one and it
seems to me consistent with the Government's
theory of the case.
MR. STILLMAN: Where is the part of this
indictment that this ties to other than some kind
of bad man theory?

516
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He never wrote anything other than his
signature as far as I remember.
So, to your knowledge, he never wrote
as
anything but the signature, is that correct?
To the best of my knowledge Reverend
is
Moon never affixed anything, other than the
signature in the books, in the check.
This response was alleged to be perjurious under Count Ten,
paragraph 31, of the superseding indictment.

In this particular instance, there was no direct
evidence that Mr. Kamiyama ever saw Reverend Moon write
anything other than his own signature, or that this occurred
under circumstances which Mr. Kamiyama would have reasonably
been aware of.

aspite the fact that the Government had

checks which Mr. Kamiyama could have identified, the
Government did not show those checks to Mr. Kamiyama.
(13133.)' It preferred, rather, to question him with regard

to events which occurred nearly eight years before, through

a Government translator whose subsequent accuracy was
subject to serious dispute.

More fundamentally, however, a

perjurious response mist constitute a willful misstatement
of fact.

Mr. Kamiy

far as I remember" and

s qualifing statements, such as,

to the best of my knowledge,' should

have prevented his responses from being construed as
perjurious.

Similarly, it should be emphasized that the most
damaging evidence presented against Mr. Kamiyam; in support
of the perjury counts, was the testimony of Michael Warder.

31
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As Abted earlier, Mr. Warder's trial testimony directly

conflicted wih his prior testimony before the Grand Jury.
Mr. Warner's statements moreover, could not be confirmed by
detailed diary entries which he kept, because his diary for
1976 -- the most relevant year for purposes of the
conspiracy prosecution, was not provided to the Government.
(TR. 5294.)

At no point, moreover, did the Government

attempt to locate such evidence.

(TR. 5294.)

Also

detracting from Kr. Warder's credibility, was his inability
to recall the name of thel interpreter who was present during

the conversations with Mr. Ramiyama cited by the Government
in support of the perjury counts against Mr. Xamiyama. (TR.
5293.)

The Government's zealous use of this discredited

testimony stands in sharp contrast to its warnings to the

jury concerning the credibility of witnesses 'controlled by
Reverend Moon.

(TR. 6173,6498.)

Finally, at the conclusion of the trial, the court
advised the jury that because of the nature of simultaneous
translation, it could be expected that an interpreter who
had several days to prepare translations would have an
advantage in terms of accuracy.

Nevertheless, the Court

stated that the Grand Jury's transle-or had the benefit of

'

hearing words which were inaudible on the Government's tapes
of the Grand Jury proceedings, concluding that although the
Court appointed translator's clkrected version was avaiIabl
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to the Grand Jury, the Court would not necesiarily recommend
that they review it. 21/ The Court thus minimized the very

real problems which had been raised by counsel for

25/

TR. 6541-6543:
t as mention to you that in thet
course
n on the motions concerning the
Court translator appointed
translation, Z
and that translator made an official translation,
for the Court as to what occurred in the gland
jury. Needless to say, that is a far more
accurate translation than the contemporaneous
running translation that was made by an
interpreter in the jury.

I think you will understand that somebbdy
sitting down and listening to and studying for a
period of time the translation involved can come
up with a such more couplet* and accurate
translation than can somebody who is making a
simultaneous translation immediately before the
jury.

In one regard, however, the interpretation in
the grand jury is better than the Court appointed
translation, and that is that the interpreter on
the scene was able to hear things that on the tape
the Court appointed translator couldn't pick up,
so the Court appointed translator has got some
inaudible: where the translator in the court made
translations.
I should also tell you that translations,
particularly from the English to the Japanese and
back from Japanese to English, is not an exact
science. These are two linguistic systems with
uncommon basis. There is a good deal of
discretion in,going about translating a phrase in
order to convey the meaning.

The Court translation is available and should
,you want to see it, you may ask for it. I do not
suggest to you that it necessarily has any
importance in the case.

39
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Mr. Ramiyama in relation to Mr. Ramiyama's inability to
speak English and the general incompetence of the Government
appointed translator.

The Government, however, consistently

utilized the various problems posed by Kr. Ramiyama's
inability to speak English in order to develop a broad
conspiracy chars

and used the substantive counts against

Mr. Iselyama as a conduit for the introduction of highly
prejudicial and irrelevant evidence supporting its theory
that Reverend Noon was a businessman, not a religious
leader, and that the Unification Church was not in fact a
genuine religious institution.

The case against

Ramiyaea, accordingly, supports the conclusion that the

proceedings in this action went substantially beyond a
simple, narrowly focused tax prosecution.
4.

The Government Convicted Reverend Noon
on the Novel Theory That 'If It Is
Noon's Roney and Re Used All of It for
the Church That Doesn't Make It Not Nis
Roney."
Ilk

At the conclusion of the trial, in response to
Reverend Moon's post-trial motions, the Trial Judge made the
following comments:

I received 50, perhaps a 100, letters from
prominent church leaders, Protestant and Catho'tc
Church leaders decrying the fact that a religious
leader could be prosecuted foremarely holding
What
.
.
.
church funds in his own name.
troubles me is that they all start on the
assumption that the only evidence hire was that
the monies were in Noon's name and that he was a
church leader, whereas in fact, as I told the jury
and I will quote to you, the key issue is whether
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or not the bank accounts at the Chase Manhattan
Bank and the Tong Il stock issued in Reverend
Moon's name belonged to Reverend Moon.
(S9-10.)
More recently, during the hearing. op Reverend MOoft's motion

for a reduction in sentence, the Judge reiterated that:,

These funds and this stalk, however, wore clearly
the personal possessions of Reverend Moon. . . .
The jury determined that they belonged-to Reverend
Moon, and 'had I been given the fact*. I would have
made the same determination.
(P. 28 to Rearing on
Motion to Reduce Sentence, July 18, 1984.)
Unfortunately, these statements ignore the fact that
throughout the trial, the Government presented the case to

the juryon the theory that, regardless of whether or not
the disputed funds were spent on genuine church-related
projects, the mere fact that the funds were in the name and
under the control of Reverend Moon (a matter not disputed by
the defendants in this case), warranted the conclusion that
the funds would. still, as stated.by the trial judge, *belong
to Reverend Moon."

The presentation of the Government's case on this
issue, is best described by the following remarks of the
Government attorney in his summation to the jury:
. Mr. Stillman said, look at how the money islf
And if you will recall in my opening thats
exactly what I told you. Because the use of the 1
funds is important. It really is important.
It
is one of many factors.
.

.

titled.

However, is is probably
the fact that.if it is
a
o
t or
not his money. So use
Just one
u

to all of
and he
aitor.

The ownership can be determined from other
factors as well. Use is not solely determinative.
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And,you can see that in
daily lives.
use f "
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The' cast

viv d example. of the iseaniive

nature

of

the Government's theory of taxability concerned. a $250,00G
me

contributioX to the jorears Cultural and Freedom reuedation
1

,

for the benefit 4:4 the )Little Angels Of ierS4 Cultural
P

-Center,* which was made fro' funds, in the-Chase Manhattan

Sank accounts which the Governeant contended 'belonged* to
Reverend Moon.

The following excerpt from th, Governmenttie

awl exhibit describe' this Organisations

The Littleingels of Korea

Z.

Little Angels'of Rorea'is a Children's folk
ballet company created as a cultural program of
the Foundation in 1965. During the fiscal, year
1974, the Little Angels Company performed in 78
cities in the United States and 23 countries in
Europe and Asia.
*

2.

:

.14

Children's Relief Fund

The Children's Relief Fund was initiated to
meet unmet needs of children in Asia. . . .
Du4ng the 1974 fiscal year aid was .
. extended
.

to

.

.-the Center of -War orphans,

.

;the

Children's Polio Service, and the Pediatrict
Service of Rospital Mohesat, Vientiane. It came
to the attention of the Foundation that a great
need for medical attention and for medical
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information exists in villages of Southeast Asia.
The villages of special need cants in large numbers
refugees, living in primitive conditions, and
hemorrhagic fever, maaria,
subject to diseases
typhoid, plague, cholera and acute dysentery,
which cause a high death rats amOng children.

total of
During the month of May 1974, a
4,220 people (2,443 children and 1,777 parents)
were examined and treated in 23 villages.

3.

Radio of Free Asia

Since its inception in 1966, Radio of Free
Asia has been committed to serve people of Asia as
IL bridge between themselves and the United States
and the Western World. In 1970 Radio of Free Asia
began a series of programs to inform the people of
North Vietqam of American and world opinion in
respect of the treatment of release of American
prisoners of war in Southeast Asia.

4.

Educational Scholarship Program

During the fi$cal year 1974, the Foundation
has contributed to provide educational
scholarships and grants to a numaer of worthy
students here in America and in Urea for their
pursuit of their studies in the field of the arts.
(GI. 2702-2706.)
In its attempt to convince this Court that the
contribution to the Little Angels from the Chase funds

represented a personal expenditure on the part of Reverend
Noon, the Government attorney stated:
Now I agree with Kr. Stillman that the Little
Angels may be a.delightful cultural event and say
bring a lot of pleasure to a lot of people and if
Reverend Noon wants to spend his money helping the
Little Angels that's fin. ifTSit's what he wants
to do with it. If I want to give my money to the
synagogue that's my personal business. But that
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doesn't mean that the sou ney that I'
my money.
(TR. 5517-5516.)

giving isn't

In his summation to the jury Kr. FltiMenbaum again stated his
premise that Reverend Noon's it

with the Little

Angels was the result of his personalibusiness interest in
the Foundation:

We don't quarrel with the purpose of the loan. We
told you in our opening that it was fbr the
construction of this school fox the Little Angels.
And we told you and brought out through the
business and that Moon was the founder of the

Little Aels. .

.

.

(TR. 6455.)

Reverend Moon in his love of this program
wants to stand as full-fledged guarantor. (TR.
6456.)

This characterization was directly contrary to the testimony
of Mr. Pak, a close associate of Reverend Moon who testified
on direct examination:
Q:
Will you tell the jury the relationship
between the Little Angels School and the
Unification Church?

A:
Legally they are se
at* organizations.
However, the Little Angels Art School is part of
the general education progrask f the Unification
Church.
('PR. 5596.)

Mr. Pak had testified earlier that the 'construction of the
school was under Reverent; Moon's total spiritual guidance

and cooperation based on a worldwide effort.

(ra.

5594.) 261

On cross examination the Government again triad to
establish that the Foundation was a business organization
(Footnote Continued)
21/

24

'
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Consequently, the Government ignoredsdirect
testimony that the Little Angels Art School was a program of

the Unification Church

that Reverind Moon disbursed

funds, to the School throw h the Korean Cuiturel and Freelgm

Fouilstion in his capacity is head Of the Unification
Church.

The Government, moreover, presented th4s case to

the jury in such a manner that even if the jury found that
every dime of the Chase Manhattan fiands had been directed
toward Church activities, it nevertheless ovule, have
convicted Reverend Moon,- tindinq that such funds 'belonged'
to him.

CONCLUSION

During the recent hearing on Reverend Moon's
motion to reduce his prison smclteace,

the trial judge

(Footnote Continued)
contolled by Reverend Moons

Do you know who the Chairman of the
Q:
Board6of Directors of the Korean Cultural and
Feedh Foundation was in the years 1171 through
1175?

I cannot recall the details, but I
A3
understand that at the time of the establishment
of the Foundation former Presidents Eisenhower and
Truman served as advisers and they encouraged the
establishment of the Foundation.

And did anyone tell Eisenhower and
Q:
Truman that Reverend Moon was involved in this -(TR. 5602-5603.)
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questioned the reliability of Reverend Moon's attorneys'
characterisation of his trial:

I find it difficult to understand gow
prominent, reliable religious leaders, coiumnists,
public officials, could accept from his attorneys
a view as to what the trial concerned, not having
been present himself, not having read the
transcript of the trial. In his recant plea to
Congress that Mb was being prosecuted solely
because of his religious views, he totally
misstated what was involved in the prosectution.
(p. 24, Hearing on Motions to Reduce Sentence,
July 18, 1984.)
The extracts which have been included in these
comments are intended primarily to demonstrate individual
attitudes and prejudices relevant to the Subcommittee's
inquiry regarding the present-day status of religious
freedom in the United States.

At the same time, however, we

hope that this document may also shed light on many of the
substantive issues which were addressed in the prosecution
of Reverend Moon.

It is-our sincere belief that these

comments fully support the conclusion that Reverend Moon was
prosecuted solely because of his religious affiliation.
Further, we believe that the tenor of the trial suggests
III that this was not simply a taxictee involving an individual

taxpayer, but rather a trial of the Unification Church, its
beliefs, its religious principals, and its religious
practices.

The Church was tried and convicted through

inflammatory appeals to the widespread negative
preconceptions and biases existing against the Church in the
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United States, as reflected through the jurors who were
selected to hear this case.

In conclusion, therefore, we believe that these
comments responsibly address the questions raised during

this Subommittees hearing on Jun 26, 1984 concerning the
fairness of the legal. system in relation to the freedoms

guaranteed by the First Amendment.

The.purpose of this

document is not so much to allege and analyze structural
prejudices within` the system, of American Justice as it is to

document the very real and disconcerting denial of
fundamental fairness to a major religious figure in the

context of a specific Federal prosecution.

It is our hops

that these comments will foster further discussion end
debate in the public interest with respect to the vital
issues of religious freedom currently before the
Subcommittee.

If the Subcommittee finds, in fact, that the

,Unification Church was not accorded the full protection
guaranteed by the Constitution, as we believe it will, we

Would sincerely recommend that a thorough examination he

conducted of Goverment practices, as exemplified by
Reverend Moon's indictment, trial and cot4iction.
Respectfully submitted;

Edward F. Canfield
Robert E. Seggestad
mark S. Weiss
Counsel For the Unification
Church of America
August 13, 1984
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December 10, 1984

Honorable Orrin G. Hitch
Subcommittee on the Conntitution
United States Senate Committee
on the Judiciary
Suite 135, Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Cheirmant

The enclosed comments are submitted on behalf of the
Unification Church of America for inclusion in the permanent
record made in connection with the Subcommittee's June 26,
1984 hearings concerning Religious Liberty inbthe United
States.
We request that these comments be accepted as a
supplement to our written comments which were previously
submitted qn behalf of the Unification Church of America on
August 15, 1984.
The August 15, 1984 rubmission contended that the
prosecution of Reverend Moon's trial had been conducted In a
fundamentally unfair manner and that the proceedinas against
Reverend Moon resulted in an attack upon the Unification
Church itself, questionina both the validity of its
theological tenets and the professed faith of its numerous
adherents. These additional comments, which focus on thP
circumstances surrounding the prosecution of Reverend Moon's
co-defendant, Takeru Kamiyama, lend further support to the
disturbing conclusion that the criminal proceedings against
reverend Moon and Mr. gamiyama failed to comport with
minimal standards of moral and substantive justice. These
comments lend credence to the conclusion that such
proceedings were motivated and sustained whether consciously
or not by the improper influence of religious intolerance
and bigotry.
Art Kamiyeme's conviction for false swearing was based,
as discursed in these comments, upon a misinterpretation of
both his testimony before the Grand Jury and the
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prosecutor's questions to Mr. Kamiyarsa in English. This
misinterpretation was a direct result of the govamment's
selection of an incompetent rather than a competent
interpreter. Accordingly, we have also submitted for
inclusion it the hearing record, a memorandum addressing the

substave
4r4 requirements of the Court Interpreters Act, 28
1827, et seg., and the applicability of the Act to
the present case. We feel that Mr. Eamiyama and Reverend
Moon would not have been indicted and prosecuted if a
qualified Grand Jury interpreter had been retained and Mr.
Pamiyama's testimony had been properly interpreted.

U.S.C.

Finally, we wish to express our appreciation to both
you and your staff, particularly Dee Benson, Esquire. The
dedication of your office to the principles of the First
Amendment and your practical assistance in our investigation
of the moon/Kamiyarm prosecution are greatly appreciated.
We are hopeful that these effor,.s wiil continue-in order to
ensure that Religious Liberty and the Constitutional Rights
of both English and non-English speaking individuals will be
protected.
Sincerely,

Edward F. Canfield
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SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS
ON BERALF OF

.

THE UNIFICATION CHURCH OF AMERICA

INTRODUCTION

This document is submitted to the Subcommittee as
a supplement to certain written comments previously entered
in the record on behalf of the Unification Church of
America.

Those comments, filed August IS, 1984, in response

to an invitation extended by Senator Orrin G. Batch at the
conclusion of the SubcomMitteess hearing on current issues
in religious liberty, addressed the Federal tax prosecution
of Reverend Sun Myung Moon (*Reverend Moon"), spiritual
leader of the Unification phurch of America aced' the

worldwide Unification Church movement, and the implications
which that prosecution held for the future of religious
liberty in the United States.

Based in part upon evidence

of juror prejudice and prosecutorial misconduct, this

initial submission asserted that Reverend Moon's prosecution
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had been handled in an unfair sinner and that the
proceedings against Reverend Moon resulted in an attack upon
the Unification Church itself, questioning both the validity
of its theological tenets and the professed faith of i.ts
numerous adherents.

No information has been discovered"to

date which would contradict this ingression.

Such comment*,

accordingly, continue to reflect the viewpoint of the
Unification Church of America.
Additional cemment, however, is warranted by the
circumstances surrounding the prosecution of Reverend Moon's
co-defendant, Takeru Xamiyama ("MI. Xamiyama").

Such

circumstances lend further support to the disturbing

conclusion that the criminal proceedings at issue herein
failed to comport with minimal standards of normal and
substantive justice and that these proceedings were

motivated and sustained whether consciously or not by the
improper influence of religious intolerance and bigotry.
Mr. Xamiyama's prosecution appears to have ended in a
broader effort to hsrrass and convict Reverend Moon.

The

charges leveled against Mr. Kamiyama, thus, provided a
putative basis for the introduction of highly prejudicial
evidence concerning the religious practices of the
Unification Church at the parties' joint trial.

In this

manner, Mr. Xamiyama's ordeal directly involves the vital
issues of religious freedom, constitutional right and proper
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functioning of the judicial system, which are.the concern of
this Subcommittee.

BACXGROUND AND SUMMARY
Takeru Xamiyama, whose prosecution,is described in
detail below, is and has been for some years, one of
Reverend Moon's closest associates.

A longstanding member

of the Unification Church, 11 Mr. Xamiyama served as a

financial adviser to the International Unification Church
during the years covered by the Internal Revenue Service's
Federal tits investigation and the prosecution described
herein.

21

Mr. Xamiyama is a native Japanese.

At the time he

arrived in the United States, 2/ he could not speak English.

He therefore managed the day to day administrative functions
of the unification Church with the aid of several American
assistants.

Similarly, at the time of his prosecution,

Kr. Xamiyama could not communicate in English.

Becauie of

his extensive knowledge of the financial affairs of the

Before coming to the United States in November 1972,
Mr. Xamiyama served on the Board of Directors of the
Unification Church of Japan and held the position of
Director of one of that organization's twelve geographies
regions.
I/

31

i.e., 1973-75.

2/

See, note 1, supra.
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Unification Church, ?however, Mr, Kamiyama was summoned

before the Federal Grand Jury investigating the income tax
practices of Reverend Moon, the Church's spiritual leader,
in March, 1981.

Although Mr. KamiyaMa did not testify at

that time, he did submit an affidavit to the Department of
Justice, which detailed the manner in which funds were
accumulated and disbursed in the context of various
religious programs maintained by the Church.
Subsequently, on July 9, 1981, Mr. Xamiyama made
his first appearance before the June 1980 Additional Grand
Jury, sitting in the Southern District of New York.

Mr. Kamiyama could not complete his testimony, however, and
was instructed by the prosecutor to return on July 16, 1981,
even though the prosecutor knew that the June 1980
Additional Grand Jury would be on vacation at that time.
Mr. Xamiyama, accordingly, appeared for the second time on
July 16, 1981 and testified before the July 1°81 Regular
Grand Jury.

He completed his testimony, appearing for,the

third time, on'July 21, before the July 1981 Regular Grand
Jury during its morning session, and before the June, 11980

Additional Grand Jury that afternoon.

Thereafter, on

July 30, 1981 and August 11, 1981, the prosecutor,
Mr. Martin Flumenbaum ("Mr. Flumenbaum', read Mr. Xamiyama's

4/

See Section 8.3, infra.
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transcribed testimony to the June 1980 Additional Grand
Jury.

Mr. Ramiyama was indicted by the June 1980
Additional Grand Jury on October 15, 1981.

In that original

indictment he was charged, inter alia, with five counts of
false swearing in violation of 18 U.S.C. 51623.

5/

Three of

the five counts were based upon testimony before the July
1981 Regular Grand Jury.

1

was irreparably prejudiced by the
'simultaneous utilization of two different Grand

secutor
Juries.

As

result of this awkward and unnecessary

6/`

practice the indicting Grand Jury did not have an
opportunity to observe Mr. Kamiyamals demeanor.
Moreover, as noted above, Mr. Zemlya's& could not

speak English at the time of his Grand Jury appearances.

His testimony, therefore, was pot presented directly to the
Grand Jury.

Instead his testimony was interpreted by

Mr. John Mochizuki, a Japanese-English interpreter retained
by the Office of the United States Attorney for the Southern

5/

This indictment for false swearing in a foreign
language is apparently unprecedented. The Church has been
unable to locate any such prior cases. Indeed, even the
Court conceded that the circumstances of Mr. Kamiyama's case
were "unique." P. 310.
This procedure was unnecessary, because, as the
prosecutor knew, the June 1980 Additional Grand Jury was
scheduled to return shortly after July 16, 1981. See, p.
37-38, infra.
6/
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21
of New York. -

During this interpretation

process, questioni,_posed in English by the prosecuting

attorney were interpreted into Japanese, and Kr. Kamiyama's
responses in Japanese were subsequently interpreted back
into English for consideration by the Grah6 Jury.

In this

manner, communication between Mr. Kamiyama and the
prosecutor was totally dependent upon the skill and

judgement of the interpreter, as was the Gran Jury's
understanding of that communication.

From virtually the time the indictment was
returned, counsel for Mr. Kamiyama objected to the
utilization of Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation translation as
the basis for the indictment's false swearing counts.

These

objections, reflected in Mr. Kamiyama's December 7, 1981
Motion to Dismiss the Indictment, wers,grounded upon an
independent analysts of certain audio tapes of
Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony, made and preserved by
the Government as the best evidence of his testimony.

8/

7/

methods and qualifications are analyzed
Mr. Mochizuk
in detail at Section A, infra. In addition, the inadequacy
of Mr. Mochizuki's transTiVan is examined at Section C,
infra.

The prosecutor insisted upon recording Mr. Kamiyama's
Grand Jury testimony. Thus, on July 16, 1981, the
pipsecutor advised the Grand Jury;

1/

Just so that the record is clear, we are going to
tape record in addition to having the Court
(Footnote Continued)
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Such analysis revealed that the interpretation of the
prosecutor's questions and Mr. Kamiyama's responses cited
within the indictment contained numerous substantive errors
which effectively a.tered the weaning. -of the dialogue

presented to the Grand Jury.

The prosecutor thus committed

a serious error by proceeding againstler. gamiyama on the
1

basis of the Grand Jury interpretation, without first
attempting to analyze the audio tapes.

Apparently in response to Mr. Kamiyama's
allegations of translation error, the Government retained an
independent Japanese-English translator, Mr. Eisuke Sasagawa
("Mr. Sasagawa"), for the purpose of reviewing the aforesaid
tapes.

Mr. Sasagawa subsequently testifiedhbefore the Grand

Jury with fespect to his translation analysis at least once,
91

on December 15, 1981. -

However, because Mr. Sasagawa was

(Footnote Continued)
Stenographer here. We are going to tape record
the witness' Japanese answers in the event -- so
that ipirthe event that those answers may become
important at a future time, we Will have the exact
words that he said, in addition to the
interpreter's interpretation of those words.

Copies of these audio tapes were made available to
Mr. Kamiyama pursuant to Rule 16, Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure.
9/

Mr. Sasagawa's testimony en December 15, 1981 was based
upon his review of selected portions of Mr. Kamiyama's
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Sasagawa's review was
testimony.
extended to the entirety of Mr. Kamiyama's testimony. It is
unclear, however, whe her Mr. Sasagawa testified with regard
to this more general analysis.
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retained only after Mr. Xamiyama's December 7, 1981 Motion
to Dismiss the Indictment, he had less than seven days to
review the tapes prior to his Grand Jury appearance.
Obviously, due to the time constraints imposed upon him by
the Government, he could not have completed a comprehensive
translation analysis prior to his testimony.

The Government

thus compounded its initial error of proceeding with
Mr. Kamiyama's prosecution without ,first confirming the

accuracy of the Grand Jury interpretation.

On the basis of Mr. Sasagaws partial review of
the Grand Jury tapes, the Government deIeted.certain
specifications contained within the perjury counts and
altered others in order to form a superseding indictment,
which was returned on December 15, 1981.

The prosecutor,

however, did not present 1.11 of Mr. Sasagawa's evidence

concerning material interpretation errors to the Grand Jury.
The Grand Jury, consequently, was not informed that the
testimony which it observed, and especially that which was
read to it -- where it did not have an opportunity to
observe Mr. Kamiyama's dameanoL -- was incorrect.

The

superseding indictment, moreover, failed to reflect many of
the changes which the prosecutor told the Grand Jury he
would make, and where it did so reflect such promised
changes, the net effect was to render Mr. Kamiyama's
statements ambiguous or inaccurate by removing them from
their natural context.

Significantly though, thi prosecutor

334
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repeatedly told the Grand jury on December IS, 1981 that the
original interpreter had performed competently and that his
interpretation had been substantively correct.
Essentially then, in an area of criminal law where

exacting precision is required, Mr. KamiYama was indicted
for false swearing on the basis of a grossly inaccurate
interpretation.

The Government, moreover, actively misled

the Grand Jury by deleting statements favorable to

Kr. Kamiyama from the indictment and leaving statements
favorable to the prosecution intact.

Thus, the superseding

indictment was returned by a misinformed Grand Jury and
incorporated numerous substantive errors which remained
uncorrected.

Subsequent to December 15, 1991, Mr. Sasagawa

performed an extensive analysis of the audio tapes, and
prepared a written report for the prosecutor, detailing
various errors which he detected in the original
interpretation of Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony.

The

chose
interpretation anomalies cited by Mr. Sasagawa, Iike
detected .by Mr. Kamiyama's independent analyst, were
and
numerous and material, and reflected an inaccurate

oft-times incomprehensible rendition of the parties'
In particular, Mr. Sasagawa informed the
statements.
prosecution that a valid oath had not been administered to
Mr. Kamiyama because of thn severe translation errors

34i
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introdOcted by the Grand Jury interpreter. IR/

However,

even when confronted with the utter incompatence of its
interpreter, manifestly demonstrated by Mr. Sasagawa's

report, the Government withheld this evidence fro
Mr. Ramiyama, the Grand Jury and the trial jury. II/
The blatant inadequacy of the alterations to the
perjury counts contained within the December 15, 1981
superseding indictment is reflected in the Trial Court's
Order of March 12, 1982, dismissing three specifications
under Count Twelve, on the ground that the English
statements set forth in the indictment varied substantially
from Mr. Ramiyama's actual testimony in Japanese.

This

12/

Significantly, a false swearing conviction may not be
sustained in the absence of a valid oath. United States v.
Whimpy, 531 F.2d 768, 770 (10th Cir. 1978). One cannot grve
testimony, much less false testimony, unless Properly sworn
as a witness. United States v. Fiore, 443 F.2d 112, 115 (24
Cir. 1971) .

Ili

The prosecutor's determination to pursue criminal
proceedings against Reverend Moon and Mr. Kamiyama is
reflected in certain comments to Justice Department
colleagues:
"[Mr.) Mark Pomerantz Ian Assistant United States
attorney) remembers that when the prosecutors
returned from a trip to the Justice Department in
Washington to argue for authorization on the Moon
indictment, Flumenbaum turned down a ride back to
the New York courthouse from the airport this way:
if they don't want to authorize prosecution, I'll
take the subway back to Paul, Weiss."
(I.e., his
prior employer.)
See, American Lawyer, November, 1982.
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action was based upon a translation prepared for the court

by Ms. Michiko Kosaka ("Ms. Kosakel.

The Court ordered

alterations to the superseding indictment, however, were far

from .dequate in light of the pervasive misinterpretation of
Mr. Kamiyama's testimony revealed by Ms. Kosaka's
translation and Mr. Sasagawa's report.' Count Twelve, in
fact, should have been dismissed in its entirety, as should
have the remainder of the perjury counts.

As a result of

the Sosagawa and Kosaka reports, the basis for the
prosecutor's frequent assertions before the Grand Jury that
Mr. Mochizuki was qualified, was itself completely
undermined.

The Government, however, proceeded with its

prosecution of Mr. Kamiyama, knowing that it was based upon
a grossly incompetent and inadequate interpretation; that
Mr. Kamiyama, accordingly, did not testify falsely;

and that

Mr. Kamiyama was not properly sworn.

IL should also be noted in this regard that the
prosecution initially agreed to accept Ms. Posaka's
translation as the basis for its presentation to the trial
jury.

Near the end of the trial, however, the Government

reneged on its commitment and read the original inaccurate,
consecutive interpretation to the jury.

12/

See, Section 8.2, infra.
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12/

12

Thus, as discussed more fully below, Kr. Kamiyana
did not testify falsely before the Grand Jury in violation
of 18 U.S.C. 51623.

The Government, rather, invited error

and misunderstanding as a result of its selection of a
patently unqualified interpreter.

When such

misunderstanding inevitably occurred, the Government
characterized the subject testimony as perjurious and
utilized such charges as a pretext for the assertion of a
conspiracy count against both Reverend Moon and
Mr. Kamiyama, through which the prosecution brought highly
prejudicial "evidence' of the religious practices of the
Unification Church before the trial jury.

The prosecutor

had actual notice long before trial that the interpretation
which served as the foundation for the indictment was
substantively incorrect.

No action was taken to protect

Mr. Kamiyama's rights, however, and indeed, the Grand Jury,
Court and trial jury were misled in turn with respect to the
quality of the evidence supporting the charges against
Mr. Kamiyama.

These contrived charges against Mr. Kamiyama,

moreover, in addition to charges of obstruction of justice,
based upon certain allegedly false documents which had been
submitted to the Justice Department, 12/ were the decisiv.

13/

-See, Section E, infra. The Government never introduced
evidence to the effectWit these documents were
substantively incorrect or misleading. The prosecution
(Footnote Continued)
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factor in the Government's decision to prosecute Reverend
Moon'after senior Justice Department officials had decided
against prosecution. /Needless to say, such conduct cannot
be condoned by any society devoted to the rule of law.

14/

The Interpreter Selected by the Prosecutor
Was Not Qualified to Interpret Testimony
Presented in Formal Grand Jury Proceedings.
During Mr. Kamiyama's July, 1981 appearances
before the Grand Jury, his testimony, as noted above, was
interpreted by Mr. John Mochizuki (*Mr. Mochizuki"), a
Japanese-English interpreter retained by the Office of the
Prosecutor.

Mr. Mochizuki interpreted the prosecutor's

questions into Japanese and Mr. Kamiyama's responses from
Japanese into English.

Mr. Kamiyama, however, was not

permitted to have his own personal interpreter, or his
attorney present in the Grand Jury room during his
testimony.

Significantly, the questions posed to

(Footnote Continued)
merely presented evidence demonstrating that the documents
were backdated. The defendant's openly acknowledged,
however, that the materials were reconstructed. Indeed,
Mr. Kamiyama acknowledged before the Grand Jury that certain
documents were backdated. The Government did not dispute
the fact, moreover, that the events memoralized by the
documents did in fact occur.

As note by Mr. Justice Brandeis in Olmstead v. United
States, 277 U S. 438, 479 (1929): "The greatest dangers to
liberty lurk i insidious encroachment by men of zeal,
well-meaning but without understanding." Indeed, this case
has been characterized as "politically charged." See, U.S.
News 6, World Report, Nov. 12, 1984 at 25.

AY
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Mr. Kamiyama primarily concerned events which had transpired
almost eight years before.

Based on the Mochizuki interpretation of
Mr. Kamiyama's testimony, the Grand Jury returned an
indictment which charged Mr. Kamiyama with several counts of
perjury.

Each of the perjury counts in the indictment

contained extracts from Mr. Kamiyama's testimony, with the
prosecutor's questions and Mr. Kamiyama's responses quoted
in each specification.

The statements which the Government

alleged to be perjurious were underscored in the indictment.
A review of Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation of
Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony, which, as discussed
15/

below, -- was replete with errors, supports the conclusion
that this interpreter, selected by the Government, was not
qualified to interpret testimony in a formal Grand Jury
setting.

Because Mr. Kamiyama was a subject of the Grand

Jury's. investigation at the time he testified, moreover, and

because the interpretation of his testimony was subsequently
used as the basis for a perjury indictment, Mr. Mochizuki's
fitness for interpretation under the formal conditions of a
16/

Grand Jury proceeding was a matter of vital importance. --

15/

See, Section C, infra.

16/

Mr. Kamiyama was notified in March, 1981, that he was a
target of the Grand Jury iiavestigation.
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The conclusion that Mr. Mochizuki, was not
'ft.\qualified to perform interpretation in a formal Grand Jury

proceeding where witnesses are under investigation, is
warranted in view of the qualifications required for
interpreters used in judicial proceedings under the Court
Interpreters Act, Pub. L. No. 95-539, 92 Stat. 2040 (1978),
28 U.S.C. 1827 et leg. ('the Act"). II/

Although the Act

was adopted in 1978 in order to establ:Jh a program to
facilitate the use of interpreters in Federal court, 28
U.S.0 1827(a), and to ensure that only qualified

17i

See, Exhibit A. Neither the language of the Act itself
nor its legislative history clearly indicate whether the
Court Interpreters Act was intended to apply to Grand Jury
proceedings. However, to the extent that Grand Jury
proceedings are clearly subject to the supervision of the
Court, and have been held to be an appendage of the Court,
rather than a pArt of the Executive Department, it can
properly be argued that Grand Jury proceedings were intended
to be subject to the provisions of.the Act. The ability of
the Grand Jury to issue an indictment allowing the
Government to prosecute a defehdant, together with the
requirement that a Grand Jury interpreter be selected by the
prosecutor rather than a potential defendant, are important
factors which weigh in favor of a liberal construction of
the Act. In view of these factors and the express remedial
purpose of the Act, a potential defendant appearing before a
Grand Jury who cannot speak English should be accorded the
right to have his testimony translated by an interpreter who
would be qualified to perform during any subsequent trial.
A contrary interpretation of the Act would subject
non-English speaking persons to "an open and public
accusation of crime, and [to) the trouble, expenSe, and
. probable cause is
anxiety of a public trial before .
established by presentment and indictment." Jones v.
Robbins, 74 Mass. (8 Gray) 329 (1857). See, legislative
.

EITT6iT, of the Court Interpreters Act of-1-9-78 at 1978 U.S.
Code Congressional and Administrative News, P. 4655,
attached hereto as Exhibit B.
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interpreters are used in judicial proceedings initiated by
the Government (H.R. Rep. No, 1687, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 4
(")78), a program to certify Japanese language interpreters

had not been implemented at the tine of Mr. Eamiyames Grand
Jury, appearances in 1981.

Such a certification program,

moreover, has net yet been implemented today, almost six
years after passage of the Act.

The only certification

program whicl, has been established to date is t)t.for
Spanish language interpreters, under a test developed
shortly after passage of the Act.

18/

Certification under the program adopted by the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts requires
that interpreters for non-English speaking witnesses be
capable of performing both consecutive and simultaneous
interpretation.

The interpretation capacity required under

the Court Interpreters Act is thus most comparable to the
qualifications mandated for "conference" level interpreters
by the State Department. 19/

Mr. Moe'hizuki, however, was

not qualified to perfoim conference level interpretation and
would not have been qualified as an interpreter for judicial

Si/

The Court Interpreter's Act, for that matter, is still
administered under 'temporary" regulations first promulgated
on January 22, 1979.
19/

See, pp. 16-17, infra. See also, Affidavit of Robert
E. Heggestad detailing an interview with Mr. J. Leeth of the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts, attached
hereto as Exhibit C.

34,-3
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proceedings in accordance with the standards implemented
under the Act.

Mr. Mochizuki's was certified as an "escort".level
interpreter by the State Department on November 1, 1977. 201
The difference between the State Department's standards for
'escort" level interpreters such as Mr. Mochizuki, and
"conference" level interpreters, is quite, significant in the

context of judicial or legal proceedings.

The test

administered by the State Department for conference level
interpretation requires an aptitude for simultaneous
interpretation.

Because simultaneous interpretation is

performed as the words are spoken, the test for conference
level interpretation is far more difficult than the test for
escort level interpretation.

Conference level

interpretation, as the'neme implies, is used primarily
during important international negotiations, conferences and
seminars.

Thus, unlike escort level interpretation,

20/

The State Department classifies interpreters according
to three levels of demonstrated competence: 'tour guide"
interpretation; "escort* interpretation; and 'conference"
interpretation. Within this gradation, 'conference" level
interpretation is by far the the most sophisticated and
difficult. See Affidavit of Robert E. lieggestad, attached
hereto as Exraiit D, detailing an interview with Mr. Manabu
Fukuda, a Japanese-English interpreter employed by the
Interpreting Branch of the Language Services Division of the
United States Department of State.
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conference level interpretation requires that each word
spoken be correctly interpreted.

21/

Escort level interpretation requires only that the
interpreter be qualified to perform consecutive
interpretation.

Consecutive interpretation performed by an

escort level interpreter is far less accurate than
consecutive interpretation performed by a conference level
interpreter.

During consecutive interpretation performed by

an escort level interpreter, the interpreter waits until a
single sentence or several sentences have been spoken, and
then, relying upon notes which he has taken, roughly
summarizes the sentences.

Although a consecutive method may

also be used for conference level interpretation, conference
level interpretation must reflect the exact words being
interpreted, rather than a ii.:*wary of what has been said.

However, as is apparent from subsequent reconstructions of
Mr. gamiyama's testimony, Mr. Mochizuki was not even capable
of rendering an adequate consecutive interpretation.
Significantly, Mr. Kochizuki would not have been
retained to interpret the Grand Jury proceedings if% the

Justice Department had properly relied upon the Court
Interpreter Services Office of the Administrative Office of
the United States Courts.

21/

See, Exhibit D, supra,

Mr. William E. Foley, Director ca

19

the Administrative Office of the United States Courts
recently advised Congressman William R. Ratchford in
response to an inquiry concerning Mr. Kamiyame's case, that
the Administrative Office's Court Interpreters Section
routinely selects only the most qualified interpreters fore
use in legal proceedings.

Mr. Foley noted that these

interpreters are normally "the same individuals who work at
conferences for the Department of State or International
22/

Agencies." --

Mr. Mochizuki, however, as noted above, has

never been certified for interpretation at the conference
level.

Further, Mr. Mochizuki proved himself capable of

rendering only a summery interpretation.

The Court

Interpreters Act and the regulations promulgated thereunder,

though, specifically prohibit summary interpretation unless
permitted by the "presiding judicial officer' with the
consent of all parties.

See, 28 U.S.C. 518.27(k); Subpart G

61.61(d) Temporary Regulations (as amended, September 2S,
1979)

("The interpreter generally will not interpret

judicial proceedings in the summary mode.")

Consequently,

it is inconceivable that he would have been selected for

22/ See letter of Congressman William R. Ratchford to
-Mr. Kiiiayama, and letter of William E. Foley to Congreseman
Ratchford, attached hereto as Exhibits F and G,
respectively. See also, letter of Congressman Ron Paul to
Mr. Kamiyarna, attached hereto as Exhibit H.

20

formal Grand Jury interpret:U.9p had the appropriate experts
at the Court Interpreters Office been consulted.

23/

Even if Mr. Kochi:91a had been retained under
Court Interpreters ACt standards, however, he would not have
been permitted to continue interpreting under the
ciabumstances of this case.

Subpart D 51.35 of the

regulations promulgated under the Act provides:
If any interpreter is unable to communicate
effectively with the presiding judicial officer,
the United States Attorney, a party, or a witness,
the presiding judicial officer shall dismiss the
interpreter and obtain the services of another
interpreter.
Interpreters retained in accordance with the Court
Interpreters Act, therefore, must be dismissed if it becomes
apparent that their interpretation is inaccurate.

In the

present case, the prosecutor was informed by Mr. Sasagawa
and Ms. Kosaka that the Grand Jury interpreter was not
performing in an adequate manner.

Indeed, the Court

dismissed several specifications of the indictment because
of interpretation errors.

If Court Interpreters Act

standards had been applied, Mr. Mochizuki would have been
replaced-with a capable interpreter.

The prejudice to

Mr. Kamiyama from the Government's failure to adhere to
these standards is manifest.

23/

Exhibit E, supra.
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In July, 1981 when Mr. Mochizuki was retained by

the Government to interpret Ms. Kamiyama's Grand Jury
testimony, his services had been utilized by the State
Department on only a limited basis.

At that time, he had

not been authorized to perform conference" level
interpretation for i'he State Department, nor had he applied

to take the State Department's conference level test.

If

the prosecutor had mac% an effort to review Hr. Mochizuki's
official credentials, he would have known that Mr. Mochizuki
was not qualified to work in formal, highly technical
proceedings, such as those before a Grand Jury.
Furthermore, even though Mr. Mochizuki did not
perform, and was not qualified to perform simultaneous
interpretation, the prosecuting attorney and the Court
incorrectly characterized his work as simultaneous
interpretation before both the Grand Jury and the trial
jury.

Thus, on the day the Grand Jury returned the

superseding indictment, the prosecutor presented
Mr. Mochizuki's qualifications to the Grand Jury:
Since the filing of the indictment, there have
been certain contentions made that the
transcription that is reflected by the Grand Jul-9
reporter and what the simultaneous interpreter
(Mr. Mochizuki] said was somewhat different than
(Emphasis
what Mr. Kamiyana said in Japanese.
added.)

24/

See Affidavit of Robert E. Heggestad, attached hereto
as Exhibit E, detailing an interview with Ms. Dina Kohn,
(Footnote Continued)
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Similarly, because of the questions which lad been raised,
the prosecutor explained that Mr. Sasagawa had been asked to

reconstruct Mr. Ramiyames testimony and to appear before
the Grand Jury.

Following Mr. Sasagawa's tenable y

further

questions were raised with regard to Mr. Mochiznki's
qualifications:
VOICE: Can you prove this interpreter is
more qualified or more knowledgeable than the
other one?

You might need more interpreters to
corroborate.
MR. FLUMENSAUM:
I think there is going to be
a problem on the interpretation, no matter what it
is.
What you have to find, there is probable
cause that the perjury was committed.

I think based on Mr. Sasagawa's testimony,
that the interpreter that was before the Grand
Jury a
entIty iid a very credible job in terms
of simultaneous

The changes, as you, yourself have noted, are
very, very minor and very, very interpretive
almost.

As I think you have to make some sort of a
judgment on Mr. Sasagawa's qualification, he is
Japanese. He lived there twenty-one years and he
does do --'

A vOICEr
To me he seems more credible than
the other one.

MR. FLUMENSAOM:

You also have to realize the

other interpreter was ongtstous_yand
didn't have the luxury of making a tape and
backtracking

(Footnote Continued)
Director of the United States District Court Interpreter's
office for the Southern District of New York.
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A VOICE: A woman usually was hare to
interpret but wasn't. We had another man here.

MR. FLUMERBAUM: We had Mr. Mochizuki at that
time who is zalified, WfW7-rnterpreter. Es
wou n t e e ore you if he weren't.

As I said, I think the han s that have bee
a
z
t
ca
brought to you.
ntarpret
ng,
credible lob in term o
(Emphasis added.)
transcript.
.

During the January 15, 1982 hearing on

Mr. Kamiyama's Motion to Dismiss the Indictment,
Mr. Flame:thaw: again described Kr. Mochizuki as a

simultaneous interpreter:
MR. FLUMENBAUM: We certainly don't need
someone who is a simultaneous interpreter as you
wlerIs suggested
had at am Brand Jury Mr.
changes in the language are based on someone
playing the tape, listening to it, going back,
listening to it. That is not the luxury that the
Grand Jury interpreter and indeed, based on the
suggested differences, it is not clear that the
Grand Jury interpreter did a superb lob in
translating what is not a ianuage that translates
directly. The whole phraseology is reversed in
English. You can't translate word for word.
P. 122.

(R:aphasia added.)

25/

According to the translation which Mr. Sasagawa
prepared for Mr. Flumenbausa, lt/ the problems with the

31/ Citations to the record of the proceedings against
Reverend Moon and Mr. Ramiyama will be denoted as follows:
"; to pretrial
citations to pleadings and rulings, "A.
"; to trial transcripts, "T. ": and to
transcripts, "P.
"; and to Government Exhibits
post-trial transcripts, "S.
."
as "GK.
31/

See, Section C, infra.
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original consecutive interpretation were not minor, nor
should Mt. Mochizuki have been characterized as a
'qualified" interpreter.

The Grand Jury, however, accepted

Mr. Flumenbaum's assurance that Mr. Mochizuki was a
qualified "simultaneous" interpreter, and proceeded to
return a superseding indictment.

The comments of the Court also reveal that Judge
Goettel did not understand the difference between
simultaneous interpretation and consecutive interpretation
as performed by Mr. Mochizuki.

Although Judge Gotttel

correctly noted that simultaneous interpretation should be
27/
required for courtroom proceedings, -he subsequently

mischaracterized Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation as being
simultaneous at the conclusion of the trial during his
instructions to the jury:

in the course of ruling on the motions
conrerninq the translation, I had a court
translator appointed and that translator made an
official translticn for the court as to what
occurred in the Grad Iury. Needless to say, that
is a far more accurate translation than the
.

.

.

27/

In discussing the proper Aualiflcat ons for a
court-appointed translator, Judge Goettel et tee:
For the courtroom you want somebody who can do
pretty close to a simultaneous interpretation and
has a good memory of what has been said and so
forth whereas comparison for the accuracy of
interpretation, given two alternatives, I think
probably something in the nature of a Iineuistica
scholar is more called for.
43.
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contemporaneous running translation that was made
I think you will
by an interpreter in the jury.
understand that somebody sitting down and
listening to and studying for a period of time the
translation involved can come up with a much more
complete and accurate translation than can
somebody who is making a simultaneous translation
immediately before the jury.
In one regard,
however, the interpretation in the Grand Jury is
better than the court appointed translation, and
that is that the interpreter on the scene was able
to hear things that on the tape the
So
court-appointed translator couldn't pick up.
the court-appointed translator has got some
inaudibles where the translator in the court made
translations.
T. 6542.

Mr. MochiyUii*as obviously not qualified to
perform simultaneo s interpretation, nor did he actually

perform simultaneou

interpretation during Kr. Kamiyama's

Grand Jury testimony
Court.

Neither party,

as suggested by the prosecutor and the
onsequently, had an adequate

understanding of the critical role played by the Grand Jury
interpreter.

As previously noted, simultaneous

interpretation is performed at almost the same time, i.e.,

ultaneously," as the words being translated are spoken.
Because simultaneous interpretation requires that the
interpreter hear the words and convey their meaning while
other words are being spoken, simultaneous interpretation
requires an unusually high level of competence.

If done

propeely, simultaneous interpretation should constitute an
exact word-for-word replication, not a mere summary of what
was said.
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Mr. Mochizuki, utilizing a ronsecutirfe method,.

listened to the words spoken, made fragmentary notations of
those words,

211/

and subsequently retranslated the questions

or answers after they had been spoken.

Mr. Mochizuki's

interpretation, however, was replete with errors and
unexp3ained omissions or embellishments.

-

29/

In many

instances Mr. Mochizuki attempted to summarize sentences,
rather than interpreting Mr. Kamiyama's exact words.

Such a

summary should not serve as the baeis for a perjury
indictment, where every word of the defendant is critical.

The
and
Was
Did
Mr.

Prosecutor Proceeded With the Indictment
Prosecution of Mr. Kamiyama, Although He
Aware That Mr. Mochizuki's Interpretation
Not Accurately Reflect the Substance of
Kamiyama's Testimony.

The Government's failure to retain a competent
interpreter had a grave impact upon the outcome of
Mr. Kamiyama's case.

The prosecutor's adamant refusal to

correct this error reflects the Government's intention to
continue with the prosecution of Reverend Moon and
Mr. Kamiyama irrespective of any injustice resulting from an
incorrect interpretation.

k

21/

Mr. Mochizuki made only partial notations of the
prosecutor's questions because Mr. Flumenbaum spoke
hurriedly and posed his questions in rapid succession. See,
Affidavit of Tikeru Kamiyama, attached hereto as Exhibit I.
29/

See,

ection C, infra.
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Even if one were to assume, however, that at the
time of Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony Mr. Flumenbaum
was unaware of the fact that Mr. Mochizuki was_qualified to
perform only informal escort level interpretation, the
inadequacy of Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation was
subsequently brought to the prosecutor's attention.

Mr. Flumenbaum was provided with translations prepared by
Mr. Sasagawa, and by the Court-appointed translator,
Ms. Kosaka.
Mr.

301

Mr. Flumenbaum, however, disregarded

asagawa's painstaking reconstruction and proceeded with

his efforts to obtain an indictment charging Mr. Kamiyama
with perjury.

Further, after he successfully obtained an

indictment and after he had received copies of Ms. Kosaka's
translation and Mr. Sasagawa's complete report,
Mr. Flumenbaum proceeded with the prosecution of
Mr. Kamiyama, knowing that the translation contained within
the indictment did not accurately reflect Mr. Kamiyamats
testimony;

This prosecution led to the conviction and

imprisonment of both Reverend Moon and Mr. Kamiyama.

The Translation Prepared by the
Government-Appointed Translator Clearly
Indicated that Mr. Mochizuki's
Interpretation Was Deficient in Several
Major Respects.
On December 15, 1981, the prosecutor presented a
superseding indictment to the Grand Jury which he

lq/

A copy of this translation and Ms. Kosaka's notes to
the Court are attached hereto as Exhibit J.
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characterized as correcting several "minor" errors in
Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation.

On the same day,

Mr. Sasagawa appeared as a witness before the Grand Jury to
testify with regard to the adequacy of Mr. Mochizuki's
interpretation.

21/

Although Mr. Kamiyamashas not been

permitted to review the transcript of Mr. Sasagawa's
testimony, or the report which Mr. Sasagawa prepared for
Mr. Flumenbaum, a copy of the transcript of the colloquy
between Mr. flumenbaum and the Grand Jury pertaining to
Mr. Sasagawa's testimony was subsequently provided to
counsel for Mr. Kamiyama -- Mr. Andrew Lawler
("Mr. Lawler").

Similarly, Mr. Sasagawa was interviewed 41

Tokyo, Japan on August 25, 1984, by Mrs. Kinko Sato
32/
("Mrs. Sato"), a distinguished Japanese attorney. --

Thebe

materials confirm that Mr. Mochizuki's errors were not, as

11/

Mr. Flumenbaum did not disclose to Mr. Kamiyama that a
translator had appeared before the Grand Jury. After the
trial, however, Mr. Kamiyama inadvertently learned of
Mr. Sasagawa's appearance and requested a transcript of his
testimony, as well as a copy of a report which he had
prepared for Mr. Flumenbaum. Both the Government Ind the
Court refused to provide Mr. Kamiyama with these documents.
See, Endorsement, March 10, 1983.
32/

Mrs. sato's curriculum vitae is attached hereto as
Exhibit K.
In addition, a transcript of Mr. Sasagawa's
interview is attached hereto as Exhibit L.
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characterized by the prosecutor, "very, very minor and very,
33/

very interpretative.

.

.

34/

As analyzed below, --

the errors in

Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation went to the very core of the
perjury charges.

Moreover, Mr. Flumenbaum's efforts to

convince the Grand Jury otherwise and his argument that
Mr. Mochizuki Was in fact a qualified interpreter, clearly
misled the Grand Jury.
Further, the changes which were made to the
superieding indictment unfairly prejudiced Mx. Kamiyama.
Thug, specifications-favorable to Mr. Kamiyama were
intentionally deleted, despite the fact that these
specifications were critically important in terms of placing
other statements which remained in the indictment in a
proper context.

By contrast, translations which were

clearly erroneous and confusing, but favorable to the
Government, were left intact in the indictment, some with
only the underscoring (indicating a perjurious statement)
removed.

As a result of these alterations, the indictment

effectively placed Mr. Kamiyama's testimony in a misleading
and inaccurate context.

Although this problem was raised by

33/

See, Section C, infra.

34/

Id.

3i
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Mr. Kamiyama on several occasions, Mr. Flumenbaum objected
to any procedures which might have remedied the situation.
2.

The Translation of Mr. Kamiyama's
Testimony Prepared by the CourtAppointed Translator Put Mr. Flumenbaum
On Notice That Mr. Mochizuki's
Interpretation Was Inadequate.

In response to Mr. Kamiyama's Motion to Dismiss
the Indictment, the Government stated that it would not
object to the use of a court-appointed "indepOndent"
Japanese translator to resolve issues pertaining to the
disputed portions of Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation.
Mr. Flumenbaum noted that it was "not the intention of the
Government to prosecute Mr. Kamiyama for something which he,
in fact, did not say.

."

Affidavit of Martin

Flumenbaum, January 1982 (A. 555).

Ms. Kosaka's subsequent

translation of Mr. Kamiyama's testimony revealed that
Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation contained numerous errors,
35/

omissions and deletions. --

Thus, following a discussion

of these mistakes during the hearing on Mr. Kamiyama's
Motion to Dismiss the Indictment, the prosecutor agreed that
the court-appointed translator's version of Mr. Kamiyama's
testimony "would be put in the part (sic) as the

35/

See, Section C, infra.
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36/

Government's case on the perjury count.' --

Ms. Kosaka's

translation, however, was never presented to the jury as
agreed.

Despite Mr. Fluasnbaum's representation to the
Court that he would accept the Kosaka translation as the
basis for the presentation of the false swearing counts to
the trial jury, Kr. Lawler's effort at the end of the trial
to hdve the court-appointed translator's reconstruction
considered by the jury, was opposed by the prosecution:
MR. FLUMERBAUK: Ky understanding of that
conference and decision was that your Honor for
purposes of that motion took the Court
interpreter's version as being a standard upon
which we could coopers what toot place in the
grand jury. Your Honor, then made a legal
determination as to whether the word changes were
of any material variance.
THE COURT: All that is correct. But then I
went a further step and said what are you going to
I asked you whether you agreed
do at trial?
.

.

36/

THE COURT: But I am still asking you what
are we going to do with the official court translator's
translation? Is either side going to use it, and if so,
how?

MR. LAWLER: We have indicated that for the
purposes of this motion, we are prepared to accept that
I guess my interpretation was that by
.
translation.
agreeing for purposes of this motion that I was also
agreeing that that would be the translation which would be
put in the part as the Government's case on the perjury
count.
.

.

TEE COURT:

Do you agree with that

MR. FLuMENBAUM:
P. 302-303.

That's right, your Honor.

(Emphasis added.)
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with that and you said that's right but you didn't
do that. 3i/
--

MR. FLUMENBAUK: There certainly would not be
any indication that we would put in as part of the
court-appointed translator's items which were not
I can't biIieve that that
part of the indictment.
could have been Mr. Lawler's understanding. We
are only talking in terms of what was in the
indictment. The reason that that was taken out
was because Mr. Lawler had originally challenged
the original indictment because of the fact that
there was a difference in the translations.
T. 6091.

Shortly thereafter, another prosecution ikttorney,

Ms. Jo Ann Harris ("Ms. Harris"), also objected to the use
of Ms. Kosaka's translation:
MS. HARRIS: Your Honor, at this point we
object, I mean we laid out exactly how we were
I
going to present this to the jury in our case.
walked over there -- I read -- I was using the
indictment that Mr. Lawler had agreed that I could
I had already
use tle indictment to do it. . . .
warned everybody that I was going to say that and
If there was going to be an issue at
I read
all I should think that it ought to have been
brought into the case when Mr. Lawler had his
chance and that he really ought to be precludel
from doing it now. It just fogs up this record
(Emphasis adaed.)
for no good reason at all.

,

T. 6138-6139.

Mr. Kamiyames attorney subsequently reiterated
his request that the more accurate translation be placed
before the jury:

I want the more accurate
MR. LAWLER:
The whole purpose
translation before this jury.
of the court-appointed translator and the subject

37/
--

See, note 35, supra.

33

of the proposed hearing was to get the most
accurate version and that is what / thou ht we had
t =
-loralF-upon to avo = t e ear q
aqr
were in agreement that this was the translation
that would be used. (Emphasis added.)
,

T. 6149.

The Court reached the following decision:

If we get to the point of giving
THE COURT:
them the official court translation and explain to
them why it was done, then I will explain why the
additional indictment resulted, because it is
based upon a ire accurate translation. That will
cover that.
T. 6153.

After Mr. Flumenbaum objected to including
Ms. Kosaka'szfranslation with the indictment that would go
to the jury, Mr. Kariyama'a attorney asked the Court how it
would instruct the jury on the question of the
court-authorized translation:

I am going to tell them how it
THE COURT:
came to exist and why it exists and the fact that
it is available to look at if they wish to.
Subsequently in his instructions to the jury on
Count Ten, Judge Goettel read directly from the superseding
indictment, omitting those questions and answers which would
hove explained other statements made by Mr. Kamiyama.

8/

As discussed earlier, in his instructions to the jury, Judge

38/

.

that Mr. Hamiyame did not personally prepare all
E.
Judge
(T. 6621-6623.)
of P verend Moon's checks himself.
Goettel alFn read Mr. Flumenbaum's question: *Did you
prepare all the checks,* rather than Ms. Kosakes correct
you wrote out verything in other
translation: '.
See
.*
portions so that Reverend Moon can sign.
discussion infra at Section C.
.

.

.
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Goettel stated that the official translation by the Court
we& more accurate because of the ability of the translator
to study the transcript rather than rendering a
'simultaneous' interpretation immediately before the jury.
He further pointed out, however, that the interpretation
prepared during the Grand Jury hearings was better than that
of the court-appointed translator, because the interpreter
could hear words that were not audible on the tape reviewed
by the court-appointed translator.

Judge Goettel thus

concluded by stating:

The court translation is available and should you
want Co see it, you may ask for it. I do not
suggest to you that it 'necessarily has any
importance in the case.
T. 6543.

(Emphasis added.)

The jury, as recommended by the

Court, did not request a copy of Ms. Kosaka's translation.
The Government's Intentional Use of a
Second Grand Jury to Hear A Significant
Portion of Mr. Kamiyama's Testimony
Precluded a Meaningful Decision by the
Indicting Grand Jury Regarding
Mr. Kamiyama's Credibility.
The difficulties posed by the misinterpretation of
Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony were compounded by
Mr. Flumerlaum's simultaneous` use of different Grand Juries.

While an accurate word-for-word translation of a witness'
testimony is critical in a perjury prosecution, the witness'
appearance before the Grand Jury is also critical to the
extent that it allows the Grand Jury to make a reasoned
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evaluation of the witness's credibility.

Despite this fact,

the testimony which was used to support several of the
perjury counts against Mr. Kamiyama was presented to a
' different Grand Jury than that which actually returned the
indictment.

The injustice of using different Grand Juries was
raised by Mr. Kamiyama and objected to during pretrial
proceedings before the Court.

The Government responded that

the decision to use a substitute Grand Jury was made by the
foreperson of the indicting Gjand Jury.

According to the

Government, following Mr. Kamiyama's testimony on July 9,
1981, the foreperson directed Mr. Kamiyama to appear again
on July 16, 1981.

Because the indicting Grand Jury had

planned a vacation for the week of July 13, 1981, however,
Mr. Kamiyama's appearance on July 16, 1981 was scheduled
before a substitute Grand Jury.
Following Mr. Kamiyama's testimony on July 16,

1981, the Government claimed that the foreperson of the
substituting Grand Jury directed Mr. Kamiyama to appear
again on July 21, 1981.

Mr. Kamiyama appeared on tlat date

and again testified before the morning session of the
substitute Grand Jury.

When he was directed to return the

following week, Mr. Kamiyama asked if he could complete his
testimony that day.

Because the substitute Grand Jury was

not available in the afternoon session, the Government

allowed Mr. Kamiyama to complete his testimony during the
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afternoon of July 21, 1981 before the original indicting'
Grand Jury.

The Government explained that the indicting

Grand Jury "had just returned from its vacation."

See

Affidavit of Jo Anne Harris, February 5, 1982 (A.i852).
Although Mr. Kamiyama raised the issue of the
ability of the indicting Grand Jury to assess his
credibility based solely on the prose,utor's reading of his
testimony, the Government argued that the substitute Grand
Jury had been fully apprised of the substance of the
investigation.

Thus, the Government argued that "throughout

its short but intensive involvement in the investigation,
the substituting Grand Jury actively participated with
questions directed at the facts and the law."

Id.

(A. 653). 21/

It was only after the close of the Government's
case that Mr. Kamiyama learned of the actual circumstances
surrounding his testimony before the substitute Grand Jury.

.39/

As discussed infra at Section C, the issue of
substituting GrandUTiies arose again following the g ourt
deletion of several perjury specifications based on 'the
court-appointed translator's conclusions.
The Government
simply placed the deleted specifications, as corrected, in a
supplemental one count indictment which was presented to yet
another Grand Jury on March 9, 1982. Although this Grand
Jury had absolutely no'previous experience with this
complicated case, it agreed to return the indictment on the
same day that it was presented. Mr. Kamiyama's efforts to
obtain a copy of this Grand Jury transcript were opposed by
the Government and subsequently refused by the Court.
See,
Endorsement, December 13, 1982.

a
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At this time, Mr. Flumenbaum testified with respect to the
scope of the Grand Jury investigation as it affected the
issue of the materiality of the perjury counts.

During the

cross-examination of Mr. Flumenbaum by counsel for
Mr. Kamiyama, the following exchange took place:
Now, Mr. Kamiyama was asked to
MR. LAWLER:
testify on the 16th of July?
MR. FLUKENBAUM:

That's.correct.

MR. LAWLER: Evel: though the Grand Jury that
was conducting the investigation was not going to
be in session on that day?

The Grand Jury that was
?BALM:
MR. FL
conducting the session, the fore arson directed
nowAng that
ore anot er rand Jury, and
appear
he wou
knowing that --

Do you mean to tell us that the
MR. LAWLER:
transcript reveals that the foreperson of the
Grand Jury stated on the record that you are to
return on the 16th before a different Grand Jury?
I am sure Mr. Kamiyama
MR. FLUMENSAUM:
wasn't told that, but --

I am not saying one way or the other. I am
just saying that he was directed to appear on July
16 by the foreperson of the Grand Jury, and my
response to you is the foreperson of the Grand
Jury at that time, and that Grand Jury knew that
it would not be sitting and that Mr. Kamiyama's
testimony would be taken be another Grand Jury on
that date.

(Fmphasis added.)

Mr. Flumenbaum's original testimony

suggested that the decision to ask Mr. Kamiyama to,return on
a day when a substitute Grand Jury would be scheduled to
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hear his testimony was made by the foreperson of the
original Grand Jury.

During the questioning which followed,

however, Mr. Flumenbaum was forced to admit that he made the
decision requiring Mr. Kamiyama to return on July 16 and
that he asked the foreman to'instruct Mr. Kamiyama to return
on that day:
MR. LAWLER:
Did you in fact on that date
instruct the witness -- did you in fact ask the
foreman to instruct the witness --

MR. FLUMENBAUM: That's an important
distinction, Mr. Lawler.
MR. LAWLER:
Will you let me finish the
question please, Mr. Flumenbaum? You are a
witness,now. Was it you who instructed the
foreman to instruct the witness to be back here
next Thursday, July 16?

MR. FLUMENSAUM:
I did tell the foreman to
instruct the witness as such.
MR. LAWLER:
You were the one who init
stated July 16; is that correct?

MR. FLUMENAAUM:

y

I told the foreman to

instruct him to be there July 16. Its my
recollection Alitikt it had been discussed with the

Grand Jury in Mr. Kamiyama's absence about his
returning on July 16 and the fact that they were
not going to be there.
le

MR. LAWLER:

And is that recorded somewhere?

MR. FLUMENBAUM:
As you know, the documents
that you have only reflect Mr. Kamiyama's
appearance before the -- testimony before the
Grand Jury.
.

.

MR. LAWLER:
Do you have a transcript which
reflects that which you have just given us as your
recollection?
MS. BARRIS:

Ob

tion.

A

3E0
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Sustained.
TUE COURT:
with materiality.

It has nothing to do

(Emphasis added.)

Although Mr. Flumenbaum subsequently admitted that
one of the issues that was important to the Grand Jury was
Mr. Ramiyama's credibility, he also admitted that he had
directed the foreman to request that Mr. Kamiyama appear on
a day when he knew the indicting Grand Jury would not be in
session.

The Court, however, refused to allow

Mr. Kamiyama's attorney to question Mr. Flumenbaum with
reference to the transcripts which detailed Mr. Flumenbaum's
discussion with the Grand Jury on that point.

Without such

examination, or a review of those transcripts, there is no
apparent explanation for the necessity of Mr. Ramiyama's
appearances before the substitute Grand Jury on July 16 and
July 21, 1981, when the original indicting Grand Jury was
available by at least July 21, 1981.
C.

The Original Interpreter's Rendition of
Mr. Kamiyama's Testimony Was Substantively
Inaccurate and Inconsistent With Other
Translations Prepared for the Government and
the Court.

The foregoing discussion is best illuminated by
several examples of the Grand Jury interpreter's
incompetence and thr,, prosecutor's manipulation of the

misinterpreted testimony cited within th. indictment.

In

several instances, the prosecutor selectively altered the
terms of the indictAlent in order to support t

"
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predetermined conclusion that Mr. Kamiyama had testified
falsely before the Grind Jury.

40/

The prosecutor,

moreover, totally ignored the conceededly more accurate

8/
Mr. Sasagawa, in his August 25, 1984 statement,
confirmed that the prosecutor was convinced of
Mr. Kamiyama's guilt from the outset of the proceedings:
A:
When I went to the Prosecutor's office
the first day, the Prosecutor said that the
Interpreter was doing well, but there seems to be
a problem in his translation, so please check this

part.

What exactly does, 'there seems to be a
0:
problem' mean?
Well, probably the translation, I took
A:
it that somonne was saying it was not accurate, or
deceptive, and I thought that he wanted me to
check out whether this court interpreter was
intentionally making errors in translation.
Later,4I found out that Mr. Flumenbaum had a
certain amount of trust in the court interpreter.
5o, what Mr. Flumenbaum said in the beginning
about the interpretation being a problem, I
misheard, and now I think that what he was saying
was that from the beginning, this Defendant
Kamiyama was guilty of per;ury, and wanted to
pursue that point thorouihIy.
Does that mean he wanted to pursue it as
Q:
a charge of perjury all the way?
A:

I think that's right.

Yes,

*

he seemed as though he was
A:
confident that Mr. Kamiyama had committed perjur y.
. what shall I
When I was talking with other
colleagues of Mr. Flumenbaum they were
say
sayin_a. this, (that) he firmly believed that.
.

.

.

.

See 7xhibit L, supra at

9,

48.

.

(Emphasis added.)
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reports of Mr. Sasagawa and the Court-appointed translator,
Ms. Kosaka,

41/ and misled the Grand Jury with respect to

the nature of the changes to be adopted.
1.

Oath

A valid oath is a prereguisite.to a conviction for
Indeed, the very essence of perjury consists in

perjury.

the witness' violation of his sworn committment to tell the
Grand Jury witnesses, accordingly, are routinely

truth.

adminstered an interrogative type oath, designed to 'awaken
[their] conscience and impress [their] mind with
to [testify truthfullyJ."

the

duty

See, Rule 603, Federal Rules

The oath asks:

Evidence.

Da you solemnly swear that the testimony you are
about to give this Grand Jury in the matter now
pending before it, shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
A witness must knowingly and intelligently assent to this
oath in order to be p-operly sworn.

41/

The Court, as noted above, stated:

somebody sitting down and listening to and
studying for a period of time the translation
involved can come up with a much more complete and
accurate translation than can somebody who is
making a simultaneous translation immediately
before the jury.
.

.

.

T. 6542.

37'
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The record of the proceedings in Mr. iamiyama's
Case demonstrates that the Grand Jury interpreter

consistently misinterieted the standard oath, altering its
interrogative form as well as its imperative to tell the
truth.

On the first day of Mr. Kamiyama's testimony, for

example, the interpreter summarized the oath as follows:
As for this case, uh, as for here, as for the
truth, all, uh, we (I) think we (I) would like to
4c/
have you kindly convey only the truth. -Similarly, on the second day of testimony the interpreter
characterized the oath in the following manner:

At this time before the Grand Jury, OK? We'd like
to have you give a statement as a reference and as
for this, uh, everything we'd like to have you
convey only the truth.
In both of these instances the oath was conveyed
as a vague feeling or hope, rather than a concrete question
requiring a distinct yes or no answer.

The statement

rendered by the interpreter, moreover, did not express the
solemnity of the witness' undertaking and did not advert to
the term "swear."

Mr. Kamiyama, consequently, did not

These translations were developed by Professor John
Hinds, a linguist on the faculty of the Department cf. Speech
Communications at the Pennsylvania State University, based
upon the audio tapes of Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony.
Professor Hinds' declaration and curriculum vitae are
attached hereto as Supplemental Exhibit 1.
The translations
have been reviewed and confirmed by Mrs. Sato, see Exhibit
M, attached hereto; and Mrs. Mitsuko Saito-Fukunaga, see
Exhibit 0, attached hereto. Mrs. Saito-Fukunaga's
curriculum vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit P.

37.i
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subscribe to z...11 oath designed to awaken his conscience and

alert him to the necessity of stating the truth.

This fact

was confirmed by Mr. Sasagawa durisN his August 25, 1964
interview, after reviewing the English oath and
Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation:

this is Mr. Mochizuki's way of talking, and
.
in this particular case, he was probably not
in this case, it was too much
taking notes
.

.

.

.

rhetoric.

.

.

.

.

At any rate, if the word,
Q:
swear" is not included . .

will you

.

That's right, without it, it would be
A:
diff4cult as a translation I think. The Japanese
do Ibt understand the meaning of "oath' very well,
but, of course its important in American courts.
* *

it would not be an oath if one is
0:
told, "I would like you to kindly convey only the
.

.

truth."
A:

Yes, that's right.

43/

On the second day of his testimony, moreover,
Mr. Kamiyama did not subscribe to an oath of any kind.

The

Grand Jury tapes show that Mr. Kamiyama made no response to
the interpreter's summarization of the oath.

Nevertheless,

the interpreter indicated to the prosecutor and the Grand
Jury that he responded "y215."

In the absence of any

response, Mr. Kamiyama could not be considered a sworn
witness,

43/

More fundamentally though, this incident

See, Exhibit L, supra at 19, 30.
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demonstrates the Grand Jury interpreter's willingness to
improvise or embellish responses to the detriment of
Mr. Kaatiyama.

Also significant in this regard is the fact that
the audio tapes of Mr. Kamiyama's third day of testimony
reveal no oath whatsoever.

This is so despite the fact that

the written transcript indicates that an oath was
administered and that the recording machine was started
prior to the alleged administration of the oath.

Again,

the absence of a valid oath, Mr. Kamiyama could not properly
have been subjected to prosecution for perjury.
2.

Fifth Amendment Warnings.

The Grand Jury interpreter also mistranslated the
prosecutor's explanation of Mr. Kamiyama's rights under the
Fifth Amendment.

Thus, on the first day of Mr. Kamiyama's

testimony, the prosecutor stated:

You are entitled to certain rights, and let me
explain to you what those zights are. First, you
may refuse to answer any question if a truthful
answer to that question would tend to incriminate
you, personally, in any way, shape or form. Do
you understand that?
The interpreter, however, conveyed this to Mr. Kamiyama as:
I
there are several rights granted to you.
will have the pleasure of explaining these to you.
First, you are able to refuse answers to questions,
which may cause you to fall into crime. Do we
have your kind understanding?
.

.

.

For a person unfamiliar with American culture and
procedures, such as Mr. Kamiyama, this interpretation does
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not adequately describe the protections afforded by the
Fifth Amendment.

This same pattern of misinterpretation was
followed during Mr. Kamiyama's subsequent Grand Jury
appearances.

On July 16, 1981, for example, the prosecutor

stated:

At any time, Mr. Kamiyama, that I ask you a
question and you want to invoke your Fifth
Amendment privileges, please feel free to do so.
The interpreter, however, stated:

And, uh, whenever f ask you a question, well,
according to the revised item of the Fifth
Article, you are protected, so, as for us!ng that
that la your right.
added.)

Similarly, on July 21, 1981, Mr.

um note*

Ti

asking you questions, Mr. Kamiyama. If you
to refuse to answer the questions, but you
If
hav to answer whatever questions I ask you.
you nt to refuse to answer them and exercise
fth Amendment rights, you can.
your

wan

Thin statement was interpreted as follows:
Now, I am directing my questions to you, but, if
you will insist on refusing . . . according to
uh . . . the Fifth Artt,E111J,MBLJR:leolt.
we
amends"!
sag to that, you have the
s it ..! .
ace
Triht to refuse, However, u1 . we think we'd like
you to answer the questions we have asked you as
.

.

sometbs amended

.

.

aruci

alf possible.

(Emphasis added.)

It is highly doubtful that this type of

interpretation could have alerted Mr. Kamiyame, a Japanese
citizen, to his Fifth Amendment rights.

Nara fundamentally,

though, it amphaA7es the Grand Jury interpreter's complete
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lack of familiarity with basic legal expressions and
principles.

On this ground alone, the interpreter was

unqualified to participate in formal Grand Jury pro
ceedings. -11/

Perjury Warnings.

3.

The Grand Jury interpreter's inexcusable lack of
familiarity with elementary legal terms was again

44/

In a related matter, Mrs. Sato's review of the Grand
Jury tapes revealed yet another prejudicial interpretation
error. During his July 16, 1981 Grand Jury appea. ince,
Mr. Kamiyama read the following prepared statement in
Japanese:
preparations in order to answer
I have done
the questions concerning the content of the
affidavit submitted to the Justice Department the
However, as I am the.person who is the
other day.
object of the investigation this time, I would
like to maintain my rights guaranteed by the
constitution.
.

.

.

I

Mr. Eochizuki, however, interpreted this language as
follows:

I am prepared to answer questions dealing with
information contained in the affidavit which I
submitted to the Department of Justice. However,
since I am a target of this investigation, I wish
to reserve the rights to claim my constitutional
privileges with respect to other questions.
(Emphasis added.) The interpretation obviously distorts
Mr. Kamiyama's principal intention. Rather than emphasizing
his desire to retain his Fifth Amendment privilege with
respect to questions dealing with the affidavit, the
interpretation implies that Mr. Kamiyama wishes to waive his
Fifth Amendment rights as they pertain to the affidWIT.
See Exhibit M, supra.
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trated during the prosecutor's, futile effort to warn
Mr. Kamiyama of the consequences of lierjurious testimony.

Such warnings are not constitutionally compelled, but are
standard practice in the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York and various other courts
Thus, on July 9, 1981,

as a matter of essential fairness.

the first day of Mr. Kamiyama's testimony, the following
exchange occurred:
[MR. FLUMENBAUMI:
Q:
Mr. Kamiyama, if you should give a false answer or
fail to testify completely and truthfully in
response to a question that I ask you, you could
be charged with a separate criminal, uh, violation
for perjury or for obstruction of justice. Do you
understand that?
[MR. MOCHIZUKI): And and, uh, with today's
questions and answers, uh, if there are any false
answers or to neglect to testify, separately{ eee
e criticized
there
accord ng to cr inal aw.

[MR. KAMIYAMAl:

A:

law, but

.

.

.

That means not the tax

.

[MR. MOCHIZUKII: Does that mean that on top
of or apart from the tax laws?

That's correct, if

[MR. FLUMENBAUM):
Q:
you should testify falsely.
[MR. MOCHIZUXII:
ee
iron

Uh

e

That means (that I
[MR. KAMIYAMA1:
A:
shall be) charged with criminal perjury?
[MR. MOCHIZUKII: Does that mean, once again.
I am trying to
that I shall be charged for
[Mr. Flumenbaum whispers:
find the word.
ent, well,
skerjury'l fraudulent answers or fraudulent,
negligence of-testimony or.

11

3m

.

.

,

.

.

411

If you should
(MR. FLUMENBAUM):
A:
knowingly and willfully give false answers to this
Grand Jury that is a separate crime. Do you
understand that?

knowing/y, you
IMR. MOCHIZUKII: Uhf .
the meaning is that the act of
know . . . ee . .
. aaa . . .
making false statements, or .
.

.

.

.

twisting your testimony can become comparable to
committing
crime.
This dialogue clearly illustrates the

(Emphasis added.)

interpreter's incompetence.

Most obviously, the Grand Jury interpreter could
not think of the word 'perjury.'

Even When Mr. Kamiyama

used the Japanese word for perjury (gis$orai) and the
prosecutor attempted to correct his English interpretation,
the int rpreter continued to uue ambiguous and confusing
expressions, such as "fraudulent answers," "twisted
testimony' and "negligence of testimony' in both Japanese
and English.

Mr. Sasagawa noted this error in his report,

and brought it directly to the attention of the prosecutor.
During his August 25 interview Mr. Sasagawa explained:
The subject of perjury came up .
A:
where the prosecutor gives a warning toward
for instance, about calling
Mr. Xamiyama
that perjury, well, uhh, the interpreter forgot
the word, and said things like false words and
the interpreter got stuck,
what not
forgetting the word, "perjury.'
.

.

Q:
A:

45/

.

.

Did you tell this to Mr. Flumenbaum.
.

I wrote it in my report.

45/

See, Exhibit L, supra at 36.

38)
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The prosecution, accordingly, was not unaware of the Grand
Jury interpreter's lack of facility with legal terms and
concepts.

Throughout the course of the proceedings,

however, Mr. Flumenbaum maintained that the interpreter was
qualified to translate before the Grand Jury.

Somewhat less obvious than the interpreter's
inability to think of the word "perjury," but equally
prejudicial, was the interpreter's failure'to convey the
full import

false testimony.

While the prosecutor stated

that Mr. Kamiyima "could be charged with a separate criminal
. violation"

for perjured testimony, the interpreter

told Mr. Kamiyama that there was "a possibility" he would be
"criticized' for testifying falsely.

Clearly, the two

expressions are not interchangeable.

The confusion

inevitably caused by Mr. Mochizuki's circular interpretation
was reflected in Mr. Kamiyama's auestions, which attempted
to clarify the interpreter's vague expressions.

,161

At no

6(

This same type of circumlocution and confusion'was
noted by Mr. Sasagawa:
This interpreter
IMr. Sasagawal:
ler. Mochizuki) translates with roundabout
expressions adding on his own unnecessary
interpretations, making errors in translation, and
because of this, Mr. Flumenbaum's questions go
around in circles many times. Listening to the
I did tell
tapes 1 felt frustrated several times.
Flumenbaum about this
See, Exhibit L, supra at 52.

as
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point, however, was the concept of a separate perjury
prosecution explained to Mr. Kamiyama in an accurate and
concise manner.

is

4.

Indictment Specifications

In addition to the Grand Jury oath and the various
warnings which should have been provided to Mr. Kamiyama,
the Grand Jury interpreter altered major portions of the
dialogue between the prosecutor and Mr. Kamiyama.

Many of

these misinterpreted exchanges were incorporated within
the indictment against Mr. Kamiyama as specifications of
perjury.

(a)

Count Ten

Count Ten of the superseding indictment, for
example, includes the following specification, which is
underlined as perjurious:
Qs
[MR. FLUMENBAUM1:
You prepared all the
Reverend Moonl?
checks for him
A:

(MR. KAMIYAMAI:

That's correct.

In its Bill of Particulars, the Government stated that
Mr. Kamiyama's answer was false because "Kamiyama did not
prepare all the checks for Reverend Moon. ". (Emphasis
added.)

This assertion, however, is intentionally

misleading when viewed in the context of the prosecutor's
statements to the Grand Jury on December 15, 1981, the date
that the superseding indictment was returned.

)
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At that time, Mr. Flumenbaum made the following
comments to the Grand Jury in order to explain the
difference between the interpretation of the specification
set forth in the original indictment and the specification
as subsequently retranslated by Mr. Sasagawa:
FLUMENBAUM): Second.in that count, just
before the asterisks, Mr. Kamiyama testified
"that's correct." The question was You prepared
all the checks for him."

You will remember that Mr. Sasagawa testified
that the question was interpreted slightly more
broadly than that and the question was You mean
that all the rest of the checks were vious
wr tten up/ so e coi
s gn when you
to
sign?'

(Emphasis added.)

with that of

Mr. Sasagawa's translation is consistent

Ms. Kosaka, the Court-appointed translator:

In )ther words, you wrote out everything in
other portions so that Reverend can sign and you
asked fc,r his signature.

Thus, the question which Mr. Kamiyama actually heard and
responded to, was not whether he prepared all of the checks
(the question asked in Eng114,41 by Mr. Flumenbaum).

The

question which Mr.Kamiyama heard (as asked by the
interpreter) was whether, with respect to each check, he had
filled out all portions of the check other than the
signature.

Both Mr. Sasagawa's end Ms. Kosakes translation
of the manner in which the question, "You prepared all of
the checks for him?" was interpreted to Mr. Kamiyama, are

3s3
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consistent with Mr. Kamiyama's answer to the question which
immediately followed:
Q:
(MR. FLUMENBAUM):
write the checks?

Did you personally

A:
(MR. KAMIYAMA]: Ri ht after my arrive:,
I wasn't familiar with Engl s and I had a few
other people surrounding_ me, and these are ehe
people who did the

(Emphasis added.)

Mr. Kamiyama's answer to this question

directly contradicts the Government-appointed interpretev's
earlier statement that Mr. Kamiyama had preparei all of the
cheeks.

The prosecutor subsequently explained to the Grand

Jury that he would remove the 'underlining' in this
specification, thereby indicating that Mr. Kamiyama's answer
was not false:

The job that they were talking about was the
writing of the checks for Reverend Moon. Based on
the review of the tapes, it seems that
Mr. Kamiyama actually didn't say that whole thing
about the actual people doing the job, making his
answer a little more, a little bit vague and as a
matter of law, if an answer is literally true but
unresponsive, that is not a perjurious answer.
If
it is literally true and non-responsive, even if
it is possibly misleading, that still is not a
perjurious response.
It was my opinion that we
should remove the underlining because the
translation was s]ihtl off enou h to
ou know
t at t e u tance cou
a te e
a
(Emphasis added.)

Although Substantively, the original
interpretation 0' .fir. Kamiyama's answer to the question "Did

you personally write the checks?" was literally the same as
those translations

I

bsequently prepared for Mr. Kamiyama

3S4
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47/

the prosecutor did not remove the

and for the Court, --

underlining as he said he would.

deleted this ques

Instead; Mr. Flumenbaum

and answer, in its entirety, from the
The result of this deletion is that.

superseding indict

Mr. Kamiyames answer tothe previous question -- that he
prepared all of the checks forReverend Moon -- was taken
completely out of context.

Read literally in the context of

the,indictment, Mr. gamiyama's response to this question
clearll states that Mr..Kamiyama personally prepared all of
the checks.

Without the furthef qualification provided in

the deleted specification, this response confirms the
erroneous impr ssion that others around Mr. Kamiysma had not
prepared the ch cks.
/

Mr. Fltit*nbaum apparently knew that by deleting -a

8

specification which was substantially correct, the

0
specification which remained in the indictment would assume

a completely different meaning. .Moreover, aenoted earlier,
Mr. Flumenbaum knew that the remaining specification was
incorrectly translated.

The translation of the question

r

1/

,

Ms. Kosaka translated this answer as "-upon isty arrivaf

at that time, my hearing comprehension and my writing
ability in English was nil. I (did it) by asking such
people around me." The translation prepared by .the
translator retained by Mr. RamiyaMa which was cited in his
MotiOn to Dismiss, was "When I first came, I cpuld not
understand English or speak English, so I was helped by
those around me who could." There is no indication that
Mr. Sasagawa's translation differed substantially.

3S3

Ms
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which remained, in the indictment, was whether Mr. Kamiyama
had prepared all of the checks; the actual question whit':

Mr. Kamiyama heard was whether he filled out all portions of
the checks other than the signature.

Mr. Flumenbaum,

however, inithe Government's Bill of Particulars, drafted
almost two months later, stated unequivocally, Chat

Mr. Kamiyama's affirmative response to the question

You

prepared all of the-checks?" was false because "Kamiyama'did
not prepare all the checks for Reverend Moon."
(Emphasis added.1

A. 678.

This question,,and answer, incorrectly

translated, and taken out of context byMr. Flumenbaum's
deletion of the question and answer which followed, was
included as one of the perjury specifications which went to
the jury as- part of Count Ten.

Mr. Kamiyama was

subsequently found guilty of.perjury under Count Ten, as
alleged.

The omission of Mr. Kamiyama's response, that he
did not prepare all-4f Reverend Moon's cheks perE,onally,
but that he had other people do it -- and the interpreter's
incorrect translation of the prosecutor's question, "You
prepared all of the checks?" also changed the meaning of the

.

following two answers, wttich the Government claimed were
perjurious:

Q:
[MR. FLUMENBAUM): Did Reverend Moon
ever write any portion of the checks on the Chase
Manhattan account other than his signature?
A:
(MR. KAMIYAM4): He never_wrote anything
other thap his-own signature as far as I reme,:aber.

41 -2E)
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PMR. FLUMENBAUMi: So to your knowledge,
0:
he never Orote anything but the-signature; is that
correct?
A:

-

(MR. KAMIYAMA1:

To the best of mmyy

knowledge, ReVerend Moon never affixedanyt
other than the signature in the book, in the
check.

In its Bill of Ilarticulas, the Government'stategthat these
responses were 'false because 'Reverend Moon wrote portions

of certain checks
1

cn

the Chase Manhattan account other thin

his own signature.O'k A. 078.

During the trial, the Government presented several
checks, out of %everal hundred which were written, claiming
that'Rer4erend Moon's handwriting could be found on portions

of those checks other than ale signature line.

Relying on

the argument that Mr. kamiyama had testified that- he. had
prepaked all of thfe checks personally for Revelend'Mobn, the

Government\citedthese checks-a) disproving Mr. Kamiyama's
Grand Jury testimony that "as far as the] could remember"

other than his own

Reverend Moon "nevert

gnatuxe."

Kr. Kamlyama, however, as noted above, diknot

testify that he had personally prepared all of the checks
for Reverend Moon.

If the prosecutor's question to

Mr. Kamiyama had been correctly interpre ed and ifs
Mr. Flumenbaum had not deleted Mr. Kamiyama's testimony to
-the effect that he had others prepare the checks,

Mr. Ramiyama's statement "that.as far as he could remember"
or

to the best of his knowledge," Reverend Moon "never

wrote anything other than his signature
perjurious.

ccuIg not have been

This result follows irrespective of whether
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a

Mr. Xamiyama's responses are considered in the cantext'of
the indictment as written, or in the context of the evidence
presented`by the Government at trial.
The- prosecutor's intentional deletion of

Mr. Kamiyama's statement that

he did not prepare all Oe

checks personally" also changed the me

ng of the preceding

question and answer in Count Ten:
Q:
tMR. FLUMENBAUKI: And did-Reverend Moon
-write out the other portions of the cheek other
then his signaturek,

it.

A:

1MR. KAMIYAMAlm No, no, he didn't do

Ms. Kosaka translated the same question and answer as:
Q:
(MR. FLUMENBAUMI:' And as for Reverend
Moon does he personally write out other portion*
of the check, .for example, the amount other than
the signature?
'

A:
1MR. KAMIYAMA1:
he doesn't.

(Emphasis agded.1

I don't think so.

No,

The phrase "I don't think so," set perth

in the Kosaka translation, is consistent with Mr. Kaniiy'ama's

testimony that he did-not prepare all of the cheeks
personally, and that therefore( he could rot he absolutely
sure that Reverend Moon did not wrike out'portions of
certain cheeks in addition to his signature.

In contrast,.

the interpreter's statement "No, no he didn't do it,"
suggests that Mr. Kamiyama was emphatic in his response, an
interpretation which is logically consistent with the
misinterpreted statement that Mr. Kamiyama prepared all of

386
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the checks.

48Thus,
4

in the,context of a correct

t'

translation of the eartler-dialmque, Mr. Kamiyama's answer
to this question, as correctly translated, wasznot
perjurious, in that'there'was no evideice that Mr._Kamiyama
was present when RevereAd Moon filled out other por ..igns of
certain checks.

'The substance of the twb remaining Specifications

Count Ten which were underscored in the superseding
indictmenit as being perjurioustiewas also altered as a result

of Mr. Flumenbaum's deeksion,tpAolete correctly interpreted
=

'specifications and as a result of his misleading comments; to

These two specifications were included in

the Grand Jury.

the ori3inal indictment together with a third specification,
set forth below:
Q:

Did Reverend Moon

[KR. fLUABINBAUF41;

carry the checkbook with him?
V

(MR. KAMIYAMA):
.
managed it.
A:

He doesn't, because
4sr

(MR-'FLUMENBAUMI: You Carried.the
d:
checkbook with you fmom the very beginning of the
account?
,

(MR. KAMIYAMA1:
from the beginning.
A:

Yes,

(

kept tt myself

ir*

1MR. FLUMENBAUM1: Welly did you carry
Q:
the checkbook, or did he carry the checkbook?

48/ I.e., if in fact Mr. Kamiyama had prepared all of the
checkiTEe could be certain that Reverend Moon did not fill
cyt p,rtions other than the signature.
bf
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A:
IMR. KAMIYAMAr:
As. I said to you
earlier, I carried it.
I kept it myself.

Mr. Kamiyama's answer to the third question, incorporating
the word "carried,

suggests that Mr. Memiyakna's use of the

terms "menaced" or "kept" in

first-two respon$es was

also intended to convey the meaning that he physically
'carried' or physically "possessed" the checkbook.

However,

translations,
in-the translations.which
were subsequently prepared, both

Mr. Sesagawa

and the Court-appointed translator,

Ms. Kosaka, translated Mr. Kamiyama's responsktp the third
question as follbws:
ch rge of

t."

As I told you earlier, I was in

This translation iftliminated any reference tip

phrase "I ca4ried-it," which had bepn incorrectly

included in the origeal ,Oterpretation of Mr. Kamiyama's
testimony:

Thus, as correctly translated, Mr. Kam4ama's

.

answer to the third question explained that his ansWers to
the first two questions i.e. that *Ile managed the account"

and that "he kept it," were not intended to mean physical
st

possession of the checkbook, as suggested by the
interpretation used in the indictment.

Although a correct translation of theiresponse
qUestion places the first two answers in a completely
different context, the.prosecutor, rather than correcting
the translation of the third answe

and leaving it in the

indictment to accurately explain the meaning of
Mr. Kamiyhma's initial responses, deleted this question and

33)

la
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P.!

'answer from the Suprrseding indictment.' He expIained't
alteration to the Crand Jury in the following manner:
It was my opinion that we 'should remove the
underlining becauke the translition was'slightly
off enough to, you know, that the sub ance could,
be altered and also the section of that Count,
where Mr. ftmileama wai- translated as saying in
the. .
response to the question "Did
ry the
checkbook or did Reverend Moon
checkbook?" The response, 'I carried it, I kept
it myself."

According to the tape and Mr. Sashgawa's
testimony, what Mr. Kamiyama has said, was not
Carried it or kept it, ptik
something so precise:
I believe what he said was,-`00s I told you
earlier, I was in charge of it." That again may
not have been -- the wards are somewhat different
than the words here and I would recommend even
ou that tne sub stan
thougn I agr
ot different, I would -- I
really -- is rea
ing indictment removed that as
have in the super
&laity, simply because one Of
a specification o
t to create any` issues if we
the reasons being
don't need it.
(Emphasis added.)' This statement wa
respects.

First, although the pros

misleading in several
for stated that the

underlining should be removed, he did not correct the
translation, nor did he remove the underlining.
deleted the entire specification.

Instead, he

Mr. Flumenbaum further

'misled the Grand Jury when he stated that the 'substance" of
the words 'carry" and
different."

in chArge of was "really not

This statement was not only misleading but

clearly incorrect in the context of Mr. Kamiyama's
testimony.

1

Finally, to the extent that a correct

_translation of the third response would have placed the
earlier answers in a completely different context, the

60

sr.

deletion of that specifiCation further misled the Grand
Jury.
.

The distinction between the Governmentr-appointed

interpreter's statement that Mr. Kamiyana "carried" or
"kept" the checkbook and the conclusion of both Mr. Sasagawa
and Ms: Kosakf that Mr. KiLmiyama stated he was "inAcharge"
an'

of the'checkbook, is critically relevant,in the context of
the Government's charges against Mr.tKamiyama,

ti

According to

the Government's Bill of Particalars, Mr. Kamiyama's answers-

to the questions set forth above were false because. "the"
Government contends that Reverend Modn carried hii checkbook
r
with him." -The fact that Mr. Kamil ma was in charge,of ia
1

.

1
1

checkbook,, would not necessarily eliminate the possibility

ithat-Revere dMoon or others may have carried the checkbook
on occasion and what
iat Mr. Kamiyana may not have been aware of
r

that fact.
-- -

As Mr. Kamiyama testified earlier, he had. others

4

-.

.

prepare the checks because he was unable to communtrate in
English.

If this specification had not been deleted,
f

Mr. Kamiyama's testimony that he "kept" br even "carried"
-

.
.

the checkbook would not have supported a finding that, his

testimony was false'simply becauie Reverend'Moon had,beens,
seen carrying a checkbook.

Moreover, even if Mr.-Kamiyama'

use of the word "kept" OT "in charge of" was intended to
convey the meaning that. he "carried the chec

the''

evidence produced by the Govrnment to the iaffe

hat there,

were two pocket checkbooks for the Chase Manhattan Sank

_
4..

3 9"
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accounts should have precluded a finding that.Mr..Kamiyama's
response was intentionally false under either translation.
Finally, Mr. Sasagawa,noted in his report that
iyaina's actual answer to the second question (i.e.,

MX. K

'yei, I kept it myself from the beginning') did not contain
the phrase

from the beginning' Ss reported by thT

interpreter.' puring his August 25, 1984 interview
Mr. Sisagawa observed:.

Mr. Kamiyama says he was "keeping"
ceckbApokl.
.

.

.

Q:

Ah, "keeping" it.

la

1.1

And here the interpreter adds something
A:
unnecessary, "from the beginning.' These aie the
points that can be called. Mr. Mochirukiq
shortcomings. Because all he said was 'I was
keeping it," and does not say "from the beginning'
then thtOnterpreter shouldn't- say anything
beyond that. --'
.

Significantly, Jithout the explanatory statement "from the
beginning" Mr. KaMiyama's answer is not directly responsiVe
to the Prosecutor's question (i.e., "you carried the

checkbook with you from the very beginning of the%
account?").

The Supreme Court has consistently reiterated

that perjury convictions may not be premised upon such
non-responsive answers.

See e.g., Bronston v. United

States, 409 U.S. 352 (1973).

Mr. Kamiyama's conviction,

Mir

accordingliy, rests at least in part upon words which he did
not speak.

49/

This in itself is a,manifest injustice.

See, Exhibit L, supra' at 43.
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tb;

Count Eleven

In Qount,Eleven, three specifications iricluded
'4\

answers which were originally underscored by the Government
perjurious.

Each such answer was given in'response td a

question having to do with"moniesi in the so- called

Japanese

Family FuJie':
Q:
And where did you get the money,"the
$400,000 to deposit in Reverend Moon's account?
A:

From Famlly Fund.
*

Q:
Well, where did the $400,000 -- how did
you get the 9400,000 that Qou deposited into

- reverend Moon's account?

As

A:
Over
our brethren from Jean
who came to USAi t ey contribute and it was
accumulated.
I remember there are at least 7©©'brethren coming to the USA.

0

411,

04
Why did.you use Reverend Moon's name for
the Family Fund?
4

A: 1 As the moneys came from overseas, and
kirt of the,monetmay become necessary as expenses
to take care of the brethren, we put it in
Reverend Moon's name, wh, enerally retresents the
International Unification Church.

In the Government's Bill of Particulars, the, prosecutor:
described these statements as being false because

the

$400,000 depoelt into Reverend Moon's Chaie Manhattan Rank

account did not come'entirely from the so-ca/led'Family
Fund' find because some of the various monies
the

buted to

y Fund' originated from sources in the United

394
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States,

-, not all of the money in the Family Fund tame

from overseas sources."

A. 678.

Essentially each of these

specifications focused upon the issue of whether all of the
money in the "Family Fund" cants from overseas, or whether

f the money came from sources in the United States.

ppart

!

In his comments to the December 15, 1981 session

of the Grand Jury, Mr. Flumenbaum addressed Count Eleven as
A

OWS:

With respect to Count 11 originally, the original
indictment' underlined the entire portion of the
The entire portion of
tratmcript as follows:
thaeaast answer, that sort of rambling answer
that Mr. Kamiyama gave, in the superseding
indictment, the only portion that isoinderlined is
the part that talks about the money riming from
It is clear that Mr. Kamiyama did pay
overseas.
I have taken that out as a part of falsity,
that.
that part.

!sic]

Although Mr. Flume

um did not recite

Mr. Sasagawa's translation of this - answer, he admitted that

theoriginel translation was rambling and essentially_
This is consistent with the Court-appointed

incohdient

translator's version of the last two specifications, which
were rendered as follows:
Q:

.!..)d this 6400,000, where did it come

from ultimate4y?

Many Japanese brethren, the Japanese
The money that these
People came (note: the relationship betweep the
money and the people coming is not clear) was
'collected for some time and that went into the
A:.

members' come to.America.

account.

Well, then, why did you borrow Reverend
Q:
Moon's name for the Family Fund?
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A!
Well, that, the reason why (I, we) put
the money from overseas into the account in the
name of Reverend Moon who represents the
International Unification Church, is because when
our foreign brethren came from overseas (I, we),
deposited a portion of the money into it.
I had
them keep_e portion as contributions from which it
was paid as expenses in case an emergency
occurred.

Ms. Koqaka's translation is significantly different from the
interpretation contained in the indictment.

Accordin.4 to

Ms. Kosaka's translation, Mr. Kamiyama did not in fact say
that all of the money in the Family Fund "came from
overseas.

What Mr-, Kamiyama actually said, according to

Ms. Kosaka, was that smI of the money that came from
overseas was,put into t.1.4 Family-Fund, some of it was kept

by those who brought the money from overseas, and some of
the money in the Family Fund
accounts.

as deposited into the Chase

This translation is critically different from the

original_interpreter's version, which states unequivocally
that "the money came from overseas.''

Ms. Kosaka's

translation is also inconsisteet wirl the Government's
charge of falsity as set forth in the Sill oft-Particulars.

Although Mr. Sasagawa apparently had the same.
problem with the Government-appointed interpreter
translation, the prosecutor did not change the language in
the major portion of the ,last answez, but rather eliminated--

all of the underscoring with the exception of the phrase
the money came from overseas."

as

In doing so, Mr. Flumenbaum

intentionally left the entire substance of the answer
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intact.

Accordin

to his instructions to the_Grand Jury on

December 15, 1981, tne elimination of the underscored
portion of this answer was sufficient to address any

remaining problems in the interpretation.

This instruction

was misleading and incorrect, particularly when viewed in
the context of Ms. Rosaka's subsequent translation, or
Mr. Kaaiyama's translation, as set forth in his Motion to.
Dismiss the Indictment.

The Government subsequently admitted to the Court,
moreover, that its theory of prosecution was not that some
of the assets attributed to the Family Fund originated in
the United States.

P. 251.

Instead, the prosecution argued,
4

./

and presented evidence to the effect that not)all of
the monies deposited in the disputed Chase Manhattan Bank
accounts were derived from the Family Fund.

Under this

formulation, Mr. Kamiyama's alleged statement that the
assets contained within the Family Fund came to the United
States from overseas would at worst have been inizaterial to

the Grand Jury's investigation.

Further, a correct

interpretation of Mr. Ramiyama's testimony would not have
been inconsistent with this scenario.

Regardless of the

construction which is accorded to Mr. Kamiyama's testimony,
however, i

is evident that hefwas tried and convicted at

least in pert on the basis of facts and theories which
never presented to the Grand Jury.

39
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odds with both the Fifth and Sixth Amendments to the Federal
Constitution.

Other material interpretation errors apPear within
Count Eleven.

One such error was described by Mr. Sasagawa

during his interview:
A:
[The Prosecutor asked]: "Was any of the
money in the Family Fund ever used to pay expenses
for the Japanese [Church] Members who had come to

America?",
Q:
And the interpreter translated this as
have you ever used the money in the Family Fund
as expenses for the Japanese members to cop. to
America .
for airplanes and expenses to stay
here?"
.

.

A:
Well the prosecutor just said expenses,
so it doesn't mean transportation costs.
Q:
Besides, the prosecutor clearly said,
"members who had come to America."
A:
The interpreter says something
unnecessary; he says, ..45i airplane,' which has
This is an
nothing to do with the iimetion here.
obvious mistranslation of the interpreter.
0:

He added details himself.

He added his own interpretation, I wrote
A:
these things out and turned it in to
Mr. Flumenbaum.
I also remember explaining it to
It told him clearly that the
him orally.
interpreter added unnecessary things here.

So, the "Japanese members who had come
Q:
to America" indicates that the money does-not
refer to expenses to cone to America.
A:
It means expenses needed while they are
America.

Q:

In addition, Mr. Ramiyama didn't

illa4..!rstand this, so' he asked again "for them to

come t© America?"

3 9S

And here again, the ingsFpreter
Yes.
A:
confirms 'yes,* which' is unnecessary. -(Emphasis added.)

This error amply demonstrates the

confusion caused by the Grand-Jury interpret-Ws
incompetence.
(c)

Count Twelve

Mr. Flumenhaum's omission of several
specifications pertaining to Count Twelve furthea supports
.

the conclusion that the prosectitor intentionally deleted
*questions and answers which would have explained other

specifications alleged to have been false.

For example,

a

under Count Twelve, the following dialogue was included as a
specification:

4

Did you have any conversations with
anyone as to ybether or not tt was proper for you
to own more shares of stock in Tong-all than
Reverend Moon?
I didn't even think about it a bit.

A:

The literal meaning of this answer was subsequently changed
by Mr. Kamiyama's responses to the several questiors which
followed.

These questions and answers, however, were
4

omitted from the original indictment.
The relevant exchange, as translated by
Ms. Kosaka, proceeded:

50/
--

See, Exhibit L, supra at 44.
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Well, did you ever have such a
conversation with Joe Tully?
A:

I never spoke to Joe Tully about such

matters.

Q:

Is there e.ny such -conversation with

"Lewis Burgess?
A:

Possible, but I don't recall.

Q:
Then wouldn't it be that you did think a
little about your ownii more stock than Reverend?
A:

(sot clear.)

Q:
Didn't you ever talk to t4e Reverend
about the percentage of stock, that you would have
owned more?
A:

I didn't ta- lk about it.

0:
Have you ever talked to Mike Warder who
was the president then t. about the same thing?
A:

Possibly, but I don't remember.

(Retohasis added.)

Mr. Kamiyama's answers clearly indicate

thatspe believed that

'addressing the questio

may have had canversations
of whether it was proper for hi

to

own more shares of Tong Il Enterprises, Inc. than did
Reverend Moon.

Although use could not remember whether or

not such conversations had occurred, his testimony, which
Mr. Flumenbaum omitted, clearly contradicted his earlier
statement that he " didn't even think about it a bit."

Mr. Flumenbaum's omission of these statements from the
4
original indictment thus placed Mr. Kamiyama's allegedly
perjurious response in a very mislea. ing context.
(d)

Summary.

In summary then, the interpretation of
Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony contained within the

.
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final indictment was riddled with material errors which

substantially altered the content of tne intended dialogue.
lthmple evidence of these egreg.ous errors was brought 'Co the
attention of the prosecution.

The Government, however,

refused to acknowledge the incompetence of its original
interpreter, and pressed forward with its prosecution of
Mr. Kami &ma.

In order to trIedite that prosecution, the
.

.

methods of deception,
Government resorted to highly improper
the basis
inducing the Grand Jury to return an indictment on

of fundamen ally incorrect evidence.

Essentially thesis~

not on the
.Mr. Kamiyama was tr*lind convicted of perjury

basis of his own words but on the basis of his testimony as
characterized and perverted by the Grand Jury interpreter,
criminal law.
In event without precedent in American

The Additional Charges Resulting from the
False Swearing Counts Permitted the
Government to Expand the Scope of its Proof
at Trial. to Include Highly inflammatory
Material Concerning the Religious Practices
of the Unification Church.
It cannot be disputed that the felt, swearing

charges against Mr. Kamiyama and the conspiracy count
Count
against both. Reverend Moon and Mr. Kamiyama (i.e.;
wide range
One) gave the Government a basis for presenting a
jury, evidence
of offensive and prejudicial material to the
charges
focusing not on the factually narrow income tax

401

Mr
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,

against Reverend Moon, but rather on the nature and
practices of the Unification Church itself4.

The jury was

thus Inv ited to combine the evidence provided, at trial with

its own prejudices regarding the Church and ReVerend

a

Moon, 51/ vastly simplifying the Government's task of
proving that wrongdoing had occurred.

Indeed,these

actions, in conipnction with the GoVernment's insistence
upon a jury trial, support the conclusion that the
prosecution intended from the outset io take advantage of
,widespread religious prejudice against the Church.
First, the perjury and conspiracy counts permitted
the Government to enlarge the issues at trial, virtually
without limit.

For example, to show that Mr. Kamiyama's

testimony before the Grand Jury regarding the source of

monies in the Japanese Family Fund was false, the Government
attempted to prove that the funds in the Church's Chase
Mdnhattan Bank account were derived fr6m

street fundraising,

thereby appealing to the expressed biases of the jurors

again* such practices.

-a

T. 2774; see Brief of the United
M.

States in United States v. Moon, 82-1275 (2nd Cir. Feb.
1983) at 19.

51/
See, Supplemental Comments On behalf of the Unification
Church of America (August 15, 1984).
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This tactic was illustrated, during the direct /".
auciMination of Michael Warder, a former Church member, when
the prosecutor asked:
Was there any praCtrice that was follow..

G:

by American church Isiderkwith respect to
parsonal funds?
T. 513p.. Counsel for ,Reverend Moot nd Kr. Xemiyani
immediately objected, asserting that thlrinquiry intruded
upon religious tenets of the Unification Church subject to
the protection of the First Amendment.

The Court

subsequantlyqesponded that the question pertained to the
origin of certain assets contained within the Japanese
Family Fund:
.
I think it (is relevant)
(TEE COURT):
in that the Government's implicit pbsition albeit
ciated, is that the Family Fund
not very well a
fact collections raised
moneys wove
by Ji0anese and other workers.
domesticar
.

T. 5

.

This Jamie would have been irrelevant had it not

been for the false swearing counts against Mr. Eamiyama.
The basis for the introduction of
,evidence was thus confirm10 bytthe

is highly prejudicial
r

tor:

rnment's position
(MR. FLUMENBAUM): The
is that a portior.that we have proved, a- portion
of the funds thatWere deposited in Moon's account
was derived from fund raising in the United
(This) is inconsistent with what
States.
.
He said the
Mr. Xamiyama saig in the grandilury.
As to the fund raising
money came from dSverseas.
it is our position that we have proved that
substantial amounts of the furid came from fund
raising in the United States. We will not be able
to prove that every penny that is deposited came
from fund raising.
.

'T. 5141-42.

.

(Emphasis added.)
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Mr. Ramiyama, moreover, was presented to the jury
as a loyal and longstanding follower and aide to Reverend
Moon.

His presence as a co-defendant and the implicit

allegation that, in allegedly testifying falsely to the
Grand Jury, Mr. Kaniyama war following Reverend Moon's
orders, fit perfectly into the Government's underlying

agenda -- that the Unification Church was &Ahem, and

is

rather than being a religion, it was a means of the personal
enrichment of Reverend Moon at the expense of "brainwashed"
Church members.

In support of its theory, the Government

attempted to prove that Reverend Moon demanded complete

obedience from Church members (T. 4008, members museekeep
quiet, keep silent and just obey nine), T. 5724, even to; the
point that Reverend Moon made binding choices of mar5iage
for members.

T. 5718-5720.

The Government also attem3ted

repeatedly to introduce evidence that Reverend Moon lived
lavishly, T. 2578-2585; 2726; T. 5920%5911 (evidence of
.value and upkeep expenses of Reverend Moon's residence),
even though such information had no conceivable relevance to
the case.

Thus, the Government "proved" its conspiracy case
against Mr. Kamiyana by purportedly demonstrating that
Mr. Kamiyama had made false declarations to the Grand Jury
implicitly inviting the jury to assume that he did so out of

loyalty to Reverendicn, and "proved" its case against
Reverend Moon by arguing that followers of Reverend Moon

44
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invariably do that, and only that, which Reverend Moon tells
them to do.

The Government's proof therefore, conformed

perfectly to the prejudices of the jury which were revealed

,during voir dire, iiiainvited the jury to cOnvicp on the
basis of unproven, unprovable and outrageous claims that
Reverend Moon had unlimited power over his followers,
including the power Alt compel. them to testify falsely.

IV

Finally, the presence of Mr. Itamiyama and the

corresponding expansion of the issues in the case was used

by the GoveTment to transform a highly technical tax
dispute over beneficial ownership and trust principles into
what the Government portrayed as a sinister criminal
conspiracy, which led directly-to the incarceration of both
defendants.

At sentencing, the trial court specifically

relied on the additional charges in imposing prison
sentencess

I think that if this case were
[TEE COURT
concerned solely with the tax offenses, taking
into account the fact that defendant was newly in
this country at the time of the offense, and that
his facility with English is limited, and taking
into account certain other, unique factors concerning his relationship to the Church and its
business entities, that a suspended sentence would
be appropriate for the tax offenses, if that were,
all we were confronted with.
an
ju

However, there is a conspiracy charge here
conspiracy charge is an attempt to obstruct
ce, to cause other persons to commit perjury,-

See, Supplemental Comments on behalf of the Unification
CieJrch of America (August 15, 1984) .
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I

make false statements, to submit falsified documents.

S. 136.

Mr. Ramiyames prosecution, accordingly, had asignificant.
and pronounced impact upon the overall tenor of
trial.

53/

E.

The Government's Improper False Swearing
Charges Against Mr. Remiyama Were Supported
With Equally etintrived Allegations Perttining
to Certain Church Financial Documents.

In conjunction with the Government's charge that
Mr. Kamiyama committed perjtry, the indictment also alleged
thpt Mr

amiyama attempted to obstruct the Government's

investigation by submitting various documents which were
false and which were intended to mislead the Justice
Department and the Grand Jury.

These documents included:

(1) various Loan agreements reflecting the tranefer of funds
from foreign Chuzch membera to Mr. Kamiyama;

(2) a "Japanese

Family Fund Ledger" ("Ledgee) ", which listed the dates and

the amounts of contributions from Japanese Church members;

c3/

--

See also, T. 5533:
.TEE COURT:
I can tell you you We., the
Goveinmentl would have very little evidence of
willful fraud. It is the-attempt to cover up and
all of the shifting around that makes this into a
criminal tax ease. It is the subsequent
obstruction, if provedYthat makes a willful tax
fraud out of an initial failumto-ileelare the
time deposies.

4t 6
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and (3) the amended minutes of the'first meeting, of the
Board of Directors of Tong II Enterprises, Itlf. ("Tong

which addressed the transfer of certa4n inventory from the
.Church to Tong II in exchange for stock which had been
issued to Reverend Moon.

The Governent argued that this

stock constituted unreported income to Reverend Moon.
As discussed below, there,is no evidence
whatsoever in the record that either the loan agreements -which were adiittedly backdated -- dr the Tong II minutes
were admi.- adly amended -- were substantively false,

i.e., that.the loan agreements did not reflect actual loan
transactions or thatithe minutes did not refleCt events
which had actually occurred.

With ;e7;14kt to the Faultily

Fund Led- -r, for example, the Government did prove that

several of the many hundreds of entries were incorrect.

At

the time the Ledger was submitted, however, the Government

was specifically advised that it represented an attempt to
reconstruct a complicated series of transactions from
contempor neous memoranda which summarized the o riginal
transactiops.

There was no evidence that the errors which

occurred, some of which were corrected by the Church prior
to submission, were made intentionally by the individual who
prepared the Ledger, or that they were made at the direction
verend,Mcon or Mr. Kamiyama in order to obstruct the
Government's investigation.) Nevertheless, the prottecution's

Rtention that these documents were intentionally
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was given undue credence by tIce mistranslated ,testimony

supporting the Government's perjury charges.
F.

The Tong 17. Minutes Were Not Falsified.

.The Government stated that the Tong I3 tiputes
were false because

the minutes of the "first meeting of the

Board of Directors of Tong Il dated July 2, 1973 were
changed on or about December, 1978."

(Letter froi

Mr. Martin Flumenjeum to Mr. Charles Stillman, Decepber 22,
1981.)

The minutes of.this T¢ag 11 Board of Directors cited

by the Government, however, were admittedly changed by a
formal amendment to the minutes, as recilded in a letter
dated December 27,1978 from AI. Francis Sogi, Zsg. to
Mr. Lewis Bur4ess, Vice President of Tong Ii.
1726-1729. 11/

GX.

Tong I1'n organizational meeting on Cull, 2,

1973 was held at the beginning of a period of intensive
Church activity.

54/.

The latter months of i973 wore devoted to

Mr. Sogi's letter stated:
Dear Mr. Burgess:

I have revised the last two pages of the
minutes of the first meeting of the Board of
Directors of Tong II Enterprises, Inc. which was
held on July 2, 1973 to reflect the resolutions
which were actually gassed at that meeting.
/

In this connection it
ould be noted that the revision of
corporate minutes or
Ily drafted by laymen is a common
and accepted business practice, as is a certain amount of
delay in recording such minutes.
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wide - ranging missionary efforts in the United States.

55/

As a r i sult, minutes of the organizational meeting drafted
by Tong Ills attorney' were not reviewed by -Tong Il

management officials until a much later date.

;Alen this

review was finally completed, it was determined that
corrections were necessary.

Whose corrections, however,

were requested in order to make the minutes more accurate,

not with the intent to falsify them or obstruct the
Government's investigation.

.

<

It was never disputed that the 1978 changes to the
July..2, 1973 minutes added a statement to the effect that

merchanikse valued at $55,500 had been contributed by the

Unification Church of New York to Tong II, representing the

vlue of the stock subsequently issued to Reverend Moon.
Although this change -=was made in late December, 1978, it was

supported by an April 3, 1973 Setter from Mr. Joe Tully,

President of the Unification Church of New York to

J

55/

During cross examination, Mr. Keith Cooperrider stated:

%."

[Beginning in 1973) 'we had several
A:
tours, a seven city tour, a 21 city tour, a 32
city tour, a 40 city tour, and they are fast
The 32 city tour was only two days in
moving.
each state and then he would go on to another
There would be a dinner and a speech the
state.
next night, maybe 2,000 people at the speech. He
Reverend Moon) was working very hard at
(i.e.
We
that time and we were growing very rapidly.
sent-pioneers out to fifty states.

T. 4371.
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Kr. Kamiyama, the sole promoter of Tong Il,

The Government

argued that this letter had been backdated and that it may
have been written in early 1974, but the Government never

.

disputed that tie inventory was actually transferred at the
stated time.
S

Indeed, the Government's original indictment
alleged that the stock which Reverend Moon received

was

received in part in consideration for approximately $55,000
worth of merchandise imported from Korea and 'paid for by

letters of credit issued against a bank account at the
County Trust Bank in the name of UCNY

Unification
0-

Church of New York).
Indictment.)

.

(Count One -- 12(b), October 15, 1981

Moreover, even if the April 3, 1973 letter

was written in early 1974, that event would have been at
least two years before tne Internal Revenue Service
investigation began.

Thus, the letter could not have been

backdated in furtherance of a conspiracy to obsvuct the
Government's investigation of Reverend Moon's tax practices.
Finally, as noted earlier, them) was no attempt to conceal
the fact that the changes to the minutes had beim made, nor
was there any evidence whatsoever that the changes did not
accurate' .k reflect the actual events which occurred at that
Board meeting.
2.

The Allegedly False Loan Agreernihts
Reflected Actual Transactions.

Similarly, the indictment alleged that certain
loan agreements submitted to the Department of Justice on

410
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June 22, 1981 in conjunc'-4.on with an affidavit excuted by

$r. Kamiyama were false and misleading.

(Count One --

13(w); Count Seven -- 22; Count Eight -- 23, October 15
1981 Indictment.)

TheoCovernment subsequently argued that

these do-cements were false because they 'were backdated and

were created in order to account for monies deposited into
(Letter of Mr. Martin Flumenbaum to

Mason's bank accounts."

Mr. Charles Stillman, dated February 5, 1982, p.

72.)

It was

never disputed, however, that the funds subject to the loan
%agreements were in fact transferred totthe Church's Chase
1 hattan Bank accounts.

While the defendants did not dispute that four of
the eight loan agreements weriesigned after the dates
56/

indicated thereon, --

the Government insisted upon

introducing evidence to that effect.

The Government,

however, failed to produce any evidence demonstrating that
the loan agreements did not reflect transactions which had
actually occurred.

By contrast, the defense introduced

evidence which indicated that the diicuments did memorialize
genuine prior events.

Thus, the Government relied primarily

56/

Indeed, Mr. Kamiyama acknowledged during his Grand Jury
testimony that certain of the loan agreements were
backdated.
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on the suspicion wisich resulted from the fact that some of

the loan agreements were backdated, rather than attempting
to establish beyond a reasonable doub

were false because the events reflecte
occur.

that t
there

documents
did not

Cla

The Family Fund Ledger Was Not Assembled
in Order to Thwart the Government's
Investigation.
The Family FundaLedger, which was prepared by a

Church member, Ms. Yukik Matsumura ("Ma. Matsumura.).'
listed the dates and amounts of contributions from Japanese

Church members

tween June, 1972 and March, 1976.

Ledger also set

orth the contributor's name; date of

The

arrival in the Usz ted States; disbursemes from the Fund;
and a running balance.

Among the disbu,'Aments listed in
4

the Ledger were transactions corresponding with certain
deposits in the Church's Chase Manhattan Bank accounts.

With respect to three of these disbursements, the swords of
the bank indicated that the deposits were not in cash, but
rather were checks unrelated to the Family Fund.

On the

basis of these entries, the Government asserted that the
entire document was false and that it was constructed after
the fact to account for deposits into the Chase Manhattan
Bank accounts:

The so-called Family Fund Ledgers were created in
late 1976 or early.077 for the purpose of falsely
accounbiro (a) for funds deposited into Moon's
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bank accounts at Chase Manhattan Bank and (b) f2r
funds used personally by Xamiyama.
A. 676.

The Government further argued that it would prove

that these documents are false and frauduleAt by showing,

among other things, that specific disbursements from the
'Family Fund' which are supposedly deposited into Moon's
accounts, could not have been so deposited."
This theory, in its entirety, was based upon the
four checks deposited into the Chase Manhattan Bank
accounts.

The Government claimed that these checks could

not have originated with the Family Fund because that fund
was composed solely of cash assets.

Similarly, the

Government c aimed that the Ledger was false because certain
corrections

erf; pasted over original entries. 5-21, As

discussed below, however, in view of the circumstances
surrounding the preparation and submission of the Family
Fund Ledger and the evidence of substantial cash
contributions from Japanese Church members introduced during
the trial, the entries relied upon by the Government do not
support the Government's argument concerning'the source of
the Family Fund, nor do they demonstrate that the Ledger was
intentionally falsified.

During the period beginning in early 1973 through
1976, the accounting functions relating to the Japanese

57/

See, e.g., T. 6197-6212.
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Family Fund were performed by three different Church
members.
the Fund.

Initially, Mr. Rikio Yamamoto was responsible for
He continued to perform accounting functions

until July

1973.

responsibi

ty for the FMnd.

At this time Ms. Yoko Yamanishi assumed
Ms. Yamanishi, who performed

the accounting functions for approximately five months,
turned over that responsibility to Ms. Tomoko Torii in
November of 1973.

Both Ms. Yamanishi and Ms. Torii's recorded
various transactions informally by making notations on

soaps of paper.

These were provided to Ms. Yukiko

Matsumura, when she assumed responsibility for the Family

Fund in 1976. M/ Ms. Matsumura was the individual who
subsequently prepared the Family Fund Ledger based on these
notes.

During 1973 to 1976, Mr. Kenji Onuki served as a
chauffeur and personal assistant to Reverend Moon.

In this

capacity, Mx. Onuki was asked on several occasions to
transport deposits from the Family Fund to the Chase
Manhattan Bank accounts.

Mr. Onuki was also asked on

several occasions to assist Church members by cashing checks
for them.

He did so by presenting there checks to the

511 See, Declaration of Tomoko Torii, att ched hereto as
-Supplemental Exhibit 2.
t14\%.
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person responsible for administering the Family Fund. 221
Mr. Onuki was then given cash from the Fund, in exchange for

These checks were subsequently included with

these checks.

the cash deposit.. made in the Chase accounts.
Mr. Kamiyama, however, was not informed of this practice and
in fact believed that all of the deposits made in the Chase
accounts from the Family Fund wire made in cash.

Although the original contributiois to the
Japanese Family Fund were thus made in cash., as a result of

the transactions described above, sone of the deposits mpde

to the Chase accounts also included checks. ,To the extent
4

that these checks represented original cash contributions,
LL

their inclusion in the Chase deposits cotradicts the
Government argument that the entire Family Fund was false
and that the Fund did not in fact exiiit.

Ms. Matsumura submittrli the Family Fund Ledger to

the Justice Department with an affidavit which stated that
she assumed responsibility for the Family Fund beginning in
March, 1976 and that she prepared the Family Fund Ledger
based on records given to her by the Church's former
bookkeeper, Ms. Torii.

6Q/

In this affidavit, Ms. Matsumura

stated that while she could not recall when the documents

191 See, Declaration of Kenji Onuki, attached hereto as
Supplemental Exhibit 3,
60/

See, Notes 57 and 58, iupra.
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submitted with the aft4davit were prepared, the last entry

on the Family Fund Ledger was March 24, 1976, therefore, she
thought that that'was the date on which it was prepared.

Ms. Matsumura also acknowledged in her affidavit that

seveal corrections had been made to the Ledger after she
prepared it. El These corrections were made in August,
1977 at the

ucgestion of Mr. Robert H. Elliott, Jr.

('Mr. Elliott';, a tax attorney with the Washington, D.C.
law firm of Caplin 6 Drysdale.

Mr. Elliott first reviewed

the Ledger in June, 1977 and togethsi with an accountant,
ered several mistakes.

Ms. Matsumura subsequently

ted these mistakes by pasting new entries over the
original ones.

AlI corrections to the Ledger, however, were

made with the advice of Mr. Elliott, and were not designed
to mislead the Government or-otherwise obstruct its

'

investigation.

During the trial, Ms. Matsumura testified that she
had subsequently reconstructed the events surrounding the
preparation of the Ledger and c!nitlirded that it had,boan

prepared in either December, 1976 or January, 1977.

61/

She

Obviously such corrections would not have been openly
acknowledged if the Family Fund Ledger had been prepared
with fraudulent intent. Moreover, if the Ledged been
intended to mislead the Government, a revised
r
document would have been developed, incorporating the
changes suggested by counUel.
In this manner, corrections
to the Ledger would not have been apparent, as were the
changes made by pasting over the original entires.
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explained that it had been suggested when she first assumed

responsibility for the Ledger in March of 1976 thatshe
assemble a single ledger combining all cf the materials
which had previously been prepared by several different
people.

The Church was occupied with numerou

religious

activities at that time, however, and she could not prepare
the Ledger.
,

She further explained that in,May, 1976 the

Church was preparing for a rally at Yankee Stadium,'followed
bYla rally in front of the Washington Monument on

September 18, 1976, and that sheWasresponsible for
assisting more than 250 Church members who had arrivedfroM
Japan.

Thus, until these Church members returned to Japan

in the latter part of 1976, she was unable to begin work on
the FaMily Fund Ledger.

T. 4640-4642.

The Government argued that M. Matsumura had sworn
in her affidavit that she made,the Ledger in March, 1976,
.contrary to her trial testimony that she had created the
Ledger in December, 1976 or early 1977, after the criminal
tax investigation had been initiated.

(Brief for the United

States of America, U.S. Court of Appeals, p. 41.)

earlier, however, the Government's'allegatio

As noted

that

Ms. Matsumura's statements were false is contradicted by her
affidayit, in which she admitted that she could not recall
the exact date she prepared,-ttie Ledger, but rather assumed

that it had been assembkedin MSF0h, 1976.
0
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The Government charged, moreover; that the funds
described in the Ledger were not received entirely from
Japanese Church members.

The prosecution thnsargued that

"an inference [could] be drawn from certain phony entries in
document was created at a

[the] ,document that the

different time for. the sole ppose of obstructing lustice
and is fraudulent."' P. 204.

the Cour._ emphasized, however,

'even if that is so, it doesn't'mean the,peopleVidn' t
contribute the money.'

P. 204.

Indeed, the Court

questioned the.very logic of the government's theory,
noting: '.

.

it is no' clear to me yhy you say that

non-Japanese funds went into this Feed

:Fund, which at, the

same time you &mot acknowledge ever existed."
(Emphasis added.)

.

P. 214.

,These admclitionssare particularly

relevant in'Iight of.the fact that the funds reflected in
the Ledger were primarily in the form of cash, and were
therefore not directly traceable.

Even, Mr. Flumenbaum

admitted at trial that he was not certain where the vast
62/

majority of the funds originated. --

flt...ummary then, the prosecution pursued its

obstruc,',n of justice case through inuendo, suspicion and
the creation of illusory disputes.

While the defendants

acknowledged that the Fa4ily Fund Ledger had been

62/

See, T. 4868.

See also, T. 4874, 487

4 77.

41-8
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constructed from fragmenta

ontemporaneous memoranda and
1 pe ticulars, the Government

had been corrected in
insisted

n belts . ing the point that the Ledger had been'

constructs

after the fact and corrected.

The Government

did not es ablish, however, that the Ledger was incorrect or
Indeed, the evideace clearly

intentionally misleading.

demonstrate that the Family Fyld Ledger was accurate,
produced op nly, and corrected where necessary on the advise
of counsel.

The Falie Swearing and Obstruction of Justice
end Conspiracy Charges Against Mr. Kamiyama
r-Ne~Were the Decisive Factor in the Government's
\ Decision to Prosecute Reverend Moon.
F.

\

As demonstrated above, Mr. Kamiyama did not
testify falsely before the Grand Jury as alleged by the
Government.

Neither were the various financial documents

submitted to the Justice Department surreptitiously altered
in order to impede the Government's investigation of
%M.

Reverend Moon.

The importance of these points cannot be

overemphasized, because

finai recision to prosecute

Reverend Moon based solely upon such false swearing,
obstruction of justice and related conspiraclo charges.

In

several well-considered memoranda prepared by career

attorneys the Justice Department originally concluded that
Reverend

should not be prosecuted.

This initial

decision was reversed, however, in a half-page memorandum
based entirely upon the Government's unwarranted assertion

419
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that Mr. Xamiyama had testified falsely before the Grand

Jury and had preferred false and misleading documents to the
Justice Department In an effort to thwart its investigation.
The GoVernment thus implicit ;y assumed that these actions

were taken at the direction of Reverend Moon.

63/

Following the initial investigation of Reverend

Moon by the Tax Division of the Justice Department, a
meeting was held between attorneys'for Reverent Moon and
Mr. Xamiyama and Tax Division atteltneys on June 22 and.

June 23, 1981. In conjunction with this meeting, several
documents were, submitted to the Tax Division by the
defendants' attorneys.

Based upon a review of these

documents, as well as the Grand Jury investigation conducted

63/

The only Church member who ,testified for the GovernMent
consistently stated that he was not told to lgie by Reverend
Moon:

Did [Reverend Moon]
chael, here's what I want

[MX. ST
Q:
call you in and say,
you to say to the SEC
1

Did he do
A:

tk\iiit?

-4[MR. NERI

No.

*

*

[MR. STILLMAN]: The fact of the matter
Q:
is he did not [ask you to lie] kin't that correct?
A:

[MR. WARDER]:

He did not, you are

right.

T. 5262.
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during June and July of 1981, the Sax Division attorney

prepared an eleven-page medorandum raciftmendag that
Reverend Moon not be preftecuted; Al/

This decision warp

apparently prorated by the concern that the prosecution
would not be able to prove that Reverend Moon was connected
with any,Ifforts to Obstruct justice, and because Reverend

Moon might have been entitled to a large charitable
contribution deduction not claimed on his tax returns, which
would have resulted in little or no tax liability. 653 This
in
memorandum was sti,sequently reviewed by a senior official

the Criminal Section of the Tax Division who agreed in a

threepage memorandum issued August 17, 1981, that
prosecution of Reverent Moon was not advisable. Finally, on
August 20, 1981, the Cnief of the Tax Division's Criminal
Section agreed, that thsi prosecution should be declined.

On August 21, 1981, however, Mr. Flumenbaum wrote
the
to the then Acting Deputy Assistant Attorney General for

Tax Division, recommending that Reverend Moon and
Mr. Kamiyama both be prosecuted.

Mr. Flumenbaum's letter

pointed out that new 'evidenr:fe" had been discovered which

conclusively proved that Mr. Kamiyama had testified

64/

111(1sely

This memorandum was issued August 4, 1981.

.-V
For the years in question (i.e., 1973-75) even without
liability in
this deduction, Reverend Moon incurred no tax
1973, and only $5,000 for 1974 and $2,300 for 1975.
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before the Grand Jury and that the documents submitted to

the`Justi a Depytment had been created or altered in order
,

to obst u

the Government's investigation.

set fort

This memorandum

pecific examples of Mr. Kamiyama's allegedly

perjurious

temente before the Grand Jury.

Shortly

thereafter, Mr. Flumenbaum visited Washington, D.C. and
personally presented his arguments to the Justice Departme
in support of his recommendation that therprosecution
authorized.

Subsequently, on September 10, 1981, in a

half-page memorandum, the Acting Deputy Assistant Attorney

General for the Tax Division, Mr. Gilbert Andrews, approved
criminal proceedings against both Reverend Moon and
Mr.

Essentially then, the erroneous and improper
charges asserted by the Government against Mr. Xamiyama
directly precipitated the prosecution of Reverend Moon.

As

indicated by the various preliminary prosecution memoranda,
the Government's evidence of criminal tax violations by
Reverend Moon vas'tenuous at best.

The prosecution

therefore concentrated its efforts upon developing,a
fictional conspiracy, presumably directed by ReverAd Moon,
to obstruct the Government's investigation.

The principal

elements of this alleged conspiracy were Mr. Xamiyama's
purportedly false testimony and the'documents submitted to
the Justice Department.

It is thus doubly significant that

P.'
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the erineous and contrived nature of the charges against
Mr. Kamiyama be recognized by the public at large.
Conclusion.

G.

In summary, Mr. Kamiyame did

testify falsely

before the Grand Jury or submit false documents to the
.;ustice Department.

the Government.

Thus,"no conspiracy existed to defraud

Mr. Kamiyames prosecution rather, derived

specifically from the Government's willful or blatantly
negligent retention of an incompetent Grand Jury
interpreter.

The Government, in selecting this interpreter,

completeltly ignored the standards established by the Court

Interpreters Act, as well as its own obligation to provide

Mr. Kamiyama with a qualified interpreter as a matter of
fundamental fairness.

The imp;oprieties connected with this faulty
selection were inevitably compounded by the prosecutor's
steadfast, unjustified and unreasonable refusal to

subtitute admittedly more accurate pat-hoc translations of
Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony for the original
interpretation set forth in the indictment.

The Government,

fully apprised of the fundamentally defective nature of the
Grand Jury interpretation, and ordered by the Co rt to
delete portions thereof from the indictment, nevoirtheless
proceeded to utilize that interpretation as the basis for
its charges against Mr. Kamiyama.

423

At no point, moreover,
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did the Government disclose existing evidence of the
terpreters incompetence to the Grand' Jury or Mr. Kamiyama.

By these actions, the Government callously disregarded

Mr. Kamiyama's constitutional rights and demonstrated its
eagerness to continue this prosecution irrespective of the
cost.

These improper false swearing charges, moreover,
were combined with equally spurious allegations

pertaining

to the falsity of documents submitted to t6AcJustice
Department in order to develop a "conspiracy" which served
as a pretext for the prosecution of Reverend Moon.

The

Government, however, failed to produce evidence
demonstrating that the relevant documents were substantively
incorrect or inaccurate.

Instead, the prosecution claimed

that en inference of falsity could be drawn from the mere
fact that the documents were backdated or reconstructed.

Reconstruction, however, is not necessarily indicative of
false content.

This is particularly true where, as here,

the reconstructions were open and acknowledged, rather than
surreptiti us, and the original materials were prepared by
laymen, u 'accustomed to American financial and legal
practices.
evi
any

The trial record, in fact, is devoid of any

ace cf

a five falsity.

Neither Mr. Kamiyama, nor

urch member, accordingly, submitted false documents to

the Go ernment.

Indeed, the trial record reflects that
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Reverend Moon did not request his 'followers to lie in their

dealings with the Government.

The Government, however, used this totally
fictio xl conrpiraCy theorX as a basis for thet!rtroduction
of highly prejudicial evidence pertaining to the religious
practices of the Unification Church and the role of Reverend
Moon within Unification the logy.

It cannot be

overemphasised that such natters .of faith must remain

inviolate if the religious freedom guaranteed by the First
Above all, it should not be

Amendment is to be preserved.

within the province of GO;ernment to turn sincerely
religious beliefs against theit. adherents in a court of law,

essentially utilizing such beliefs to pave the way to the
penitentiary.

For all these reasons, the prosecution of Reverend
Moon and m*, 'taAiyzma takes on an exceedingly ominous
character.

Yet, it is hoped chat this description of the
Kam yama and the earlier comments

proceedings against
relating to Reverend

VOC3/1

public discussion of tiles

s trial will foster a continuing

vital issues, which will serve to

4

strengthen the fundamental

'can concept of unfettered

-

religioua liberty.
y submitted,

Canfield
rd
Robert E. Beggistad
Mark S. Weiss
For the Unification Church of
America

December 10, 1984
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December 28, 1984

Honorable at rin G. Hatch
SubconmAttee on the Constitut
United States Senate Committ
on the Judiciary
suite 135, Russell Building
20510
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The enclosed mem,randue is intended to summarize

the various issues raised by the separate ritten comments
previously submitted on behalf of the Unification Church of
America on August 15, 1984 and on December 10, 1984.
Because of the length of these subillissions, we felt that it

might he helpful to ingIude thiskdocument as an introductory
summary in the hearing record.

present a broad overview

This document is intended to

f the proceedings against Reverend

Moon and Mr. Ramiyama and to demonstrate the interdependence
of the charges brought against each.

The sumptuary

demonstrates that the prosecution of Mr. Kamiyama had 'a

crucial impact upon the trial and conviction of Reverend
mcon.

An set forth in detail in the comments which have
been previously submitted, the facts surrounding the joint

426

420
prosecution of Reverend Moon and Mr. Namiyama lead
inevitably to the conclusion that the government's case
against them
trial of the
tenets.

We

o stituted nothing less than a indictment and
ication Church, its members and theological
Iieve that the implications of this joint

prosecution arc critically relevant to the issues of

religious liberty currently being reviewed by the
Subcommi ttee .

Si :ccrely;

Edward F. Canfield
LFC:cs
Enclosure

ti
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BACKGROUND s SUMMARY

dicial Effect of the Joint Frosecution and Tria

On August 15, 1984, written comments were
submitted to the United States Senate Subcommittee on the
Constitution (Committee on the Judiciary) detailing the
prejudicial impact of the circumstances surrounding the
prosecution and trial of Reverend Sun Myung Moon, founder
and spiritual leader of the international Unification Church
movement ("Unification Church movement").

More recently,

supplemental comments addressing the prosecution of Reverend
Moon's co-defendant, Mr. Takeru Kamiyama were forwarded to
the Subcommittee for inclusion in its formal hearing record.

These documents demonstrate the fundamental impropriety of
the prosecution of Reverend Moon and the interdependence of
the proceedings against both defendants.

The separate comments submitted to the
Subcommittee should be read together for the reasons set
forth below.

Thus integrated, they demonstrate that the

proceedings against Reverend Moon and Mr. Kamiyama
ultimately constituted a singular coordinated attack upon
the international Unification Church movement.

Reverend Moon was convicted of Conspiracy and
Subscribing to False Federal Income Tax Returns on July 16,
1982, following a six week jury trial.

The same jury,

sitting in the Southern District of New York, also convicted
Mr. Kamiyama of Conspiracy, False Swearing, Obstruction of
Justice and Submission of False Documents.

42

famiyama, a
"5.
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to

long-staliding associate of Reverend Moon, had been a

finahcial advisor for the international Unification Church
movement.

The proceedings in this case were the result of an
extensive Internal Revenue Siervice audit of Reverend Moon's

personal finances between 1973 and 1975, formally initiated
on October 12, 1976.

While this audit lasted for several

years and ultimately involved an investigation of
Unification Church movement assets, the audit indicated that
Reverend Mgen was Jot liable for Ala excess federal income
tax in 1973 and that he was liable for only $5,000 and
62,300 excess federal income tax in 1974 and 1975
respectively.

However, even this minimal tax liability, as

asserted by the government, should not have been attributed
to Reverend Moon because the assets at issue were the
property of the Unification Church movement.

Had the

government properly recognized this fact in preparing its
calculations, Reverend Moon would not have been subject to
any tax liability whatsoever for the years in question.
Because the amounts claimed by the government would not
normally have justified a prosecution fOr tax evasion, the
r

government relied upon an abstract theory charging Reverend
Moon with subscribing to materially false Federal Income Tax
Returns.

In doing so, the government successfully utilized

an initial allegation of minimal tax liability in order to
support a major tax prosecution.
(

Because the government's investigation of Reverend

Moon disclosed a paucity of evidence of any wrongdoing,
prosecution of Reverend Moon was initially rejected by the
Department of Justice.

The initial favorable determination,

however, was reversed when the Assistant United States
Attorney responsible for Reverend Moon's case, Mr. Martin
Flumenbaum, personally presented the Tax Division with
purported "evidence' of perjury and submission of false
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documents by Mr. Kamiyama.

This unusual step reflected Mr.

Flumenbaum's overriding determination to pursue criminal
charges against Reverend Moon and Mr. Ramiyana.

This

determination was manifested, moreover, in comments to
Justice Department colleagues, reported in the "American
Lawyer":

(Mr.) MSik Pomerantz [an Assistant United States
Attorney) remembers that when the prosecutors, returned
from a trip to the Justice Department in Washington to
argue for authorization on the Moon indictment,
Flumenbaum turned down a ride back to the New York
courthouse from the airport this way:
'If they don't
want to authorize prosecution, I'll take the subways,
back to Paul, Weiss.'
[i.e., his pridr employer.)
Mr. Flunienbaum's allegations against Mr. Kamiyama,

used to support the'decision to go forward with this
prosecution, grew out of Mr. Xamiyama's appearance before a
Federal Grand Jury investigating Reverend Moon's finances.

Mr. Kamiyama was summoned before the Grand Jury on July 9,
16 and 21, 1961 because of his familiarity with the
financial interests of the Unification Church movement.

Due

to Mr. Xamiyama's lack of fluency in English, however,"his
testimony before the Grand Jury was interpreted by Mr. John
Mochizuki, a Japanese- English interpreter retained by Mr.
Flumenbaum.
Although he knew that Mr. Ramiyama's testimony

would be a vital element of the government's case against
Reverene Moon, Mr. Flumenbaum, in selecting an interpreter
for Mr. Kamiyama, did not attempt to consult with Court

officials normally responsible for the retention of
interpreters.

moreover, in selecting his own interpreter,

Mr. Flumenbaum did not even comply with the basic
requirements of the Court Interpreters Act of 1978. This Act
mandates the appointment of qualified interpreters for
parties and witnesses not proficient in the English language
in actions brought by the Federal government.

See, American Lawyer, November, 1982.

Thus, the

a
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interpreter selected by Mr. Flumenbaum was not certified for
court interpretation, and indeed, was classified by the
DepArtment of State as being qualified only for informal

Olescort" type summary interpretation.

Predietably, than,

Mr. Mochizuki's interpretation was gravely inaccurate.

This

fact was repeatedly confirmed both prior to the return of
the final indictment and thereafter.

Mr. FIumenbaum

fact, was provided with accurate translations of the Grand
Jury proceedings prepared by a court-appointed translator
and an independent translator whoa he, himself, retained.
He ignored these translations, however, and insisted upon
charging Kr. Ramiyama with six counts of false swearing
obefore the Grand Jury based upon the original
misinterpretation of his testimony.

The 'evidence" which led to the reversal of the
Tax Division's decision not to prosecute Reverend Moon,
accordingly, was based upon

misinterpretation of Mr.

Kamiyama's testimony -- a misinterpretation which the
government encouraged through the retention of an
uncertified, incompetent interpreter.

Properly interpreted,

Mr. Ramiyama's testimony waXnot perjurious.

The record

demonstrates, moreover, that because of Mr. Mochizuki's

misinterpretation and ignorance of court proceedings, M.
Ramiyama was not properly sworn as a witness, a necessary
prerequisite to a perjury prosecution.

Similarly, because

of Mr. Mochizuki's inexperience with legal proceedings, Mr.

.

Amendment
Ramiyama was not given effective perj ry and Fif
teni i erprter,
Thus, by appointing an inc
warnings.

pr

the government all.Jwed Mr. Ramiyama to fall into a

linguistic perjury trap resulting in the allegedly false
testimony which was used by the prosecution to support the
,

conspiracy theory which had been developed.

With this

'evidence" of fraudulent action, Mr. Flumeebaum successfully
ecured.authorization for the prosecution and ultimate
eviction of both defemdants.
"1
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The charge that one of Reverend Moon's closest

advisok had committed perjury and had submitted false
documents to the Justice Department had an obvious
prejudicial impact on this proceeding.

Sialarly, the

allegations against Mr. Xamiyame provided the

with a means by which inflammatory evidence could be
introduced in support of the alleged conspiracy.

In order

to exploit this evidence, the government insisted upon a
trial before a jury which wpuld be more susceptible to such
prejudicial evidence than would be a judge presiding in a
bench trial.

It did so with knowledge that a public poll

had confirmed that a substantial portion of the general
public held an unfavorable image of the international
Unification Church movement and even though both defendants
had requested a non-jury trial.

The Courtrearille expressing

misgivings over the government's action, ignored this
indisputable evidence of hostile public opinion regarding
the Unification Church movement and denied defendants'
request for non-jury trial.

Once it successfully secured a jury trial, the
government attempted to take advantage of the known
preconceptions and biases of the jurors by introducing
highly prejudicial and irrelevant evidence.

For eyemple, by

demonstrating the intense faith and devotion of adherents to
Unification theology, the prosecution sought to establish
that Church members would go to any length to protect
Reverend Moon -- including the commission of illegal and
conspiratorial acts,

This information clearly would have

been inadmissible had Reverend Moon been tried alone.

The

Court, nevertheless, permitted the evidence to be admitted,
accepting the government's argument that such evidence was
necessary to support the general and vague conspiracy
alleged in the indictment.

Mr. Kamiyama's presence,

therefore, served to convert a trial involving narrow

questions of tax and trust principles int1

of the

UnificatiokChurch movement itself.
In conclusion, the record reveals that the
prosecution and conviction of Reverend Moon were motivated

and supported by gojrnmental bias toward the international
Unification Church movement.

As t7,14ader of that

movement, Reverend Moon was selectively prosecuted for
financial practices which have boon readily accepted when
utilised by established religions in the United States.

The

government thus used Reverend Moon as a scapegoat 'ad used
osecution in order to establish * precedent
gove
Indse
tw'several

n

,intrusion into the affairs of religion

groups.

as Rave:end Moon himself noted in a speech given
s
following
his indictments

'I would not be

standing here today if my skin were white and my religion
were Presbyterian.

I am here today only because my/skin is

yellow and my religion is Unification Church.' 31 ,This
.1.

- conclusion is supported by the fact that the goves;nment

.spent several hundred thousand dollars in order to prosecute

a tax deficiency which even according to its own
calculations was less than $8,000 during the 3-year period
in question.

Both dafendanti were thus subjected to

manifold injustices, including violations of their Fifth
Amendment right to a fair trial and standards of due process
which are the proper concern of the Subcommittee and all
responsible citizens.

2/

This speech, given in front orthe United States
coutthouse at Foley Square in New York City, was later cited
by the government as the basis for its decision to refuse
the defends:its' request for a non-jury trial.
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92 STAT. 2040

PUBLIC LAW 95-539OCT. 28. 1978

""lailik

Public Law 95-539
95th Congress
An Act
Oct 28. 1978
1S. 13I5i
Conn

laseiresers Act.
USC I ease.
28 USC 1827.

To providx, swan a,Qrctivelf tot the use of interpreters La warts of Use Maud

Stays. sad A.: saw purposes.

Be it enacted by the Svsate and Howse of ! cpnnseedstctives of Me

Mated States o rime nrca its Coervu esecoaltd, That this Act may
be cited as the onrt Intrrpratars Act".
. (a) Chapter 110 of title 28, United States Code. is amended
by adding at the and thereof tb.-following new sections:

11827. Interpreters is courts of the United States
"(a) The Director of tile Administrative Office of the rhita-.1 States
Courts shall establish a program to facilitate ties use of interpreters in
courts of the United States.

"(b) The-Director shall prescribe. determine,nd certify tit quali-

Animal report
Fe. eetbedele-

fications of persons who may serve as certified interpretersin r its of
the United .States izzbilingual proceedings and pptoeeecdinks inv vine
the hearing impaired (whether or not also speeds impaired). an n sn
doing. the Director shall consider the education, training. and p%pu,
ence of those persons. The Director shall maintain a current mnster
list of all interpreters certified by the Director and shall report annually on the ft ..muerwy of mutts for, and the use and effectiveness o
terpreters. The Director that prescribe a schedule of fees for seeriers rendered by interpreters.
"(c) Each Irriited States district more shall maintain on file in the
nffire of the clerk of court a list of all persons who have been certified

as interpreters, including bilingual interpreters and oral or num= i
interpreters for the hearing impaired (whether or not aim speech
impaired). by the Director of the Administrative Mee of the United
States Courts in accordance with the certificatinn program established
pursuant to subsection (b) of this Section.
"(d) The presiding judicial officer. with the anistance of the Direc-

tor of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. shall

utilize the services of the moat available certified interpreter. or when
no certified interpretcr is reasonably available. as determined by the
presiding indicia officer. the services of an otherwise competent interpreter. in any criminal or civil action initiated by the United States

in a United Stator district court (incIudinig a petition Int. a writ of

habeas corpus initiated in the name. of the United States by a relator),
ifihe presiding judicial officer determines on such nearer's own motion
or on the motion of a party that such party (including a defendant in
criminal ease), or a witnets who may present testimony in inch action
( I ) speaks only nr primarily a language other than the English
la sign na; or
-(2) Suffers from :I hearing impairment (whether or not suffering also funs as peetli impairment)

-o as to inhibit such party's (vsmpteltension of the proceedings or
ation with misuse) nr the presiding judicial offices. or so
'hit such witness' comprehensson of qua
qich testimony.
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"(t) 1) If any interpreter is unable to communicate effectively with

the presiding judicial officer, the ITnited States attorney, a party

(including a defendant in a criminal cafe), nr a wisnesa, the presiding
judicial officer shall dismiss such interpreter and obtain the services
of another interpreter in accordance with this section.

"(a) In any criminal or civil action in a rnited States district

court, if the presiding judicial officer does riot appoint an interpreter
under subsection (d) of this section. an individual requiring the services of an interpreter may seek assistance of the clerk of court or the
Director of the Administrative Office of the United-States Courts in
obtaining the assistance of a certified interpreter.

"( f) ( I ) Any individual other than a witness who is entitled to w-sa,er. &move!
interpretation under subsection (d) of this section may waive such sad cosseluaies,
interpretation in whole or in part. Such a waiver shaft be efi'ect'
only if approved by the presiding judicial officer and made expressi
by such individual on the record after opportunity to consult with
counsel and after the presiding judicial officer has explained to such
individual. utilizing the sen-ices of the most available certified interpreter. or when no certified interpreter is reasonably available, as
determined by the presiding judicial. officer, the services of an otherwise competent interpreter, the nature and effect of the waiver.

"(a) An individual who waives under paragraph (1) of this sub

section the right to an interpreter may utilize the services of a noncertified interpreter of such individual's choice whose fees. expenses.

and costs shall be paid in the manner provided for the payment of such
fees. expenses. and costs of an interpreter appointed under subsection
(d) of this section.
'f g) (11 Except as otherwise provided in this subsection or section

1828 of this title. the salaries. fees, expenses. and costs incident to
providing the services of interpreters under subsection (c1) a this
section shall be paid by the Director of the Admiiistrative
of the Unitid States Courts from sums appropriated to the Federa

'"e='

r1

P 2041.

judiciary.
8u4:1t salaries, fees. expenses, and costs that are incurred with
respect to Government witnesses *MIL unless direction is made under

paragraph (3) of this subsection. be paid by the Attorney General

from sums appropriated to the Department of Justice.
"(3) The presiding judicial officer may in such officer's diseretinn
direct that all or part of such salaries, fees. expenses. and coats shall be
.4r.L7tioned between4r among the parties or 24111* taxed as costs in
a civil action.
"(4) Any moneys collected tinder this subsection may be used to
reimburse the appropriations obligated and disbursed in payment for
such services.

"(h) In any actiotrin a court of the rnfied Stites where the presiding judicial officer establishes, fixes, or approves the compensation and

expenses payable to an interpreter from funds appropriated to the

Federal judiciary, the presiding judicial officer shall not establish. fix.
or approve compensation and expenses in excess of the maximum allowable under the schedule of fees for services prescribed pursuant to sub-

section (b) of this section.
"(i) The term 'presiding judicial officer' as used in this section and
section IS28 of this title includes a judge of a United States district
court, a United States magistrate, and a referee in bankruptcy.
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lotfia

"(j) The term 'United State dietrict,,rourt' as used in this section
and section lb:t$ of this title includreany court created by. Act of
Congress in is territory which its invested with any jurisdimmon of a
district court of the Edited States established by xi init 132 of this

28USC132.

title.
"(k) The interpretation provided by certifiimi interpreters pursuant
to this section shall be in the consecutive mode emetic that the presidi
judkial officer, with the approval of all interested patties, may auihc rice a simultaneous or summary interpretation when such °Cce. r deter.
mines that such interpretation will aid in the efficient achninistratint
of justice. The presiding judicial officer on such officer's motion or on
the motion of a party may order that special interpretation services as
authorized in section 1828 of this title be provided if such officer determines that the provision of such services will aid in the eLvient administration of justice.

zz USC
Profraan

1132S. Special interpretation services

-

"(a) The Director of the Administrative Office of the rnited States
Courts shall establish a program for the provision of special interpretation services in criminal actions and in civil actions initiated by the
United States (including petitions for writs of habeascorpus initiated
in the nnme of tharnited States by relators? in i rnited States district
court. The program shall provide a capacity for simultaneous interpretation services in =tit:defendant criminal actions and multide fend-

ant civil action.

b) t"pon the request of any person in,any action for which special

interprilation services established pursuant to subsection (a) art
not ot`.crwige provided,. the Director, svith the approval of the presiding

officer. nuty make such sere ices available tit the person

requesting :lie :crvices on a reimbursable basis at rates established
in conformity with section 5411 of the Act of August 31. 1951 (ch.
378. title 3.63 Stst. :...A91/: :11 r.S.0"483a). but the Director may require

the prepayment of the .-eirnated expenses of providing the services
Expense:.

by the person requesting :hem.
"(c) Except as otherwise prerideci in this subsection. the expenses

incident to providing services tinder subsection (a) of this section
shall be paid by the Director from stuns appropriated to the Federal
judiciary. A presiding judicial officer. in such iiScer's discretion. may
order that all or part of the expenses shall IX upportioaed between
or among the parties or shall be taxed as costs in a civil action. and
any moneys collected as a result of such order may be used to reimburse the appropriations obligated and disbursed in payment for such
services.

"(d) Appropriations available to the Director shall be available

to provide services in accordance with subsection tb) of this section
and moneys collected by the Director tinder that subsection may be
used to reitnhnrse the appropriations charged fnr such services. A
presiding judicial °firmer, in such officer's discretion. may order that
all or part of the expenses shall be apportioned between or among
the part ies or shall be taxed as cons in the action.".

iii) The table of sections for chapter 110 of title S. 1 nited States

Code. is amended by adding at the end thereof the following :
-1S2!. Interpreter: to morn of tbs United Stages.
-1s214. Spec4s1 igtepretanua servires.".
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Sac. 3. Section 604(1) of title 28, }'shaft States Code, is amenthsl

(a) by striking ant paragraph (10) and inaertizy.: in hen

thereof :

"(10) (A) Purchase, escliange. transfer, distribute. and assign

the custody of Iawbooies. equipment, -stop lies. and other personal

property ?or the judicial branch of Govertuuent (except the
Supreme Court unless otherwise provided pursuant to paragraph (17) ) ( 1i) provide or make available readily to eaeli

court appropriate ecuiginwnt for the interpretation of proceedings in accordance with Section 1k/8 of this title: and (C) enter Aue. p. 2041.
and perform contricts and other trananctiona upon ouch
is as the Director 1111tV IltV111 anympriate tot iliac he necessary

he conduct of the work of the pnlieial bestir!' of (invernment
iezeept the Suprenw Conn IIIIIPPOI whereise provided pursuant
to Paragraph (17)). and vs-Hanlon for nonpenional services for
pretrial services agencies. for the interpretation of proceedings.
anti for the pivvisaun of special interpretation aeriees pinsuant
to section 1S28 of this title may be awarded without regard to
section 37011 of the Bei-lard Statutes of the
i c^c
fates (41
U.S.C. 5)

(b) by redesignating gamins& (13) as paragraph (

(c) by inserting after paragruph (12) the foliowi

pa ragra

"(13) Truant to section 1837 of this title, establish
rognun
for the certification and utilization of interpreters in courts of the
United States;
-(14) Pursuant to section 1828 of this title. establish a program
for the provision of special interpretation aervicea in courts of the
United Stotts;

Interpreter

=mu.
.44as. p. 2039.

"(15)(1) In those districts where the Director couriders it

advisable based on the need fur interpieters. authorize the full.
time or part-time employment by the court of certified interpreters: (13) where the 13ireetor considers it advisable based on
Z.IE need for interpreters, appoint certified interpreters on a full time or part-time bowie. for services in various courts. when1 he
determines that such appointments will result in the economienl
provision of interpretation services: and (C) par nut of moneys

appropriated for the judieiare interpreters' eateries. fees. and
expenses, and other costs whldh mar accrue in accordance with

thc provisions of sections 1827 and 1R28 of this title: '
(18) In the Director's diaeretion. (A) accept and utilize colontary and uncompensated (gratuitous) services. includinit arryiees

as authorized by section 3102 of title S. mired States Code: and
(B) accept, hold. administer, and utilize gifts anti heepteotig of
personal property for the purpose of aiding or facilitating the
work of the judicial branch of Government. but gifts nr hequeeta
of money shall be coveted into the Trimaury:".
Seer. 4. Section 604 of title 28. United States Code. is amended further by inserting after subsection (r) the following new subsectimis:
"( f ) The Director may make. promulgate. hew, rescind. and amend

Cuaduci

rules and regrtlatinna (includArgeeregulations prescribing 3.tainiards of standards. nsiet
.-oodoet for .1dministrative
employee%) a% may bo necessary to and regulations.
rarry out the Director's funetiona.,powers. duties. ardd authority. tin Publication in

Director may pulgish in the Federal Register such rules. regulations.
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and notices for the !irdiciaI branch of Government as the Director
determines to be of public interest ; and the Director of the Federal
Register hereby is authorized to accept and shrill publish such

sales. evtdesce.

Calumets.

Compenwacte.

lc use gini
mi. 5331.
Atm. p. 2042.

materials.
"( g) (1) When authorized to exchange personal property, the Director may exchange or sell similar items and may apply the exchangtallowance or proceeds of sale in such eases in whole or in part payment
for the 'property acquired. but any trmnsuctinn earried rue under the
authority of this subsection shall be evident-I in .-eriting.

-(-2) the Director hereby is authorized to enter into contracts for
public utility services and related tentairuil equipment for pert
exceeding ten years....
Sr.
v 3, Section, b0-2 of title es. Viiited States Code. L. amended to
read as follows:

1 602. Employees
"(a) The Director shall ;Tie; ut and fix the enuipeesntinn of necessary employees of the .tdmmistretive Office in accordance with the
provisinns of chapter 51 anti subchapter III of chapter 3.3 of title 5.
relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates:
"t b) Notwithstanding any other law. the Director may appoint
eertitied interpreters in sicconiaticr with sect ion 604(a) (13) (.13) of this
title without regard to the pmrisimis of chapter .'Si and subchapter III

of chapter 53 of title 5, relating to lassiticetion and Genritil Schedule
pay rates, but the compensation of any person appointed under this
suSsection shall not exceed the appropriate cslitiralt4.t of the highest
rate of pay payable for the highest grade established in the General
Schedule. section 5332 of title 5.

"(c) The Director may obtain personal services as autlintized by

section 3109 of title 3. at rates not to exceed the appropriate equivalent

of toe highest rate of pay payable for the highest i.trade established
in the General Feliedule. sect ion 333 of title 3.
"(dl All functions of other officers and employees of the AtintiniF

,44......e,s

delegation.

trative Office and all functions of nganizational units of the AtIministraiie Office are vested in the Director. The Director n.ay delegate
any of the Director's fmtetinns. powers. duties, and authority (except
the authority to promulgate rules and regulatinne) to such officers and
employees of the judicial branch of (kverrmietit as the Director may
designate_ and subject to such terms and conditions as the Director may

cnnsifIer appropriate; and may authorize Or successive redelegntion
of such functions. powers. duties. and authority is the Director may
deem desirable. Alt official acts performed by such officers and
employees shall have the same force and etl'ect as though performed
by the Director in person.".
Sec. B. Section 603 of title 28. 1-nited States Code. is amended lo;

strik ing out the second pa ratirraph thereof.
Sec. T. Section l9.20 of title -28. l'nited States Cnde. is emer.cled by

striking out the prrinil at the vita of purngrnpli (.) anti inserting

setnienlon in lien thereof anti by inte-ting after paragraph (5) the

following new peragraph :

"(6) Compensation of (emit appointed experts. eompensation
of interpreter:. soul ,-liiries. fees. expenses. and costs of special
tient ton services limier section is...ts of Phis t it le ".

Repeal.
`:.i3 CSC 602 note.

tia.r. 5. Seet
:o it) of rite Art
si..-:t1-41.
:Ntitt.11,52). is repel led.
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Sic. 9. There ere authorized to be appropriated to the judicial
branch of Goverment such sums aS limy be necessary, to carry out

the amendments made by this Act.

Sac_ 10. (a) Escept as provided in subsection (b), this Act

Lae effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.

(b) Stictioc 2 of this Act shall take effect ninety days after the
Src. 11. Any contracts entered into under this Act or any of the
amendments made by this Act shall be limited to such extent or in

92 STAT. 2045
Appmpriatiom
auatonsatio.o.

Effective dun.
28 ISC602 owe.

date of the enactment of ties Act.

such amounts as are provided in advance in appropriation Acts,
Approved Octoixr 28. 1978.
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Be it exacted by She Striate and House

of Arp.rrsi velo414.", 0/ the Utettcd States of

Arnntra ife ConOtess assembled. That chapter 151 of title 10. United States Code. Is

amended by adding after section 2544 the
following new section
Tran.sportallon l sluiCis: interna9 2545
events
tional Girl
Defense is aua} The Secretary

thorized under such regulations as he may
pre.crine to prorate. without eapenae to the
ITwee! Slates Government. transportation

from the United States or military com-

34883

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is a second demanded',
Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Speaker. I demand a
second.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection. a second will be considered as
Ordered.

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Mississippi iMr. MONTGOMERY+ Will be recognized for 20 min-

utes. and the gentlewoman from Mary-

mands ClteTSC&S and return. on vessels of
the Military Sesiift Command or aircraft of

land i Mrs. Fint.7 0 Will be recognized for
20 minutes

Girt Scouts and officials certified by the Girl

from Mississippi i Mr. Morercoatrayi,
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Speaker. I

the Ailliiar Airlift Command for it) those

Scouts of the United States of America as
repres'nting the Girl Scouts of the Ur.ited
States of Awica at any International World
Friendship

or Troops on Foreign Soil

meeting which Is endorsed and approved
by the National Board of Directors of the
Girl Scouts of the United States of America
and IS conducted outside of the United
United States Citizen delegates
coming from outside of the United States to
triennial meetings of the National Council
States

121

of the Girl Scouts of the United States of
America and 131 the equipment and property of such Girl Scouts and officials to the
extent that such transportation will not
interfere with the requirements of military
0

Rtfore furnishing any transportation
under subsection tal. the Secretary of Defense shall take from the Girl Scouts of the
United States of America a good and suf.
riciens bond for the reimbursement to the
Unitet States b% the Girl Scouts of the
United States of America. of the actual costs

of transportation furnished under subearlion (is)
lc; Amounts paid to the United States
to reimburse it for the actual coats 01 transportation furnished and subsection (al
shall be credited to the urrent applicable
appropriation or funds
which such coats
were charged and shall

available for the

same purposes as such appropriations or
funds"
Sec 2 The table of sections at the beginninc of chapter 151 of title ID. United
StateCode is amended by adding after the
ItemFelsting to section 2544 the following
flea item
2545 Transportation cervices. international
Girl Scout events ".
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The Chair recognizes the gentleman

yield myself such time as I may- con-

surne.

Mr. Speaker, S. 3373 will give the Sec-

retar of Defense the authority to pro
tide transportation on military aircraft
to Girl Scouts. and officials of the Girl
to attend their international
events.

In more concrete terms. the bill simply

sacs that less than 200 Girl Scouts per

Year Will be able to attend international
functions of the Girl Scout organization
by traveling on Department of Defense
aircraft.

The authority in this bill is identical
to that now provided to Boy Scouts nd
would be at no cost to the Goverrirrient
since all assistance is expressly conditioned upon reimbursement for the services provided by the Girl Scouts.

Assistance is limited to international

travel, and is available 'only to Girl

Scouts who are U.S. citizens. It should
also be no
hat transportation may be
provided onl
the extent that it does
not interfere
the requirements of
military operations.
The odministration is in support of
this legislation,

Mr. Speaker. the authority contained

in this legislation simply extends the
same transportation assistance to Girl
Scouts as is now provided the Boy

Scoutsno more. no less. This is not legislation of broad impact but it will help

the Girl Scout program and I urge the
Members to support it.

tween the Boy and Girl Scouts in their
eligibility to travel on military flights on

Mrs. HOLT. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker. I rise in strong support

a space available basis. At the same time
this bill fails to address
Inequity be-

tween the Scouts and of er worthy and
congressionally chant
youth organizations such as 4R.
Brothers, and

of S. 3373.

On seven separate occasions in the
past prior to 1972, the Congress had
authorized the Secretary of Defense to
provide transportation to Boy Scouts in
connection with Boy Scout jamborees.

Big Sisters.

Girl Scouts
of be added by
name to the statute. Boy Scouts should
be dropped from the statute by name. In
its place an omnibus provision should be
enacted to allow all nonprofit, educational youth organizations to apply to
the Secretary of State for transportation
from the DOD on foreign flights. The

4..

Finally. in 1972, permanent authority
was enacted.

In the case of the Girl Scouts, however. although the Congress has passed
specific legislation twice in the past for

certain events. no permanent grant of
authority has been enacted.
5. 3373 does this.

It would be inequitable to continue to
provide assistance. limited though it is,

to the Boy Scout program but not the
Girl Scouts.

There will be no cost to the Government by this action since the provision
of transportation is predicated upon full
reimbursement by the Girl Scouts for
this assistance.
If this bill is enacted. no more than
200 Girl Scouts a year would seek trans-

portation assistance to attend certain

important international meetings, such
as International World Friendship
Events.

This legislation passed the Senate

unanimously and was reported favorably
by the Committee on Armed Services by
a vote of 28 1.
I hope the Members will support_this
legislation.
Mr. CARR. Mr. Speaker. I rise in opposition to the bill S. 3373. This bill was
rammed through the House Armed
Sersicec Committee without hearings. It

was brought to the full committee by
unanimous consent. Had I known that

this hall would be brought to the House

floor under suspension of the rules. I
would have objected to the full commitIre consideration of the bill without

hearings. During the full committee proceedings I offered sn amendment.1n the

nature of a substitute to the bill. Con-

Secretary woulspbe charged with making

the determination as to whether the

transportation was In the interests of the
United States.
Mr. Speaker. I urge the defeat of this
bill unt". the committee can hold hear-

ings and address the complete area of
youth organization military travel in a
comprehensive way. I understand that

the chairman of the committee. Mr.

White. also has some questions about the
liability coverage for accidents occurring
on such nights.,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the motion offered by the gen-

tleman from litiesissIppi iMr. Mawr-

comeey) that the House suspend the
rules and pass the Senate bill, S. 3373.

The question was taken; and item-

thirds having voted in favor thereof) the
rules were suspended and the Senate bill
was passed.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.

GENERAL LEAVE

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Speaker, I
ask unanimous consent that all Members
may have 5 legislative days in which to
revise and extend their remarks on the
Senate bill just passed.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection j.ci the request of the gentleman from Mississippi?
There was no objection.

sideration of this bill now on the Suspension Calendar now prevents my from off ermg my amendment on the House floor.
This bill sevks to redress an inequity be-
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H li 14030
it enacted by the Senate and HOusr
or Reprrventatzi es of the United States of
America in Congress assembled. That this
Act may be cited as the "Court Interpreters
Act'
fir 2 111 Chapter 119 of title n. United
Malec Cock, is amended hv adding at the

-III speaks only or prariarily a language
other than the English language; or
-(21 suffers from a hearing impairment
whether or not suffering also from a speech
impairment
so as to inhibit such party % comprehension
of the proceedings or communication with
counsel or the presiding Judicial officer. or
to as to inhibit such *onto,' comprehrnslou
of questions and the presentation of such
testimony
-lei i I2 If any Interpreter is unable to
coinrnuritCate effectively with the presiding
judicial otncer. the Untied States attorney.
a party (including a defendant in criminal
ease?. or a witness. the presiding judicial
°fixer shall dismiss such Interpreter and ob-

cod thereof the following new sections
A 11127. Interpreters In courts of the United

accordance with this section

INTERPRETERS IN U.S. COURTS
Mr. EDWARDS of California. Ilr.
Speaker. I move to suspend the rules and

pass the bill al.R. 10302 to provide
more effectively for the use of interpreters in courts of the United States.
and for other purposes. as amended.
Et-

tain the services of another interpreter in

In any criminal or civil action in a
United States district court. if the presidc of the Drifted States Courts shall esters- ing judicial oncer does not appoint an inunder subsection (di of this seca program to facilitate the use of Inter- terpreter
tion, an indo aloe' requiring the services of
preters 131 courts of the United States
an intent crier may seta assistance of the
Director shall prescribe. deter- clerk Lf court or the Director of the Admitssr),
mine. and certify the qualifications of per- istratoe Office of the United States Courts
States

al The Director of the Administrative

son:: who may serve as certified Interpreters

in courts of the United States to bilingual
pro:rectincs sod proceedings involving the

hearing impaired %whether or not also speech

impaired, and in an doing the Director shall

. ,.; ,,der :he ed.,.stii 113311 ing and expert.
(.,.. of those persons The Director shill

m.,t,tairi
current master list of all interorrors .-ironed by the Director and shall
-er...rt to,ni.aio on toe frequelic of requests
for and the use and effectiveness of. interpreters The Director shall prescribe a schecio.e or !tors for services rendered by Interpreters

4c i
Each tOrliteO States district court
sr.a.i maintain on file in the office of the
c.erk of court a list of all persons oho have
been certined sc interpreters including biOilgual interpreters and oral or manual in-

terpreters for the hearing impaired (whether
or no- siso speech iropsiredi, by the Director of the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts in accordance with the
certification program established pursuant
to subsect ion i la i of this section
di The presiding officer. with the laSSIst-

ar,-e of the Director of the Administrative
0!Tice c f the United States Courts. shall uti-

in obto.nuig the assistance of a certified its-

terpreter

if i l i Any individual other than a witness rho is entitled to interpretation under
subsection ,o, of this section may waive
such interpretation in whole or in part Such
a 1A.S119' shall be effective only If approved

by the presid.nc judicial officer and made
expres,ly by such individual on the record
after opportunity to consult with counsel
and after !be presiding judicial officer has
explained to such individual, utilizing the
secs wes of the most arguable certified interpreter or when no certified Interpreter Is
reasonably available, as determined by the

presiding judicial cflIcer. the services of an
tither tie c oilpetent Interpreter. the nature
and effect of the waiver
-421

An individual who waives under

paraorapO .11 of this subsection the right

to an in:c-preter many utilize the services
noncertiffed interpreter of such Individual's choice whose fees. expenses. and
costs shall be paid in the manner provided
for the payment of such fees. expenses. and
costs of an interpreter appointed under subsection id) of this section
Except as otherwise provided in
(g1 (1
of a

ore the services of the most at silble refit. this subsecti_ii ur section 1528 of this title,
f.ed interpreter or when no certified Inter- the salaries. fees expenses. and costs ipcipreter is teas,nably available. as determined
to providing the services of Interpreters
tic the presiding judicial officer. the Serv- dent
tooter subsection (di of this section shall be
ices of an others('
competent Interpreter. paid by the Director of the Administrative
in any criminal or v action
on initiated by Office of the United States Courts from sums
a United States distr t court (including
appropriated to she Federal judiciary.
petit .on for ant of habeas corpus initiated
"(2) Such salaries. fees. expenses. and
in the r.sme of the United States by a rela- costs
that are incurred with respect to Govtor? if the presiding judicial officer deter- ernment witneses snail, unless direction is
oo es on soh 000,er s own motion or on made under pataitraph 131 of this subsecthe minion of a party that such party on- tion, tyif paid by the Attorocy General from
c.ud.rig a defendant in a criminal Case), or a sums appropriated to the Department of Jusoness a ho may present testimony in such tice.
U1.011 --
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"i3i The presiding judieasi *Meer may in

such officer 's discretion direct that all or part

of such salaries. fees. experts's. and costs

shale be appoenoned between or among the

parties or snail be taxed as costs in a civil

action
-(4) Any Moiwve COnected under this subsection may be used .o reimburse the appro-

prtations obligated and disbursed in payment for such services

"di) In any action in a court of the United

States where the presiding judicial orker

estabILItsts, num or approves the compensaand expenses payable to an Interpreter
funds appropriates1 to the Federal jut:li-

the presiding Judicial cheer shall not
establish. ils. or Jpprave compensation and

expenses in excess of the maximum allowable

under the schedule of fees for services pce-

scnbed pursuant to :Wawa= an of this
Seetlein

"{II The term 'presiding judicial °Meer' as

officer. may make such services available to
the person requesting the services on a minaMesabi* boas at rates established to coat formity with section 5910f the Act of August
31. liefit ice. 37G. title 5. 11.3 Stat. 290: 31

US C_ Mai. but the Director may rentilre

tile prepayment of the estimated expenses of
providiug the services by the parson request-

ing them.
"lc) Except as otherwise provided 111
subsection. the expenses incident to

ing services under subsection (a) of this
section shalt be paid by the Director frees
sums appropriated to the Federal judiciary..
A presiding judicial raker. in such Moss's
discretion. may order that all or part of the
expenses shall be apportioned betWeen or
among the parties or shall be gated as Wets
in a civil action. and any moneys collected
as a result of such order may be used to re-

imburse the appropriations obliptitt and
disbursed in payment for suchnemeira(l.

used in this section and section 16211 of this
title Includes a judge of a United States dis-

"in) APProPrnations available to the Director shall be available to provide services

a referee in bankruptcy.

section. and moneys collected 1ST the Directoe

"lit The term 'United Suttee district court'
as used in this section and section lifda of
this title includes any court created by Act
of Congress to a territory which Is invested

under that subsection may be used to reimburse the appropriatiaril charged 10e such
services. A presiding judicial Oaken in such
officer's discretion. may order that all or part

of the expenses shall be apportioned between

the United States established by section 132

or among the parties or shall be taxed as
costs in the action.".
(b) The table of sections for chapter 119

trict court. a United Stoics magistrate. and

with any iurisdictiun of n district court of
of ttits title
"Oti The Interpretation provided by certified interpreters pursuant to this section

In scoardsnce with subsection (ti) of this

shall be In the consecutive mode except that

of title 25. United States Code, is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following:
"11127. Interpreters in courts of the United

proval of aii interested parties. may authorize
simultaneous or summary interpretation when such officer determines that such

"UM, Special interpretation services.",
Sec. 3 Section G04(51 of title 2.11, United

cial officer on such officer's motion of on use

inserting in lieu thereof:

tion 112$ of this title be provided if such

t
Purchase. exchange. transfer, distribute. and assign the custody of tale:soak&
equipment. supplies. and Other personal

the presiding judicial °dicer. with the ap-

interpretation wilt aid In the efficient ndministration of justice. The presiding judi-

motion of a party may over that spiv's!, interpretation services as authortned In sec-

officer determines that the pros isnin of such

services will aid in the "Maga( administration of justice.
"t 11211 Special interpretation services.
OrlIce

The Director of the Administrative
of the, United States Courts shall

establish a program for the provision of spe-

cial interpretation services in criminal ac-

tions and in civil actions initiated by the
United States (including petitions for writs
of habeas co-pu3 initiated in the name of the
United Siates by relatorsi In a United States

district court The program shall provide a
for simultaneous -interpretation
vices in multniefendant criminal actions
and nviltidefendant civil actions.
"(b) Upon the request of any person in
any action for which special interpretation
capacity

services establishe4 pursuant to subsection
a I are nut otherwise provided. the Director.
he approval of the presiding judicial

Statile.

States Code. is intended

tat by striking out paragraph (10) and

property for the judicial branch of Government (except the Supreme Court unless
otherwise provided pursuant to paragraph

11711: IB) provide or make available readily
to each court appropriate equipment for the
interpretation of proceedings in accordance
with section 111311 of this title; and (C) enter
into and perform contracts and other tranalicnotts upon such terms as the Director may
deem appropriate as may be necessary to the

conduct of the work of the judicial branch
of Government (except the Supreme Court

unless otherwise provided pursuant to paragraph 117)}. and contraetS for nonpersons]
services for pretrial services agencies. for the

interpretation of proceedings. and for the
provision of special interpretation services
pursuant to section 11311 of this title may be

awarded without regard to section 3709 of
the Revised Statutes at the United States
141 USC
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in} by redesignating paragraph (13) as

taregrapb 07); and

lc by inserting after paragraph (12) the

onowing new paragraphs:
"1,131

Pursuant to section 1827 of this

.111e. establish a program for the certification and utilization of interpreters In eOurta
.7f the United States;

-tie) Pursuant to section 1820 of Una

title. establish a program for the provision
of special interpretation services in Courts
of the United States:

"i 151(A) in those districts where the Di-

rector considers it advisable based on the
need for interpreters. authorize the full-time

or part time employs:tient by the court of
certiried interpreters: (B) where the Dime-

nil' considers it advisable based on the need
for interpreters, appoUat certified interpreters
on a full-time or part-time bests. for services

in various courts when he deterinines that
ouch appointments will result to the ecopros isit,n

r.,
i.

of interpretation serv-

and ICI pay out of moneys appropriated
1!,e judiciary Interpreters' salaries. fees,
and expenses. and other coats which may
1,ole in accordance with the provisions 01
sections 1837 and 1833 of this title;

, 16, In the Director's d.acretion. IA) ac.
ccpt and utilize voluntary and uncompensated :gratuitous) services. Including services as authorized by section 3102 of title 5,

United States Code. and (11) accept. hold, adrn nester.
utilize gifts and bequests of

persons) property for the purpose of aiding
or foci lit sting the work of the judicial branch
cf Ceciernment. but gifts or bequests of
money shall be covered into the Treasury:
Src 4 Section 504 of title 38. United States
- Code is amended further by inserting after
Into...Non le
the following new subsections

f i The Director may mate. promulgate.
rescind and amend rules and regulaI including regulations prescribing
standards of conduct for Administrative
issue

Ste

5

Section 603 of title 21. United

States Code, is -mended to read stet follows
1 502 Employees

'110 The Director shall appoint and Be

the compensation of necessary employees
of the Adrnlitistrative Office In accordance
with the provisions of chapter 51 arid r ubchapter Di of chapter 53 of title 5. relating
toatclassdecation and Genteel Schedule pay
rates

'lb) leoteritiss cling any other law, the
Director may appoint certified Interpreters
th section 604(a1115) 03)
secordan
IS title without regard to the provisions
pter 51 and subchapter IN of chapter

tae 5. relating to ciaestecation and

General Schedule pate rates, but the compensation of any person appointed under
this subsection shall not exceed the appropriate equivalent of the highest rate of pay
payable for the highest grade established in
the General Schedule. section 5332 of title 5.

ici The Director may obtain personal
services as authorized by section 3109 of
lite S. at rates not to exceed the appropri-

ate equivalent of the highest rate of pay

payable for the highest grade established in
the General Schedule. section 5332 of title 5

"tilt All functions of other officers audf
employees of the Administrative ()fire and
all functions of organizational units of the
Administrative Orrice are vested in the Dirrrtjr The Director may delegate any of the
Director s functions, powers. duties. and authority &except the authority to promulgate

rules and regulatlonsi to such officers and
ernIalorees or the judicial branch of Govern-

ment as the Director may desionate. and

subject to such terms and conditions as the
Director may consider appropriate: and
may authorize the successive redelegatIon of
such functions. powers, duties, and authority as the Director may deem desirable. All
official acts performed by such off eers and

iii,ns

employees shall have the same force and
effect as though performed by the Director

as may be necesary to
Ram' out the Director's functions. powers,
d,,tes and autho
The Director may pub-

In person .'
Sec 6 Section 603 of title 21, United States
Code, Is amended by striking out the second
paragraph thereof.

citric, employees)

lish tit the Federal

ester such rules. reg-

insto.o, end notices for the judicial branch
of Goserninent which as the Director determines to be of publer interest, and the Diree

Sec. 7. Section 1920 of title 28, United
States Code, is amended by striking out the
period at the end of paragraph (5) and In-

tor of the Federal Register hereby is authorized to accept and shall publish such

serting a semicolon In lieu thereof and by
inserting after paragraph (5) the following

ig i ill When authorized to exchange perscn.11 property
the Director may eiChange
or sell similar items and may apply the eichange

terpretation services under section 1823 of

f,r the property acquired. but any t

Sec. g. Section 15(b) of the Act of September 23. 1059 tPublic Law 6-370. 73 Stet.

Materials

allowance of proceeds of
in such cases in whole or in part pay

AL lion carried out under the author

Src 9 There ere authorized to be appro-

L2! The Director hereby is auth

3res and related terminal equi
per ids exceeding ten gran

this title"

6521, is repealed

tro. subsection shall be evidenced In

ewer into contracts for public utl

new paragraph'
"i6) Compensation of court appointed experts. nmpensation of interpreters. and salaries, fees, expenses, and costs of special tn.

fel/ -

priated to the judicial branch of Government
such sums as may be necessary to carry out
the amendments made by this Act.

Sec 10 tat liscept as provide'. In subsec-

tion (11). this Act shall tate affect an the

data of the enactment of this Act.
fact
(b) Section 2 of this Act shall
=vent
ninety days after the
of this Art
is entered Into under
ihr. 11. Any con
anwndnvents made by
this Act. of any of

Lastly. X.R. 14030 provides that pay-

ment of interpreter's services. in cases
initiated by the Milted States. he made
by the Director of the Administrative(

Office of the II.S. Courts front fluids ano

propriated to the Federal judiciary or

by the CA Attorney General front funds
appropriated to the Department of JusIn such amount* as are provided in advance tice. In such civil actions, the costs inciin appropriation Acta.
dent to providing the services of an inThe SPEAKER pro import. Is a sec- terpreter shall be apportioned among the
Parties or taxed as costs =WI the court.
ond demanded?
in its discretion. orders that the cods be
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker. I de- borne
by the Government.
this Act shall be limited to such Mint or

d a second.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection. a second will be considered as
ordered.
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gen-

tleman from California (Mr. Emma)
will be recognized for 20 minutes. and
the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr.
lowercases() will be recognized for 20
minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from California t Mr. Eowssesi

The Ccegressional Budget OfBee esti-

mates that. assuming funds for fiscal
year 1979 are appropriate half way
through the lead Year. the Ant year
cost of this
will be approximately
$1.4 million. The
Year cost is
estimated at $2.1 milli
th additional.
minor increases over the
years to allow for inflationary factors
which the Budget °fact has projected.
The Congressional Budget Me figures
are based on a -guessestirnate" submitted

Administrative Office of the U.S.
Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr. by the 'These
figures appear to be inflated
Speaker, I yield myself such time as I Court.
and it is anticipated that. upon enactmay consume.
Mr. Speaker. H.R. 14030. which creates

ment of this bill. the Administrative Of-

fice will revise its estimate downward
based on the limiting language act forth

the Court irrtv=rztirs Act. is designed
to insure that all individuals in
it.rn
prose
to are provided rtith a
interpreter if their communication or
comprehension capabiliLts are inhibited
because of a language bairter or hearing

in the committee report.
The Senate has passed similar legisla-

,..of
Pe=terpretrs in
When a

Federal district courts, for individuals

tion this Congress and I have been informed that the Senate sponsor of that

bill dienator DeCorecnn) will accept the
amendments as reflected in HR.
Under this bill, the Director of the Ad- House
14030. I urge my colleagues to join me in
ministrative Office of the US. Courts is voting
this legislation so that due
charged with the responsibility of eslab- process for
will finally become a reality, in
tithing and certifying the Qualifications
Unpairrnent.

with language barriers or hearing
impairments.
judicial offteer determines. in a
The sponsor of this bill, the Honorable
civil or criminal proceeding initiated by Fen
RICUNOWD, is unable to be here this
the United States. that the services of ass morning. Congressman
Rscsiarozo has
interpreter are required under this act. worked very vigorously or
behalf of this
It officer shall taw CV" "Tie orPriPit".

legislation. He has particularly cham-

pioned the cause of the hearing impaired
which have been neglected by the judicial system.
ted. Wat
Mr. MOORHEAD of California. Mr.
the right to appointment of a airlifted Speaker. H.R. 14030 accomplishes two reinterpreter is permitted, with the court's lated and long overdue purposes. First.
approval. In limited agitations. In such the bill directs the director of thj admincases, the individual may then utilize the istrative ogee of the U.S. Courts to ctrtiservices of a noncertifted interpreter of fy the
!Tcations of persons who may
such individual's choice.
serve
I.terpreters in Federal courts.
0.

Tr/MI T 1..nrcinli
me . r titer may be a
4

.0

*,
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This includes interpreters for persons
whose primary language is not Engbah
and persons with hearing impairments.
Mils app1101 to all parties in a criminal
action or a civil action irtitiatad by the
United States.
The Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights heard 3 days of testimony citing incidents where judges have
refused to provide interpreters for thaw

with speech and hearing Unmans/ante
constituting a serious denial of due process of the law. Under_ current law. the
:'rderal rules provide that the court may
a,,po,nt an interpreter of its own selecton and may fix the reasonable compensation for the interpreter Thu bill would
s.rr.ply make in order at any point during

the proceedings a motion by then court or
oy one of the parties for the services GI
.in interpreter
Only if counsel disagrees on the party's
.niiity to speak and comprehend English
4.ould there be a need for a formal prozee.ding to make an initial determination
o: the need for an interpreter. Thus. the
_vicse still has the authority and the re-

Mr. RICHMOND. Ur. Speaker, as author of H.R. 1403Q I would like to take
ears opportunity to briefly explain why
ill my colleagues should support this leg-

nlation that is needed to rectify a currelit injustice in our Federal court

".tent.
I

The "Court Interpreters Act," which
introduced In December 1977. attempts

n remedy a grate inequity- This

bill

Irould insure that a qualified interpreter
be present ssheneser a person who does
iiot communicate in English is involved
in a Federal court proceeding.
Deaf and non-English speaking Amerleans have been denied the fundamental
right to a fair trial due to their inability
ft: understand the court proceedings.
The Constitution guarantees every
An:erican access to the Federal courts

through the fifth and sixth amendments If language-handicapped Ameruns are not given the constitutionally
established access to understand and

participate in their own defense. then we

hive failed to carry out a fundamental

Amer:can premise fairness and due
vonsibility to make the determination, fr.lcess for all_
but he must select an interpreter. if one
At my request. the Corilressional Reis available. from the certified list maincarch Service compiled information reAdministiined by the Director of the
garding the number of men, women. and
trative Office of the U.S. Courts. The sub- : children
in the United States whose pnthat
ineorrsnittee has urged -strongly
language is other than English. The
terpretailon be conducted in the con- mars
number of individuals whose prisecutive rather than by simultaneous total
mode. A simultaneous mode uses a U.N.- mary language is not English is over
25.347.000. With the addition of the deaf
type machine at a very high cost.
the figure reaches 40 million.
While the Adm.nistratlee °Mee of the community,
Among these 40 million individuals,
1..- S. Courts estimates that they will have there
thousands, who, potentially,
ID add a few full -time interpreters to could are
benefit from this legislation.
tneir present small staff of II. mast of
Spanish speaking and deaf Americans
tzle interpreters still work on a contract
comprise by far the largest numbers of
b.,sis alien ..heir services are needed. .people
whose primary language is not
Thus, the budget Office estimates this
iegislation will cost less than $2 million.

English.

Finally. parties may alive this new

Of the more than Ill million Spanishspeaking Asnericans. over 2 million are
Puerto Rican.

Judicial officer has explained the 'waiver
to the party
'.Ve have departed from current law by
-i,...11g the Go% eriiment to pay for these
u rs 'res. Previously. Government supply
1: Li pay for the interpreter was only in
.: dose of an indigent criminal defends.: lioxc%er. It teems to me that the
vcd by the interpreter is so basic
t -.!,.t. I und.3trental princlvles of Justice
s._.t .t should be a service offered as a
...t of court rn:nntetionce, not a cost of

Rican Americans are not confined to New
York. There are large numbers of Puerto
Rican families in cities all across the Na-

r.,-;ht to interpretation but such waiver
can only be made after the presiding

,

....won
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It is important to note that Puerto

tionas far away as Hawaiiwith large
communities in New Jersey. Pennsyl-

vania. Massachusetts. Ohio, Illinois, California. and Florida.
fl spanic families are not the only ones
who may suffer disadvantages as a result
of court related language disabilities.
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Representatives of all ationalities
contribute to American culture and econ1

omy. Yet. if they do not speak English
they are at a gross disadvantage in court

fzist year, in Kansas a deif man was
dented the use of an interpreter during

proceedings.

his Federal bankruptcy trial.
There have been a number of misinterpretations or no interpretations in cases
involving Sisanish-speaking defendants.

English:

33-year-old Plierto Rican American with

I am referrimeleo mililoM of men and
women whose primary language is not

15 million deaf people who use sign
language or need oral apterpretation.
9 9 mnlion who speak Spanish.
2 3 million who speak Italian.
2 2 million who speak French.
2.2 million who speak German.
Half a million who speak Chinese.
Half a million who speak Japanese.
Almost ,half a million who speak
Greek.

Almost 40an00 who speak Phi Lapin°.
Almost 350.000 who speak Portuguese.

And over 5,2 million mare speak

-other" languages: including many
thousands of native Americans.

The district which I representthe

14th

Congressional District of New

Yorkis the most multi-ethnic district
in the United States. Every country represented in the United Nations is represrnted in the 14th District.
Close to 20 percent of my constituents
are Hispanic. the vast majority of whom
are Puerto Rican. There is also a large

number of familiesat least 10 percent
of my constituentswhose primary language is Hebrew or Yiddish.
In addition. in this highly diverse dis-

trict, there are many families whose

In the Near= case. the defendant. a

a sixth' grade education, was provided
with an interpreter who merely gave the

defendant a purported summary in

Spanish of what had previously tran-

spired in English. No ceoUntious interpretation was provided. Consequently.

Mr. Negron was convicted of murder and

incarcerated. He petitioned the Federal
court for a writ of habeas corpus which
was granted on the grounds that the interpreting at his trial was so inadequate
as to deprive him of due process. He was

thus released and given a new trial.
434 F. 2d 388 12d cir. 1970)1.

11.f. v. Carrion. 481 P. 2d 12 (19731.
a case similar to Negron. reaffirmed the
proposition that qualified interpreters as
well as continuous interpretation should
be provided whin language barriers are
obvious and the defendant is indigent.
Several Federal convictions were reversed on due process grounds where no

internreter had been appointed and

where the aceused's knowledge of English was minimal or nonexistent. I U S.
ex ref Nariarra v. Johnson. 365 P. Supp.
8'76 119731; 192 Cal, App. 2d 604: Parra
v Pave. 430 P.2d 834 (194'711.

primary language is Italian, Greek.

These are only a few of the cases

use of an interpreter in Federal Tax
Court, He could not afford to pay for

million people living in the United States

Polish. Hungarian. various Arabic lan- which indicate the need for Federal legguages. and dorms of other languages islation to set mandatory standards for
the appointment of professional interfrom every corner of the world.
in our Federal courts.
Many of these people would benent preters
The
Administrative
Office of the Courts
from this legislation.
estimates the cost of this legislation st
Nationwide. even in courts where in- less than $2 million annually. This seems
terpreters are available for individuals to be a very small price to pay to insure
a ho need help with translation and in- lequal justice for ell.
terpretation. there is no uniform proI believe that this legislation will encedure for utilization of interpreters.
! courage State legislatures to enact WiltOn July 13, 1918. a deaf man came /or legislation for the State and local
t.efore a U.S. Federal Magistrate in
courts where a considerable number of
Greenbelt. Md.. on criminal charges. This flagrant miscarriages of Justice have ocman, who can neither speak nor lip read, curred due to poorly qualified interpretwas denied the use of an interpreter.
ers being used or no interpreters at all.
In Boston. a deaf man was denied the
Consider for a moment that the 40
the interpreter himself and his trial was
postponed. The man moved to St. Paul
where the trial was resumed and an inLer rzter finally appointed.

today. whose primary language is not
English. kepresent close to 20 percent of

our population. Put together, over 10
Members of Congress would represent
them alone. This is obviously a significant number of people who are asking.
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not an' unreasonable thing: that if they
are ever involved in a Federal trial. they
w ill be guaranteed the right to understand all the proceedings. In this great
rountry of ours. the fact that they must
even make such a request is a disgrace.
I urge my colleagues to approve this leg-

islation and bring an end to this gnitesque judacia! oversight.

Mr EDWARDS of California. Mr.

speaker I ask unanimous consent that
all Members may have 5 legislative days

in which to Terme and extend their remarks on the till. H.R. 14030
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gentleman
from California'
There was no objection.

Mr. LIVINGSTON, Mr. Speaker. I
have no requests for time, and I Yield
tack the balance of my time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore The question is on the motion offered by the genCernan from California 'Mr EDWAROSI

that the House suspend the rules and
pass the bill. H K 14030. as amended.

The question was taken: and itwo-

thirds having voted in favor thereof, the
rules %%ere suspended and the bill, as

amended. was passed.
A mot icapjo reconsider was laid on the
table
Mr EDWARDS of California. Mr.

Speaker. on behalf of the Committee on
the Judiciary. I ask unanimous consent

that the Committee on the Judi pry be
discharged from the further co
lion of the Senate bill S 1315i to
tide more effectively for the use of -

ternreters in courts of the United States.
:Ind for other purposes. and ask for immediate consideration of the Senate bill.
The Clerk read the title of the Senate
bill

The SPEAKER pro tempore Is there
objection to the request of the gentleMan ifoni California,

There ti as no obtcetton

The Clerk read the Senate bill, as
s
s t313
Be it enacted by tie Senate and House et
of the United States of
A.,,cn-a in (',,norms ncirmAlrel Thrtt this
Act may be cited 33 the Ittlinglial ?truing.
ynd Speer Impaired Court interpreter At
Representars:cs

Sec 2 ,s I Chapter 11S of title 211, United
Slates Code is Amended by adding at the end
thereof the ionou hilt 11r secUuiis

Interpreters to courts of the United
States
"la) The Director of the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts shall establish a program to facilitate the use of interpreters In court. of the United Nunes
"lb( The Director Shall prescribe. deter
mine, and certify' the quanfications or persons ho may sent as eeettfled interpreters
in courts of the United State* In billnaftia:
proceedings and proceedings !in.:lying the
so doing,
hearing or speech impaired, and
the Mrector shall consider the education.
'1 11127

training and esperience of those periens.
The Director shall maintain a current master list of all interpreters certified by him

and be shall report annually on the fre

Quency of requests for. and the use and effectiveness of. interpreters The Director
shall prescribe a schedule of fees for services
rendered
interpreters.

"icl Each district court shall maintain On
file in the office of the clerk of court a hit

of all persons who have been certified as in-

terpreters linchidIng bilingual interpreters
and oral or manual interpreters for the hearing impaired and speech impaired) by the
Director of the Administrative 0/11ce of the
United Stases Courts in accordance with the
certification program established pursuant to
subsection ibi of this section

"idi In any criminal action or civil action.

Initiated by the United States where the

presiding judictel officer determines on his
own motion or on the motion of a party that
(II a criminal defendant or a party speaks
only a language other than the English langyi ge. suffers from hearing Impairment. or
suffers iron) al
Impairment witch will
Inhibit corn
co
nsion of the proceedings or
communication with counsel and the presiding judicial officer, or (It) In the course of
such proceedings. testimony may be pre-

sented by any person who speaks only a
language other than the English language.
Suffers from a hearing impairment. or suffers
from a speech impairment which will inhibit comprehension of questions and present limit of testimony, the presiding judicial
officer shall muff that the necessary Inter-

pretation be provided and shall obtain the
wry-Ices of
certified interpreter for that
party or person In accordance with subsection le) of this sect(oit

"ielii) In any anion In a court of the

United States where the services of an Interpreter are to be utilized by the presiding
iidiclai officer.

the defendant. a party or

ion -Got ernmen t witness, pursuant to a !Ind:

need for Interpreter services under

Cf1071 (di. the presiding judicial officer
with the assistance of the Director of the

AdnunistratIve Once of the United States
Courts, shill tittIltste the services of the

moat available certified interpreter. or when

tin .erlified Interperter is reasonably mailable as determined by the presiding lisdi, 131

offcer the service of in utherwiaa compt
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ill any action in a court of the United
States where the services of en Interpreter
are to use uthized by the United States attorney for a Ooternment witness. the United
States attorney. Kith the assistance of the
Director of the Administrative Office of the
United States Co Urta, shall utilize the serv-

ices of the moat available certified interpreter. or when no certified interpreter

In his discretion. may direct that all or part

of the 'Spews's shall be apportioned between

or among the parties or shall be tried
Coate in a Civil action

"t3i Any moneys collected pursuant to tMe

subsection may be used to reimburse the
appropriations obligated and disbursed In
payment for such services.

-thj In any action in a court of the United
reasonibly eta cable. se determined by the
States where the presiding judtclal officer
presiding judicial o1 cer. the soettkvi of an.4,slitionshei. rues, or appnoves the cOnipenaaotherwise competent Interpreter.
lion and espensts payable to an interpreter
"0) ism Interpreter Is unable to com- from Wads appropriatod to the Federal
municate effecttvely with the presiding limit..
judiciary, the presiding tudiclat Officer shall
clyi °nicer. the United States attorney, tile net establish. As. or approve cOmpensatIon
defendant. a party. or a witness. the prrsidand expenses in teases of the maximum alwg
°Ricer shall chemise such interlowable under the schedule of fees for servpreter and obtain the services of another titices prescribed pursuant to subsection lb)
trrateter in accordance with the provisions of this section.
0: tins tintwertion
"III The tcrm 'presiding judicial cam'
i41 In 311 actions not entered by parsne used In this section includes a judge of
er Ilah .11 of this subsection. the person rethe United States.
United States magislintnii: the sersirrs of an Interpreter mac trate. referee In bankruptcy. and a judge
,-r.). 3Na latarice of the clerk of court or the
in any court created by Act of Congress in a
Dire, tor of the Administratise office of the territory which is invested with any junatt!CU2111rd states Crntrt in obtaining the assisttion of a district court of the United States.
ant
certified interpreter
"Of The term 'court of the United States'
if I The defendant In ant' criminal ac- as used in this sect ton includes any court cmtion In court of the United States or A mini by Act of Congress In a territory which
pitch in out C111 action in o court of the Is invested with any jurisdiction of disL'Inted States. silo is entitled to an interpretrict court of the United Stank.
t:Ilion pursuant to a ni.esilig of need for inter-IX) The Interpretation provided by cerpreter wrstres under subsection id) may tified interpreters pursuant to this stetson
%saite the interpretation it. whole Of
shall be lit the consecutive mode except that
111

part Stich 3 wither must be ill made es-

pressii by the defendant or party upon the
tecord after the opportunity to consult with
counsel and after tile presiding judicial officer li'aexplsined to the defendant or party.
iitii!rini; the &crimes
in interpreter °blamed in accordance with subsection lei
of this section the nature and effect of the
II:liter and III) approved by the presidlsiR
ludn-lal officer
defendant or pans' Whit u3SWes his

io an Interpreter pro lied puructnt to

the presiding judicial officer. with the approval of all interested parties, may author-

In a summary interpretation when he determines that a summary Interpretation will

be adequate for the material to be inter-

preted

"2 li2a. Special interpretation services

"it) The Director of the Administrative
of the United States Courts Shall
establish n prcgii4n for the provision of
special Interpretation services in criminal
Office

,nU,ect Ion .41 mat utilize the ..erSIces of
non, ertirled Interpreter of the person%
base at porNunal expense
.1, In et:111111.11 netwo.1 nod civil SC-

actions and in chit actions initiated by the
tinned Stales, when the oroviron of sitei!
"writers rill aid in the efficient administra-

I ion, lint fated

capacity

,1ant to subsection lei /II of this section

speak only a language other than the English

the L'unted States, the gal.
' ries fees. experirs and costs incident to
the services
ices of sn interpreter pur-

be Pald by the 131rectiv from funds

appropriated to the Vecien..1 fadlclars. Procled That a presider* judicial officer, in his

rrtion may direct that all or part of the

ciprnses shall be appropriated betiseen or

,11.1,,ng the panic, or shall be taxed as costs
III .1 etvi; sedge)

12i In criminal actions and civil actions
initiated by the United State!. the salaries.

t,r espelies. all ...its incident to pros id.
[he ,ef.lc- uf an interpreter pursuant

neriRn, ,e, 12) of in's 1,ection shall be
t tie At tt,rrie% ()entre') from funds
,i,c ,pf
d to the impartment or Justice
Hie
t,icling judicial ()Meer,

tion of justice. The program shall provide a
for simultaneous interpretation
:'cruces in multidefendint criminal actions
and rnoiticisrendant civil senora. and shall
include necessary services for persona who
language. hearing impaired persona. and

speech impaired persons. The presiding JudiClal officer on his motion qr on the motion of
ri party may order the special interpretation
services be provided.

"ibl Upon the request
nuy action for which pect

arty person in
interpretation

services established pursue.
subsection
Iii are not otherwise provIdeld, the Director,

with the approval of the p :ding judicial
officer may male such sent
available to
the pet um requesting the seri to on a re-

imbitr

Oasis

at rates

es

blishen in

conformity with section fioi of the Act of
August 31. 1951 ich 378. titife \5. 65
290 31 I/ 5C eairai
Proticted,",, That
Director may require the prepayment o

u
41
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estimated espenir of lorosiding the sees:ices
the person requesting them.

ice The espenses incident to prodding
ser.icts pursuant to subsection 'al of thla
section snail be paid by the Director from

"1 1069a. Language requirements ID Cornmcmwitsitb of Puerto Rico
..No person shell be disqualified for service
on a grand or petit jury summoned In the
Commonwealth of Puerto Atm solely because

of the espenses shaft be apportioned between

such person is unable to speak. reed. write.
and understane the English language if such
person is able to speak. read. write and understand the Spanish language".

costa an a Cl%41 action Prot aded /maker. That

amended by striking out "In Makin

funds appropriated to the Federal judiciary'
Fronded. That a preelding !udtclat officer.
an Ms discretion. may direct that ill Or part

or among the parties or shall be mud as
any moneys collected pursuant to the Stet
prosiao of this subsection may be used to
reimburse the appropriations obligated and

tbitli Section 13631b1 of auch

pros
making".
in section 11109a of this title.
(21 Section 1169th) Of iucri title Is arse

serting in lieu thereof "Except

ed by inserting after "Engitsh language- th
"1d1 Appropriations available to the Di- following: [except as prbylded In section
rector shall be available to provide arnica 11169a of this tinsel".
in accordance with subsection (b) of this
(ci The analysts of such chapter 121 is
section Prot Wed, That moneys collected by
amended by adding at the end thereof the
the -Director pursuant to that subsection follow ;11g new Item:
di.,bursed an payment lOr such Services.

burst the appropriations
-ices Provided Jurtner.
charged for s u
That presadangylcial officer. in his dismay be used

cretion may direct that all or part of the

expenses shall be apportioned between or

"lidge. Language requirements in Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.",
Sec. S. Section 604(a) of title 21. United
States Code. is intender:

tilt by striking out paragraph (10) and

among the parties or shall he tatted as costa
10 the pctiun

inierting in lieu thereof:

the United States. a United States magistrate.

distribute. and assign the custody of lawbook,, equipment. supplies, and other per-

-.lei The term 'presiding judleiel officer'
as used in this section includes a judge of
a referee in bankruptcy. and a judge in any
court created by Act of Congress in a territory rhfch is invested with any jurisdiction

of a dimrirt court of the United Stem ".
it), The analysis of chapter 119 of title
28, United States Code. Is amended by adding

at the end :hereof the following:
1827 Interpreters In courts of the United
states
'1523 Fpecisl interpretation services.'.
Sri- 3 Sect Ion 42 of the Puerto Rico red-

eral Relations Act Lea U S C 04411 is amended

striking out the last sentence Of Such

section and inserting the following new
sentences, Initial pleadings in the United

States EMI rtc t Court for the District of Puerto Ri:o rngy be hied In either the Spanish or

English lahRusge and all further pleadings
and proceedings shall be in the English Ianguage unless upon applicatton of a party or
upon its own option. 114 court. In the Interest r,f

juatirr, orders that the further

pleadings or proceedings. or any part there-

of. shall be conducted in the Spanish language The at-men orders and decisions of
the court shall be in both the Spanish and

Res If an appeal is taken of a
(ending conducted In whole or part
in the panish laricuage, toe record or necori,ons of at shall be translated Into
'essar
:anguage The cost of the transthe Er
a
be pa ad by the district court or
:aticn
1,PS as the judge may direct All
111f
rttr
shall oe in the English
appellate
language

trial Jr

;

'rc

si

121 of (nil 25. United

h

Stafcs Cade is
end thereof the

a

vied by adding it the

wing new aectkat.

4j

101( At

Purchase. exchange. transfer.

sonal property for the judicial branch of
Government (except the Supreme Court

unless otherwise provided pursuant to pare graph i171): la) provide or nuncio available
headily to each court appropriate equipment
for the interpretation of proceedings In accordance with section 11211 of this title; and
tC1 enter Into and perform contracts and
other transactions upon such terms as he
May deem appropriate as may be necessary
to conduct the work of the judicial branch
of Government teittirpt the Supreme Court
Unless otherwise provided pursuant to paragraph (1611: Provided. That contracts for
nonoersonal services for pretrial services
agencies. for the interpretation of proceedings. and for the provision of special inter-

pretation services pursuant to section II=
of this title may be awarded without regard
to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of
the United Stales, so amended 141 USC,
51.".
thil by redesignatIng paragraph (13) as
paragraph t 171: and .1

(c) by inserting after paragraph 021 the
following new paragraphs.
"1131 Pursuant CO section 1027 of this

establish a program for the certification and utilization of interpreters In
roues of the United States.
"flii Pursuant to section 1125 of this
titie establish a program for the provision
.

of special interpretation services In courts
of the United Starr..
'115) 011 In those districts where the Director considers it advisable based can the

need for interpreters. suthorixd the full -

t ame or part-time employment by the court

of certified interpreters: 111 where the Di-lb) Notwithstanding any other law. the
rector considers it adstaabla based oo the Directer
may appoint candied interpreters
need for interpreters. appoint certified inter- In accordance
with section ItiOetal (151(Ri
preters on a full -time or part-tins' basis for of this title without
regard to the provisions
services in various courts when he deter- of chapter 51 and subchapter
Iii at chapter
^mines that such appointments will result 10 53 of title 5.
the economical provision of Interpretation
"tc1 The Director May obtain penalsal
service*. and IC) pay out of moneys appro- services as authorised by section 3101 of title
priated for tie judiciary interpreters' salaries. S. United States Code. at rates for individuals
feet and expenses, and other costs which may not to exceed the daily equivalent of the
arc -rte In accordance with the provisions of highest rate payable under the General
sections 1197 and 1425 of Ulla title.
Schedule pay rates. section 5232 of title 5.
"1 1S5 In his discretion. (A) accept and
States Code, relating to cis/silicaMatz, voltintatY and uncompensated United
twit and General Schedule pay rates: Fre(gratuitous' write's, including services as ckled. hOirever. That the compensation of
authorized by section 3162 of title 5. United any person appointed under this subsection
States Code. and 1111 accept. hold. admin- &hall not exceed the annual rate of basic
ister, and utilize gifts and bequests Of per
pay potable under the general schedule. secsonar property for Out purpose of siding ,r tion 5332 of title 5. United States Dade.
facilitstinq the work of the jUtilcii ,,ch
"(d) All functions of other ofecers and
of Government. Prot toed. That gifts or be- employees of the Administrative Deice and
quests of money shall be covered into the all functions of organizational unt'A of the
Treasury
Stc 6 Section 604 of title 211. United State*

,

Code is amender. further by inserting after
mhsettion lel the following new subsetnon..
"If I The Director may snake. promulgate.
issue. -sscind. and amend rules and regulations ilnrindin. regulations prescribing
standards of conduct for Administrative Ofnce employees) as may be necessary to carry

out his functions. powers. duties and authority The Director may publish in the
Federal Rrilster such rules. regulations. and
noticn for the judicial branch of Govern-

ment which he determine, to be of public Interest: and the Director of the Federal Reg-

ister hereby

is

authorized to accept and

Administrative Office are vested in trig Direc-

tor. The Director may delegate any of his
functions. powers. duties. and authority (except the authority to promulgate ruin and
regulations) to such officers and employees
of the judicial branch of Government as he
may designate, and subject to such terms and
conditions as he may consider appropriate:
and may authorize the succeasIn ridelegsloon of such functions. powers. duties. and
ail:horny as he may deem desirable. All official acts performed by such officer, and
employees shall have the same force and effect as though performed by the Director in

person ".
Sec S Section 503 of title 28. United States

is amended by striking tha second

shall publish such materials.
When authorized io inching* per-

Code.

or sect similar Ite,112 end may apply the IIX.
r3c111t(f .WOeanCe as proceeds of sale in
such C:.544 In w,1011 .n' in port payment for
the property Rcrititroa Prortafrd, That any

paragraph 45) the following new paragraph:
-151 compensation of court appointed expert'. compensation of interpreters. and sal-

sonal property. the Director may *se:antra

traneeclori carried Our ittrier tr.* authority
cf tilts lutoectiod
be evident:4 in writing

"12: The Director hereby Is stith(u.12ed to

enter Into contracts for public utility =T.
lrel and related ter: roast equipment for pft
nada not exceeding ten years "

Sec 7 Section 602 of title 21. United
States code. is amended by stroking out the
present section and inserting in lieu thereof

the followitig
"I 602 Employees

"la I The Director &hill appoint sod ex the
compensio:on of rosemary employees of the
Administrative Otte* in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 51 and surschapter
of chapter Si of tide 5. United States Cods,
reistinu .0 classifIcatton end General Schedule pulp' rat,'

paragraph thereof.

Sec S. Section 1420 of title RS, United
States Code. is amended by Inserting after

aries, fees. expenses. and costs of special

interpretation services under section I631 of
this title.".

Svc. 10 Section Sib) of the Act of Sep-

tember 23. OMB tPultiltc Law 16-370. 73 Stat.
5521. Ii repealed.
Sic 11 Thera are authorized to be appropris ied to the judicial branch of Government

such sums as inay be necessary to carry
out the amendments made by this Act.

Sec 12. The amendments made by this Act
shall take effect on 0,:tober 1. 1071.
MOTION 6/1MRED at MI. 1:11)WWI Oir

cLiecal41.4

Mr. EDWARZS of California. Mr.

'Speaker. 2 offer a motion.
The Clerli read as follows

4i
Air EowAlliDS of Csisfornia moves to strike

out alt after the enacting clieute sf 8. 1315.

a
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Mr. ULLMAN_ Mr. Speaker, H.R. 10161

r.-I ru ii.sert in neu thereof the test of H
passed the House on Auguit I. lent and
14 )30 as passed by the Fiou
the Senate made no amendment to its
provision. as approved by the House.
to.
The motion was agreed
The Senate bill was ordered to be read However, the Senate added two substana third time was read the third time. tive amendments as follows:
Amendment No. 1 include. the proand passed.
so as to read. visions of H R 10423, a bill tO continue
The title was amended
A bill to provide more effectively for the the duty suspension of natural graphite.
use 01 interpreters in courts of the United This WI is noncontroversial and was
Pawed by the Howe on September
States. and for other purposes."
A motion to reconsider was laid on 1978. by unanimous consent. Therefore.
I recommend that the House concur in
the tabl`.
Senate amendment No. 1.
Mr. Speaker, there is controversy on
SUPPLY
ii
EASTERN TELEPHONE
Senate amendment No. 2a proposal to
MANUFACTURING. INC.
temporarily suspend the duty on freight
Mr. ULIMAN Mr. Speaker. I move to cars The Subcommittee on Trade of the

It

suspend the rules and agree to the resolution 1H Res. 1417, making in order
consideration of Senate amendments to
relief of
the bill H R 10161) for the
Lastern Telephone Supply L Manufacturing. Inc
The Clerk read the resolution as folloas.
H Ras 1417

Committee on Ways and Means held a
hearing on this proposal on September
:!9 Objections to this legislation have
been received from the Railcar Manufacturers Association, a domestic producer. as well as a Member of Congress.

Therefore, I recommend that Senate

amendment No. 2 not be agreed to at

this time.
That iretrstediately agion Hthe
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The QuesR
bits
the
doptit,h of MI., resolution
tion is on the motion offered by the genof
Eastern
Telephone
tha.---reiN
to
10161. for
Inc together tleman from Oregon (Mr. /tummy)
supp:v ancVNIal:ufagurLhg. thereto
be and suspend the rules and agree go the reso.f pi the Scina:e amen silents
the same 14 tlerpb$ . taken from the Speakers lution. House Resolution 1417. r
The question was taken: and (twotabie to thentl tr.at r I senate amendment
Resulted

i

tie Senate amendment to thirds having voted in favor thereof
are azrend to, and (2} the rules were suspended and the resoluthe title of
numuercd '1 is dtsagreed tion was agreed to.
-ate ante!
:0
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
1
The SPEAKER pro ternporc. Is a sec- table.
ond demanded*.
Mr CONABLE Mr. Speak.er, I deGENERAL LEAVE
mAild a second

The SPEAKER pro trmpore. Without
ond will bo considered as

objection. a
ordered.

There was no obiection
The SPEAKER pro tempore The Chair
recognizes the gentleman from New York
.

Mr. CONABLE Mr. Speaker. I ask
unanimous consent that all Members

may have 3 legislative days in which to
revise and extend their remarks on the
legislation t H. Res. 1417) just agreed to
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
objection to the request of the gentleman

Mr Cox/tau)
Mr CONABLE Mr Speaker. we con- from New York?
There was no objection.
rur with the chairman in accepting the
Senate amendment to this House passed
bill a 111C11 would extend the existing duty
suspension on imports of natural graph.te This senate amendment was passed
by the House as H R 10625 We also con''Jr shah the chairman In refusing to ac-

ct tit

Senate amendment on freight

cars

45c
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION ACT
Mr. ECKHARDT_ Ur, Speaker. I move
to suspend the rules and pass the Senate

morteurtosse

Sac. 3. For purposes of this Act
(1 ) the term "Adtriaory Board' means the
Dispute Reso!ut(on AdInzary Board established under section 7(a);

bill IS 957) to promote commerce by
(2) the term "Attorney General" means the
establishing a national goal for the de- Attorney
General of the United States:
velopment and maintenance of effective,
fair, inexpensive, and expeditious

mechanisms for the resolution of consumer controversies. and for other purPaws. as amended.
The Clerk read as follows:
S 957

Be it enacted by the Senate and Nouse
of Reprsentatties of the United Stales of
America to Congress assembled.
SHOAT =LC
SZICTION

I. This Act may be cited as the

-Dispute Resolution Act-.

rovativcs AND
MU
Sac 2 s) The Congress rinds and declares

tht
i I

for

the

majority

of

Americans

mecheniams for the resolution of disputes
involving consumer goods and services, as
well as numerous other types of minor civil

disputes ere largely unavailable. Inaccessible.
ineffective. expensive. or unfair;
i21 the Inadequacies of dispute resolution

mechanisms In the United States have remittal In al/satisfaction ono 'nasty types of
inadequately resolved grievances and disputes,

13) each individual dispute, such as that
between neighbors, a consumer and seller.
and a landlord and tenant, for which adequate resolution mechanisms do not exist
may be of relatively arisen social or economic
magnitude. but faxen collectively such disputes are of *non:nowt social and economic
consequence,

141 there Is a lack of necessary resources

or expertise in many areas of the United
States to develop new or Improved consumer
dispute resolution mechanisms. neighborhood dispute resolution centers. and other
necessary dispute resolution mechanisms.

15) the inadequacy of dispute resolution
mechanisms throughout the United States Is

contrary to the general welfare of the people:
and
(d) neighborhood. local. or community

based dispute resolution nwachartiams can
provide and promote expeditious. inespen.ive equitable. and voluntary resolution of
disputes. as well as serve as modal* for otter
dispute resolution mechanisms.
)b) It is the purpose of this Act to assist

D.* States and other Interested parties In providing to all persona cunveolent &Sass to dispute resolution mechanisms which are cffec
use fair. Inexpensive, and expeditious

(3) the term 'Center" means the Dispute

r....oluttort RIPSQUIrt Center established under

section i(s);
(4) the terns "dispute resolution mechanism" means any court with jurtictiction over
minor consumer disputes and other minor

civil disputes. and any forum which provides

for arbitration. mediation. conciliation. or
any similar procedure. which is available to
adjudicate. settle. or otherwise resolve any
minor consumer disputes and any other minor
civil disputes:

(5) the term "grant recipient" means any
Stets or local government, any State or local
governmental agency. and 1 -iy nonprofit organization which receives a ,rant under section I:
(6) the term "local" means of or pertaining

to any political subdivision of a State: and

(7) the term "state" means the several

States, the District of Columbia. the Com-

monwealth of Puerto Rico. Guam, American
Samoa. the Virgin Wanda. the Northern

itarlana Islands. the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands. and any other territory or

possession of the United Mates_
omens roe awns WOLVTIOS MIXIdANtsai%

Sac. 4. Any grant recipient which desires

to use any financial assistance received under

this Act !n connection with eatablishIng or
maintaining a dispute resolution mechanism
shall provide satisfactory assurances to the
Attorney General that lb. dispute resolution
mechanism will provide for
(1 ) assistance to persons wigs the dispute
resolution mechanism:

12) the adjudication or resolution of disputes at times and locations which are con-

venient to persona the dispute resolution

mechanism Is intended toaster:
t31 adequate arrangements to facilitate use
by persona who have difficulties communicat-

ing In English or who have physical disa-

bilities:
(4) reasonable. fair. and readily Understandable forms. rules, and procedures, which

shall Include those which
IA) ensure that all parties to a dispute are
directly involved in the resolution of the dispute. and that the resolution is adequately
Implemented;

IR) provide any easy way far any person
to determine the proper name in which, and
the proper procedure by which, any person
may be made a party to dispute resoiutior
proceeding. and

454

(C) tit the ire eliptile trwtuttan
atecuaaler air Me Malmo
la} the Illematiaaties urea relat-

ing to tail

mg use ot
°Leer maim everaealeera la the meat mat
Maputo lisoletket elicrta rail or the dhow/
involved ayes apt cease tinkle tie jurtedtctumor talliteputerleolutkevameffeuatem
(Si coneultauoa sot coopirrstioia wills the
couireabity sail with reeentraestal Wades:
iif

end
(7)

public information prey= trislcb

effectively sail esononically ommatualcates
to potesitiel were the intatiabtlity ena loos-

ttois or sae &watt niesitalea aulciessima

4 5 5.
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
P.L. 95-539

COURT INTERPRETERS ACT
(

9.7-4391 ism Ragan Stag. 2040

Senate Report (Judiciary Committee.L.No. 95-569,
Nov. 1, 1977 (To accoaspan4S. 13151
House Report (Judiciary Committee) No. 95-1667,
Oct. 4, 1978 (To aceompany H.R. 14030]
Cong. Record Vol. 123 (1977)
Cong. Record Vol. 124 (1978)

tea

DATES OF CONSIDERATION AND PASSAGE
Senate November 4, 1977; October 13, 1978
House October 10, 1978
The Senate hill was passed in lieu of the House bill after amending

its language to contain the text of the House bill.
The House Report is set out.

HOUSE REPORTcNO. 95-16$7.
(Page 11

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill

(H.R. 14030) to provide more effectively for the use of interpreters in
courts of the United States, and id* other purposes, having considered
the same, report favorably thereon with amendments and recommend
that the bill as amended do pass.
[Page 21
EXPLANATION OF AIIENDSLESTS

The committee amendments defer the effective date of the provisions
of the bill and correct printing errors.
PURPOSE

The purpose of H.R. 14030 is to require the a Nointment of interpreters, who have been certified by the Director c,f the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. in Federal civil and critttinal proceedings
under specified conditions. H.R. 140:0 makes additional substantive
and technical changes to provide more effectively for the use of interpreters in Federal dist nut courts, to CUnIpty r,
es in the
law and for other purposes.
HISTORY OF THE LEGISLATION

The Subeorrtmittee oti Civil and Constitutional
gs ' regarding this legislation (formerly

days of ilea

4652
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s held three
10228 and
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its Senate counterpart, S. 1315, durihg which testimony was receiv
from 14 witnesses.
On August. 17, 1978, the subcommittee unanimously ordered H.R.
0 favorably reported, as amended, to the full Committee on the
iary. The full committee considered H.R. 14030 and on Septemu
1978, by a voice vd ordered that it. be reported favorably, as
ber
to the House.
amen
iJurinm

\

GENERAL STATEMENT

93d Congress, the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on

in Judicial Machinery held 2 days of hearings regarding
1724)
which mandated the use of court interpreters in
legislation
the Federal courts. S. 1724 was then amended to include provisions
affecting the pleadings and proceedings of the U.S. District Court for
the District of Puerto Rico. The Senate passed S. 1724 and similar
legislation (S. 565) in the 94th Congress.
In 1975, the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights held 3
days of hearings regarding S. 585 and its House counterpart. The 1975
subcommit tee hearings did not address the issue of the Federal District
Court in Puerto Rico. Instead, they focused solely on the issue of
court interpreters in the Federal courts generally. No bill was reported
by the subcommittee at that time.
The recent hearings conducted by the subcommittee focused on both
issues described above since the legislation before the subcommittee
(H.R. 10228) addressed both issues. 'While convinced by the testimony
received that some changes need to be made regarding the pleadings
and proceedings of the District Court for Puerto Rico, the subcommittee members were not convinced that the legislation before it

Improve e

.

adequately solved the problems which exist in that court. Consequently, the subcommittee voted to delete those provisions of the
legislation which would have affected the District Court. for Puerto
Rico. The members did, however, indicate a commitment (through
a July 19, August

sad '.1

[Page 31

unanimous sponsorship of new legislation) to continue examine the
problem in an attempt to reach -some resolution at the earliest possible
*date in the next session.
RIGHT TO APPOINTMENT OF COMIT INTERPRETER

An original impetus for legislation _3dressing the issue of court

interpreters was the 1970 decision of the U.S. Count of Appeals for the
Second Circuit in U.S. ex ret Negron v. New York, 434 F. 2d 386 which

held that the sixth amendment to the Constitution requires that nonEnglish speaking defendants be informed of theit right to simultaneous
interpretation of proceedings at government expense. In recognizing
that federal case law on this issue was scant, the Court focused on
State court opinions which have recognized such rights. In Terry v.
Staff, 15 S. 3S6, 387 (1925), the Court of Appeals of Alabama stated
that
(t)he accused must. not only be confronted by the witnesses
against him but he must lie accorded all necessary means to

4653
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know and understand the testimony given by such witnesses.

Mere confrontation of the witnesses would be useless,

bordering on the farcical, if the accused could not hear or
understand their testimony.

U.S. v: Carrion, 488 F. 2d 12 (1973),.a case similar to Neural:,

reaffirmed the pi inciple that continuous interpretation should ba pro-

vided when language barriers are obvious and the defendant it

Mdigent.

There are currently four relevant Federal statutes regarding. the
appointment of court interpreters. However, the language in these
provisions make the appointment of interpreters discretionary, not
mandatory:
Rule 28(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
provides that the court "may appoint an interpreter of its
own selection and may fix the reasonable compensation of
such interpreter." The Advisor* Cogunittee notes to the 1966

amendment of rule 28 describes the scope of the rule as

including interpreters not only for the non-English speak:
but al-.o for the deaf. The note further states that "general
language is used to give discretion to the court to appoint

interpreters in '.11 appropriate situations."
The Criminal Justice Act of 1964 [18 U.S.C. 3006A(e)1
provides that court-appointed counsel may obtain expert or
"other" services "necessary to en adequate defense."
Rule 43(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure statesthat "the court may appoint an interpreter of its own selection and may fix his reasonable compensation. The compensation shall be paid out of funds provided by the law or by one

or more of the parties as the court may direct, and may be
taxed ultimately as costs, in the discretion of the court,
Rule 604 of the Federal Rules of Evidence requires that an

interpreter be "subject to the provisions of these rules [the
Federal Rules of Evidence( relating to qualification as ar
expert and the administration of an oath or affirmation tha
lie will make a true translation."
[page 41

Despite the discretionary powers which these statutes have conferred
on federal judges, testitnony before the Subcommittee indicated that
several federal convictions have been reversed on due process grounds
where no interpreter had been appointed and where the defendant's
knowledge of kaglish was either minimal or nonexistant. (U.S. ex rel
Namur() v. Johrowa, 365 F. Stipp. 676 (t9731; In re ,Iftirarior, 192 Cal.
App. 2d 604: Parra v. Page 430 P. 2d S34 119671.2 In addition, by testimony and by affidavits submitted t the Subcommittee, we were given
examples of recent cases where federal judges were reluctant to use the
discretionary powers which j.heykutve been granted.2
in emphasizing the need to this legislation, Congressman Fred
Richmond noted before the subcommittee that "(Of languagehandicapped Americans lire not. given the const stutionally established
access to understand and participate in their own defense, then we
have failed to carry out a fundamental priiii-e of fairness and due
prneess for all." As he commented, "with the deaf community, this
ommunicatiou problem has long been
I5
because it is
invisible."
..4fOt
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NEED To APPOI.NT eiRTIFI ED INTEUPRETXRS

he witnesses who testified byre the Subcommittee regarding
All
that one of the
c
the issue o court interpre
went that the
n.qAtt key vraision oft s legislation is t e
certification
proAdministrative Office a- the U.S. Courts initiate a

cedure for court interpreters in order to insure that only qualified

interpreters are used in the federal courts.
The basis for this concurrence was the concern voiced repeatedly
that there is currently no method oT evaluating the accuracy of interpretations provided in the courts. Mr. Stafford Richie; Special Assistant General Counsel for the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, in a colloquy with Congressman Butler, highlighted the

problem when he testified that a record of proceeding involving
does not include a statement or record of the interpretanterpretation. According to Mr. Richie, "nobody knows how accurate the
tion.
interpretation may have been except the interpreter. And he is the
wrong person to look to for an impartial assessment of his performance."

Ms. Paulette Harary, president of the Court Interpreters Association of New York further attested to the problem in her testimony
before the subcommittee.' We were told by Ms. Heresy, whose primary experience is with the fecis:344jatrinLenttzLitISLerzaerk, that
the present system of selecting intemreters often involves the expedient acceptance of individuals based solely on their own representation of competence in a particular foreign language.

What H.R. 14050 requires
H.R. 140.30 requires the Director of the Admini.strative Office of the
U.S. Courts to establish B. certification process for interpreters used in
federal district courts and to maintain on file a list. of all such certified

interpreters and preference in appointment is to be given, by the
presiding judicial officer, to the most available certified interpreter. If

*Testimony of Hon. Prod Richmond. B.Z. Leprestotattrs Ii Conran from tbs 14th

District of New York on July IS, 1ST&
*Testimony, with atlidavits. of ay DuBow, lAint Dtieetor of the Hatiose.1 Center for
Lew and Deof f NCLD) End of Gary Hinkley on Aug. 2. 127S.

Testimony by Paulette Hart* on August 2.

[Page 51

no such interpreter is reasonably available then an otherwise competent interpreter is to be appointed.
Preference for appointment of a certified interpreter is the mechanism, provided by this legislation, through which the government can
guarantee the accuracy of the translation provided. Without this
preference, existing. problems regarding the quality of interpreters vill
continue. The following case further illustrates the need for this
preference:
174 Cumninnwealth. of Virginia v. Edmonds (1976) a case cited by
Sy DuBow, 1,,,..911 Director, the National Center for the Law and the
Deaf, in testimony before the Subcommittee on August 2, 1978, the

lower court arointed a police officer who knew only fingerspelling to

interpret for is deaf rape victim. When asked what happene4, the
woman signed "forced intereourw" and the interpreter told the court
she said they "made love." Vhen asked what she was wearing, she
signed "blouse" anti the interpreter told the court "short, blouse."

4
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Ail-amine.- tee testitttunv by iaroponents of this teals abean, the ap-

pouitmnt of certified interpreters is desigtust to Insure not only ea

accurete translation but. kiibo an impartiul one. If a certified interpreter

Is found to be guilty of misconduct or unethical lalaivinr, his or tier
certification can be taken away. This latter ltiNlif WtiS uddressed by
Carl Imlay 5 of the Administrative Office of the Courts when he
related to Ow subcommittee the concern of the ('h of Judge of the
U.s, District itt Chicatrn. The Chief Judge noted aai to allow an
individual to waive the use of a certified interpreter nit -then to
substitute their own personal interpreter might create attt
rtunitv
for a party to use an unscrupulous interpreter. According to the Chief
Judge. such ft problem would be particularly acute in organized crime
cases in the Chicar-o area. However, as Mr.-Imlay correctly observed,
section 1 is27LaW of the bill allows the court to limit waiver of officially

certifie;r7nterpreters to cases of -special necessity and in situations
where the judge has some assurance that a noncertified interpreter
will give un honest rendition of the testimony.
SUMMAR!' AND DESCRIPTION

Section 2(a) of the bill adds two new sections, 1827 and 1828, to
title 28 of the United States Code which set forth the circumstances
under which certified interpreters are to be provideiLio federal district

courts and the type of interpretation, special or otherwise to be
provided.
section 1827 requires the Director of the Administrative

OfTitefthe U.S. Courts to determine, prescribe, and certify qualifications of ,Ieukens who may serve as certified language interpreters or
ters ror the hearing impaired in federal district courts. The
n trocess is intended tea assure thaat the inierpretrs used in
rutartc be tt tlta h
2 liv. ti irwc tcniTnTrritrrin-44,---I

flreriit6tTion d (111.1itittririTra-q. the

(*elm is to take into
consideration criteria such as the educution, trunnng and experience
of such individuals. The Director must bear in maul that an isulividual
need not only demonstrate a capactiy to interjaret for an individual
who speaks only or primarily a language other than Etelish or for an
individual whose hearing is impaired but that that individual should
Test itnour by lir. Imlay before the subcommittee on July 19.

(Me 61

also be suicientl familiar with

rocedurea_ef
Le.UalettarlaLLUa.

mittee's belief that the Director must meet. with

organizations serving individuals who speak alame-unge other than
the English language and the hearing impaired in
i developing criteria
for quoin-1ft' interpreters. Organizations such as the National AssocieItou-efilie Deaf, the National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf,
state registries of interpreters for the deaf and State associations of
the deaf could be particularly- helpful in defining standards for interpreters for the hearing impaired. For language interpreters, otr-nizations such as state or local associations of language interpreters and
the Mexican-American and Puerto Rican Legal Defen,e and Educaa Funds could be of assistance in developing standards. The U.S.
e Delft] t inent , foreign hineuag departments within state colleges

a
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and universities and foreign language associations could also be of
assistance to the Director in fulfilling this task.
Each district court is to maintain an updated list of all persons who
have been certified as interpreters by the Director. The presiding judicial officer must then give preference in appointment to an individual

who has been so certified. If no such individual is reasonably available
then an otherwise competent interpreter may be appointed. In determining the availability of a certified interpreter the court should coniiier initially whether an appropriate interpreter is available within
its own district. If there is no such interpreter within its own district
the court may appoint an interpreter from another district which is in

close geographic proximity to the court. It is not the Committee's
-eters be shifted from one district to another, espeintent- that ir
cially if the districts are not in close geogruphic proximity, except under
circumstances where the court finds it necessary to do so to provide
for the efficient administration of justice.
The statutory right to appointment of an interpreter under this
legislation, is triggered'when the presiding judicial officer determines
Sher on the judge's own motion or that of a party that a party or a
u frees
than the English
(1) speaks only or primarily a language other
language; or

(2) suffers from a hearing impairment (whether or not also

suffering from a speech impairment)
aide that either of the above may inhibit such party's comprehension
of the proceedi gs ar_commtinication with counsel o the presidingit mayMilbit suchWitnesspresentatiorialf
\judicial officer
-T-5-17rno

oaaitsi a erne

s

is important o note that the statutory rig con erre under
s
triiclilation is not intended to supervek other non-conflicting,
statutory rights regarding appointment of Nterpreters. While the
ledge has the ultimate responsibility in determining whether or not an
interpreter is required under this legislation, it is anticipated that
counsel will alert the judge's attention to the fact that an interpreter
may be needed. it is anticipated that the need for formal proceedings
to make an initial determination of whether the appointment of an
interpreter is required gill be minimal. Instead, we anticipate that

diirire- discovery or other pretrial matters counsel for both parties will
be able to assess the language capability of a party. Upon agreement
ipage 71

of bot attorneys and perhaps brief questioning by the judge of the
party. the judge can make the det rmina t ion regarding appointment of
an int erpreter_

This legislation does not require that the services of an interpreter
be made available for individuals who suffer from a speech impair-

ment which is slot tic-romp:titled by a hearing impairment. The reason
fur this IIINNIOT1 IN the difficulty in determining the type of inter relation services whirl' would be appropriate for such individuals. his
OITUSN1011, however, is not intended to prohibit a court from providing,
on its own initiative, assistance, where appropriate, to such individuals
if it will aid in effi cient administration of justice.

Winter of 'he right. to an interpreter is permitted under the safe-

:Twin's spelled out iii section 1-S27(f ). The Committee anticipates that
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waiver of appointment of certified court interp reters w
e itnited
prituarilv to cases of S11421'1111 11Pre:.:Sity and in situations where the
jud,e has some assurance that a non-certified interpreter will give an
honest and impartial rendition of the testimony.
If an individual, other than it witness, waives, under section
IS27(1)(1), the right to have it certified court, interpreter appointed
by the court then such individual nifty utilize the services of a noncertified interpreter of such individuals choice. The bill provides that
the fees, expenses, and costs of such interpreter be paid in the manner
provided for court appointed interpreters. This provision was included
so as to not penalize an individual who, because of special circumstancs, could communicate more effectively in the proceedings with
a noncertified interpreter of such individual's own choice. The committee anticipates that such interpreter will have expenses and costs
paid at the sazne rate as that of a court appointed interpreter. If such
individual is an interpreter by profession (but is not certified by the
Director) then such individual's fees should also he paid at the same
rate as
of a court appointed interpreter. If, however, such individual sis not an interpreter by professiortthen the committee anticipates that the fees paid will be deterniined by the Director taking
into consideration the wages such individual did forfeit or could have
forfeited by assuring P. party in the proceedings and other reasonable
factors.
It is the committee's intent that any privileged communication
which is made through an interpreter remain privileged and that the
interpreter cannot be compelled to testify as to such communications.
The bill changes present law pertaining to payment of costs incident
to providing the services of an interpreter. -Under present law the
Government is required to provide and pay for an interpreter's servi

ices only in the case of an indigent criminal defendant. This bill
requires that the cost of an interpreter's services be paid by the
Government in all criminal and civil actions which are initiated by
the United States whether or not a defendant or party is indigent.
In such civil actions the costs incident to providing the services of

an interpreter shall be apportioned among the parties or taxed as
costs iadless the court, in its discretion, orders that the costs be paid

by the Government. The committee anticipates that iii such civil

cases, the costs will be borne by the Government only in those cases
where the court deems it appropriate to serve the inif,rests of justice.
It. is the committee's intent that all interpret at ions are to be made in
the consecutive mode \cent in those limited situations where the
[page Rl

court determines, and all the parties agree, that the simultaneous or
summary mode will aid in the efficient administration of justice. The

use of simultaneous interpretation is authorized to deal with two
situations: first, in cases where the services of a mantle! (sign languaro

interpreter are to be utilized and, second, in multidefendant
or civil actions.
The terms used above to describe the method of translation services
to be used undor this bill may be subject to varying constructions. The
committee uses these terms to imply the following: simultaneous
translation requires the...hinguag,e interpreter to interpret and to
speak contemporaneously with the individual whose communication
is being translated. No pauses by the individual are required. An
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interpreter for the deaf who is translating through the use of sign

language would also be doing so contemporaneously with the speaker
whose communication is being translated. Again, no Fatises by such
e, the speaker,
speaker mould he iviptired. Under the consecutive mode,
allow the
whose communication is being translated, must pause towould be at.
the
testimony
given.
(The
pauses
interpreter to convey
the inter short, agreed upon intervals.) Summary translations allow
e
The
co
distill
the
speech
of
the
speaker.
preter to condense and

e of trans'

nntIrt niter that' he

I s2S of the hill authorizes the establishment, of special
.rretation set-. lees which shall he capable of providingandsimulrivd
taneous interpretation services in multidefentlant criminal
act ions.
r.:t tIFFO Ft= R ctf the bill set forth guidelines for the Director
( !Ike of the U.S. c-utirts to implement the
o he At
These
sections also give express, or new, auinterpreters progra .
thority to the Director to carry out duties not related to the interpreters program.
Section :;kc) !rives the Director the power to authorize the full-time
or part-time employment by a district court of certified interpreters
interwhere the Director considen; it advisable based on the need for
that
the
district.
The
Committee
anticipates
preters in the part ieular
who
must
file
certified,
will
Director will ensure that such interpreters,
be compensated at a rate which reflects the professionalism of the
ivelual,,, The e'onimit tee believes that under the present rote of
corniensation for interpreters employed by the courts it would be
diaitalt to hire and retain the qualified interpreters required under
this, leislat ion.
Under this !,ection. the Director 1s also authorized to acept and
'ices and to accept, hold,
milli,: voluntary and uneomensatet
at lin n ister, n11ti ilt11110 Itts Of personal property' for the purpose of
ion

eitlite!

-111t.itne, the %%ot-ii of tire jot

:try.

Ender this provision. all gifts of personal property, inludinf; law

hooks, are rect
riot or
of

1114

the Divot:wall; and

t

Director on behalf of the government- and
al. Any such (!ift becomes the property
lit of such gift is to entire to the

'1'111,1c1)1

y to other
employee-, of the judiciary. This section is not intended
ofl;rers
to pc, net a idunkct dele.:ation of the Director's duties bat instead is
intended to peiniii specific delegation on a case 1-,:t ease base, Any
7.11 toll

111:%1101`17.t'r: Ole Director to deleente

o

(page 91

deleg'ation most be consistent with the responsibility and accountability which Congress has vested in the Director. in the certification
prooTnm, which c.:tilliikked under this legislation, there are responsibil-it les on a day to day has,; which are more appropreitly handled
by field person)el. It is in such instance: that delegation of specific
responsibilities is envisioned.
Section 9 authorizes appropriations of the stuns necessary to carry
out the amendments matt by this Act. Linder section 10, all the proVIJiniti of this bill, l-NCept, section , become effective on the date of
en:1(1111ml

effective date for section 2 is 90 days after the date

of enactment.
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Section 18::7iiiterprt1trit in the kiderti( iiistr;ct Coons
Subsection La) requires the Director of tlw Administrative Office

of tho U.S. Courts to establish a program to facilitate the use of
interpreters in Federal district courts.

;

Subsection (b) requires the Diivcror to establish a program to
certify individuals who may Sn't us language interpreters or interpreters for the hearing impaired (whether ur not also speech impaired)
its Federal district courts. In ileternr!ning cpialifieation standards, the
Director shall consider the ening:ail:ill, trainitr, and experience of

persons applying for certification. Additionally, the Director is to

maintain a list of all interpreters certileied under such prop.rem and to
prescribe fees for such into preters' services.
Under subsectien te), each U.S. district court is i minima to maintain a list of ell persons certified as crpieteis by the Director of the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.

Subsection (d) establishes it stetutory right to en interpreter in a

U.S. district court for a party in any civet op criminal a ivtion initiated
by the United States in a U.S. district court (including as petition for
a writ of habeas corpus initiated in the name of the U.S. by a relator)
or for a witness who may present testimony in such ution if the court

determines that such party or witness

(1) speaks only or primarily a language other than the English
language; or
(2) suffers from a facaritnz iingiilirment, (whether or not also
suffering from a specs
SO as to inhibit such party's mprehension of the roceedings or
communication with counsel or the presiding judicial of cer or so as to

inhibit such witness' presentation of testimony.
Additionally, under subsection (d), the presiding judicial officer is
to give preference in appointment to the most available certified
interpreter. If no such interpreter is reasonably available then, an
otherwise competent. interpreter is Lo he appointed.
Subsection (e)(1) provides for tine disini.isul of en interpreter who
is unable to communicate effectively.
lease 101

If the court does not appoint a certified interpreter (under (e)(1)

above), then an individual requiring the services of an interpreter may
under subsection (e)(2) seek assistance from the clerk of the court or

the Director of the Administrative (Ae of the U.S. Courts, in obtaining the services of a certified interpreter.
Under W(t) any individual, other than a witness, who is entitled

to appointment of an interpreter pursuant to subsection (ii) may
waive such interpretation in whole or in part. Such waiver is effective

only if made expressly by the individual on tine record after opportunity to consult with counsel areal after the judge has explained,
through a certified or otherwise competent interpreter, the nature
and effect of the waiver. Lastly, the judge must approve the waiver.
Subsection if) (2) provides that an individual who waives the right
to have an interpreter appointed may utilize the services of 4 non-
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certified interpreter of such individual's choice whose fees, expenies,
and costs sha ll he paid in the manner provided for court appointed
interpreters.
Subsection (g)(1) provides that the salaries, fees, exuenses and
costs relative to provaling interpretation services shall Le paid by
the Director from funds appropriated to the Federal judiciary. However, in a civil action the judge ma direct that all or part of such
salaries, etc., shall Lee apport awed between or among the parties or

shall be taxed as costs.
Subsections (g) (2) and (a) provide that payment of such salaries,
,

fees, expenses and costs with respeet to interpreters for government
witnesses shall be paid by _the Attorney General from funds appropriated to the Department of Justice except that in a civil action the judge
may order such salaries, f tc., be taxed as costs.
Subsection g.) (4) makes any moneys collected under subsection (g),
as a result. of taxation Or apportimunent of costs, available to reimcharge({ for the interpretati ©n
burse the approliriatiou
services.

Subsection ch) iiriots the compensation and expenses of an in-

terpreter %%huh a judge may establish, fix, or approve to the maxima
allowable wider the Dqector's schedule of fees prescribed under sub-

section (b) when the compensation and expenses are payable from
funds appropriated to the Federal judiciary.
-presiding judicial officer"
Subsections ti) and (ji define I
and "U.S. diarit t court" as used in this section and section 1828 of
this title.
Subsection (c) directs that interpretations shah be made in the eon-

SCCU We mode except that the judge, vith the approval of all interested)

paties, Mil"' authorize a simultaneous or summary interpretation
when he or she determines that sin-h interiiretation will aid in the

efficient administration of justice. After making a comparable determination, the judge may also order t hat special interpretation services,
authoozi.,1 tinder Neui:,,n
StTliori

"72S

Ifinr !dell

Spr re 0/ 1 Of fp/ fa! ;On SC/TICEV

Subsection ta) requires the Dilector to establish a program for the
interpretation services in criminal actions and in
pro,,,,on of
at tions initiated in the U.S. The primary capability of the program should he io pro% ide simultaneous iiiteipietatioii services in
multi -Oefendatu criminal

actions.

IIj
Subsection (b) au bonzes the Director, with the approval of the
Ige, to make any special interpretation services available, upon
1Page

est, in any action in which such services are not provided,under
subsection (k) of section 1827. Under such circumstances, the services are to he provided on a reimbursable basis. The Director may
require preps. mew of the estimated expenses of providing the services
by the person requesting. them.
o providing the
Under subsection (r1, the expenses iris vien
special interpretimon services, when such services are ordered by the
judge, shall he prod by the Director from funds appopriated to the
Federal judiciary. ,flowever, in civil actions, the judge may order that
ti ll or part of the expenses shall lie apportioned anim^ the parties or
direct that they be taxed its r0,-tS. Ails moneys so collected may be
used ta re, ff) h ir-se the appropriations initialI charged.
4661
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Subsection (d) makes the appropriations to the Director available

to provide special interpretation services upon the request of an

individual. Any prepayment or other payment made by the requestin
p_arty, may be used to reimburse the appropriations initially charge
Finally, the judge.rnay apportion the expenses among the parties or
tax them as costs in a civil action.
SECTION 3

Subsection (a) amends 28 U.S.C. 3604(a)(10) primarily to insure
that the Director has express authority to enter into contracts necessary to carry out the provisions of section 2 of the bill and to provide
or make available to each court appropriate equipment for the interpretation of proceedings under section 1828.
Additional l
subsection gves the _Diredor express tither
the
thonty !or >ti
other than than

inserts a number of new provisions in section 28
U.S.C. 8604(a) authorizing the Director to establish the certification
program and the special interpretation program provided in sections
.1827 and 1828 of this bill. Additionally, when the needs of a particular
district justify it, the Director may authorize the full-time or parttime employment by a court of certified interpreters and the Director
may appoint certified interpreters, on a full-time or part-time basis,
when such appoir.:ments will result in the economical provision of
interpretation services. Lastly, this subsection authorizes the Director
to accept and utilize voluntary and uncompensated services, and to
accept, hold, administer, and utilize gifts of personal property for the

purpose of aiding or facilitating tie work of the judiciary. This

authority is possessed by most executive agencies but has never been
made express for the judicial brunch. Consequently, this function is
presently carried out under the Director's implied powers. The Director would also be authorized to take advantage of section 3102 of
title 5 of the U.S. Code which makes provision for readers for blind
employees.

SECTION 4

Subsection (f) authorizes the Director to make, promulgate, issue,
rescind and amend rules and regulations (including regulations prescribing standards of conduct for Administrative Office employees) as
may be necessary to carry out his or her functions, powers, duty and
(page 121

authority. Presently, rules and regulations are made, etc., by the

Di
would

o
The Director
authorized to publish in
( eral Register such
rules, regulations, and notices for the judicial branch which he or she
determines to be of public interest.
Subsection (g)(11 authorizes the Director to apply the exchange
allowance or proceeds of sale from the exchange or sale of personal
property in whale or part payment for new personal property acquired,
provided the transaction is evidenced in writing. All executive agencies currently have this authority under section 201(c) of the Federal
I

Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended,

(40 U.S.C. i 4s1(c) 1970). The Director had the same authority before
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the enactment of the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 5949. its. enactment inadvertently- repealed the same authority
for the Director -

Subsection (.e)(?) authorizes the Director to enter into multiyear
contracts for public utility services and related terminal equipment.
Although most telecommunications for the judicial branch ire obtained threitelt 'he general Services Administration, not ill services
are. In sone:, ceitlayine courts, the Director procures such services
direedy. The eethority to enter into multiyeer contracts for such
ser,. ices, whit% is the same as the authority given to the Administ wee of Geoend Services in section 201(a) (3) of the Federal Property
and Administri.tive Services Art of 1949, as amended, 40 U.S.C.
i4S1(a,(3,) (i970), ean result in substantial savings to the Government. The aut'iority is ex-smiled to related terminal equipment be-

cues?. of decisions of the Cnmptroller General which require agencies
to procere, competitively, telepbooe ternainel equipment.
SECTiox 5

ptovidee shut :he Director shall appoint
of tieceesary employees of the AdmimstraI'L'Orliailk`P with the provisions of chapter 51 and sub of
chanter
5.1 cf title 5, United States Code. Chapter 51
apter
concerns classification of positions. Subehanter 111 of chapter 53
concerns the applieetion of the General Sehedale to positions in the
Administrative Office. This act (sections 5 and () conforms the pro%

le.ect

mitt fix !et: compnsat

visives ar ,.ht pter 41 of tole 2S, United States Code, concerning

employees of the Adninustrative ;lice. with the provisions resulting
front the (ensile ation of title 5 in 1966. Accordingly, subsection (a)

chapter 51 and subchapter Ill of chapter
5.; of title 5, w)ech an applieahle to the Administrative Office pur/mikes. eypress ieferere e

suant to 5 U.S.C_'. ¢§ 5102( ;till) and 5:131(n).

Subseceion lb) authorizes the Director to appoint certified inter-

preters without, regeol. to the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter

11 of chapter 5:s of title 5, United States Code. These provisions
ere not applice'ele to employees of the Courts of the United States.
Should the Director determine to appoint directly interpreters, they
will be werlong in the courts. Accordingly, classification of their
poeitions reel de:erminetion of their salaries should be accomplished

in the same ne.anner as for interpretees employed directly oy the
courts, i.e., in aeordaece with the Jeuicial Salary Plan.
Subsection 'e) eontains the necessary authority for the Director
to obtain the services of experts and consultants as authorized by
(page 131

section 3109 of title 5. Unit, States Code. The section merely codi_ies
the authority which the Director now has as a result of a regular provision in the judicial appropriations. See e. , Judiciary Appropriations
Arts, 197s. P;11)11c Law No. 95-S6, title n , 402, 91 Stat. CA,
esehsection

etr,-(Tr-s

strative office,

vests in ;he Directer nil the functions of other

,1"(Tete;17577)rger717ational units of the Admini

honer% the Ditectaegaleauthmicei (except

authority to promulgate rules and regulations)..to such officers and
ernidoVePs of the 1alfltc inI breneh of government 'is he or she may
designate, with or without power to redelegate.
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SECTION 6

Section 6 repeals the second paragraph of section 603 of title 28,
United States Code, to conform section 603 with the provisions of
title 5, United States Code, as a result of the codification to title 5
in 1966. The provisions for determining salaries now are found in
section 602(s), which is amended by section 7 of this bill.
SECTION 7

Section 7 amends 28 U.S.C. §1920 to permit the taxation of the
compensation of interpreters, and the salaries, feel, expenses, and

costa of special interpretation services under sections 1827 and 1828.
Section 7 also makes express reference to the taxation of the compensa-

tion of a corrt appointed expert, as permitted by rule 706 of the
Federal Rules of Evidence.

SECTION 8

Section 8 repeals a previous statute ,authorizing the Director to

procure the services of experts and consultants. The provision repealed

was superseded by the authorization to the Director in the annual
judicial branch appropriation acts. See, eg., Judiciary Appropriation
Act, 1978, Public Law No. 95-86, title IV, §4ta, 91 Stat. 436. This
Authority also is codified by section 5 of this bill at 28 U.S.C. §602(c).
SECTION 9

Section 9 authorizes to be appropriated to the federal judicial brancii
such sums as may be necessary to carry out the amendment made by
this act.
SECTION IC

Under subsection (a), all the provisions of the Act, except section 2
shall take effect on the date the act is enacted.
Under subsection (b), section 2 of the act shall take effect 90 days
after the date of enactment.
COST

The Committee adopts the cost estimate prepared by the
sional Budget Office although it believes that the figures prowl by
the Administrative Office of the United States Court, upon which the
CBO estimate is based, are inflated and should be revised downward.
It should be noted that the Administrative Office prepared its rough
cost estimate without the benefits of the limiting language the Corn[ease 141

mittee has set forth in this Report. The Committee, therefore, anticipates that the Administrative Office will revise its cost estimates upon
enactment of this legislation.
STATEMENTS UNDER CLAUSE 2(1)(3) OF RULE XI OF THE RULES OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

A. Oversight statement.No oversight findings or recommendations
of the Committee on Government Operations were received.
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Budget statement.This bill does not provide any new budget
authority.
C. Cost estimate from Congressional Budget Office.Following

the report to the committee by the Congressional Budget Office
pursuant to section 403 of the Budget Act :

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
U.S. CONGRESS,

Washington, D.C., September 28, 1978.

Hon. PETER W. RODINO, Jr.,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. House of Representatires,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pumuant to Sects n 403 of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, the Congressional Budget Office has prepared the

attached cost estimate for H.R. 14030, the Court. Interpreters Act.
Should the committee so desire, we would be pleased to provide
further details on the attached cost estimate.
Sincerely,

ALICE M. RIVLIN, Director.
C'ONURIF.sioNAL 131 lxit:T 01.rIcE
COST ESTIMATE

September 2S, I97S,

1. Bill number: H.R. 14030.
2. Bill title: Court Interpreters Act.
3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the House Committee on the
Judiciary, September 26, 197$.
4. Bill purpose: This bill provides for the use of interpreters in the
federal courts for a party or witness who either speaks only, or primarily, a language other than English, or who suffers from a hearing
or speech impairment. The bill authorizes the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts to establish programs to
provide interpretive services, and the bill authorizes the appropriation
of such sums as may be necessary to carry oat the act.
5. Cost estimate:
Estimated cost:
Films' year:

( le malses

I.4

1979
1980

2. 1

1951

2.2
2.4

1982
198.3

2. 5

IPage t51

The e0st!, eat ibis bill fall witliiii liullget function 750.

6. Basis of estimate: Based on information supplied by the Adninistrative Office of the U.S. Courts, it is estimated that it will cost
approximately S2.2 million in the first year to implement this bill.

includes costs for salaries and benefits for 40 full-time interpreters,
non - recurring costs for electronic recording and transmitting equipment,

paym en t for contractual servii :es provided by private interpreters,

supplies, t ravel, and iniscellaneou- expenses.
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For the purpose of this estimate, it is assumed that funds for fiscal
year 1979 will be appropriated about halfway through the fiscal year.
Therefore, fiscal year 1979 costa reflect one-half the recurring cost
plus all lump sum non-recurring start-up_ costs. Recurring coats were
inflated from fiscal year 1979 based on CBO projections of increases in
federal pay an in the cost of services purchased by the government.
7. Estimate Vonaparison None.
8. Previous CBO estimate: None.
9. Estimate prepared b Thomas Elzey.

10. Estimate approved y:

ROBERT A. SLINSHINI

(For James L. Blum,
Assistant Director for Budget Analysis).
irrA-rruENT cNDER CLAUSE 2. (I) (4), OF RULE II OF TUX RULES OF TEl
ROUES or sLYRESENTATIVES CONCERNING ANY INFLATION IMPACT' ON
PRICES AND COSTS IN TUE OPERATION OF 7H% NATIONAL ECONOMY

The committee concludes that there will be no inflationary impact
on prices and costs in the operation of the national econerny.

ANTARCTIC CONSERVATION ACT OF 1978
sre page 92 Stat. 2048

House Report (Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee)
No. 95-1031(1), Mar. 31, 1978 [To accompany H.R. 77491
House Report (Science and Technology Committee) No. 95-1031(11),
May 18, 1978 [To accompany H.R. 7749)

Cong. record Vol. 124 (1978)
DATES OF CONS1DEEATION AND PASSAGE
House September 25, October 14, 1978
Senate October 13, 1978

No Senate Report was submitted with this legislation.

HOUSE REPORT NO. 95-1031PART I
[Page 1)

Th.. (,..olinittc,e on 'Merchant Marine itnti F ishcrii's tc whom wit'
iefel-red the kill (II IF 771:1) to implement the Agreed Measures for

ho Con-ervation of Antarrtic Fauna tind Flora of the Antarctic
Treaty. :Ind for otlwr pnrpoces. having C4 insiilored the slime, report
thcreon 'With amendinents and recommend that the bill as
..linendoci do pass.
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EXHIBIT C

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT F. HEGGESTAD
Robert E. heggestad, being duly sworn, state
that the following facts are true and correct:
1.

'On Thursday, November 8, 1984, I telephoned

the Office of General Counsel for the Administrative Office

of United States Courts to discuss the background and scope
of the Court Interpreters Act of 1978, 28 U.S.C. S1827, et
serf.

("the Act").

I was informed that the expert on the Act

was Mr. Jack Leeth ( "Mr. Leeth"), an employee of the Court
Reporting Services Office of the Administrative Office.
2.

I telephoned Mr. Leeth on the same day and

asked him several questions concerning the applicability of
the Act to Grand Jury proceedings.

During this

conversation, Mr. heeth noted that numerous Congressional
inquiries had been made to the Administrativ& Office in
response to a letter from Mr. Takeru Kamiyama relating to
the mistranslation of Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony

and the failure of the Director of Administrative Office to
certify Japanese interpreters under the Act.

Mr. Leeth

commented that Mr. Kamiyama's interpreter was not certified
and, moreover, was not even a qualified interpreter.

Mr. Leeth stated that although it was his opinion that the
Act did not apply to Grand Jury proceedings, he believed
that due to the importance of Grand Jury proceedings all
testimony in a foreign language should be tape recorded.
3.

On Friday, November 16, 1984, I again

interviewed Mr. Leeth by telephone.

I asked Mr. Leeth

several follow-up questions pertaining to our earlier

conversation and to my conversation during the same week
with another employee in his office.
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4.

I asked Mr. Leeth whether his previous

comment that Mr. Mochizuki, Mr. Kamiyama's interpreter, wss
riot only uncertified, but unqualified as well, was based on

his reading of recent letters sent by Mr. Kamiyama to United
States Congressmen or whether it was based on other
information which he had obtained independent of that
letter.

Mr. Leeth stated that the basis for his

understanding was a conversation with Dina Kohn, the
Director of Interpreter Services for the United States
District Court for the Southern District of New York.

He

noted that O'uring the trial, when the issue of the adequacy

of the interpretation was raised, the Director of
Interpreter Services for the Court was given the
responsibility of reviewing the tapes to determine the
adequacy of the translation.

Based on that review,

Mr. Leech was told that it was their conclusion that the
ion was inadequate.

int

Ha noted that he had been

old that the Court had dismissed some of the perjury
allegations in the indictment.

He also noted that the

translator who was retained to review the original
interpretation was a highly qualified graduate of New York
University.

He pointed out that this translator was

significantly more qualified than Mr. Mochizuki.
5,

I

explained to Mr. Leeth that in a recent

conversation with his staff, I had asked whether there was a

correiation between the certification of interpreters under
the Court Interpreters Act and the certification of
interpreters by the State Department for escort
conference level interpretion.

vel and

Mr. Leeth pointed out that

the State Department does not have a certification program.

He stated that the State Department hires interpreters based
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on a test, not on a certification.

He explained that the

Court Interpreters Act, however, required a complete
certification.
6.

With respect to the different levels of

interpretation at the State Department, Mr. Ledth explained

that between the two levels, escort and conference, the
difference in ability and...competency was "miles apart."

He

explained that the Court Interpreters Act certification test
would be most comparable to the conference level test and
that the requirements for use of interpreters in the Federal
COUitti were far and above those used for escort level
interpreters at the State Department.

I asked Mr. Leeth to explain the differenc,

T.

between consecutive interpretation and simultaneous
\\\\interpretation.

I

informed Mr. Leeth that I had been told

that cca;ecutive translation, to the extent that the

7

interpreter used notes, was characterized by various people

had spoken with as being more accurate than simultaneous
terpretation.

I noted that to the extent that consecutive

interpretation involved a summary, even if in fact

is wre

more accurate, it would not be appropriate for use in a
courtroom where the exact words of the witness were
important.

Mr. neeth responded that oonsecut ve

in erpretation, when done properly, should not be a summary.

He explained that the notes taken during consecutive
interpretat efl were intended to e.,ure an intetpLetdtioll

which was as complete and accurate as a simultaneous
et

With respect to my statement that I had

been informed that

ultaneous interpretation was not as

accurate as consecutive interpretation, Mr. teeth explained

that wren prov!tly done, simultaneous translation should be
"a virtual mirror" of what was said by the other person.

j
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Mr. Leeth informed me that for both

S.

consecutive and simultaneous interpretation, the real issue
was the degree of competency.

He pointed out that with

respect to courtroom proceedings, where attorneys use
questioning either to obscure or to clarify issues, every
nuance of the testimony being translated and being heard by
the court or the jury was critically important.

He noted

that a correct translation was especially importantn view
e fact that the judge and jury needed to hear the exact
words of the witness in order to make a judgement on
He explained that because of the importance of

credibility.

interpretation in courtroom proceedings, his office required

that interpreters used for courtroom proceedings be
cettified fnr both consecutive and simultaneous
n.

In conclusion, Mr. Leeth pointed out that

9.

when an
a

nterlreter has been requested for use in court for

ltiquArle whi,-h has not been certified under the Court

Interpreters Act, such as German, if a decision is made to
(Mtain ar interpreter through the State Department, the
employee,: of the Administrative Office who are responsible

for retaining the court interpreter are told specifically
to aFA fon escort level interpreters, but to ask only
co+!! r rcncc levi!1 interpreters.

tor

y Of

This

December, 1984

CIL 4'

Notary Public
My Commission Fxp res:
Asq 1. !lila
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EXHIBIT D

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT E. HEGGESTAD
I, Robert E. Heggestad, being duly sworn, state
that the following facts are true and correct:
On Thursday, October 25, 1984, I interviewed Mr.

1.

Manabu Fukuda during two telephone conversations.

Mr.

Fukuda is an interpreter in the Interpreting Branch of the
Language Services Division of the United States Department
of State.

I

informed Mr. Fukuda that I was calling on

behalf of Mr. K. Tokito to confirm various facts discussed
in their recent conversation and to ask further questions
relating to Mr. J. Mochizuki and to the Department's
policies concerning the use of escort level interpreters and
conference level interpreters.
In our conversation, Mr. Fukuda confirmed that

2.

John T. Mochizuki was certified by the State Department as
an escort level interpreter on November 1, 1977.

Mr. Fukuda

stated that there are no separate gradations which would
show the results of certification tests for interpreters and
that such tests were graded on a pass/fail basis.

Mr.

Fukuda further informed me that Mr. Mochizuki had been
available to work for the State Department on a very limited
basis and that he, therefore, had no recollection of Mr.

Mwhizuki's qualifications

of the range of

capabilities for interpreters certified at the escort level.
I

asked whethjMr. Mochizuki had subsequently applied to be

tested ai....a..44nterence level interpreter.

Mr. Fukuda

hat Mr. Mochizuki had never applied to the
State Department to be certified as a conference level
interpretrt.
3.

I

asked Mr. Fuicuda several questions pertaining to

the difference between the
4r1r

fications of interpreters
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who are certified

t level interpretation and those

who ere certified for conference level interpretation.

Mr.

Fukuda informed me that although the test for escort level
preters was not an easy test, the test for conference
level interpreters was muc

more difficult, particularly to

the extent that it required an "aptitude" for simultaneous
translation.

I asked Mr. F kuda whether an escort level

erpreter might be quali
translation.

He stated th

d to perform simultaneous
although an escort level

interpreter would not "normally" be qualified for conference
level work, it was not possible tc make such a determination
unless that individual was tested.

Mrie Fukuda explained

that escort level interpretation was used typically as part

of cultural exchange programs under the sponsorship of the
United States Information Agency.

He stated that because an

escort level interpreter travels with visiting officials,
there was a certain amount of administrative work performed
by the interpreter and that interpreting required more
substantive interpreting than the tour guide level.
4.

1

asked Mr. Fukuda to describe the difference

between consecutive and simultaneous translation.

Mr.

Fukuda explained that for consecutive translation, the
interpreter takes notes, and then using such notes, repeats
the statement in the second lanquaoe.

He explained that

these notes arc especially important, because the English
and Japanese grammar structure are different.

Thus, Mr.

Fukuda noted that during simultaneous translation, where one
peaking and listening at the same time, if the
interpreter ducf; not have the aptitude for simultaneous

translation, the translation can become very ccnfused.
5.

I

asked Mr. Fukuda whether an escort level

prefer would normally be qualified to function effect

47
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in an American legal proceeding.

Mr. Fukuda stated that it

might be possible that an escort level interpreter would be
qualified for courtroom proceedings.

He explained, however,

that it would depend on the capabilities of the individual
interpreter.

Mr. Fukuda stated that the State Department

would normally be aware of the level of capability of escort
level interpreters which they had used but thatrhe had no
recollection of Mr. Mochizuki's qualifications.
I asked Mr. Fukuda whether note taking was an

6.

portant factor to ensure the accuracy of consecutive
interpretation.

Mr. Fukuda reemphasized that for an escort

level interpreter who is using co secutive translation, the

taking of notes was one of the key factors in performing an
accurate translation.

He stated thet if an escort level

interpreter used consecutive translation in a legal proceeding, failure to take notes would have a very negative impact

on the accuracy of the interpretation, and that without
notes,

inadequate notes, it was very likely that

important fa.-ts would be omitted.

Mr. Fukuda stated that

the only way to ensure accuracy of the consecutive tiansla-

n was to take notes at the same time and then to use
those notes as the interpreter read back the statement which
he had translated.

Mr. Fukuda agreed(that in order to

ensure that consecutive translation was accurate,
tically important that notes be taken.
I.

1 asked Mr. Fukuda whether there were differences

in the functions performed by conference level interpreters.

Mi. Fukuda explained that th
level interpreters:

a were two types of conference

(1) consecutive

nterpretati n is used

for important negotiations

ere translation is very

deliberate.

that the use of consecutive

He acknowledge

interpretaticn for conferen a level islterrpretation would

47
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indicate that the interpreter demonstrated an exceptionally
good ability to translate in important areas such as foreign
affairs;

12) simultaneous interpretation is used for

seminars where there are many pkt,sentation papers, with
limited time available to present thc,,..e papers.

With

respect to simultaneous interpretation used at the
conference level, Mr. Fukuda explained that one conference
would normally require three or four interpreters.

He

explained that this was due to the tact that simultaneous
interpretation required a great deal of energy and that
ultaneous interpreters therefore tired easily.

He stated

that fnr simultaneous translation it would be better to have
,at least two and in most case three interpreters.

Mr.

Fukuda stated that for legal and complex technical matters
at least two simultaneous translators would be needed for a
half day period.

Mr. Fukuda noted that for conferences

which were very serious, the escort level interpreter would
not normally be qualified.

He stated that one interpreter

could not perform adequately or in a full capacity for
lengthy periods and that it was therefore the State

Department's policy to use a simultaneous translator only
a'half an hour at a time.

He explained that

simultaneous translation was particularly deManding,

especially from Japanese to English and fzom English to
Japanese.

He noted that the Romance languages were much

easier.
In concludif.

I asked Mr. Fukuda several

questions relating to the use of consecutive reporting.

For

consecutive interpretation, Mr. Fukuda reemphasized the
importance of taking good notes.

He acknowledged, however,

that the ability to take good notes is not tested in the
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certification process for escort level interpreters.
asked whether Mr. Fukuda would expect an escort level
interpreter to be familiar with the unique legal terminology
used in an American Court System.

He stated that it would

depend on the individual's experience, and that normally if
an interpreter didn't have experience in a special area,
i.e. technical or legal, he would spend some time in advance
researching the specific hrea before undertaking the
interpretation job.

Mr. Fukuda concluded thilt unless one

had personal familiarity with an escort level interpreter,
it would be impossible to know whether he would be competent
to interpret a courtroom proceeding.

Sworn To Before Me
1
Day Of
This
December, 1984

Notary Public
My Commission Expires;

EXHIBIT E

AFFIDAVIT OF RO1ERT E. HEGGESTAD
1.

On November 26, 1984, I interviewed by

telephone, Ms. Dina Kohn ("Ms. Kohn"), the Director of the

United States District Court Interpreters Office in New
York.

This office is part of the Federal Court system.
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explained to Ms. Kohn that I was reviewing several issues in
connection with the conviction of Reverend Sun Myung Moon
and Mr. Takeru Kamiyama ("Mr. Kamiyama") on behalf of the
Unification Church.

Specifically, I informed her that I was

reviewing the interpretation difficulties which had occurred
during Mr. Kamiyama's Grand Jury testimony.
2.

Ms. Kohn acknowledged that she was familiar

with the problems which surrounded the interpretation of
Mr. Kamiyama's testimony.

T.

asked her if she was aware of

the fact that the interpreter who had been used during the
Grand Juiy proceeding, Mr. John T. Mochizuki, was certified
to perform escort level interpretation by the State
Department.

Ms. Sohn stated that escort level

interpretation was not comparable tc the level of
interpretation required in a court proceeding, and that
escort level interpretation did not require certification.
3.

Ms. Kohn further emphasized that

certification was not equivalent to testing which was all
that escort level interpretation required.

She explained

ioi exal;Inle, that the State Department did not test

interpreters' ability in English nor were there other types
of investigation concerning the interpreter's qualifications.

Such matters, however, would be addressed in a

certification process.

Ms. Kohn also pointed out that there

was no prc et..sional service at the Justice Department to
exd

the 1-.a: kground and qualifications of the interpreter

-- a standard

r'actice in her office.

Similarly, she noted

that the Justice Department did not have any means of
independently selecting an interpreter.
that for an

Ms. Kohn stated

art proceeding such as the "Moon" case,

she would have handled the selection of an interpreter in a
totally different way.
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,Ms. Koh; explained that simultaneous

4.

interpretation is normally used in a courtroom to relate.
English statements to someone who doge not speak English.

On the other hand, wheke the courtr

prgceeding involves

questions and answers, consetutive iota
normally used.

:ation is

Thus, after each question, the question is

interpreted and after each'response., the response is
interpreted.

4Ms. Kohn suggested that escort leVel

interpre,Tation does not require consecutive interpretation

and that it would be worthwhile to review the tests

administered by the State Departmeqefor escort level,
interpretatio
interpretation

She emphasized that consecutive

ust not only be accurate in the foreign

language, but al o in the English language.

Thus, the test

for conseoutIve x terpretation ideally should test both the
interpreter's ability to interpret the foreign language and
to un.

Mend the English language.

She also emphasizAd

that for courtroom proceedings, it was necessary to have an
understanding of the legal terminology used in courts, which
an escort level interpreter would not have.

She also

pointed out that an interpreter used.in a courtroom

proceeding must have the ability to int7pret words and
questions with exact accuracy.

She explained that courtroom
a

interpietation was very precise and required great skill in

!

veaching the exact meaning of a given question or answer,
and that

it was thus far much more rigorous than."

interpretation at the conference level.
5.

Finally, Ms. Kohn explained that the

Interpreter Services Office worked for the court and that

she had been asked by the Judge in Mr. Kamiyama's case to
retain an objective i.2ependelnt objective translator.

:IS 1
ft,

When
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I asked Ms. Kohn' to describe her background in interpreting,

she stated that she had worked for the interpreter Services
Office since ;975 and that,shethad been the Chief
Interpreter since 1980.

She explained that she was

qualified/to perform simultaneous interpretation in Spanish.
100

Again, she explained that an interpreter's ability to
ccmprehend questions would necessarily `have an impact on thd'

witnesses' ability to understand the question._ Thus, court
interpreting required an ability to comprehend English and*
to express oneself in,English -- both of which were
extremely important.

She also stated that her office would

not use an agency to find a court interpreter unless they
were in a desperate situation.

She expl'ained that if an

agency was used, there would c be an ppportunity to
interview the interpreter.

Sworn To Before Me
Day Of
December, 1984
This. -1

Notary Public
My Commission Expires:
My Cansiren E s imuiry I.
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October 9, f1984

. Mr. Takoru Kamiyana
Federal Correctional Institution
Pembroke Station
tanbury, Connecticut 06810

A

Dear sr, Kamiyana:

Enclosed is a copy of the letter I received from William E. Foley
Diiector, Administrative Office Of The United States Courts, in
response to my inquiry on your behalf.
Please feel free to contact my office at anytime if you have any
queltions.
'With my best winkles,

inceril

,

William R. Ratchford
Member of Congress
Fifth District, Connectir:ut
WRR/rasj
Enclosure
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
UNITED STATES COURTS

OCT 9 lastA
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October 3,, 1994

OSIRIF 4CIL JR
rga.,te ...NECTAR

Honorable William R. Ratchford
US. House of Representatives
432 Cannon House Office 13i:tiding

I

Mashing*, D.C. 20515

Naar Cogrekrucan %debtor&
I ern responding to your inquiry into the court Interpreter program on behalf of

Mr. Takeru Kansiyartia.

The 1971 Court Interpreters Act (U (l.S.C. S11127) establishil a formal court
interpreter program for crimhspl and certain c1vt1 case In the United Stales district
courts. Under the provisos this office certifies qualified interpreters to be appointed for
non-English speaking parties and witnesses. filecaiise the developrnsvt and administration 4
of reliable tests of interpreters' competence is fairly expensive and iime-consuming, we
have instituted formal, Independent certification only in the ease of Spanish
interpreters., Our experience has beers pat Spanish interpreters were required in over
31,000 of the 40,000 instances In whichInterpreters were usad last year about 95
percent.

The statute anticipates that it will not always be practicable to have a 'certified'

Interpreter available and authqrises the of'otherwiri competent intsrprefire.

Since the passage orthr Court Interpreters Act, we here worked very herd in assisting
the courts in obtaining servile's from well qualified interpreters (often the same
individuals who work at conferences for the 1Deparffnent of State or international
agencies). The attached tables reflect the number of Instances, by language, that
interpreter services were utilized in the federal courts during the last two yews.
Mr. Kamiygma does not suggest any difficulties werenerecountered with interpreter
service:14n utuareet. rt proceedings. Nor, understandably, does he seek relief from any
detriment resulting from inadequate services furnished before the grand Jury. The '
subsequent court proceedings should have provided opportunities to resolve any such
questions on a particularized basis. Rather, Mr. Kamiyalna suggests that the existing
provisions of the Court Interpreters Act should be eutended to cover ancillary
proceedings such as grand jury sessions. Mr. Itentiyarna's proposal is largely a matter
of policy for Congress to determine. In light of their extensive role in the grand ,fury
process, you may wish to request the views of the Department of Justice on his proposal.

Sintrely,

Enclosures
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YEAR ENDED JUNE" 30, 1983

kl

As Reported By

As;Reported By

District rourts

District Courts

Number of
Times Used

Numberr of

Times Used

guager

30,372

Spanish

Serbo-Croatian..
Creole ..

341
327
1551

Urdu

151
131
75

Haitian
Frenchs

IA

Tagalog
Dutch
Czech

8
6
4

Filipino . .. ...
'Foam

Japanese

61

Rumanian
Indonesian
'
Polish
Finnish
Latvian
Swedish

56

Calabrese-

Navaho

S3

Chalilean

Chinese
Cha Morro
Thai

n

67
62

Korean
Armenian.

Italian

Sicilian ..

..

'

Arabic
Greek

Portuguese,

.

German

Ache

Hebrew
Hindoustani
Sign

Farsi .......,

Vietnamese ....
Hungarian ..
Punjabi
Turkish

47
43

2

mz
2
216

Persian .. a ....
Pima
Sf-:ax Lakota

46

1

Neapolitan-

37
37
28
26
23
18
18

10

1
1

40

17
15
10

4
4
3
3

..

9uamaynese....

-17

4

I

doi.sh .'

reported by Bankruptcy

As

Courts
Spanish

4

Sign

3

German.

1

Italians
Russiar.

a

. ....

1
1
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TEAR MOM) JUNE 30, 1984

Reported By

As. Reported ay

District Courts

Distriet"Cour s

Number of
Times Used

Language

38,224
205

itian Creole

Language

Tagalog
Cuban

161

.e

French Creole

124

Bengali

can

117

Taiwanese
Tam il

ese'

iir

116
111

100
French
Nrmenian
German
Urdu

4

6

87

Tewa

80
75

Dutch

4

Kcres

4
4

5

Papago

73

Chinese
Greek
.lapancse
. Punjabi

Pushtu ... .

62
54
40
38

Turkish
Sicilian
Czech
Hmong

Fvsi

,i

Hebrew
Cantonese
Russian

Sign (For Deaf)
Serb() Croatian

Hungarian ..... s..

' Vietnamese
Filipino
Palish
Apache

Chamorro

7
7

75 -

N..

r7

Yoruba
Hindi

Navaho
,

Number of
Times Used

:36
33
32
27
24
23
22
20

4

.

4
3
2

2

Lebanese

2

lialai

2

Albanian

1

Samoan

1

Swedish
Tongan

1

17

As y-ported by Bankruptcy Courts

15
13
13

Spanish
Sign

96

1,
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EXXISITS

nsc+ «-610

canvas of de %hind Arms

1.4,t,..

af Vaptioutts

sot. k,lbe

W. M41.!

Washimpl. D.C. 2oNI
Sep&mbtr 21. 198e

Takeru Kamiyama
Federal Correction Institution
Pembroke Station
06810
CT
Danbury.
)

Dear Takeru:

Thank you for your recent letter'sx laming your
esentetion for
legal situation and concern for proper i
non English- speaking defendants tried in the U.S. Court
system.

I'm sorry to hear you were misrepresented by the
court interpreters on several of your indiclments. I have
made inquiry into the certification requirements established
by_the Administrative Office of the U.S. Court. As you
know, the only certification test administered is for Spanish
tely 30..410 court appearances involving
interpreters.
ral courts each year compared
Spanish come before
to approximately 75 tour appearances (2 or 3 actual Cases)
inistrative Office requests
The
involving Japanese.
the State Departmiont or possibly
the.best interpreters fr
even the United Nations however, it is the prerogative
of the U.S. Attorney to assign an interpreter of his/her
choosing to present information to the Grand Jury.
very serious siltuation for the U.S. criminal
This is
I appreciate your bringing this to my
justice system.
attention. While it is not eccnamicNofeasible to establish
infrequently
certification tests for languages us
(the approximate cost to merely develop the test--not counting
the administering of the same - -would be $70 to $75.000.
Certainly an alternative could be arranged to guarantee
proper protection for non-English and non-Spanish-speaking
individuals. Unfortunately, no legislation which would
correct this problem has'been introduced in Congress.

.

Again, I thank you for presenting this situation
My desire and what should be the q.s. Court's desire
is to ensure that all defendants have a fair and accurate

to me.
'

trial.

Sincerely,

Ron Paul

Member of Congress
AP/:id
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EXHIBIT I
z7.

(COPY OF SIGNED, NOTARIZED EXHIBIT SUBMITTED
SEPARATELY FOR RECORD)
AFFIDAVIT

I, Takeru Kamiyame, bei9 duly sworn, state that
the following facts are true and correct:
1:,

On July 9, July 16 and July 21, 1981, I itppeapd

to testify before a Federal Grand Jury in. the District Court

for the Southern District of New York.

I was

ix:formed" that

this Grand Jury was investigating the' tax liability of
Reverend Sun Myung Moon.

Because I was a Japanese citizen

who could not speak or understand English, the GoVernSent
provided an interpreter to translate the GoVerment's
questions to m6 4nto Japanese and my answers to those
questions into En lish.
own interpreter

I was not allowedto 'have either my

r my own counsel present in the Grand Ju/y

room during my testimony.
4.

2.

Each day that I appeared before the Grand Jury, I

was questioned by the Government prosecutor, Mr. girtin
Fltamenbaum.

Mr. FlumenbaUm questioned ni

during the full

morning and full afternoon on each of the
Mr. Flumenbaut's questi

testified.

s that I

whieh were azlied in

English, were translated after each question into Japanese.

by Mr. John Mochizuki, the government interpreter.
3.
-%

.

t

fragmentary notations while Mi. Flumenbaum was
qqestipn.

some

Duiing my'testimony, Mr. Mochizuki

king each

In many instances I observed that Mr. Mochizuki,
4

488

2

who was sitting next to me, aid not appear to rely on those
notations which the had taken and I could not understand the

meaning of the questions which he had asked, as translated
into Japanese. Ohecause Mr. Flumenbaum spoke hurriedly and

asked questions in rapid succession, Mr. kochizuki appeared
to be rushed and unable to compldte his notations for any
given question.

Thus, in some instances Mr. Mochizuki's

translation was so confusing that I had to ask Mr. Mochizuki.
to repeat the prose:or's question. `Although Mr. Mochizuki
translated my answers to Mr. Flumenbaum from Japanese to
English, because I'cculd not understand English, I did not
know at that time whether my answers had been accurately
translated into English.

Taketu Kamiyama
1

Sworn To Before Me This
Day Of December, 1984

Notary Publ
My Commission Expires!
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A 682
TRANSLATOR'S NOTES

1: THE INTERORETER% giagjoris WERE NOT ALWAYS ONE OAMMAT"ICAL

4

SIIDOTH SENTENCE.

PHIS IS PARTLY THE INZERPRETE/CS OWN
STYLE OR AWKWARDLIESS4 BUT PARTLY SUCH'A STYLE IS ENCOURAGED ..
OR COMMON IN SPOKEN JAPANESE. .JAPANESE SENTENCES TYPICALLY
STARTS OUT WITH A IOPLC PHRASE, IDENTIFYING THE PRESUPPOSITION
9F THE SENTENCE. I-OVEXAmPtE,. A SENTENCE SUCH Al
As FesiTia 200, DM ELEPHANTS WERE INTERESTING, IS HOZ
CONSIDERED TO SE A VERY AWXWMD SENTENCE.

2. JAPANESE OFTEN DELETES THE SUSJECTOR.THE OZJECT
A VERS.'
HIS IS ESPECIALLY TRUE IN SPOKEN JAPANESE
APANESEA SUCH
NCH NOUNS
ARE IDERTIFiED ACCORDING TO THE CONTEXT. bU T EVEN THER
THERE ARE MISTAKES THAT ARE MADE DUE TO THE ELIMINATION OF
NOUN PHRASES.
IN SUCH CASES, IT IS COMMON TO ASK THE
SPEAXER TO IDENTIFY NNE REFERENT VERBALLY.
3. EAR iN TECHNICAL PAPERS. THE FLOW CF A DISCOURSE OR A
SENTENCE IN JAPANESE. IF.FAITUFULLY TRANSLATED, OFTEN
.WOULD NOT MAKE SENSE IN ANDO'CUROPEAN LANGUAGES.
NEED NOT SE CONNECTED WITH LOGICAL CONUECTIVES.
THEY
INEY ARE

OFTEN CONNECTED WITH A LOOSE AND AMIGO= AND-, TO GIVE
AN OvERALL,sACKGRounD OF THE TOPIC IN QUESTION,
4. THE TRANSLATOR FOUND SOME OF THE DEFENDER'S RE
LASES ON
THE' TAPE TO SE AswoRmALLY RAPID OR REPETITIVE.
WERE
ILLOGICAL TO THE EXTENT ?HAT THEY WERE UNGRAMMATICAL AND
INCOMPRENENSISLE EVEN IN JAPANESE.
UNDER NORMAL CONVERSATION.
THE HEARER WOULD DEFIFITELY ASK TO CLARIFY,wHAT HE WAS
TRYING TO SAY, UNLESS HE. FOUND THE SPEAKER'S ATTITUDE
MUCH TOO AGGRESSIVE.
-

:

5.

1 HAVE NOTED SOME PECULIARITIES OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE
mERE ARE MORE. IF
AND SPEECH ACTS.
U HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
LET ME KNOW.
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NOTE:

Is

Uppermost text is taken from the official transcript
of the Grand Jury interpretation and audio tapes of
Lower text sets forth
sir. Kamiyama's testimony.
Ma. Kosaka's translation.
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EXHIBIT 1

Kinko Seto's Brief Parassnel History

Name: Kinko S. Sato
Present Position: Attorney at'Law
"ate of Birth: 1934
Place of Birth: Tokyo,

Perronal History
- v.-ad.:ate! f:on the iacalty of LaW. University of Tokyo

carved co public prosecutor of the Ministry of Justice
at Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office end later at
T:kohace 0JB:riot Public Prosecutors Office for seven years
1970 - research fellow at Law School of Harvard University
72

4

Professor and Deputy Director of U? Aell-ihd liar East Institute
for Prevention of Crime and Treatattar of Offenders

Cauntil of Prime Minister's Office
Acting Representative of Japanese Government to the General

Assemly of UN

1

UN ?allow for the Human Rights Fellowship
1981 - present position
siveo ltctres at !larva:el sad Ccluclia U-iv asities, Japan Society
Lad so forth
currently
Security

member of Prime Minister's Comeittee on Peace and

Publications
The Seri/24=1=a Society: American Criminal Justice, Tokyo 1974

The Tama and Gadess: Jeraness and American Justice, Kyoto 1979
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Sato;

?

t

A
CI

ay : have your nano, Sir!
sue SASAGAWA.
My naLS4 1$
when wars you born?
was born In Nerima-ku, TZAycs in 1950.
Than, you are Japan's*. What is your present address?
1'

5.11.5, alba. auto -ku, TOkya.
Q ?nu entered the Deparimaant of Iadonaaian Studios of Tokyo
University of Foreign Studies after you graduated from a
hill oh04.11 in zapan..:$ that correct?
A Yes, that is coriect.

Q When was that?
A :it wao, well, 1969, tha spring of 1969.
Q
'A

Q
A
Q
A
Q

The 44th year of Shore, and you studied there fog three yaara7
About two years, less than three years.
In other words, in Japanese uniArsities there is r so-called
gersral education program, the general culture course?
In that university, stueent, have to study languages a lot
mare than in other universities.
I see, within the we general culcurs course, the curriculum
includes more language courses.
Yet.

And the curriculum includes Indonesian and Dutch language
courses?

A That' right.
A
Q
A
O
A
W
A

Are there also English language courses?
well, students can take them if they wan
Cid you take any English language course
No, I didn't take any.
You.studied =only Dutch and Indonesian.
Yes, that's right.
Thin you went to Kiel University (West Germany)?
Yes.

Q what year was that?
A

Q
A
O
A

well, it was 1971.

ti

That would be thu N6th year of Shows.
That's right.
About what month of the Shwa 46 was it?
Well, about Juna or July and I entered the university in the
fall.

Which department of Xiel University did you enter?
A The department, the major was called Germanistik in German. It
emus: Garman language and literature.
O Ycv ook the =trance exiiitihatiC41 for the university?
entered by documentary screening.
A No,
Q DOCUalmentary scrwen4ng. Any scholarship grants?
A I didn't receive a scholarship, but, there was no tuition.
Q why was therm no tuition?
A At that t't.ma, no school tuition had to be paid in Germany.
national university?
O Is xiel
A German universities are all national universities.
of
Q A national university, sy:d are all courses completely free
Q

charc417

A
C

A
C
A
Q

A
C

A

Q
A
Q

A

Yes, well, they onl:- charged a small amount for necessary
administration fees.
: see, and how about the rest of your living (expenses)?
Well, in a student dormitory, you can live relatively, or
very inexpensively.
I see, doing soma part-time work did you dal
Yes, well, theta was only a limited amount of time.
What kind of part -.time work did you do?
Wall, I worked at flctories and such.
As a factory employee?
Well, yes but not a big post. fhtse was a medium-size socks
factory, a textile factory near a shipyard, and I worked
there as a part-times for some months out of the year.
Whit kind of lob vas it?
Well, cleaning machines, and similar robs, or else, carrying
things, just helping.
And money was sent to you from home?
Well, yes, I asked for money to be sent.
Was this every month?

A No, not regularly, but when I ran out of money.
Q I see. Your parents wsre't against iti
A well, not so much; they didn't really Approve either, but.
Q Are your parents still living?
A Yes.
Q What is your father's name?
A Kasuya SABASAWA.
Q How would you write that?
A (Describes the kanji, Sino-Jspanese character.)
O I understand. And you studied at Kiel University for 3 year'?

A Yes.
O

A

You studied, and did you get some kind of a degree?
No, I didn't get a degree, but, well, I had many interesting
e xperiences.

Q

Such as?
W011, I had exciting experiences in terms of linguistic studies,
participateo in a remoter= oz ole.Lects or aortae= ,ermany,
and went several times to study the dialects of the Netherlands
and around Belgium.
I see, you worked under a professor on the research of dialects?

A

Yes.

O
A

Under a professor a Kiel University?
A Of Kiel University, and on my own also.
O I see, and than from there you went on to Israel. What year
was that?
a It was in 1974.
Q Where in Israel did you 07
A Well, as fax as cities go, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, and =1st,
In the end, I studied a bit
I also went to various kibbutzsa.
at Hebrew University, to round things out.
Q What did you study?
A Judaic theology, the Talmud, philosophys the Old Testament,
and domperativs religion as a regular student.
O What department did you enter?
A In this case, Hebrew University has courses in English for
students, called the One Y041 Program, where American students
Q
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Q

A

Q
A
Q

A
Q

come and take credits so that they can use them in American
universities,,transfer them.
The owedits can be Commonly used,(in both universities):
Yes, I entered that program, and took courses in Hebrew and
English; ;at that time, they weren't useful, but in the end,
I sant the credits to the State University of New York, and
was able to asks use of the credits.
=cuss ma, what kind of credits were they?
Will, Jilda4C philosophy, History of Jewish thoughts, philosophy,
comparative religion.
You earned credits for all of them?
Yes, I did.
I X44. Then you want to Nay York?

A Yes;
Q

A
0

did you go to New
in 1977.
In Shows 52, you went o New York, and what did you do there?
I want to univexsity, worked part-time, did translation work.
in ?
You returned to Jap

Wh

,

A
Q
A 1982, so for five
Q rive years in New Y

A
Q

A

Q

A

Q

s.

and the university was New York

University?
It was called the Empire State College.
What did you study at Empire State College?
I had all the credits I had earned until then transferred,
and rounded things up - anthropology, comparative literature
and culture, things like that, for about a year. I went to
that university from about 1976.
And you graduated from New York Empire State College?
Yes, I did. After that I entered the graduate school of
New York City College, and stayed for about two years, but
M taking a leave at present.
Then at Empire State College, you received a B.A., Bachelor
of Arts, and than went on to graduate school, which was in

what year?
A I think about 1980.
Q What did you mayor in at graduate school?

A Anthropology.
Anthropology?
A Cultural anthropology and physical or biological anthropology.
Q Biological anthropology?
A well, I studied things like evolution, fossils, and such.
At the same time, linguistics, and something similar to
archaeology.
Q You mean you took interest more in the concrete anatomy, or
biology or medicine, rather than culture?
A Yes, that's right.
Q Then you entered in 1980 and until you returned in 1982, you
were a graduate school student?
A Well, I worked part time and want to a *shiatau' school.
Q You went to a 'shietsu' school., and what sort of part time
work did you do?
A I worked at restaurants, did translation work, and taught
some Japanese.
Q
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Then as a student, you were doing such part time work?
Zee, trying to live as aimpli as possible.
0 In Manhattan?
A Yes, 1 lived in Manhattan for about two years toward the and
of my stay in New York, but mostly in grooklyn, where there
ware a lot of Jawlan people, as A Mao a Ago or aewisn J.A.A.euwe.
Q Than what month it 1212 did you return to Japan7-A About June.
O June, and what do you do now for work?
A In the language area, translating, interpreting, and teaCEIng
English at times.
You're a fret-lancer, and don't belong in particular to any
Q
organization?
A Well, I'm doing jobs for several places.
(interpreting, translating, company)
Q For instance, Simi, toe.
or places like that?
A Simul, I don't know why, but no matter how many times I apply;'
they will not take as up. Well, I think you need connection.;
to get a job there.
Q Then, whet other places?
O

A

A
Q

A
A
Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
O

A
0

A
Q

Other agents are small to medium sire, so I do several.
Places like congress organizers, conference services?
Yes, yo a certain extent.
I see, and you aren't connected to those places?
I get jobs from some of them.
Which place, for instance?
well, I did some work for eravice, but recently, no. I don't
know if they've had enough of me, but I don't get calls lately;
In those cases., which languagt do you use, English, Japanese,
and Hebrew?
My job centers on English and ;train.
English. and Gexmln, I see.
Interpreting, I don't like translation work too much. so.
You work as as interpreter?
Yes, /'d like to do interpreting work, but it doesn't come
very regularly.
Things must be difficult.
In the sense that I can use time freely, its good, but when
one's income isn't stable, that's not so good.
You said that while you ware in America, you did translation
work and sometimes taught Japanese?

A

Yes.

O

Then do you know a company named Nihon (Japan) Sertrices
Corporation?
That, one of my Zewish friends, I don't know whetter hiT
meeting me gave him the idea, but he started a translation
company called Nihon Services Corporation...
This Jewish man, if you don't mind giving his name...
His name in Brown, Bradford Brown.
Bradford Brown?
Yes, he is a full-fledged lawyer.
Is that so?
He was working with the Bronx police in Neu Yorx.
The police?

A

A
Q

A
O

A
fl

L.;
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A
O

A

Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
Q
A

Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
Q

A

A

A
Q

A

Q

A
Q

A
Q

A

Re was a policeman.
I see.
This man was born in .apan or something and wits very much

interested in Japanese culture, which is what started my
acquaintance with him; since he helped site out with my vi;a
and things, we got along. While he was a policeman, he
studied law, became an attorney, and independently began to
manage a company.
And the company was located in One Union Square, New York?
Yea, it was a rather dirty building.
Do you mean you and mx. Brown were managing the company?
Mr. Brown was the manager and I was employed there with two
or three others.
They were in a position Similar to you?
Yes, that's right.
Were they Japanese?
One was an American studying Japanese at Columbia Univers-ty.
'No people, Hrs. Yuko Bashlwagi and I were Japanese. Bur
father, sir. Yuulobi Bashiwegi is a famous translator and
lawyer in Japan, quite old.
How do you write the name Yuko?
: think Yu. is hirogans.
ft
Is she'sstudent also?
No, she was married to an American.
So sne could speak both Japanese and English?
Yuko-san used to go back and forth between Japan and the U.S.
while she was small. She is bilingual.
So Ma. Bashiwagi, yourself, the American, and who did
I sea.
you say the other wee?
William.
William?
A man named Willis; Barrett.
see, that means you were working with these people and Mr.
Brown, is that right?
Yus.

And when was Nihon Services established?
About the summer of 1961.
Does the company still exist?
I think so. Mr. Brown and I had a quarrel, and I haven't
talked with him since then. This was one of the reasons' for
my coming back.
Well then. About the translation problem of the testimony of
Mr. Kamiyame at the Grand Jury. Have Y Ou ever mot the
prosecutor, Mr. Flumenbaum?
Several times, together. Maybe, I shouldn't
Yes, I have.
say together, but..
You mean, together with Mr. Brown?
Plunenbaum was the one who callow; up Nihon Servins
No.
and requested the job.
Regarding this case of Mr. Kamilla:ma'1
let's slow dawn.
testimony before the Grand Jury, why did Nihon Services

accept the job in the first place?
Probably, because this man named Brown used to be a policemen,
when he started the enterprise, he passed out his name to
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Q

the people he knew' or had contact with like the 3A. I thingit cams through that kind of a connection.
1; had been working as a policeman for a long time, and
being a brave men,'he was involved in many criminal cases.
so he was quits, well known among the people in the police
department.
what do you MESA by involved?

A Hs arrested criminals himself. for =WI* is eery dangerous
Q

A
Q

situations.
I see. Sc this parson tilueenbaue) went to Mr. Brown (about
the translizion job) .
1 think he went because ha had some kind of a connection.
Did you say the State Attorney, Mr. ftumenbaum came to request
the job? Specifically, what kind of a request was it?

A He wanted us to send a translator. The jab was to heak the
words in a tape. La I went to the office of Mr. PIumeHbaum
which was about two or three stations away an the subway.
Q You met his there, and how did you asst with him?
A Yes, the questions that ha asked me, first of all, was whether
well, I answered that
I believed in any religion or not.
What
I did not belong to any particular organized religion.
hi was saying was that mints the case had to do with the
Unification Church, it was not good if I were related to the
same church. Sc I replied that I did know a parson in the
Unification Church but I was not directly related. Then
we began the work.
I see, and when was that?
Q
A I think it was the autumn or about the end of 1961.
Q Originally, why,had the Prosecutor brought this job to
Nihon Services?
When I went to the Pro'seoutor's office the first day, the
'k
Prosecutor said that the Interpreter was doing well, but
there seems to be a problem in his translation. so Taigase
check this part.
Q

A

Q

A

A

What amdOtly does, :there seems to be a problem' mailli?
Well, probably the translation. I took it that someone was

saying it was not accurate, or deceptive, and I thought that
he wanted me to check out whether this &oust interpreter
was intentionally making errors in translation. Later, I
found out that Ms. rlumenbaum had a. certain amount of trust in
the court interpreter. So, what Mr. Tlumembaum said in the
beginning about the interpretation being a problem, I misheard, and now I think that what he wait saying was that from the
beginning, this Defendant namiyana was guilty of perjury,
and wanted to pursue that point thoroUgEly.
Does that M44.14 be wanted to pursue it as a Charge of perjury
all the way?
Yes, I think that's right.
WItt do you mean by to "check the tape° of Mr. namiymmare
testimony at the Grand Jury? what did you do specifically?
There were several tapes which recorded the testimony before
the Grand Jury.
1 was given two or three of the tapes and aah.

A

50

by Eh.
at the WM time. the record in thglish, transcribed

I was asked to compare this with the tape,
court stenographer.
the words of nr.
and to find any discrepancies between
leamiyama and the Interpreter.
Thersfore.I stayed in s quiet room listening to and compering
questions
the words of Mx. Xemiyama, the Interpreter and the
the record.
given by Mr. Flumenbaum. Also. I compared that with
out7ln Japanese,
in English. The differing parts % wrote
In the record,-the
word.
and then translated them word for
Interpreter says this, but Mr. Xemiyama says this in Japanese,
and so on.
Sae.

A

Q

A
C

: think I wrote out how the Interpreter translated the words
into Japanese, on reporting paper and gave it to Mr.
Plumenbaum.
Mat took me several Walks to do.
see. You mentioned that there were several tapes that
recorded the tint/many of Mr. Xemiyama at the Grand-Zury.
Yes. At first I think I was given &bout three 30-minute30-minute tapes.
About three 30-minuts-.30-minute (1 hr.) tapes.

A Yes, and...
Q When the Prosecutor, Mx. TIumenbitum picked out the tapes,
did he do that on his own?
A well he marked three or four key sections in the English
tart with a pencil, and he told me to listen to the tapes
and to write out what he was saying. I've forgotten exadrly
what places he checked.
0

A
0

A

0
A

_C

A
0

A
p

A

I see.

This is the English version of the testimony of Mr. Eamiyama
at the Grand Jury.
I was given this.
Yes. this is it.
with this?
With this, I was told from this to that page. The one that
was clipped together with a pin. I was given two or three
days worth and I was told from which page to which page, and""
to lietaK particularly carefully to certain parts. So I'
listened to that part, and wrote it out in Japanese.
So the three tapes. You mentioned that those were about two
or three 30-minute-30-minute tapes. Did you hear them all?
Yes, I think the cassette tape of the Grand Jury was 30
minutes long (on one side; so it could only record for an
Depending on the session of the Grand Jury, there axe
hour.
Apporximately 3 hours at the
some that take over an hour.
So,
the
tapes
I
was
given
at first was not all, but
longest.
only a part of it, I think.
Well, then, those key partiTdO you remember which parts they
were?
If I look at it, I think it will come
I don't quite remember.
back to me.
Do you remember what Mr. 14miyama was testifying about?
No, I don't remember. ...Something abotit checks...
The right to issue a check or...
Something about checks.
I think it was something like that. I'll remember if I look
et it.
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Q What about the part of the Oath Which was held before each
session?
A At first he coMpletely ignored the Oath.
Q I see. Wall then.iyou examined it for that reASCA. So you
don't remember how and which, parts you eXamined, but you did
hand in a report. Is that right?
A I wrote the Japanese down on the left had side of the paper.
Mc, did T write it in directly on the paper? You have the
copy of that record (transcript) , right? I think I wrote
it in on the seise copy es that I lust saw now.
O Into this English record?
A Yes, I wrote in it directly, but I didn't write the Japanese.
I translated the words of the Interpreter's Japanese and
the testimony of er. Xemiyana and wrote the translation
in the as yin or on the back of the paper, commenting that
these people said those things in Japanese.
the English
C What you wrote then, you wrote it in this way:
says this, but the Japanese meaning which you, Mr. Basegswe
prheard was this.

Q

Yes, by saying precisely, this part and this part is wrong.
I explained them to Mr. Flumsnbsgs orally or by writing on
the back of the paper.
I see.

A Yes.
fl

So that means Mr. rlumenbaum rectvgA n are= explanation
from you.

A Yes, that's right. So Z explained to mr. Plumenbaum orally
things like this person is saying such and such, but actually
means this, etc. Anyway, I was werking Jo n room beside his
office, and we talked a lot while we were doing this.
g And did Ns. rlumenbaum say anything to you about this?
A He said things like, 'that's good,' or.'I'm glad I heard
Q

A
Q

A

A
O
A

O

A
Q

A
Q

A

that'. That's how we did it sometimes.
Was there ever any difficulty?
Ha didn't show that there was any.
I sea. row, this is written all in =climb: by reading
this only, you can't know what Japanese was used.
Yes, that's right. Tor those who don't understand English:
No I mean, those who don't understand Japanese.
And also the English. The inglish was not written exactly as
the Interpreter, $r. Mochisuki spoke, but rather...
No, the English is exactly as translated by Cr. rochlauki.
Exactly?
Yes, when I first heard Mr. moohltuki's English, be spoke
very beautiful English that I thought he was a nisei, a
later, I heard that he was a
asacnd-generation Japanese.
graduate of the Tokyo Utiversity of rorsign Studies as well.
Is that so.
Except, he did make a few mistakes).
Do you remember specifically what they were?
I -don't quite remember, but there were several places clearly
mistranslated.
I see, compared with the Japanese, you mean?
Yes, I couldn't explain this to Mr. ilumanbaum at the time.
But when I wrote everything out and translated the whole
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Q
A
Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
0

A

Q

A

transcript at the and, : made a report of the errors made
by the Interpreter. I explained everything, such as, you:
question was mistranslated as follows..., and wrote it out
on reporting paper and explained them all with =notations.
And the reporting pad that you wrote everything out on,
_What did you do with it?
: think Mr. 71umenbaum gave it
: handed them all to him.
to his secretary to have it typed into a word processor.
About how many pages were there?
Several hundred pages, I think.
Was there that much?
Yes, there was.
I see, to it should be stored in a word processor.
Yes, it should be. I haven't seen it, although.
I see. And on Dac. 15, 1981, did you testify before a Grand
Jury an this matter?
Yes, I've forgotten the date, but I remember testifying
once or twice.
And on reading your earlier statement, it says you made
a first testimony at the Grand Jury on Dec. 15, 1981.
/ don't remember on what data I testified.
Why
Anyway, you made a testimony around that time.
1 see.
.
did you testify?
I asked Mx. Slums:lb:um how and what to testify, and his
reply was that it was only to receive confirmation for what
was doing. I didn't think there vas any difficulty,
the time, as it was only an Answer.
well then, what did you testify about?
what I testified had to do with what I was doing. I think

Q

A
C

A
Q

A
Q

A
Q
A
Q

A
Q

A

I don't quite remember.
that was all.
It is certain that you became a witness and testified?
That's certain.
I'm confirming right now these things of that time.
I think that was about the extant of my statements then.
(Did you testify! that there were such and such errors?
I didn't enter into details.
You just said, this is the kind of work I am doing?
That's right.
Was that adequate...?
Well, rather than a so-called witness, I just gave a
testimony, that was all.
And then, after that, you testified again, right?
Twice or once, I don't remember.
But didn't you say you testified) twice previously?
Well, that statement I didn't personally write, so, well
if there is a record that says twice, it must be twice, pit
if the record says once, I think it's once, but right now,
I don't remember if it was once or twice.

Q

Twice, being the second time after first testifying in
Dec,

A
Q

A

From about December, '81, I had goes s number of times a
week, and into 1982,
From December '81. how was that?
Yes. that's rig4t, I forget whether it was autumn or
November, and than I think It was after the New Year's.
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that Mr. rl
um asked as to do
Attorney11was beginning to asks 0
interpretation, Me I was to writs out all
in Mr. XamiyaMa's4Grand Jury hearing frog[
ALIA to do the =inflations.
Q
A
Q

4
g because the
it
+g
issue out of the
of the statements
beginning to aria,

/Lees, that was inn.9S2 /already'.
I think Sc.

SO, you were regeasted by the Prosecutor once again?

A

It was more a continuation rather than, being asked once again.
In the beginning, the request was to examine about throe
of the tapes.
A Only the crucial points of the three tapes, but this tine
tI was. elated) to do everything from the very beginning.
Those vary
Q Yes, so, first of all there are the tapes.
Q

(time...consuming) tapes.

A Well, let's say one Grand jury session was two hours, which
would be two tapes, and if three hours, threw tapes; all
together, four days' worth of tapes? Although I don't
remember so well.
Q This is all in English, isn't it?
A That's right.
So you were listening to the tape as you were reading the
transcript?
A That's right, while looking at the transcript for reference,
I listened to all of the tapes, wrote all orthe Japanese
our.
Then I wrote beside the Japanese, what shall. I say,
tha correct translation, word for word.
Q And, excuse mit, to ask more in detail, first, the Prosecutor's
question is in English, right? And that English was...?
A The Prosecutor first asked a question in English, and the
Interpreter translated that into Japanese, and mr. Xamiyana
answers in Japanese. Then the interpreter translatei that
Zapaness into English.
I wrote out the Interpreter and
Mr. Kamiyames Japanese statements, on one side
reporting paper, and on the other side, wrote out the English
translation as accurately as possible, verbatim. I think
it was half the size of a shoat of reporting paper, I
forget which side of the paper I used, lett or right though.
Q On one side you wrote the Japanese, and the corresponding
English also, concretely speaking, you did the work of
translating Japanese into English?
A That's right, after writing out the Japanese accurately.
Did you writs out the Japanese in Romanized Japanese?
A No, I wrote it4put in kana and kanji - the people over there
can't understand it anyway, so I wrote it out accurately,
and then using a dictionary, when necessary; there were
parts of Mr. Xamiyama's statements spoken very fast and I
listened to it several times, but parts I didn't understand
The rest I understood and I believe I
I left a question mark.
wrote it out in either the Ieft half or right half of
reporting paper. Or else, perhaps I wrote out the Japanese
first and then below it the English translation, I forget
which, the right half or top and bottom.
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:Awe, than I just mentioned that you translated the
intarprates and Xs. Eamiyama's Japanese into English, but
the Prosecutor's English questions wars translated into
Japanese, so you had to check to ass if those were accurate

0

as will.?

I checked that, too.
And than?
important was
A Well, that wasn't very-important and what was
accurately
translated
whether Mr. Eamiyama's Statements were
into English, verbatim: of course how accurately the
interprets: translated the Prosecutor's questions was important,
tance,a this person is answering in this way,
but... (for
the Interpreter's translation. this was
this was omit
translated awkwardly in a roundabout way by the interpreter,
Xs. XaniYema is mumbling something here and here.
At times he would mumble, I don't know whether the Microphone
was too far or too close or what, but as Much as I understood
Some parts were not clear. As must as I
(I translated).
could hear, I worte out all of the Japan's. that Kr. Ramiyase
and ha Interpreter said, and added the translation to its
added
as I was using the room next to the Prosedutor, I
comments at 'Claes, such as, 0. voice could not be heard,
and other complaints and submitted it.
So, that of course means the transcript, the English transcript

A
Q

Q

and...
Q

The transcript was S9.2 correct, so it was no prodlem.
INSIN* that means, at least what is in English, the transcript

A

has recorded as is?
I'm impressed that the copy was made that
That'll right.

A

Q

A

0

A

Q

A
Q
A

accurately.
and
/hers Wms no discrepancy ;Dominion the English on tape
the English of the transcript?
Well,' at times, there were parts where the stenographer was
Questioning the interpreter as he didn't seem to understand
the pronunciation or something.
I see.
Tor instance, there was a pirt about bringing in flower
vase'.
vases from Urea, and the Interpreter said, 'flower
'flower
The stenographer recorded that the Intarprster said
the
word
was,
whether
The stenographer asked what
base'.
it was a flower vase (pronounced 'vacs').
It must have taken a lot
So, you did do the entire lob.
of tins.
Yes.
Row long did it take?
nut, I think Mx. brown make good money out
Several months.
of it.

O

A
O

A
Q

A
Q

That Must be so.
I myself didn't earn too much, thc4h.
Is that right?
It wad 4 salary.
I was paid by the day.
job,
And as to the intellectual labor of accepting this
you weren't (paid) so much?
That's right.
how many months did it take?
I ese-abo
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A It was dragged out, about till April, perhaps?
Q So, about four to five months?

A Yes.
C And after keeping it up for four to five months, about how
many pages wee it in &II?
A Well, American reporting paper is bigger than Japanese
reporting paper, so I don't ;4now how many hundreds of pages
of that there wails.

Q

I see, and the Prosecutor. as you said earlier, (gave) all
of it...?
A Me probably made his secretary type all of it into a word
processor.
Q It is certain at least, that you submitted this to the
Prosecutor?

A Yes.

A

Q

A
Q

Than, after this fob was over, did you testify before a
Grand Jury? You don't remember that?
After it was over, I don't remember that.
I think after
it was over, I saw in a New York paper that the guilty verdict
was handed down, or something like that, and people were
talking about it, wondering it that's the way things were.
Nut that was probably while I was still in New York, so
wasn't it about May or as when the guilty verdict was handed
down at the Grand Jury?
I see. I myself listened directly to part of this tape and
listening to Kr. Mochisuki, the Interpreter, as an Attorney,
I felt that a human rights problem was involved. There are
many parts of it, but first of all, you may remember this,
the opening procedures. xr. lamiyama was called as a witness
so%he aust be sworn in.
That's right.
When we look at how he gives an Oath in that part, well,
and I have written the English and the Japanese that I
heard on taps. If you would take a'iook, here, on July
g. 1931, the first mormizq session, ,the Grand Suzy side
says,

A Qtr. Saaagewa read as follows0 "Do you soOmnly swear that
the testimony you are about to give to this Grand Jury in
the matter now pending before it. shall be the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?"
*will you
Q It says, 'Do you solemnly smear,' doesn't it?
nut
when
we
see
how
this
was
swear?' is what it asks.
translated, this is the Japanese in the tape.
a well, this is Mr. Mochiruki's way of talking, and in this
particular case, he was probably not taking notes- when
I interpret, I always translate by taking notes, but my
interimpression is t.:t Mr. Mochirski nay have done the
preting without any note paper. Some people do interpret
without holding anything, but I can't remember things so
well, so I try to take notes, and even if 1001 cannot be
covered, I try 140 omit as little as possible. But in this
case. it was too much rhetoric and since there was no
corresponding phrase in Japanese, I think thst Mr. mothiruki
translated with a sense of, 'in summary, please state the
truth.'
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Sc he says, "Hers. I would like you to kindly convey the
truth wholly. only the truth." But in actuality, he is
raising his hand and saying, "Rill you aolemnly swear to
"Please convey
state the truth?' visor's* the transiAtion
only the truth,' is 'T think I would like you to convey
the truth." Row is that as an interpreter?
linguistic prOblem, this becalm* boos
A Wall, rather than
soctolinguistics and that of anthropology as well, and you
could say it is a mistranslation.
Q It's just that, the court, or a trial is a procedure, youQ

MD.
That's right, but when you wish to translate, if there is
a word that accurately corresponds to it, that's good, but
for instance "So help you God." this can be (translated)

A

as "as so,", well. and it can also be translated "under
God"...
Q

A

0

A

Q

A

Q

A
Q

A

How would you translate it, Mr. Saagawa7
in this case, well if I were to translate it than and there,
it would be quite difficult. fsut looking at it on papa; as
I an now and translating it and actually translating it
standing in court are...
If you ware asked to do it right away?
Right away, well the situation is compltely different so
I can't say, but, it im difficult, and I would have translated
it as somethioq like, "Do you swear to convey (tell) the
truth?'
At any rate, if the word, "will you swear?" is not
That's right, without it, it would be difficult as a
translation, / think. The Japanese people do not undarstand
the meaning of "Cott" vary well, but, of course it's Important
__
in amyi.can courts.
Amsrica,
if
ycu
gut
it
that
way.
:hen, it would be difficult in
:n America, it's a myth, so to speak, that Americans will
say the truth (under oath). HOWOVer...
Mochiraki
must
hays
had
a
It is difficult,-and I think Mr.
hard time about this point, also.
Wall, I don't think Mr. Mochlruki put in that much effort
as he should have) but this would be a subject of debate.
So did you tell these things to Prosecutor Plumenbaum?
Well, even if I did not tell him, I should have written
these things out and submitted them, 'so he should have
known.

Q

A

And the problem about the Prosecutor asking (the witness)
to tell the truth is, there is another point about the
OAe has to
right to stay silent. Its not
testify the truth.
That's right. But in the case of mr..Mochlzuki, there is
the consciousAo of f a Japanese facing a Japanese, and so Mr.

ramiyama, sometimes gets angry while he is speaking. Me
gets into a temps:Aliment so he is angry, but he is grumbling
or getting mad against the Prosecutor, and not at Mr.
mochizuki. Mr. Mochizuki probably, thought as Japanese, Mr.
rcmlyama and he would understand each other's positions,
IC without going into so much detail, he said "I think I want
you to say tha truth." I imagine he wished this not as
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an Interpreter, but as. I fellow JePeheke, which led to
his tranaleLon as given.

O I zee.
A to he may have !silt, 'AS an interpreter, I am Japanese,
and you have your position as the defendant. but we are
both Japanese, so in this court. I think 2 would like
you to say only the truth:' these were the words that Cane
out, in my opinion.
Q To you Mean, being the sane Japanese people?
A Yes. So when Mr. Xamiyema gets angry sometimes at the
Prosecutor's emaminatiOn and troublesome questions, he
sometimes lets out curse words but the Interpreter of
course doesn't translate thus and he is getting angry at
the Prosecutor, so maybe he thinks he has nothing to do
with it.
Q but, sometimes, there are things that this person says,
that can't be understood, as an impression.
A I think there were. For instance, he asks "What's he
164,414mw
*eying?" at one point.
Q in that case, "this person' is?
A Yes:: Mr. Plumenbeum. Me anMetiMes. well, I don't know
what kind of a man he is, but, isn't he a person difficult
to get along with? for a Japanese.
O Then, about what we were saying, you did the work of
translating the Prosecutor's Snglish into Japanese. and
furthermore, translating the Japanese that xr. Kamiyana
replied into English. You checked that, right,
A And z forgot to say this earlier, but I did various matters
of other correspondence of the Unification Church. Letters
from Jaw, or letters from Aesrica, or that hare is a letter
in Japanese but will you translate this; there was also a
list of names of people who had coma from Japan, and I was
(14011-.

Q

A

Q
A
Q

A
Q

A

asked to rewrite their names into Romanisod `..etters, and thInos
like that. This was toward the end.
Than, as to the content of the letter, what kind of letter
was it?
Probably, one that a Japanese person had written an American.
and another that a Japanese person 'bed written to Japen free

New York, and I forgot the contenieZbut words of religious
encouragement; I forget the details but things like that,
and the rest I don't remember.
About how many :attars?
I forget how many letters, there ware several, and the list
of names.
About our earlier talk, you translated the English (far both
sides). That means when the Interpreter's Japanese didn't see
right, in other words, when the Japanese of the Interpreter wha
translated the English of the Prosecutor seemed strange, you,,,

transcribed that. Did you do that for the entire proceedinge
Or only the parts you found strange?
ryarything. In the and, everthing, whether good or bad, I
wrote it all out.
why did you have to do that7
I think because the defense raised the question about the
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Q

A

0

A
Q
A
Q

Interpreter, in order to counter that, in that sines,
Mr. 71uenbaum wonted everything.
So you did everything, and in translating the English of the
Interpreter into Japauseser if that Japanese translAted from
Elglish and the ZngIish translation of Mr. Xamiyama's Japanese,
as you said earlier, differed, or wers wrong, you checked
that?
Cf course, when there were extmania_attlreacil, of course,
he probably read and studied (the roport) well; Mr. Flumenbaum.
So the mistakes should he selfevident but things like, this
part and this part are especially different, or this part
sounded like this but it was difficult to catch on tape,
that kind of comment I added, and the rest, I think this
Interpreter probably interpreted without taking notes.
well, for the most part, the gist of it was clear, but I did
submit the report with committal like this detail and this
detail were omitted, or this part end this part were ambiguous
translations.
Mr. Saliagme have. you experience as a court interpreter?
Yes, I haywr,rder an attorney.
Was it kh Court?
1
No, not in court, but in the attorney's office.
not worked in court as an official interpreter?
You ha
ight.
I've never stepped into a courtroom with the
That's l''N
exceptIoA of the time before the Grand Jury.
t testifying as a witness before this Grand Jury
: see, a
an particu t, it was in December, 1981...
/'m not certain of the month and day; I didn't write that
(statement) anyway.
: understand. According to this...it's 1981, December 15,
is it, Decevber 15.
: ve already forgotten, I've forgotten when it was.
You did give your first testimony before the Grand Jury.
1

A
Q

A
Q
A
Q

if you WIWI, told so...
A
Q

A
Q
A
Q

A

Q
A
Q

well, if I were told so, it must have been about that time...
You would think so...
Yes, : would.
But, : think testifying before a Grand ...-y is an

extremely

unique experience.
Yes, it 15.
You wouldn't remember if it was once or twice that you did?
No, I don't remember.
I see, dm you remember that it was about February or March
of 49827
1 think it pr ably was shout twice. I think it was twice.
You do think it was twice? And 442 It about February or
March?
YOf. It was during the winter.
,

A

Q

The v .--er7

A

Yes, _.t my mumory...anynow, in that building...27 remember
going Inside several times. : probab1y must have done it
about two times.
I see. well this is a statement, or an affidavit that is
attached to your latter.

Q
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A

Q
A

Q

A
Q
A

Q
A
L

A

O

A

Q

A
Q

A

Q

A
Q

A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

Q

Please excuse me. At the same ttao, perhaps, I may have served
as im Interpreter at a place like a Grand Jury.
That, now...

No, besides that, actually in court. I don't remember well,
but otherwise there's no reason to go to a place lime that.
Perhaps, I may have been an Interpreter in court.
This concerns your experience is an Interpreter?
Yes, or else, I may have testified twice there. At any rate,
I rememer going there about two times.
Is that so: Then you don't remember whether you did it once
or twice?
No, I don't remeabar.
But for the second time, around February or March, 19827
If I did go, it would be about that time.
If someone tells you so, you tftnk that's possible, :007
That's not very far from the truth. I believe I have gone
inside that building about twice. That was...one moment,
please. what was it, about this case? I don't remember.
I may have gone on another case...
And the Grand Jury testimony, did you state that this part
was wrong, and this part of the translation is not correct,
things like that?
Not details, but I think : testified that I an undertaking
such and such a job.
Sy 'I an undertaking,' you mean...
I think it was a testimony to confirm that I was listening
to the tapes and doing such and such.
So, it wasn't a testimony stating this part is wrong, or
this is correct?
It wasn't so, but as Mr. Flumenbaum...I forget the question,
but I think what : stated in brief was that such a testimony
is being confirmed under Mr. Flumenbaum, something of that
degree.
think it was short, at any rate...
I think there might not be much value. in merely testifying
that 'I an undertaking' such and sues...
That's right. But I've forgotten what question was put to me.
And you didn't appear in court to state whether it was
accurate or not accurate?
I don't think so.
Well.

So, if I can remember the question for the opinion that I
testified at that time, it would be helpful, but...
I see, you don't remember too 'such.
No.

Just, as far as the Prosecutor is concerned, he requested you,
Mr. Sasagawa, to do the following and you are...
That's what : asked the Prosecutor, too. What exactly do you
want me to testify on in court, I asked Mr. Plumenbaum.
And he said. don't worry about it, just answer simply.
Then, without such preparation...?
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I aide no preparations fcr the testimony, and I just answered
either, yes or no. If I did say mere, it was lust a word or
two, or a sentence or two. I didn't say such.
Q Do yOu mean that 11 you had to say in this testiaomy was
what the Prosecutor had told you to say7-A That's right. The Prosecutor told me not to say unnecessary

A

thins.
Q Didn't the Prosecutor ask you to state whether the translations
IIwere correct or not?

The
A Yes, I think the Prosecutor put such a question to ma.
translations
Prosecutor sight have asked whether some of the
were reliable or not.a don't reeSaber clearly, though.
Q When you were asked such a question, how did you answer,
as far as you remember?
A I think I answered that the translations were on the whole
reliable; or rather, I don't remember clearly what the
Prosecutor asked so I can't say definitely. I can't say incorrect things here so I should say I don't remember how

.00

answered.
Q DO you mean, you answered, Yes, to the Prosecutor's question,
as far as you remember?
Yes, that's right.
A
Q You testified because you were told that you didn't have to
worry?
A I think you're right, but I can't remember clearly.
Q As you know, there is a transcript of the Grand Jury testimony by Kr. Xamiyama. It is written in English and do you
think it records Mr. Xochisuki's English just as it was?
A It records Kr. Plumenbaum's and Mr. Xochisuki's English as
Q
A
0
A

Q

A
0

it was
Then, when you read only this transcript, you would think
that there was no'probles in it?
What do you mean by no problem?
In short, nistranslations would not be understood (noticed)
because Japanese is not understood.
The actual length of the testimony is about twice that of
the English transcript because the English was translated into
Japanese and the Japanese Into English. Rut the transcript Is
surprisingly accurate as a record. 99.99%.
You mean in terms of English, it is correct in that the spoken
English is transcribed accurately here.
It is very accurate.
And when.you compare the Prosecutor's questions
Is that su.
with their Japanese trensletions by Mr. Mochisuki, and'
Mr. Kaniyema's responses with their English translations,
there are quite a lot of Inappropriate and inaccurate transIstloos.

A

C

A
Q

Well, it seams to oe that Mr. mochizuki was not taking notes
while he was interproting.
You mean because he didn't take notes...?

Rsq. di2;3210onts.

They're omitted. And as a result, the Interpreter failed to
accurately translate into Japanese what the Prosecutor asked
Furthermore. if he rennet translate into English
in English.
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A
Q

A

Q
A

Q

fa

A

Q
A

what hr. hanlyama said in Japanese, and there are a number
of scenes like that...
well, in such cases, I clearly indicated to Flumanbaun that
this part was omitted, or this part dropped.
e.
what did the Prosecutor say when you told him these things?
He didn't say anything. Hs probably studied than carefully
later, but he wore a 'poker face' and showed no reaction.
But when I gave comments qn the translation, he would often
say, 'That's good, that's good." I coca fell asleep whale-working, and he got angry.
Who did you say fell asleep?
I did, and it was while I was working.
As I had caught a co. _
the night before, and I couldn't Sleep, Z fell asleep with
fatigue.
Just fog about five minutes or so.
Well, that was hard work, wasn't it. When you went through
the work, did you notice any specific errors in translation?
well, for inetanca, when you write out checks, about checks
in America, you have to spell out the amount. 'Five thousand
dollars' for S5000. And you have to sign the check.
It
seems that this wasn't clearly understood.
What do you MOSA7
It seams to me that Mr. Mochixuki's translation was beating
around the bush without clarifying the moat important point.
And as I remember it, the word 'manage' was raised as a point
of argument.
It was translated as 'to be in charge' or
'to keep' but, that Is not a mistake. Another point I rememis that the Interpreter used the word 'porahy'somewNWre,
although I don't know why he used the word. That was also a
paint of contention.
How did these points become a problem?
It became a problem. It once became a big problem arguing
that the Interpreter used the Ard 'purely', but the word
'purely was such and such...The defense attorney of the
what is interesting is that
witness argued about this point.
there was a Defense Attorney named Mr. Lawler.
me was the
defense Attorney to the Defendant.
Mr. Lawler was looking
/
for an Interpreter and he also called on Nihon Services
Corporation. They thought they should accept the jap oecause
it was requested of them. So, a person named Yuko Xishiwagi,
whom
l've mentioned earlier, translated the part requested
by Mr. Lawler instead of me in her own way and she submitted
it to him.
However, when Mr. Flumenbaum learned about this, he became
furious. 'laying we were very, very immoral, working for both
Mr. Lawler and him. Hs put in a call of protest; however,
our thinking was that different individuals had worked on
the translations:
I worked for the Plaintiff and Ms. Kashiwagi
for the Defendant.
So we did not perceive a problem.
Then, Mr. Brown made a call to Mr. Flumenbaum although they
did not know each other, mentioning that he was a policeman
from the Bronx. mr. Flumenbaum was finally persuaded by
mr. wrowri.

Q
A

What was the point of discussion about the word 'purely'7
: don't remember, but Mr. Lawler tried to declare that the
Interpreter completely changed the meaning of the sentence
by adding the word 'purely' which didn't appear in Japanese.
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At any rats, this was lust mieintervretation on the part od
Kr. Lawler.
Q Did you work in a room next to Mr. Flumenbaum' s?
\
A : sometimes worked in Mr. Flumenbaum's room and sometimes I
worked in another room so that I would have more quiet.
Does that seen that you mat Mr. Flumenbaum almost everyday?
A I met him when I worked there; when I didn't want to work
there, I worked at home.
You went over the documents you mentioned earlier, as well?
Q
A I read the documents which were sent from Japan. For example,
there were the letters exchanged within the Unification
Church, there were lists of members who had come from Japan.
:cow:teed the Japanese language in these lists at the end
of my work.
I see. Did you ever dine with Mr. Flumenbaum?
Q
A No, I didn't.
You didn't? I sea. As you said before, translation is very
Q
difficult, and very important. Especially in court, language
plays a very essential role. In particular, perjury has so
such to do with language because what the Defendant says is
whet is taken up. Therefore, interpx1bation and translation
are central issues here.
Q As for the Oath on July 9, you mentioned that the Interpreter
had expressed his wish, as a Japanese, that he wanted the
witness to speak the truth,
I think that was his intention.
A
Does that mean, outside his position as a Interpreter, he
Q
he wished this?
A well, not exactly, but I think the interpreter was feeling,
not so much as a Japanese, but more lightly, something like
I just happen to be your Interpreter this time, and I hope
you will express the truth.
Q mr? Sasagawa, here I would just like to confirm a point.
We saw earlier, where the Forelady asked, "Do you solemnly
swear...?" And Mr. Mochisaki interpreted this as follows:
"Regarding this case, at this place, we think we would like
A
Q

A
Q

A
Q
A
Q
A
Q

A

A

to have you kindly convey only the truth," (in Japanese.).
My translation submitted to Flumenbaum was quite similar,
I think.
Is that right.
Yes. well I translated all dialogue in Japanese and gave it
to him, so.
Yes, "Itts moraitai" in Japanese, is translated as We would
like to have you kindly convey..."
I think that's correct.
And your report submitted to Mr. Flumenbsum, how many pages
were there?
I don't remember exactly.
Anyway, it was a great number of pages and you turned In all
of them.
Yes. I did.
Co you have a copy of your report?
I could have made a co py, but I didn't think of it then.
Did you give the pages all to him?
Yes, : did.
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0
A
Q

A

Q
A

And doss the Prosecutor have thee?
Yee, he should have them.
Is it possible that he had the transcript typed up with a
word processor?
Yes, and after that, I lust rememberid.
Thd Japanese.customs
law at that time, regulating the amount of money you could
take out of the country, checking the purpose of your trip
and so on; ;pat do you call that in Japanese? I translated
quite a lot of that material also.
Ch, you mean the translation of laws about customs, and
foreign currency to be taken out of the country?
I had to find the translation of laws concerning foreign
currency, and how such money could be taken out of the country.
and also, I had to accurately translate things such as the
standard for a certain peer. There was an English version
published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs but it wasn't
such a good one.

Q6

r seen.

A

Apart from this, I think there were three or four more papers
I translated, because I saw the documents that the secretary,
not the assistant of Mr. Flume-oaum, typed into the word
processor.
I think it was a document, not a dialogue,
although I don't Quite remember.
Anyway, the things which we
were doing there were mainly examining the exchanges held in
the Grand Jury, but also at the ea* time, there were several
other things such as the correspondence among.tne Unification
Church members.
You mentioned before that you were wor?cIng on this for several
months.
Does the Prosecutor have the result of your work?
I think so.
Will M. Flunenbaum certainly have kept them somewnere?
I think so.
I'm not oositive, though.
Are you saying that it doesn't matter because it is only
a formality?
No, I don't know about that, but what shall I say, eitnar
way, the answer is a Yee, or a No.
It could be a mistranslation to translate It as "I would like you to kindly
convoy only the truth."

0

A
O
A
Q

A

0

A

Q

Well...this translation, "I think I would like you to convey.."
tnis is a translation of "Do you swear, do you swear to tall
only the truth?" And it's the lob of an Interpreter to
translate what is said...
That's right.
But as I said earlier, this Mr. Xochiaukii
provably did not have any notes with him.
well, I understand that, but it would not be an Cath if...
if one is told, "I would like you to kindly convey only
the truth."

A

Yes, that'll right.

Q

:n Japan, the witness reads everything out loud, and than
ha swears upon his conscience that he will only tall the
truth, before everyone, standing up.
That's right. In Japan, you swear on your own cora-nonce,
but in tne States it is Cbristian coyancry. Thus words
like "Sc help you God" actually mean, "That is correct."
Apart from 3S0 help you God," what is important here ie-The

A

Q
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question asking. "Do you swear?"

ThiS is in interrogative

fors.

Yes, that's right.
Q The problem is whether ha said, "Yes" or "Yes, I do," or not.
A Yee, if you refer to it precisely.
found anywhere.
Q The problem is that this is not
A Yes, that's a point also.
uld like
Also, the witness said "Hai" to the question,
you to kindly convey..,"
A

A
0

A
Q

A

Q

A
C
A
Q
A
A

That's right.
Further, the translator translated this as "Yes."
That's right.
Therefore, to Le who only understand English, it will
=yams linswered Yes, to the question,
mean that Mr.
wear...?"
"Do you sol
ht.
You say he
appears hers that the English oath is
As a resul
ferent
from what the witness actually under=
completely
*toad.
deoause he said, "I would like you to convey the truth."
Yes, Yee.
well, the maanipg of the Oath (translated) is off the eark,
possibly.
But normally, we sal "Kai" (Yes) when we are asked sootsthing like, "I would like you to kindly convey the truth."
Yes.:

we say "Yes", (Mai) meaning, I understand your wish."
Jut the problem here again is that Mr. Kamiyama sometimes
answered "Yes" or "No" without waiting for the Interpreter.
So that means that there is a possibility that Mr. ,Kamiyema
understood English to some extent-without the help of an
Interpreter.

Q
A

Yes.

Q

were there sons?
Yes, there were.
Yes, but we cannot be sure whether Kr. Xemiyama correctly
understood the question to which he answered "Yes" or

because Mr. Kamiyama sometimes answersi "Yes" or "No"
directly to the question of Mr. Flumenbaum, scenes like
that...

A
Q

16,1142."

A

Q

A

Q

A
Q

A

Yes, that's true.

And also, on the record of the Oath given on duty 9,
it it said that the witness was "duly sworn in." From this,
Ida can conclude that the witness definitely answered "Yes"
to the question, 'Do
That can be true, but also it can be said that
Right.
Mr. Xamiyama may have understood English and the Interpreter's translation was only to confirm the meaning of the
question.
What do you mean?
The answer "Rai" which Mr. Xamlyama
Yesp....
There appears a.possibility that MI. Kamiyana replied

j
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Q

A
Q

A
Q

A
Q

A

to the translation as well as the English Oath.
Why?
because Mr. Kamiyama, at tunes is found answering 'Yes,
something without the Interpreter.
lut, it is the Yes of a Japanese, and some Japanese will
say Yes where they ought to say No, and vice versa.
That, has to do with how much English comprehension Mr.
Kaaiyama has...
:hat, we don't know. Mx. Sasagawa, you haven't personal:17
net Mr. Kamlyana yet, have you?
That's true.
St's just...
You haven't spoken with him, have you?
Well, it's just that such scenes are found in that transcript
ac I told ?lamanbaum about thia.
What Aid you tell him?
That mr. Kaniyana may understand a little (English).
think there is the possibility -.:Lat he does.

C

A
0

A
Q

Then, what did the Prosecutor aay7
He didn't say anything.
Well, is that so. nut. you have not net Mr. Kamiyama,
have you?
No.

A
Q

And you haven't talked in English with him, nor in Japanese.
So this is totally based upon your conjecture, right?
That's right.
If we go by the form of this document, there are more and

A

Yes.

m4=411 points C.0 be discussed.)
Q

And following

A

Yes.

Q .

The ProsecutQr is explaining the witness' rights). Please
read this.
(Mr. Sasagawa read as follows.)
' And in connection with your appearing before this Grand
Let me explain
Jury you are entitled to certain rights.
to you what these rights are. Tirst, you may refuse to
answer any question if a truthful answer to that question
would tend to incriminate you parsonally, in any way,
Do you understand that?'
shape or form.
to h, this right to refuse, or right to remain silent,
is it called?

A

the Oath)

auli 9...

Q

Yes.

A

Yes, I think there may have been something like this.
That ie to say, this is a vary calor right in American
society t-rich permits a parson to remain silent about what
is disadvantageous to him, and any American will use

Q

this r-ght.
A

Dim.

p

Concerning this, the Prosecutor is, well, giving a proper
explanation. But this translation,... Please look at this.
Mr. Sasagawa read as follows:
sond_uhn...oased on ,:he summons concerning your appearance
in court today, there are several rights granted to you.
First,
will have the pleasv-e of explaining these to you.
you are able to refuse answers to questions which may cause
you to fall into sin. Do we have your kind understanding?"
That is the translation.
Yes, well, tnis translation cannot be said to be wrong as
it is, also.

A

Q

A
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Q No, not wrong, but first of all, what this right says is
that you can refues to say things that may incriminate you.
A Vas, that's right.
Q Incriminate means, in short, to receive punishment, to
receive penalty.

A Yes.
Q The word 'crime' is extremely...to a large part...
A It is vary difficult.
Q In other words, you do not have to *eke a reply for which
you may be penalized. This is quite different from causing
to fell into sin, but you could still answer, "Yes, I
understand" to this question. In the transcript, it says.
"Yes, I do." for the question, "Do you understand that?"--

A Yes.
Q Thus. on the transcript. everything .. iry neat and
orderly, but in reality... If you look at both Japanese
and English, I think it tact be said that there are
extremely big problems.
A You could say that, I believe.
Q4114and, if we go tiirough this all, it will take a great amount
of time, but I'd like to refer to the part *bout perjury.

And furthermore,... (read the English corresponding to
translation:)
"What you will kindly say at the Grand Jury (hearing,
today, well...may have a chance to ba used against your interest
... and un. the possibility exists ... legal.. uh.. in
the future procedures stow now on, continuous and among
---Ehem, oh.. used especially disadvantageous to you.
A "You should be aware, that anything you do say in front
of this Grand Jury can be used again t you. Not only by this
Grand Jury...but In any court proceeding. Do you understand ?"
Well, this trans_ation is not so accurate either.
Q If you translate the dapanese of the Interpreter into
English, he says "There is a possibility that it will not
be good for you." This is a very weak expression, that
one may be put at a disadvantage.
And then this witness says, Mr. Kamiyama asks at this time,
I'
"What did he say?"
A Yes, that's right.
Just listening to
Q You see, I can't quite understand this.
this Japanese, "It might not be good for you," or"It might be
And the phrase,
to your disadvantage," is extremely weak.
to auks a statement" :sr. mean both, something you will
say, or the (legal) leolsration under oath. This is not
clear, either. And what about this Japanese? If translated,
I think this would turn out to be the kind of English
written hers at the bottom, but what do you think?
A
Q

Yes, well, this is very difficult.
The fitness here asked, "Wrst did he

A

Yes.

Q
A

As the translation for this, the Interpreter says,
wants repetition.'
Yea, this isn't wery...if it ware a true testimony, he should
eve translated this as "What did you say?" or something
11,:e that.

Q

say?", right?

Yes, that's right.
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A

well, the position of the Interpreter, around here as well.
is
bit ambiguous.
Q You have also written in your letter, but the Interpreter
adds his own explanation or rephrases words...
A Yes, his position.
Instead of translating accurately and
consistently, he townies' takes Mr. Kaaiyana's standpoint,
and other tits**, the Prosecutorit, making himself very vague.
O That's right.
The function of an Interpreter, he should be
accurate primarily.
A
That's right.
Q
Me won't make en Interpreter, if he adds his own interpretation for us.
A You could say that.
Q
This would cause extreme trouble.
A
Yes, you could say that.
O
And well, this is the way (the record) continues.
A. Yes.
Q
You may not be able to trace back your memory just now,
but in the report that you submitted to the Prosecutor,
Sasagaws, I think you must have pointed out all of
these things in a similar vein.
A Yea, Z did write out the Japanese from beginning to end and
did the (translation) job so that should be included also.
O
Is that so.\ And concerning the warning of perjury, do you
remember anything?

Q

A

Q
A
A
A
Q

A
Q
A
Q

A
Q
A

A

Umm, no, I don't.
Is that so.

A

Yes.

Not clearly.

whether you read or didn't read something about that, or
whwthur something concerning it was not .found in the records
at all, what is your opinion?
Well,..oh, come to think about it.
The subject of perjury
came up in the beginning, didn't it. where the Prosecutor
gives s warning toward Mr. Xamiyama...For instance, about
calling that perjury, well, uhn, the Interpreter forgot the
word, and said things like, false words and what not.
Oh, do you remember about- that?
Yea, the Interpreter got stuck, forgetting the word, 'perjury'.
You do remember"
Yes.

You still remember' it up to now?
Yes, it was the word 'perjury'.
Did you tall this to Mr. Flumenbaum?
Although : didn't tell him, I wrote it in Ty report, and :
think he should know about it.
So, it was that the Interpreter couldn't remember the word
'perjury'...
The word slipped his mind or something.
I see, and what you just referred to, is is this record,
page 23, of July 9,
Page 227
Yes, here on page 23. The Prosecutor(says)...
All, thti
is it.
(Reads the English: "Finally, Mr. )camiyana,
if you should give a false answer or fail to testify completely
and truthfully in response to the question that I ask you, you
could be charged with a separate criminal violation for perjury
or obstruction of justice. Do you understand that?",
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Q
A

Q
A
Q

A
Q

A
C

A
C

A
Q

A
C
A
C

A

(.;

A

Q
A

Q

Do you recall this part?
part like this. (Reads Interpreter's translaYes, there was
tion, retranslated into Inglish.) 'fraudulent replies,'..well,
he forgot the word 'perjury' so that's why he has to say something like this.
it's as follows: (Rs-translation) "If you should give fraudulent
answers or neglIct to testify, there is the possibility that
you will be blamed..."
Yes, this can't be called 100% accurate.
Isn't it actually ¶00% inaccurate? Which Weans, he is au
allowed to give false anemic* or =neglect to testify; then,
what good would his right to remain silent be, right?
You could interpret it that way.
So then the witness asked, "That mains not the tax laws, but..
Here too, he is actually asking what it is(he could be charged
'with), not the tax laws, but what? The interpreter translated
this as, "Does Wilt mean that on top of, or apart from the
tax laws?" Nut the Prosecutor who did not know about this
(the real question replied, "That's correct, if you should
testify falsely.. il This indicates that the Prosecutor (mistakenly) thought that his statement about perjury was already
understood (by the witness); that the witness could be punished
tax laws. This is why
for perjury besides (the violation of
he answered, "That's correct," you see.
Yes, that is so.
Something like this is one misunderstanding piled on top of
another.
Wall, you could say that.
The Interpreter was it a lose, and could only say, "Uhh..,"
way that things developed, well, the Prosecutor rushed one
step ahead on his own, while the Interpreter could not translate accurately.
well, your could say that.
But {he witness still wasn't clear about the situoticn, so he
aekadirgain, "The means...?" The Interpreter than cores out
timony...the testimony...is d:storted..."
t
If
with,
Lawler was waiting in the hallway, lo : think
Well, I thi
he should here adequately advised hr. Kamiyame on that.
.
Rut, this, we don't know, right?
Kamiyama
left his teat,
YAO, nut there was one time that Mr.
lawyer
for
a while...
saying, he would like to consult his
Yes, there was.
That passage is in the records. His attorney must have bean
standing by outside, so : think he should have had enough
advice on that point.
bet in this scene, the attorney is outside, the ludga
l'es.
is act present, it is only the Prosecutor, as it Is a Grand
It is an investigation being held under the
..7L:ry nearing.
extremely one-sided lead of,the Prosecutor, isn't it?
investigation, well, ths Prosecutor was the examiner. As to
11i5 questions, um, what do you call it, leading questions?
The Prosecutor's questions were
: don't think that happened.
all clear.
According to your recollection now.
: don't think there was anything like leading questions.
Mmm, and further, please, if you would read on, on page 2S,
.
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tne witness asks, "Mesning...I'll be charged with...per:ury?"
A
Q
A
Q

A

Q
A
Q
A

Q
A
Q

Q

Q
A

Q
A

Yes,

I see.

Yes, but at thia moment, the Interpreter, hearing the words,
"charged with perjury?" could not translate this again.
Here he forgot the word.
It slipped his mind and As couldn't
came out with the right word.
Yes.
So, as a result. the meaning doesn't come through at all.
...all right, fraudulent answers, Or fraudulent, well,
negligence of...uhh, testimony, or..." This doesn't make sense
as Xriglish, nor as Japanese.
which (passage) is that?
The words of this Interpreter.
where is that?
Where this Interpreter says, "Does that mean once again that..
on page .6.
(Reads In'English:) "Does that mean mica again that :
OM cnargeo sOr..unn..trying to zinc trio rignt woro...unn, all
right, fraudulent answers, or fraudulent, well, negligence of
...uhh. testimony, or..." Yes, I see, he, um, the Interpreter
forgot, (laugh) the word 'perjury'. Well, and, yes, he forgot
the word 'perjury'. (laugh)
Yes, and furthermore, the Prosecutor explains again, you see.
Yes.

(Reads in tnglish:)""If you should knowingly and willfully
give a false answer to the Crand Jury, that is a separate crime."
And the Interpreter again makes a translation that's not so...
He again adds unnecessary things. "Xnowingly" is all right,

the "uh"s and "ah"s can't be helped, and "...giving a false
answer or distorting the testimony would be equal to sin."
This too, isn't a 1001 good, translation.
This, T don't think can ba understood as Japanese either.
well, you could say that, but this is a difficult part, too.
Hmm.

Well at any rut., I should have written about all of these
things.
Ahh.

A
Q

A

Q

A

A

Q

I think I told Flumanbaum.
Than, Mr. Flumenbaum knew that this was the extent to which
(the witness) had been informed of the penalty for perjury,
of course.
I think he must have known.
If he had read it carefully.
:t should be included in the report, shouldn't it.
awn, : see.
And then, the right against self-incrimination. Within the
Flftn Amendment to the Constitution, there is a passage that
"no one has to make a statement against his own interest",
but do you remember anything about its announcement to the
witness)?
well,'about that I don't remember, but if I see it, I would be
able to recall that there was such a passage.
I see, then, for example, page AS here. In the very beginning,
the Prosecutor tells Mr. Xamiyama about the Constitution...
You have good pronunciation, so please read this, Mr.
Sasagawa.
(Reads in English:) "At any time, Mr. Ramiyams, that : ask
you a question and you went to Invoke your Fifth Amendment
Privileges, please feel free to do so, if you like.'
And the Japanese that the Interpreter translated this into is4
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well..uh..
"And when S am sexing you a question,
:A.1611

u are pro61116415-

fore it is your right to use it."
A well, it is tough.
and so on, can't he understood
C In brief, 'the revised
as. Japanese.
But hare too, the'
Yes.

r bleat becomes how much Mr. eamiyame
this English.
understood in listening
for the
Su; the fact that the Into rotor is with him, is
the Prosecutor's words, he

A
Q

Japanese, and if he understo
wou/dn't need an Interpreter
how MuCh knowledge of English
A well, the big problem here becomes
Mr. Kam/yams had.
of how much Mr. Kamiyama understood
Q Than, if it becomes it problem
regardless
of the Interpreter, that
what the Prosecutor said,
run Into greet trounce
tnet
one
WOU10
WOUla mean in otner woros,
if one can't speak English.
In the case of Mr. Kamiyama,
A Well, 1 wonder about that, too.
however, he "has an attorney.
have been all right had the
Q In this case, I think it would
He
attorney been beside him, but he was outside, in fact.
did not know what was going on inside.
the time of his appearance in Court,
A But at any rate. prior to
heard about
at this Fifth Amendment, he should have already
this.

A
Q
A
C

A

C

A
Q

A

Well, an American citizen would know. about this.
this, than
If Mr. Ktitlyillie had not known about things like
the
part
of
Mr.
Lawler.
that would be negligence on
about this as common
lime, the attorney. An American would know
knowledge.
Well, 1 think so.
hat those who don't know about things like
So, that would
they went to America
this would run i to terrible disaster
taxing it easy.
person would
Well, but 1 think if an attorney were hired, the
And, I don't know
informed
about
this.
nave nefinitely been
to what extent Mr. Bariyura knew about this.
Kamiyama did
If Mr. Bamiyama had not known about it, or if Mr.
not have the ability to use English...
negligence on the
If he had not known about it, wouldn't it be
part of his attorney, Mr. Lawler?
translated properly...
But even then, if the Interpreter had
to
explain
his rights to him,
Yes, if Mr. Lawler had neglected
this is,
while the Interpreter hadn't translated accurately,
But if
That
is
serious.
what can I say. a terrible misfortune.
NamlYama
had
known
mr. Lawler had stated these things and Kr.
well even if the Interpreter were
about the Fifth Amendment,
called, the right to
not 1:Ct accurate, I don't know what it's
known that this
eamiyaba) should :Alive
remain silent, but U4s.r.

A
Q

A
Q

was being referred to, in try opinion.
well, that is your conjecture.
yen, and chart was something about the Fifth article.
But is would Ds Impensible to understand s translation like,
.that revised Item of the Fifth article....
Well, we would have to ask Mr. Kamiyams to find out.
But. things lixe this should Os communicated properly; you see,
for exampis Ln Amczica, telling a person about his right to
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A
;

A
;

A

A
Q

A

C

A

A

C

A
A
;

A
Q

A

remain silent, this must be announced no matter how many criminal record.; he has, or otherwise, 1-2 would be against due
process.
You can't say, because you have been convicted ten
times in the past, you ought to know about this. That, I
think is duo proems. You said in that sense, Mr. Kemiyama
MAO unfortunate...
yea, wnetner Mr. Kamiyama had known or had not known, we have
to ask him to find out.
well, that if you ddidn't know, it would be unfUnunato...
Well, I would think rt. It would be the negligence of the
attorney. mr. Lawler, is it?
And after this example, going through the record, as you have
already pointed out I believe. inappropriate translations are
very obvious.
Yes.
But if another Interpreter had done the lob, it is a guts =ion how much better he would have been than Mr. Mochizuki.
My impression is that Mr. Mcchizuki interpreted without taking
notes.
But that
can't say for certain because there isn't
a video of the Grand Jury hearing.
It is possible that ha had
been using notes to do his job.
well, a court interpreter is an extremely difficult :oz. There
are various legal, technical terms.
: agree that It is very difficult.
Sc' : believe at least, that court interpreters should receive
enough training for the occupation, and should be very competent.
Besides, : think Mr. Mochizuki's attitude is quite easy-going.
No was a little too relaxedr he should have been more alert
and thorough. A little more faithful to the spoken words.
Be doss have the capability.
In fact, when I first haerd his
Interpreting, his pronunciation was accurate so that I wondered
if he were a nisei, and could tall 11. was a competent interpreter.
But : think he was a little too
:n short, he made 'rounded' translations, as` in cuttin4 corners..
It does seem a bit 'out of shape' or disintegrating. But,
can get the general meaning of it.
But, no work of literature would be literature if it were translated in its genorll meaning only, for example.
In translation compared with interpreting, You can always
work on the former and produce Something good, but in the case
of interpreting, it is a one-time-only.
No matter how competent a person, .f he is regtricted by time and something
,lips his mind, like the word perjury, earlier, that nappena.
well, I don't think you can criticize the Interpreter.
well, ao, as you were saying, is it that he is doing well as
a simultaneous interpreter?
Its not simultaneous interpreting, I think.
Didn't you make reference to something like that somewhere?
I don't remember that.
Somewhere.
Translations, you can take time out to look than
over and look up the dictionary, but in the case of a sudden
interpreting situation as this, didn't you say something to
the effect that the workrwas well done?
: don't think : said something like that.
so.. at any rats, as a law expert,. : also think it Is not
desirable to have general interpretations.
Yes, that's right.
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A
Q

A
C

A
Q
A
Q

A

This is A very Important
Espacially concerning due process.
Translation is admittedly difficult, but.
ids'.
When you testified biOooe the Grand Jury the first time, were
yoo ,Nown Mr. Xamiyama's indictment papers?
: don't know.
-oo I don't think I saw them.
o't remember?
No. : don't.
And were you ever shown or given a copy c= a supplementary
indictment or an Indictment concerning Mr. Moon, or any ctrer
Indictments?
: don't think so, Perhaps I havt.
You have no clear reco-lection?
Ye%

No.

you ever talk with tne Prosecutor about changing the indictment or the like?
No. : hauen't. The Prosecutor carried things out at his own
Pace.

A

A
A
Q

But, wish other prosecutors, with Flumenbaum's co.leagoos, I
ciO have chats about what was the problem at certain points
and so on, but with Flomenbaum, I never talked about unreccessary maters. With his colleague, I did.
lletgue?
who was nis
: forget ois name. but ne is one of the prooecutors.
His friend.
had light chats.
There were such occasions? And about this part you mentiooed
wither. Co you remember explaining to the Grand Jury tht
phrases about 'carrying a oheekbOOk' or 'being in Chtrge
or ".as.-aging. one?

A

G
A

A

A
A

That, without expliining, I remembsr trllinS FlumemOaum-about
For instance. what the word 'to bs in charge
it in detail.
of moans J.n Japaresa, or 'keep': these things I wrote c.it in
detail in a report and handed it in to him.
So you recall why these thtmge became a problem?
why a problism, for instance, when something is 'kept' is it
to.1O close to one's ranch, or kept at home, or something
:_ks that created a problem, I think. I don't recall whether
: heard that lstir or at that time.
Anyway, the word 'keep' and its corrasponding 'hokan' was
a problem : remember. And so was 'portly.'
They were elementa of the perjury charge? In other words,
wtotner the check account was 'kept' o- something? This passage
appeared somewnare, and that is the content of a perjury charge.
rememOar hearing about it. What exactly was the problem, :
:
a5K1.1 !.1.rn ores, what exactly was thl perjury charge.
Pt's talking about whether Ar. Moor was
;cunt ID.
That
:aTry:ng the checkbook or not. Rs answers, : was managing 17..
!Sr. Xamoyara said he was 'keeping' it.
Ah. 'kaeping. it.
And here the :T1'.erpreter adds ecrothing unnecastary, 'from tne
These are the points that can be colled Mr.
beginner? ,..
Moc:.i2...'s shortcomings. Because all he said was '1 wau keeping
and doss not say from the beginning' or at least its
not certain whether that's ralorded on tape; then the Interpreter
eho'.;;,dr.'t say anythong beyond that.
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Q

A

C

A

A

A

Q

A

A
C

A

A

Interpreter says something
And in that connection,
Completely chaotic Vinare I read, Concerning this Fund:
iMr. Sasagawa reads)
'Was any of the money in the Family Fwd ever used to pay
expenses for the Japanese members who had come to America?'
And the Interpreter translated this as, 'Have you ever used
the money in the FAMily Fund as expenses Zor the Japanese
members to =AO to America... for airplanes end expenses to
stay hers?'
Well, the Prosecutor just said expenses, so it doesn't mean
transportation costs.
Besides, the Prosecutor clearly said, 'members who had come
to America."
The Interpreter says something unnecessary; he says, 'for airplanes,' which has nothing to do with the question here. This
is an obvious mistranslation of thu Interpreter.
He added details himself.
As added his own interpretation.
I wrote these things out and
turned it in to Mr. Flomenbaum; I also remember explainin7 it
I told him clearly that the Interpreter added
to m1= orally.
unnecessary things hers.
So, the 'Zap/mere members who had coma to America: indicates
that the money does not refer to *sionise to COMAE to America.
It means the expenses needed while they are in America.
Yes, the expenses fco the Japanese members who were already
in America,
Yes, and he added words iike "airplanes" to it.
:n addition, Mx. Xamlyama didn't understand this, so he asked
again. "...for tPain. to tong to America."
Yea, and here again. the Interpreter conforms, "Yes," which
is Lasnecessary.
Then its quite natural that
.1 think It's truly misleading.
yr. Kamiyama answered, "so, I didn't."
An tfll this point, I clearly told Mr. Flumenbaum that it was

: clearly remember that I !.nformed him Cf
a mistranalat on.
In my report, I stated that the Interpreter did not
this.
I remember telling him
translate tress parts accurately.
orally, too.
s included in the Indictment, isn't
: see.
A

A
Q

A

A
c

A

it7
That.

I don't xr.ow,

So, Mr. FlomonlJaom should :.ertainly know about this if he has
read tnis report.
.f he has read it, yes.
Do you remsmt*r the passage, "...the problem of the
trans.ation of 'carried' and to be in charge of...'
Which passage?
Yes, the passages, 'carried' and 'In charge of
I wrote the diff,rencu of these phrases precisely in the
report and I gave it to him.
So, tr.at moans you do remember that there was a translation
bleu concerning 'carried' and 'in charge of'.
As for 'carried', It means that a person possessed something
all tns time watt him. Hut, as for in chSrge of', it means
a person can 1os in charge of something somewhere at home
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Q

A

Q

or at some other places.
: wrote it precisely in the report
and gave it to him.
Than, how about the difference between 'paid for and
'bought'.
So you remember testifying at the Grand Jury
about the difference 'paid for' and 'bought'?
Well, : didn't go in to it so deeply, but I do remember
If you once
writing it in the report and handing it in.
answer "yes" in a testimony when you are asked, "Have you
done these things?", it will include these matters also.
So, you don't remember it exactly now. Mr. Sasagawa, do you
think tnat Mr. Mochlzuki did a 'credible' job as an simultaneous
Interpreter at the Grand Jury's testimony on December 15,
1511.

A
Q
A

A
0
A

Q

A

0
A

Q
A

A

C

A

Slut this is not simultaneous interpretation.
It is only
consecutive.
Well. then.
rIo you remember testifying on the matter of this
sort?
I don't think I mentioned anything about the qualification
of an interpreter.

:f you don't remember, please say so.
I don't quite remember, but I don't think ; did.
Except,
well I mot him several times a Cey,
You mean mr. Mochizuki7
Flumenbaum. I've never met Mr. Mochiruki, 50. But
No.
I told him several times my personal impression and comments
like, this part and this part are mistranslated, but this
part and this part Sr. reliable on the whole, and so on.
And do you remember testifying at the Grand Jury that he did
a credible lob?
: don't remember...testifying, but I did tell Flumenbaum
many times about, my impression.
What kind of impression.
I mentioned things like this pat and this part are sloppy,
this part is carelessly or loosely translated, or he is
adding unnecessary words.
And io you think of i4 as a sioltaneous translation?
This? This is all consecutive Interpretation.
Then, :'11 ask you again, but after examining the work
of Mr. Mochisuki, do you (Mr. Sasegawa) think that his
)oo was very credible?
he is a very competent interpreter, but regardin,, this
:,ob, he seems to be too relaxed.
What do you mean?
The only problem is that he sometanes translated in a -coed
and tedious manner, adds unnecessary thinge.and his owr
ir.terpretations.
: see.
And also, do you remember testifying at the Grand

A
0

Jury hearing on February and March of 198l saying, "He
did a very credible fob?"
: don't remember.
Dn you remember appearing before the Grand Jury on February
or *!arch of 19827
You do remember testifying perhaps two times. Then during
those 7140 t;f7ICS, do you rememner testifying to the effect
that he did a very credible lob as a simultaneous translation?

JOU
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A
Q
.

A

Q

A

Q

A

A

C
A

Q

A

I'm not sure about that. It will become clear if you check.
Your dissatisfaction towards the interpreter was that,
as you expressed his translation was "loose and tedious,
and too relaxed." Ts it likely that you testified paying
is that possibility
"Be did a vary credible sob ", or not.
high or low? What do you think?
Well, there is a possibility that I said "Yes, that's right"
about the details I explained in other contexts, taking them
ss a shale, speaking generally; but when I look at the
material hers before me, I can remember that this was the way
it was because of the record. But right now I don't have that
record, or you say it's not here, so'I can't say anything.
would rather say, : don't remember, than say something
My memory does gradually come back, while looking
funny.
at a record like this.
well, at any rats, you checked all the translation by working
on it for several months. But I think this English transcript
is very dangerous because it gives other people mistaken
You can read it through so amoOthly.
Impressions.
have already told MS. Flumenbaum about the
Yes, well,
various problems in translation. But I don't know to what
extant mr. Flumenbaum explained them to the Grand Jury.
I see. well, then, that means if Mr. Flumenbaum had called
the attention and memory of the Grand Jury to this matter
more, then the interpretation of this per:ury might have
been more different...
That's right.
Why do you think Mr. Flumentsum ospetially did not convey
this?
Convoy what?
Your (Mr. Sasagswa'i) commenta,to this Grand Jury?
To the Grand Jury? He might have conveyed them or might
not have.
If not, why do you think he didn't?
If he didn't convey them,...: don't know. It'a hard to say.
f advised s lot of things to him concerning this case. For
example, Mr. Kemiyerna once ;aft his seat to sp, to the toilet.
.6sLel- on, Ida ..LL i-sa seat again saying n wantto to nave
a cigarette. I think it that time I told him (Flumenbaum)
smoker. Anyway, I wrote
that Mr. Kamiyama might not be
down everything I noticed as my comment. I don't know
what Mr. Flumenbaum did with this report after reading it.
whether he threw it away, or showed it to someone, I don't
know.

0

A
Q
A
Q

A

But,waan't the report typed?
yes. he said he would ask his secretary to type it.
And, if he did have it typed...
Yes, the record should be somewhere.
But, wht kind of a person is Mr. Flusionbaum7 Did he have a
st":10fil belief Cr something of that nature that somehow
cute this case?
:Is seemed as though he was confident that Mr. Xamiyama
When I was talking with other..
committed perjury.
what shell : say, colleagues of Mr. Flumenbaum, they were
saying this, (that) he firmly believed that.
are are
but comparine_the_traneortpt and the tepee,
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sesiere-rieves I cannot explain. One is, its written in the

transcript...Thatft. Kaaiyama has already taken an oath
at the beginning, and his examination will start, it says.
iut hero on the same transcript, it says, "Let the record
reflect that...I am going to press the button to start the
tape recorder..." and then, "Please Call the witness in."
Then. the administration of the Oath is not recorded on the
A
Q

A
Q

tape at all.
Uh, what do you mean...?
In other words, (on the transcript, the Prosecutor) says
that he will start the tape recording. So, the tape must be
moving.
And then, it ways, please call the witness in.
But from that point on, nothing is recorded. The next voice
recorded on the tape says, "Mr. Kamiyama, please speak mere
loudly."
Yes, there was a part like that.
So, I don't know whether the Oath was administered there
or not, but nothing is recorded on the tape.

A

.: see.

Q

But according to the transcript, it is stated that Mr.
Kamiyama wan already nwnrn in. Tr ix writton that the
witness was "duly sworn in:"

A

I see.

0

Q

So, what is taking place on the tape doss not correspond
to what is recorded on the transcript.
well, one doesn't know because one wasn't there
Yes.
at that place.
Didn't you notice that while you were checking this before'
well, I don't think there were any missing parts. I don't
remember finding any part that seemed to be omitted on the
transcript, but recorded on the tape.
You didn't notice any?
:t may
think I would have told him.
Tf : had noticed it,
be written in the report, but In not sure.
You don't renumber?

A

No.

Q

Were you ever told by the Prosecutor to pay close attention
to the opening part of the Oath?
No, he never said that.
Only the contents. So...lot's see, is there anything else
: should ask you...? So you have read this statement and
You
the letter through and have signed it, right?
approved of the contents before signing it?
Yes. But I'm not quits sure whether it was once or twice
that I appeared before the court.
And, as to what you said there, there are no mistakes?

A

Q
A

Q
A

A
Q

A
Q
A

Q
A

Q
A

No.

Did you, Kr. Sasagewa, receive any comments from Mr.
Flumenbmum concerning Mr. Mochizuki's translation?
Yes, he did ask whether the Interpreter was alright. Me
46k4d m4 something like, "how about this Interpreter?
He's alright, isn't ha7"
Was tne Prosecutor himself a bit uncertain?
Nut exactly uncartslr'but I think he just wanted to make
sure. He was asking in a way like, "Wasn't this interpreter
alright?"

Q
A

Q
A
A

Q
A
C

Q

A
Q
A

Q

A

Wny do you think Mr. MOchiswki was chosen as tne Interpreter?
Isn't it because he had permanent resident;! in the States?
A Green Card, I mean. Hs has an AMOriCin Green Card and I
..s
A.. We r Wa411111.6.LUL 14.11 tna *oats
Department.
So, is it through connections that these appointments are
made?
I think so.
Do you think the Prosecutor selected him?
: wonder, I don't know.
Mow much explanation about the background and the proilems
related to this case did you receive?
: didn't get any explanation at all?
But I myself raised that Question sometimes
None at all.
t(o him. What exactly is happening here? Or something to
that extent.
From 1981 to 1982 when you gave your testimony up till today,
was there any occasion in which your evaluation of the
Interpreter changed?
Do you mein the evaluation of Mr. Mochizuki7
Yes.

It'saen the same. Although he was capable as an Interpreter.
he a ad superfluous words or omitted word,, although
omisitSns can't be helped, it's not that he wanted to make
them. But to add unnecessary things by his own interpretation, this. he should not have done. My concern is whether
he Interpreted, taking notes or not. If he took notes :
could say that he did his bast. However, if he did not take
any notes at all, that was a shortcoming on his part.
Didn't you express at one time
I want to ask you again.
that Mr. mochizuki appeared to have done a very credible
lob as a simultaneous translator?
In the united States?

Q

Yes.

A

Maybe I did.
tf you did, what was the reason?
well, partially', perhaps because he was doing a relatively
accurate ?ob. If I did say so, I think it was in that sense.
So,
However, this interpretation was not simTltaneous.
there is no apparent reason that I would have to make such
an eva,ustion. Its hard to say.
Well, perhaps you didn't like to speak ill of the Interpreter
because he is also
Japanese?
No, I don't think so; I don't mind criticizing others.

C
A

Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

A

Q
A

You wanted to say that amen mistakes cannot be helped
because simultaneous translation is a very rapid sob?
Yes, if it ware simultaneous interpreting, it can't be
helped that there wire some awkwkrd parts.
well, the meaning has to be conviyed at the same time the
speaker finishes. so it can't be helped.
But, this isn't simultaneous translation or anything. There's
no reason to use that expression.
So, there was no reason.
None, and : don't think it was used.
Is that so?
I'm not certain.
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A
fl

A

C
A
Q
A

A

Q
A

A
Q

A

suppose we'll have to read your Grand Jury testimony.
Yea, if that were available, it would be clear.
:s there anything else? Oh, yes, concerning the Cath,
have you ever indicated the difference between the official
Cath and the abbreviated one used for Mr. haoiyama) to
Mr. Flumenbaum7
I was writing cut all of the Japanese and translating it
directly, so Flumenbaum should have known, if he had
studied it.
And the word, 'swear' was not in the translition)?
The word 'swear' never appeared in Mr. Moohizukt's
translation of the English Oath.
Row about to take an oath' tchikau)?
The word meaning 'to take an oath' was not thane.
Flumenbaum did know that the regular Oath administered in
American courts was not used, didn't he?
Flumenbsum should have known that. But take for instance
this translation - "Sc help you God" translated as "May God
mistake. I don't think that's what it means.
help you" is
"Respectfully swear" for "solemnly swea," is awkward also.

mow would you translate it, Mr. Sasgwa?
if I were to do it reading this, there would be many
possibilities, but if I were put on the spot, it would probably be something like "Do you swear to state the truth?"
Of course if I did it several times, the set phrase would
nut may 400 nep you- coesn't make any
come immociately.
sense in Japanese, and I think it is certain that that is
not what it means.
This is to confirm a point, you mentioned that parts of the
translation could be "problematic if taken up by themselves."
Yes, like that part about the airplane and so on.
Yes, what did you mean by that?
well, in any case this Interpreter translates with roundabout
expressions adding on his own unnecessary interpretations,
making errors in translation, and because of this, Mr.
Flumenbaum's gueations go around in circles many times.
listening to the tapes, I felt frustrated several times. :
did tall. Flumenbaum about this. To what extent Mr. Itamiyeria
knew English, whether he understood but pretended not to
understand, or really did not understand and was confused
oy the lnterpreter. this we can only find 04 from he him-

well,

self.

Q
A

This Interpreter has the ability, but I think he didn't
do as much as he could, well, he was a little too rel-wed.
I
could testify to this fact. : don't know about Mr.
Xamlyema, but as regards the performance of this Interpreter,
can definitely say that it was not his best.
Had the Interpreter been a little more competent...
wish he would have done s
well, this man is capable, but
beLtar job.
1'

na-1 dcne a good hot, such a problem would not have
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A

0

A

would havl peon up to the Grand Jury, but if he
ettlr cr...that is
great regret. About that.
;ob was not the best possible
to t.11 ::::13 and testify to, certainly.
.3 .Pro;;_::or, while-nearing your various opinions,
still went ahead with the prosecution...
yes, : wrote many things in the report but I don't know
whether he ignored, studied, showed to others or did what
with it; however, I can testify that 2 wrote out a detailed
report with comments and did the translations, and submitted
lt to the Prosecutor.
well. Ms. Sasagawa, thank you for taking so such time out
today.
As to what you have told us today, you did tell us
:re truth?
yes, as far as I know, everything is the truth.
:hen, will you please swear that it is the truth?

A

Yes.

Q

: am sorry to put you to trouble, but will you please say
*not you have also written in your letter and statement,
that you swear that your statements are true, and if so,
will you kindly say that out loud?
Concerning this content?
Yes, what we have recorded on tape today.
Al: right.
: swear that the conversation held up to this
1.7 true as far as 2 remember.
Thank you very much.

A
Q
A
Q

: swear that the foregoing questions and answers which t
revewef hare are true and correct to the best of my knowledge as long as they conform to the tapes,
compulsion from anyone.
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ON THE GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION OF MR. KAMIYAMA'S
CONDUCT IN CONNECTION WITH SUSPECTED VIOLATION OF
TAX LAWS

Japan and the United States are neighboring

nations separated by the great Pacific Ocean from
each other.

In spits of this distance, these two

nations have greatly strengthened their mutual ties
over the years.

They maintain close political, economic, and
social relations.

However, in spite of the fact

that these two nations are free, democratic, highly
industrialized, and wealthy societies, i.e., in
spite of these obvious similarities, they have had
distinctively different historical pasts, giving
rise to two sets of behavioral patterns, as well as
two sets of emotions toward what constitutes justice.
Separating these two nations, therefore, is not only
.the Pacific Ocean, but also the socio-cultural
peculiarities such as linguistic difference, which
separates them apart sometimes even more than the ocean.
Particularly in the historical respect, needless
to say, the system and procedures governing

clininal trials are elso differently devlo;ecl
in accordance with each nation's particular history,
social customs, politics, economy, and culture, and
As such they bear the marks of the country in which
they evolved.

Thus, we have today two significantly

different trial systems in Japan and the United States.
In fact, the comparison of the two will show a
contrasting difference as to the underlying principles
and the prevailing structures.
This case involving Mr. Kamiyama is one salient
example of such difference.
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Mr. Kamlyama was subjected to a Grand Jury
investigation which lasted for three days nn July 9th,
pith, and 21st of 1981.

This very investigation was the

beginning in -etrospect of the proceedings of thispcase.

Upon examining Mr. Kamiyama's testimony made before
the Grand ./ury, we have encountered an astonishing

state of affairs.

The pathetic lack of intezpretinq

ability and the dreadful incompetence of the Interpreter
who was selected and appointed by the State,on behalf

of Mr. Kamiyama have produced a communication gap
between Sr. Kamiyama's testimony and the prosecutor's
response as well as between the prosecutor's

estions

and Mr. Kamiyama's answers, the process of which can
"

only be adequately described

;r

.methinq too far beyond being merely an
iTropriate" interpretation, and

"inaccur,it" or

the Japanefie spoken by this interpreter Is it fact
often f "ouad to bet incomprehensible.
sera -,,us

However, it
the prosecu-

regret to note that n

tion nor the court, nor especially the members of
the Grand jury, without any Japanese language facility,
took timely notice of this irregular state of affairs
by the malp,

ormance of

he court-appointed

4

r,mterpreter.

Lven though Mr. Kamiyama has f
re por,ded by laying

C

"or "Wakarimash

stoc,b), this often does net mean that,' he understood
the rTloriim; of what he was told.

In

wid*-ly recognized fact that there ar

t

it

ill; d

many occasions

in which this expression is used A

nese,

or for that matter among Orlenta13,

W,SpreS-
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sion of courtesy, deference, and decorum when talking
to a man of higher social status or superior
authority.

Even though it is obviously possible to single

out 4 large number of specific instances of extremely
poor perforwance both in linguistic interpretation
and in the use of proper Japanese words, idioms, and
expressions, what is especially important here is
the fact that the testimony given and the proceedings
instituted through such an incompetent interpreter
did not constitute a fair trial for Mr. Xamiyama.
Indeed, it was nothing but an outright denial of a
fair trial to a citizen.

Moreover, this should not

be taken merely as a violation of due process.
Beyond a merely technical violation, the tragic
fact should be remembered that Mr. Kamiyama has been
prosecuted on account of perjury alleged in the basis
of this Grand Jury testimony, and is now about to be
condemned to a federal prison.

The Japanese language can never be said to be
an easy one.

It has an intricate system of honor-

ifIcs, which demands delicate shades of expressional
differences depending on who is talking, or is being
talked to.

The Japanese language is also often said

to be a language loaded with situational and emotional expressions.

All these characteristics de-

picted by analysts, however, do not at all mean it
i* Imperfect as a verbal means of expressing one's
message.

On the contrary,

Japanese is a lan-

guage which can provide a fully adequate verbal
means with which one can correctly communicate with
all others.

If, therefore, the interpreter assigned
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to this case were Fully conversant with both the
Japanese and the English languages, he should have
been able to translate the prosecutor's English into
correct and corresponding Japanese, and Mr. Kamiyama's
Japanese into correct and corresponding English.

The

reason why the interpreter was unable to do this was
the inadequacy of his linguistic capability both in
tnglish and Japanese.

And, because of this inadequate interpreting,
b^th in English and Japanese, the witness has been
construed icy the court to have committed criminal

acts of perlury, and as a result, has been found
guilty as we know today.

What does this mean?

all this amount to in the end?

Does it

mean that in the United States it is a crime not
to be able to speak English?

If Mr. Kamiyama were

able to understand and weak English fluentl
self, a fearful tragedy such as this could not have
happened in ttm first place.

Does one's lack of

English facility constitute a crime in America?

Secondly, it was with a typically Japanese
mentAlity and Japanese emotion that Mr. Kamiyama
responded ti the investigation by the Grand Jury.

Yamiiama is found to be a typical

Mr.

panese

typically Japanese sense of righteousness and Japanese
emotion.

Uses all this constitute enough reasons

why he is, and many more Japanese citizens like him
might be, sent to the prison in the United States?
a

Ur, does the tact that one happens to be a Japanese
constitute a crime in America',

express

deep frustration?

Now else can we
What other words can

we saa to express our silent indignation?

7o

However, we shall prove conclusively that no
act of perjury was committed in this case for the
simple reason that the incompetence-of the interpreter rendered it impossible for Mr. Kamiyama to
commit perjury in the first place.

To begin with,

there was no oath administered in accordance with
the law, nor was the witness informed of the legal
sanction for perjury.

Due to the interpreter's

incompetence, the witness was not informed of his
rights guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment_ which
constitutes one of the important elements of what
constitute "due process"'
trAal.

Arne: jean court

what else should he needed, in addition

to a hearing without proper oath and without the
warns,

nction for crimp, to deny a citizen's right

to due process?

To see a citizen, Mr. Kamiyama in

this case, prosecuted on the basis of such Grand
Jury testimony, found guilty of perjury, and committed
to confinement in federal prison is an inexcusable
act of unreasonableness and injustice.

t of

all, a full investo.gation should be instituted of

the process .y which an interpreter of such low
competence was sing led out for the assignment.

We cannot help but profess a profound fear to realize
the tact that the present court procedures seem to
permit .10 one to chuck on the actual competence of

the court interpreters.

This ra nothing but a gross

injustice, arid destroys the very foundation of the

public trust in the administration
criminal justice.

f American

We wish to argue further that Mr.

Kamiyama is a Japanese who can neither speak nor
adequately understand English, and a'

much his state
r

of mind is undeniably and typically Japanese.

There-

fore, It goes without saying that the differences
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between the criAinal pacegamigs of the U.S. and
Japan de well as the differences between the American
concepts of Justice and righteousness and their Japanese
cdunterparts must be carefully considered.
shall discuss

We

points in 'greater detailin the

following pages.

1

III ON THE LACK iF CoNDITIONS WHICH CONSTITUTE

PERJURY AS A tRIE; LACK OF OATH, PERJURY WARNING,
AND THE INJURIES TO THE RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED
CAUSED BY THE VIOLATION OF DUE PROCESS,

we maintain that no perjury was

First of a

committed in this case.

For, (1) Oath was not

adminrstered in a &ordance with the requirements of
the law, and (2) the witness was not informed of the
sanction for perjury, and (3) the correct translation service betweei English and Japanese, which is
a necessary prerequisite to establishing' an act of

wei)uty, was not madol available to the witness.

In this case, at the time of the opening of the

first sessior on the morning o July 9, 1981, the
forclady routinely administered oath (Appendix A

r

p.1) ;;,lying aloui:

1

"Do you solemnly shear that the testimony you arc
about to give to the Grand Jury in the matter now
pending before it, shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?"

However the interpreter's rendition, that is, what
Mr. Kamiyana htard as the contents of the path, can
4.*

5 77;
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only be described as "poor..."

The interpreter gave

the Japanese translation exactly as reproduced in
Roman phonetic alphabet (see Appendix A).

This

Japanese rigildition of the above-quoted oath hardly

makes any sense at all. As shown in our own English
re-translation of the interpreter's Japanese rendi-

tion, the onlYpart that made any sense was "regarding this case, we ... uh

at this pace, We think

we would like to have you (kindly) tonvey only the
truth."

The interpreter' said this in faltering and

redafidant Japanese.

His reference to truth also

remains ambiguous in his cut-Up Japanese translation,,

which when translated word for word would read as
"all the truth here) and well ... only the truth ...
I would like to have you kindly convey the truth."
(Appendix A, p.1)

This falls seriously short of the requirements
for administering the oath tya stipulated by the

federal law and court procedure.

The relevatt rules

require that oath be administered in a manner which
conveys its solemn meanings to the witness'.

In res-

ponse to such ambiguity in the translated Japanese
version of theloath, Mr. Kamiyama finds himself at
a loss.

For instance, while the forelady asks the

witness:

"Do you solopnly swear ... 7" and the

..0
witness answers'simply "Hai" instead of "Yes, I do.'L

t: la impustaht to note here that in the context of
spoken Japanese dialogue, the meaning of "Hai" is
Sc vague, multifarious, and unspecific, and often
does not mean what is meant by the English "Yes."
Thus, our contention that the oath was not properly

administered doA have a factual ground.
Further, even though the oath was not properly
administered, the prosecutor must still come forth

41-269 0 - 85 - 37
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to inform the witness of the penal sanction for
perjury as well as of his rights as a

witness.

ainly, the prosecutor told Mr. Kamiyamk that if
he would give a false answer, or does not give truth-.
ful testimony, he would be prosecuted separately for
perjury or obstruction of justice.

However, the

interpreter's translation darns out to be a total',
mess.

His Japanese rendition not only does not make

anT sense, but fails to point out the expected sanction for the crime.

His translation comes, in our

opinion,' dangerously close to a total lack of any

warning about perjury.

Please refer to page 23 of

our Appendix A for youown close scrutiny.

This

dOCument contains everything that was said apout,,oath,
t,.t

warning oniperjury, and explanation about human rights
both by the prosectet in the original English and the
interpreter's Japanese translation with our can retranslation back into English.

You will see through

these pages that the interpreter's Japans,e translation was nothing less than an unmitigated mess,
4
never telling the witness about the legal sanction
for perjury.

We seriously regret that you cannot

read the original-Japanese translation, but allow
us to quote our English re-translation below:

"False answer or acts of negligence in testisp

lying

... there are possibilities that you may

be blamed separately in the light of the criminal
law."

There is no warning'to the witness at all, as you
can see, about the punishmentlor perjury here.
Here is our translation of the entire sentences
"For false answer or act of negligence in testify-

.
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ing, there are possibilities that you may be blamed

separately in fight of the criminal law." There
is no warning at all on the punishment that can be
'imposed ppon the witness for perjury.

To be "blamed"

would only be understood, in Engliah as it is in
Japanese, to mean "criticised," and on top of that
such blame is described only as "possibilities."

tIThis farls ruefully short of the thrwrof the true
The serious implications

message of the prosecutor.

of commiting perjury, among other things, are lost
completely in the translated Japanese

contj.

The

expression like "act of 'negligence' in testifying"

a

must also be called quite inappropriate.
Mr. Eamiyeee must have found himself at a loss
faced with such perplexingly tangled-up Japanese

r

A

expressions that from time to time he sounds as if
he could not comprehend what was being said.

For

instance, as if proving this, Mr. Ramiyase asks his
interpreter gccasional questions for clarification.
Note especially that he asks at this points
means not by the talc laws, but .

In the

...?"

.

"That

context of tha dialogue as tape-recorded, this seem*
to be more than a good indication that Pit. Kamiyama

knew he wars not following what the court interprpter
was saying in his poor Japanese.

The interpreter,

moreover, did not translate the witness' question
.

.

in proper English, ei Ihe r.

.

Questions and answers

continue ... ...

The prosecutor responded saying

"That's correct.

If you should testify ... ..."
l.

to Mr. Ksmiyama's question, "Apart from the tax laws?"
,

(see Appendix A p. 24)

This is eh incomplete, answer.

It does pot say that the witness may be prosecuted
and punished for perjury in addition to tax law violation.

The interpreter did not, moreover, trans-
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,late oven this incomplete answer of the prosecutot.
He merely
let out uninteiligible'"uhs" without utter
.
.

lag a word.

Thereupon/ Nj. Kamiyama was prompted

to ask for further clarilfiation and started saying,
"Then that means

...," but never fished it.

4

Interpreter murmured an incomptste sentence without
subject ortpredicate, "... ... if the testimony ...

some more

... the test4mony is distorted ..." an

broken bits'and pieces of sentences were thyme back
and forth,

Theo, Mr. Kamiyama cameout, perhaps

after some guess work in his own mind, saying to the (
t

interpr etet, "Does that mean I-mty be charged for

perlyry7" (of course in Japanese). Naturally, he
said this in Japanese, and this time the interpreter

was unable'to come up pith the English word "perjure'
of all the wrong. things he could do.

As a reifilt

he tried to beat aro und the bush lomkinfor the
right Engligth word, throwing outiJapanese words which
'Seldom made any cohesive sense.

After shying in

English "Does that., mean once again' that I shall be

charged for ... ...," (then got stuck without re-

I

membering the word 'perjury') he murmured to himmelf
"... trying to find the right word ...,"

aJhe

goes

on for some more time uttering unintelligible words
fraudulent, answers, or

like "all right

.

fraudulent, well
/or ..." (Append

negligence of ... uh

testimony,

p.28)

The fact stands out that nobody answered the
4,

.gultstion posed by Mr. Kamiyama:

"This means I may

be charged for perjury?":111ITO yuutotowa, gishoosai
ni tonwareru to yuukoto desune" in original Japanese)

The interpreter, however, was merely able to
render a Japanese translation which was as meaning-

at
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less as it wee incomprehensible.

To begin with, this

interpreter was unable to recall the English word

"perjury" which he neededjo translate the Japanese

woremsishoossi" used by the witness.

The interpre-

ter starts his translation with "Does that mean tome
But, being

again that I shall be charged-for ..."

a

unable to recall the word "perjury," he talks to
himself, ".i. trying to find the right word ...,"
and stOUgilles on saying "uhh ...ohh ... all right,
fraudulent answers, or fraudulent ... riel1 ... neg-

ligence of ... uh ... testimony, or ..,"

He went

on murmuring something that is totally incomprehensible without providing the interpreting service to

correctly translate Mr. Kamiypma's above question,
and.consequentlWailedto obtain the prosecutor's
response to

It is obvious that the prosecutor could not
answer clearly to such ambiguous questions.

At thi'

point, it seems as if the proAecutor himself began
feeling Uneasy about the obvious incompetence of the
interpreter.

Therefore, he re-stated in English,

and unfort6nately in English from the witness' view-

point, that "if you should knowingly and willfully
give false.answer to the Grand Jury, that is a separate crime,"

However, the interpreter was again un-

able to translate this into Japanese z.

As quoted in

page 29 of the Appendix A, the Japal6se rendition
does not make too much' ense even to the Japanese,
including myself. This is an ambiguous as well as
incompetent tranalltion to say the least.reThe interpreter's translation reads "Uh
you know ...

Uh

... knowingly,

the meaning is that the act

of making false statements or a twisting your testimony can become compaieble to committing a sin."'
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COnsequently, the interpreter was unable to receX1
.

the word "perjury" and went on bestial; around the
bush looking for in appropriate word, without being

able to put the right question to,the prosecutor
and have him answer "Yes" to Mt. Stamiyi6a's quoteUnder such circumstances, where there wis an
tion.
.

inappropriate oath administere4 an0 no

rning of the

sanction for perjury.was.given, it bee Alik impossi-

°

)blio to substantiate that an act of perjury has been
committed.

Moreover, the difficulty to establish

the crime of perjury in this case does not only arise
from the lack of an appropriate administering of
oath and of proper warning of the legal sanction,
but also from the fact

t, in establishing an act
possible on the

of perjury which can only

basis of specific verbal

I

tatements actually made,

the statements useI for this purpose were tne products of the interpreter's extremely°inaccurate
translation of what was actually said both by'the
prosecutor and the witness.

This cone. tutes a

gross injustice, and.therefore is far from being a
fair trial, rendering it extremely difficult in the
meantime to establish, if indeed it is ever possible,
..

that an act of perjury was

omitted by the witness.

\e"

That a proper oath was not administered is

obvious also at the beginning of the second session
on July 9, 1981.

The forelady says "theoitness is

still under oath," but the interpreter said:

"The

oath of this morning is still in force at this time
the oath you took."

In this case, the wit-

ness not only failed to understand the meaning of
it, but also gave as his answer "Ha

" which

comes too close to what the Japanese often inter
when something is beyond his or her comprehension,
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and the interpreter failed to interpret this "Ha
..." to the prosecution. He was, in, our opinion,
I

duty-bound under oath to respond properly and
translate whatever was said by the w6tnees. However,/

1

the interpreter Aisregarded the bewilderment of the
A

witrJss, or disregarded it eel:sight Ave been the

case. It was under och circumstances that the same
0

interpreter failed to translate the warning on

Ffi

perjury as a 'crime or the Fifth Amendment. This

alarming lack of proper and accuratd interpreting
of oath and the warning of the sanction for perjury
happened again on July 16, 1981 at the opening of
the second day of the trend Jury hearing. That is,
at the beginning of this morning session°, the Torelardy
repeated:

"You do sole

ly swear that the testimony you

are about too give to the Grand Jury in the matter
now pending before it shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God (71i,

The interpreter's translations as retranslated
by us into English, reads as follows:
a

"You will (kindly) state as 'sankooniq,'

we should like to have you state only the truth,"

This is a statement of mere wish{

It failed
rear

convey the solemn interrogative of "Do you solemnly
This was nothing but 'an expression of wish

\I
that the truth be told.

The dialogue recorded in our
4

Appendix A, p. 38, confirms this obvious point.
Especially, when the interpreter Said "Korewa no

"subete stiinjitsu nomio tsutaete itadakibasu," (we

Iva'
I
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of course like to have ybu state only the truth..Appendix
A p. 38) He used the Japanesdword "sankoonin" instead.
of "shoonin" (witness).

According to atithoritative-JaPa-

nese dictionaries, this word "sankoonin" means for one

thing, "all personaNthe

than the suspect, questfeded

and examined by the ihvestigative agencies in a criminal
investigation."

Secondly, it also means "such leerned

persons as are called upon by Diet committees to give
..

professional opinions without formally calling a hearing."
The important point here is that Mr.' Kasiyama is

expressly told by the interpreter that he is being examined as i "sankoonin" in the above sense during the process
of administering the oath to a witness.

Thilrefore, it is

especially important in this case that he was being
treated as other than a suspect.
' For these reasons, therefore, Mr. Kamiyama's
answer "Yes," does not go beyond a mere statement of
his understanding that the prosecution has such desire,
or a wishful thought that the truth be (kindly) told.R

In other words, it was not at all the kind of "Yes"
that comes in response to the question, "pq you
solemnly swear ... ...?"

in accordance with the re-

eeireme5p/k the rules of administering the oath.

In

addition, when 'we listen to the taped hearing records,

we,hear the word "Yes," in response to the interpreter's
Japanese translation.

However,' when we listened care-

fully, seriipus doubts arose as to who it was that gave
this affirmative answer.

In fact it sounds more like

the voile el the interpreter than Mr. Kamiyama himself.
After repeated and careful listening, we find ourselves
strongly inclined to support the claim that the vole*
was not Mr. Kamiyema's, but the interpreter's.

If so,

this would mean that Mr. Kamiyama, in this case, did not

(1,7/16/1981 M ',rning Session)
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at all make any statement in answer to the forelady's question of "Co you solemnly swear ... ...?"
This,indicates that the administering of oath 4n

this instance did not follow procedure required by law, .and(6erefore constitutes just

another example eypporting the contention that
no proper oath was emair administered in the hearing.

(We belOsve tpat e scientific voiceprint test will
1

prove our point.!

Also, at the beginning of the morning session
on July 21, 4901, theri was no oath edminieteredl
nor 'is there any record reporting that such oath

was administered, and there are reasons to believe
'no oath was administered.

Aicording to the

official English transcript, Mr. Kmmiyama was
summoned as witness and duly sworn.
'transcript reads

The English

"TAKERU HWY/WA, called as a

witness, having been first duly sworn (through the
interpreter! by the Iforelady of the Grand Jury,

testified as follows." However, there iegomething
about this record which 4.8 difficult to understand.

For, this same English transcript shows that the
prosecutor 'let the record reflect' that the witness entered the Grand Jury room at 10:10 (a.m.).
The prosecutor then'says in the same transcript:
"Le: the record reflect that I am about to turn on the
tape recorder at this time
tat tape recorder."

... that I have turned on

This indicates that he had his act

of actual turning-on of the recorder recorded lip the
transcript at this point in time.

And further, hb also

had his act of having turned on the machine recorded in
the transcript at about the same time.

However, that

portion olpthe official transcript starting from "Wonld

.
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you swear tne witness in, please?" is abruptly followed by:
"TAKERU KAMIYANA, called as a witness, having lima first

duly sworn (through the Interpreter) by the Porelad; of
the Grand Jury, testified as
BY MR. FLUMENBAUM: Q

Would you state your full name for

the record?"

But,there is no record whatsoever which indicates in
what way the oath of this session was actually administered
through the interpreter.

Further, 'sifting from the sequence

of events, it is quite unnatural to assume that Mr. Kamiyama
had been sworn, prior to thi's transcript recording.
Moreover, the actual tape - recording, which constitutes

the official doCumented records of the Grand Jury along
with the English transcript, begins on this day,, and only

on this day, with the prosecutor's questioning of Mr.
Kamiyama,

The first voice recorded by the tape starts with

"Please keep your voices up so that the taperecorder that we are using to record your answers
In Japanese, Nr. Kamiyama, can pick up everything
you say."

Under normal circumstances, however,

the firM recording would show the forelady's
administering of the oath.

The July 2

morning

session's taped record can be called highly unusual
in comparison.

We must, in any case, conclude

that there are no transcripts and/or taped records
indicating that oath was properly administered on
this day.

How.should we properly interpret and/or understand the fact that we cannot find any ilkped re"cordings of what was said and done at the beginning of the morning session on this day?

Was it

due to a mechanical breakdown, or the operator's

mistake, or a willful5r54f destruction of records

r

si
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of some sort?' Mar have no ground on which to de-

termine just what the actual cause was.

However,

we cannot help but feel that there is something
which points to the possibility of some existing
problems, even though this is a problem separate
from the other tact that there was no proper oath
administered in this case.
'During tale morning seesaw. on July 21, the

prosecutor informed the witness of the sanction
for perjUry.

However, we must now prove the

usiforturate fact that the prosecutor's explanation

on perjury was not at all properly translated by
the interpreter.

"lost),me again repeat to you what I mentioned

to you at both prior sessions that if you should
give may false answer to any question

that is put

to you, that,'s a separate federal crime, and you

can be prosecuted for that."

Ao explained the prosecutor on the nature of
the penal sanction for perjury.

However, this

explanation was not at all properly translated
by the interpreter.

His Japanese translation, as

quoted in our Appendix A, p. 54, is unbelievably
inaccurate and hardly makes any sense even to us
Japanese.

Our re- translation into Owlish follow:

"It you should make a false statement,

because it will become a wholly new

... well

guilt." (or criminal situation, or

circumstances of crimethe Japanese word "saijyo"
can mean both.)
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The interpreter used the word "saijyoo" to mean
crime in his translation, but "saijyoo" is a legal
10.

.0"

term in Japanete meaning 'Liiminal facts and ciro

cumstonces" or the conditions under which a crime
is committed, and

therefore meaning "extenuating

circumetances" or "aggravating circumstances."

And further, to our disbelief, the most Jeritent words that had to be translated Leto Japanese,
$4

i.e., the prosecutor's statement:

/

/x/

"If you should give any falselans

o any

questions that I put to you, that's a

merloollorm

rate

federal crime, and you can be prosecuted for that."
4

fir

This important statement (moth. prosecutor /
failed to show up in the officially recorded

nese

translation, which simply means that it was not
translated at all by the interpreter.
He merely said: "Kyogino chinjutsuo nasaimasuto, sorewa zenzen aratana, meta, ano zaijyooto marlmasu (care," (If you give a false statement , that

will become, uh, again, completely a new guilt)
and never added that it could constitute a federal
crime, and he could be prosecuted for it.
In the context of such inadequate translation,
in which an extremely ambiguous wprd like "saijyoo"
was used, we cannot help but conclude that the trans-

lation did not satisfy the-requirements oeproperly
notifying the witness of the possible sanction for
4

perjury.
The lac
et of propei oath continued to be the
V

case for th

rest of the last day of hearing of

July 21, 1981

.

On the afternoon of this day

(Appendix A, p. 57), the forelady said:

5§4
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"Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are
about to give to this Grand Jury in the matter now
pending before it shall be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, so help you God?"

The interpreter's rendition as re-translated
into English followss

0

"We would like to have you give at the Grand
Jury, we would like you to speak wholly the truth
only."

This is again merely a statement of wish and
polite request that the witness would speak qua
truth.

It is not an interrogative sentence, and

it does not contain the word "swear" or anything
near it.

It is for this reason, therefore; that

the witness was unable to respond with an affirmative 'Yes" answer.
wakarimashita."

Mr. Xamiyama merely said "Hai,

In the typically Japanese context,

this merely means that he understood that the prosecution had such hope and so expressed it. It was
nothing near what the prosecutor and those others
present who understood only English were led to
believe it to be.

They only heard the English ver-

sion of the witness' answer which was translated
by the interpreter as an affirmative "Yes" response to the question.

The fact was that the witness

did neither agree nor disagree to solemnly swear to
tell the truth as asked by the Grand Jurye

It was

the interpreter who took it upon himself and answered
"Yes" to the prosecutor, making it sound as if the
witness

did understand the true meaning of the oath,

and responded with "Yes," meaning he agreed to sol-

*4

I
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evenly awes.

we cannot help but conclude, with re.

gret, that the interpreter 'tendered an unfaithful

translation in this case.

Having observed this low level of performance
by the interpreter, and taking into our accout his
dreadfully poor comprehension level and inaccuracy
of the Japanese language, it ip difficult to avoid

the conclusion that Mr. Xamiyame hat been denied
a fair trial, a trial that is fair and impartiel

othat everyone inge U.S. ic entitled to under
the Law. If this is not, whaeelse can be injustice?
In Japan, the mitt in

I

criminal procedure is

administered in accordance with the stipulations
contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure and the
Criminal Procedure Mules. The witness, incept
for the cases in which the law otherwise provide.,
is required to take the oath. The oath is taken,

moreover, by the use of a written form, as required
by Article 118 of the Rule of Criminal Procedure
which contains a written oath that the witness
swears that be or she would tell the truth, conceal
nothing, and add nothing as conscience dictates.
And, the witness is further* required to read this

oath aloud in the court, sign under it, and affix
his or her seal to it. The witness, upon taking
the ctth, stands up and solemnly goes through the
procedure.

The oath must be ada:nisteced, acoording

to the law, one witness at a time, and never a group
of witresses.

And a witness to whom an oath has been adminis-

tered, must be informed of the crime of perjury

previous to his examination. mules pf Criminal
Procedure, 120).
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!II: LAC% or NOTICZ Ox ?Ng !MI MS= AGAINST
-INeRinNAT:os

The:Valet us examine the manner in which the

witness had been notified of his rights to remain
silsint. manly. ,his "privileges against self(0)

incrimination."

In this case again, it is apperent that has
Fifth Amendment rights have not boon understood by
Mr. naniyeem at all because of extremely inAppropriate
interpreting.

For those who Meow the American Criskima:

as only too ilea; that the Filth Amendment

1810,
r

stipulation reeds:

"..nor to person] steal: be compelled in any

criminal case to be

witness against himself ..."

'-'tai as an extremely importnat right *cooped an

order to guarantee the detendank's human rights.

It is

only too well-known to those wno Awls the wetbSe; hnowieste
of Americaz criminal lustscs that :he' abandoning oftyaghts

is often bargained for criminal immunity between the

prosecution aadthe defense.

However, in this case,

the witness was not notified of this essential right
because the prosecution announcement was not properly
translated by the interpreter

It must be pointed

out that this is an extremely serious violation of
due process.

In other words, Mr. Kamiyama had been indicted,
tried and is now about to be imprisoned without due
process of law.

Now let us follow the records to see how Mr.
Kamlyama was informed of this important right.
ost

I.

r
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As
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shown An page 3 of Appendix A, the prosecutor makes
the following statement at the opening:
4

"And in connection with your appearing before
this Grand Jury, you are entitled to certain rights.
'Let me explain to you what tholes axe.

First, yob

may refuse to answer any question if a. truthful

answer, to that question would tend to incriminate
you personally, I,, any wsy,.shape or form.

Do you

understand the'!"

However, the interpreter is totally incoherent
, in his translation an

of this statement.

brim to convey the meaning

Looking at the Japanese transla-

tion, we find that the interpreter has actually
said as follows:

uh ... based on the summons concerning

"and

your appearance Allfourt today, there are several
rights granted to you.

I wills have the pleasure

of explainirg these to you.

First, you are able

to refuse answers to questions which may cause you
to fall into sin. 'Do we have your kind understanding?"

It is obvious that the phrase, "which may cause'

you to fall into sin" is extremely inaccurate as a
translation of the word "incriminate."

Furthermore,

the prosecutor's next statement on page 5 says:

"Anything you do say here today could be used

against you, not only by this Grand Jury but in the
ti

court of law."

4
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The translation of this, again, is extremely
'

inaccurate.

The Japanese rendition by the inter-

preter is shown in our English re-translation on
04.

page 5.as follows:

"There is a possibility that it will not be

good for you ... will be to your disadvantage."
f

First of all, what the interpreter says is
very inaccurate.

But, that is not all.

It is also

,quite aXt4gaOus as to whether (1) the witness'
c
rcrtain statements or what he says is not going

to be 'good for him' and will be 'to his disadvan-

tage,' or (2) that the witness' act of testifying
itself will not be good for him, and will be to
his disadvantage.

As evident in our English re-translation of
the interpreter's Japanese, this interpreter sakes
constant use of honorifics in deference to Mr.
Kamiyama.

He thus confuses the prosecutor's state-

ments by using excessively courteous words to show
respect to the witness.

"What you kindly state ..."

is merely a polite form of "What you will state ..."
in Japanese, for an example.

Mr. Kamiyama asks theinterpreter, "What did
he say?" at this point.

This is an indication which

reveals very well the chain of circumstances in
whicn he found it totally impossible to understand
the interpreter.

However, the interpreter only

said in English, "He wants reoetition." It must
have required some courage for Mr. Kamiyama to pose
such question.

This question asked by Mr. Kamiyama

is a good indication that he did not understand
what was said by the interpreter as well as a revs-
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lation of how little he was able to follow the on-

going court proceedings.
In response to the interpreter's. *he wants

repetition," the prosecutor repeats his explanation as follows:

6'

"You should be aware that anything you do say

in front of thi; Grand Jury can be used against
you riot onlf by this Grand Jury, but also in any
r4

court proceeding."

Unfottunately, however, the translation of this
statement again byoTis interpreter shows extreme
'confusion.

In feviewinq the.interpreter's Japanese,

let us first directly quote the original Japanese
translation as said in the court:

71406o anatapa chinjutsu nasarukotowa, kono dai-

anatani furini tsukawareru kotomo

baishinde, maa

arudeshooshi, sorekara, ano ..." tAppendix A, p. ?)

It must be said th4 this is utterly incohera4
as Japanese, and it is indeed bewilderingly difficult
to understand.

In 4tur English Version," we have

tried to render the interpreter's Japanese into
A
English as closely as possible and, therefore, in
reading these English re-translabions, you will also
find it often incomprehensible.

What is signifi-

le.

cant here is that the interpreter's courteous wordings greatly weaken the impact of the prosecutor's
statement, " ... could be used against you," and
what should be translated in a straightforward
fashion is expressed as a mere conjecture:

"there

is a possibility that it will not be good for you."

595
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This is an exceedingly weak conjecture, and in
Japanese, it holds the connotation that (his statement) will in fact be rarely used against him, but
it just might.

Therefore, the idea conveyed by the

interpreter to the witness is that he didn't have
to worry,

The second point in question is the translation
of " ... in any court proceeding."

This section

is translated by the interpreter as, " ... legal
uh

in the future steps from now on, con-

tinuous ... and among them," making it impossible
to comprehend.

The word 'tejun' that he uses for

'proceeding' signifies 'steps'; for instande, an
example of this is 'wrong step,' meaning, for instance, to push Switch So. 2 instead of Switch So.
otT-

in reverse sequence to start zip a machine.

1

This

being the normal usage of diNword, it is entirely
a.

inappropriate to use 'tejun' as a translation of
'proceeding' or 'court proceeding.'

It is indeed

difficult to explain, therefore, why the interpreter
translated 'court.proceeding' as 'legal steps' in
this instance unless we presume that the interpreter was completely ignorant of legal terminology.

What is further inadmissible is that he says
in Japanese words:

"the possibility exists ...

(that the statements will be) used especially dis-

advantageous to you," as the translation of the
English original " ... can be used against you."

This Japanese rendition virtually means that there
is hardly any possibility that they will be used
against the witness.

A sore correct translation

would have been that the witness' statements had
"some possibility to be used" against him.

There-

fore, "the possibility exists ... (that the state-
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mints will be) used ..." is extremely weak, and the
exist,
mooning conveyed is that "the possibility does
gut will most probably not be used."
perplexed
Mr. Paniyama must have been absolutely
And the attitude,
by such ambiguous translation.
the witness must
facial expression, and behavior of
misgivings in the mind of the prosehave caused some
Aiain, "Do you understand that?"
cutor. For, he asks
AL.

to the witness.

There is an important

point to be noted here.

prosecutor's quesThe interpreter paraphrases the
desuka?"
the witness, "Sorel* meihaku

tem by asking

,

clear?" Thereor in English translation,"Is that
answer,was not a cleartore, naturally the 'ranee.'
of-"Yes, I understand."
cg and to-the-point reply
interpreter who read from Mr.
Therefore, the
expression that he did not compregamiyama's facial
the witness
hend, addressed himself directly to
understand?" or
saying (in Japanese) `You cannot
A. P. 8) These
"You do not understand?" (Appendix
state, were added
words which the prosecutor did not
on by the interpreter.

In other words, this was a

to the witness,
question posed by the interpreter

and not by the prosecutor.
the extent
This example in itself illustrates
statements before
of confusion in the exchange of
interpreter. Then,
the Grand.Jury, including the
"Yes, I understand,"
why had Mr. Kaeiyaaa answered,
It is our conclusion
at the end of the exchange?
interpreter,
that, sympathized with the confused
conclusion on what
Mr. Kamiyama had drawn his own
convey to him,
message the interpreter was trying to
Howe7er, there
and said what he said to help him.

V
I
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is no way we can fathom the real depth of the gals.

that existed between

the prosecutor said and

the self-drawn conclusion t

t Mr. Kamiyama had'

4

'reached in his own mind.

) Next, the prosecutor gives a warning to Mr.

saMiyama concerning what pie Gitnd Jury is laves.

tigating:

"You should be aware that this Grand Jury is
specificallf looking into your conduct in connection
with various violations of -federal criminal law

relation to tax matters." (ApAndis A p. 14)

Here again, an entirely inappropriate transla-r
Lion is rendered in Japanese,causing confusion.

That is to say that the prosecutor had said that in\

r.

.vestigatiOicwas being made especially with respect

to Mr. Kamiyame; conduct relative to the possible
criminal violations of tax Aawme the interpreter,
however, said: "Kona daibaishin wa, anataga renpoosesfu no xeikin ni kansuru ikutsukano ihookool tuyuu

kotoni tsuiteno choose ni atsunatte orimasu."

This

hardly makes any sense even as a Japanese sentence.
What follows is our re-translation of the interpreter's Japanese translations

"Uh .. the meaning of what I had the heeler of
saying to you is that this Grand Jury trip invIsti-

gate whether or not you have done something like
violating the tax laws.

Is that obvious?!

Mr. Kamiyama, after listening to the interpreter,asks in turn, "Concerning me personally?' (in
Japanese)

This means that the witness could not

692
understand the interpriitar at all, and that is why
ho asked;

"Matashiliojinni taishiteno desuka.".
4

The interpreter translated this as "Does that pertain to me in person?"

Ms 14 asking the prosecutor

whether it was "concerning his personally."

In

reply to this, the prosecutor expiates again that the
%investigation specifiCally pertains to "your conduct

to connection with possible violations of federal

criminal law;" however, as the interpreter was unable
to comprehend the meaning of this, he again renders
a chaotic translation.

This Japansee'rendition is

obviously a mistranslatavi which well illustrates
the confused mind c,f the interpreter.

"That ... uh

means your personal,

uh

personal act of violation concerning the criminal
laws related to taxes of the federal government."

This is a total mistranslation, a total mistake
in which the interpretergwrongly understood "you;
conduct" to mean "personal act of violation." in.
e
other weeds, he 'conveyed to the witness that the
investigation pertained to Mr. Itsmiyasia's own act

of violation of the fax laws.

This, indeed, is a

MiStranSiatlOin of an essential matter which constitutes the very foundation of all the following
procedures.

It is abso2utely incredibli that the

progress of investigation of the Grand Jury as well
f,

Os the testimonies of Mr. Kamiyama, both of which

were based upon such gross errors in 'translation.
and it is an incredible situation that the results
of such investigation and such testimoniii were
ligd to indict Mr. Kamiyama on charges of perjury
and. find histquilti of the alleged crime.
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It is manifest that What the prosecution sand the
/

(

Grand Jury were investigating, .was not the personal
act of violation of the tax laws by Mr. Rairlyama.

After the confusing exchanges, Mr. Kamiyana reconfirms:
x.

"Does that mean something like I have evaded
payment of taxes?"

Mr. Ramiyama asks this in order to check again,
whether the investigation concerns nis personal
et/scion of tax payment.

However, as apparent by the

actual indictment, the object of the Grand Jury
investigation was to esvimine the tax evasion of

Reverend Noon.

Tney were not examining the act of

tax evasion by My. Kamiyamm himself, but his possible
role as an accessory aiding end abetting Reverend
Noon's evasion of taxes.

In this sense, the trans-

lation rendered by the interpreter was most inadequate, and Mr. Kamiyama was not informed of the
proper content of the investigation, nor could he
comprehend what the charge actually wee.
On the other hand, the prosecution's reply
toward this urgent question posed by Mr. Kamiyama
is extremely ambiguous.

Mr. Kamiyama asked (in

Japanese);

"Dims that mean something like I have evaded
payment of taxes?"

The interpreter translates the question (into
English):

' "Does that mean that you are saying something

like, I have violated tax laws?"
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The prdbecutor first answers to this by saying:

"No.",

But he then continues:

ae
"All I'm saying, Mr. Kamiyama, is that the

'

Grand Jdry is investigating whether or not you personally may have violated the tax laws.

You under-

stand that?" (Appendix A p., 17)

C-

The relationship between this "No." and "All
I'm saying is ..." is not clear, and invites coe-

fuel'.

For, the prosaic:4par seems to be asking,:

"We are examining whether you have evaded the
paymerkt of taxes."

The interpreter then translates this as follows
lour re-translation into English):

"(The Grand Jury) will investigate whether.you
have (kindly) taken actions'like the violation of
tax laws."

This does not clear the confusion.
still does not understand.

Kamiyams

For, he asks again:

"A violation relative to tax laws?"

Which the interpreter translates as:

"... does that pertain to my possible viola.

tion of the tax laws?"

611.
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The prosecutor opliest

fr

"We are looking into your possible violation,,
Yes."

This seriespof exchange is extremely unclear.

The prosecution first she, "your conduct," and
then at the end, "your possile violation," but the
meanings of these statements are vary vague, and
further it is. not clean
to.
o

all the word "your" refers

Furthermore, the interpreter embellishes this

translation with something the prosecutor had never
"That's the meaning." (in Japanese)

said:

He also

adds, that there "might have possibly teen

,

(acts of violation)" which weakens the entire statement, and makes its meaning more ambiguous.
Observing Mr. Kamiyama's facial expressions,
tPe prosecutor asks once again:

"Do you understand

that?" to which, out of courtesy again, the witness
replies, "Hai,wakarimashita," (Yes, I understand.)
but this does not mean that he has understood the
prosecutor's explanations.

He meant to say *1 (am)

hearlingl what you say," although he did not understand the circumstances and the facts themselves
at all.

The Japanese phrase, "Hai,wakarimAihita,"

does not mean "I understand the content of what
you have said."

In the first session of July 16, 1981, (Appendix A p. 43), Mr. Xamiyama said, "My attorney told
me that it would be better (for me) to make this
statement," and read the following statement which
was probably prepared by his attorney and written
in Japanese:

(our English re-translation, Appendix A

p. 44):
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"I have done the preparations in order to answer
the questions concerning the content of the affidtvit submitted to the Justice Department the other
day.

However, as I am the person who is the object

of the investigationthis time, I would like to maintain my rights guaranteed by the Constitution."

However, the interpreter's rendition shows
serious disccepancies with the Japanese read out by
the witness.

What cannot be overlooked especially

has to do with the Fifth Amendment, and is of utmost
importance.

In his Japanese statement, Mr. Kamiyama

says:

"I have done the preparations in order to answer
the questions concerning the content of the affidavit
submitted to the Department of Justice the other day."

And, the interpreter translates this into his
English as follows:

"I am prepared to answer questions dealing with
information contained in the affidavit which I submitted to the Department of Justice."

'nd then,

he continues:

"However, since I'm a target of this investigation, I wish to reserve the rights to claim my

constitutional privileges with respect to other
questions."

In other words, according to the interpreter's
translation, the witness is determined to answer
all the questions relating to the natters contained
in the Justice Department affidavit,itbut reserved

6)3

his constitutional privileges relative to the questions on other matters.

Yet, this is an obvious mistranslation,
serious error.

and a

Mr. Kamiyama's "I have done the

preparations," merely means that he is ready and
able to answer as to the questions connected to the
content of the affidavit.

It can also be taken to mean that the witness

merely refreshed his memories and did similar other
preparations in order to answer questons.
Mr. Kamiyama's statement, "I have done the
preparations in order to answer the questions,"
(in Japanese) may be translated on the one hand as
his being prepared and willing to answer, or it

may also be translated and interpreted as his having
made various necessary preparations Tw- led for answering questions.

The ambiguity of

.

permits it to be variously translated.

is sentence
However,

it is an obvious mistake to render this statement

to mean that the witness is willing to abandon his
constitutional privileges as to qu'estions concerning

information contained in the affidavit.

The interpreter understood that the witness
was to abandon his constitutional rights (those
under Fifth Amendment) concerning information included in the affidavit, and that he wished to reserve his constitutional privileges regarding questions on other subjects.

error in translation.

This was indeed a serious

Rather, Mr. Kamiyama's state-

ment meant that he would answer questions dealing
with the contents of the affidayit, but on the other
hand, he himself being investigated, and therefore
not in a position of a mere witness, and possibly
be accused for the crime afterward, and therefore,

.

at
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choose to reserve and assert his rights guaranteed
by the consitution.
There leas no intent whatsoever, of abandoning

his constitutional rights, or the right to keep
silent concerning questions dealing with the content
of the affidavit submitted to the Department of
Justice.

This is indeed a grave error which abso-

lutely must not be overlooked.

However, as the

interpreter gave the aforesaid rendition, that is,
that he was prepared to answer questions dealing with
the information in the affidavit without exercising
his privileges, the prosecutor replied as he did:

"At any time, when I ask you a question and
you 'ant to invoke your Fifth Amendment privileges,
please feel free to do so, if you like."

Yet, the interpreter was not able to interpret
even these words of the prosecutor into proper
Japanese.

what is astonishing is that the inter-

preter made another incoherent, faltering Japanese
translation attempt, but could not intelligibly
translate this Fifth Amendment privilege:

He said:

"..you are protected by the revised item of the
Fifth article ..."

There is nu mention of the Constitution, nor
the privileges of the Fifth Amendment at all in this
rendition.

At the beginning

f the first session of July

21, 1981, the prosecutor again informs Mr. Kamiyama,
the witness, as to what this Grand Jusy is investigating.
Yet, here again, the explanation ccncerning the object

6
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of this investigat:ori is extremely vague, and Mr.

Kamiyama does not receive adequate notification of what
00 facts are being examined. (See Appendix A, p. 521

As has been argued above, our study of this case
shows the fact that first, the oath was not properly

administered, and secondly the witness was not informed
of the possible sanction for perjury, and thirdly, the
witness was not properly notified of his most important

right guaranteed under the Constitution that he is not to
be compelled to testify against himself.

Thus, we must conclude that justice would not
tolerate the punishing of Mr. Kamiyama for perjury under
such circumstances.
Moreover, this is not all.

As it has become clear

by our examination of the records, the interpreter

assigned to this case is found to be too incapable of
properly translating the requisite conditions which constitute an act of perjury.

Not only that this interpreter

was incapable of notifying Mr. Kamiyama of this, but also
he has failed, in our considered opinion, to precisely
translate Nr.Kamiyama's testimony into English.

As is obvious

to all, whether an act of perjury was committed or not

is a matter of interpretation of the contents and the
wordings of the testimony of the witness.

The differ-

ences we have found between Mr. Kamiyame's testimony
in this case and its English translation by the interpreter, as well as the differences between the English
questions put to the witness by the prosecutor and
the Japanese translation rendered by the interpreter
too often possess too serious implications.

To prove,

using the service of /such interpreter, that an act

of perjury has indeed been committed is obviously
a very difficult task for the prosecution.

636
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If we go into examining the records of this case,

we find them filled almost everywhere with improper,
and often erroneous, translations.
some typical examples.

Allow me to cite

For instance, let us take

the statement of the prosecutor on the Specification 6
of Count 11:

"Was any of the money in the Family Fund ever
used as expenses for the Japanese members who had
come to America?"
However, the interpreter was unable to translate
even such a simple English sentence.

His

translation reads:

S
"Nihon kara no kyoodai tachiga, tobeishitekuru.
Sono tobeisuru tameno hiyooni, family fund kara

tsukatta kotoga arimasuka?" (From tha family fund did
(someone) ever use the money to pay for the expenses
incurred by the Japanese brethren coming, ... for the
purpose of coming to the U.S.?")

This translation is in terrible error.

To begin

with, this translation missed the point of asking

whether the fund was ever used to defray the expenses
incurred by the Japanese members who had come to
America.

Mr. Kamiyama, speaking in Japanese, asked the
interpreter at that point:

"Tobeisuru tameno?

Kotchie kurutameno?" (For the purpose of coming to the
U.S.?, in order to come to this side?)
And, in response to this question, the interpreter,
still speaking in Japanese, restated what he thought
wjs meant by the prosecutor's question saying:
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"Kai, kotchie kurutameno, keihi, hikooki datoka,
taizaihi datoka, soyuukotoni kono family fund no
okaneo expense toshite tsukatta kotowa arimasu ka?"
(Yes, for the coming to this side, expenses like air-

plane fare, lay over expenses, for these purposes
have the money from this family fund ever been expended?)
In response to this, Mr. Ramiyame answered, "Serowe
naidesune." (There wesiat such cases.)
then tr

The interpreter

!Ited this into Englesh as "No, we never did

that."

This translation, or mis-translation correctly
speaking, rendered by the interpreter naturally led
both the prosecutor and the members of the Grand
Jury, all of whom did not know Japanese in any meaningful way, into understanding that his answer by
the witness rendered in English as "No, we never did
that,"'as the witness' answer to the prosecutor's
question:
41

"was any of the money in the Family Fund ever
used as expenses of the Japanese members who had
come to America?"

giv
However, as I have proved it to elm, this is
in no way the answer to the prosecutor's question,

The same thing can be said about the following
exchange between the prosecutor and the witne,
right after this:

"So why didn't you put this money in the bank
account?"
Asked tte prosecutor.

And, the interpreter,

instead of correctly translating this into "Nese

anatawa kono okaneo bank ni yokin shimasen deshitaka,"
to our dismay comes out as:

608
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11.

"Naze kono okaneo, ginkoono koozani iretanokar
(Why did you put this money into the bank; account ?)
V

This is an affirmative question whereas the
prosecutor's question was in the negativp, and a
And,

colplete reversal of the meaning of thelverbt
Pr. Kamiyama responds to this questioff rather
irrelevantly as " Arubunwa iremashita.

Arubunwa

.

kyookai ni keep shimashita." (Put a portion of it into
the account., and a portionof it was put aside at church.)

'Exchanges at crosspurpose such as these are
found quite frequently throughoutthe.hearing.
And, these irregularities, inappropriateness,
and crosspurposes have rendered the basis fol=v

establishing the perjury crime so precarious as to
be unacceptable.

Article 28 of the Federal Rules stipu

a that

the court can appoint interpreters based on its own
selection.

Furthermore, Article 604 of the Federal

Rules Of Evidence states that standards for experts
should be applied to the selection of qualified
interpreters, and that interpreters are required to
take oath to interpret) the truth.

However, the

interpreter assigned to Mr. Yamiyama is case c4
hardly be called an expert of either the Japanese or
the English language.

His incompetence, and the

grave deficiency in ability:taitranslate between the
two languages brought about the P*0800t unfortunate
consequence.

Through what procedures was the interpreter of
this case selected and appointed?

If the selection

of such interpreter had been made intentionally, or
by mistake on the part of the prosecution, this
cannot be called a fair procedure, or fair trial.
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As long as trials are permitted to remain subjected,
to such interpreters, the rights' of minorities in

the American society can never be properly protected.
We hereby demand that a trtel besed,on just
and duo process be held using an, able, competent;

and qualified interpreter.' the sentence fok Mr.
Neeiyame must be vacated, and this case irinistbe

retried with aucti'an expert intertreter, to begin with.

It is justice it self that demands such retrial.

(IIII CONCERNING THE c.41.pulTEE,or THE HIGAT:io 11;

REMAIN SILENT AND THE PRIVILEGE AGAINST SELF;
INCRIMINATION'

Article 38.1 of the Constitution td Japan states
that no person shell be compelled to iseiel'atatements

against himself.. Based upon this,.the Japanese Code
4

of Criminal Procedpre a *tea that thedefendant may
be silent all the time, and may refuse to answer
any questions.

It a defendantsgrees to'voluntarily

make a statementi,the presiding judge can, at any
time,queStion Him concerning matters deemed necessary.

The associate judge, the prosecutor, the

attorney ,- defendant and his attoiney who are
ti

Attendant can also, by **informing the presiding
judge, question the accused to give

statement,

stipulates Article 311 of the Code of Crielinal
Procedure.

Therefore, the judgi after the Coenletion of
the reading of the indictient, must Worm the 'defendant of his right to remain silent at all times,
or to refuse to answer any questions; according to
Article 291, Section 2 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.

Also, 'the public prosecutor, the &sea-

elate officers of thi public prosecutor, the judicial
'r

41-269 0 - 85 - 39
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police officials, and the like who belong to the
attic* of criminal investigation can summon the
suspect for questioning if and when such action
becomes necessary for the comduct of criminal investigation.

They must also inform the suspect in

advance, however, that he or she is not required
to make a statement against his or her own will,
and may make any statement if he or she

%/tithes ise-

diessamozszttstes according to Article 198 of the Code

of Criminal Procedure.

However, these are considerably different from
the privileges to refuse self-incrimination granted
under the U.S. legal System.

In AmeriCa, the accused

can relinquish his or her rights and testify as a

witness, but in such case he or she must make testimony which might be against his or her own interest,
and is subject to the sanction for perjury.

Also,

the witness can exercise his privilege to refuse
self-incrimination, but such privilege applies only
to such questions as are specifically selfincriminating.

However, rn Japan the accused is not

considered to be qualified to act as an witness.

Therefore, even if the accused should have made false
statements, such act does not constitute perjury,

Mr are there comparable problems relative to the
renuciation of privileges. The accused is granted
the freedom in Japan to decide for himself or herself

whether he or she should make a statement regardless
of whether it is, or is not in the interest of the
accused. And, even after the accused has already begun
to make a statement, he or she is not considered to

have renounced his or her right to remain silent,
and is alloweorto refuse to answer specific questions

auhuoentiv asked.

In the U.S., the status of the
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accused as an adversary is thoroughly established, but
it does not necessarily follow that the safeguard of
the interest of the accused is also thoroughly assured.
In Japan the accused cannot become a witness.

However,

insofar as the accused wishes to voluntarily make a
statement, he or she can easily do so, and the court and
Chose concerned can also ask him or her to make a voluntary statement.

Also in Japan, the act by the accused

of destrgying or falsifying the evidence relating to his
or her own criminal case does not constitute a crime.
It is only when one destroys or falsifies

the evidence

relative to a criminal case of someone else that one's

acts constituted crime of evidence destruc ion.

This is

based on the philosophy that it is in human nature for bne
AD

to try to destroy the evidence involved in one's own
criminal case, and therefore to punish one for such
act is too cruei.a sanction.

Thus, the thoughts

behind the Japanese concept of the crime of perjury
and/or destruction of evidence are markedly differ-

ent from those accepted in

he united States.

In this respect and fo 'this reason, the fact
that -Mr. Kamiyama is a Jape ese, and as such has

lived all his life wi4tin the conceptual confines

of the Japansie justice and judicial system, must
be especially remembered.

Indeed,

his4tives and

actions are so typically Japanese as far as we have
observed them.

If, Mr. Kamiyama had been tried in a Japanese
court under the jurisdiction of the Japanese laws,

Mr. Kamiyama would not be called upon to testify
as a witness.

In Japan, we do not have a Grand

Jury system, nor can the suspect and/or "sankoonie
(othrrs questioned and examined by the prosecutor:
see explanation above) be forced into saying things
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that they do not wish to state.

I already explained

before that in Japan they,can say whatever they wish

to state, inclaing fees, without being prosecuted
for perjury.

Moreover, for Mr. Remisieee the testimony was

made an the activities of his revered master.
R everend WOon.

In such setting, the typically ex-

pected Japanese behavior is to tryto protect others,
asserting his
especially hi; master or superior, by
responsibilities, both real and not real, to a point
of self-incrimination.

Such act of self-sacrifice
virtuous rather

has always been Considered to, be

than sinful act in thlJapenese social and moral

context. Judged by the Japanese sense of morality,
this is a consequence of one's socially desirable
course of action.

Let me quote from a profoundly

interesting case study of the Japanese consciousness by the age groups.

The survey was taken in

1979, using face-to-face interview of two differ24 years
ent age groups, one of those between 15 and
25.
of age, and the othei them, above the age of
and
10,000 samples were taken of the young group

6,000 samples of the older adults.
taken by

The survey was
the Prime

'

Minister's Office, and contains such interesting
questions as would relate directly to our case in
question on the court-administer-lid oath.
The question asked readas

"In court, you are

expected to swear to tell the truth as your conRut, suppose there is a witness
science dictates.
his
who told a lie while being questioned about
close personal friend's
tion laws.

possible violation of elec-

Do you think it couldn't be helpqd

if it was not morally right to tell a lie
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under such circumstances?

Or, how about a man awes-

.

tioned about his company's
election law violations?

/foible

Do you think it couldn't

be helped

in such a case?
volven'ent

How about your own relatives in-

in such case?

benefactor.

How about your personal

You think you cannot help telling a

is in such case

Of those who acknowledged that it could not be
helped:

(1) In case of personal close frieu4A, 43.4%

of the young group and 37.70 of the older group

.

answered that it could not be helped, i.e., affirmed
a perjurious act.

(2) In case of one's own company, 38.7% of the
young group end 33.30 of the older group answered
that it could not be helped, 1.0., affirmed a perjurious act.

13D In case of relatives, 48.50 of the young
group and 42.0% of the older group answered that
it could not be helped, i.e., affirmed a perjurious act.

(41 In case of one's benefactors, 50% of the
young group, and 42.7% of the older group answered
that it could not be helped, i.e., affirmed a perjurioos act.

These results seem to indicate that nearly the
majority of the Japanese affirm an act of perjury
as unavoidable under certain circumstances. In the
case of benefactors, more people affirm a perjurious
act as unavoidable than otherwise.

This example

is presented here to support my argument that the
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court handling this case should seriously consider
certain aspects of the cross - cultural differences

between the American and the Japanese patterns of
iar

social and moral behavior, which have had serious
bearings on a case such as that of Mr. Kamiyama.

We see in this context a naturally expected
cross-cultural friction

in the field of judicial

administration between two countries.

Under such

circumstances, therefore, the privileges granted
him under the Fifth Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution should have been thoroughly broached
to him. ,HoWever, in this criminal case, the actual
process of notifying the witness of such privileges
was.sadly inadequate as we have seen in this report.
There was not etten one reference to the Constitution)

To punish Mr. Ksmiyama for alleged perjury based on
the Grand Jury testimony made by him under such circum-

stances, and to use this as the first instrument with
which to open the way into the subsequent investigation

and court trial, is tantamount to the destruction of
public faith in America's administration of criminal
justice.

America ought to send this case for a retrial

in accordance with the principle of due process and
fair trial.

Or else, this case is bound to draw

criticism as an act of politiFal suppression of rollt'a

gious freedom in the United States.

This is my legal opinion, sincerely and respectfully
submitted.

kk.

July 18, 1984

kinko Sato
ttorney-at-Law
2-3-5 Eifukucho
Suginaei-ku, Tokyo

Tokyo, Japan

(03) 322 -1888
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WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED AT TUE OPENING OP EACH or
THE SESSIONS OT TUE U.S.

GRANO JURY BEAMING ON JOU 0. 16 AND 21

The contents of this Appendix are eaccerpts
from the transcribed recordings of the above mentioned sessions, with a translation tree the
Interpreter's OriglAol Jewess into English by
Yutaka Okamoto.*
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well.

Anao. too batabinse disuse. ea ... sothoono ...00.. ihan ga

INTER?,

is "rljia

6+0

. Oa'

stunt.= 'tarsus/ toyuyosa koto,

} i =tt

v?

14."0"-

ASA.

anatsoo kook, koodoo nano
bti 1Alk

etlitt.at fl'As

15117/11,t

Di tsuitirso, iroirona cboosa ao surukotani shit* imam'.

A

1:,M.411,

31.

Ai*

74R tAGLISh VERSION OF INTIV'S JAPANESE:
this Grand Jury. as you tom, ... is to make various studios
possible violaan ... es ... tax laws ... Shod ... on the batter of
tions or about your action and behavior.

=MISS: (Anwar riot heard on taw)

INTER' P:

Vas.

No record of oath it the taps.

kw;ias with witness giving Ws mom.

Puos-yroy Ao0 let we IMAIr repast to you what 2 mentioftvc It.
you at p..11 prior sessiocm. TAW 11.,10u shauld pits an

sodwor to imm ouost'aos that are ou

441st

to yOu. that's a separate

tenors) crass. and You CAM be Ittrawecutote for tz.t.

tuuntssosh3to harness°. am.
btu, scum) niku) $000TRup43
ehw
.
7 24.611 ZX 7 17. 044
St 42

amino Qlsnlousy V

OSSilUdialite, screw,, santeh orations. Ohti.
.

Voa

341I M n
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irt

"is t

7 1

:;

11' L,
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12=15E vtaslov or IRTICIP'S JAPANESE;

CUR

Prevsously. sw.tce 2 expla
Imre (to y0:31, but
or
.

you soould (sax, a false state:Bor.: because

.

...

woolly now ... well

2twil I become a

Witness' Imply cannot be heard on tone: 7.21

Side 1)

(So explanation of Tifth Aseft4men: provided by PROSECUTOR.)

P1004 _Would you please remind

t* witness that he as still under oath'

YOMAX: ,You ere under uath scup,

rour emu, sensei vs

rk
oat

wads yukoo desu kora.

r

rt-

DIGUSN vELSIOk O3 IN TOY:

w:TMEis

Yea.

trehlAss

Ehh,

the oath is still effective.

Lngllah.)

(!ITEILFIETU did not translate/ sot heard on tope.)
tie warnidg of perjury
ii1M01 fl

7-21.'6!

not explenotioo of Fifth Feat provided by PAOSECUTOR.)

(until 2 p.m..)

IN/anion 3

P 082,6C4: Ix, yew

aoJeminJv mower to the testimon, tads
you are

a

shoot to VII. to than Ur-sad Jury in the
matter mow pendanc before
$1 shell hr Um* truth, lak whc4e truth,
end terthaor but the'

truth, SO hell, You God.

IRTZRP: 'edema delhAsehip oe elute itadehru aboopense,
whet,
I.
t11- 1
1 N- 7
shinjitsu Amos° katette itedakammeu.
,

ti.

Excusii vuslow of =ZIP:

Right now, wall, the testimony that WO would

like to hews you give at the @rand Jury, we

would like you to speak wholly

the truth pule.

WITNESS!

Max, wakarimashits.
1;11
ke-17-ht-

NM?.

Vas.

OUR EXCLISb VERSION Of irrdESS:

Yes, I understand.
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SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT 1

DECLARATION OF JOHN HINDS

John Hinds declares under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 18
U.S.C. 5 1746, as follows:
1.

I am an associate professor, Department of Spittoon

Communication, at Pennsylvania State University.

I am fluent in

Japanese, and have devoted much of my professional career to the
study of Japanese linguistics.

My professional qualifications are

set forth in more detail in the accompanying curriculum vitae
(Exhibit A), which is incorporated herein by reference.
2.

At the request of counsel for TaXeru Kamiyama respecting

United States v. Kamiyama, 81 Cr. 705 (GLG), 82 Cr. 194 (GLG)
(S.D.N.Y.), I have listened to the tape recordings of the
testimony of Mr. Kamiyama before the grand jury on July 9, July 16
and July 21, 1981, for the purpose of translating the questions
asked of Mr. Kamiyama and the answers he gave.

I nave also

compared the version of the testimony given by the interpreter who
was in the grand jury with the translations I have prepared.

For

the reasons set forth in more detail below, I have oetermine4 tnat
the translations contained in the indictment are hignly inaccurate
and do not approach tne standard or care tnat should be expected
even of a reasonably competent interpreter, much less tnat which
would be expected of a competent translator.
3.

As used in this declaration, interpretation refers to

the process of orally converting one language into another at the
same time or at approximately the same time am it is spoken.
There are two kinds of interpretation.

The first, called

simultaneous interpretation, is used at the United Nations.

An

interpreter listens to a few words in the speaker's language then
interprets them into a second language, while the speaker
continues to talk.

The interpreter (who cannot be heard by the

speaker) tnen continues to translate throughout tne speech.
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The

second, called consecutive interpretation, is more typically used
in courtroom and grand jury settings.

The consecutive interpreter

listens to a complete thought of the speaker- -often several
sentences.

Then, while the speaker waits, the interpreter

converts the sentences into the second language.

Translation, as

used in this declaration, also refers to the conversion of one
language into another, but with more opportunity for reflection

0

and reference to dictionaries.

Translation may be done either

from a tape-recorded statement or from written materials.
4.

The consecutive interpretation from one language to

another is a task of great difficult,.

The apparent fluency of a

handful of the b4st interpreters may well disguise the perils
which faced the interpreter who acted for the grand jury.

As

noted by Farb, most people assume that a text in one language can
be accurately translated into another language so long as the
translator uses a good bilingual dictionary, but that is not so
because words that are familiar in one language may have no

equivalent usage in another.

(Peter Farm, Word Play: What

Happens When People Talk (New York: Knopf, 1973), 224.)

Although

a large nummer of examples of words which do not translate easily
from one language to another may be found, this does not really
get at the heart of the difficulty.

Typically, languages cone

grammatical information and thought processes in different ways.
For instance, the Japanese verbal system requires only a

distinction between past and non-past tense or between completed
and non-completed aspects rather than the three-way system of
English which requires past, present, and future.

The expression

Denkyoo suru, for instance, may be translated as either 'I will
study' or 81 study (nabitually),' depending on context.
Additionally, subjects and objects are frequently omitted from an
utterance if the speaker assumes the listener can tell who and
what is being spoken about.

While this system works reasonably

well, there are large number of expressions in whicn the speaker
may have misjudged the listener's ability to comprehend a subject
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or object (See John Hinds, Ellipsis in Japanese (Alberta:

LinguisticResearch, Inc., 1982).)
5.

Farb sums up the situation when he says,

No matter now

skilled the translator is, he cannot rip language out of the
speech community that uses it.

Translation obviously is not a

simple two-way street between two languages.

Rather, it is a busy

intersection at which at least five thoroughfares meet, the two
languges with all their eccentricities, the cultures of the two
speech communities, and the speech situation in which the
statement was uttered.'
6.

(Farb,

Word Play, 226.)

This difficulty in translating one language into another

with a high degree of accuracy has neon recognized for some years
by linguists.

aenlamin Lee Whorf, a noted linguist, has statea:

'Actually, thinking is most mysterious, and by far the greatest
light upon it that we have is thrown by the study of language.

This study shows that the forms of a person's thoughts are
controlled by inexorable laws of pattern of which he is
unconscious.

These patterns are the unperceived, intricate

systemizations of his owp language, shown readily enough oy a
candid comparision and contrast with other languages, especially
those of a different liuguistic family.

His thinking itself is in

a language, in English, in Sanskrit, in Chinese.

And every

language is a vast pattern of systems different from others in
which are culturally ordained the forms and categories by which
the personality not only communicates but also analyzes nature,
notices or neglects types of relationship and phenomena, channels
his reasoning, and builds the house of his consciousness.*
(Ben;amin Lee Whorf, Language, Thouint, and Reality, Selected
Writings of Sen)amin Lee Wharf, ed. J. B. Carroll

New York:

Wiley, 1956), 252.)

7. We are thus Capable of finding any number of works wnicn
deal with the general problem of interpretation or traasiation
from one language to another.

When the situation is such tnat

precision 9f expression is required, it beCOUes extremely
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important to look at all of the nuances whIch exist between the
two versions of a given thought which occur in the original and
translated languages.
8.

In addition to general problems of translation or

interpretation that may exist between any two languages, there are
a number of specific problems which exist in the interpretation
froi Japanese into English or from English into Japanese.

Saito

discusses the specific difficulty involved with conference
interpretation.

'It is believed by some that anyone who has a

facility in two languages, Japanese and English, can easily
succeed as a conference interpreter.

This is not the case.

Interpretation requires many communication skills for interpreting
involves social interaction.

Of course, he must have a knowledge

of languages, but this in itself is not enough.

He must also be

able to understand the content of what is being said.

He must

know the semantic aspects of language, and he must have an
awareness of himself as a middleman between persons or different
C

cultural background.

Thus, he most understand that behind

differences in language are differences in thought patterns, value
systems, customs, and ways of responding to symbols and people.'
(Mitsuko Saito, 'International Conference Interpretation,' in
Intercultural Encounters With Japan, eds. John C. Conoon and
Plitsuko Saito (rogdo: Simul Press, 1974), i0G-(11.)
9.

It is appropriate, then, to Inquire into tne oackground

and qualifications of a court-ordered interpreter.

It has been

noted that in 1975 there were fewer than a dozen universities in
the world which teach interpretation and translation.

(John C.

Condon and Fathi Yousef, An Introduction to Intercultural
Communication (New York: Hobbs Merrill, 1975).)

The scarcity of

training programs stems from the mistaken idea that interpretation
is simpler the transfer of words in one language to the words in
another.

Accurate interpretation is an extremely difficult

endeavor, and Condon and Yousef spend most of a chapter attempting
to demonstrate that precise interpretation requires the highest
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degree of skill.

The specific difficulty of translating from

Japanese into English or English into Japanese has peen recognized
by a number of linguists.

Professor Komatsu, the Executive

Director of Simul International, Inc., in Japan, nas stated:

'We

feel the differences between English and Japanese may be mucn
wider and greater than those between, say, English and French or
English and German, making our lob between English and Japanese
much more formidable than that among European languages.'
Intercultural Encounters Witq_Japan, 220 (comments of Tatsuya
Komatsu).

Perhaps the greatest problem ill interpreting between

Japanese and English

the difficulty involved with vagueness.

Seward discusses what he terms the 'virtue' of vaguaness in
Japanese.

He states that 'a major difficulty wain 'yes' and 140'

answers in Japan is that the Japanese are fundamentally against
them.

They regard vagueness as a virtue.'

in Action (New York:
10.

(Jack Seward, Japanese

Weatherhill 4 Co., 1973), 36.)

This propensity for vagueness has.been investigated

from a number of linguIctic perspectives.

The topic is discussed,

for example, in Hinds, Ellipsis in Japanese.

This work

demonstrates and elucidates the high percentage of subjectless
sentences in Japanese and the fact that many utterances simply dO
not have an overt, discernible subject.
11.

'in searching for an explanation for the matter of

vagueness in Japanese one is struck oy the fact tnat tnere are
certain organizational parameters in Japanese that are
considerably different from organizational parameters in English.
The realm of activity in which such matters are investigated kieso

termed language typology.

Typically, language typologists

investigate whether a language prefers subject constructions or
topic constructions; whether it is a verb, final language, like
Japanese, or a verb medial language, 'like English.

Une particular

typological parameter that nas been investigated is the matter of

situation-focus' languages as opposed to 'person-focus'
languages.

Tazuko Monane and Lawrence Rogers, 'Cognitive Features
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of Japanese Language and Culture and their I4lications for
Language Teaching," in Japanese Linguistics and Language Teaching:
Proceedings of the SeconPtATJ-Un Conference on Japanese Language

and Linguistics, ed. John Hinds (University of Hawaii at Hones,
Honolulu: Hawaii Association of Teachers of Japanese and
Monane and Rogers

Department of East Asian Language, 1977).

additionally discuss two further parameters, the first being
'existence focus,' as in Japanese, as opposed to 'possession
focus,' as in English.

The third parameter is 'indirect

expression' versus 'direct or specific expression.'
In order to illustrate tine distinction uetween

12.

situation focus and person focus, they ask us to rotiect on what
is done wnen one nears shouting.

In Englisn, the typical way of

expressing this is to say °I just heard some shouting,' in Mich
ti

the person-focus construction is required.
'I' is required.

Tnat is, the sub3ect

In Japanese, on the other nand, the typical

expression is sakenive sa snits yo, which may be translated as
'The shouting occurred.'

Another example is what happens when one

sees a mountain from the window of a train.

Typically, English

speakers ;,ay 'I see a mountain,' whereas in Japanese the

expression is Mama ga mieru, literally 'the mountain can be
Their point is that English normally requires a person to

seen.'

be the surflect of a sentence, whereas in Japanese, such

requirements do not exist.

It is enough simply to postulate the

existence of a situation.
13.

The second distinction they discuss is between

existence focus in Japanese and possession focus in English.
Their examples include the fact that in English we say 'I have a
fever.'

In Japanese, the corresponding expression is netsu is

aru, literally, 'A fever exists.'

In English, we say 'I nave some

In Japanese, the corresponding expression is okane ga
are, 'Money exists.'

A final example:

In Engilsn we say 'He's

got no education' (possession focus), as opposed to Japanese,
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kyooyoo no nai kite da, 'A person to whom education does not
exist' (existence focus).
14.

Pinally, they discuss indirect expression in Japanese

and direct expression in English.
think it is no good.'

In Engl1sh, we say directly, 'I

In Japanese, the corresponding expression
4,

is yokn nai la nai ka to onotte imasu, 'I think perhaps it's not
so bad.'
15.

Tha point behind all of these exemplar is that, added

to the general problems of translation between any two languages,
we have a specific problem with respect to Japanese.

First there

is the cultural desire reflected in the lenguage to be vague and,
second, there is the difficuly4 encoded in the language that
requires one tp focus on a situation rather than a person.

These

together frequAntly lead to a lack of precision in the translation
10

of one language to the other.

This situation may pa toleraCee in

casual conversation, but must be confronter( and dealt with

directly in a court of law where precision of statement is
required.
16.

A careful examination of the testimony given ny Mr.

Kamiyama that was identified as false demonstrates enough
axolguity as a result of improper or misleading translation to
raise a serious and substantial question about whether
Mr. Kamxyama's answers were shown to be falsehoods.
17.

In listening to the tapes of the grand jury testimony,

I found many differences between what is reported to have been
said and what was in fact said.

Following are several quotations

fouhd in the indictment, which I have marked with corrections.
Count 10

He never wrote anything other than his (own)
signature as far as I remember. [In parenthesis
--not on tape.]
Count

And where did you get the money, that four
hundred thousand dollars, to deposit (in
Reverend Moon's account.)? tin parenthesis- not on tape.?

Q.

.
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And where was the money actually at (that)
time before you deposited it into (these
accounts)? [Indictment says the' t e ana
into Moon's account.')

Q.

(Well, where did the tour nundred thousand
dollars)--bow did you get the four hundred
thousand dollars that (was) deposited in
(Reverend) Moon's account?
Q.

[First parenthesis not heard on tape; second
parenthesis says you in indictment; third
parenthesis says into Moon's account" in
indictment.)

Was any of the money in the family fund
ever used to pay expenses for the Japanese
(Indictment
members who had come to (America)?
says New York.)
Q.

1 will begin my analysis of the grand fury testimony of

18.

There are any number of

Hr. Kamiyama with general comments.

mistranslations by the grand jury interpreter.

Even if some of

the mittranslations could be explained by the pressures of
consecutive interpretation, the statements are nevertheless not an
accurate rendition of what was said.

The types of errors the interpreter made may co

19.

categorized.

References to the testimony are made to the charts

attached hereto as Exhibit B and described below in this
declaration. Some references, marked 'M.K.', are to the
translations done by the court-appointed translator M. KOSAk3
which are Exhibit B to the Declaration of Anafu 11. Kaiser in tnis
matter.
20.

One type of error derives from the facbothat the

interpreter's speech contains expressions and constructions wnich
are inappropriately casual for a legal proceeding.

These

expressions and constructions give the impression of a relaxed,
informal conversation rather than of a proceeding in which every
word is to be examined for its significance.
Some exa.lples of inappropriate English usage are:
a.

Count 9:

(M.K. p.1) use of 'nitty-gritty.'

(American

Dictionary of

Language (New York: Dell, 1969) labels this
'slang.')
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b.

Count 12: (m.K. p..29) lack of overt subject in
English 'might have been.' (R. Thrasher,
'Shouldn't Ignore These Strings:

A Study of

Conversational Deletion' (University of MIcnigan
Ph.D Dissertation, 1974.)

The grand jury interpreter's casual use of Japanese

21.

started with the administration of the oath to Mr. Kamiyaba.

The

traditional legal oath ("Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole
truth and nothing bUt the truth, so help you God?") has no very
exact Japanese analogue.

However the interpreter rendered tt in

very casual and tentative language, considering its importance and
formality.

A good translation of the words neard by Mr. Hamiyama

in lieu of the oath would be 'As for thin case I think (indicated
by the casual conversational marker desu nit]

you report the truth and only the truth.'

I would like to have

Some otner examples of

overly casual Japanese usage are (pares. 22-23):
22.

Incomplete questions: (John HindS, 'Interrogatives in

Japanese,' in Interrogativity, eds. W. Chisholm and L. Milic
(Dordreht: John Henjamtn, 1982).

23.

a.

Count 9:

b.

Count ID:

(H.K., p. 11) anata qa?

c.

Count 10:

(M.K., p. 12)

(M.K., p. 6)

.

.

.

.

.

Kotowd?

.

sensei ga?

Nomial eleriants put after the veto.

ibee Hinds,

EllIpsIs in Japanese; J. Shibamoto, 'Language Use and Linguistic
Theory:

Sex-Related Variation in Japanese Syntax'

(University of

California at Davis, Ph.D Dissertation, 198U) for statements which
say this construction is a relaxed, conversational style.)
a.

Count 11 (EXhibit H, p. 22, Item 2);
no family fund.

b.

Count 11:

sono 4U-mandoru, tsumItateru sunzen ni

wal
c.

24.

count 12 LM.K.

p. 27):

shi wa?

The second type of error CIle interpreter made is tnat a

41 -.h4 0 - 85 - 41
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large number of his statements in English are ungrammatical.

The

following representative list shows grammatical errors no native
(See J. schenkein, ed., Studies in

speaker of English would make,.

the organization of Conversational Interaction

New Yeti': Acaeemle

Press, 1979), for a description of native English speaker
conversational distluencies).
Count 10 (M.K./ p. 12);

a.

' As I said, I Made a tequest, out when in the
act of somebody opening the Dank account, I as
not present.'

Count 9 (M.K., 2. 8):

b.

The transaction was done under (a) letter of
have inserted the necessary
credit.'
indefinite article.;
Count 9 (M.K., p. 8):

c.

'I haven't reached the United States when Oyama
(Hadn't is the required
gave money to
auxiliary.;
.

Count 9

d.

(

.

M.X., p. 9):

' I didn't hear (it) unen I was in Japan.'
II nave inserted the required direct object.)
Count II (M.K.. p. 19):

e.

I could have asked Matsuzaki, but (I
II have inserted the required
'But not sure' was not
-ti ubject and copula.
transcribed on the M.K. transcript.)
' Perhaps

am)not sure.'

f.

Count 11 (Exhibit Bt 2. 17f Box 4E):
'From (the/a) Family Pund.'
the required article.;\

II have inserted

g. ca:ratli(ErCE):
wasn't physically in charge for tnat tuna.'
IFor is not permitted to substitute for of.)
h.

Count 12 (m.K.I p. 29):
*Might nave been.'
have happened.')

i.

(Correct version 'It mignt

Count 12 (M.14., p. 35):
I

' I did not even consider (putting) it into

Reverend !Won's name.'
necessary verb.)
25.

(; have inserted the

These examples can be greatly multiplied.

Their

significance :s that they are all instances of negative transfer
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from Japanese.

This indicates clearly that the yrano fury

interpreter is dominant in Japanese.
-.26.

Jean Herbert, The Interpreter's Handbook (4ent3ve:

Librairie de l'Universiti, Georg 4 Cie s.A., 1951), 14-1S,
provides the following guidelines for an interpreter:
A thorouq* 'knowledge of the language from
which he translates is for the interpreter an
absolute requirement. The interpreter who
agrees to translate a speech given in a
language which he has not mastered is at fault,
even if he does so only exceptionally and with
the best of charitable intentions. Any
departure from this rule is likely to have most
regrettable consequences.
Mastery of a
language implies more than a full knowledge or
its vocabulary and its grammar.
.

27.
:)

.

The grand ;ury interpreter has shown tnat ne nes not

mastered
astered English vocabulary and grammar, iet alone possesseu

the other attributes of an effective interpreter.
28.

The third type of error is that the grand fury

interpreter did not control the respective vocaoularies of tt e two

languages well enough to convey meanings accurately.
a.

Count 9 (M.K., p. 20):

'key, Moon is linked with the activities."
Linked in 4nolisn

used to "link one figure in crime with an

organization " -tile corresponding Japanese expression only equates

Rev. :loon with the u:tivitdes: it does not "link" him.
b.

Count 11 (M.N., g. 20):

'It's impossible that ue goes there alone.'
The Japanese _construction "Rare nitoriuoe iku wake nai ;a
nai det;d K3 ne,' is best translated as 'Tnere's no reason for nim
to go alone, is inerei4

That is, while tnt:re is no reason tor

Rev. Moon to go alone, it is not impossible icr him to go atone.
29.

This section of the analysis has focused on the

deficiencies of to e grand 3ury interpreter., consecutive

interpretatton at a minimum requires a high level of auility in
both languages being translated.

While tne grand jury interpreter

appears to control Japanese with native-like facAliti,

6.44
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of English is far less fluent, and, in fact, seriously flawed.
ana
Because the interpreter has been shown to distort the intent
consideraole
nuances of both Mr. Flumenbaum and ir. Kamiyama with

frequency,

I do not believe the interpreter's utterances are

Mr.
generally accurate expressions of either Mr. Flumenoaum's or

Kamiyama's words or Intentions.
30.

In this section I will comment specifically upon those

sections which were the basis of the charge of perjury against

M.

At the outset, it must be noted that simply because a
does not
given sentence does not contain a subject in Japanese
necessarily mean that the sentence is completely vague or

Kamiyama.

ambiguous.

I nave stated two rules of interpretation for how to

specified subject.
interpret a s"rtterit c which does not contain a
Structure,
(John Hinds, .1M/ 'Japanese Conversation, Discourse
The first rule
263, 27b.)
and Ellipsisx' Discourse Processes, 3:

assumed to be a
is that the retrent of an ellipted item is
subtopic which is compatiole witn tne carxers
paragraph topic
verbal associated with the ellipreo
of the propositional
rule obtains,
the event tnat this rule does not apply, a necond

In

tne
that tne ellipted subject of a declarative sentence is
speaKer, while the subplot of an interrogative or imperative

sentence is the addressee.

This second rule, in particular, will

be relevant to some of the discussion which follows,
My own transcriptions, translations, and interpretations

have of necessity evolved in the time I have examined these
transcripts and tapes.
successive refinements.

These developments must be sees: as

To the extent that there are differences

the motion
between tne declaration I submitted in connection with

for new trial and this declaration, this one is the more
Most of tne differences are in fact cosmetic and
accurate.
In this declaration, inconsistencies in
involve refinement.
As well, minor changes in
romanization nave been eliminated.
exclamations and hesitations have occurred in order to maintain
consistency.
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There are a very few differences in translation uetween this
document and tne former.

These differences as well are

refinements based on continued res,arch and reflection or on more
concentrated listening to the grand jury tapes.

Tnis is a normal

procedure when translating rrom a language Like Japanese in which
vagueness and ambiguity occur with great frequency.

This final form of translation owes considerable aebt to the
input of Mitsuko Saito and other Japanese language experts in

Tokyo who have studied the transcripts and tapes imalved here.
to curriculum vitae of Dr. Saito is attached hereto as
Exnloit C.)

:t

is my understanding that this final form has the

approval of Or. Saito.

All references below are to the diagrams attached as

31.

Uxhibit

ES

to this declaration, wnicn are incorporated nerein by
It should also be pointed out that in the transcript

reference.

of the court-appointed translation the transliteration provided
for both the interpreter and for Mr. Kamiyama are at times
inaccurate.

Many expressions and words are left out, many

repetitions are nut indicated, and certain expressions are
transcribed incorrectly.
:n preparing this declaration, I have examined the

32.

;rand jury transcripts, the indictment, and tne court-ordereu
translation (Exnizit s to the declaration of Anaftl M. Kaiser), and

have listened to the tape recordings of the grand jury
proceedings.

prepared toe charts which are attached as Exnluit

3 to this declaration, which contain relevant Japanese

Ntransiations.

They are accurate summaries of the

7::.,,st,,n-Anu-,In:;wer

interchanges th.-)4, reflect.

Lx;.ibit s is the ,:nart o

33.

data including the grand jury

transcript questions and answers and my translations listed at;
correct translations.
tip right.

Cairn item un the chart has a number at the

iieferenc.:,.s within this document refer to count numbers

and Exnlolt B page and item references. In the configuration for
Count I,

tne extra items proiide for the work product of the
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court-appointed translator.

There is also a colloquy between the

Interpreter and the prosecutor which is not recorded in the
indictment or tne four-item charts.
Count 9

34.

(Exhibit 8, page 1):

'Did Reverend Moon know that he owned stock
in Tong 11, that the stock was in his name in
Tong Ii?'
The translated question (2) does not contain an expressed
in this context, altnough it is possible that (2) could

subject.

be interpreted as (1), 'Did Reverend moon know he owned stocK in
Tong 111', the uLterance (2) is ambiguous in that it could also be
interpreted to mean 'Did You (i.e., Mr. Kamiyama) Know that there
This

are stocks in Tong Ii in Reverend Moon's name?'

interpretation is possible because of the second rule listed in
Hinds 1980 that the eilipted subject of a question may be
interpreted to the addressee.
shitte oraremasnita ka,

The verb form that is used here,

is an honorlfic.expression and the

interpreter has consistently used honorific forms to refer both to
the actions or Hevereno moon and to tne actions of Mr. Kamlyama.
So this does not help Mr. Kamiyama to interpret the subject of the
verb 't0 know.'

Finally, it is not clear in (2) wno It is who

owns the stocks.

It is clear that tne stocks are in Reverend

Moon's nestle, nut t ::is does no

mean that they necessarily belong

There are other ambiguities as well.

tl

In particular,

interpretation of this utterance is tnat

stock in

question is physically in the Tong II office,
35.

Count 9

(

Exhibit B, page 2):

'Did you tell Reverend Moon that you had
issued 50,000 dollars wortn of stock in nis
nane:'
Tfle end of

tne translation (2) was onanasni o shims kuto Wd

drIMdst4 ka, in wnicn, quite literally speaxing, it is not clear
.r:Q

is

ini,olved in mne conversation.

(See Hinds, Ellipsis in

JazInPse; !!onane and Rogers, 'Cognitive Features in Japanese',
1.:9-3.)

In order to clarity this, it is necessary to insert tne

expression senses to ('with Reverend Moon') in front of the word
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onanashi.

This at least expresses the meaning *Did you have such

A conversation with Rev. Moon?'

There is no sense in whicn tee

ing/ish expression "tell," (i.e., *Did you tell Rev. Moon
something') is present in tne JapaneSe translation.

(:) is, as

mentioned above witn respect to Monane and Rogers' article,
situation focus.

a

That is, in Japanese it is merely enouyn to put

forth the tact that there is a conversation, not wnu is doing the
talking.

As well, although it is probable that Mr. Kamiyama was

involved in the conversation, this is not certain.

(1) asks It

Mr. Kamiyama had told Rev. Moon tnat ne, Mr. Kamiyama, had issued
stock.

since the utterance is situation focused, it is not

specified that Mr. Kamiyama issued any stock at all.

This is

because tne verb aru (exist) merely specifies the existence of
sonetning rather tnan the activity of. issuing.

ine answer given by Ar. Kamiyana was a simple 'No."

lne

interpreter embeiiisned tne answer, however, uy auding tne phrase,
never mentioned it.*

As a result, the indictment gave an

improosion tnat Mr. Kamiyama definitely denied r.e told Reverend
Moon tnat Mr. Kamileima nad issued stock 4# nim.

But the actual

answer carried tar less weight trian the interpreter's version
suq(ested.

AnJt;,er ,etlaus mistake in translation, wnicn decisively

cnanged the moaning of the original question, is the interpreter's
reterence, to
of

tock.'

wt'..ert.

::Ids,

talked with .4e.

tieing stocks' instead of to the 'issulance)

the interpreter asks wnetner Mr. Aamiyama Odd
tne existence of 550,00U worth of

!loon

stocK.; :n 'Rev. Moon's name.

The existence of stock and tne

is31;ance of stock are two distinctly different matters.

The

.;uestidn, reterting to sa,:n a passive conLlition, is Confusing and

very litrie
Aa7Iiilma

71,1(1

!,,amlya7,1

i1.7

;oe grand ;dry, however, uelieveo tn41

,;iver

olte oifferent testimony, that

riot.

11

Moon t.nat tne tot;:ler nod laioed

J: K.
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36.

Count 9 (Exhibit B, page 31:

referred to with the pronoun him.

in (1), ,reverend Moon is

In English this is completely

In the translation, however, the verb nanashi-atta

unambiguous.

means only to have a conversation, and it does not specify whO is
in the conversation.

A number of words appear in (4) wnich do not
Additionally

two of these are simyly and like.

exist in (3):

the use of the word execute in (4; has implications
present in (3).
37.

[flat are not

Yarimashita means simply clad.

Count 9 (Exhibit B, Rage 4):
'Did Rev. Moon sign any documents in
connection with his ownership of stock in
Tong I17°

The translation of the question is made vague oy the
interpreter's use of the word shorui ('document').

Involved here

is an inherent ambiguity in the Japanese language.

In Japanese,

there is typically no distinction made between singuiar ano

plural, or between marking with definite and Indefinite articles.
Thus, the word shorui

may be translated in SAX different ways:

(a) a (certain) document: (b) the document; (c) any documents; (u)
the documents; (e) some documents; (t) documents.
The translation (1), because it contains the expression
sensei 43 gain shinakya naranakatta shorui, actually says
'iDlion't the Reverend have to sigh, on document(s)

.

.

.

?'

Therefore, the answer (3), arimasen, is merely negating the fact
tnat the Rev. Moon had to sign any documents.

It does not say

anything whatsoever about whether Rev. Moon did sign documents.
36.

The question (2) is :asked in a negative form, an

indi,:4tioh an affirmative response is required.

This pnenoLlenon

is discussed in Seiichi Nakada, Aspects of 'nterrogative
Structure:

A Case Study from English and Japanese (Tokyo:

Kaitakusha 1960, 171.

Uakada states that a speaker of a

'ne,ratively cunduuie sentence' (such as Exhibit B, pages 35,
3',

(2);

as well as other places in the testimony not quoted

in the Indictment) 'anticipates disagreement with the negativity
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in it, i.e., he anticipates or presupposes an affirmative
answer.'

Nakada generalizes to say:

An affirmatively phrased question [such as
Exhibit 13, page 35, (1)] is susceptible'of a
negative answer by a 50-5 provability but
a negatively phrased question [such as
Exhibit B, page 35, (2)] anticipates an
affirmatively phrased answer by significantly
more than a SU -SU probability.
.

.

.

39.

(2) noes not make it clear that Rev. Moon owns tne

stock, although this is stated in (1), 'his ownership'.

To refer

to the ownership of stocks as Kabu no shooyu without specify-rig

who the owner is is to leave the utterance vague.
40.

Count 9 ( Exhibit B, page 5):

'And you never talked to him about it?'

we must now assume that the 'it' in (1) refers to Rev. Moon's
having to sign something.

The response, (3), hanashimasen, 'I

didn't talk (about it),' can be assumed to mean that Mr. Kamiyama
is talking about not speaking about Rev. Moon's having to sign
something.

Additionally, the Japanese expression litsumuteki na

koto is extremely ambiguous in that it may mean either everyday
business activities or specific clay-to-day activities.

Second, tne ambiguity of the interpreter's question is
further compounded in that it does not make it clear whose
ownership of stock is asked about, or even whether the stock
discussed here is Tong Ii stock.
41.

Count 10 (Exhibit B, page 6):

'Did Rev. Moon carry the checkbook with nim2.
The question asked by the interpreter is somewnat contusing.
interpreter nere uses the expression goissho ni.

The

iJitnout roissno

ni, tne question is a fairly good translation, tut with goissno
ni, it is contusing because aoissho ni generally refers to the

activities of human beings.

That is, this expression is

tr.mslated as "together with,' meaning 'with someone.'

(Kenyu5na's New Japanese-Englisn Dictionary, ed. K. Oasuda
(Tokyo: Kenkythina, Ltd., 4tn ed. 1974.))
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A better translation of
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(2), tnen, alttougn it turns out to oe somewnet strange English,

would be, 'Does the Rev. Moon Lase the checkbook with you?'
I should point out also that (1) asks 'Did Rev. noon carry the

checkbook with him?", while the question (2) asks "Does he take

this together with him (or you).
in Japanese (vancouver:
1982.)

Watsuo soga, Tense and Aspect

University of British Columbia Press,

The response (3) is mistranslated as

because I managed it.'
managed it.'

(4), "He doesn't

A better translation is (3), 'Because I

That is, the question is not directly answered, 4nd,

3ust as in English, being in chatiie of something does not
necessarily mean that one has the material in one's physical
possession.
42.

Count 10 (Exhioit B, _page 7):

"You carried the checkbook with you from the
very beginning of the account,"
First, the question was disfluent and halting.

Mr. Kamiyama

hastily started to answer before the key word, mo(tte)
('car(ry)'), was pronounced completely by the interpreter.
of the
(In Japanese, the verb almost always appears at the end
sentence.)

As a result, tne interpreter's redition of the

question remained incomplete.

It is probable to conclude trom the

interchange that Mr. Kamiyama did not properly understand the

question, but took It to be a question about management.

He

checking
simply reiterated his previous answer that he managed the
actually had
He certainly did not respond to whether he
account.
It is apparent that Mr. Kamiyama
possession of the check book.
tne native
used the loan-word kiipa-shimashita as synonymous with
Japanese kanri shimashita since he says a bit later in his
testimony, 'As I said before,
checking account.'

I managed ( kanri shimashital the

(Tr. p. 46, lines 6-9.)

'tiyselt,' and
second, the interpreter added the words eyes,'
Mr. Kamiyama
'from the beginning' to hr. Kamiyama's response.

(it).
responded to the question oy saying, 'That, I managed
I kept it myself, from
The interpreter translated this as, "yes,
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the beginning."

This translation gives the appearance or a direct

and affirmative response to the question asked by Mr. Flumeniaaum,
but Mr. KamLyama's response was neither direct nor clearly
affirmative.

Rather, Mr. Kamiyama responded only tnat he had

managed the checking account.
Count 10 (Exhibit 3, page 8).

41.

The manor difficulty

with this is that the translation (4) distorts Mr. Kamtyama's
response.

Mr. Kamiyama says he received a signature from

someone, not necessarily Rev. Moon.

(4), on the other hanu, says

ne asked tr, a signature, which doesn't mean he received one.
Additionally, it says he asked Rev. Moon for this signature, and
this is not in Mr. KaMlyama'S response.
42.

Count IC (Exhibit 3, page 9):

43.

Count 10 (Exhibit B, page 10):

confusion in terms of tense.

No comments of suostance.

The interpreter created

Mr. Flumenbaum asked whether at some

tine in tie past Reverend Moon wrote portions of a check.
into

Teter rendered the question as

The

were there occasions wnen he

writes

Mr. Kamiyama responded in the present tense, 'There

aren't,'

ut the grand Jury interpreter made the answer past

tense, 'No, no, he didn't do it,' in conformity ..ith the
question.
44.

Count 13 (Exhibit B, page

The interpreter's

.4uestion asks specifically wnetter Mr. Kamiyama first prepared the
.'neck's any; the Rev. Moon ten signed them, alttougn this

sequencin; is not in the original question.

It is also not clear

from th13 who preparad the checks and who asked Roy. moon for a
signar.,ce.

It could De Mr. Kamiyama, or it could have been

SOMvone else.
45.

Count 10 (Exhibit B, page 12):

Tne translated

:istions did not make clear who might have written the checks or
mi;ht nu %,e oven wrizten.

Moreover, Mr. Kamiyama eviently

did nut understand wnat he was veiny asked, dna he reLlueste0 a
repetition.

Thus, tne answer is a response to a second level of

6

interpretation - -tae interpreter's exeianatl.on of his own

translation of the question.
46.

Mistranslations

Count 10 (Exhibit 3, page 13):

ocdurred in the rendition by the interpreter of Mr. Kamiyama's
For example, the interpreter embellished Mr. Kamiyama's

answer.

answer with the phrases

Such

in the book, In the check."

aodstions by the interpreter are obviously inappropriate.
Here, Mr. FluMenbauM

Count 10 ( Exhibit 13, page 14):

47.

- the previous series of Mr. KaMiyames answers by

sought to cc

asking if Mr. Kamiyama was clearly aware that the context of the
question was the Chase Mennattan accouant in Reverend noon's
name.

The interpreter attempted instead to confirm the fact taut

the account was solely in Reverend noon's name.

Mr. Kamiyama

evidently did not understand the question properly;
stated !1-1/ Rev. Moon's name alone was Used.

his response

The interpreter,

noreover, inserted a question of his own, "Nothing to do with
[his; wife?'
4d.

Count 11 (Exhibit B, page 16):

Mr. Kaniyama's response

states watashi ea ikanai, which means 'I don't go.'
didn't do it myself,' using the past form.

(4) says, 'I

This is different from

saying 41 don't go" somewhere.
49.

Count 11

Exhibit a, page 17):

(2) asks fcli the source

o4 the money while (i.) asks where 4r. Kamiyaua got it.

(3) states

'famiie tund(s)' and this is rendered in (4) as "l:rom family
find'.

Tne implication in (4) is tnat Mr. Kamiyama received the

moe-y, while the actual response does no

say Mr. Kamiyame ever

pays. ally received the money.
moreover, Mr. Kamiyama'

use of the Japanese properly

rendered as 'family fund(s)' makes possible several different
interpretations.

First, the phrase can be taken either as a

proper er a common noun.

If it is taken as a common noun, It can

mean ary cne of a number of funds.
refers to a par_lculer fund.
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If it is a proper noun, it

Sscond, the word can be taken both
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as singular and plural.

Thus Mr. Kamiyama's reference is

non-specific.
SU.

Count 11 (Exhibit Li, page 19):

'Well, where did you get the S400,000--how did
you get the S400,000 that you deposited in
Rev. Moon's account?"
The Interpreter's response (4) states "Over the years our brethren
from Japan who came to USA, they contribute and it was

accumulated.

In the Japanese version, there is nothing

whatsoever that indicates that the brethren from Japan contriouted
anything.

The first sentence says nihon no Ityoodai qa desu ne,

nihon no menbaa as aesu ne, Amerika ni sootoo kinashita

("Well,

an, many .apantise brothers and sisters, Japanese meaners, came to

America, pretty many in number.").

The next sentence is, in tact,

angrammaticil: more thri'llkely a word was simply lent out.

The

first nail of the sentence says sono hitotatni ga Klta okane o
Lotto atsumete, 'Those people continuously collected the money
which came.'

It obviously does not make sense as it is, but tnat

is what Mr. Kamiyama said.

The second nalf of that sentence, sore

k0o4a oh hahrhi:lashita, means 'tnat went into the account.'

the translation (4) is Incorrect in a number of ways.

So

First, Mr.

Kamiyama does talk about many brethren coming from Japan to
America.

Mr. Kamiyama then says.that certain money was vithered

Jr collected, but he does not say that there is any connection
uetween tnese people from Japan anu the money.

Toe interpreter's

translation of Mr. Kamiyame's answer calls attention to the
vagt.ieness of toe response since there is more amolgulty ar.o
io Japanese ror assigning agellCy roan tliefe is in
Eno.lih.
oi.

Count II

.4h7 AlJn't you p

t

(h'xhloht 3, page

Toe question (1),

money in a oanx account?', is

mistranslated uy tnv interpreter to say 'Why did you put
money

'so

:lto toe uanK dr.:count, Lnis famihy tund?'

(.:).

tills

The answer,

(4), a,:tuaili could respond to ehtoer the neyative or the
Atthrm4thvc, ghisthoo.

Kamiyama says '1 (or someone) put in a
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The church kept a portion.' (3).

portion.

oubun,. refers to a certain portion.

The expression aru

Ail that Mr. Kamiyama has

said is that there were two portions, and he does not specify tne
size of either portion.

Thus, the translation (4), which states

that 'the balance was kept,' is not at all correct.
portions could be 10% each or 2U% each.

The two

There is no reason that

the two portions mentioned in Mr. Kamiyames actual response must
add to 100%.
52.

(KenKyusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary).

Count 11 (Exhibit 8, page 24-25):

The response says,

in effect, that 'the reason someone put the money from overseas
into the account is that someone put the money into the account.*

This is transformed in (0 to say 'We put it into Rev. Moon's

name.

nswering (1), altnoutih the
This gives the appearance of answering

actual response does not.

A number of other issues cause

confusion: (3) says only that it was 'money which Came trom
overseas,' a neutral statement.

(4) says "as the money came tri:m

overseas,' implying some relevance to this fact that Mr. Kamiyama
probably did not intend.

(4) states that the money is to be used

to take care of tne brethren whereas (3) says tnat a portion was
Kept for an emergency, perhaps not related to tne brethren.
actual response states that Mr. Kamiyama had someone Keep tne
money (ktipu-sasemashita), and this is not reflected in (4).
53.

Count 12 (Exhibit a, page 26):

54.

Count 12 (Exhibit 5, pave 25):

No comments.

'Did you tell Rev. Moon that you were buying
additional stock in Tong Ii at the time?'
the
This is soewhilt ambiguous, even in Englisn, in that
time' can refer to tne time Mr. Kamiyama told

exore:ision "at that

that Ir. Kamiyama bouynt
the he. :Q011 50Mt'tt nq or the time
The Japanese expression sono koro, wnich occurs
additional stocK.
ambiguity and so it is
in the translated guestion, has that same
reters to when
not absolutely clear whether tne time in question
when ne bought
Mr. Y4rIlyaMa tici the Rev. Moon something or
The response, tnen, hanasnimasen, (3), is
additional itoctc.
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mistranscribed.

It snould be Washita imasen, °I didn't tell

him.'

But it is not clear which of those two trump ne mid not

tell.

(1) also asks L Mr. Kamiyama told Rev. tioon he was buying

stock, the implication being that he did.

The translated question

asks it Mr. Kamiyana told Rev. Moon be had intentions or wanting
to buy stock.

One can have no intentions of wanting to buy stock,

and thee at a later point buy some anyway.

Mr. Kamiyama may taus

be responding to the matter of intention rather than deed.
Moreover, the interpreter's quests.

.

does not even make it clear

who had the intention to buy the stock.

MSS Mr. Kamiyama may be

responding to an entirely different question.
55.

Count 12 (Exhibit 13, page 29): When the interpreter's

addition 'dare is stricken from Kr. Kamiyama's answer, the answer
becomes 'I do not consult with him about that kind of tning.'

The

aswer was therefore not a response to tne question asked by
Mr. Flumenbaum, out merely the assertio that, at present,
.mr. Kamiyama is not in the habit of taixing with Reverend Moon
about such matters as reasons for buying stock.

Moreover, whereas mr. Flumtoaum's question was quite clear,
'Did you discuss with him the reason why you were ouying stock,'
tne interpreter's question was substantially different:

hid

(someone) ever talk with Reverend Moon about sometnin9 like the
reason for ouying stock in Tong 117'
56.

Page JO:

Although Mr. Flumenuaum clearly asked about

Tong Il stock, the interpreter simply mentioned 'snares.'

It was

therefore not clear which stock was being asked about--a

possibility strengthened by the lack of any inuication of specific
time in the question.

Moreover, the interpreter's question does not specifically
refer to Rev. Moon.

As'well, the interpreter states 'talking

with" while the prosecutor :states "ask.'
57.

('that').

Page 31;

The actual response uses the word Sore

Sore may refer to one of two parts of the interpreter's

question, either the fact that )Sr. Kamiyama didn't even tnink
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about having such a conversation with anyone or une fact that
Mr. Kamiyama did not think of owning more shares than Rev. Moon.
For this reason, (4) is not a response to (I).
5d.

Count 13 (Exhibit Eif yages 32, 33):

The two stateme

of relevance in this count are the translations of
Mr. Flumenbaum's questions (1), page 32, and (I), Page J.J. by the
grand 'Lary interpreter.

Rotm of these are badly translated, and

it is doubtful that Mr. kamiyama's responses are in fact direct
The translation of (1),

responses to those original questions.
page 32, is particularly troublesome.

It must have been a highly

opaque and confusing question for Mr. Kamiyama.
59.

Translation of (I) (Page 32):
Uh, to Mike Warder, ab, that SOMEONE receiver;
$5,(11)0 from relatives or such: and with that
money, ah, someone decided to buy the stock;
and if a government inquiry or something came
in have (you) ever told him such a thing as to
make a statement?

I have used upper case to indicate those entities wno are
unspecified and indeterminate.
received the money.

It is particularly unclear who

If that is how Mr. Kamiyama interpreted the

translator's question, then his response negates the fact that he
told mike Warder to tell investigators that Mr. Kamiyama received
$5,000 for the purchase of stock.
natty does ni
who do,.71cled.

The expression Kau koto ni

specify who bought the stock, nor does it specify
Mr. Kamiyama's negative response could therefore be

resoondIng to any of a large number or ,)ossible interpretations of
the translator's question.

(See Minds, Ellipsis in Japanese.)

Specifically, the Japanese question addressed to
Nr. Kamiyama through the interpreter:
41

hoes not say that it is Michael Warder who got
$5,600;

2)

Does not say that it is tne government
investigators whom Michael was supposed to tell
teat he had got the money from nis relatives or
friends;

;)

Does nct say that the stock was the stock of
Ling 114

4)

Does not say from whom the $5,00() was received;
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5)

Does not say who decided to buy atOCX;

6)

Does not say who bought stuck;

7)

Does not say to whom the statement would ue made.

60.

This question (1), page 33, crucially asks, 'Did you

ever tell Mike Warder to give

false explanation as to Hu44 ne

paid for his stock in.Tong Me The translated question is most
properly re-translated as:

concerning the circumstances lot

process or details) with which Mike Warder bought the stock of
Tong 11, as for that, ha--

.

.

.

f

(you) ever told Warder to make a

false statement?'
61.

Note that the implication of how Warder clougnt the

stock, that is, where the money came from, is not necessarily in
the court interpreter's translation (2).
62.

To Dotn of these questions, Mr. Kamiyama uses the

expression 'Watakushi (or watasi) we arimasen."
atiatakuShl" is the first person pronoun 'I.'

The wore

As I have noted in

reference to Hinds, "Japanese Conversation,' (and See SUSUipti

The Structure of the Japanese Langua.ge, (Cambridge Mass.):

Kuno,

MIT

Press, 1973), in case a topic is continued, the topic is not
specifically mentioned.

This use of the expression "watakushi

"

mu De an indication that Mr. Kamiyama is contrasting 'I' with
some unspecified person.

That is, it is conceivable, given the

structural properties of Japanese noted in the works cited in this
paragraph tnat Mr. Kamiyama is stating "I didn't say such a tning,
Out perhaps someone else did."
63.

Count

1

(exhibit B, Rage 34):

In statement (1) of the

official transcript the prosecutor asked, 'Tell the grand jury'wny
you nought 1,000 snares of Tong Il in January, 1974.'

After some

difficulty in determining that this question was asking thy did ne
do it, in (2) the court appointed translator asked
purchase it?

aid you

The response to that in (5) said specifically tnat

the stock was purchased for future development of the Unification
Industry.

Mt. Kamiyama actually said 'Toitsu Sangyo" and this was

sranscrioed as ' Toitsu Kaigyo."

41-

Toitsu Sangyo means Unification

65

The interpreter's translation in (6) stated 'there was

Industry.

a dire need for the Untficat»on Church to grow.'

Thus, the

translator said the Unificatio Church whereas Mr. Kamiyama said
the Unification Industry.

Mr. Flumenbaum by tollow-up coestIon

tried to clarify (1) and asked, 'Did he say Unification Church or

In (3) the grand jury interpreter says, Nell, you said

Tong II?"

for the expansion of the Church .

.

.

Or. Kamyama in page 42,

7.

Item (6), said that it is :`or the expansion of Tong Il
Enterprises.

There is thus some contusion as to whether hr.

Kamiyama was actualiy tal':tng about the expansion ot tne

Untticarten Church or ,_mg I,'. Enterprises.
Adm./amass answer (11,4 not state that the sole reason was

:tr.

It simply indicated that tt.t expansion of the

for expansion.

enterprise was a reason.

Although the prosecutor could have

pressed the question to extract a definite answer, he did not do
so.

Count i

64.

(Exhioit 9, page 35) :

Mr. Flumenoaum's

goes'-lon (1), 'A5 you sit here today do you recall any other
reason otner t!;an investment in Tong II?" was changed in the
translation to a negative question om.,idasemasen Ka? ('Can't you
recJ

i

.

.

.1').

As in tne prior question, the use of a negative
mr. Kamlyama was

stron;.y that there were otner reasons.

being pressured into responding that there were otner reasons
oecs4se ot what the translator nad said, not bec4use ut wnac Or.
Fl4menoaxa had said.

mr. komiyama's response said szmpiy

'I

i!ivested for development.'

:z aduition, while tne question sought a "yes' or "no"
answer.

mt. xamiyama did not give one.

He never explicitly

addressed whether or not there were other reasons.

Moreover, at

no point in nis t,:stimchy did Mr. Kamyama say that this was the
.,ole reason for his inJestmer.t.

Thus, nis answer was unresponsive.

:IocniznKi asked tor 'some other, wore reasons,"
es: tntr.

very amoLguous rendition.
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S0 too was the Insertion
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of the meaningless but possibly misleading, 'And, now here, you
are in the court."

A definite answer can hardly be expected from

such a formulation.

Indeed it can reasonably be said that the

question compounded the existing confusion.
Count 1

65.

(Exhibit 8, page 36):

The question (1), 'Were

you having any immigration problems at the time?" is mistranslated
in (2) to ask, "Did you have any problems with the immigration
office?'

Quite clearly there is a distinction between immigration

problems and problems with the immigration office.

Mr. Kamiyama

attempts to ask for a clarification, and the court-appointed
translator puts in much more information than Mr. Flumenbaum had
asked.

The interpreter creates examples, changing the question

fro.i 'W:re you having any immigration problems at this time?' to

something lice 'Problems with entering the country or visa
problems?'

Mr. Kamiyama's response to this is 'I didn't have any

problems.'

He may be answering the question 'I didn't have any

trouble entering the country.'

It is not clear whether nis

response 'I didn't have anY problems' is responding to 'problems
with the immigration office' or 'problems with entering the
couotry.'
aunt

bb.

1

(Exhibit 6, `aye 37):

The question from

Mr. Flumenbaum, 'Did you purchase the shares in Tong Ii in order
to enanJe you to stay in the U.S. for a longer period of time?',
is once again translated by the court interpreter as d negative
T.:estIon, "Oldn't you do that as a means to legalize your stay in
Mr. Kamiyama asks at that point 1(

this country ?'

he can have a-"IP

word witf, his lawyer.
t7,

Count

1

(Exhibit 13, page 38):

Question (1), 'Did you

maKe your investment in Tong 11 in part tor the purpOSe of staying
in this country for a longer period of time?', is translated
fairly well.

Mr. Kamiyama's response to tnat is once again

mistranslated in (6) because the court interpreter put in the word
*

"pwely' and this is not in hr. Kamsy:sma's response.

6,6

Mr. Kamiyama
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simply aays in (4) "it was for the development or Tong 11
Enterprises that I invested."
Count

1

(Exhioit a, pale 39):

The question,

And your

visa or immigration matters did not enter into tnat at all, is
tnat correct?", is essentially translated in (2).

Mr. Kamiyama's

response is once again mistranslated in (6) to say 'I took that
step purely for the expansion of Tong :1 Enterprises.'

This is

incorrect because, once again, Mr. Kamiyama says simply "I
invested for the purpose of development Tong it Enterprises.'

He

does not say that this is tne sole reason.
e4.

The materials covered in this section of count I then

demonstrate a high degree of vagueness, amoiguity, and imprecision
nn tne part of tne court-appointed translator.

I find It very

ditticalt to conclude that Mr. Kamiyama could have oeen responoiny
Po

.ne fnrent of Mr. lumenbaum's questions or that Mr. Kamiyama's

rq:;pmes were correctly relayeu to Mr. flumenbaum.
There are a numoer or other areas in which tnere are

'U.

;ev,,Pre Olfficaltles with the interpretation.

This is demonstrated

in many situatins in wnicn the interpreter snitts nonorific level
or

leaves .4xpressions vaguely defined.

Mucn of what the

interpreter lt1 co...J be appropriate for a normal converjation or
.1,teract,n,

.;,-n it

wnom, this tip of

I

interpretation is totally unsatisfactory.

interpreter appears tJ be a native speacer of Japanese.
tr;inK

r. nat ne

at
in

is

":nis

l

wou.o

nas some difficulty expressing niMself
is nut related tc, fluency, but rather to means
: ;is expressions are simply incorrect

:

Znv

ak, 'cone burn in Japan who has come to tne United

41 edrli

,4:11,a,

nut to

important to determine wno ULU

tn2/ Jo,

in

.n tact, cause some diffica/ty in

it

anO again It

:o.r

is apparent tnat the

.nterpr.?"er'.3 tran:,;.ation.. 4/e ambiguous, misleading, and
n..r.loer of proto.:id ways.

The translator neither
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rendered Mr. Flumenbeum's questions correctly or unambiguously to
nr. Kamlyama, and he frequently distorted Mr. KarifyilMa's responses

to N:. Flumenbaun.

This analysis has centered on those

question-answer sequences upon winch Mr. KafalyaMa was found guilty
of perjury, Out it is apparent tnat the imprecision and ambiguity
was pervasive.
Oath.
72.

The First Day (July 9, 19d1, SeSSIon 1):

A voice

spoke thu oath in English as follows:
'Do you solemnly swear that tne testimony you are
about to give this Grand Jury in the matter now
pending before it, shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?'

This was translated into Japanese with the following meaning:

AocnZukl; (the interpreter): As for this
case, uh, as for nere, as for the trutn, all, uu,
we (I) think we (/) would like to have you kindly
convey only the truth.'
73.

There are fundamental defects in the oath here due to

the mistranslation of the Interpreter.

The interpreter did not

succeed in administering the oath for two reasons.
not as

a question but stated a vague feeling.

First, he did

Second, ne dad not

translate the essential aspects of the oath, i.e., swearing and
solemnity.
74.

A Drier languLatac analysis or tne normal oatn anu the

:n:erpieter's version demonst':ates quite erfectively how different
the/ Are.

By examining the main verb, the most important elements

in eacn sentence, and seeing wnat noun pnrase and sentential

adjuncts accompany the verb, the following usetul comparison can
be made.
L)rijinAl

I. lain verb: S:iEAR
yo,a

Object: empedded clause A
A. Clause A verb: shall be
sub;cct: (K's) testimony
predicate nominal: truth

Translation

I. Main verb: THINK
sunlect: (l/we)
object: embedded clause A
A.

Clau;;e A verb: liar to nave
subject: (I/we)
object: embedded clause

I. clause I verb: convey
subject.: you (Kamiyama)
ooject: truth
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The differences are substantial.

75.

First, the English

version is a question and requires an answer.

The Japanese

vertilon indicates a feeling and therefore does not require an
answer.
'swear.'

Second, the major verb in the English version is
This is consonant with the requirement Of an oath or
The subject of this main clause is "Mr. KdM1PIMS.'

affirmation.

This ire important because it makes Mr. Kamiyama's actions

gramatically prominent, and thus 'impresses on his conscience the
necessity to toll the truth."
76.

(omoimesu).

In the Japanese version, the main verb is 'think'

The verb in the next emuedued clause is a uesire

("like to have') (itadakitail.

It is not until the lowest, or

least important clause that tne verb to which 'you" is attached,
'convey' (tsutaete), is used.

Not only is this verb ourieo in an

unimportant part of the sentence, it does not project the
solemnity and seriousness of the Verb "swear.'
77.

Altnougn the interpreter snould hav

used Japanese word

tJr "swear," cntKatma:ia, the interpreter did not use it.

tne interpreter's version did not fulfill one of

Tnus,

most basic

requirements of the oath.
78.

The major point of similarity is that both versions

contain the word 'trutn.'

The original places this word and its

modifications in a prominent position as tne predicate nominal in
4n equational clause.

The word is buried in the Japanese version,

being in time least important clause as the direct object ot the
vero "convey.'
79.

Thus 1,

is apparent tnat tne rendition ot tne oatn into

Japanese is a tallure in tnat it does not solicit agreement, it
does not convey the same information as the original, ana it does
not convey tne solemnity required.

Moreover, in attempt:rng to

Aomtntster the ,'4th, tne interpreter spoke distluent, nalttny,
awKward Japanese.
In Addition, tine language used
ti

tne translation is much

polite for time occasion and ma es it sound as if the court is
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asking for a favor of a superior, rather than demanding Obedience
to the law.

The interchange cannot reasonably be understood as

eliciting any sort of agreement or promise from Mr, Kamiyama.
Finally, Mr. Kamiyama's answer does not fulfill his side of
the oath, even assuming that the first portion of the oath met
minimum requirements.

Mr. KLmiyama's response, 'Hai° ("yes'),

must be seen in the context of a statement rather tnan a
question.

The expression hai in Japanese is ambiguous.

meaning is, 'Yes I agree/understand.'

One

Another meaning is simply

'I have heard you.'
80.

(July 9, 1981, Sessions 2 and 3)

At the beginning of Session 2, the following was said in
English:

.fujnder oath.
The w:.trIssa is still under oath.
.

.

In English, the Japanese Mr. KaMiyaM8 nearu was:

The oath from before, even now un, it's in
effect, so
the oath from oefore.
.

.

Mr. Kamiyama replied, nai, which means either yes" or 'I
heard you.'
81.

No full oath was given at this session.
Similarly, at Session 3, the following occurre0:

What was said in English:
And Mr. Kamiyama, you're still under oath.
What Mr. Karnlyil= heard:

Uh, the oath from hetore, OK?
effect, so
.

.

it's still in

.

What the court neard:
(Nothing translated.)

what mr. Kamiyama said:
hai.
(a)
(0)

Yes,

(or)

I heard you.

And later in the same session:
What was said to English:

Would you remind tne witness he's under oat'?
Still under oath, sir.

664
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What Mr. Kamiyama heard:
en, the oath from before is still in infect.
wnat the court heard:
Yew.

What Mr. Aamiyama said:
lesu.

yes.

No full oath was given at this session.
The Second Day (July 16, 1981, Session 1):

82.

A voice

spoke the oath in English as follows:

You do solemnly swear that the testimony you are
aoout to give to this Grand Jury in the matter now
pending betere it shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?'
The interpreter rendered this in Japanese that translates as
follows:

'At tnis time before the Grand Jury, OK7 We'd like
to have you give a Statement as a reference and as
for this, uh, everything we'd like to have you
convey only the truth."
This effort was a somewhat more elaborate administration of
the oath, but. here, too, serious problems of mistranslation

eirst, the oath was rendered not as a question, but as a

existed.
statement.

Second, elements of the oath, such as "swear' and

'solemnly' were not conveyed at all.
Moreover, according to the tape recording, fir. Kamiyama

aceAlly gave no vetual response to the interpreter's renuition
:he request to tell the truth.

Nevertheless, the interpreter

unilaterally said "Yes'.

83.

(July 16, 1941, Session 2)

The following was said in English:

Would you remind the witness that he is still under
oath? Would the witness and the interpreter please
remember you're both under oath, as of tnis moment.
Mr. Kamiyama heard the Japanese equivalent of:
For eotn the interpreter and the witness,
previous oath is still in effect so
.

665:
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Mr. Kamiyama said:
Kai, wakarimashita.
(a)
(b)

Yes,

I understand (,orj
I heard you.

Uo full oath was given at this session.
84.

The Third Day (July 21, 1981, Session 1):

Any record

of the administration of an oath is missing from the tape,
although the transcript reports that Mr. Kamiyama was duly sworn.

85.

(July 21, 1981, Session 2)

The following was said in English:

Would you please remind the witness he's still
under oath?
Under oath.

Mr. Kamiyama heard words meaning:
Uh, the oath os still in effect, so

.

Ir. Kamiyama said:
test.),

ye,.

Uo full oath was given at this session.
66.

July 21, 1981, Session 3)

The following was :,aid in English.

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are
about to give to this Grand Jury in the matter now
pending before it shall be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Kamiyama heard the Japanese equivalent of;
Right now, the testimony that we would like to have
you give at tne grand jury, we would like to nave
you speak all and only tne truth.
Kamtydm4 341d:
hal

wakarimasnita.

(a)
(b)

Yes, X understand. (or]
Yes, I heard you.

The Interpreter rendered this as, 'Yes.'
Hero again, the Interpreter's version of the oath was in the
trm of a decl"rara.ive statement, and no word for "swear' was
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used.

Also as in the first oath administration, Hr. Kamiyama's

response was ambiguous.
Periury Warnings
The First Day (.:uly 9,

al.

The tollowiny

1981, session 1):

interchange occurred (the words spoken oy tne prosecuting
attorney, Martin Flumenoaum, are followed by accurate translations

ot the words of the interpreter, Mr. Noonizuki, and of the
witness, Mr. Kamiyama):
u.

Finally, jr. Kamiyama, it you
(Mr. Flumenhasml:
should give a false answer or fail to testity
completely and truthfully in response to L;Aestion
that I as y'u, you could be charged with a
separate criminal, uh, violation for perjury or
tar obstruction of Justice.
Do you understand
that,'

(Mr. MochtZukl].
And
and, uh, witn today's
guestIons and answers, un, if there are any false
answers or to neglect to testify, separately, see
there is a possibility that you will be criticized
according to criminal law.
A.

IMr. Kamiyama):
but

.

.

.

That means not the tax laws,

.

Mochizukil: Does that mean that on top or or
apart from the tax laws?

wlumenouml:

That's correct, it you should

testify falsely.
IMr. MOch1Zdkl];

Jh

.

.

.

testimony

.

.

.

if you oend your
ee
to:,itimony or tnings like tnat.
t,-!stlmony

A.

.

.

.

.

.

That means (that
(Mr. KaMlyamal;
charged witn perjury?

shall L)e)

I

Does that mean, once aga_n, that
(Mr. Mocnizukil!
I am trying to
snall be charged for
1
[Mr. FlumenDaum wnispered:
tied the word.
'perjury.] Fraudulent answers or trauouient,
well, negligence of testimony or .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It you snould Knowingly and
Flumenbauml:
4111ti1Y give talse answer to this Grand jury
Do you unaerstand tndrl
tnat Is a separate crime.
knowingly, you know
.
.
Un,
:Mr. AncnIzuK1;:
the meaning is that tne act ot
ee
aaa
maKInq false statements, or
twisting your testimony, can become comparable to
Is tnat clear to you?
c..)mmlttInq a crime.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A.

(nc. Kamiyama):
Imr. Mochizukil:

Yes,
Yes.

6r

.

.

I understand.
I understand.

.

.

.
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88.

It is far from clear 'from this exchange that Mr.

Kamiyama was given a sufficiently clear explanation to permit nom
to understand the gravity of the situation or that he understood
he could be charged with perjury it he gave false testimony.
89.

Tn the first statement concerning perjury, the
prosecutor stated, 'Finally, Mr. Kamiyama, if you snould give
false answer or fail to testify completely and trutnfully

4

in

response to a question that I asK you, you could be cn4rged with a
separate criminal violation for perjury or for obstruction
justice.
90.

Do you understand that?'

of

Of note are tour points.

First, the prosecutor clearly stated that giving a

false answer could result in a separate charge of perjury or
obstruction of justice.

However, in the interpreter's rendition,

there is no mention of the word for perjury.

A competent

tra slator familiar with the Japanese judicial system would nave
easily supplied the word gishoozai, which means 'perjury.'
91.

Second, in stating wnat could happen if Mr. Kamiyama

prJvided false answers (Kyoli no kotae) or neglected f-.o testify

Isnooqen o okotaruj, the interpreter said only that Mr. Kamiyama
could be 'criticized' (hinan sareru).

The Japanese expression did

not convey the gravi,:y tnat tne English expression 'charged with
perjury' does.

Mr. Kamiyama apparently did not understand tnis

completely since ne asxed for a clarification (to la kOtO wa
ZQ1;100 le hagushite?;("That means not the tax laws, Out

9.

.

.

.') .

The prosecutor responded to this by saying, 'That's

correct, it you should testity falsely.'

This was a clear and

unambiguous response to Mr. Kamiyama's question.

The prosecutor

apparently felt tnat he clarified any contusion tnat Mt. Kamiyama
"lay nave :lad.

However wnen this was conveyed to Mr. Kamiyama by

interpreter, tnere was no word union answered Mr. Kantyana's
?:;ere was notning equivalent to 'that's correct.'
9i.

Third, tne interpreter furtner contused tne issue by

'.he expression snooyen o magetari ("bend your testimony or
things l:Ke tnat').

This statement had the ertect of minimizing
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tne seriousness of not stating the truth both by using

a

colloquial expression and by using the representative torts ut toe
vero, tne meaning of which is conveyed by "and things like that.
0
Fourth, Mr. Kamiyama then apparently sought to clarity

94.

He asked, to lu koto wa gishoozal ni towateru to

the situation.

ta kOto desu ka? ('that means that I shall be charged with
Thus it was Mr. Kamiyama, not tne interpreter,' wno

perjury''),

first st4ted the proper word for perjury.
ter. Kamiyama's question required u yes or no answer.

:n putting Mr. Kamiyama's question into Englisn, tne interpreter

unaOle to think of the Englisn word perury,' even
to the tape, mr. plumenbaum wnispered tne word

thulh,

'Does

:nstead, the interpreter used cir':umlocution.

'perjury.'

tnat mean, once again. that I Shall be chtIrged for

.

.

.

I am

.

Plryino 'o rind tne word. (Mr. PlumenDaum onispered; 'perjury.')

Fra.idlont .mowers or traudulent wets, negligence of testimony
C)

,'rosecutdr ,ould not nave Known that

)t).

asKed a ye* or no question.

Komiyahla

Yet tn i4CK or a struignttorwaro

,* Qr no answer resulted in an amhiyuit/ about what he miynt oe
that

parti,h4larly in view of the eat/ier 40;

,:haroo

'cr;.tIclzed. (ilnan sarers) It he 'rent the truth."

;s

An analog/ is in order to make this point clearer.
an nos made his 9irifilend

s

t3;0c,

:

'fe*.'
,u1.4.,)rt

t;ay..!

t ne

prc,4n.int.

An unamo:q.iuu:s re ponce would

to mArri net:"

tne tatnet reponds, '.Jell, you nave to

lf,

4n,.: ;Ive cnild support, and things like tnAt,' tne

her

Nay.: :0

tne answet means No,
mirry her,

r, ut

.;fl-n

*1-h per;:ri,'
'ie5' ah*-,4e:

1i.l nave to reC(Jyrilhr other KeSpunSil
'!!",

FanlydMa 4.1:04,*,

unar-jeu

In eslience, 'W1:1

sh umomLo,)us resp4sse is "Yes*"
tne

Itle."

ogical coh.:lsision that

Tne laCK ut 3
:Ir.

Kamiyama

1

would nut te L'r,e1;,4ed w.tn per jury, although he may be tlelJ

rfspG.nsivie fur .;ometninq else.

66,3

'That this sotething elue is Or
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lesser consequence is the natural conclusion because of the
interpreter's prior use of the expression hinan sareru ("be
criticized").

99.

The second Dax (July 16, oal, session 1):

The

prosecutor began to explain the perjury warning to Mr. Kamiyeula as
follows:

Inc. Flumenbaum):
I advised you of your rights
last week before the Grand Jury and I am not going
to repeat them at this time except to advise you
that if you answer any questions tnat I put to you
falsely, you should be aware that that is a
separate federal crime.
It has nothing wnatsoever
to do with
and you can be prosecuted
separately for that crime. You understand tnat7

Q.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Mr. Mochizuki): Since I explained your personal
rights the time before, I won't repeat them, out
in your statement if there is a false answer or
statement, even though it's outside this cases,
there is a situation where this will become an
adverse charge against you, so in any case, please
pay careful attention.
(Mr. KamiyaMa):

A.

(Mr. Mochizi, 1):

(inaudible)

Yes, it's clear.

mr. Kamayama was not given an explanation sufficiently

100.

clear reasonably to permit him to unuerstano the gravity of the
situtation or that ne could be charged with perjury.

Ur.

Fiunenbauth stated, '(I will) advise you that if you answer any

question that I put to you falsely, you should be aware that that
is a separate federal crime.

It has notrung to do with

you cn be prosecuted separated for that crime.

.

.

.

and

You understand

that?'
101.

There are two aspects of Mr. Flumenoaum's explanation

that are it special importance oecause they were not conveyed to
Mr. Kamiyama.

First, Mr. Flumenbaum stated, 'false testimony

constitutes a separate federal crime.'

This was translated as

'false answer or statement, even tnougn it's outside tnis case,
tnere

7.3

a situation where this will become an adverse charge

against ;cos.

he translation is virtually impenetrable.

beyond that, there was no reference to the fact that false

67u

But
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testimony is a separate federal crime.

Again, Mr. Kamiyama had

been informed the week before that he might tie criticized for
false testimony.

It i, entirely possible that Mr. Kamiyama

continued to adher,., to the belief that false testimony was

something he ee,s responsible for, but that false testimony did not

constitute a separate criminal offense.
102.

Second, or. Kamiyama evidently was not given an

opportunity to ask a question eouut this to attempt to clarify any
potential contusion.

Mr. Flumenoaum provably thought ne nab given

Mr. Kamiyama the opportunity to ask questions since he askew,

understand that?

You

Since the interpreter's response was 'Yes, it's

clear,. it appears that Mr. Kamiyama understood.

However the

interpreter mistranslated the gwes'.on as "please pay careful
attention,' a polite command that did not give Mr. Kamiyama the
opportunity to ask tar a clarification.

UA.

The Third d-ay (...11.7 11, 1981, Session 1):

The

prosecutor oegan to explain the perjury warning to Mr. Kamiyama as
fo,low.;

[Mr. Flumennaum): And let Me again repeat to you
wnat I mentioned to you at both prior sessions,

that if you should give any false answer'to any
questions that are put to you, that's a separate
federal crime, and you can be prosecuted for that.
Ah, I explain, I (kindly)
;Mr. Mochizuki):
explained this twice oefore, but, uh, If you give
a false statement, tnat will oecome, a, uh, again
Completely, a new charge.
A.

,'to respanse.)

At this session,

the

are proulem occur.'u.

mr. flumenoaom's statement weis clear.

HCweVer, in tnt:

interprett!r's 'dk!rsion t:lere was no mention of either a feoeral

crime or a prosecution.

Thus, in View or the reference to

previous warnings, tnere is the uistinct possibility that ;Sr.
a:,,soCi4tinu 'false statement' with oetily

Kamli3r4 w43
c:riti;:ized.

7h:5

as...!

not ,:onvey the sera0Us consequences of veiny

prosecutoo toc a teoetal crime.
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Fifth amendment warnings.
104.

The First Day (July 9, 1981, A.M. Session 1):

The

tollowing exchanges occurred (translations AS 4DOVS):
1110

(Mr. Plumenbaum):
'You are entitled to certain
rights, and let me explain to you what those rights
are.
First, you may refuse to answer any question it
a truthful answer to that question would tend to
incriminate you, personally, in any way, snape or
form. Do you understand that?'

(Mr. Mochizuki):"
tnere Are several rignta
granted to you.
L will have the pleasure ut
explaining tnese to you.
First, you are able to
refuse answera to questions which may causeay,u to
fall into crime.
Do we have your kind understanding?'
.

10r. Kamiyama):

.

Hal
(a)
(b)

Yes (or)
I heard.

(mr. Flumenbaum):
"F",cond, anything you do say here
could me used against you, not only by this Grand Jury
but in a court of law.
Do you understand that?
(M
Mochizuki): Also, as for what you Kindly state
h re today, uh, there is a possibilityithat (it) may
ecome (something) to your disadvantage. As for that,
an (I) have your kind understanding?
.

(Ti Mr. Flamentsauml:

Me wants a repetition.

Mr. Flumenbaum):
You should be aware that anything
you do say in front of this Grand Jury can oe used
against you, not only Dy this Grand Jury, out in any
court proceeding.
Do you understand that?
(mr. mochlzwkLI:
Today, what you'kindly state, un, at
this Grand Jury, uh, to your disadvantage, may oe
uh, in tne future
used, and also, un, legal
steps from now on, (something) which continues, un,
among them also, uh, a possibility exists that it may
be used to your disadvantage. Is that clear? Do you
understand?
.

(Mr. Kamiyama):

.

Hal.
(a)
(b)

Yes (or)
I heard.

umenbaum):
'Finally, Mr. Kamiyama, it you
4ive a false answer or tail to testify
completely and truthfully in response to questions
you, you could ue cnarged with a separate
that I as
criminal
violation fw per)ury or fa::
uh
.
Do you unaerstandl*
obstruction at Justice.
[Mr.

shout.

.

.

izuki); And, ana, ah, with tooay's questions
(Mr. M(
un, if tnere are any false answers
and Ana-ers,
Cr neglect to testify, separately, theCO.18 a
possibility r.hat you will oe criticised according to
criminal law.
From tr,e outset it appears that Mr. Kamiyama did not
.

.
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understand the warning.

Me et first asked for a repetition.

However, the interpreter's attempted clarification failed, for
example, to state that what Mr. Kamiyama was to say could be used ,.

against him in any scourtproceedinge.,

Horeavee, in the Mull
f

passagts, the interpreter

1(..d that refusing testimony itself
a

is prohibited, effectively hu..ting tne statement or rights
explained 3arlier.
105.

The Second Day (July 16, 1961, A.M. Session 1);

At

the beginning off the first session on the 16th of July, the
prosecutokA ave perpiry warnings to Mrs. Kartyama, but sought not

to repeat the statement of fifth amendment rights because, he
ou of your rights last week..

said, 'I advised
brought up the iss

,

When Mr. Kjararyama

a

however, the prosecutor stated the following:

'.'t any time' Mr. iamiyasa, that I ask you ,i\question
and you want to invoke your Fifth Amendment
privileges, P ease feel free to do so.'

The interpreter rendered this as follows:
1

'And, un, whenever I ask you a que stion, well,
according to the revised item of the fifth articled
you are protected, so, as for using that that is your
right.'

106. ,Even assumxhg a correct translation, it

by no means

clear tnat Mr. Kamiyama, as a Japanese citizen, would nave Known
what the fifth amendment privilege is.

Just as the average-

American may understand wnat the fiftn amendment protects, the

average Japanese knows what MokuAXen

to remain silent)

This Japanese expression was never used by the

;leans.

interpreter, nor did tne interpreter here otherwise explain the
concept.
107.

The translation was, however, not correct.

Instead of

'fifth amendment' the interpreter referred to the 'revised item of
-A

mne fifth article."

The term 'fifth Amendment' is an example of d

frozen expression with an institutional meaning separate from the
individual words considered by themselves.

meanings of t1I

interpreter's version cannot reasonably be viewed as its
equivalent.

.
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The Third Day (July 21, 1981, Session 4):

108.

There was

no`explanation of fifth amendment rights at the - first session on

It was not until the afternoon that the concept of fifth

July 21.

amendment rights wall mentioned by the prosecutor.

During the

questioning, the prosecutor said the following:
If you
"I an asking you questions, Mr. Kamiyama.
want to refuse to answer them, you can refuse to
answer tne questions, but you have to answer
It you want to refuse
whatever questions I ask you.
to answer them and exercise your rirq amendment
rights, you can.'

The interpreter translated this in the rioltwing fashion:

'Now, I an directing my questioneto yrii, out, if
according to . .
you rill insist on refusing . .
uh .,. the fifth article, you know, amended . . .
solnathing Pike an amended law, is it?
well
according to that, you have the rignt to
refuse. However, uh, we think we'd like you to
answer the Questions we have asked you as much as
possible.'
.

.

.

110.

.

.

Here again the interpreter inaccurately rendered

'fifth amendment.'

Moreover, the interpreter,failed-to preserve '

the tone of the prosecutor's statement.

While tine prosecutor

finished with an acknowledgment of a privilege not to answer, the
translation ended by saying "we'd like you to answer.'

I declare under penny of Per)ury under the laide of the
United states of America tnat the foregoing is t
Executed on July 18, 1984.

e

ti

41-20 0

43

85
4
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INTICOMTIVS APINVEN

L.

4.

I doubt it, because Z took it
up myself, and did iii what
1 had ta do. to, I don't think 'he

Cid Adv. Noon knpw he owned stock
in Tong Xi, chit stock ire' inc..
114011 in Tons 117

Nitknew it.
11

MCA? rgrtItPk?Tri ?MX
:orrect
traustat.

WCITAKA

MN, KAPIZYPAA$ V AMIAL AMMO

2.

And. At (in) Tong II, um did (you or he)
anew that there are stocks in the

Correct
?consist.

3.

I don't think (he) knows (about it).
I decided (it), spell i did (it).
.

amwerend's nosier

Ixesoraers
ALI asks question in tares of w6a owned* stock and whose "nags' it was ist
(2) dotspet ask who 'ow ed° it-but cway whose 'noes" it was in.

.

S.

an Nochisuki's Japanose (2), it is not ciesr-who knows about gammons amiss steaks.'

C.

In sochisukOs Japanese (;.), the honorific orirehoshiti doss mot diffscestiete betimes' Mr. *aoa'
knowing and Kr. Landyeraes knowlsg.
ti

631.

7

tioLs _iskranvit rims

Did you tell Reverend Moon that you had
/Bailed S0,000 dollars worth of stock
is his name?

RwAT INTOPMETER ;OLD neXAMIYAMA
Cnerect
Tranelst.

No.

I newer mentioned it.

MA. IAMITAMA'S ACTUAL. AMER

2.

And, sb, hove yon ever talked about
there being stocks worth $500--eh,
$50.000 in t%. Severend's;nams7

3.

correct
Translat.

A.

Not clear who was involved in conversations.,

S.

Rot choir who issued the stock.

C.

Use of verb aru Wisdom) indicates existence of something rather
than an @lotion sualirresuins.

0.

4

INTIMPRATER'S ansysx

1.

1

tt3 is not i response to (17.

VOOSZCVMS'S QUESTWO
never discussed it with hiw7

1.

mupnrren's wallow
it was like my simply
borrowing hie name and I did

%Mo.

esecutelt.

4.

SWAT zwrzolmft sew N. SANTE
Direct

2.

That, eh, you'4e never discussed tLe
"-talk with (scomone) at 41, right,

NR. ti1MIZYAM'i ACTUAII AMEN
Correct
Tcsnelet.

3.

No, because i borromea his ease, and
decided, and did it myself.

COMMENTS

1. Not clear with whom M. tanname had the conversation.
5.

The word !imply la sot in Mr. Somiyameloresponse.

C.

The word like is notris Kt. Saansion response.

R.

The word execute is not in Kr. Samiyama's response. The word execute
(loans °To carry out what Ls required by't farinashits, 004A0 simply did
(American Heritage Dictionary of the eng1Lsh Language). This implies
that Mgr. Samiyaas is [ottomans someone's orders, end Kr. Ismiymen does
not say hs is doing this.

Po

(4) is not a respones to (1).

ti

POOSECUTOR'S QUESTIONS

INTtkPUTZR'S AMMAR

1.

bid haverend Moon sign-any documents in
connection with his ownership of stock in Tong II?

ono' INTIRPRSTEA rums Kn. UNIVAC
Correct
Trisslat.

03, there was no such occasion.

1

2.

And, uh, omnceraing the ownership of stock
cartificate(s), the ownership of stock(s),
uh, didn't the Reverend have to sign, on
docemenk(s), wasn't there that kind of thing'

RS. 'ARTEMIS'S ACTUAL ANSW0:1
Correct.
Translat.

No.

3.

CorNMENTS
A.

Mochisuki's Japanese (2) contains an expression which means 'had to sign'.

S.

Mochisuki's Japanese (2) is in negative while (1) is in affirmative (Implication on the part
of Mochisuki's Japanese (2) that there were such occasions while (1) is neutral).

C.

tochisukLes Japanese (2) does not sake it clear that NOV Moos owns the stocks
is vague.

D.

t.

PROSECUTOR'S QUESTIONS

The answer in Mr. Mamiyama's Japanese. "arimasen" Is merely negating the fact that the
Pew. Moon had to sign any documents. It does not say anything
whatsoever about whether 'Iv. soon did &fon documents.
(A) 'is not a response to (1).

INTSRPRETER'S ANSWER

I.

WHAT INTERPRETER TOLD MR. KARITAAA

rranslat.

4.

That is correct, and nothing ,r
the specific day-to-day office work.

And you never talked to him about it.

'correct

the utterance

MR. KAMITAMA'S ACTUAL Amon

2.

Correct.
Translat.

And, wh, anyway, as for that matter,
you didn't ta3k to the Reverend?
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3.

/ didn't talk (about it). I newer
_talked about practical business setters.

COMMENTS
A.

14) contains the word and. This 'implies thatlft. Semiramis did not speak
about the ownership of stock and as well ha did not speak about practical
business matters. Mi. Samiyame actually says that the ownership of stock
is one instance of practical &mimes matters.

S.

the response in Mr. Tamlyames Japanese can be assumed to MOIR that MO. Semiramis is talking
about not speaking About the Nev. moon's having to sign oometking.

C.

D.

The Japanese expression fitsunoteki no koto is extremely ambiguous in that
stay mites either everyday
noes act v t es or specific day-to-day activities
and so either does mow does not escomvass Nev. Moan's signing( of documents.
141 is ambiguous response to (11.

COUNT 19

PMOSICTMNOWS QUESTIONS

QD

IMTMSPASTIR'S AMIN=

1.

You carried the checkbook with jou from the very
beginning of the *mount?

MAT INTIIIPMSTZS TOW MS. KAMITAMA
Cacrect
Trans/et.

4.

Tee I kept it myself. from
the beginning.

MA. MAMITAMWS AC UM. AM=

2.

SO, at the very beginning, Isomeonel
established the account, sod from the
beginning, you, as for the checkbook ... car--

correct.
Tranelat.

that, I managed (M.

6S5
4

3.

COMMENTS

r

A.

Mochisukil Japanese (2) Inch' a nein verb. it could have been interpreted by
Mr. ramiyama to mean any number of things--did you order
the checks for it (chuumon'shimashits kW is one such possible reeding. '

S.

In in Mr. itemiyama's Japanese Mr. ItsmIgase does not say

C.

In his Japanese answer, Mr. Itsmiyame does not may from the beginning although this is in (4)

O.

It is not clear how Mr. Papayas* interpreted this question.

E.

The translation (4), "yes, I kept i t myeelf, inserts the word °pyself,
which is not in Mr. Samiyama's speech. The insertion of the word yea
in (4) is insidious because it makes timr.QA pair (1)-(4) seem-coftereht.

D.

pnoSrcuTOWS QUESTIONS

although this is in (4).

(4) is ambiguous response to (1).

INTERMTER'S Mien

1.

Did 2everend Moon carry the checkbook
with him?

4.

He doesn't, because I managed it.

"..

WHAT INTERPRETER TOLD M. KAMIYAMA
orrect

2.

Moon, the checkbook,
(kr. Xamiyama coughs and says hai (*yes"))
doe. he take this together with him (or you)?
is ungrammatical in Japanese.)
(2

Well,as for, It

60 6

KAMIYAMA'S/ACTuSI. ANSWER
Correct.
Translat.

Oh, Os, excuse see.

managed it.

Because
d

3.

ca

a

the checkbook rather
Japan's* (2) asks does Sew Moon carry
than did he carry the checkbook.

A.

lanelpnlarils

S.

with animates
?ha phrase gokisho ni is usually used
is themefore svkard.
Japanese
translation
and not ob3ectil the

C.

P.

-just as in Englial,
The response, in Mr. Xmaiyana's Japanese, means
have
the material
not,necesearily mein that you
something date
in your physical possession.
0

because in charge of

(4) is ambiguous response to (LX.

AlKd AG' M'S *moms

zwrtumnit's MAMA

14

1 never signed it myself, although I
risked him for signature, and 1 N4140
request, but I never Signed

Did you Sign any ofC/he chicks for
Alsserend Moon's account?

Preen.

any nertmafts TOLD M*. KAMITARA
Coisict

TrssLat.

And, have you ewer signed
Mew. Noon's account,

check from

AS. KANITAAA'S ACIVA1. WV=

2.

Correct(
TIBASlat.

'I have never signed (oss).
sign though.
I boneorse

3.

I haws Itcd

4
COPINDITS

A.

It asks if Mr. X has ever signed any checks for Rev Moon's accounts
Nochisuki's Japanese (2) asks if Pr. X has ever signed any checks. The relationship between
the checks being spoken of and Rev. Roon's account is not clear from Japanese construction&

S.

(4) says Mr. t asked fcr a signature, in Japanese Mr. X says he received asignature
from someone, not necessarily Rev. moon.

1

A

C.

(4) says Rs. X isked Rev goon for a signature, in Japanese Ni. X does sot Say he received
Rev Moon's signature.

D.

(4) is ambiguous response to 01.

fmosreuvolvs QUTSTIONS

1.

INTERPRETER'S ANSWER

Reverend Moon signed all the checks?

WA? INTrAPRETER TOLD MR. KAR/TARA
Correct
Transist.

That's correct.

2.

RR. KARIM'S'. ACTUAL ARNIM

And uh, the Reverend always signed all
the checks?

Correct,
Translat.

That is correct.

COMP4FHTS
A.

4.

Upon listening to the tape of the CJ testimony, it spy*
did not correctly hear the tape and that her translation
boned on an erroneous transliteration.
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that Weak&
therefore

3.

Ar'

s.

C.

(1) doss not contais the word slimy', but likochlsekiis Japanese (2) does.
(4) is a response to (I).

psagrorposis QUESTIONS

1.

INTERPRETER'S ARMS

,

And did novel-end Moon write out the other
portion: of the check other than his signature?

wmAT INTERPRETER TOLD MR. EARITARA
.

Torrect
rrsotslat.

,

No, no, he didn't do it.

MR. KARITARA'S ACTUAL AMMER

2.

3.

.

And, uh, were there such occasions that
Reverend Noon writes by himself, otherlthan
'(hi') signature in other places like the tOOlifle?

core-est..

Ns\There aren't?.

There,

can't.

Erase-at.
S.

COMMENTS
A.

(I) ssksid, Mcchieuki's Japanese (2) asks does.

S.

Rochizuki's Japanese (2) specifies tektEgg

C.

Re,

I

D.

alt

amint, although (1) does not mention this.

*ewe's Japanese responds to Nochigukils Japanese (2) wbiel asks does: (4) states did.
--..Japenses states does.

(4) is sabiguaas response to (1).

PRO TIYTOR'S QUEST/006

INTIMPRETSR'S AMMER

1.

TOU prepared all the checks for his?

689

That's correct.

4.

WHAT SNTEXPRrrEll TOLD HR. RARITAN*

Correct
Iranslat.

NA. KAIMANUOI

2.

That is to say, is it that (y4U or someone) filled out all other pieces except
for the signature so that (you or someone)
asked far a signature?

Correct.
Transist.

acruiL AMA=

I.

Yes.

or

cotarwrs,
A.

Mr. Itaaistames Japanese is woo desu, not unclear.

S.

Mcchisukiss Japanese (2) doesinot ask all the checks, but other portions or places.

C.

Mcchisuki's Japanese (24 does not ask you prepared, it

D.

!Sochi:cities Japanese (2) assumes Kr. g first prepared:the checks and than the Sisverend
Noon signed thou: (11 does not have this assueption.

g.

(1) asks 'for him' which liMans 'for his benefit', Kochisuki's Japanese (2) ask* ifiar-his
(or the) signature which say or may no! be for his benefit.

F.

Not clear from this who prepared the checks and who asked hew. Moon
It could be Kr. gaMlyams, or it could have been
for a signature.
someone else, in which else i4) is agreeing to the fact that someone
else did these thIngW.

G.

(4) is not a response to (I).
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ti

unspecified.

/IP

He never wrote anything other
than his Awn signature as far as

Did lisversed Moat ever write ny pottion /
the check[ on the( Chase m,4 /mitten &malet other than his signature?

o

WHAT INTERPRETER TOLD \R. KAMITAMA
correct
trasslat.

4.

INTERPRETER'S ANSWER

t.

imormeurows putsTtoms,

r ommant r.

KANITANA'S ACTUAL ANSWER

2.

Correct.
yranslat.

In other places
(repeating the guestionlly
than signature, eh, did Nev. Negorwrite in
some things by himself?
tike the date or anything other than his
signature?

.

3.

The Reverend has never written anything
rather thel the signature, as far as I know.

di

CONNUTS
A.

This vacation bad to be repeated alt4ugh the repetition is not
part of the indictment.

N.

Kr. itaniyama's Japanese is not a response to Nochieuti's Japanese (2), but to the repetition
which is not pert of the indictment.

C.

Not clear In Nochimuki's J4anese (2) whole is doing the writing.

D.

Kr. eamiyama6s Japanese states as tar as I hnoltand (4) states as far 44 I remember

E.

The following differer,o,nre found upon listening to the tapes of the grand
jury testimony, between what was actually said and what vas transcribed far the

C#44.

/

631:

(*)- lispover wrote anything other than his (own) signature as far
indictaant.
as 1 remember. fim-perenthesis. not on taps.)
t.

'

(4) Is a response to (1)..

mrtminvivi

1.

PeCISECUTOR'S %GESTION;

?

SO to your knoi ledge he never wrote anything
but the signature, is that correct?

AXWAlt

the° best of isy knowledge ,C,

Reverend never affixed anytKincai

other than the signature in the
book, in the check.
roe

I,

XWAT zwrrArarcit TeLD RX. KAM/YAKA,

ct
*lat.

,

MR. kAMITAKA.1 ACTUAL ANSWER

2.

Correct.
That Alto say, as far tow know, Mew.
ansist.
him; other than
Nracm has new,ar written a
ckk'N
that
(riOO)?
the signature on the check, is

3.

*Yes, as files I know, he has done nothing
but sign.

caattorrs
A.

it 4.4 not in OA.
Xochizuki's Japanese (2) inserts the phAss on the Check Although

X.

correct although it is in (I).
Nochisuki's Japanese (2) does not contain the phrase is that
A
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.

0

the book, le the chack,,although thi s
Ms. Namiyame's Japanese 6oes not contain the phrase(e) le
is in (4).

C.

(4) Is a response to (I),

b.

viniArna. I MI MI

1.

Nortriman's QUtIPTIONS

tea, that's
regarded it
represented
Unification

We are talking about the Chase Manhattan
checking 0CCOUAt which was opened solelyi
In his names Is that clear?
4

WHAT INTrAPIttiTe TOLD MR. KAMITAMA

7Vanalat.

2.

That account cof the Chas: Manhattan Sank ie
solely under the lieveremSes own name, isn't
it? Nothing to do with (his) wife?
*

correct, but I
as Reverend Moon who
the International
Church.

,

,......

orrect

4.

...

Correct..
Tvanslat.

MA. XAMiTAMAIS AGIVAL Anne

3.

Right. Set I thought it was
!reverend Moon who was representing the
internetionsi Unification Church.
res.

)(-

CCOINIttrTS

ar

A.

(I) seeks to ensure that the comments wade immediately prior to
this were concerned with Ser. Moon's actions in the respect to
the Chase Manhattan Sankt 01Wchisukits Japanese (2) does not do this, it merely confirms
that the Chase Manhattan account was in the Now. Moon's nano.
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I.

Mr. Ramlytaa's Satnese contirma the account is in the Mee. mocon's name: it does not
is clear that trot immediately price discussion
confitm that Mr.
concerned the Chase Manhattan checking eccount.

C.

(1) specifies checkin4 account - Nochieukiii Japanese (2) says only toga (accuentl.

D.

mt. Kamiyamee Japanese may be 141-pending to the plural interpretation of deposits in
Mechisuklis Japanee0k(2) rather than deposit in Cl) in whiefl case (4) Is not e'clear response.

R.

(4) is ambiguous response to (1).

Cana II

POCIMUTDR'il cURSTIOMM

IMTIMPUTTR'S AMUR

I.

Now, what was the Lunen deposit, single
deposit that was made kle Reverend Moon's account?

I think itipmas around four
It

hundred ?sand dollars,

4 8,1
k
k

WA? INTIRPRETER TOLD MR. KAKITAMA

Un, is for the amount accumulated in the
Correct
reverend's account. tow much was the
Trans/at.
largest amount?
.

694
4,

MR. KARITARell ACTUAL Mat* 0

2.

Correct.
Trenslat.

3.

I think it naa about $404,001. I don't
remenifer the precise sum exactly.10

Jr

or,

2 J talks in terms of eccomulatid, not deposited.

A.

(4) is art a response to (I).

A.

POICSACUTOR'S QUESTIONS

INTEXPAETTS AMAX

I.

I don't rmember who I asked to
do so. One thing is far sure. I
didn't do it myself

Mho deposited that money?

WHAT itatiebtrnit TOLD NA. EAM:YAMA
:crrsct

.

MX. AMMITAMA'S ACTUAL ANNEX

2.

As for that, who WAS it that,d4posited (427

correct.
Trawslibt.

misw4st.

4 .

I don't remember who I asked.
that I don't go.

3.

It(i a fact

I.

EattmEters

A.

I does not have thp Japanese word for !money in it although
Moohistai's Japan*
in (I).
the word sons
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s.

.',

S.

C.

kr. Smear's& says nothing like "one thing is for sure, at in

(4).

MrunitYmme'll Japanese says Mr. X doesn't go (to the bank); (4) says Mr. X didn't do
v
it.
.
.

D.

ev

(4) is not a response to 41.1.

k

/

.

t.

PROSSCUTOR'S QUESTIONS

1.

INTERPRETER'S ANSWER
And/where did you get the money, that four
hundred thousand dollars, lo deposit
Reverend Moon's account?

NuAT INTERPRETER Toth MI. XAMIYAMA

4.

From rosily rUnd.

2.

MR. XAM1YAMA'S ACTUAL ANSWER

3.

4i

erect
amslet.

That $400,000, as for that, as for the origin.
,uhers was It?

Correct.
Transist.

Tautly fund(s).

COMM%
A.

S.

D.

E.

(I) asks where Mr, K received the money which was to be used far the
purpose of depositing in Rev. Moon's account, and Mochizoki's ',tartans*. (2) does dot mention
this.
Mr. Restyling's Japanese says that the origin of the monOi was the 'sally fund, but it does not
say that Mr. X physically received the 'stymy. Thiele implied in (4).

The following differences were found upon listening to the tapes of the grand
fury testimony, between whet was actually said and what 11411 transcribed im the
And where did you get the money, that four hundred thousand
indictment. (I)
dotter's, to deposit (in Reverend Moon's account)? ($n parenthesis not on tiPs).
14) is not a response to (t).
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..

PROSECUTOR'S INTSTION

at,

"-----t;

INEERPRATER'S ANSWER

And where was the money actually at pie tins
before you depoalted it into Moon's account?

:

MAT INTERPRETER 7VLD MR. KAMIYAMA
,orreCt

franeLat.

4.

I wasn't physically in charge
for that fund. Rut I may have
asked Kiss Tomato Toni. T-o-e-o-k-o

2.

Well, (you say) it's the family Fund, but
where was it actually? That four hundred
thousand dollars, right bilfOe you sigma
(ix the bank)?

K?. KANITANA'S ACTUAL ANSWER
Correct.
Translat.

I.

Since I wasn't directly in charge of
that money, since I went to ask (someone).
But I may have asked Kies ?mote Torii,
but without clear recollection.

("oilmen
A.

Nochigukige Japanese f21 uses the verb tsumitsteru which means to 'save', not *deposit,
there is no expression equivalent to 'into MoonTraccount".

S.

NochicuRi's Japanese (2) specifies that the money was from the family funds (1) does not do
this.

Nochfeukiis Japanese (2) specifies 1400,000 while (1) does mot.
Mr. Eamiyase's Japanese attire that Ms. II asked someone else to take. care of the fund.

(4) says Mr. A was^ t physically In charge of the funds in Kr. lamiyama's Japanese he
'Wee that he was not directly in Charge.
P.

The following differences were found upon listening to the tapes of the grand jury
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JG

,1

teteitlIWYP, between what was actuallg said and what was transcribed in the indictment.
NOIllehmre was the money ectually at (that) time before you deposited it into
Whets hPounas)3 andictment Rays the time and into Moon's account.')
(1.1

V,

(4:1 14 inUi woos referees to 1111.

it".
Plipti
We

,

Artge el41 C.0% fwesif lokmir,,A

thousand dollars- -

Over the years, oar bretnren
from Japan, who clot to USA, they
contribute, and it was imumulatid.

how did Ns IoNt kolv favir hitafterv% thoosseid daslisra
that YaM aithcf%ihei

Laws 40V. NOWs account?

oVILk4 Itrarrvtry

moot

,r4"Prens

nmi YAM

2.

KR. RARITAWS ACTUAL ANSWIlk

dotter,.

Correct.

A /VA, ea One tette #44arcs, Where did

Translate.

f tench

It
7o

.4
!crAvitgis

lit.
IM.

Well, ah, many Japanese brother, and sisters.
Japanese ..sobers, cams to Americo, pretty many
in number. Those people continuously collected
the money which cane, and eh, that welt into th4
account.

a.

the mew Mochigutt's Japanese (2) asks only f& the source of
tbt mitt heir ter. 1t
VW met, 4%44 dosAmit sddrees the issue of Mr. X rewivinq the money.
fat'at,

AI

3.
p.

Wt VIIIF /car hwmdrm% thotesi.nd

insist.

4.

/RTRINPRETER'll AMOUR

1.

444411 siowlet 0414mmney which was

deposited

into Rev Moon's accounts

102c112.014 1% Aapat.A9e (2) skates no mention of this deposit.
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C.

4

D.
F.

Mr. Esmiyames Japanese contains a nonsensical statement (see English translation of second
sentence); (4) treats this as if it makes sense. (sono hitotachl ga kits skin.)
(4) states -over the y._rs41 this is not in Mr. KimiyamAIS Japanese.
of number
Kr. Ismiyama's Japanese states that *many brethren came to the States°1 there is mention
in (4).

P.

the money
Kr. tamiyama's Jpanese says that some unspecified person collected the monty and that
tamiyomes
Japanese
for
'contribution'
as
there
is in
entered the account; there is no word in Ms.
(4).

C.

There is nothing in the Japanese version which indicates that the brethreip from Jepan
contributed anything.

K.

Mr. Ramiyame says certain money was gathered or collected, but that he does not say there
there is any connection between those penole from Jepan and the money.

"14

I.

The following differences were found upon listening to the tole** of the grand jury testimony,
between whet was actually said and what was transcribed in Ole indictment. (1) (Well, where did
the four hundred thousand dollars)--how did you get the four hundred thousand dollars that (was)
deposited in (Reverend) Moon's account? (First parenthesis not hea d on tape), (Second parenthesis says you In indictment), (Third parenthesis says into Moon's account* in indictment.)
J.

(4) is not a respones to (1).

INTERPRETER'S ANSWER

PROSECUTOR'S WEST:DNS

1.

693

remember that there are
at least about seven hundred
coming to the U.S.A.

4.

WWAT iwTritnerTin TOLD MR. KAMITAAA

-.

2.

MR. EAMIYAMA'S ACTUAL ANSWER
Correct.
Transiat.

t.

3.

I recall that about seven hundred people
case.

COMMENTS
A.

This is a continuation of the answer to Ill.

11.

Mr. tamiyama's Japanese says about 700 people came, while (4) says at least 700 people came.

C.

(4) says there are at least 700 brethren coming, which could mean they have yet to arrive;
Mr. Kamiyames Japanese 'eye they came.

O.

(4) is ambiguous response to (I) (previous page).

fal1411CUTOWS QUESTIONS

IsITIMPUMWS ANSWER

1.

Was any of the money in the family fund ever used to pay
expenses for the Japanese members who had coma to New York?

WHAT INTERPRETER TCLO MR. LAMITANA
'orrect
'consist./

vanslit.

And then, from the featly fund did
(someone) ever use the money to pay for
those Japanese brethren to go to the
U.S., to come to the U.S.
Tee, expenses for coming here like air
fare, living expenses and so on, did
(someone) ever use this Easily Lund as
expenses/

No.

We novae did that.

MR. KAMI AMA'S ACTUAL AN

2.

Correct.
Translat.

700

To go t theAU.S.7
To come/here?
(unclear)

3.

CCAMENTS

A.

The answer (4) is unclear, since Mr. K. had difficulty understanding
the interpreter's question,
wonder how it is interpreted this way?

I.

The interpreter first uses the expression tobel which means 'go to America' or "immigrate to America' and
then changes this to raihei which means 'come to America'. This is what causes Mr. K to ask for clarification.

C.

(1) asks, if the money is used to pay for expenses for those members who ad come.
the money is used to pay for the expenses of coming to America and living expenses
being used to pay for the expenses of Japangse of Japanese members who had come to
in (4) say be responding to the air fare which is inserted in Koehisuki's Japanese

D.

(1) asks 'vas the money used' (a passive construction without specified agenE).
mochisuki's Japanese (2) asks 'did you use the money (you is understood).

E.

The foiTcywing differences were found upon listening to the tapes of the grand jury testimony, between what
was actually said and what was transcribed in the indictment.
(1) - was any of the money in the family fund
ever used to pay expenses for the Japanese members who had come to (America)?
(Indictment says New York).

F.

(4) is ambiguous response to (1).

NOchisuki's Japanese (2) asks if
while in America rather than
New York.
The negative response
(2) but which is not part of (1).

---,-

PROSMOTOP'S QUEST/DNS
INTERPRETER'S ANSWER

4.

So why didn't you put this money in a bank account?
Part of which was put into the
bank, and the balance was kept.

WHAT INTERPRETER TOLD MR. RAMIYAMA
ect
slat.

2.

Why did you put this, this money, into the
bank account? This Family fund.

MR. KAMIYAMA'S ACTUAL ANSWER
,correct.

irranslat.
9

III put in a portion.
a portion.

3.

The church kept

COMMITS

a.

A.

Nochisukl's Japanese (2) asks why did you put the money into a bank account, rather than
why didn't you.

S.

Nochiluki's ',aptness (2) inserts the ;giraffe this Family Fund` which is not in (I).

states that the 'balance' V411 kept.: Mr. tamiyame' Japanese talks only of two portions
which may og may mot equal 100t.

C.--4)
D.

Mr. tamiyama's Japanese stets' that the church kept a portion while (4) uses s trumcated Passive

which does not state who they was kept by.
t.

(4) is not a response to
4.

INTIMACTEX'S AMMO
PIOSECOTORIS QUESTIONS
Well, did you have
of the Family Fund,

1.

NuAT INTERPRETER TOLD Mt. ITM/TAMA
orrect

melee.

No.

berth account in the name

NA. KAXIYAMA'S ACTUAL AM'S

2.

bank account in the name
Did (you) have
of the Family Fund?

Correct.
Translat.

(I) don't have (ens).
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;.

COMMENTS

PROSECUTOR'S WISTiONS

A.

Mo comments of substance.

X.

(4) is response to (1).

/NTEEPRETER'S AMMER

1.

Rs the money C40,* from.owersees,
and part of that money nay become
necessary as expenses to take of care
the brethren we put it into Reverend
Moon's name, who legitimately represents
International Unification Church.

Why did you use Reverend noon's name for the
'amity fund?

WHAT mvuntrnit TOLD 11414. KAMITAMA
let

'let.

Ni, LAMITAMA'S ACTUAL ANSWER,

2.

Well, then, why did you borrow the Reverend
Moop's nano for the Family Fund?

Correct.
Tcanslet.

(21 states nor ow (kailru).
(1) states use; nochizuki's :Moan's,

73

3.

Well, as for that, the lesson the reason
(someone) put the money which came from
overseas into the account which has the name
of Rev. Noon, who represents the
,International Unification Church, is because
when our foreign brethren came from overseas
(I, we) deposited a portion Of the money into
it. I had them keep a portion is cash from
which it was paid as expenses in case an
emergency occurred.

ComnEsTs
A.

4.

S.

Mr. itamiyames Japanese is tautological and if it had been translated precisely, Mr.
Flumenbaus would have had to ask for At clarification.

C.

nr. Kaaiyama's Japanese says that it was money which cam from overseas (gaigoku Kara kits
keno) while (4) suggests that because the money came from overseas there was soma relevance.

O.

(4) states that the money would be used to take care of the brethren, Kr. Xasiyames Japanis
states that the money would be used in an emergency.

f
t.

No Ostinction between portions at money in (4) although there is in Mr. taslyaaa's Japanese.

r.

Mr. xsaiyama's Japanese states that Hr. X had someone keep a portion of the money, this is not
in (4).

G.
N.

I.

Contribution is not mentioned in (4) although it is in Mr. Xamiyana'sJapanees.
spanese says, in effect, that 'the reason someone put the money into the
Kr. Xamiyam
account'. T11.. is transformedNin (4) to say we put it into saw. Noon's in
This gives the appearance of answering (I), although Mr. Xamiyeaa's Japan.we

(4) is not a response to M.
COiJNV 12

.e"

PROUCUTOXIS ClUESTIONS

INTEXPRETtit'S aNSWXX

1.

Yea.

Lot me show you what has been marked -- before I do

that--in January 1974 you bOught limqop worth of
stock Ss Tong Its correct?
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4.

WHAT INTERPRETER TOW MR. KAMIYAMA
'root
.

nslet.

MR. AAM/YAMA'S ACTUAL ANSWER

2.

In January 19 4, did you buy a hundred
,thousand dot rs worth of Tong ii stock?

Corrict.
Tooneist.

Yes.

COMMENTS
A.

No comments of substance.

I.

(d) is response to M.

1.

PIOSECUT01011 QMSTIONS

INTERPRETER'S MIMI
a

Correct.

And you cot that hundred thousand
dollars from the faqir fund?

intAT Intommtx TfterMit. RANSTAMA
act
slat.

That' hundred thousand doilcrs case into
(your( hands from the lastly iund(4),
correct?

MR. KAMIYAMA'S ACTUAL ANSWER

2.

Correct.
Transiat.

That's correct.

commewrs
A.

(4) is a response to (11.
ti

3.

,

Fmcsrculows 9utrilowi

...,

1.
,

Did VOU tell Reverend Moon that you were
buying additional stock in Tong 11 at that time?

SNOT INTERPRETER TOLD MR. KAKIYAMA
orrsct
consist.

INTERPRETER'S ANSWER

4

MO. i didn't.

Alt
Z.

And around that tie*, did you tell Mew.
Neon that (you) had intentions of wanting
to boy some other stock(s) again later?

MR. tAMIYARA'S ACTUAL ANSWER
Correct.
Tronslat.

I didn't tell, him.

COMMENTS
A.

Mochizuki's Japanese (2) asks if Mr t told Rev Noah
that te had intentions of buying
stock rather than that he was going to buy stock,
as in (1),

1. ,The phrase ate mats in Nochiseki's*Japanese (2)
makes it sound as if he is being asked
if he had intentions of buying
additional'stock at 0 later date.
C.

Not really clear who has the intention to buy stock.

0.

(4) clearly does not respond to (1).,

2.

The onression at that time' is ambiguous, as it can refer
to the time

cidn

to

Kr. Kamiyama told the Rev. Moon somothino or the time that Mr.
KaMiYalmi
bought additional stock.
V
F.

G.

Kr. Kamiyama's Japanese response is mistranscribed.
It shoull)be hanashite /mason.
It means 'I didn't tell him.' Rut it iss'not clear which
gf those two
things he did not tell
the intention to wanting to buy stock or thn died
- the
actual trilling of stock. one can have no "ntention of
wanting
to
buy
stock, and then at a later point buy some anyway.
orr
(4)

is not a response to (I).
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mercurows QUID/WOW

1.

INTERPMCTIR'S ANSWtR

Did you discuss with his the reason
why You were buying stock in Tong 117

mar ZWITIDILZTPRTIX.13 MX. KAMM*
Correct
freaslat.

I eon't der consult with, him
on such
ars.

2.

(It, did (someone, ever talk with ilowerend
Noon about something like the reason for
(somoome's1 buying stock in Tong I/7

Mt. KAXIYAMA'S ACMAI4LANSWER
Correct.
Translat.

3.

I don't coneult with his about
that kind of thing.

J

COMM,
A.

idl uses the word dare and this is not in 044. Isaiyam'e Japanese.

S.

(4) is ambiguous seaport/se to

dm

I

,

PROSCCUTOR'S QUWITIOW1

INTTIMETIR'S ANIMA

/.

Did yoir ask him if it was proper for you to own
more stock in Tong 11 than reverend Noon?

7 '7

No, 1 didn't talk with his
about it.

MAT flOTtSPARTTR TOW P
correct
frenslat:

TANA

414 SAMEANA'S ACTUAL Amine

2.

And, uh, have ynu ever talked with
(someone) about the fact of your owning
a higher pircentage of the shares than he,
about the appropriateness of that/

Correct.
Translat.

No.

2.

1 haven't.

CCeetENTS

A.

Words added in with some focus on percentages.

W.

(4) is ambiguous response to a.
A

PROSECUTOR°5 QUESTIONS

1.

INTZKPRETER'S ANSWEA

Did you have any
conversations with anyone as
to whether or not it was proper for you to
min
more shares of stock in Tong 11 than Reverend
Noon!

4..,

1 didn't even think 'about it a hit.

41.

WWAT INTER:MIEN ?OLD MX. XAMITAMA
reef
islat.

2.

Uh, have you ever talked with anyone about
something like whether It is proper for

you to have Korestocks in Tong :/,than
Reverend Noon?

.

MR. KAKIYARA'S ACTUAL ANSWEX
Correct.
Tronsiot.

,
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Such a thing never occurred to me.

N%

3.

COMMENTS
A.

stirs we in Mr. Xamiyama's 34pAnese sung tilt. it may refit, either to the fact that Mr r didn't
even thAA$ about having such a conversation with anyomi, or it say roger to
the tact thin MZ R didn'essen think of owning, more sharps of stock
then Rev Moon.

S.

(4) is not a rasponsa to Cl).

COUNT 13

PROSWITOR'S QC/MIMS

/
¶.
fOTIMPUTtit'S ANSWER

4.

Did you ever tall Michas!. Warder

to tell 'overman! invastigators' that hs
got $5000 to purchase stock in Tong 11 !row
relatives or friends? Did you ever tail his
to give
that exptanation to anyone?

MIAT Itetetitrrtit row AR. KANITAMA
!street
maisSlot.

I didn't do it.

2.

ti, to Mike Warder, m(k that (Someone) received
five thousand dollars from relatives or such:
and with that moms,. ak, (someone) decided
to -buy the stock, end if a government inquiry
(suemoms71 or Something came is have (you) ever
told his such a thing as to msv.42 a statement,

Mt. ((ANIMA'S ACTUAL ANgslto
Correct.
Translat.

7

I haven't.

4

3.

CCell4ENTS

A.

The use of the pronoun watashi meaning 1 in Kr, KanIyaa's Japanese suggests
a contrasts
didn't. but perhaps someone else did.

I

7.6

S.

Not elver in Nochisuki's Japanese (2) that NV is the one who is to purchase stock,
thus the negative response in Kr. Kasiyana's Japanese say be negating that.

C.

(t) it not a response tomA11.

PeOSIMUTOR'S WEST/OW

1.

' .;10

INT2WPRZTCR'S ANSWV4

4.

...""

Did you over tell Mike Warder to give
a false exp;anation as to how he paid for his stock

No, : didn't.

Les Tong 117

WwAT INitRrtSTCR MO KR. RAKITAMA
rrect

enslat.N

uh, concerning the
tails of Mike
Warder's buying stock, have you ever
(perhaps haven't you ever) told Mike
Warder to sake a Wile stetewentT
investigators came in, than you
should state that way, have you ever
said that?

2.

AR. KAKITAKA'S ACTUAL ANSWell
Correct.
Transiat.

I haven't.
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3.

CCeittiffS

0

ng verb in Nochisukf's Japanese 12) and so it is not clear whether this
will be an affirmative Question or a negative question: it it
is negative, than it carries presuppositions not in
Mr. Flumenbaum's original/ question. o

A.

Thetis

S.

Mike Warder's buying stock in Mochizuki's Japanese, (2), and MA's paying for stock in (1).

C.

use,of vatakushi in Kr. Asmiyams Japanese suggests perhaps someone else did.

D.

(41 is ambiguous response to (1).

Indictment 42 Cr. 194
Count I
G.J. transcript (This Question Was Not in
Count 12 / Put in Count 1 As Translated in (2) SeIovI

6.

G.J.Transcript (This Answer Was mot in
Count 12 /But Is in Count 1 as

TrinSlitere,07717-powwows OPUtSTDOMS

INTZAPArrtM6 ANIMA

Tell the grand jury why you bought a
thousand shares of Tong 11 in January 1974.

There was a dire need tar Unification Church
to grow, for th/ serene/on, and we needed it.
Anything wrong with it7

11

a

pacSrcuTinr$ OuTSTinW AS TIANSLATIED ST
COURT APPOINTID TRANSLATOR (Tie appears in
With
Ae!_Count 1 gueetion in Pact Woken
Colloqur Sewecn Prosecutor an Interpreter.?

Tranelita

i want you to tell this grand jury
from your own south, that in January
1974 you purchased 1,000 shares of stock?
), Omitted Colloquy - see next page 2)
Why did you purchase it?
11,41,

tlnd's Translation

3.

(CourtAppointed!

Translat.

Court Appointed Translation
NEW coma 1--MR. X.'s ANSWER

That's because for tbeluture development
of the Unification Industry, the
money was necessary.
In order for the
development, that money . .
(unclear)
is there something wrong?
.

4.

lets? immummx TOLD Mr. X.
Correct

S.
4

Um. to this grand jury, I'd like to
have you any from your own mouth, you
bought 1000 Ogres of stock in January
1974, right? So, . . . .

Hind's Translation
KANITAM'ASkiACTUALANSStS

et
Thni is to say . . . for the Ttoitsu Industry to
devilqo in the future, money was necessary.
So the money . . . .
Is there anything strange?

(Winds)

Coalmines

1114..M..11,MM.

A. Mochisuki's Japanese (2) does not specify that this is Tong Ii stock, it says simply stock.
S.

(4) states 'the money', Mr. Unquiet in Japanese states only 'money', not necessarily the same money under
discussion.

C. Mx. Ximiyame is first asked to make a statement of fact about having purchased shares of stock. Alter the
colloquy, he is asked to explain why. The question as put to Mr. Xamiyame by the interpreter,
is such sore mop/tested than the original quetion.
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COunt I
COLLOQUY PORTION GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT
AND OMITTED ?RCM NEW COCRT I EVEN
TROUGH APPEARS 21t moms or QUOTED EXCHANGE.

Interpreter's Question to Prosecutor
Oh, did you est why?

What,Ihterpreter Told Mr. laniyaa

2.

Not triseslated for Mr. taniyand.

Prosecutor'
Te 1 the g

Correct

.

.

. why

es .nso to intor rater
why.

bough

Tranalat4

4.

Whet Interpreter Told Mr. Esoiyans
The interpreter continued the question
to Mr. Eamiyana after the colioquy.
(See (2) previous page.) See also
letter C of Conwenbic Previa.** page.
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4

G.J. Transcript (orig. Count 12)
PROSECUTOR'S QUESTIONS

'

G.J.Transcript (Orig. Count 12)
INTERPRETER'S ANSWER

1.

6.

P.

Did he say Unification Church
or Tong /It

I repest.for the expansion of Tong /1 enterprise
we thought it's necessary that this had to be
taken care of and I might make on explanation,
T'st is Tong 21 Enterprisesils called in
Japanese Tooitsu which means unification
in three languages. Phonetically there are three
different names, what appears to be different
names, but representing the same thi4. On in
=man, one in Japanese and one In English.

Court Appointed Translation
2.
New Count 1 Quotes This Translation
-sot original EnglishPROSECUTOR'S QVtSTIOW

Court Appointed Translation
NEW COUNT 1 Quotes This Translation

S.

-Not original EnglishMX. R's ANSWER

Well. you said for the expansion of
.
.
.
the Church

Correct
Translat./

`To'itu' in TnsIish is°unification,in Roman
'it's "Tong II.' In Japanese it's no:itu. Thus
the name of the company is Tong II Enterprise.
That's why. for the purposes of the development
of Tong II Enterprises, to expand the business
in the future, (the money) was necessary and r
(Mr. Kallarlige Continued Sut
put it there.
Emitted From Count I See page 4) /

Hinds' Translation
WHAT INTERPAETER TOLD Mr. R.
rreet
ans./

Noll, you said for the expansion of
the Church .
.
.
.

3.

Hinds' Translation
MR. LAM2YAMA'S ACTUAL ANSWER

4.

If (I) say (it) now, the thing called6toitsus
for-- I .
the thing called 'toitsu,' uh, it
you say it in English, .it's 'unification.' If you say
Tong II,' uh, if you say it 4n Moraan, it's 'Tong
you say it in Japanese it's oitsu.1 Therefore,rtha name
of the compel,. is 'Tong Il Enterprise.' So, do order to
develop Tong 11 Enterprise, is the futurekto expand the
it's necessary, so (i) put (it)vin there.

If

4
v.

a

Comments
A. Mochisukl's Japanese (2) asks the Question in the negative, suggesting there are other
missies; Cl) does not do this.
S. In mr. Kaniyassa's Japanese there is nothing egNivalent to still insist, nor to and I can't
remember any other, as there is AN (4).

C. (4) is no response to (1).
G.J. Transcript (orig. Count 12)
1.
PAOSECUTOO'd QUESTIONS

C.T.Transcript (Orig. Count 12)
INTICAPAITER'S ANZVER
6.

See pars 3.

Si. page 3.

Court Appointed Translation
New Count 1-- PROSECUTOR'S QUtS.
fee

Court Appointed Translation
lily COUNT 1--NR. K.'s ANSWER

2.

me 3.

Thus Tmmg Ii is what I call in
J0pemeSe 'Tositu Sasgyo*
(Tositu Industry). In
Japanese, it's °Torttu Sangyo.'

4,
minds' Translation
WKAT INTERPRETER TOLD Nr. R.
Uerrect

rranslata

See page 1.

Kinds' rranslatiom
OR. MANITANA11 ACTUAL ASSAM

3.
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it yet trassiatall.

4.

S.

Comments

G.J. Transcript (orig. Count 12)
Poosseurest's etTESTIOtts

C.J.Transcript (Celq. Count 12)

1.

zwrEsParrars slam

As you sit here, do you recall
any other reasons other than an investment
in Tons /12

Court

Wew

6.

At any rate, r still insint that
for thi sake of expansion r did
so, and I can't remember any
other.

inted Translation
t 1 --71101ECVTOIt'll WES.

Court Appointed Translation

2.

WV COUNT 1-.411i.

And, no, here, you ar# in the court
Can't you recall that there were some
ether, more reasons?

Correct

yransista

ANSwEtt

5.

At any rate, (1) put it in
the saki of development.
s?

Simla' Translation
WHAT INTERPRITEM row Mr. E.
rest

islet./

3.

And, now here, you are in the court
Can't you recall that there were some
other, more reasons?

Hinds' Translation
KR. XAMITAKA'S ACTUAL AWSWat

4
4.

At any rate (it) is for the sake of the
development that Cl) Put iit).itt.
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I

Comments
A. NociAieuti's Japapess asks the guention in the
negative, suggestig there are other
reasons; (1) does mot do this.

S. In Mr. eamiyama's

Japanese there is nothing egsivaisnt to still
lutist, ace to and
any other, 411 there it is (d).

I

can't

C. (4) -is no response to (I).

0.2. Tresscript (orig. Count 12) 4
PADUCUTOR'S cONASTIOWS
1.

C.I.Tramecript (Orig. Count 121

INTLIPACCER'S Amine
mere you having any immigration problems
at the time?

A.

No, I didn't emperience problems
with genet;

Court Appointed Translation
New Count 1--PliOSECUT0041 MS.

Court Appointed Translation
NNW COUMel--(11. Lai AMINCA

2.

Well, at the tier, did you hive problems with
the Immigration office, say about the entry
into this country, visa problem
7

107
with the immigration?
I didn't have any problem.
I

Kind's Transietion

MM?' Ammints TOW Mr. g

It./

3.

Uhl at the time did you have some
kind of disputes (or troubles with the
immigration Office?

with the immigration offic1 say about
the entry into this country, problems
about visa
.
.

Mind's Translation
MI. NANITANA'S ACTUAL ANNUM
.
what doss it mean?
2 didn't have any problems.

197 .

17

4.

My Iresigration4

S.

Cement*

dimEMINIIM.4111M.I.I

A.

Rochiushitk Japanese asks if those war* problems with the ;migration Office; (I) asks about problem with
immigration.

A.

Sochisukiis Japanese states trouble with visas or entering the country;)01) does not specify then.

C.

Mx. Kemiyaea's Japanese may be responding to part of Hochisuki's Japanese concerned with entering the
country.

G.

(61 is not a rospoess to (I)"

G.J. Transcript (orig. count 12)
PAOSECUTOWS QQ?STIONS
1.

GJ.Trinscript (Orig. Count 121
INTERPRETER'S ANSWER
6.

0141 you purchase a share in Tong xl in
order to enable you to stay in the United
States for longer period of time?

Court appointed Translation
New Count l-- PROSECUTOR'S gurs.

May I have a word with my counsel?
I.

Court Appointed Translation
2.

ULM coma 1-4Ut. A.'11 AVER

Wail, you purchased Tong 11 stock, but didn't
you do this as 4 means to legalise your stay
in this country and in order to prolong your
stay here?

Rinds' Translation
WHAT IWTERPALTEA TOLD Mr, K.

I would like to consult my
lawyer.

3.
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hinds' Translation
MA. KAMITAKA'S ACTUAL ANSWER

d.

S.

'fret!

'assist./

Noil, (someone! obtained
shares Lot TOnq II,
tut as for that, wasn't there a meats to
legalize your stay in this country and to
make your stay longer?

I would like to consult sy lawyer
for just a second.

Corweents

A. ,Pwchiauai's Japanese is negative iassiying_that the reason is correct; (11 does not
do this.
s.

Not clear who bought the shares in Mochituki's Japanese; it is in W.
No reference to 6lagalise your stay' in (1), but there is in Nothizukits Japanese
(gohoka shit*,

D.

(4) is not a response to (1).

G.J. Transcript (orig. Count 12)
PROSECUTOR'S ItursTious
1.

OJ.Transcr:pt (or
INTPDPRZTEIPS

Did you make your investment in Tong Ii in
pert for the purpose of obtaining the right
to stay In the country for a longer period?
of !Imo?

Court Appointed Translation
Now Mont 1--PPOSECUT0R'S QUER.

.6.

I want you to know Lc, that I
did that investment purely far
the expansion of
g II
totergeises.

Court sppoistodTranslation
!L coma 1--its.
Anna

2.

Mull, you invested in Tong II, but did you do
on although it may not be the sole purpose,
in part to *Ambit you to prolong your star or
your desires to stay in this country loga/lyi

cunt 121

Correct
transIat./
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S.

As I have told you *artier, it was
the foe purpose of the development
of Tomg 11 Enterprises that I
invested is that and I want you to
know 4est.

Minds' Translation
NNAT INTERPRETER TOLE Kr. K.
ItreCt
7anslat./

.

3.

Uh, you (or eafteone) invested in Tong Il
but even though that is not the whole
purpose, did you do it to enable you
to prolong your stay in this country
Legs/1y?

Rinds' Translative
%R. EAKITAMAiS ACTUAL ANSWIR

4.

As 1 said before, it was for the purpose
of the development of Tong II Enterprise.
that I invested in that, and I want you
to know that.

Comments
1..

Nochimakies Japanese is not clear whn invested in Tong 111

S.

Mr. Eamiyem.a Japanese does not contain the word 2urely.
any other, as there is in (4).

C.

(4) is not a response to (1).

G.J. Tran4jeipt (orig. Count 22)
PROSECUTOR'S QUESTIONS
1.

GJ.Trnscript (Orig. Count 12)
INTERPRETER'S ANVOES
6.

And your visa or ismigration natters didn't
enter into that at all, is that correct?

Court Appointed Translation
New Count 1--FeosECUTOR'S QUES.

I took that Step purely for the
expansion of Tong II Enterprises.

Court Appointed Trefewlation

2.

AEA COUNT 1-40.

Than, can you say that it never entered in
your mind such problems as
visa problem
or with the Immigration, and that they have
nothing to do with it?

Correct
Trans/at./

720

ANSWER

S.

I invested for the development of
Tong II titerprisee (in Japanese)
.
.
. Tong Il Enterprises (he
repeats it in English).

Hinds' Translation
WHAT INTERPRETIPITOLO

N.

3.

correct

Then, ah, in your mind, visa problem,

Tranalat./

Immigration problem* of such a thing
was no concern at *IA. nothing to do
. can you say that?
with (you) .

Kinds' Translation
MR. RAMITINAsi ACTUAL ANSWER

4.

(t) put (it) in for the development of
Woitsc gemc7P3, ah. Tong II Interprises.

Comments
A.

No use of word purely in Mr. Kamiyama's Japanese but it is in

111.

Negative question in Nochisuki's Japanese, affirmative to (1).

(4).

C. (4) is anbiguous response to (1).

ctl

41
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SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT 2

DECLARATION
5

I, Tomoko Torii, currently live in 5-13-1, Takenosuka,
X.dach4-ku, Tokyo, Japan, and' am a house wife.

2. During the period 1973-1976, I participated in h
campaigns conducted on behalf of the International
Unification Church movement in the United States.
was also responsible for perforuing accounting
Functions for the JapaneseTamily Fund from 1973 w 4
I succeeded the responsibility from Yoko YaManishi, lo
-4°P".

3. I remember that on several occasions I cashed cheeks
a. the request of Mr. Onuki and other church machetes.
I cashed' these checks using monies from the Japanese Family
Fund.

4. During the period in which I performed accounting
functions for the Japanese Family Fund, we were very busy
because of the extensive campalge activities.
Thus,
did not report to Mr. Kamiyaza all of the details
eurrounaing various activities concerning the Japsneis Family
Fund, such as the cashing cheeks for church members.
Before : returned to Japan, I gaveiYukiko Matsumu
the Xxisgmentary notes received tram Yoko Yapunishi stswell
as my own brief note.
swear under the penalty of perjury that the above
stateMents are true and correct.

Dec. 9, 1984

722
41-269 0 - BS

46
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SUFPLEMEkTAL EXHIBIT 3

f
11.

DECLARATION OF KENJI ONUS

Kenji Onuki declares under penalty of perjdry as follows:
1.

I, Kenji Onuki, currently reside at Belvedere

Estate, 723 Broadway, Tarrytown, New York.

I.acted as a

chauffer for Reverend Sun MyunglMoon between 197
2.

and 1980.

On several occasions during the period 1973-1975,

I was asked by Church members to assist them ire cashing checks.

I presented these ohecks-E

the person who was responsible

for performing accounting finctions related to the Japanese
Family Fund.

Then the checks were cashed using money in the

Japanese Family Fund.
3.

On various occasions during the same period, I

was Also asked to deposit monies from the Japanese Family
Fund, which ililuded the checks described above, into the
Chase Manhattan Bank accounts.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws
of the united States of America that the foregoing is
true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
on

cember 10, 1984.

723

Executed
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SUPPLEMENTAL EXHIBIT 4

J

DECLARATION OF YUKIKO RATSOMURA

Yukiko Matsuura declares under penalty of perjury as
follows:

1.

I, Yu1!iko Matsumura, currently resid

at 481 8th Ave..

NY, NY.

2.

I mu:seethe responsibility for performing

accounting functions for the Japanese 'Family Fund from
T000ko Torii in 1976.
3.

I made several corrections to the Japanese Family

Fund Lodger by pasting new entries over the original entries
However, these corrections were made at
in, August 1977.
the suggestion of Mr. Rbbert H. Elliott, Jr., a tax attorney
with the Washington DC law firm of Caplin 4 Drysdale. The
corrections were not )designed to mislead the IRS investigation.

I swear under the penalty of perjury that the forovoina
statements-ere true and correct.

iko Matsumura
January-29, 1985
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WHITMAN i RANSOMS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mr. Mitsuharu Ishii

?ROM:

R.N. Inouye; R.F. L4awl er

OUR FILE NO.
HE-52389-10
0514/

RE:

U.S.A. v. Takeru Kamiyama

DATES

,

December 3, 1984

I

PREAMBLE

What follows is a memorandum analyzing the Court
Interpreters Act as applied to the proceedings against
Takeru Kamiyama.

In reviewing this memorandum, it is

important to note the following limitations:
1.

The authors have not reviewed any transcript

of the original grand jury proceedings, trial or appeal;
2.

The authors have not reviewed any of the

motions made pre - trial, post-trial or an appeal; and

The authors have relied zolely on the

3.

ilformatlson supplied to them by Messrs. Mitsuharu Ishii and
Yuji Yokoyama.1

Time constraints have further limited the authors'

ability to research exhaustively the entire legislative
4

;ntent of the Court Interpreters Act.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Takeru Kamiiams, a Japanese national, is a member
of the Unification Church.

He is an advisor to Reverend Sun

Myung Moon, the founder and spiritual leader of the Church.
In 1982, Kamiyamm was convicted of perjury,

obstruction of justice, and aiding and abetting the filing of
feslse tax returns following a jury trial before Judge Gerard L.

GOettel in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York.'

Hs was sentenced to concurrent terms of

six months of prison.

The Court of Appeals upheld the

convictions on all counts, except one, which was dismissed.

United States v. Sun yunq Moon, 718 F.2d 1210 (2d Cir. 1983).

0nAi, 14, 1984, the Supra** Court denied Kamiyama's petition
for certiorari.

United States v. Sun Myung Moon. 80 L. Ed. 2d

818, 104 S.Ct. 2344 (1484).

Kasiyama is prssentBY serving'his sentence in the
federal penitentiary in aiLabUry. Connecticut.
III

JUDICIAL HISTORY LEADING
TO TEC ENACTMrOT 07
THE COURT INTERPRETERS ACT

The volution of the case law leading to the
enactment of the Court Interpreters Act in 1978 has been
toward a.recognition of the need for foreign-languagespeaking defendant* to have competent interpreters in trial.
proceedings.

This recognition has resulted in federal and

state court holdings that failure to provide the defendant

with a cospetont,interprter constitutes a denial of hit.
constitutionally-guaranteed right to a fair trial and dun
process of law.

Moreover, Congress has now made clear,

enacting the Court Interpreters Act of 1978 (the "Act"

72t
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,

28
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U.S.C.

1'

S 1827, that a non-English-speaking defendant has a

recognisable right in having a court-appointed interpreter
and has directed that the courts implement certification
procedures for such interpreters.

Early in this century, the Supreme Court held
that the decision to appoint an interpreter to help elicit

the testimony of an English-handicapped defendant rested
entirely in the discretion of the trial judge.
United States, 205

86 (1907).

Perovich v.

Although no

constitutional arguMents were advanced in support of t:le

appointment of an interpreter in that case, after Perovich,
"courts dealing with the appropriateness of appointing an

interpreter ooniistently held that an interpreter must be

provided to4hsure the integrity of the zonstitutional
rights guaranteed by the Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments.

Of particular concern to the courts, as Evidenced
by the case law on this subject, are a non-English-speaking
defendant's righter (1) to be informed of the nature and
cause of the accusation, (21 to be confronted with the
witnesses against his, and (3) to have assistance of counsel
for his defense.
100, 105 So.

Hence, in Terry v. State, 21 Ala. App.

386 (1925), one of the first decisions to

reverse a conviction for failure to appoint an interpreter,

the court held that the right of confrontation must include
the defendant's right to understand the accusations and

evidence presented against him and must include the means to
defend against those charges.

The constitutional

underpinnings of Terry have been repeatedly followed and
expended upon by both fLseral and state courts.
State v. vasauez,

101 Utah 444,

v. State, 151 Tex. Crim. 593,

See, e.g.,

121 P.2d 903 (1942): Garcia

210 S.W.2d 574 (1948): State

v. Natividad. 111 ArAz. 191, 526 P.2d 730 (1974): United
States v. Carrion, 488 F.2d 12 (1st Cir. 1973).
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The increasing awareness shown by the courts of
the unfairness of prosecuting a person who cannot understand
Ckii-mature of the proceedings against his paved the

constitutional road to the enactment of the Court
Interpreters Act.

The United States Court of Appeals for
OP

the First Circuit in Carrion concluded that

the Nr,ght to

confront witnesses would be meaningless if the act sed could
not understand their testisony...."

488 F.2d at 14.

Non-English-speaking defendants must have a right to
court-appointed interpreters because

no defendant should

face the Kafkaesque spectre of an incomprehensible ritual
which may terminate in punishment." Id.

Similarly, the

Supreme Court'of Arizona, in Natividad, characterized an
uninterpreted trial of a non-English-speaking defendant as
*fundamentally unfair."

Ill Aria. at 194, 526 F.24 at 733.

In 1970, the leading case of United States ex
rel. Negron v. New York, 434 F.2d 386 (2d Cir. 1970), by
unequivocally declaring that a non-English-speaking
defendant had a constitutional right to a court-appointed
interpreter, finally enunciated a constitutional standard
for courts and litigants to follow.

The Spanish-speaking

tiegron, who sought a writ of habeas corpus, had sat in total

incosprehension through his murder trial conducted in

English, for only sporadic translated summaries of the
proceedings had been afforded him.

In holding that "the

lack of adeguats translation for [the defendant3 of those
portions of his ... murder trial which were conducted in
English rendered the trial constitutionally infirm," 434
F.2d at 387, the court went beyond the constitutional right
of confrontation of the Sixth Amendment.

Invoking the due

process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the court
concluded ,that, because of the Government's failure 4R

provide adequ4te and competent interpretation, the)

72S
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defendant's trial "lacked the basic and fundamental
fairness" required by the Constitution.

Id. at 389.

The earlier rules of Ex parte Cannis,

173 P.2d 586

(Oki. Cries. 1946), had also relied upon the due process

clause to overturn a conviction on the ground that an
interpreter had been improperly denied.

The Oklahoma

Criminal Court of Appeals, in reviewing a rape prosecution
marked by numerous constitutional violations, maintained
that the "fair and impartial" trial guaranteed by the due

process clauses in the Fourteenth Amendment of the United
States Constitution and in Article II, Section 7 of the

Oklahoma Constitution included the right to an interpreter
when needed to enable the defendant to understand the
proceedings_

The Second Circuit in Negron, echoing the
reasoning of the court in Cannis, stated that
the right that was denied Negron seems to us even
more consequential than the right of confrontation.
Considerations of fairness, the integrity of the
fact-finding process, and the potency of our
adverskry system of justice forbid that the state
should prosecute a defendant who is not present at
his own trial, unless by his conduct he waiver that
right.
And it is equally imperative that every
criminal defendant -- if the tight to be present f.'s
to have meaning -- possess "sufficient present
e
ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable
degree of rational understanding." Otherwise.
"[t]tle adjudication loses its character as a
reasoned interaction...and becomes an invective
against an insensible Object."
434

.2d at 389 (citations omitted).
The Ilegron opinion epitomizes the growing awareness

(and concern of the courts, prior to the enactment of the Court

Interpreters Act, that non-English-speaking defenemnts were
being deprived of vital constitutional rights.

The courts have

concluded that concerns regarding confrontation of 4itnesses,
cross-examination, and adequacy of counsel involved in the
refusal :o provide an interpreter, work to deprive the
non-English-speaking defendant of his right to a fair trial
guaranteed by the due process clauses of the Fifth and
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raurteenth Amendments. as well as his specific rights undek the
Sixth Amendment.

Indeed. noting its concurrence with the

Newron decision and anticipating the passage of the Court
Interpreters Act, the court inohnited States ex rel. Navarro v.
Johnson, 365 F.Supp. 676,(E.D.Pa. 1973)

.

stated in dictum that,

"in cases to come the courts will recognize the implications of
the constitutional prablem when en interpreter is not
present."

Id. at 682 n.3.

The Negron court recognized, moreover, that the
quality, and

rldit

sorely the presence, of the interpreting

services provided to the non-English-speaking defendant is

critical in determining whether his constitutional rights have
been protected.

folding that the lack of adequate translation

rendered Negron's trial constitutionally infirm, the court
enunciated the first constitutional requirement that "a court,
put on notice of a defendant's severe language difficulty,

(must] make unmistakably cloarjto him that he has a right to

have a competent translator assist him,at state expense if

need be, throughout his trial." 434 F.2d at 391 (emphasisadded).

Still, the language of l4egron left broad

discretionary powers to judges in appointing interpreters and
in determining their competency.

Moreover, judges were placed

in the untenable position of having to assess the linguistic

proficiency of a language-handicapped litigant and, perhaps
more importantly, the competence of an appointed interpreter
a task for which they were not necessarily qualified.
early 1970's.

In the

4study by the U.S. Commission, on Civil Rights

and one by the Institute for Court Management summarized these
concerns and described the highly ineffective sistem of
interpretation services used in the courts. U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights, Mexican Americans and the Administration of
Justice In the Southwest
Rights

United States Commission on Civil

Report, March. 1970.

Washington, D.C. :

73

U.S.
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Coe fission on Civil Rights, 1970; Institute for Court

Management, Justicer System Interpreter Certification: Task
Force Report.

Los Angeles, CA, both cited in E. Arjona,

"Language Planning in the Judicia5System:

A Look at the

Implementation of the U.S. Courtelntorprepars Act", 9 Lanqyage
Planning Newsletter No. 1, February 1983, East-West Culture
Learning Institute, East -West Center, Honolillu, HA.

Subsequently, standards established by the Neuron
decision were codified into procedural and evidentiary statutes
that regulated the appointment of court interpreters.

These

statutes, however, failed to adequately pro lde the

language-handied defendant with the needed protection of
his constitutional rights.

This statutory deficiency prompted

the introduction of legislation, such as the Bilingual Courts
bills, precuisor legislation for the Court Interpreters Act,
introduced in 1973 by Senator Tunney and others.

These bills were the first)ittompts to resolve the issues
concerning court interpreters at the federal level.

See

S. 565/H.R. 8324 and H.R. 10228; S. 1724/H.R. 7728 and
H.R. 7777, cited in Arjonrk< Language Planning, supra.

The

House of Representatives, however, did not complete action on
either of these bills.

responding to the need for codified

standards for court interpreters, the 95th Congress, building
on the previous proposed legislation, unanimously passed the
Court Interpreters Act in 1978.
IV

THE MURT INTERPRETERS ACT
The Court Interpreters Act (the "Act") was passed by
Congress in October, 1978 and became effective in Joi*Uary, 1979.

As stated in the House Report, the purpose of the
Act is

to require the appointment of interpreters, who have

been certified by the Director of the Administrative Office of
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the U.S. Courts, in Federal,. civil and criminal proceedings

under specified conditions

.

.

. and .

.

.

to provide amore

effectively for the use of interpreters in Federal district
courts."

H.R. Rep. No. 95-1687, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978),

reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. Sews 4652.
-4P

A.

Pertinent Provisions of the Act

The provisions of the Act which are pertinent to the
issues being addressed herein are as follows [28 U.S.C.
1827(a) - S 1827(e)(1)]:
(a)
The Director of the Administrative Offiice
of the United States Courts shall estelchish a
program to facilitate the use of interpreters in the
courts of the United States.
(b)
The Director shall prescribe, determine.
and certify the qualifications of persons who nay
serve as certified interpreters in the courts of the

United States in bilingual proceedings
and in
so doing, the Director shall consider the education,
training and experience of those persons. The
Director shall retain a current master list of all
interpreters certified by the Director and shall
report annually on the frequency of requests for,
and the use and effectiveness of, interpreters
.

.

.

.

(c)
Each United States District Court shall
maintain on file in the office of the clerk of court
a list of all persons who have been certified as
interpreters, including bilingual interpreters
by the Director of the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts in accordance with the
certification progress established pursuant to
subsection (b) of this section.
.

.

.

/ (d)
The presiding judicial officer, with the
assistance of the Director of the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts, shall utilize
the services of the most available certified
interpreter, or when no certified interpreter is
reasonably available, as determined by the presiding
judicial officer. the services of an otherwise ,40
competent interpreter, in any'criminal or civil
action initiated by the United States in a United
States district court
if the presiding
judicial officer detersines on such officer's own
motion or on the motion of a party that such party
(including a defendant in a criminal case), or a
witness who may present testimony in such action .

.

.

1.
speaks only or primarily a
language other than the English
language
.

.

.

so as to inhibit such party's comprehension of the
proceedings or communication with counsel or the
presiding judicial officer, or so as to inhibit such
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witness' comprehension of Questions and the
presentation of such testimony.
If any interpreter is unable to
(m)(l)
communicate effectively with the presiding judicial
officer, the United States attorney, a party
(including a defendant in a crisinal,er
case), cr.&
shall
witness, the presiding judicial off*
dismiss:Pouch interpreter in accorlance with this
section.
B.
measures Mandated Sy The Act

The Act mandates the formulation end implemontation
of specific measures pertaining to the qualification and use of
interpreters in the federal courts.

The pertinent measures

mandated by the Act are as follows:
I.

The Director of the Administrative Office of the

United States Courts (the "Administrative Office") is required
to
(i)

"establish a program to fecilita

4the use of

interpreters":
(ii)

"prescribe, determine, and certikr the

qualifications of persons who may serve as
certified interpreters
doing

.

.

.

.

.

and in so

consider the education, training,

and experience of those persons': and
(iii)

"maintain a current master list of all
interpreters certified by the Director."

2.

If it is determined (by the presiding judicial

officer or upon motion of a party in the proceeding) that
because the defendant or witness is incapable of properly
understanding and communicating in the English language, the
presiding judicial officer, assisted by the Director of the
Administrative Office, is required to "utilize the services of
the most available certified interpreter, or when no certified
interpreter is reasonably'available, as determined by the
presiding judicial officer, the services of an otherwise
competent interpreter."
3.

The presiding judicial officer is required to

dismiss an interpreter who is unable to effectively communicate
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"with the presiding judicial officer, the United
States

attorney, a party (including a defendant in a criminal case),
or a witness,' and select another interpreter who is
certified
or qualified under the Act.

V
APPLICABILITY OF THE ACT
TO GRAND JURY PROCEEDINGS
At the outset, a threshold question that
must be
addressed is whether the provisions of the Act apply to

proceedings before the grand jury.

The Act, by its terms,

applies to "any criminal action or civil action initiated
by
the United States in a United States district court."
18

U.S.C. g 1827(d).

Since the basis for any poet-conviction
challenge to Ramiyamale conviction hinges upon the
adequacy of
the translation of Ms tstigiony before the grand jury,
two

definitional issue* imsodiate4 arises

first, whether the

proceedings before the grand jury can be considered

"criminal
action," and, if so, second, whether that action
is "in a

United States district court."
The Constitution mandates that no person
shall be
federally prosecuted for a felony without having been
indicted
by a grand jury. U.S. CONST. Amend. V]

set Branztiorg v. Hay's,

408 U.S. 665, 687 (1972).

As Justice Frankfurter said in

Cobbledick v. United States, 309 U.S. 323 (1940)1

The Constitution itself mates the grand jury
a part
of the judicial process.
It must initiate
prosecution for the most important federal_crimes.
It does so under general instructions from the
to which it is attached and to which, from timecourt
f
time, it reports its findings. The proceeding before
thw grand jury constitutes a "judicial inquiry...."
Id. at 327.

As the above language suggests, the grand jury
proceeding is an
integral part of the criminal process, see In re April 1977
Gland Jury Subpoenas, 584 F.2d 1366, 1369 (6th
Cir. 1978).
As
a result, one can conclude that the grand jury proceeding is
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also an integral part of a criminei action or proceeding.

The courts, however, at times have reached different
conclusions as to whether grand jury proceedings are "criminal
proceedings" within Che'seaning of various statutes.

In Bacon

v. United States 449 F.2d 933 (9th Cir. 1971), for example, the
court concluded that a grand jury proceeding was a "criminal
proceeding" under the statute and rule governingcthe power to
arrest and detain a mat:riaI witness.

The court acknowledged

that the term 'criminal proceeding" was ambiguous and that
there was a division of opinion among the courts which had
dealt with the issue.

Nonetheless, based to some extent on an

analysis of language in a congressional act authorizing

promulgation of the rules of criminat_zro

re, the court

concluded that m grand jury investigation was a "criminal.

V

proceeding."
c-

In contrast, in United States v. Thompson, 319 F.2d

665, 669 (2d Cir. 1963), the court helelthat a grand jury
investigation was not a "criminal proceeding" under the Walsh
Act regarding transnational subpoenas.

The court, finding the

term "criminal proceeding" ambiguous, relied on legislative
hiitory to reach its conclusion.

An earlier version of the

statute had used the phrase "at the trial of any crisinal
action" instead of "crieinal proceeding."

Relying on this

earlier version, the majority held that Congress had not
intended to encompass a grand jury investigation in the

or.ginal statute and further concluded that Congress had n
despite the new language, intended any change in the revised
version.

The dissent in Thomson did not interpret the term
"criminal proceeding" so narrowly.

The dissent referred to a

Supreme Court opinion which noted that "Ct2he word 'pt.'', ceding'

is not a technical one, and is aptly used by courts to
designate an inquiry before a grand jury."
U.S. 43, 66 (1906).

13 5

Hale v. Henkel, 201
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Although the term "action ' which is used in the Act.
is arguably more technical than the term "proceeding," it can
be argued that in light of the purpose of the Act, Congress
intended the term "crileinal action" to include
inquiry.

grand jury

An argument could ba made that the Act's use of the

word "action" instead of the word "proceeding" was not intended
to restrict the Act's applicability to a formally-instituted

I

action as opposed to those proceedings which precede the
technical initiation of an action.

The legislative history of

the Act refers to "proceedings" not simply "actions."

The

purpose of the Act is "to require the appointment of
interpreters, who have been in Federal, civil and criminal
proceedings under specified conditions."
95 -1687 95th Cong., 2d Sess., (1978),

Code Cong. S. Ad. News 4652.

See H.R. Rep. No.

reprinted in, 1978 U.S.

The emphasis of the Act is "to

insure that participants it our Federal courts can meaningfully
take part in proceedings by assuring that if the participant

does not speak or understand English, he will have access to
qualified interpreters."
Sees. at 2 (1978).

S. Rep. No. 95-569, 95th Cong., 1st

It follows that even in a grand jury

proceeding there must be competent interpreters; otherwise,

meaningful participation of the witness cannot be assured.
The Act provides for certification of interpreters
essentially for.the purpose of safeguarding due process
rights.

This purpose would only be served by applying the Act

to a grand jury inquiry.

A strict construction of the Act so

as to exclude the grand jury proceeding froe its coverage would
jeopardize fundamental rights of a foreign-language-speaking
1

grand jury witness and could very well become the vehicle for
perjury traps.

With regard to the second definitional issue, even if
a grand jury proceeding can be considered a "criminal action,"

it must be shown that a grar'jury proceeding is "in" a
district court. 'Despite the fact that the, grand jury acts
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independently from the prosecutor and the judge, there is

substantial authority holding that the grand jury remains an

appendage oflhe court.

See Wright i, Miller, Federal Practice

L Procedure § 101 at 499 and cases cited therein.

The grand

'jury is subject to the supervisory power of the courts. Id. at
200.

A grand jury is a part of the machinery of
government having for its object the detection
and punishment of crime. It is an adjunct or
appendage of the court under whose supervison it
is lepaneIed (aid it has no eiistenciersidt from
the court.
It does not become...an independent
agency in the judicial system but remains an
appendage of the court on Which it is
attending.
The grand jury is regarded as an
informing or accusing body rather than a
judicial tribunal but its proceeding is said to
be generally regarded as judicial in nature
(emphasis added).
38 Am. Jur. 2d, Grand Jury. §1 (1903).

See also Brown v.

United States. 359 U.S. 41, 49 (1959): United States v.
Calandra, 414 U.S.

338, 346 fn. 4 (1974) (the grand jury is

subject to the court's supervision in several respects): In re
Grand ..Trx_Investigation, 32 F.R.D. 175 (S.D.N.Y. 1963),

appeal

dismissed, 318 F,2d 533, cert. denied, 375 U.S. 802 (1964).
Again. however, other authorities emphasize that the
grand jury is an independent entity and not an arm of the
court.

See e.e., United States v. Udziella, 671 F.2d 995, 999

(7tu Cir. 1982), cert. denied,

U.S.

,

102 S.

Ct. 2964

(1982) (the grand jury is a constitutional fixtue belonging
neither to the executive nor judicial branch);

United States

v. Chanen, 549 F.2d 1306 (9th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434
U.S. 825 (1978) (under the constitutional scheme, the grand
jury is not and should not he captive to any of the three
branches of government).
Inc.,

U.S.

,

10

See also U.S. v. Sells Engineering,

S. Ct. 3133, 3141 (1983) (the purpose

of the grand jury requires that it tepmain free within

constitutional and statutory limits to operate independently of
either prosecilting attorney or judge), citing Stirone v. United
testes,

361 U.. 212, 218 (1961).
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Aa can be seen, the case law does not provide a clear
answer to the question of whethior a grand jury proceeding is

deemed to be a criminal action

in

a district court and

therefore subject to the previsions of the Act.

However, in

view of the rem dial nature of the Act and 'the important
constitutional r ghts it was designed to protect. it would seem
.

that the Act sus

necessarily apply to grand jury proceedings
i...

in order to protect the due process rights of every gr
witness. It would be incongruous, to say the lea

4

d jury

. yr a

cour

to conclude that the Act -- which is intended t4 ensure
the rights of the accused to s competent translations
- applies
to trials alone, and not to grand jury proceeding* where, as a
matter of constitutional law, the underpinnings of a criminal
indictment mmt1 be established.
VI

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AND
INTENT OF ?HE ACT
Following the Negros decision, the 93rd Congress
began addressing the issue of court interpreters.

The

Bilingual Courts Acts (S. 1.724 and S. 565) were introduced and

passed by the Senate in the 93rd and 94th Congress.

These

bills were the precursor legislation to the Court Interpreters
Act which was subssouently passed in I976, after a series of
hearings held py subcommittees of the Judiciary Committees of
both the House of Representatives and Senate.

As with the Bilingual Courts bills, the emphasis of
the Act is to ensure that all individuals in our federal courts
can meaningfully participate by assuring that Qualified
interpreters will be available.
Cong., 1st Sess., at 1 (1977).

S. Rep. No. 95-569, 95th

Congress sought to achieve this

gudrAntee through the Act's key pz'ovision which reouires that

the Administrative Office initiate a certification program for
court interpreter*.

H.R. Rep. Ndt. 95-1687, supra, in 1978 U.S.

Code Cong. 4 Ad. News at 4655.
41-if,q

85 - 47
sy

78
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It was recognized by Congress that a uniform
certification procedure was necessitated by the fact that there
existed no reliable method of evaluating the accuracy of the
translations rendered in the courts and the competence of
interpreters assisting criminal defendants in the proceedings
against them.

Mr. Stafford Richis, Special Assistant General

Counsel for the Administrative Office articulated this

when he testified: '[Nobody knows how accurate the
interpretation may have been except the interpreter.

And he is

the wrong person to look to for an impartial assessment of his
performance."

H.R. Rep. No. 95-1687, supra, in 1978 U.S. Code

Cong. & Ad. Mows at 4655.

Concorn.was also expressed by Ms. Paulette Harary.
President of the Court Interpreters Association of New York who
testified that "the present system of selecting interpreters
often involves the expedient acceptance of individuals based
solely on their own representation of competence in a
particular foreign language.' Id.

The inherent inability to evaluate and govern the
appointment and competence of court interpreters was viewed as
a denial of due process and fairness to non-English-speaking
persons.

Indeed, Representative Richmond, the sponsor of the

bill resinded his colleagues that:
The Constitution guarantor.s every American access to
the Federal Courts through the fifth and sixth
seandments. ,If language-handicapped Americans are
not given the constitutionally -established access to
understand and participate in their own defense,
then we have failed to carry out a fundamental
American promise: fairness and due process for all.

124 CoLg. Rec. M34880 (daily ed. Oct. 10, 1978).

Speaking in

favor of paws* of the Act, Representati've Edwards urged his
colleagues to vote for the Act "so that due process will
t

finally become a reality, in Federal district courts, for
individuals%eith language barriers or hearing Impairments."
Id. at 34874.

73;
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Deploring the then-existing systea regarding court
interpreting services and citing the decisions in
Neuron,
Carrion and Navarro. Representative Richmond
remarked:
These are only a few of the cases which indicate the
need for Federal legislation to set mandatory
standards for the appointment of professional
interpreters in our Federal courts.
I believe that this legislation will encourage
State legislatures to enact similar legislation
the State and local courts where a considerable for
number of flagrant miscarriages of justice have
occurred due to poorly qualified interpreters being
used or no iaterprotqrs at al'.
Id. at 34880.

To prevent the perpetuation of the existing
problems
in the quality of court interpreters, the Act provides
for the
mandatory appointment of a certified interpreter
where one is
'reasonably available." H.R. Rep. No. 95 -1687,
supra, in 1978
U.S. Code Cong. 4 Ad. News at 4655.
The consensus in both the
Senate and House was that, in order to assure fair and

efficient court proceedings, it was critical that interpreters
used in federal courts be "of the highest quality."

S. Rep.

No. 95-569 at 6.
Considn-ring the right to a qualified interpreter to

be "so basic" to the AUSIIT441 of due process, Congress
determined that the appointment of such an interpreter should
be part of the services offered; to individuals as a coat of

mmIntenance of the courts, and not a coot of litigation.
IcT

st a.

Thus, the obvious Congressional intent .olderlying
the paassge of the~ Act was to create a statutory right to an
interpreter and to establish fo,:mal procedures sod a system

that would sefoguard the constitutional rights of defendants
who cannot speak or understand English, by assuring that only

certified, qualified And competent interpreters be appointed in
court proceedings. Because it was batioed that
ilvlementation
of the certification process would remedy the evils that lad to
its enactment, no provision was made for the recordation

-a
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recorder or vidbotape) of their testimony.

Such recordation

was deemed too costly and Congress feared that it would
It is
generate endless appeals based on the interpretation.
available
felt that by the establishment of a progras to make

certified, qualified interpreters to all litigants, the
valid
government has provided all the safeguards to a true and

interpretation that can reasonably be expected."

VII

VIOLATION OF THE ACT
AND DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS

It

is clear that the Government has failed to follow

the ..aaldaterd requirements of the Act in this case.

Despite the

fact that Japan,,* le among the most common languages for which
interpretive services are required, the Government did not
establish a court interpreters certification program for
Japanese languag

interpreters, and thus it could not furnish

to the grand jury ',a "certified" Japanese interpreter.

Moreover, the Government did not select an "otherwise"
competent interpreter, thereby violating Namiyama's due process
rights.

Having failed to supply an interpreter who could

competently translate for Kamiyama the questions posed to him
ard his responses to those erroneously translated questions,
the Government should be precluded from obtaining any

conviction based upon an incompetent translation.
As sat forth above, to ensure that the
constitutional rights of the non-English-speaking defendant are
protected, the Act requires that the Director of the
Administrative Officet
( a)

"shall establish a program .

(b)

"shall prescribe, determine and certify the

r.

.

qualificaLione of persons who may serve as certified
interpreters
i

.

.

." (emphasis added) 28 U.S.C.

1827,

711
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The plain and imperative language of the Act
manifests a legislative intent to Rake it mandatory for the
Director of the Administrative Office to establish a program to
certify interpreters used in United Staf-s courts'in bilingual
proceedings.

The Act's use of the word "shall" evinces that
mandatory intent.

Courts have held that the word "shall" may
render a particular provision mandatory in character.
McCarthy
v. Coos Head Timber Co., 208 Or. 371,

302 P.2d 23S (1956);

Atlantic Grayhound Corp. v. Public Service Com., 132 W. Va.
650, 54 S.E.2d 169 (1949).

Use of th.e word "shall" generally

indicates a mandatory intent unless a convincing argument to
the contrary is made.
Cir. 1977).

Sierra Club v. Train, 557 F.2d 485 (5th

Furthermore, it has been held that provisions

which relate to the essence of the thing to be done, that is,
to matters of substance, are mandatory.
Minn. 4S2,

Christgau v. Fine, 223

27 N.W.2d 193 (1947).

In view of the specific language and legislative

history of the Act, as well as the judicial history leading to
its enactment,

it is beyond question that the cardinal purpose

of the Act was to establish a certification program for court
interpreters to ensure that only qualified interpreters be used
in the United States courts so that non-English-speaking
defendants he accorded their constitutional rights to due
process,

To ensure thv quality of those interpreting
services, the Act established a national certification
program,
the Federal Certification Examination,
administered through the
Administrative Office. The Act addressed the
question of
interpreter competency by directing the Director of the
Administrative Office to
...prescribe, determine, and certify the
qualifications of persons who may serve as
certified interpreters in courts of the
United States in bilingual proceedings and
proceedings involving the hearing impaired
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(Whether or not also speech ilipaired), and in
so doing, the Director shall consider the
and ex erience of those
education trains
.
persons, es as s a a

At present. however, the only existing certification
program is for the Spanish language and therefor. only Spanish
language interpreters have been certified under the Act.

Thus,

although the Japanese language was specifically mentioned
during the debates in the House of Representatives as one of
the languages for which interpreters were required [124 Cong.

Rec. 834880 (1978)3, no certification program for Japanese
interpreters has been established by the Director of the
Adainistrative Office.

This delay is difficult to understand

in view of the relative speed with which the Director of the
Administrative Office moved to certify Spanish interpreters.

As indicated in Seltzer v. Foley, 52 F. Supp. 600, 604-07
(S.D.N.Y. 1980), after the Act was passed, the Spanish
certification test was administered in approximately one year;
the criteria for certification were established in a two-week

conference and the test drafted and offered within three months
thereafter.

The Government's failure to implament a Federal
Certification Exasination for languages other than Spanish (the
"exotic" languages) makes it necessary for federal judges to
More

resort to the deficient system which predated the Act.
specifical,-

the lack of certified interpreters of the exotic

languages (e.g., Japanese) forces judges to depend on
unreliable and sometimes biased sources to obtain interpreters
for the non-English-speaking defendants before them.

Some

judges must adjust their calendars to the availability of the
uncertified interpreters.

See B. Lee, Court Interpreting

Services at 26 (Final Draft, August 1984, unpublished).

Others

list the help of a deputy clerk, a secretary, a relative, a

pectator or anyone else who happens to be around, or even
roceed without an interpreter.

7 1 ti

See Dr. Carlos Astir,
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"Language Barriers in the Criminal Justice System: A Look at
the Federal Judiciary," Conference on Law Enforcement and
Criminal 5rUstice July 28-30, 1980 (Washington, D.C., Department

of Justice. 1980), at 333-357, cited in B. Lee, supra.

Clearly, suchSkystem is riddled with the evils which the Court
Interpreters Act sought to eradicate by giving linguistic
minorities access to the constitutional rights imperiled by the
failure to appoint a competent interpreter.
Here, the Government's failure to implement a

certification program for Japanese language interpreters
resulted in the appointment of an interpreter incompetent, to
translate the proceedings before the grand jury.

The practical

effect of denying Kamiyama a competent interpreter was,to.
render the translation of his grand jury testimony fatally
flawed and thus contravened his due process rights as
guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment.

The failure to certify Japanese interpreters placed
upon the Government a heavy burden of showing that an
"otherwise competent" interpreter had been appointed.

No

showing has been made that the GovezMient took any steps to
ensure tnat Kasiyama's grand jury interpreter was competent;

indeed, no attempt was made to secure the services of a second
interpreter despite the obvious difficulties the appointed
interpreter, John T. Mochizuki, was having before the grand
jury.

This failure to provide Kamiyama with an "otherwise

competent interpreter" so as to satisfy the Act and the
constitutional imperatives set forth by Negron and its progeny
renders his perjury conviction constitutionally infirm.
Indeed, the experience in certifying Spanish interpreters gives

every indication that interpreters selected under the old
system

as was Mochi7uki) are likely to be incompetent.

This

conclAsion in easily supported by the incredible fact that more
than three-fourths of those who had been employed as Spanish
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interpreters before the certification process was begun failed
to achieve certification.

See Arjona, Language Planning,

supra, at 3.

Furthermore, the Act's provision that the services
of an "otherwise competent interpreter" be used where no
certified interpreter is reasonalay available, must be read in
light of the congressional intent to assure the highest caliber
of interpreting services in federal courts.

"Otherwise" must

be cdnet.ued in conjunction with the Qualification requirements
of subsection (b) of the Act which mandates, inter alia, that
the Director consider the ediacation, training and experience of
interpreters seeking certtelcation.

An "otherwise" competent

interpreter under subsection (d) of the Act can only mean that
the substitute interpreter should, at a minimum, be in other
respects or in other wave as competent as4h, unavailable
certified interpreter.

To hold otherwise would lead to the

absurd result that non-English-speaking defendants who happen
to be brought to court on a day when no certified Interpreter
is available, would'and up with an interpreter who does not
41

meet the federally-eStablisheed standards of competency.

Due

process rights woulAithus be dealt on a luck-of-the-draw
basis.

CertaTp4y, this could not have been the intent of

Congress when'it passed the Court Interpreters Act after years
of public and judicial concern over the constitutional
treatment of foreign-language-speaking defendants.

Kochizuki, the appointed interpreter in this case,
did not satisfy the "otherwise competent" standard of the Act.
Whether an assessment is based on his extrinsic qualifications
or on internal evidence consisting of the adequacy of his
translation before the grand jury,

it

is clear that Mochizuki

was not "otherwise competent" to interpret court proceedings.
The expert witnesses who have examined his performance in this
case have found it "sub-standard and non-professional" for
judicial purposes.

Kaiser Declaration

7.13

7, at i3.

Although
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Mochizuki is a native speaker of Japanese, as the proceedings
before the grand jury make plain he has difficulty expressing
himself in English. On many occasions Modhizuki
selected the
wrong word to convey a particular idea to the extreme prejudice
of Namiyansa, reflecting the fact that he "did not control
the

respective vccarleries of the two languages well enougn to
convey nuances accurately."

Hinds Declaration

28.

Mochisuki's incompetence as a court interpreter is wade
self- evident by his inability to translate in either language

such basic legal terms as "perjury," the "Fifth Aaendment" and
"swear" for the recitation of the oath.
Indeed, from a purely objective point of view.

Mochizuki's education, training and experience failed to
satisfy the iitandard required by the Act.
Although ceeified
as an interpreter by the State Department, his certification

was only at the "escort" lever, not the "conference" level
required fo- formal proceedings. Kaiser Declaration
6.

The

State Department utilizes escort interpreters only to
accompany
foreign individuals and delegations traveling arund the United

States and interpret for them in informal situatitalp

They are
never expected nor called upon to render interpreting services
in oIficial and technical settings, and they are frequently

used by travel agencies that organize tours for foreign
groups
and business concerns.
Such "escort" certification stands
far

from qualifying nochizuki as an interpreter in American
court
proceedings.
In the absence of an available federally-

certified interpreter under the Court Interpreters'Act,
the i
presiding judicial officer was required to appoint an alternate
interpreter who, looking at his education, experience and
training, was in other ways as compete
conference-level interpreter.

S.

.

,

i.e., a certified

No. 95-569, supra,

at 6-7.

By violating both the language and the spirit of the
Act, the Government deprived Kasiyaea of his

constitutionally-grounded rights as established by degree.
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Had a certified Japanese interpreter been used

in

the grand jury proceeding, an accurate. and competent
translation of Kamiyama's testimony could have been made end,
A
only then. if appropriate, a valid indictment returned.
certified Japanese interpreter was not available because the

Government has failed to institute the certification program
mandated by the Act and apparently took no steps to ensure that
an "otherwise competent" interpreter was provided.

This

situation was permitted, despite the fact that most experts in
the field, judges, lawyers and litigants view the Court
Interpreters Act, and the federal certification program which
it mandates, as the vehicle for ensuring that only qualified
interpreters are used in the federal courts, so that the due

process rights of language minority defehdents will be
See 8. i.e. supra, at 28: Arjona, Supra, at

protected.

4:

And

yet, the Government has not given a reasonable explanation of
why the mandatory requirements of the Act have not been
complied with over the past five years or how Mochizuki was
selected to translate. Kamiyama's grand jury testimony.

Because of the relative newness of the Act and the
unique character of this case, we have found no cases where the
court considered whether the failure to follow the Act
constituted a denial of due process.

However, it is clear that

courts are required to closely follow the specific requirements
of the Act.

See United States v. Tapia, 631 F.2d 1207 (5th

Cir. 1980) (Court of-Appeals remanded the case to the trial
the Act.)
court for failure to sake the findings required by
Purtnermore, there are any analogous cases in which the courts

have reversed convictions or found a denial of due process
because the Government violated statutory requiremen
For example, In Benenti v. United Stfites, 355 U.S.
46 (1957),

a defendant's conviction was reverse./ because the

prosecutor continued to use evidence linked to an illegal
wiretap in violation of the Federal Communications Act (47
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U.S.C. 6 605), which provided that no person not authorized by
the sender shall intercept a communication and divulge or
publish the existence or contents thereof to any parson.
Similarly, in Bridges v. Nixon, 326 U.S. 135 (I445),

the Supreme Court held invalid a deportation order based upon
statements which did not comply with the rules of the
immigration and Seturalieation Service requiring signatures and
oaths.

The court found that the rules were designed "to afford

[the alien) due process of law' by providing "safeguards
against essentially unfair procedures."

Id. at 152-158.

The, judicial precedents which led to the enactment

of the Court Interpreters Act unequivocally and firmly
established a defendant's right to an interpreter when needed
to enable him to understand the proceedings.

This is

especially so where the translation itself forms the basis of a
perjury indictment.

In those circumstances, we submit, the

Government is under a most rigorous duty to ensure that not
only the.. tram Ation but also the interpreter, is of the

Without such heightened standards, any

highest caliber.

.4,

perjury conviction is inherently suspect, and, as Kamiyama's
motion papers reveal, can lead to a grave miscarriage of
justice.

Indeed, how can a foreign-language-speaking

defendant's right to understand the bases of the proceedings
against him be protected if the Government fails to provide the
This is
ew
essentially the question which the Senate asked itself when it

means to comprehend what is being asked of him?

passed the Act.

S. Rep. No. 95-569, supra, at 3.

cannis; see centrally, Point III, supra,

See, e.g.,

Similarly, a

defendant's right to effective counsel, as established by
Gideon v. Wainright, 372 U.S.- 335 (1963) and Powell v. AlAbama,
287 U.S.

45 (1932),

is meaningless to an English-handicapped

defendant sincu without a complete and accurate interpretation
of the proceedings for the defendant and interpreted

8
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communication between client and attorney, counsel is rendered
incompetent or ineffective.

See, Iza., Negron; Vasiati; see

generally. Point,III, supra.

As with the right of confrontation and the right to
effective counsel, it is clear that the right to an interpreter
is of no use to a non-English-speaking defendant if such right
is not construed to "entitle his to an effective, competent
interpreter.

Thus, it has been held that it was reversible

error to conduct a trial where the Spanish interpreters were
unable to effectively
West Indian.

-prat for the defendant who was a

Kelly v. State, 96 Fla. 348, 118 So. 501 (1928).

Similarly, in State v. peslovers, 40 R.I. 89, 100 A.
64 (1317), the defendant's conviction was reversed where the

record showed that the court-appointed interpreter was
incompetent and unable to discharge his duties.

The court held

that failure to remove this interpreter and appoint a competent
one was pteiudiciaI to the accused, and denied his a fair and
impartial trial to which he was entitled under the law.
alpn

See

People v. Starlinc, 21 Ill. App. 3d 217, 315 N.E.2d 163

(1974) (quality of interpretation may determine whether

defendant understood testimony against his to satisfy
constitutional requirement); Hudson v. Augustine's, Inc.,

72

III. APP.2d 225, 218 N.E.2d 510 (1965) (interpreter Oho was not

formally trained to interpret for the deaf did not satisfy
statutory requirement of competency).
In the setting of a criminal proceeding, the denial
of due process has been defined ass
...the failure to observe that fundamental
concept of
fairness essential to the ve,
In order to declare a denial of
justice.
it was must find that the absence of that
fairness fatally infected the trial; the
act complained of must be of such auality
as necessarily prevents a fair trial.

Lisonba v. California, 314 U.S. 219, 236 (1941); see Donelly v.
DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637, 643 (1974); Ham v. South Carolina,
409 U.S. 524, 526-37 (1973), cited in A. Cronhain i A.
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Schwartz, "
Systess

n-English-Speaking Persons in the Criminal Justice

Curr

t State of the Law", 61 Cornell L. Rev. 289, 296

(1976).

posing a stringent certification program or.
interpre

poeely raised the standard of

competency which is deemed constitutionally acceptable in our
federal courts.

Such 1674ard cannot be lowered on the

convenient pretext that there are no " easonably available"
certified interpreters in this cas

not yet established a procedure
interpreters.

,

since the Government has

certify Japanese-language

See S. Rep. No. 95-569 at 12 (in that situation,

the responsibility falls upon'the presiding judicial officer to
insure the competency of the uncertified interpreter).

To the

contrary, the fact that there is no Federal Certification,

Examination for the .apanese language tends to support the
argument that there exist 'otherwise" competent Japanese
interpreters who have not yet been able to attain certification

because of the Government's failure to implement the necessary
and statutorily-required program.

The Government, in

eppointing Mochimuki, blatantly disregarded Congress' intent as
evidenced by the requirements of tha Act.

The Government's

failure to comply with the Act deprived Kamiyama of his
fundamental right to

fair trial and denied him the due

process guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution.
VIII
CONCI.J'S ION

Given the unique character of this case in which the
Government, for the first time, sought and obtained a /ierjury
conviction on the basis of the translated version of.e Japanese
individual's testimony,

he :-,overnment should be held to the

otri,7t standards imposed by the Court Interpreters Act and the

iudicial precedents-relating to the constitutional right to a
competent interpreter.

To do otherwise would result in a grave

miscarriage of iustice and the abridgement of Mr. Kamiyama's
fundamental right to due process as guaranteed, by the Fifth

Amendmek of the Constitution.
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD GRAVELEY
NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS
Submitted to
THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

of the

UNITED STATES SENATE

4 SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION
It

an honor to submit testimony

is

committee

regarding

"Goverw"fmt

to

this distinguished

Intervention

into

Religious

Affairs."

The IntitzAalional Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON)
which
c.

I

represent, was established in 1966 by His Divine Grace A.

Bhaktivedante Swami

Sri1a Prabhupada.

He hails from an

orthodox line of Hindu Vaitihnavism dating back aprroximately 5000

years to -the appearance of Lord Krishna.

The practices and

beliefs of this ancient and monotheistic religion embody tenets, of

Sanskrit scriptures such as Bhagavad-gita and Srimad Shagavatam.
Srlla Prabhupada's English renderings of these texts have brought
new meaning and purpose in life to thousands of Westerners.

These

books, now translated in over 30 languages, form the basis of what
is popularly .known as the "Hare Krishna Movement."

ISKCON has sixty-five temples and farm communities in ;erica
and

nearly two-hundred missionary centers

worldwide.

In

the

last

decade

alone,

in

seventy countries

ISKCON

Food

Relief

distributed some fifty million plates of free food to needy people
worldwide.

In America, ISK('ON ,assists the needy with eighteen free

food distribution and temt)orary housing centers.

Leading international theologists, philosophers and indologist!:

plaise

ISKCON's

humanitarian effort.
Consequently,

sound

scriptural

Yet some label

foundation

and

its

ISKCON a destructive cult.

ISKCON members sometimes e suffer vicious phenomena
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unique in American history.

This phenomema threatens the safety

and well-being of all free thinking God conscious Americans.

It

is religious deconversion (deprogramming), a coercive act'irycsed

and 'established."'

new

upon members of many religions, both

Victims endure intensive persecution, false imprisonment, and

Deprogrammers have been

physical, mental and sexual abuse.

supported by the courts in many states although their acts are
blatantly unconstitutional.

Futher,

hef FBI

has generally failed

to track down these Constitutional offend
i.legality of

This testimony will first bring to light

'deprogramming" and then outline steps to prevent

it.

We will

focus on these specific topics:
1.

Deprogramming: What is it?

2.

The L)se of court ordered conservetorships.

3.

Special investigations of new religions.

4.

Department of Justice: The FBI's "hands off" policy.

5.

Ex-members filing suit against their religious.

orcpinizations.

Ftie tax exempt status of deprogramming organizations.

6.

WHAT IS "DEPROGRAMMING' ?

History shows how St.

Religious persecution is nothing new.
ti

Francis of Assissi, St. Thomas of Aquinas, and countless others
were

restrained

convictions.)
a

highly

and

pre:isured

to

change

their

religious

Today, religious persecution has taken the form of

organized

nationwide

effort

to

restricr'T.argeted

individuals from maintaining freely chosen religious beliefs.
"liept,,gramming'

is

a

term coined by Ted Patrick (Black

Lightning), a man who has been convicted, jailed and sued for his
forcibly kidnapping and Wrisaulting religious victims.
attempt

t,,

it

is

an

remove an individual tiom his or her involvement in a

religious group and convince them to renounce their adherence to
that

faith or belief.

Patrick claims to have been involved

over 16j6 Aeprogrammings himself.
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deprogramming, is hard to calculate because practitioners are
reluctant to advertise.

However, experts in..-440 field estimate

that since 19/6 between 2,500 to 3,000 American citizens have been
subjected. 2

'Deprogramming' has three basic stages.

First

is

the

In this

abduction of the individual, by force and deception.

stage the kidnapped victim is'often bound, gagged, andrtransported

across

state

lines

to

specifically

location

a

facilitate intensive interrogation.

designed

to

During the second phase, the

victim is often confined and subjected to physical and sexual
abuse, belligerent criticism of his or her religion, sleep and
food deprivation, and other calculated tortures.

"Deprogrammers"

aim to break the victim's faith in his religious belief.

Phase

By that

two generally continues for a period of five to ten days.

time, the victim generally submits to his captors, either to stop
the torture, or because his faith is actually shattered.
The

phase

third

"rehabilitation."

is

The

victim

is

transported to a rehabilitation center in another part of the
country.

(Presently, known rehab centers are located in Arizona,

Iowa, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.)

There the

victim remains confined for ,approximately- -one month, a period
meant to "readjust" him to tt4 "real" world.

Accor-ing to Sociologiit Anson Shupe, three types of persons

engage in depzogramming attempts.

3

parents and relatives of the victim.

The largest category

is the

They pay between $10,000 and

$20,000, plus expenses, regardless of whether the deconversion was
successful or not.

Former members make up

the second category.

These persons

brome eremical toward their former churchesthaving been converted

to the "dorogrammings" cause.
:'he

third

category

consists

of

"sympathetic

sideliners"

such an psychidtrists, physicians, social workers and journalists.

This small .but vocal group 'lends scientific cedance to claims of
brainwashing

and ,'psychological

enslavement',
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Such scientific legitimacy

suspicions and fears of families.

an important component of the deprogramming rationale."

It

is

is

this group that has developed a rationale for deEitroying the
victim's individual rights and liberties.

4

Organizations such as the American Family Foundation and
Citizens Freedom Foundation would have us believe that kidnapping
end

been

have

confinement

replaced

deprogramming called 'exit counciling'.
changed.

Just two months ago,

milder

by

forms

of

However, little has

a member of the Hare Krishna

Movement was dragged into a van by hired thugs and taken halfway

across the country.

He underwent an eight day deprogramming

session, then was transported to a rehab center in Ceder Rapids,
He vas finally rescued by the city attorney and members of

Iowa.

Gentlemen, this act of violence orginated within two

the ACLU.

blocks of the Capitol building.
Such
rights.

clearly

actions

infringe

upon

one's

constitutional

Steps must be taken to preserve those rights.

Included

in the common "deprogramming" are the illegal acts of
imprisonment,

kidnapping,

transportation

across

false

state

lines,

assault, rape and civil rights violations.
Section

I985(c)

of

Civil

the

Rights

states-

Act

Two or more people cannot act on an agreement to deprive
any person or class of persons equal protection of the

laws, or of equal privileges and immunities under the
laws; nor can they injure another in person or property,
or

deprive him of havnq and exercising any

right

or

privilege of a citizen.

This sA-tion protects individuals from eilispiracies intended

to deprive them of equal protection by the law.

Therefore, not

only has the "deprogrammed" individual been deprived of his First.

Amendment Rights to exercise religious freedom; he has also been
deprived of tits rights under the Fourteenth Amendmen!.

ABUSE OF CONSERVATORSHIPS
In

an

effort

to

remove

adult

organizations, parents have turned
conservatorships.

children

to the use

from
of

religious

court

ordered

As ACLU attorney Jeremiah S. Gutman points out,
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A typical state structure will provide for appointment
of a conservator or guardian of the proper*.y of someone

who has loat the capacity to manage his cr her own
This type of agrangement is most often invoked
affairs.
with goIlatric patients.

In nearly a dozen states conservatorship laws have been
intruauced by anti-religious lobbies that is intended for use in

In essence the conservatorship +kilos's the

"deprogrammings.'

parents to have permission of the court to forcibly withdraw their

adult child from his Chosen religion and subject him

to

a

In the past coro;ervatorships have been issued

"depcogramming."

without the judge interviewing the individual to see if such
action is warranted, and decisi.ns have been based solely on
testi-Pony by the parents and their accomplices.

3ills like the one recently introduced in the New Jersey
i'enate

(S.

i88) would give a parent or guardian the right to ti.ke

..)swession of the child should he exhibit the following changes:
Abiupt

and

alterations

drartic

of

basic

values

and

lifestyle
2.

Blunted emotional responses

1.

Regression to child-like levels of behavior

Physical mangos such as drastic weight loss

4.

Reduction in decision making abilitieca

Dissociation. obsessio.lal ruminations, delusional

6.

thinking, haltucinrtions or other psychiatric symptoms.

It Also warrants action if the individual has been subjected
,%fly

1.

if

the to) lowing methods of coercion:

Manipulation and cintrol of the environment
isclation from family and friends

S,

4.

ntrol over information and channels of ct.mmun cation

Physical debilitation through sleep deprivation,

unreasonably long hours or inadequate medical care
Reduction

n deolsien-making ability through the

performing of repetitious tasks, repetitive charts,
saiings or teachings.

7
.

.
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Gentlemen,

admit

I

that

I

was victim of such abrupt changes and

it happened in 1971 when

coercion:

joined the U.S. Army to

I

Fortunately for

defend i,.nd protect our country and Constitution.

the country's security, my parents and others didn't think of
using conservatorships to remove their son from the armed forces.

Ant

certainly have no (egrets about having served America.

I

Conservatorship laws would make it possible for parents to remove
their chlici from the military based on the changes the individual
joining.

underwent after
Of

stop a

Intent

the

,7outse,

such vague

of

legislation

from Serving the country, but

Goldler

not

to

intended to

is

it

is

stole 3 iligious convert from practising his religion.

To quote

of

Draconian

"seek

bills

these

r;utmart,

imposition

base

to

lit,..rty upon standards both vague and elusive."

restrictions of

w state hAs passel such legislat ion.

Thus far

However,

8

in New

Yo,k a conservator ship bill did pass both houses only to be vetoed
twice tHy ,:ovvrmor Hugh I. Carey.
In

the,

appellate
applled

case

of

Katz

Superior Court

v.

the decision of

W3S that conservatorship orders could not be

.It

reli,ilous beliefs and fortunately clarified the issue

t

in Calirtnla.
were
conservatorships
why
the
court
expl.,In!
.:ncon.;titutional by emphasizing that the superior court
had overstepped its bounds when it Imposed tts judgment
of tile merits of the converts' religious convict iotel.
inquire into the wisdom
Pie a.:se the courts may not
onservatnrship order, which
tenets, a
ttlo.,,i,,g1CAL
The

f

re,lieS a determir3tion of mental competence, may not
hle,+, on an Itiquity into the substance of an adult's
:;anity or incomptence cannot, under
re:lia:oun feliet.
established by proot that one's
the Con5t,:ution,
(Note, ")i, N.Y.P. 1- Rev.,
reel li;lvuS 9!alth is At.'uld.
e.

t).:'

ehat

;

t

t

t ,,e

t

riq

,

t

not ion

CrTIV

cif!

a

iel,ii

11,;1h1 .-.!

is

father of the country

the disabled people undez his

,

person:

soe Jty in the concept of

king

that.

,..tonqinf)

me

yet

L,,L.Jr!,-,

ft 1m a Catholi:: to

,3

Mormon make

have generally held that

unless a

.e.1 present danger exists to society then the state cannot
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infringe
Yet

it

upon

individual's right

the

to practice his

religion.

is all to easy to find a sympathetic judge to issue a

conservatorship order.

We suggest that legislation be introduced to prohibit the use

of conservatorships on persons who have taken up a new religious
practice.

is quite ironic that, on one hand, the government

It

recognizes a religious organization as valid and awards it a

tax-exempt status based on

its practices.

If,

however,

an

individual chooses to take up those religious practices, the same
Cer-

government may sanction his "deprogramming" and confinement.

tainly legislative action can be taken to safeguard the use of
government intrusion in religious affairs.

The very least a gov-

ernment could do is to use the measure of its own acceptance of a
religious

organization's

tax

status

to

restrict

the

use

of

Our government is not repressive; therefore the

conservatorship.

criminal misuse of conservetorships for "deprogramming" should be
eliminated.

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NEW RELIGIONS

Relgious organizations have
IRS

investigationf,;.

Tremendous

increasingly become victims of
hardship

and

strain

on

the

organization's time, energy and resources have produced in most
cases, a clean bill of health.

There are abuses of the 501C3 tax

status and, fortunately, the Church Audit Procedures Act is a

measure that works to protect the sanctity of the church body
while

providing

investigations.

a

framework

for

the

IRS

to

conduct

its

The question to keep in mind is, what prompttr, the

to inventicjaLri

currently,

if

the

IRS

receives complaints of

501C3 abuses

this may substantiate an investigation of the respective religious
:ganizati,,ns.

Investigation demonstrates a widespread concern

that the causes for investigation should be more clearly defined.

For example,

it

is reasonable to assume that anti-religious

organizations co'ri systematically c-nspire

75?

to cast

doubt

on

a
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They complain ta the

telialoun group.

ehiah

IRS,

in

turn prompts an investigation at the taxpayer's expense, thus

causing undue harrassment to the religious body and a great

safeguard

religious

organizations

taken to

that steps be

We suggest

expense to the public.

from

For

scenarios.

such

example, more descriptive guidelines for the IRS could be required

to first investigate the credibility of
This

expose

would

religious

clearly

evidence

Documented

particular

against

conspiraicies

possible

boi.iieS.

the source of complaint.

such

shows

conspiracieS do exist, and they ate the concern not only ot
minority relaions but of major religious bodies as well.
totm of government intervention in religious affairs

Another

WAS intriA* 'el

in

investigate "cult' activity in Nebraska.

proposio

religion and what
if

The legislation

the Nebraska Legislation.

so, when/

ia a

What

Ones a cult become a religion, and

is a cult?

Religious scholars know that, ofe7ts infancy,

Christianity hare the markings of current day cult definitions.
Clearly,

the

wording

pejorative

clearly

resolution

the

of

demonstrates a lack of the objective analysis needed to product an
accurate report.

The International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON)

certainly has no objection to an objeCtive investigation and

dialysis

its

ot

investigation was done

the Government

by

which took considerable time and funding.

accurate

One such

by qualified scholars.

investigations when conducted

in assessing the nature ot

of

such

encourages

and

prIctices

religious

Denmark,

a

project

Its reports were quite

ISKCON.

In conclusion

report roads as follows:

In our investigation Hare Krishna has taken a
cooperative attitude, albeit that it has formulated
objections against being qualified as a new religious
moveme00 and against being placed consequently in the
We have
category of movements under investigation.
tried

to

demonstrate

that

the

movement

has

deep

historical roots in the Hindvistic tradition, it
true, but that given its aims and method it cannot

is

Religiously we consider

it

seen in an otherwise, especially in the West, than as

new religious movement.

be
a

andisputed. Moreover, because of its theistic character
we think that it falls within the bo;Indaries of the term

75

t e

5.3

'religious denomination", as forstur
that we find its idea - in order

legal status - to manifest its

Ptifn Stet, so
tics CgslCsas
t
isteiVII

religious denomination, justified.

The openness that the movement

psopes

:t,01..01 tso

rhea

ss

Cou rut

As has

enabled us to build up for oursel it* 5 czo ;:117/3r :usage of
ZtakiSell our
Hare Krishna. If this image has s11030,1i listereisZel
Our
at
has
it
Kr tshna-consciolisness ,
that
by
led
white.;
1st
consciousnestso of the movement
divine name.

opera stance anl

Not all religious organ izat ions t-zsOS.

Many people question the yc_.)'ve-fistre is czas 1 1 float loot
to judge the ethics of a religious body. 111Fiy)Nasere esi...rs just if led.
Our forefathers themselves established pC 06' tie: tints. of relic; fort

r tght ly so.

trots government intrusion.
or, and I
It Investigations of religious taoclite,
ye
sure they will, then we may suggest t ).pet eiNt tPirt 91t.&Maaret

ass
bE..

applied to avoid undue persecution.
William C. Shephard has observed thalt ctatir\tire.s 2u.i.le lines were
used in two major cases regarding religi ouuti f~ \saii3kotts. the measures
of judgement applie in these cases, ShislattSIA a., VetYnst 3 14

398 (1963) and Wisconsin v. Yoder , (4061....bsvm
institutionalize a balanci:sz

combined to
t l's

ts.,0

exercise clause substantia
The questions which the coast stS

free

before."

t

brew

17(eslq mad tv mcordll

icht

4; rag ,

tai meSsiiiress

thars
theft

claims of the religious bodies were as ft.'-o.l.lowl5k:
1.

Are the religious beliefs in Grquts, tikicin St n4trely

2.

Are

held?

the practices under

reset:00

tc)

frIredte

the

religious belief system?
Would carrying out the state's awlsil isk cons Sttstse a
1.
substantial infringement on the reLiccilloi.JNW's:-scti.ce?
Rises the
Is the interest of the state Kos/VS
4.
religious practices perpetrate &mese Q fNv e abitet of a
statutory prohibition or obl Waiters?
ton :sy which
Are there alternative means o:f
5.

the state's interest is. served but
religion less burdened?

eStscoS se of

tfttle

1

This test, of course, is subject to masil'IS
nonetheless
Katz

case.

use of

a

objective.

Incidentally,

By the use of

(-onset vatorship

for the state

to take.

this

test ,

kit.
toe

Ai?4strtectt iesis, but iSs

1+440

coLAt

7p1 led to :les
orlOi...L.gted

that thes

was clearly no tt t fry 1.pzIr0 p I i.ite actiori
lo

protect FL4r 04t Nreltrieerhit

tstlhtb, w6
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would suggest that the measure used in the Sherbert. and Yoder case

be established as guidelines for investigaions of religious organizations.

HANDS OFF POLICY OF THE DEPT. OF JUSTICE
Under Title 18, section 241:
It two or more persons conspire t; injure, oppress,
threaten, or intimidate any citizen in free exercise or
enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by
Ult. Constitution or laws of the United States or because
of his having so exercised the same; or
.

.

.

They shall he fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
not more than ten years, or both; and if death results,
they shall be subltict to imprisonment for any term of
years or fur life.

This civil rights code was established to protect persons of

minority status
statute.

in America from persecution.

It

is

good

a

However, it is at best selectively enforced.

U.S. Code title 18, section 1201 states as follows:

Whoever knowingly transports in interstate or foreign
commerce, any person who has been unlawfully seized,
confined,

inveigled,

decoyed,,,...ekidnapped,

or

abducted,

carried away and held for rghg5M or otherwise, except,
in the case of a minor, by a parent thereof, shall be
punished (1) by death if the kidnapped person has not
been liberated unharmed, and if the verdict of the jury
shall so recommend, or (2) by imprisonment for any term
of yearis3 or
imposed.

for

life,

if

the death penalty

is

not

As mentioned earlier, the estimated number of deprogrammings
is

between two and three thousand.

And rerearch indicates that

the average age of religious kidnapping victims is 23 years old.
At

the age of

23,

a person could have spent

five years fighting

for his country, voted in two presidential elections, produced two
cnildren and be preparing to run for Congress in two years, yet is
stiil

An open target

for

"deprogramming."

Why?

One reason

in

that insiestilations show a lack of law enforcement on the part of
the FBI.

Although the laws are c.lear, the FBI has chosen not to become
involved

in

parent originated "dcprogrammtngs" because of

domestic noture.
General,

their

As stated by Philip B. Heymann, Asst. Atttorney
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I would also like to point out that it is a general

policy of the Department of Justice not to become
involved in situations which are essentially domestic
relations controversies.
If a parent abducts his adult
child
from a religious sect, accomanies the child
though,)ut the so called "deprogramming" and there is no
violence or other aggravating circumstaniis, these facts

would weigRainst Federal involvement.
One example I know of involved a twenty-five year old college
graduate who joined the Hare Krishna movement only to be kidnapped

and taken on a bisarre odyssey of imprisonment, assault and rape.
Even though witnesses reported her violent abduction to the police
and the FBI was contacted, the statement of the agent in Baltimore

was as follows:

'If ay son or daughter were in the Hare Krishna

movement I would have them deprogrammed too.' 15

So far, no action

has been made by the FBI to bring justice to the guilty persons.
Of the several thousand deprogrammings that have occurred only a
small handful

of deprogrammers have

their action.

State child abuse and neglect laws exist t3 protect

minors from deranged parents.

faced criminal charges

Are we to underi.tand that parents

get a free rein to let others abuse their child once

adult and is involved

i

for

becomes an

a minority religion, because the Justice

Dept. doss not involve itself in domestic affairs?

Mr.

B.ickley, Attorney in Charge, Freedom of Information Unit

E.

Ross

of

the

Dept. of Justice, states,

The General Crimes Section has no _procedures, policies,
rules, or guidelines wnichapecificalli deal with 'deprogramming".
u: articult activities, 16

We would recommend that amendments be made to existing
,idhapping and civil rights codes the.

would compel

federal

agencies to enforce laws concerning kidnapping even though it say
be

a domestic concern.

Perhaps thic would encourage parents to

approach their adult son or daughter's acquired religion wk")
tclerance and understanding rather than treating their chtiOTAn
as the Communist party's treats Soviet dissidents.

I suggest 1.is

honorable committee caspare the materiel submitted to the ii4se
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Foreign Airs eommittee o

September 34,

1983 regarding The,,e/

Political Abuse of Psychiatry in the USSR and the eateriel
deprogramming.
rhetorical

You

will

treatment

see
the

of

a

striKing

KGB

toward

similarity
dissieents

on

in

the

and

the

anti-cultists toward Krishnas, Moonies, Scieeto:egists and other
members of minority religions.

Our organization

is aware of the

similarities, since Hare Krishna devotees in eeesia arm presently
ire

yeldereoing the same tortures placed upon Soviet political. enemies.

on one hand we guarantee religious freeeom yet we do not

It

enforce it, then the Bill of Rights becomes subject to Luther
abuse and exploitation.

EC-MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS FILING SUIT
AGAIN:). THEie FORMER AFFILIATIONS

a person undergoes a ,'epregramming he nay decide to

After

divorce himself from his new tel
that

oftentimes persons

ie

Dr. Golden's studies thew

r.

this category were planning

to

leave

the organization anyway, and use the depregrammiog as a convenient

Aside from the reasons tor6leaving,

excume for separation.
ex-members then undergo

a

solicitation by anti-cult

barrage of

lawyers who have enceuraged them to establish a case against their

disassociated religious organization.

Suits are tiled on the

grounds that the ex-member underwent false imprisenmeni, fraud, or

eucumented evidence shows that such actions

emotional distress.
are part et

4 censpiracy by ahti-cult groopii%to ,e-ipple religious

organizations' finances through leee l battles.
cause

religious

organizations

practices en the witness stand.

is Oetermined whether

the

burden

not.

Here again we have a situation to
roil ion.

In

our

falti traeition

,.;.e

court
is

Lord who determines what conA'tutem religion.
clearly de eke ibee

in the `i3OIN year

not discounted that

a

petting

a religious practice

it

is

of

These cases
their

Based on the comprehesion of the

coert

whet

18

'et

1=i

vat1',i

or

determining
inf."11 ele

ii; quite

tt.,1

judge ,0u)d ascertain whether the practice:

7t;2
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religious organization is bonsfide, but his judgement should

/e based on whether that religious organization follows the
religious scriptures that it claim, to follow.

///

This, coupled with

the Shorbert-Ydder test mentioned earlier, would help to'insure

that court rooms do not become the battleground for religious
bigorry.

TAX EXEMPT STATUS OF ANTI-RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

Earlier,

for

argued

we

protection

the

'y Aal<ganisations from subjective IRS

religious

of

Granting tax

investigation.

exempt Status to anti-religious organizations which oppose :'first
Amendment Rights appears inconsistent from our point of view.

As you may know, anti-religious organizations have sprung up
in this country whose activities range from informational agencies

to active 'deprogramming' institutions.

They have been granted

tax exempt status by the federal government.

Funds are used to

promote deprogramming and disinformation about new religions
Leaders

of

organizations

anti-religious

like

in

the

Citizen's Freedom Foundation (CFF) have been convicted on charges
cf

"deprogram:sing'

feel

and false

Imprisonment.

These organizations

that they have an integral part to play in the education of

society as to the dangers of destructive cults.

ironically,

members of these organizations are allowed into public schools to

cast doubt and fear about the dangers of seeking out God and yet
religious groups are not permitted equal access to present their
views.

Anti-religious organizations claim

that

cults

use

mind

control, brainwashing and coercion on their members. Yet the same
organization promotes

kidnapping,

false imprisonment and

physical and mental torture of adult religionists.
captured

the

"deprograming"

emotional

sentiments

organizations

of

eventually

Also, having

misinformed
destroy

the

parents,

already

fragile patent-child relationship should "deprogramming" attempts
fail.

Our studies Show that in the Krishna Consciousness movement

approximately

7511

of

"deprogramming' attempts are unsuccessful.

Far move relationships are thus broken than repaired.
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In the interest of proticting religious ficedoms,
an

investigation

activities

the

into

suggest

I

"deprogramming'

of

organizations; their use of conservatorships and government help

in kidnapping adult religionists; and the use of the public
schools

in

promoting

"anti-cult" misinformation.

Secondly,

it

should be observed by the committee that if such activities
constitute
steps

then

violation of

a

should

taken

be

religious

First Amendment
withdraw

to

such

liberties,

organizations'

(How can the government

government sanctioned tax exempt status.

relgious freedom while promoting the attackers of

protect

freedoms?)

This may

legislation

require new

those

that would better

clarify the qualification of organizations deserving the tax
exempt status with the federal governent.

CONCLUSION

We have discussed the isue of 'deprogramming" as is relates
to government Intervention into religirn!s affairs with respect to
Fitst

Amendment

concerned

at,lut

tights.
the

As

a

r;qt:ts

of

soCle"Y

we are

minorities, and even the rights of animals.

to become Aware of
necessary

steps

to

rights

the

women ,

increasingly more

I

of

ethnic

ask this coaimittee

the rights of minority religions and take the
investigate

and

enact

1egislat on

insure this sacred Constitutional right. What

one may scion be restricted from all.

i

needed

to

is restricted from

pledge my support and

f,11eat .,,,,peratton to your effor's.
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TISTIMONY OF

DR. BOB .TONES, JR.

OS S. 2566

"THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964"

BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

JUNE 26, 1984

Mr. Chaimeaui, and other members of the Committ e. I consider it

an honor and privilege for me to attend this public hearing and
express a conservative point of view on S. 256$.

The ..nembers of this Committee well know what the intent.

purpose, and scope of this legislation is; so

I

will not bore the

Committee with a layman's explanation of the Bill.
Although I an Chancellor of Bob Jones University and Chairman

of the Board and served as President of the University for some
twenty-four years, I come to you today in my role as a Minister of the

Gospel for more than fifty years and one who has traveled in almost

every state of the Union during the past two years.

I come to you as

one who has spent time with what the news commentators have referred

to as the "silent majority."

The conservative working clime of

America is, I think, the backbone oi uur great nation.

The average American citizen is frustrated because he finds his
life regulated by a central government made up primarily of unnanuxi,
faceless bureaucrats.

Federal regulation has grown to such an extent

that many citizens find their lives regulated from the cradle to the
grave and, yes, now we even regulate people beyond the grave with
e'11

1

b0
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the newly adopted regulations governing the financing of burial
services.

Fifteen, ten, or even five years ago, some would have said

that this kind of pervasive regulation of essentially keel interests was

not warranted and would not be possible in a free country, and yet,
we see Congress enacting even more new regulatory laws each year.
I want to limit my comments to two basic points. First, I find an

&Moat cavalier attitude in the Congress and in the Federal
Bureaucracy toward the protection,of religious freedom in this nation;
and second, my layman's understanding of the concept of enumerated

powers in the Federal Constitution suggests to me, and I hope sug-

gests to this body, that there is a limit to government's ability to
right imagined wrongs; its. the end of regulation, though it be
laudable, does not justify any means to accomplish that laudable goal.
Not a week goes by without my receiving correspondence or telephone calls from a religious or other conservative organization which is

being harassed by IRS or some other Federal bureaucracy. Religious

persecution by bureaucracies. particularly by the IRS and various
State Departments of Education which scorn the existence of Christian
schooLa ,

is *weer ing America.

If this trend continues, freedom of

religion as we have known it in this Country will not survive; and I

llredicl that this nation will not survive if we ever get to the point
where religiixis minorities are persecuted in the name of liberty or
justice for other groups.
When the Supreme Court ruled in the Bob Jones University case
antmd religious freedom was not as important
that Constitution ally guaranteed

as public policy, the justices violated their oath to uphold and defend
the Constitutioo. but very few Congressmen and Senators demonstrated

any interest in passing legislation to protect religious freedom,
The "Liberals," however, looked upon the Grove City decision as
a blow to Civil Rights and immediately reacted by introducing the Civil

Rights Act of 1984 to further infringe upon religious freedoms.
So-called

"civil rights." as presently promoted by the "Liberals,'

involve denial of individual rights and personal freedoms and is in
direct violation of the Constitutional guarantees of liberty,

767
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The taxation of churches and other religious institutions, simply
because $06113* of their religious beliefs do not is.inform to nebulous

public policy established by bureaucrats, is a dangerous precedent; it
1.1

is the kind of power which is subject to abuse and is tantamount to
the government's establishing a preferred religion.

I

submit to you

that this whole area of government-regulation of religious beliefs which

are not, in fact, criminal should be reviewed by this august body.

I

do not think such regulation is in the overall best interests of our
society, and I believe it is blatantly unconstitutional and Soviet-like in
Its practice.
I would "ilia to see the Senate go on record with legislation which
clearly affirms the preeedentisi nature of First Amendment Rights over
considerations of Federal public policy. Of course. I am familiar with

the doctrine of "compelling State interest," but that phrase u just
three words which have varied meanings, depending upon the philoso-

phy of the individual justices or judges. Of course, it has a negative
connotation toward conservative organizations when our law s so much

based on sociological law rather than logic and the permanency of the
Constitution of the United States.

Before I discuss my specific concern about S. 2568, let me just
raise one other question for your consideration. Why is it that the

IRS is so eager to harass, intimidate, and persecute churches and
other conservetiee organizations with their detailed questioning, with

their footdragging on approval of tax-exempt status and with their
barrage of forms aimed at :,upervising the activities of conservative
organizations' And yet.

is it also that they fail to check or even

monitor blatant violations of taw by liberal organisations?

Let me just cite one re nt example.

According to the news

media, both iihe National Education Association and the National
Organization for Women publicly endorsed one of the Deenoc--st candi-

dates fur President. Of course

I

are no CiVrtiOy, but it is my under-

standing that there are specific .egulatiorz adopted by the IRS that
prOitoIl this kind of 1.+011tiCht.3 activity by ass;' s!ax-exempt organization.
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Why dot's the IRS not enforce those Jews and move to remove the tax
4

/

exempt status of these two very "iiticral" organizations"
My second niaior point is that S. 2568 should be rev7ewed in light

of the doctrine that the power of the Federal Government to regulate
and contra; private institutions and small busin

^s is restrfeted by

the enumerated powers in the United States Co.
I

'ion.

have reviewed the Ling-Lige of .S-. 2568, and 1 save read a

number of commentaries on the Bill.

From my pet spe ctive as one who

has traveled the length and breadth of this coLutry,
v«.12

I

find a

of opposition to any expansion of Rower in the federal

bureaucracy which would authorize thy Federal Government to arta-

trari:y regulate and control private 'Institutions and 'even local units of
1.

government simply. because they had been an indirect recipient of some
federal

wider such broadly. worded authority as is contained inn

S. 25W.
Let me t)egin with my Premise.
most re;:ent Civil Rights decision a

Heti12

I had a lawyer friend review the

the U.S. Supreme Court, Fire

Lacal_Union Number 1784, tak Stotts, et al., decided June

1.h44.

!ply attorney friend, who has been involved in Civil Rights
Federal Court. tells me that this decision stands squarely for

the principle that there is a limit to the remedies that can he fashioned
in

the name of Civil Rights under existing law.

He also said that
there is a limit to what can be done in the name of Civil Rights under
the United States Constitution.

It is my understanding that meat of the logic for the modern Civil
Rights law conies from a single paragraph in McCullough vs. Maryland,
,decided in 1819, in el.)-Lich the Supreme

Court stated the principle that

Congress could adopt any reasonable legislation to enforce the:.

'numerated powers set forth in the United States Constitution.
specific quote reads as foliows:

"Let the end be legitimate, let
it be within the scope of the
Constitution, and all means
which are sppropriate, which
are plainly adapted to that end,

which are rot prohibited, but
consistent with the "Letter and
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spirit of the Constitution, are
constitutional . . . ."
The point I wish to make, and which I hope the Senate will con:.

sider very seriously as it reviews and deliberates on this legislation,
is that under the American System of government, a laudable end does
not justify any means. I think it is unfortunate that the limits of the
Supreme Court's approval of legislative authority in Congress stated in
McCullough vs. Maryland has been forgotten. No legislation can be

adopted in the mune of any provision of the Constitution' that is
inconsistent with other provisions of the Constitutic/. item afraid we
have gotten into what one French philosopher described as legal
plunder, the takingof one mans rights so that they can.be given to
another.

We have forsaken our heritage, we have destroyed our

Constitution, and we have chartered a course of self-destruction
because we have abandoned the principle of making sure the means is

just as laudable as the end.
Let me return to the specific finding of the Supreme Court in

Fire Fighters vs. Stotts. After reviewing a lower Court decree which
had mandated affirmative action discrimination contrary to a union
contract, the Supreme Court described the limits of Title VII of the
Civil Rights of 1964 as follows:

"Our ruling in Teamsters that a

court can award coMpetitive
seniority only when the beneficiary

of the award has actualiy been a

victim of -illegal diicrimination is
consistent with the policy behind
706(g) of Title VII, which affect l
the remedies avaiLtye in Title VfI
is
litigation. That ecgicy. w
to provide make-whale relief only

to those who have been actual

victims of illegal 'discrimination.
was repeatedly expressed by the

sponsors of the Act during the

congressional debates. Opponents
of the legislation that became Title

VII charged that if the bill Were
enacted, employers could be
and promote
ordered to
persons in oiXer to achieve a

racially-talanced work force even
though those persons had not been
victims of illegal discrimination.*

In noting the pertinent discussion in the Satiate by the floor

7 7t)
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manager of the Bill as the limits of remedies, the Supreme Court
quoted Senator Hubert Humphrey ts follows:

Nei*

"Contrary to the allegations of
some opponents of this Title, there
is nothing in it that will give any
power to the Commission or to any
Court to require . . firing
of employees in order to meet

',racial 'quote or to achieve a
certain racial balance."

My point is simply this:

there, is a limit to the authority of any

legislation, no matter how laudable the goal, if we are to live within
the confines of a Constituticirritieysteet of government.
I

trust that my comments will not be considered trite or

superfluous. but no one tactild suggest that 'a criminal who was caught

in cold-blooded murder should be denied his Constitutional right to a
free -.trial.

I am simply saying that -any legislation that seeks to

extend the authority of the Federal Bureaucracy in the area of
enforcing Civil Rights laws should be reviewed in the context of the
enumerated powers in the Conkitutioti and the principle that there is a
limit to the means that can be used to accomplish a laudable goal.

Let me be more specific about some of my particular concerns
about the language that is presently contained in S. 2565.

I, am, of course; concerned, as are ill. the opponents to this
legislation, about the broad definition of "recipient' whicl4 would have

the effect of overturning the Grove City College decision.

I hope no

Senator who has pledged- to uphold the Constitution would take his

task so lightly as to concede that there is a need to overturn the'll.S.
Supreme Court decision in the Grove City case.

I would go so far as to suggest that Congress should even rewiew

the whole concept of who is the recipient of Federal Funds. ti am not
even sure of the validity of the part of the decision which determined

the college was a recipient because a few students were getting
Federal education grants, just as I am not sure it should be deter-

mined that a student going to a ctlege under the GI Bill results in
Federal financial assistance to the institution. I understand that I am

raisLig some questions that will hardly see the light of day; but that
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doesn't mean that a ahrinkinacmilaaritY.yft.: a persecuted ininoritYat
private, religious educational institutions in this country-alshould
not be heard from and their position should. not be considered. 'I can

Mid no logic So .the reasoning that says when one little segment of
private Institution is a beneficiary of some small amount of Federal
financial assistance, the whole institution should be entangled in a web

of legal and bureaucratic controversy in order to correct a single
violation of a single Civil Rights regulation.

On this point, although there has been some

assuranby

the

proponents of this legislation that tax exemptions and tax deductions
would continue to be excluded from the definition of Federal finangial
assistance, I can tell you from experience that the bureaucrats will
find some Way of changing that law through bureaucratic interpretation

1,

and through the implementation of public policy against conservative
institutions across this nation. The Supreme Court, in the Boo Jones

University case. has aiready ruled that tax exemption constitutes
Federal financial assistance.

This august body Is considering legislation that could be
catastrophic. The passage of this Bill could strike the death knell for
all private institutions as we have known them in tAis nation. The

passage of S. 256e could very well destroy the pluralism that has made
this nation great. Unless some of tit nebulous language which is

contained in the Bill at this time is tightened,- so as to require
pinpointing of the termination of fends, and so as to limit the ultimate
reach of the regulatory authority of Federal Bureaucracies from
,

entrapping private citizens as ultimate beneficiaries of Federal financial
assistance in extended litigation, then this Bill could be the deatli of

the private free enterprise system in America. Democracy in this land
has survived more than 200 years because of pluralism, because of

diversity, because of dissent, and, yes, because of nonaconfoanity to
some of tha half-baked idea. cookeu -n in Washington.
My reading of the Commentaries on S. 2566 convinces me that the

obvious result of itr enactment would be an immediate extension of
Federal regulatory power with regard to age, sex, handicapped, and
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race discrimination to virtually all of the activities of every state and
political subdivision in the land.

I think it has been conceded by the proponents that aid to a
State Government would bring all counties. sties, villages, school
districts. and every other kcal taib-unit of government under the
control of the Federal bureaucracy.

Simply because the State receives

$ single Federal grant, automatically all of its sub-units are brought

within the coverage of age. sex, handicap, and race discrimination
statutes and regulations.
The broad and almost unlimited scope E f this nett, enforcement
power for the Federal bureaucracy was accurately described in the Wall

Street Journal of May 23, 12E4, by Chester E. Finn. Jr.:

"In short, aeziztance':of any kind

any part or any public or

private enterprise will trigger all
the civil-rights regulations and
enforcement procedures of all the
cognizant federal agencies with
respect to all other parts of the
enterprise, however remote they
may be from the part being aided.
If a state education department
receives funds from the, U.S:

4

Education. Department, (as they all
do), the (iffiest for Civil Rights

gains iuriadiction over that state's
If a
highway department.
municipal hospital is assisted by

the Public Health Service, the

e

'city's police and fire departments

will become subject to challenge by
the Department of Health and
Human Services if they reject job
applicants with heart conditions."

I do not think this Committee should favorably report this Bill
until the questions about the spending of Social Security checks and

the use of Food Stamps in the "Mom and Pcp" grocery stores have
been satiafactorily answered.

To ma, the definition of the words

"recipients" and "transferee" raises innumerable possibilities of

government regulation of heretofore private, non-government entities.

Pir).haps the following may seem at this time to be so far out as to

deserve no consideration; but knowing how the IRS usurps to iteelf
most outrageous powers, I feel the injection of a hypothetical question

_is entirely warranted, Suppose an

of the IRS donated to his
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church by endorsing over to it the check from the IRS representing
the return on his personal income tax. Is there not a possibility that

the IRS could hold tt ta

was a primary or secondary government

benefit and proceed against that church?

I am equally concerned about the question of whether or not
.116

unintentional recital or sexual discrimination should trigger the
ti

possibility of private law suits against private entrepreneurs, who
never ifitendect their actions to be discrionnatory. Of course, this
raises a question offwkether the new law would regulate intentional
discrimination or use the so-called "effects test."
I

plead with this Committee to have all of these questions
clearly and without equivocation before this Bill reaches the

answe

floor

f the Senate. Of course, this question is also complicated by

the

verage tir-the Bill for indirect aid as well as direct assistance.

All

th

things create the pensibility of an insurmountable mountain

of litigation which, in and of itself. threatens the very exlatence of
many institutions in this Country.
Maybe I should conclude by quoting aomothing which has been

quoted a number of times already, the statement by Harvard LAW
School Professor Charles Fried in his testimony on May 3Q before
Senator Hatch's Judiciary subcommittee on the Constitution in which
Professor Fried said of S. 2568:

This Bill represents our legislative
process at its wonit. It would
make

:paler changes in

the

structure of our anti-discrimination
laws in the balance of
responsibility oetween Federal
government and the States, in the
balance between the responsibilitietg

and the prerogatives of private
institutions and bureaucratic
authority over those institutions.

could talk for hours from
experience that the American people are $ust about fed-up with
over-taxation, over-regulation, and the legal 'plunder that is
Members of this Committee,

I

represented with this kind of legislation.
I

respectful15, suggest to you that if most of the kinds of

legislaticiii which have been passed in the,nstne of Civil Rights, except

.774'
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that which is aimed at specific acts of intentional disorisnination, -were

put to the American people in the form of a referendum. the overwhelming majority of Americans would vote to 'repeal much of this
Islas Fatten.

In conclusion. I simply ask you to consider:

is the means as

Isudable as the end?

I hope you believe as I dn. and as do most
icAmericims.lhat the end does not justify the means.
Bob Mee
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TENTIMON'i OF REV. JOHN D. STANARD III
DIRECTOR, CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY, NATIONAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
befora.-4

()RAIN HATCH AND THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE

SEN

CONSTITUTION
a

rt

!-

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:
.

I am Rev. John D. Stanard..III and the Director of'the
newly formed Church of Scientology, NatiooalZublic Affairs
Office located here in Washington, D.C. t thank you for
this opportunity to comment on the important topic of
religious liberty and I offer what Ibelieve is_a unique

perspective which my Church has on these'mattera.
Religious Liberty brings back vivid images of'the
Children of Isreal driven' nto the desert for forty years
seeking a promised land and suffering privations of
that promised land.
magnitude in order to obtai
Christ
Religious Liberty brings co mind the fight that
had
but
12
had bringing his wisdom to earth when he
The State
followers, one of whom betrayed all of the rest.

e

assisted in his crucifixion.

members
In America one can find the attacks on the
Saints
wh6
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Their founder
were ordered exterminated by. Governor Boggs.
and
the taie
Joseph Smith was slain by assassins bullets
from their
sanctioned the action. A people were driven
and
made
homes that they had salvaged from swampland
the
land of
fertile and they were driven out and went to
.

Deseret in Utah.
practices_
In the 1950's our religious beliefs and
L. Ron
thought.
came upon the forefront of American
publis ed
Hubbard, founder of the Scientology religion,
it
of
man,
Dianetics
his first work on the mind and
The book offered a
The Modern Science of Mental Her:.
aggravations
of ran
new approach to many of the ills and
Hubbard
based on the mind and spirit. Almost immediately
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and the newly formed Church of aCientology came under
vicious attacks from the hedici/Ments1 Health establishment,
\
namely the American Medical Association, the American
.

Psychiatric Association and other such grows.
.

4

It quickly became apparen &.that our new religion had

run afoul of men actNly oppose

to religion and sp4rttual
thought.
Institutional Psychiatry, formed in suCh groups
as the World Federation of Mental Health, had actually
articulated anti - religious plans many years prior Os the
..formation of our Church.
In the 1940's Dr. C. Brock Chisholm,
a
a former Proident of the WM! and a leading spokesman for

the Institutional Psychiatric movement, stated that the
primary goals of pszchiatry were the elimination of
morality, including such harmful concepts as 'right'
and 'wrong', and the "infiltration" of the religious.
logal aid
cational professions.Dr.Chisholm called
the teachi s at Sunday schools and given by 4iristers
"poisonous certainties".

As an alternative to religious teaching and morality, Dr.
Chisholm offered electr'- shock, psycho-surgery (lobotomy),
chemical shock, hypno an
gruesome "therapies".

narco analysis and other

Church of Scientology was, and
to this day is, one of the most outspoken critics of
these dasigerous and morally repugnant practices. Unfortunately

for us, the proponents of this lucrative trade have friends
Its around the woridlEoln they have been able
o serve their own ends.
Thus
egar a Tong saga of confrontations for survival
between my 6rarch and the sometimes hidden forces of
Institutional Psychiatry. Thus began a psychiatric
disinformation campaign of magnitude which, continuing to
this day, has included the creation of large dossiers of

false and misleading information within many federal
agencies.
One for one thesAkdossiers contain misleading,
irrelevant and false information about the Church, its
beliefs and practices.
This information is freely passed

between the agencies and often transmitted outside the
country to foreign governments - usually with disastrous
results,

* In'1963, spurred on by vested interest of the
.Mental Health establishment, the Food and Drug
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Administration in Washington, D.C. raided the
Founding Church of Scientology seizing confessional
aids Iled on Scientology spiritual counselling as
vell as All written materials used by Scientologists
in the practice of their faith.

Counselling sessions

were broken up by Deputy Marshall& and the entireff.

Churok building was ransacked.

7

The FDA based the raid on the false assumption that

S

our Church promoted mediCal cures from car
spiritual counselling. This false information was
supplied by certain psychiatrists antagonistic
to Scientology and our spiritual counselling methods.
It took 10 years of hard fought and expensive
litigation to win back the right to use our
confessional aids an4 religious materials.

* In the late 1960's, false and misleading information
in the FpA files was sent to Mental Health authorities
in Australia, again at the urging of certain U.S.
This information was used to actually
psychiatrists.

outlaw the practice of Scientology in two Australian
Staten.
Although the law was resrindedin 1973,

and formal

apology made to the Church by the Premier of
Western Australia, much damage was done.

* In 1977 two of our U.S. Churches were raided. One
of the instructions given the raiding agents was
to look for and seize any files containing material
about the Xnerlcan Medical Association and the
American Psychiatric Association. While a few overzealous staff, weary of the long years of harassments,
did violate the law in their attempts to uncover
the false dossiers maintained by many agencies, the
raid itself as executed was needlessly brutal. 135
agents conducted what many have called the
largest raid in FBI history,

* One of o.r organizations located in Guatemala
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was denied a license to operate in 1982 based
directly on false information given the Guatemalan
Embassy in Washington, D.C. by a Justice Dept.
attorney.

* We have linked U.S. agency transmittals of
false and questionable information with the-raid
conducted on One of our Canadian Churches in 1983
and with raid; on Churches in Germany and Italy
in 1984.

This is but a sapling of the devastating effect
such transmittals can have. The dossier machine, set up
years ago by vested interests of the Institutional
Psychiatric movement long opposed to religious thought
and practice, operates even today. Apparently these sere
vested interests,
operating with some new faces such
as psychiatrist Dr. JohnClark who is leading the fight
against new religions here and in Europe, arr continuing
to operate in Americe today unabated. How else do we
explain the unprecedented assaults on religious liberty
over the last few years?
Rev. ?Won and his Church stop .drug use and illicit
sea, preach morality and assist millions of people.

Pastor Sileven from Nebraska starts a Christian
school teaching the moral principle's of right and wrong
in addition to basic education.

Ron Hubbard develops a workable solution to
drug addiction and a powerful new technology f study
1

that is currently helping millions of people worldwide.
The rewards?

Hubbard is attacked fOr his work, Pastor Sileven
is driven from t,he Stdte under threat of arrest and
Rev. Moon faces a jail sentinel.

Other religions across America and other countries
offer the'same wholesome atmosphere. The Oral Roberts,
the Jim Bakers, the Pat Robertsons, other evangelicals.

the Mormons, Baptists, Methodists, Catholics. Lutherans,
Epiacopalians. AUddhists, Vedantists, Hare Krishna's are
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offering a drugless society and better education. Why
are they being attacked? How does Institutional Psychiatry
continue to use the government for its vituperation of
religion?
We have spent millions, we will probably spend more
millions before this is through.
Religions are being
driven together as they have picked up the banner of
morality and started a return to time haporee ideals such
as the family. This will continue against the anti-morality
psychiatric movement protected by the misguided few
serving their interests in government.

How long does religion have to fight?
In 1934, in the small town of Barmen in the Rhur
valley of Germany, a small' conference of religious

leaders and laymen from the free Churches gathered to
warn of the impending storm in Europe. They expressed the
principles of Cod fearing men. They did not?criow the
names of the doctors and chief psychiatrists who would
plan the hqlocaust as it was just then beginning - with the

slaughter of thousands of helpless mental patients and
They
other "genetic defectives" in German institutions.
did not foresee the rape of Europe or the genocide of
races coming. They were however men of such spiritual
vision that they saw the need for religions to stand
together. They were men like Karl Barth, Eric Bonhoffer
and Pastor Martin Neimoller.
'Pastor Neimoller summed it up:

S.

"In Germany. the Nazis _came for the communists,
and I didn't speak up because I was not a communist.

Then they came for the Jews and I did not speak up
becausm I was not a Jew. Then they came for the
Trade Unionists and I did not speak tip because I wasn't
Then they came for the Catholics
a Trade Unionist.
Then
and I was a Protestant so I didn't speak up.

they came for me...by that time there was no one
to speak up for anyone."

.

The religions wilt not become victims. We are growing
Religion makes the future of this
in our ccnv.ictions.
Religions are the hope for sanity, morality,
courtry.

7
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honesty. production and

drugless states of ability. Our

liberty is tt liberty of the spirit and our freedom is
the freedom of God. 441 shall not be held down or
victimized by the godless vested interests of Institutional

Psychiatry who oppose spiritual practice, who label religious
experience 'mzutal illness', who created such luonder drugs'
as LSD for our children and who utilize such barbaric
"treatment' ' on our people as elictric shock and lobotomy.

The use by these special interests of our own
government agencies to forward their anti-religious
campaignp must come to an end. Currently our National
Institue of }Mental Health provides funds to a
psychiatrist in Los Angeles, Dr. Louis'Josslyn "Jolly"

West of the U.C.L.A. Neuropsychiatric Institute, who
has sponsored anti-religious seminars and travelled to
Europe promoting his campaign againet new religions.

So far neither the Judicial nor Executive branches
have takan effective action to stop the assault on
We hope and pray that legislators with
courage and vision, such as the honorable memberc of
this Subcommittee, can face and solve the proolems of

religion.

religious liberty confronting us in America today.
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THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

We of the Citurds iaelieve

."1/1Nesa1t men of whatever rice, colour or cited were created with equal rights.
en ?save inalsenable rights to their own religious pracnces and their performance.
That a
That all
have inalsenabie rights to thou own lives.
That all milt have ,inalienable rights to their sully.
That all men have inalienable rights totheir own defence.
That all men have inalienable rights to et.ncrive, choose, assist
and support their OUT. organizations, churches and governments.
That all men have inalienable nests to think freely, to talk freely, to write freely
their own opsuons and to counter.or utter er write upon the opinions of others.
That all men have inalienable nests to the creation of their own kind.
That the souls of men have the rights of men.
That the study of the mind and the healing of mentally caused ills should not
be alienated from religion or condoned in non- religious f.elets.
And that no agency less than God has the power to suspend or
set aside these rights, overtly or covertly.
Arid III of the Churth ',cheer

That nan is &means good.
That he is seeking to survive.
That his survival depends uteri himself and upon has ftilosss,
and his attainment of brotherhood w ith the Peeve
And lee of lift Clitml, Ischeve 11,-.r sic Ian's of God forbid .1 fan

To destroy his own lokui.
To desnoy the sanit, of another.
To destroy or enslave another's soul.
To destroy or reduce the survival of one's companions or one's group.
Aid we of die Chuttli
That the spirit can be saved and

That the spirit alone may save or heal the body.
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muilustim SISSIRSZ
Charles E. Dederich founded Synanon in 1958 with his $33
unemployment check. Articles of Incorporation were filed with
the California Secretary of State on September 18, 1958 under
Synanon was organized and has
the name Synanon Foundation, Inc.
been operated at all times since its incorporation in 1958
exclusively for purposes expressly within the meaning of
Interng evemas gp44 section 501(c)(3) and is a non-profit,
retraous corporation, organized and existing under the laws of
the State of California: Synanon was granted tax-exempt status
in 1960. From 1960 to 1912, Synanoorwas recognized by the
Internal Revenue Service as a taz-elezmpt organization. Our tax
exemption for years 1977 and 1978 was revoked in May, 1531.
Although Synanon's religious and charitable activities are many,
the most dramatic has been the effort to rehabilitate and
reeducate over 15,000 people who have come to Synanon in
trouble, seeking help. When the first drug addict came to
Synanon, the assumption that 'once
addict always an addict'
was challenged and proven wrong.
-

Today, Synanon's methods and philosopbr#
widely used in state
and federal correctional systems, in our
try's educational
institutions, by the informal network of organizations which
currently distribute surplus food and materials to the needy,
and in thousands of rehabilitation organizations which are
modeled on Synanon.
Synanon is one of the few modern American charitable
organizations which has not relied on Government funding.
Rather, Synanon has a fundamental religious belief that people,
individually and collectively, should strive towards
self-reliance.
Synanon has developed businesses that teach job
skills and make the organization largely self-supporting.
The Synanon Church also teaches that we must act as our
brother's keeper. Therefore, our religious community has kept
its doors open and food supplies flowing to those in need, even
without recognition from the I.R.S. of our tax-exempt status and
Irbil., this matter is still pending in the courts.
Although Synanon is best known for its work with/addicts, other
charitable and religious works include operation of schools, a
vocational college, research into and dissemination of
information about alienation, chemical dependence, delinquency,
criminality and the care of eenior citizens. In addition,
Synanon has spawned a network of organizations that distribute
food and other necessities of life to the needy.
Synanon, like many other new religions in America, faces
tremendous persecution from the U.S. Government, specifically
the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice. The
facts are presented below.
The Powg.E40.3fai-IALIZAL4VNIZ-ILLJeillaaf.1=e1_,111011.cs
lgijbani-S.01

Over the pest 25 years, the Internal Revenue Service has
conducted four audits of Synanon's charitable and religious
works.
At the end of each of the first three audits, the
auditing agent recommended 'no change' in Synanon's tax-exempt
status.

The fourth audit which began in /larch, 1979, clearly
demonstrates the intent of the Internal Revenue Service to use
its power to tax as power to destroy. The following facts were
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all admitted 'by Les Brandin, the agent assigned to the audit of
Synanon, during deposition under oath on hay 5, 1983:
(1)
Zr. November, 1979, Agent Brandin submitted
a Requeat for Technical Advice to the National
()Wee of the I.R.S. His conclusions were based
on an 9-month audit of Synanon. He concluded
that none of the net earnings of Synanon were
inured to the benefit of any private individual
and that Synanon was organized for exempt

purposes.

(2)
In January,-198'0, the Request for Technical
Advice was withdrawn by Agent Brandin's District
Office.
Brandin was told by Mr. Beck, Chief of
Technical Review Of the San Francisco District
Office of the I.R.S., that the reason for
withdrawal was that people in the National.
Office weluld have to rule ie favor of Synanon.
(3)
On January 10, 1980, the I.R.S. District
Office issued a memorandum requesting further
examination of eight kesues concerning Synanon.
Agent Brandin had already examined seven of the
eight issues and had sufficient information
regarding these issues. The remaining eighth
issue was irrelevant to the audit since it
concerned events outside the time period of his
examination.

(4)
Agent Brandin and his Group Manager, Les
Stepner, met with Synanon representatives and
obtained add4tional information concerning all
of the items and issues in the January 10,
1980 memorandum.
As always, Synanon provided
all information and documents requested by the
I.R.S. agents.'

sae

(5)
Both Agents Brandin and Stepner determined
that the issues in the January 10, 1980
memorandum had no adverse impact on Synanon's
tax-exempt status.

(6)
At the end of his audit in March, 1980,
after many, many trips to Synanon's facilities
and a review of Synanon's records, Agent
Brandin prepared\his Revenue Agent Report. His
report stated his conclusion that Synanon was
tax - exempt under Laic, section 501(c)(3) and
that Synanon should retain its tax-exempt

status.
(7)
Brandin's Revenue Agent Report stated that
there was no private inurement in Synanon, that
Synanon's research, scientific and literary
activities were within the scope of 1,,R.L.
section 501(c)(3), that Synanon did not
participate in legislative activities or
political campaign activities, and that the
presence of a community of diverse people
contributed to the charitable purposes of
Synanon.
Asql_q_klADOin intimilles_nn._rtozse

rec°IumendAq0.9 la-§YDAD.911111..IAX.:Mint
(8)
Agent Brandin was imMediately replaced as
the I.R.S. agent for Synanon's audit because he
had reached a.result favorable to Synanon in
his Revenue Agent Report.
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On June 25, 1980, Bob Chui replaced Les Brandin as the
agent in charge of Synanon's audit. eepresentatives of
Synanon were informed that Agent Chui would be redeveloping
Synanon's case, and that Mr. Brandin had been reassigned due
to other priorities. Agent Chui visited Synanon's religious
"communities only a few times between July 22 and November 10,
1980.

&I November 7, 1980, the Internal Revenue Service made a
second request for Technical Advice to the National Office.
In June. 1981, Synanon's representatives went to the National
Office in Washington, D.C. to clarify our position with
In full
respect to the second Technical Advice memorandum.
cooperation with the Internal Revenue Service, Synanon
provided more information in August and September of 1981.

%;On May 19, 1982, over three years after the fearth nndit
of Synanon had begun, thy Internal Revenue c.;ervice stiaJed
final adverse ruling letter and revoked Srnalon's
tax-exemption.

fZDAD.91Uniginga_Its_Lecal_PemedIes

Synanon filed a lawsuit far declaratory action, pursuant
to section 7428 of lejtiAl hagg gf
2z1vegaze, against the
Internal Revenue Service on Ciat.Ist 16, 1982 to preserve our
constitutional rights of fre
of religion.

This lawsuit was filed becaure the Internal Revenue Service
refused to, treat Synanon as a religion and a church, and because
'of our belief that the Internal Revenue Service has selectively
enforced the law to f'kscriminate against Synanon and thus has
endangered the contin..a...:-n of Synanon's important religious and
charitable works..
Synar'on has been denied the opportunity to fairly litigate this
lawsuit on its merits. From the date of filing our complaint to
the present, Synanon has been denied discovery of facts
essential to meet the burden of proving these charges egaiffst
the Internal Revenue Service.
For example, Synanon has not been
Rernitted to take the depositions of any employees of the
Internal Revenue Service, with the exception of one day's
deposition of Agent Brandin.
Furthermore, the Department of
Justice has subpoenaed and secreted away documents which Synanon
has not been permitted to review.
The Department of Justice has
commingled civil and criminal investigations of Synanon -- an
impermissible tactic -- in order to gain an unfair advantage.
over Synanon and to prevent Synanon from litigating its action
against the I.R.S.

In March, 1983, the Government filed its first Motion to
Dismiss the action and a Motion for Summary Judgment. Synanon
responded with its own Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment,
requestng that the issues be decided in Synanon's favor.
Included in Synanon's papers were over 350 affidavits from
current and former residents of Synanon, experts on eligion
and others acquainted with Synanon's charitable an
eligious
works.
These affidavits answered each of th
egations
made by the Government against Synanon. The Court never ruled
on the Government's motions or Synanon's Cross - Motion for
Summary Judgment.

At the end.of 1983, the Government filed its second Motion
for Summary Judgment and Motion to Dismiss the action.
The
Government alleged that Synanon had engaged in a corporate
policy of violence seven years ago and had systematically
destroyed documents.
Synanon denied the truth of thesq0;
allegations and has never had the opportunity to litigate
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On February 9,
fully these issues before the federal court.
1984, Judge Richey granted the Government's Motion to Disaisio
thus, Synanon's.complaint against the Internal Revenue Service
Synanon has appealed this decision.
was dismissed.

Tbe.J5s:qi;i9D..TAZ-211.i
The legislative intent of section 7428 of the rx4mal
Rules of Civil PEREIgAtt was to enable a charitable and/or
l'erlious organization to bring a denial 'or' revocation of
I.R.S. recognition of taxexempt status to the court* prior to
being forced to pay its taxes. Synanon's action for
declaratory relief against the I.R.S. bag not been decided on
the merits. Therefore, all appeals should be exhausted before
the injunctivelike authority of section 7428 is dissolved.
On Monday, February 13, 1984, four days after Judge Richey's
decision and even before Synanon had an opportunity to,prepare
and file the Notice of Appeal, the Internal Revenue Service
delivered to The Synanon Church a series of tax bills totalling
In March, 1983 Judge Richey
$55 million for years 19'77 -1983.
bad issued an opinion that his Court lacked jurisdiction to
grant declaratory relief under 26 USC section 7428 fps ygar
after fiscal 1978 because there was no final adverse
determination for those years. The I.R.S. had revoked Synanon's
exemption for years 1977 and 1978 only. There was no
determination for years 1979-1983. Despite this, the $55
million tax bill was for years 1979-1983.
To meet this demand, The Synanon Church would have haeto turn
over its sptire gross revenues for the next twelve years without
incurring a single expense. Synanon's revenues in the year
ending August 31, 1981 ware approximately $4.9 million. For the
year 1982, the total was $4.6 million, and, in 1983, it was $4
These figures total $13.5 million for the past three
million.
years and are the am revenues of Synanon. They do not
include any expenses of any kind or payments for any
obligations.
The haste with which the Internal Revenue Service prepared these
tax bills became immediately evident when accountants reviewed
the bills and found a $10 million computational error in the
assessment of interest. Fen million dollars may not be much to
the Internal Revenue Service, but it is a tremerld2D2 amount to
the people of Synanonl
In June. 1984, the I.R.S. presented Synanon with a revised tax
bill totalling $3.9 million. This bill is $51.1 million less
than the original bill! 'Computational-errors" of such
the malice of the I.R.S.
overwhelming magnitude demonstrate
toward Synanon.
I.R.S.
On February 13, 1984, upon serving the tai bill, the
impounded Synanon's bank accounts, seizing Synanon's available
placed liens on synanon's
In addition, the
cash.
pdhlicizeciL
properties in California. These actions were widely
ability to do business and
had a negative effect on Synanon's
created tremendous fear and insecurity among Synanon's
residents.

I.R.S.
Within one week, representatives of Synanon net with
discuss
in
Badger,
California
to
agents at Synanon's community
liens on our
Synanon's
funds,
the
the effects of the seizure of
property and the $55 million tax bill. The I.R.S. agents not
subsequently agreed to return the cash to Synanon and to
collect taxes until Synanon's appeals had been exhausted.
bill for
Two weeks later, the I.R.S. presented Synanon with a
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approximately $750,000 for
Furthermore,
al security taxes.
the I.R.S. demanded explanati
s for all current and future
expenditures of Synanon, thus
suming power to control Synanon's budget. The I.R.S. has agreed to stay collection of
any FICA taxes until there h
been a resolutign of the lawsuit
filed by Synanon on the FICA
was.
The unpredictability of the I.I, S.'s actions proves their
earlier alksurances meaninglesr and reveals the true intent of
the I.R.S., which is Ala to collect taxes but to render Synanon
incapable of future operation.
On March i6 1984, The Synanon Church sent a letter, pursuant to
I.R.E4 section 7429, to the Secretary of the Treasury, Donald T.
requesting administrative review of the jeopardy
assessment made against.The Synanon Church. The eighteen-page
letter sets forth°Wvidence of the unreasonable and unjustifiable
jeopardy assessment which discriminates against and injures The
Synanon Church. The letter further specifies how the law
requires immediate abatement of this assessment.

Unless the I.R.S. stays all attempts to collect taxes until the
issue of Synanen's Nix exemption is ultimately decided in higher
court:, Synanon and the Government will be forced to expend
enormous amounts of money and energy litigating separate issues
such as jeopardy, amount of assessment and refunds for all years
in Question. Also, it would be wise to await the decisions of
the higher courts on issues which would only have to be
relitigated for each year after 1978. Synanon has the choice of
closing its doors or allowing several auditors to,again come to
Synanon and conduct an audit. Faced with this alternative,
Synanon has consented to an audit which we believe is improper
and has agreed to pay taxes under protest while our lawsuit is
pending.
We have repeatedly tried to get the I.R.S. to follow
procedures for an audit of a church, and tfle5. have repeatedly
refused to do so.
- mas-§.VIUGAS_19-541401LID-11342

The present approach by the I,R.S. and Department of Justice
could force Synanon to close its doors.
Over 550 people would
be homeless.
Many of these people are children, drug addicts,
alcohoglics,
ndicapped or senior caltixens and those who are
otherwise ncapable of earning a living,
Reason and rule of
law will
ce again fall to prejudice, tolitical expediency and
ignorance.
Any beliefs, be they religious or philosophical, cannot be
destroyed by a Government. They will either endure or not
endure in the hearts and minds of the people *hp hold them.
only history bears witness to this. Unfortunately, there are
hundreds of people in Synanon and many more throughout the
country who are not in a position to wait for hi
ry to unfold.
we should mark 1984 not with a series of Orwell
but move forward with compassion, courage and

htmares,
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LETTERS AND ENCLOSURES

(*PAR TAIF NT cm ruin aC APf Ail!

Amartfarcomnarnarrv,.

June 22, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee an the
Constitution
I35 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510
MIN

Dear Senate Hatch:

materials be included in the
This is to request that the enclosed
printed report of your June 26, 1984 subcoiittee hearing on
The materials, are
rey-gious liberty in the United States.
excerpted from the current May/June edition of LIBERTY magazineAmerica's best known First Amendment journal.
A copy of your report would be very much appreciated if you could
send one to us.
Thank you very much.
Yours sincerely,

G. M. Ross, Ph.D.
Associate Director and
Congressional Liaison
GMR/hmd,
Enclosures.

s.
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Church Inspector
There is a growing notion that government has the duty to inspect, register,
and certify religion Si it does meat.

I

Too many civil libertarians are fighting a rearguard

action aping an eeemy so lova peseta. Slurry
end 40 yens ago- -and kinger--the diner seemed
m be the overtionsinance of religious groups. And

we were to wit. not to the tune of the "Beale Hymn
of the Republic." bin chanting weeds from the Fiat
Amendanots"Cmpus shall make no law respectine as
establislanent of religion." For us. "satmetiou of chuteh

and rape'' was a buck ay nimbi "Stop the Catholic
Critical!" 0e, for some. "Stop all the churches." Eves today

some libertarians seem moo solicitota for the risks of
anti-Semites. homosexuals. and pornographers than they are
for the rights of millOous bodies to live their dame model of
the good life as guaranteed by the Free Exercise Clause oldie

Fast Amendment. Is fact, only now are we !meats:as to
imps= Mu government interventioo in religions affairs is

die terms, most nebulous, pervasive, and poimorms
relipcos-freedom issue of OW day.

I

Febniary. 1981, is a siipaiticase date is our growing
stratus's. On nut duet groups repo:swift more than 90
mom of .xiii...itt.1 religion met is Wathoigton. D.C. The
2S0 delegates made the confassice the mot inclusive
entwines of maxims reptesesnatives in the natioe's history!

Why the meeting of such diverse bodies as the National
Comma of Chuishes. the U.S. Catholic Conference, the
Sysagague Council of America. the National Association of

Evargelicab. the Whine Cored in the U.S.A.. aad the
Soothers Baptist Coeveation--ell sposeces-7-ead the Mor-

mon. Salvation Army, Seventh-day Adventists. °Milian
Scientists. Unitarian. and a amber of other iinaffilisted
bodies? Became of a common concern shout gmeniment
onenvestioa in religious Adraits.
SMIR. 1YMSanom,

alh

awl

= 411.1). II Yvan
sae.,

At die beginning of the conference the chairman,

limn P. Thompson. chief emotive officer of the United
Presbyutia® Church. fisted 17 mess in which national or
state goventennts have been intervening in Wigton'

activities or is taboos. Some interwitions have been

Ward by the courts; others are still going as. Scow may
seem minor or trot justiflabe. but cumulatively they form
as ominous patient. Among the 17 issues ware
1. Regulation of religious fund-raising.
2. Lobbying discksture requirements of mligious bodies

thouelit to be trying to Whim= legislation.
3. Regulation of curriculum content and teachers'
qualificatioes is private 'elision schools.
4. Requirements that church-celated colleges institute
coeducational seams. hygiene is

morally objectionable.

5. Threats to such colleges and even theological
semi:seies to cut off loans or other aid to students if the
schools do not repots adrisissions and employment does by

race. sex, and rtgion, even though the schools receive no
direct government aid.
6. Sampling surveys of churches by the Bureau of die
Census. rapines voluminous !sports. though the Bureau
admitted it had no mithority to do so.
7. Grand jury isterrogatiols of church workers about

iambi affairs of churches
S. Use by We:
ies of clergy qr missionaries
as informants.
9. Subpoenas of melesiastical records
parties is civil
crienioal suits.
10 Placing a church in =avers/sip because of complaints
by dissident members of alleged financial misinanagement.

11. Withdrawal oftax exemption from various religious
Dena M. Kelley is thercror of religious ;oaf
fibrin for
the Nanomi Council of Ckeoriars is the United Stews.

almi.
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, and dormitory and

off-campus residence facilities that they may conk*
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vim:" when there was neither public nor private general

gritpiy fin alleged ''stole:ion of pubkc policy
6.12

Definition of what is -religion- of 'religious"

activity by cowls of administrative agencies. constary to the
long standing definition by churches
Redefinition by court; of ecclesiastical psikties, so
'4

thin hienuchwal churches art "congregationitized,- while
scinnectional" churches are deemed hieraishisal. sunhat}

to their own selfdefinition
11

Iknying to church agencies or

easemmoins afforded to ",hutches.
eying the ohurches

instteutnstit

the

thus in effect disMerth

W hen Government Intemention Is 1.egithnate
ox

rhectinference did not assume that government :titillation
intervention is newer necessary or iustihahle. in fact. the

concluding paper was entitled -When Is ficitemmental
!niers entism

stimate ''' The answer is, %Shen necessary

protest public health and safest tnarrowly defined. and not
ins hiding lush amorphous quantities as "public order good,
or morals
Ito con frrens e +ought to ioneci the common notion that
gineniment knows hest and can order the affairs of lite better

education, alreadydtate the ideal educational arrangement of
life apprenticeship in the "real" world They educate

successfully, with no felons or puhfic dependents And the
puMio authorities want them to substitute artificial classrooms for that reallife experience'
It is true that noi many Amish youngsters become nuclear
physicistsor want to, or know what that is But they may he
just as well off foe tit ja lack It depends on what one believes
the good life to be And that is precisely the question that 04
government cannot decide. nor can all the citizenry voting en
masse Colt libertanaris can get enthusiastic ahouOie nghts
of alternate life-stylesof flower children or homosexuals or
teminists or enstmrimentaiists with. their solar bested,

organs :-nature communesbut not about the like nghts of
re/getout altemahve hfe styles The mil untraditional
alternatst e life :style going today is the Amish' Private school
educators seem to aspire to shape their schools as much like

conventional public schools as posubleall, that is. but the
Amish. who want their educational pnxeu to be as much
unlike the Nig* ennonal model as possible
Rcal

if libertarians. It seems to me, should be solicitous

than inditidualt agid private groups can if left to their own
des ices Cenandc rettglous groups over the centuries hate
done at kart as well as governments in envisioning and

for the rights of religious bodies to live out their chosen
model of the good fife in maximum freesitun But the
libertarian image still seems to be antic ligious and,

embody ing the good lite They int ented and initiated general
cdutatlim lima he fore there a-err public st-N,olc. and now the
psihlte authotinv are trying to tell them how to educate'

hoe been foe that concept and strategy 10 art 40 'eats ago.
%Omit that it is in longer luthhed

rhey pioneered in health sue of the pout and aged long
before there we're public hospitals. and now the public
authorities are trying to tell them how to care for people's
health needs' -ettxhiallt when the putitli institution% of
education and health ,are often tail to lite up to the vets
standards puhli, authontiet seek 'to impose Oct prn
agencies
P11 s 1:[ and shunt related soh oots, l'Wespitals. homes .and

other institutions usually do as good a job as public
institutions Si ere:in:et they do teener. sometimes worse. but

the seri meaning of Netter and worre is precisely what

go-frinent curie in the n1(

Oble IOUS matters of health

and safety is exit euuittned to determine'
A ?tilod example is the Amish Their mode and rtioikagcit
edusarion hate been sign sted by stale departments Mt

education as not preparing their children to survive and
compete in the modem world But that is exactly what they
do not want to do, helseving as the* do that the inostern.
fro hMtlogicai, materialistic culture is the ten opposite of the
goosi life' the* want to lite a simple agranatt communal life
permeated by religious t alues. and it it for that that they train

text:Mc:ails. antiCatholic Whatever Justification Mire may

the Roman Catholic Church today shows lite, of the

aggITSSice. autocratic. triumphal' tt pretension. of .I ( ardinal

Spellman tor when it does, they are soon deflated or
The others huh. hes
dimr garded by a sets Indepeo-lint
are even lets asseroge in rrsjuinng serious discipleship for
when they do Its to assert themselves, noon takes them sery

serious's. because they don't take themselyet very
seriously

Much of the vigoi and vitality in American religious life
today is in the smaller, newer groups. The Pentecostals,
chansmaties. esangelicals. and the new religious most
ments often stigmatized as cults, They are the very ones sad
whom society is least tolerant- for the lecInti reason that they

are the ones for whom religion makes a real difference' if
Cite . Istilti more placid and conventtonal in their beliefs and
behavior they would get along a lot fleeter --and make a lesser

contnhution to the health of the nation'

Ultimate tkfittitions

The ideal education is one in which the younger generation
learns In doing alongside the older generation, thus gaining
the knowledge and *kills necessary for successful living

VigOrous and effectite religion. I believe. is of great
secular imponance to society The function of religion is to
centain the meaning of life in ultimate terms to it'. adherents
tt society doe. not contain within itself the means tot such
expression. it will be vulnerable to the maladies of
meaninglessness that are increasingly persalent today,

Modem society has protsded special ensmonments with
lull time teachers who try to annort a little of the 'real'

despair. tagahondage, sanous actsischoen, derangements,

their children And they do a perm, good job of it

world into the c laotroom Hut the Amish. who were teaching
all their members to read and waste hack in the sixteenth

ti A

disorientation. anxiety. resentment. bitterness. guilt,
escapions. and even some forms of mine and suicide
Because these may threaten the survival of society itself, it is
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of secular importance
scantly that diming, effective
religious oronizAtions mishit that function
Governments base tned to ensure that funcnoo toy

"estanlishing" one or more churches to do the job
'entortunmels,Ne scry act of establishing a religion tends to
it for meeting the religious needs of those most
needing help the hasonots. the puce and ortpressed of the

populaton After centuries of costly trial and error it was
discovered that governmental help to religion is no real help

Si all in getting the function of religion peefornxt Si the
founders of ore- mown tried a heroic experiment. and the only
orkahle straicgy for the..putslic anti the state with respect to

religion to teat it ulont
But now for :00 years wg have been struggling with the
fascinating riddle of what it means to leave rellgtom afoot ft
meansamong other thtngs-- that the government may no:
espouse. sponsor. prancer. surprise, hinder, or inhibit any
religion all religions. a prefer one religion over another, net
may, it become "'excessive* entangled with religion Thus
the f mail tshment 'lause his fen mac well defined. but often
at the es pense of the :;ond c lause ot the first Amendment

or prohibiting the free cf.cifilve thrfrof
Expansionist Government
The problem of the minnen*I. as I see it. is no longer
rests:mg the encrowahment of expansionist churches. but
resisting the encroachment of expansionist government, Too
many militant civil lthenanans are still fighting the hanks of
the 195Cis. (stressed with the Establishment Clause to the
neglect of the Free Exercise Clause What is the difference'

VI. June. I9 t4

This daimon. Mueller s Allen, allows twin for the Irris
exercise of religion without significantly increasing the

danger of estabbshment Few. if any, parents are going to
send their children to parochial school strictly because of the
limited relief pm* idol by this deductibility It is also
significant that the Supreme Court rt4sed to base its decision

upon the ;nommen of families benefited by the deduction
To send their children to parochial school was the parents'
free ohowe and conatitutionally should not nom on a head
count of religious affiltattorts
It seems to me that civil Ithettanariv should encounter the
danger of the momentgovernineru encroachment-on this
area as they have in others They slioulct take alarm at the
growing notion that government,L.as the duty to inspect,
register, and certify religion as n
s meat They should be
distressed that any citizens' gm' . Ns: especially a religious
one, should he expected. nay. required. to register with and .

repots to public officials if they want a tax exerNeioni if they
want to solicit ccininbutions from the public, or if they want
to influence legislation.
These absurd requirements, faupposedry designed to
prevent or expose fraud or manipulation, have pcoduced
elaborate bureaucracies that demand voluminous reports

from Inmate groups (thus distracting them fpm their own
worlo and ttat build elaborate files that nobody hooks at And
all this they do without in the least inconsemencing groups
that really engage in fraud rat deception, because they can

readily falsify their reports with little danger of detection,
since bureaucrats normally view their function as compiling

forms and filing them, not using them for any ultimate
Seseral federal Cittilit courts have studied whctsx1---aaarpose hod torsV'e already laws against fraud that,,can be
public high school students can meet hefore or after class fix
used ago
Sine who are defrauding So 99 percent of
religious study. discussion, of prayer on the same basis as taw
mg groups arc butekned with onerous and unneces .
other student groups do for nonreligious purposes The LI S
vary and pernicious reportage without unduly cktemng
Supreme Court has held that where a pubfi university has the one percent of miscreants the system was designed to
created a "kmme public forum" el thisneind. religious catch'
I

interests cannot be disadvantaged because of the consent of

Own speech Two circuit courts have ruled that the same
teinciple does not apply at the high school level. and chi
Supreme Court has declined to rule in these cases A third
case has now arisen in Pennsylvania. Sender s, Wethaau .
port, and it will be interesting to sec which clause of the First
Amendment prevails Will %weskit-ship bry the school of

I call it pernicious, shove and beyond its bother and
futility. because it encourages In the executive branch, the
legislative. and even the judicial, as well arc in the public at
large. the notion that it is appropoate.1 prudent, even
necessary, for the govemnsent to ride her0 on these groups to
prevent supposed dangers of ffacciS and sh
practice. which.

of course, it doesn't.

estraciamcialas tvligious activrtir,s be wen as-establishment

of religion' Or will the court really focus 'on the religious
liberty rights of the students'' e
2 %mew** had enacted a law permitting parents who
incur expenses for their children's education to deduct a
limited amount of those expenses from their state income tat 7

This arrangement was challenged by the Minnesota Ciytf
Liberties I'mon on the gmurrl that it was an establishment of
religion But the federal district court, circuit court, and
Supreme Court all found that it was not an establishment of

religion, since it included expenses of public as well as
Ni sato/thaw/I itches MOM" was paid to parochial schools,
and parents acted as a Nitrcr between the goveciment and the

schools benefiting from the tax deduction

i

"

Hanky-Panky: The Price We Pay
But what if governmera didn't do all this inspection and
regulation' What untmaginable evils aught befall' Think of
the scandals of the Pallonnsc Fathers. the Cantina! Arch.
bishop of Chicago, Jonestown, and all that' But a moment's
reflection might remind us that. notonous as they were. and
even if as had as alleged to he. such sorials comprise a tiny
fraction of total religious at-ovine%
The Founders knew %%hen they wrote the First Amendment

that some hanay-pantry might go on in the name of religion.
that is the pine of freecken Bur they were *film& tp pi} that
pr
acid take that risk Are we leis confideht
the
ti
of freedom than they'
411104.
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in then: mans Ctuystino Liberty

Academy's Sac Ilite School
Mrs [Atte moves ef hcsently from shIld
Juld, giving help as needed het %seen the
ettngrestot and the sink a tawny Siansete

cal nut," sin kittens
The Calk attbdirn rem uncut

red that

their mother !who at 45 has tyro grand-hit
Sten, is able to assist in their dads learning

/statues Maxine Croft hnittred tint in het
20, student high school a,Tad,lalulF class 27

rigrfir'

tI

',err

.
..

-

omo.

Years ago Subteso!rItly she loot muse
amlnic and rclocitcd ACT it hi Now she
reads vent. roust, to Leer ahead of her
family of students
Stuart Cark , a self employed tractor
trailer timer, utaii knowledge gained in
Marine etr. electnniK% t 00.71r It, 161M his
ctuldrro in math anct actence Both phdrfflt

find the Chrttan Liberty Academy
inttructomal aids self explanatory

The

youngsters, Sikaaine says. "hate had pleat'

of tone to finish their ssork"' each of the
mew than tyro years they to stocked at
home

Says Bryan. -Kill" t5g time in Met

scbool zglith lass you t an I gel help You
and untslirs too late, then flunk the test
Bryan spent a year at a hqih cri.nool in a
ne lib bon n4j community. *here he was
-Runktng English ?no*, after 1.0 teas

in ale 4 Baia f PlAtatt,;./

;WI

E.141111trithlkiti he C. spects to graduate in

fe spring and cutlet Valley Forge Olciatuin
College Both renthcr and son if firm :hat in

public 'dada! Bryant English iratSndt
nem seldom used and that class lime was
spent on &atria and mythology
The Carle children are among 2c0 young
alnisa

Nets studying at home in Maine

double thou in home it.hoott one year sp.

Four 'Gin ago. Ai:Loft:mg In Kall"e
Laroueltaal. the Mute Idepannrot of
Ednatwn"s curriculum consultant, only
tact child was taught at home *di stale
appelasal About '41 of the honer oudents

non. salt E aFountain. are in state

1110t:

IPPr".eti Calvert in Permacola (Anshan
Lorrespondence pnicraren Antaher

:lc are enrolled int.tutstian t Merl) A, at
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then trs cs'olstatr The very leh$utws
ntrrea

freedom

Satc a wwc hik scksoi m

chotth as-heo enold be ato
liars them
t v,isr sen4ardized V .tr rather Ihets
teacher ceieiticatoow tot
rsstatntyeduca.
taos kowicaily. other the people w$toctaui

*heiw My he4llN
have wifl

that çoyie eerlhid teaciiers ti tasts
mount tet placing the state above God

hec
$ flJ%y

WbSCS 11i4t

C

ii iibt. ii mvat hea
icheoLa
p41v
iii$( It fVO-

mote tka.

aoia.caLy iaifralbc to ?i

teaches, Is thsi he rea ,a

t

kachce

he

d Aa.r G..d

C.nId Tasck l
EdIIC.SS

Mtssi cducatiot eIpcTtI atrc that

empoyiIs cettshcd teachers will not teeis&iLy uteut g5McI5t5 I queley titatioti
Some fundatncslal04s hatc taUi the

ISt rsiC sazp fstthee h,na it..canihcs2

teackç word hia'w a dimiir efkct c
churr4i ichtsol cthjcalioa Ccn*hed teachers

doservthami1qiiai sa.silqe
The wiastion is C neu.as foe twc

rcaw,fl First.

tIp.I$T te

IICIdac i-

isist .io snore nstes tine * 5etThLW
máei e,iac a Nazt
tha* readosg Mets
.s srsidyus Spanish mskc owe a
Sesosd riwatiatids f griaates of pos
issabli have nor been
tvtiptiui t'Plleft$
atthflt aid ate as
wikeird by scesilat
from
cc5ttti4tic as $15 r

colktf

that

More trswt4esofl5e ii the

he states

IoId

dn,, the teacher

lion rtquKtit* and osirad ate .Laaed
terre to see wheffict students
air bests weLl edueased At til bluSh, this
&sen4ivr citn se*aowabLa, biat it su!Icrs

Ime, ,'s'rmJ jaaikis&aciCs The tint dah
isitti s ehewn what ii 10 hr doite if
stu6cnt. or niost oI thent is-ore ?01XI ow
tta, tests SIiUidd the setoi7l b* closed1 Is the

leachef who twgIt those saalcI%s atho
s.orrtl XX*1y 10 be re-pr7msndrd' herd1
required to tl&C *I owal csswse vs*t is
the 'Fs- atea whiter the t.tudflt5 &-ltson-

dequacy" Ilow dots this
atrated
students who Save already u&ITL'ttsl

help
the

of this poor teacher"

atashets

he pale test scores ace not he
a aLL btet that of Lazy

latL

students or sneacsrtg parents Ucdfy
s.iit students in every dais wore hshre
than tht norm ShouLd the class a.crec be
iictrn,sate teas-hire ctTcetisencii'
used
Ii,

How rvLpbk ai indisatiw of tCacher aisal;tv
tieuLatl where the
is a dass IrCT5tV
ass is small cat

*1 $lt

4C ICIZI4

ftv

tirade up ptimartty of

$L.iativr

If a teachers jub depenji ow Itis stiadants
teiliaf welL c* if a whol'i tea .swig
depends uçeat good lest ms-sees. teacher and
admintizeacte ahk* we oseg so kavc act

ut*sicsbk stake ni the tantome While
mail teachers would sot be so unosis
lesds

(150 CntltteitSl

to itse

test,

itt

diths-silt 10 bCIteSC that hey wouldn't he
Tr4icd by the leesrute of nutszrsots.
w
s, toadents. and
Wi the WhiflOh' cAIstenec

k is *ot enough to sho* -vtiy soiste
shs-ninti 'r to s'cnifytnj teachers, sntli at
$tatdardctmd te-sdnsg. is unsoisod as a means

of asswaig qualiz education Thetv must
be logical easoaw lot c flthc&tal us he
twst pLace. Chat tihe role of tht 'tutot' us
the eMuch who,
Many pnvate school, ate viatg

he

Aerelerated C'lnsanan Ediacitant cwsncst
10115, wheve*y ct*(l idvas-at at their awn

speed by compleciag pcoçwwd macen
The role

n.h

of Suit is

dtffrntfromtttetyaatsonaj role OIVICtteT
ft ii diftIe-silt to insa4int that one tutor is
c01ISpeV4W towlwerqucstio.n dealing with
English. ebenssiay immote. history. geome-

and other sstt3Vets cosered by he

Sty

prugranwimed mwenals, The tes.h is that tht

student gets t?titatd whicti $ tutr lacks
coctpelcnsw As he adage has it. iou get
what you pay for If we demand that deuces
have icinctaJ yeats of roflege training and
s ngrxoaw es.*imnacsons before we tkrw
them to treat s-sw cftiLdtsin. tiodac,. what
ISIS

foLi

to ertflaSt

OW childttcts tiiifi.is ii)

people whlo)saw sot chosen dracatsar as
SIlOS and taken he totse to
their career or
it
ic*n, their au helter
Slit tt*tC does noç own children hot

ieihe-v do parents We are but stiepiicrth
ipicd lodo the best we s-an In traciiig isor

ckilhen. We do hem I giur iiijscstiee wt.en
we owlulge

rn

impeotni leadsei's

While

teas-her cesliffs-atiow may rise he foolproof iii
gscuding against ciuompetrlwr it is lit
better and Lena inlOuSist that an, aitem,sm r.

proposed to dale

tros, white upptt msLrs.
homes' ioor moss of a ,t,ilds tinse is spent
hitdren

or

chic home

is It

orfe to assume that

jtsor ssrtae tcst sswts are hestriøst s&tiat

4 Ituisow a hat

915 er1 of the h*tnc&
iii Educates,

try

A scs-ond and imire terious problem with
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test nsrr,n fmtologr might penaliZe Ito.
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itiati, CduCabumiJ iFmCleS have
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T)vie was no cv ideoct that
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Ractaicly. Macv Fianeli. LanaJdene of

ac

lugesr samincal teachers union, the

Nationil Eduratiat Aiaocs,stsa, I
vosird opposstsos to any teacher test that

c-cold mull us tlema.d cmptcymant. Fuinell
said. 'ilo ssasgie test
wbcthat a
teacher can teach
in Ncvrie.bet. i3, die asasas, icadusg

taring tervice. the Edocatsonai Tcsciq
Service. aluscunead a bati ci tim nieict
teitbec evatistianon.' The action by ETS
die Wit of tests to
die

Th freedom of piteets tod chutclaca so

of pricmseusgteactnrs asa poblic

ILJIttid liKic-

ittelOtial nawww pr
sc Cassliatiosel ngtsn1
The Ssçrame Co.st has Iaazthcd to
'ole rchgiores SCIItXLS
tate society'

schools A'oedsng so ETS piet.deiie Greg.

their chilthe, us a

oiy K Ann;, "We do not tlquue praa

lIt

saaai

bu,*e that woiad othirwusc base to be

c-aired by tespayem Cuovtely. to
a
us the polthc teboolt costs aMsin
54,
a ycat pet aSadete' Coaneivanvety
avivai WhitsoJi that rrfvse state control of
asee the eanpeyces nearly 52
thc aeboola air crying for snore ftmda

thee appear so have wahmtaid ?e1mcs
to ltjtit the nghu of parents amid C1m*ian

actsomts to provide iieiivatise edatvxi
of the

and rhwr 'preated tohuols into

jaeif alkgedl

sector and rca by the
Tie real lawn tin
tvxt is w nst of patetes to choose the
ethicgsøøal easirnameat hr mien
State cdutators arc act sitiafted willS
the ..isnatiai of 99 pcivcsx oCcur
cht1en They w a

oicrnnies-njn

controkd Amish. Mennoitc, Fdamew
and £sasi1,irsl wentn hive I mid
die moos to provide eahratior tcpat
patCiib

bstblict4ucatat,, paid baby 11K

end

govrvmncnc rim
In

warn so issahe private rdc-at,un toother

Such sesos isuth a awtvtancnd

4 Nijgsm g Riah *gio

wsni o(

otid RtJigtou. Frw,ó4r

In their attack a state
tfscatsoo
terra In Chef allan tebools

A1Ki4s S.eame,: A Steiw Man
With fee. csccpttosns. Clinanuan acliocla

..there to st*at regvWirin as buildIng

:odcs. aai health. fist, sad safety
g1 Rarely
s a Christie sctusot
to ctvnply with .

school aincind.

slice IiI*idaIdI' ttievcr has a Chnaiian
14ho01 cfulteaged a
reqUITrTTwItI on
EnghiaJi. mathematics. civics. history, amd

to rrtakc bte e miatlions, race d.
practicing plfytkiaas to
r,tgn the sate nedmcal ezamsnae,ots
Thantia Thht. alaociir editotof Edit-i.
usa, Wed. wicte. 'ha spire of rectat talk of
we

tequoc.

iTlelit 1*1 arId cwcer lsddems,' the aoluiio

cluat by the peanus nuntiec of states Ms
['ran to dy teaching hesnam to

who c-Mint pita the scat of heite Etith
and math akilla. Whale the
aounda
restatabje caost
a close lode at thete
io'caltad 'ctaite*cy tests' shows that, us
fact. they catusat be a cuci.aJI'
Its CaLioona, the stir exam (iv teacher
cettibcatiai lest, bitic aiatti sktll,--aslditon, aw&scmawa.

ecntagea. frattotn.

indgwecaMpes. GriZyatudo(tha
math tection dcii, with algebra and gentileny To pass, 2t of 41) answers must

be

32 pemJ
au
pro..
teatbeta who tahe the state exam
fall The m.yxwr of these teachers ate
gre.juatcsofincuJarco&ge. Moreover. 43

-I

pretest of the already itatecct'ttfted

wet? not cci? ,ies
In ritrast musics is c-Videiisic in
uukcn achi.xsla Yet rw it an parenca hut
spent a day in sI for failing ii' ic-c that tInt

that die sour has legioriute auffionrs in

ieatbers pass the agatsi us as
homed to teach new

citilifren sticndlt.a This a&r*,cdeobtt
standard

begun when die state iiirpsuct the aoo of
attc-sidancc buitdiiigcndu, health. hre and

Tbi Steti Han thr Me..psIy

criteria on eachag methodol igy a ccii,-

si math Almo.t cix in Sac of florida,

Statt Cealikattan

pnnprcove teachers, all graduates of state.
actdtsed soosilir waters' colleges or
uniscessiws, fa4kd tIe test

tbcir tiihrttt wele not rnulving iii5Jit
cJLKatias iv that tbe cc-er trii&nt fmtTl the

ahixtollfle' fsace Rr.theirtcabe

Clirtitie sCtKioI* generally recogniec

uajstr, P0 rvrccnt

aticn,ii

building a straw man. Jhe real conflict

and seeas to mpose subecmivc

Of tfte 40 mihtsin sctio.j ae ut,itdrei, in
tiLe

uicinutir areas. Those wtto argot th*n the
idbexrh wan '.b.otost sepiracica' ate

sibln

idiraili, md another 9 prrrcnr ,rmnste
that tobnut to state hccnsing,
s..creditaiioo, and tcactcy ctrtifiustpon
vtand,wds

The resiwning tax XTcarc
educated eithi at 'sir iv in ichooh that
ref vie to aubmas on religious iv cornillu
ti0It
Ttiueds, to st cuomI
St*c
laaLior of Christian schvo4

link to do with die mate

a

dc-ave h,{quimy education State ethieaisra

La

Gwaatte it

Educalioti cupects agro. dIn atete

cation ci saxhers will aa purantee quality
education
tracery is that stir crrtthca
lion 'Seeds out UieOnsptftIice &IIt Stale.
nuandated wittier u'eei,tkaeici, ia aboii as
cfbecttac
using a bohklotct to weed the
[amity g*edea State rciiifwstioti ensures
only stir control

teithee, also fail. Ais cc-elI. California ham

the m&senr that prscticismg
so be

In Fketda. to draimaturette Low standatds

of their stale cram, the principal of the
Kehwnjs )y School gave sample maths and
ecatliag qairstionus

to a etedom greup of

oath gradris Eigfesgfaaaudesetpassetr
the reading tests, and

of eigk passed
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flalieg Saanthfaig That It Nat Irin-,.

lii csa,irist it, rIte c-nsa,, in poblir ettara.

non, no s'$iortconnngs are cited it the
cii private edtecattoti. American
private schooli. ['cult rrlrperts and nocisecqiLahity

tats. have a Icisgctandusg reputation foe
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of by tin church wrthout imerferesee horn
the government Hut the two have to he kept

separate There me pence who may not

believe the same way that yin do that
shouldn C the 'Libra:sod to }our beliefs any

mot than you ought to he subtected to

or you take the sea on. Whet we acs botding
osco is the Chrtsnan dame= eusufesnott by
faith You are itnutied is God'; eyes by
believing in His Ste, Jesus Now our school
stealthily gets us and our child/en on weds

have an oducanon And yes we don't was to
ASK the ctuldien stripped from our home.

which oppose the one work that sacs its

because to me it seems Qum cruel But
know we can't eat the cake and have it too

Therrfoor. I would like God to run your

were supposed to he guarentser" trplied
Martin Estrat -School interferes with our
irliganis beliefs Gnat's Word is God's

'Out schools SOK* Inn comment evolution. and everything that the Bible says

snood and tell as whet we should do If we
hese your covering in God's eyes. gladly
they can go Butt if we don't, then it's going
to be a problem
Since the court hurts]; the Engst children

has to go down the tube , but everything that

Word When wits kick God out of the

have been in foster care and attending public

our ik wren° say. that gets put up on a

schools. you're saving. (hid. You get out
of hem' and He made the world We haw a
pa/In government
The ;udgs. concluded by selling Munn
Enos: that if he didn't oleo, his children to
parricipme art then classes. I. as dismal

pedestal Our schools can't tcacb nothing
tarot All our schoolteachers are leeches
and willies tools foe the devil to
h these
ens
lies down our chtkIrrn'stivnata
system and that's that thieve no

school Man is in fifth grade. Able to first
grade. and Peter is in kindergarten There
tunes a week they call home and talk with
these prints. (Since the Engsts refuse tr
mum thew car on some religious grounds.
they base no dinter's licenses
This case has perplexed me since I first

chars

"Whore's our religious freedom that

money, could pets for a finding of
;lemmai neglect and remove the children
their home I didn't relish the idea
eleven months later we were hack in
tour again The children had been kf.vc
home from s.:hool again tor 15 day s Prior
to the absences. the children had refused to

do health assignments. some s, evict proems and storytelling The judge finding
Ise Lapt cheldren were molested because

the work that Christ did for its on the
cross

to se)/ about our government Links}
repentance. the whole wets is going so be
destroyed lust like Sodom and Gomorra&
The Judge asked, "So the Wog and the

short of rt is you want your children to
=else no other educative ocher than what

you and you wife can got
The problem is,- Engst responded.
"we'd like thern to have an edocation But

the problem is. they're act getting an

hest tow is we whet love should he to
result w deriving thee kids of going to

educanon to our school system Aad I tell
you. I tenet hold there ate any acceptable
parochial schools Thal looks very arrostant
on out part, but Icannot condone any of out
churches. Cie oleo I othemn, or whatever

school

There's not one decent God- tearing creature

Engst. however. was idamart "We are
wet teeming to our children going to school
d the "shoo; would let ow children panics
pert in the things we see It It says Ws beta
to obey (rod rather than man They wanted

in this city, this county. or this slue If there
was one, they'd stung hum yip

the +spanks to gin; preniang about (Ina

"Not under the doctrur of Justification
by faith." replied Marne Engst "They an
all on netts We're all guilty of not keeping
God as our ease true God, but that we

their carnets were keeping them out of
\school. said. "I can't permit your sense of

The Judge told the Engsts that if de
children were not in school. fully partici
peeing, they would be taker froinclic it home

and placed in foster care With that, the
pdge arhourned the hearing
Nue elkeits later we were beck in coin
The dam. however, 'Wined to attend thva
hearing The court transferne 'egil custody
of the Engst children to the welfare depot
meet The sheriff placed the children to a
foster hone in a neltshonslit town They
wended school there aid were nnurnsl iu
their parents' home for summer vaaa
non

"So there is oo church or no school
within tins one with which you can Jive
compatibly, is that ne.tu''' asked the judge

condone it and sanction it, and our govern.
ment backs it up with all in might

Therefore, we hare an ungodly gusern
"You Lad of 94,14 Inc in a box." said the
Judge

-Well.
there

tell you. I didn't put you
I cant ohmage the Word of God.

replied hart.
"Well. Mr Engst." the judge said,

the

nun Manus Lusher Engst. I find his views on
mitten and OdUcabau repugnant The

Ervin wen. after all deposing their
children of as education There was not
even a
server wave et education in the
home I felt sad because these innocent
childrea were being warped by the patents'
ideas

And yet a sarong bond of love exists
within this fainily. I ask myself. Where in
the Coaster/toe does it say that a person can

have freedom of religion only if he belongs
to a recognized church' I can't auk out the
possibility that Martin Engst is right and the
rest of the world is wrong' And you can bet
that if teachers were advocating the Engsts'
view to thew giants. I would be the lust to
protest and pull my children out of school.

Shouldn't Mama Engst have the sane
privilege'
I are the Enest children from time to time
at their school I don't recall ever seeing one
smile They have been caught in a classic
smuggle between their parents' beliefs and
the state's interest in an educated populace
I am confused I sometimes think Martin
Engst ought to be committed, I sometimes
think he is a cootageous min, using passive
to stand up for his rights I
think his children shoobd be put

up fie adoption. I sometimes think they
should be removed it, their family and
allowed to grow tip illiterate
have to ect Summer
Soon, however.
is coming again Should the children be

As the nest school yea approached

children, coder the laws of this state. must
fa-me an educarlif*,` I appreciate your
concerns and I think yALI ought he right in

hoped that the Engsts had decided to send

certain areas it yo., cannot find a school

the legal machinery necessary to tererunate

their ctuktren to the local school and gist

which shares your beliefs, the court would
have to place than in a foster home so they
could attend public school

the parent child relationship in the Engst
family, and ask that the children he placed

them their religious training at home rather
than losing them again to a foster home My
hopes were riot fulfilled, late in September
we were back in coon
Engo told the court. This has some to a
point where you cote/ pull out of the System

Your Honor." replied Engu.

cannot willingly give them over We ssalt
them in be taken from us We doe 1 want to
rat the on on We ifs, want our children to

16
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we

returned to their parents and go through the

cane trauma spin nest fall' Should I start

for adoption' Should we try to commit
Martin and Ruth Engst as mentally dl'
I don't know By the good toed and the
Constitution of the United States, I just
don't know

'qtr.
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"'No world is so perfect that it deserves to remain

MIry pastor's test on a recent Sunday was w here
there is no v isio n. the people perish- t Pnsserbs

V tilt At that point he lost me I was back in
my high school assembly hall reading the same

unchanged forever "-.. Dennis Gabor

The

"Human life has to be dedicated to sornething.' -.fuse
Ortega y Gantt.
"If the °blew of education is the impeo&nent of men.
then any education without values is a contradiction of

principal, Dr Wetrel. hutted the challenge at both students
and faculty And it became our mots 2,110f1

terms "Robert Hutchins.
"If one is truly alive. he believes that the world has

That was a half- sentury ago, but the memory and
motivation remain, along with a question Are today's
students experiencing the permeating values, char:slier

meaning, in its whole as well as in its parts "Paul Elmen
"The passton of American fetters and mothers is tariff
their children to higher opprainities than they themselves

development. and intellectual understanding that had their
genesis in my high school' Certainly our age demands them
A Gallup poll concluded that in the United States and Fannie
"religious salues are declining. morals also have slumped,
honesty is in the wane, happiness is becoming hard to find,
peace of mind is rare
Dr Wetzel had answers to these evils Every day a new
quotation appeared on classroom blackboards. 31141 we
discussed it Many are stilt part oil me
"Ail that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good
men do nothing," -Ealmund Burke
"The noblestail all sallies is the study of what men should
he and how they should use
Plato
The mind is a fire to he kindled. not a VeSS011 to be
filled
Plutarch,
"The shortest and surest way to five with honor in the
world is to he in reality what we appear to he. "- Socrates
"The child is father of the man --William Wordswonh

cn!oyed "Herbert Hoover.

words inscnbed oser the podium

Where there is no vision. the people perish

'6ir r7f,
1/1,?.11E411E

1I3 AO' VISLOYY"
Are Public High Schools
Teaching Values

"Thesse who cannot remember the past are condemned to
repeat it --George Santayan;

Esrey day new thoughts Through ow discussion we
funheted the basics of education Reading, wnting and
arithmetic were important, but they were only tools to be
used, tested, and improved in furthering life's goals
Are today's schools meeting the challenges of our age' Is
the wisdom of the ages brought to bear on our pmblemsl
Have new, even more effectIve approaches to teaching
values been developed" Or are Lair schools, as is said in some

religious circles, fawn; to teach values as they did (ti the
good old Lisp's'
Nosralgu can he deceptive It leases yesterday smelling of
roses and lace, today. by contrast. seems characterized by
funeral wreaths and .tale Lotter grOUfXSS Menxxtes of the
little red schoolhouse color our perception of today's
consolidated school I would not depend on memory I would

find out for myself
.
I began with a sisit to my neighhorticx4 high school and
then explored others throughout the county I was welcumed
cvers v. here Principals supervisors, and teachers gave me
tree access to . lassrooms I suited
;itect with teachers and students

in -ifs-semis, hallways, and gymnasiums. And I teamed
nosh
All the schools emphasized development cif the whole child. s:haracter, unselfishness, thoughtfulness. the spirit of
service, life purpose, . and moral values. as well as
educational basics One English department. to my surprise
.uxf'delight, put challenging quotation: on the blackboard
each day They were ma, to be sure. troll thc philosophers of
old. but they inspired discussion and troanersed thinking

Here cone week's supply

-

Other instriachonal practices pleased me. When I asked
one student who his English teacher was, he replied, "I have
no English teacher I have an abstract-noun specialist
He explained ''In our literature class, whenever we strike
an abstract noun our :cachet's face lights up, and we must
&title it and explain its implications to student life.
goserrinent , social contacts. and personality profiles Its the
same In class discussions
I recounted this episode to a !mend who teaches in
her
system He saw nothing unusual in the ahstr t-noun
specialist's idiosyncrasy. A history teacher in 0
hool.
he told roc, neves presents a fact in his history c ss w ittfty
translating it, with the help of his stuck s. into an

understanding, an attitude. and. finally, an id
It' true that some publi, 1.401! teas
eschew
empha. zing values. mistakenly assign' g that all lues are
religious n nature But if my county's schools are t picot of
those acne. he nation, times are changing. Many sellers
seem to he acknowledging the aphorism all u ed

to Max Lerner. "Like it or not, all education is

v

drenched,

-.-41.

-....-

7-hemrsas 4' 12nlunton it firolessor ernertic of Rider College
and presuJett, ernerms of Glasshoro State College
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Senator Orrin Hat01, Chairman
Senate Suhcomiittee on the Constitution'
TEE UNITES STATES SENATt
Vashington, D. C. 2C51",
Deaf Senator Hatch:

At the close of the Suhcmemittee "earing on June 76th, you
indicated that for thirty days, you woulte hold ones the record
for additional testimony shout other incidents of gimprnmental
interference in church affairs.
I an enclosing the attached copy of a newspaper article
about a case in the u. S. Fourth circuit ',oust lef Apneals!in
7ichmond,Virginia, which describes government interference in
church affairs. Please igkert this into the record of the
leering.
I had hoped for a written testimony from the minister
involved; but have not yet received a copy so I am forwarding
the information contained in the news article. Since the case
is a matter of record in the "ederal court, the facts are
easily available to your staff.
Fleas* send me a complete transcript of the hearing.
sincerely appreciate your efforts in %ehalf of religious,'
freedom in our country.

I

Siricerely,

uanita L. Cl ay, Ph. u

P. 0. lox 44615
Tryliananolis, 1'4 46944
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JUANITA L CLAY, Ph.D.
July 22, 1984

Honorably errin Watch, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution
THE UNITED STATES SENATE
shington, P. C. 20510
.

,

ti

Dear Senator Hatch:

Again I commend you for the excellent manner with which you
conducted the subcommittee hearing on June 26th, regarding issues
in Religious Liberty.

Prior to adjourning the hearing, you indicated that we had
thirty (301 days In which to submit additional testimony for
consideration by the subcommittee.
Therefore, I am retwa5dine
the attached testimony of Col. Robert L. Crete, director of the
ROCKY BAYOP CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, in Niceville, Florida; This is
only one of several situations I an c,,nceenod about, severs/
of which I have forwarded to you already. Rowovist. I asked
Col Grete to a14ow me to submit his testimony because it paints
up the, problem of an althernative school, performing an excellent
educational function, but subjected to repressive legislation
end beaureaucraric interference, without the benefit of any
denominational sponsorship.
As an informed layperson, not representing any of the
constituent groups identified at the hearing, I am nevertheless
concerned about tpe extent to which congressional legislation is
not aimed at preclor!ing governme,-.t animosity toward religious
orqan..laatrons or Institutions.
Neither the Supreme Court mar
the Internal Revenue Service should be allowed the authority to
foreclose the rights of individuals or instutions they ware
designed to protect. Nor should civil authority seek simultaneously
to weild supreme authority to tailor religious destiny, whether
the destiny of a church, or a religious organization, or a Christian school.
Please continue your efforts to pursue full knowledge in
this JISXUe, and to guide the legislative process preserving
the structure of government that mates the vary idea of religious
freedom and rights meaningful.
ncerely,

(UNITA L. CLAY, Ph
P. 0. Boz 44615
Indpls., IN 46244
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TESTIMONY OF HO BERT

July 1464

L. GRETE

MH. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBEHS OF THE CUMMITTES:
I am kobert L. iirete, Director of the Rocky Bayou Christian School
Nicevtlle, Florida.

IiBC,S)

HBC13, a member of the Association of Christian Schools

International (AJC/ ) and the American Association of Christian Schools (AACS) is

an independent rather than a parochial (organized as part of e loo al church or
denomination) Christian school.

purwee of my testimony is to provide a small independent Christian
achoels perspective on the erosion of religious liberty in America.
rioe. the founding of hociv Bayou Chrislikii School in 1973, each year an

increasing amount of my time Involves tact defense of religious liberty.

We

oxistantly receive appeals from our Christian school associations fur aid in
alovting our representatives to t.L..reatii to our freedom.

Each year it seems more

bills are introduced int:, the state and foe_eral legislatures that threaten
7elig,I,Jus liberty.
I

Decisions by the ,

s have had the same effect.

believe that L40 threat to religious liberty arises from the efforts of

ant . ,ne lot c/huiTan ist c leal4ero° trying to,c.stabliuh a set of religious

1,resuppositions thsc are antithetftal

the traditional Judeo- Christian or

bibliced religious presuppositions aponkkich Arica was founded.
gecniar education and the influence of the
irc..tdonat. Industry and the pcuAil' inikistry),

ruse ioked toward a taxi. stated in the humanist

Using

(Hollywood films, television,
A.tlar 1 and humanistic2lealers

ifestoII as

t
=CI vil; "apart frog the supernatuFOr)or worldly. Secularism is a
faith th,t 1,.isves out the Creator of the wiAverse.
a fajth that .ief,o man. it -then than submitting to the

Crnator, man (s mode the measure of all thinip, the prdviderf and the
of right and wrong.
24.e :idmantet Annifia;ton I

4I-J6t.

-

35

51

II ,;HY: i'rometheue Books,

1973;
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"a seeular eociety on a planetary scale." john Dewey, the father of American

I
progreasive education was a powerful subscriber to Humanist Manifesto I.

The

increaoleg oacce80 of such leaders in due in part to the inactivity of thoae who
Hold to tee Judeu-Christian value::.

Ouch pietism in the Bible-believing

kaaaainity aae surrendered much of the control of the centers of influence in

Amerionn society to antibiblical humanistic les4ere.

The edecation of children plays a vital role in shaping the aaause of the
leadership of fUture generations.

American educ4ion has teen Increasingly

aecularized as governmental authority was extendeti\over

gpvernment poet has been used to increasingly eli

pablic ochoosa

Todly, the efforts to purgp bibli

it.

Systematically,

nate biblical valuee from
-based religious values

from the public schools have been so succipsfUl that congress and the federal
Cuurt0 are involved in such questions as. "Can children pray in the public
schools?" and, "Can groups meeting in public facilities discuss theistic topics
perverted
or is their speech limited to presumed secular subjects' no matter how
from a biblical viewpoint?"

;land in taud with the purging of biblical truths and values from government
operated schools, secular and humanistic leaders .using a nuater of
organisations to include the National Education Aseociation kNEA), local, state
turd federal government aAsenciee, and the media have launched a frightening

effort to subject non-gpvernment schools to their effective control.

'he

resalt, if they are successful, will be as complete an eradication of biblical
influence in the education of our nation's children as that accomplished in
.iertnea by hitler'a Third Reich or by the Soviet Union today.

AA the administrator of a Christian school, the defense against this effort
requiree daily energy.

1.

I am sure this Senate committee will collect

To a Hiblicist, all subjects are religion since they involve some aspect
Christ is sovereign over every
of ,',ed or Hie perspective on His creation.
aree of s i;hristian's life.
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considerable data on a multitude of cases, many of which are a matter of court
record.

Before going into the specifics of RBCS oonfrontations, I would like to

mention some of the specific tools now being used by American governmental
agencies to effect religious tyraney over religious educational ministries.

The

control devices, which have been used historically, include:
1.

Licensing.

If civil gpvernment can license an activity, it exerciles

the power to terrainate it or require it to conform to regulations as a condition
of operation.
2.

School Accreditatiungeaclier Certification Requirements.

5.

Arbitrarily or discriminatory enforced health, welfere, safety, and

zoning regulations.
4.

Direct regulation of various aspects of the religious ministry (e.g.:

personnel - immoral persons such as sodomites cannot be excluded from the
faculty; curricueim
5.

testa must be choeen from state approved lists; etc.)

Public trust conoept.

Religious organizations are considered creatures

of the state to be operated according tc the wishes of government agents rather
than ministries under God required to operate according to biblical authority.
b.

Biblically beeed religios
e faith must be subordinat4d

public policy.

to contrary

Thus the whimo of fallen man subordinate God's absolute

standardo.
7.

Taxation.

The per to tax assLmee sovereignty or lordnhip, anr'. is the

power to °antral and destrey.
b.

The tax expenditure conoept.

This is one of the most pe-veree concepts

being pushed into the public policy arena; tyrants must love it.

This radical

idea rie;ecto the biblical and constitutional cancers that the fruut of a

person's Labor belonge under personal stewardship and that the portion of a

got
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peraoese property that is transferred to civil gpvernment should be determined
by the eunaent of the gpverned.

Rather, the tax expenditure concept assumes

that all property is owned by' the civil government, which can then decide how

much to all

citizens to keep under personal stewardship.

Anything left in the

hanss of the citizens is a tax expenditure subject to the controls civil
gpvernment desires to set upon its use.

Thus, nothing escapes government

control, since money a person or institution uses has either comes from

gpvernment oriremains at its true point of origin hy gpvernment grace.

The

degree to which this =oestrous doctrine is finding acceptance today is
frightening.

&Torte to get Congress to reject it (e.g., 0 1002, 96th

Congress, First Session) have failed.

Also, consider the US Supreme Court's

recent ruling in the Grove City case and the perverse "corrective" legielatioe

Ming propoeee UiR 5490).

This cam illustrates the logic that civil

governmental control goes with any gOvernmental financial assistance, which
under the tax expenditures concept, even means any money the gpvernment lets
individuals keep.

Yes, tyrants must love it!

The perverse exercise of these control tools (whether legitimate
authorities such as "3" above, or unconstitutional usurpations such as the rest)
are based upon the presuppositions of the humanistic state.

Some of the

preseppeeitions underlying the concept of the humanistic state are that the
civil state:
1.

Has sovereignty over all authorities - even that of the Creator of the

universe iho originates human authority and is alone sovereign.

P.

Owns the earth, its produce, and the people under its jurisdiction,

derying the biblical concept that God owns the earth and civil gpvernment is one
of several limited jurisdictions desigeed to carry out specific purposes.
5.

Owns the children, degying that God owns the children and has given

parents stewardship aver them.

81,E
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4.

Authors human liberty, denying the concept tha

to be self - evident, that all-men are created equal, that

"de hold these truths
ey are endowed by

their Creator with certain unalienable.Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty, and the pureeit of Happiness.

That to secure these rights, Governments

are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed."
5.

(Declaration of Independence)

Defined right and wrong rather than submitting to Glad's biblical

stawiarde of righteousness.
b.

Is the provider of ecenomic resources to the people.

Thins denies that

Cied distributes economic resources, generally to those who earn them through

personal respmeibility and work.
Citizene have no protection against tyranny when the civil state, which ham
the

xn

biblical function

of protecting Liod-given liberty, assumes the role of God

coolety.

The exercise of the tools of tyrannical control based upon the
presupposit ono ,3f the hwrginistic state is raIidly increasing in America,
.:ongrens

rK;t understand this

trend or does not wish to reverse it,

sovietizetien of America will soon be complete.
Willeie

If

the

Consider the words of American

Foster in his book Toward Soviet America:

kmonts the elementlary measures the American Soviet gpvernment will
a.lopt to further the 4.1tunal revolution are the following; (SIC)
the echools, colleges and universities will be coordinated and grouped
under the eational Department of Education and
state and local
beleehes.
The studies will be revolutionized, being cleansed of
religious, patriotic and other features of the bourgeois ideology.
The .students will be taught on the Denis of Marxian dialectical
materialiem, internationalism and the general ethics of the new
eeialist society. Present obsolete methods of teaching will be
euiereedaa by a scientific pedagogy.

The chureies will remain free to continue their services, but their
kleeial tax and other privileges will be liquidated. Their buildinga
we; revert to the 6tete. Religious schools will be abolioncd and
,rgeeezed religious training for minors prohibited. Freedom will be
.11tabiiched for anti - religious propaganda. (0 page 516)
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Mr. Foster's view, the doctrine of the secular-humanists stated in the
Humanist Manifestos I & II, as well as biblical doctrine, make one point
absolutely 21ear:
ACTIVITY.

THE ETUCATION OF CJILDREN IS AN INHERENTLY RELIGIOUS

Yet, it seem that few people in America today understand the

inherent religiousness of education that forms the world view and values of
children.

HBCO is presently developing a Christ-centered phonics and math

curriculum at the kindergarten level that we would be happy to demonstrate to
the Committee if desired.

The point is that everything that we do in a

Christian school is to be done from a biblical prospective.

We /ust control,

discipline, train, and love our children according to Christ's commands.

We

muet teach every area of knowledge from a biblical perspective, heeding the
biblical warning:

See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy and
empty deception, according to the tradition of men, according
to the elementary principles of the world, rather than according
to Christ.

(Col 2:8, NASV)

The First Amendment to the U3 Constitution bars Congress frac making any
laws respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof.

If we accept the judicial doctrine that the 14th Amendment applies the

First Amendment to the states, or if we note that almost all State constitutions
have a siailar provision, then government operation or control of schools is
constitutionally prohibited.

I believe congressional action on this truth is

essential to the preservation of religious liberty in America.
We should recognize the documented excellence of American education before
civil government became involved.

Amerieay

Those who believe that the education of

snould be funded through the coercive government tax system

have the eenstitutionally more acceptable tools of vouchers and tax credits to
work with.

The foregoisag coomente indicate ay conviction that parents should have the
right, to organize or utilize any school they choose to educate their chiairen

814
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according to their own religious presuppositions.
through political coercion.
ad their servants.

No school shou4 survive

Schools should survive because parents support them

i4everthelese, todey civil government not only operates the

nation's largest school i'eten, but also seeks to extend

control over

non-gpvernment schools.

kiX6 wee organized in 1973 to provide a biblically-based education to the

)1
children enrolled.

Over the fieet4h6 years of our existence our 4udent body

has grown from 22 to over 370.

This has been in the face of continuing

handicaps caueed by unwarranted governmental actions.

I will mention thoee of

most sign.ficance and would be glad to offer documentation or details to the
Committee on aey issue of interest.
First, gpvernment operation of tax funded schools produce a handicap to the

existence of schools that reject ther secular faith.

RBCS parents are

discriminated against because they must pay taxes to support the government
school system which teaches an anti-Christian religious faith contrary to their
own.. How can it be constitutional for civil government to force people to pey
for the propagation of a religious faith not their own?

In addition, however,

our parents mast pay the cost of the biblically-blazed educanion of their

children, which is a significant cost on top of the extravagant costs of secular
education
Tne second handicap ca Red by unwarranted governmental activities is the
administrative cost incurred because we must meet purposeless government
requirements.

For example, when we organized RIC'S we were to told to write,

inter alia, an application for a Federal Tax Exemption Letter.

After hassles

like having to provide data not requested in the printed IRO instructions, we

finally received our IVer in October 1974.
to fiie Lae Forms 940.

The Exemption Letter directed us

After IK3 lost our 1117 Form 990, I more closely

examined thu instruction booklet and got my first initiation into IJR3

C34
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insensitivity to religious liberty issues.

The details are found in my attached

letter to the Christian Law Aitsociation dated 26 December 1979 (ATCH 1).

(If

the Comcdttee &mires the letter'S attachments, RBCS will provide them.) The
letter indicates a trail of lost documentation, bureaucratic hassle and
evasiveness. and poesibi.y an attempt at intieddation.

retains to genuinely

respond to my question regarding IRS discrimination among religious
orgenizations, IRS demonstrated an insensitivity to the religious liberty Issue
and successfully ipre mo dawn.

I cannot teach students and administer a greeting

school if I must spend lots of time trying to

t justice from the IRS

bureaucracy.

Thirdly, there ie an ibcreasing volume of legislative proposals that
threaten our ability to exist apart from government control.

An ipereaeinf

amount of time is spent by all of us in the field to deal with such issues.

Many parents are diecouraced from enrolling their students in Christie schools
because of either the media's misinformation concerning government actions

against ochoole or the fear of becoming'involved in litigation.
Committee has the details of

I am sure the

any such cases, but I would like to conment on one

prominent example that you are familiar with.
on Aiig,Dlt 22, 1978, Jerome Kurtz, 1Z Coamissioner'of the.Internal Revenue
Service, placed his "Proposed Internal Revenue Procedures on ,Private Tax Itceept
Schools" in an inconspicuous part of the Federal Register. . Those

procedures,

which have the potential of extending great control over Christian schools? were
disguised eo a defense of racial nondiacrizination.

I attach my letters'to Mr.

Kurtz of 2 October 1978 and 11 ApriI 1979 (ATCH 2 and 3) to indicate some
details of this issue.

of

Neither letter, of course, was responded to by IRS.

large response by the Christian community forced the IRS to hold hearings on
this issue.

kevised Propoeed Procedures were subsequently published

the

A

c
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in the Federal hegister February 13, 1979.

The revises procedures, however, did

nothing to remove the major issue in this case.
of all would all

The Proposed Procedures first

the 1B3 to arbitrarily consider a school guilty of racial

s
discrimination without being required to prove it.

Such schools, to be termed

"reviewable schoole,r could prove their innocence only by a radical affirmative
action program.

The basic legic is that unelected government agents would gain

the authority to plow sanctions on any school that did not conform to the
agency's concept of public policy.

What a dangerous precedent!

For several

years the AshbrociteDornan Amendments to Treasury Apkropriationa Bills prevented
the IRJ from effecting these policies.

Then the tragic US Supreme Court

d;2cision in tee bob Jaws University case seemed to put into American law the
principle that religious freedom would have to be subordinated to public polio.
de live in an age when radical feminists and gay rights leaders are demanding
affirmative action in favor of sodomiets.

Clearly biblical values could not be

practiced by Christian schools if their radical demands became public policy.

With hundreds of similar attempts to extend governmental control over religitrus
nappenir1 simultaneoesle teroegnout,Amaricae as a Christian school
administrator 1 scmetimes wonder where I will find the time to administer our
biblically-hased pregrae.

It seems I am derelict in ey duty if I am not crying

out agednet each of the threats egadnst us.
time.

Yet to do so, would requir, all my

More seriut:84, if the fruit of these adverse precedents soon come to

pees, it is quite clear that the Christian school movement will no longer exist.
Government will even have the ability to confiscate all the property of
religious ministries that do not conform.

Such a prospect is now a real

passibility under the principles of the laws mentioned in the nest item.
Fourthly, the federel government is handicapping Christian schools thruegh
ill140 which not only increase personnel costs but also provide the federal

116
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government with an instrument of control that can actually result in the
confiecation of the property of a religious minietry.

The acts used to

accomplish this are the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FU TA) and the Social
to of 1963.

Sec city Amanda

As a Christian 1 believe the socialistic gysteme

effected by such lees go far beyond biblical and constitutional boundariee.

Although 1 realize in today's environment that these socialistic systems are not
likely to be eliminated, their recent extension into religious ministriee

violates the religious conscience of those forced to participate an a
precondition to the exercise of their religious ministry.

Allowing voluntary

participation ey.members in religious ministries would be legitimate.

Mandating

participation in a government program as a precondition to employment in a

religious ministry, however, certainly violates our First Amendment liberties.
Religious ministries should be left alone to provide for such contingencies as
unemployeent and retirement in a ray in keeping with their faith.
eurther,-applying these laws to religious ministries opens up a degree of
federal government entanglement in the personnel policies of religious
ministries that could be used for all kinds of offensive control.. Feelure to

submit to the unbiblical and unconstitutional taxation required ey these lave
can lead to the confiscation of the ministry's property, which obviously puts an
end to the ministry.

Truly, the power to tax is the power to control dr

destroy.

?sousing on the alleged requirement of ABCS to pay the unemployment
compensation tax,

I attach a recent bill showing the state's claim of taxes due

plus interest and penalties (ATCH 4).

The reams we periodically receive such

bills gees back to the unilateral action of Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall, who

decoded' to expend YUTA revemoo by including employees of religious
organizations.

The U.S. Supreme Court in St. Martin Lutheran Church V.

South Dakota May 26,

15.0) blocked ,tire Labor Department's attempt to collect
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such takee from "church" organizations.

Although indeltndent Christian schools

such as RiCS have religious ministries identical to those of parochial schools,
this St. Martin decision did not extend to indepermieht Christian schools.

The

Supreme Court decided to leave the status of Christ's echoOls organized
differently for a future day.

Consequeutly, parochial schools no longer have

this hmeele, but independent Christian ochaole (approxiaate/y 30 percent of the
Christian ecnoole in America) must continue to
involvui

an independent Christian school Is r

this harnasament.

A case

in progress in Oregon.

Should

-

the Supreme Court uphold our position in that case, then I assume the State of
Florida will step sending us bills such as the one at AXE 4.

;f the Supreme

curt finds agslinet us, it will be further progress along the reedit° the

annihilation of religious ministries not organized in accordance with government
specifications.

Similar iseuee are raised by the Social Security Amendments of 19b3.

In an

effort to bail out the bankrupt system thk reugh te
increased tax revenues from

extended coverage, Congress voted to include religious organizations in the

Social Security item.

In December, 1333, the Senate Finance Committee held

hearinam on this issue.

Rather than concluding that religious ministries are

not taxable

as the First Amendment requires), the Committee agreed on language

which would pass the tax obligation of employees of "oh.rch" organizations from
the ministry Onatitution) to the employee directly.

This, it is believed,

avoids the First Amendment ii)81.14 caused by Laying a direct tax on a church.

The

leinguage to effect this change was incorporated in the Tax Reduction Act of

1964, which I now understand has been sent to the President for signature.

If

sided into Law, 1,he option given to church organizations may forestall some
litigation by such ministries. /.14he law, however, will not at all relieve EMS

and similar independent schools from the obligation to pay a direct tax to the
federal government.

The word "church" is not

ound in the First Amendment. In
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light 'of the fact that the First Amendment religious claoeee v4e the expressions

"establishment of religion" and "the free exercise thereof," confining
unencumbered religious activity to churches or ally other orgenizaticna

prescribed by the federal government is obviously discriminatory and a direct
I attach my letter to Senator Dole of 5

violation of the First Amendment.

December 1963 ATM 5), which points out the difficulty caused by certain
language included in soeveraDicuAlilic laws that produce this discrimination.

Attached

o that letter is also

documerit explaining the biblical and

constitutional objections RBICS has to any government taxation that permits
controls over religious ministries.

I believe the details in that

correspondence are sufficient to completely illuminate our concerns in this
area.

I realize that I am now in the position, even after pasuage of the Tax

Reduction Act of 19b4, of being jailed and heavily fined for failing to Fey our
inetitutignie stare of this unconstitutional tax.

I would prey that the

Congress would Wee the catastrophic effects that coercive inclus ion of religious

ministries in the Social Security vat= can have on our country.
The above specific owes of our confioatation with the federal goverment is
a rather mild sampling of the handicaps that government action have placed on
Christian schools when viewed from a national point of view.

Nevertheless, they

are sufficient to demonstrate that religioui Liberty is at great peril in otal
country.

I thank you for thin opportunity:Ic Oxprees an independent Christian School
administrator's perspective on the threat to religiouelliberty in America todey.
,.e we drift fUrther away from the divine Author of liberty, the foundation for
liberty is eroded.

Liberty authored by witonomoue man inevitably degmneratee

into tyranny.
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26 December 1979
..stian Lew Association
J. Box 30290
Cleveland, OH
44130
.

Dear CIA:

In accordance with the spirit of your article, "Helping the CIA to
Help You." In the November Dfendeg. I enclose the facts of a problem
NSCs expects to have with the U. The most dangerous aspect is that IRS
unilaterally revised our exemption in a way that implies RIGS must begin
paying social security and unemployment taxest which, of course. we will
not do.
To assist your analysis, Z, provide the following facts and
supporting docuaeats. Please advise if you need anything else to
complete our file.

.

On 12 June 1973 as a Christian Air Force officer and Elder. Forest.
Lake Bible Church) I acompanied my Pastor (Harold T. Thomas) to visit
Rob Thoburn's retails Christian School in Fairfax. Virginia.
It was there
I realised that I could not use the government schools to educate my
six children, but was, of course, very ignorant of the details of the
philosophy of Christian education and the increasing state animosity
toward Christian schools. We reported the findings of our visit to the
Joint Board of our relatively new end small church. which voted net to
establish a Christian school because it would excessively dilute efforts
to perform other necessary operations. I asked if there were any objections to individual members beginning an independent Christian school;
there were no objections.
Cod led us, on 3 July 1973. to commit ourselves to establishing RUCS.
Although On active duty. I accepted the responsibility of Director and
using Bob Thoburn's manual and advice from a local "Christian' Lawyer,
began laving the school's foundation. we opened that September with 22
students, grades four - year -old kindergarten through six. two full-time
teachers (Piss. Crete and Mrs. Thomas) and two part-time teachers. We
now have 200 students.
I
was advised that we must write a Corporate Charter (Atch I). Bylaws
tAtiii 2), and obtain raderal,i4nd State Tax Exemption Letters to legally
optate as a tax-exempt corporation not-for-profit. I followed aiplicau, psch.cdurvs to obtain our original Federal Tax Exemption Letter
,ctobvr
1974 (Atch 3) , which directed us to file IRS Forms 990.
fort;Ivot my continuing ignorance of the issues, but this WV dutifully

4
In December 1976, the Air Force

sent me on a one-year remote tour
gores.
while there. I continued to study and learn more about Christian
JJ;ation.
In summer 1977, the school office
our FY 77 Form 990,
41 ..h lAS apparently lost in la shuffle between filed
their Atlanta

and
vh414delphie offices. We werk.advised by IRS letters
dated Way "19 and
1978, (Atch 4) that IRS did not have
our
FY
77
form.
We tent
tr.,
a reeccommlished copy dated July 1.5, 1978 (see rgyarks. Atch
11.
An ..,- wore accomplishing our FY 78 Form, we received another IRS letter
1. 5mmra dated October 19, 1978 (Atch 5),
stating that IRS could not
our FY 77 Form 990.
At this point. I began to Question the propriety
nut filling out the Form 990, and read the instruction bloklet
more
'.'fairy.
Since she language of the instructions specifically exempts
scrools below college level operated by a religious erase," I
replied
to Mr
Somra's October 19 letter with mine,Oated 6 November 1979, pfirsent)r,q rationale for the position that we shoo d not file Form 990 (Atch 6).
however, include out reaccomplished FY 77 aid new FY 78 foram.

heard nothing for two months. On 15 January 1979.
I queried Mr.
,-4,s on his progress in getting an answer to my question Of
6 November,
I

2.1?.

.

816
"Why must RRCS film annual Form 9107"
(Atch 7).
He responded on
7 February 1979. that he could not find sy 6 November 1978 letter (although
he apparently fed the Forma 990 under control). and that he was forwarding
my request to the Jacksonville, Florida. office (Atch S). To facilitate
the Jacksonville office's work. I indorsed Mr. Serara's letter end,
forwarded a copy of my 6 November 1978 letter On 13 February 1979 leech 81.
A.C.

27 February 1979 is an interesting day in this case. On that day.
%Wye Harper of the Atlanta IRS office wrote that She had just received
y 6 November 1971 letter to Mr. Samra
She explained how our fevers may
,ve been lost, and advised that she sent the 6 November letter to
Jseksonville for reply (Atch 9).
(I was so pleased with the heepfulness
of her response that / wrote her a letter of thanks on 20 April to which
she responded on s May. This correspondence is also at Atch 9.)
Also on 27 February. Ms. G. Farley (signed Withers) of the Jacksonville
office sent
classic puttee of bureaueratic garbage bruShing off my
question and giving us 60 days to file amendments to our charter since
they had no record of them in their file (Atch 101.
(Their own copy of
Our exemption getter. however, indicated that our file had been checked
te: after our amendments had been received - see Atch 1.)
1 believe this
s.
case of taeleessment.
TO understand what follows, I must relate something I subsequently
Jacksonville had two separate workinO files on RHCS with two
case officers (Ms. Farley end Mrs. Dewey) who didn't know what
Atur ens doing.
14 April 1979. I responded to MA. Farley's February 27 letter
.11, asking her to give
serious answer to my question (she hadn't
seen my t soventherr letter), and providing additional copies of the
amendments Peiping from her file.
.

On 25 April 1979 / received a prisons call from Mrs. Dewey (see MFR
at Atch 121, 014114ng she just received my 6 November letter (probably the
one sent by Mayo Harper). After cordially discussing First Amendment
issues, she said she would get with Ms. Farley ilt,.give ewe an official
response.
on 7 May, I received a very hostile call from Ks. Farley, who had
received my 19 April letter but had neither spoken to Sirs. Dewey nor
read the rationale in my 6 November letter (see MYR at Ate, 13). Before
hanging up on me. she said she would leave it to Kra. Dewey to respond
to, my question.

On 8 June 1979. Mrs. Dewey provided the IRS response to my question
She quoted two lower court -cases which I do nct believe are
At issue in her argument is the definition of
relevant to my argument.
I prefer that of Scripture: IRS does not. leer bottom line is
a church.
that since our exemption letter o$ 21 October 1974 indicates RFICS is a
school, we must file the 990. I took no action to respond to :hisoiince
I was too busy with other things.
(Atch 14).

The shocker came when I received from D. Warnick ( Jacksonville) an
unsigned determination letter modifying our original 21 October 14/4
My comparison indicates that the revision irposer, on
letter (Atch 15).
We's the unlawful and unconstitutional requirements to collect social
security and federal unemployment compensation tosses. It reaffirmed
our obligation to file the 990.
I do not consider the unsigned revision authoritative.
oonsiderlst unlawful harressment.

I

do

letter
on 13 November 1979 I filed our )Y 74 Form 990 covered by
reaffirming my conviction that IRS errs in asking us to file it (Atch 16),
.e,c) responding to Dewey's 8 June 1979 answer to previous correspondence.
Please sex the letter for the exact language, but my bottom line is that
IKS does not have constitutional authority to interfere with religious
I asked
monistrie4 either through tax laws or subversive definitions.
if it were the IRE position that Biblical definitions are to be rejected
f.odur of those of :RS's own making and again appealed for a finding
o we are not liable to file the Form 940.
/'

have not yet received a direct response to my 13 November 19"9
out did zecieve an IRS form letter dated December 17, 1979,
,w.)odo,n4 receipt of my FY 79 Form 990, and instructing me to provide
In my original return, I InicivertentlY
.'lanai information (Atch 17).
A check 4 Part V block indicating tho KVakon for Non Private
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on,

`t.cst:s, srd also missed the requirement to fill out Part VI.
rttlJelit for additvinal information only sequires a check it
C:?:t 2. (they sent no form with Part VI) that is all that I
Inc; ti
at this time.

I
ho:e to hoer from you before I hear from IRS again.
advise mc:

Request

1.

What action should RBCS take in response to the revised
determination letter dated July 20, 1979?

2.

Should I respond to any more requests for Form 990
information?

3.

Where should I go from here in the effort to get IRS to
recognise that they err in asking for the Form 990 from
RBC57

I praise God for your ministry.
In Christ's service.

Robert T. Crete
Director

lh
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Mr. Jerome Kurt;
Commdssioner of Internal Reveries
Attmntion: E!BO
lisadneton, DC 24224

Dear t. Kurt::
I :save received a copy of yeut preposed Revenue Procedure on Private Tax-2seept
Schools. annouocad in the Federea Register of 22 August 1978.
I appreciate the °place
tunity to provide you my oomments on a proposal which I firmly believe is unsound and
unconstitutional.
I respectfelly meant that you withdraw the propotal from
coesideration.

Lot me first maks clear that Rocky Bayou Christian School has a genuine non
discriminatory policy. On both Biblical and Constiortioral grounds, we declare that
no student will be denied admission on the basis of race, color, or ethnic on
Me objections to your proposed procedures have nothing to do with the goal of f.cil
itatins 'goal opportoty in education. SO fully swipe= that goal. I fuel the
proposal objectionable because it is destructive of that goel And the basic liberties
guaranteed the American people by the First and Fourteenth intemirects to the
Constitution of the Uhtited States.
First, I notice that the IRS definition of a racially neediscriminatory policy
requires that the school not discriminate on the basis of racy in the administration
of its policies. !et the five factors to be used to &ursine that a school it
nomdiscrimonatory are blatantly discriminatory and racist. Schools are being asked
to demonstrate their nondiscriminatory policies by discriainatin on the basis of
race. This is nonsense.
1984 is here! Not only is it nonsense, but also it is
unconstitutionel (if I understand the Bakke decision correctly).
Secondly, the proposal to avoid discrimination by discriminating burdens schools
with the Administrative cost of keeping records according to race, when iie should
consider race an irrelevant criterion. I do not count how many blue-eyed/brown eyed/
Nhy does
green-eyod/icky-eyed students wr have. This is irrelevant information
IRS mint me to keep records according to mint criteria? I went to see a student ao
Fred, Sally, or Brian, not as vox Black, Chicano, or Asian. Your proposel is desiroo
tive of the goal to truly ark* race an irrelevant criterion. You are requiring
decisions based upon racist criteria. You Are forcing sChools to bear costly,
onnecessary administrative burdens to carry out racist actions in Co noxe of
nondiscrimination.
If the INN' two objections were my only objections, I doubt that I would take
out of my yen busy schedule to comment on the proposal. I welkin! figure IRS
would not bother RBCS anyway. No court has determined ROCS to be discriminatory;
we were not formed about the time of public school desegregatior in our comminatv.
And we have enough fine students from the ethnic minorities in
our community to meet
your quota standards. So why Should I bother to write to you? The
answer lies in
the significance of my third objection.

filar

Our constitution incorporates some rather precious liberties ireich include due
emcees of law and religious fteedom. The prepneeI violates the forter because iEr1t
is presiexi the accused is required to go to the caponse and trouble of proving
once. That is backwards.
If a school discriminates on the basis of race, those
ed can provide the basis for a legitimate determination of guilt. This illegal
procedure is the type of tool tyrannical government can use to intimidate according
to shim.
For exempts, as the performance of Christian school students increasingly
embarrasses those responsible for the increasing faiiute of the statist schools to
graduate students of academic competence, the already increasing efforts of some
gown-mental officials to eliminate the competition could reach a fever pitch. The
NLA is already in a state of panic, and is collecting as many political debts as
possible.
The IRS has great poteetiaI is the hands of tyrants. We must be vigilant
to insure that govenmed agencies do not violate dee means of law.

824
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Similarly, we Joust insure that government does not violate the First and Fourteenth Amendment protection of religious freedom.
The power to tax is clearly the per
to control and teem
That is the Whole basis of the concept of tax exemption. Thus,
the Federal Government csnnot tax the State of Florida and vice versa, and neither can
tor the religious associaticns and functions of their citizens. RBCS was founded because of our religious conviction that we must raigs ...rr children in accordance with
lOblical principles.
The secular schools, logo--; upon the religions principles of
Secular HumenOsa, cannot help Christian parents raise up their children to love God
with all heart. mind, soul, and strength. The religious presuppositions of Secular
Iteanism are antithetical to those of Biblical Christianity. (be of the nmin reasons
that many of our founding fathers fled rotropit was the religious oppression due to the
establishment of state religions by various governments. Cam of the main concerns of
the drafters of our precious Constitution was the protection of tel
freedom.
Sinful eon has a natural tendency to oppress others who think differently.
It is
possible that religious Secular HOmanists may gain complete control of our goverreentil
mehinery and use it to destroy the ability of Theists to freely practice their
religloo.
I fear we are heading in that direction.
I do not know What faith you hold
to, Mr. Kurtz, but.our Constitution was designed to protect your freedom to hold and
practice that faith.
Such freedom is rare on the face of the earth. Most people do
not have this freedom; /aeries is in dangoo of losing it. If the secular state is
Lori to eimInate Christian education, the power to tax will undoubtedly be one of
the weapons used.
I pray that you do not went that to happen.

Ulually, attemots to destroy freedom art disguised as noble attempts to protect
The issue here is not freedom from Arbitrary discrimination.
The issue here is
control ever education, an inherentoly religious enterprise.
i ask you to reverse the
donseroos direction of current IRS policy by withdrawing the proposed procedures. Will
fats do that Hr. Kurtz?
I await your reply with great expectations.
it.

In Christ's Service,

Robert L. Gtete,
Director
RLG/ j r
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11 April 1117,

*r. Jerome Kurtz. Commissioner
internal hommum Service
Attention. ainlo
Washington. DC 20224
Dear ex. Kurt's
I have carefully reviewed the Inseisni Prneelogre on Privets Otis-Ileept
Schools published it the 13 Pe/every 1S79 Teasel %mister dad partially
corrected in the 26 Febeeery IWO Federal /Water. Although SOCS meets
your inhale minority quotas amid Oars:ors weal! tit the criteria for neither
a discriainetory nor revioesehle sobool.' T Md my ogee no tease of
hundreda of thousands of americans comereed about the =test to elide
big government has asteeded its social sesimeeriag into the family life of
our citimmui. Tour revision of the ProOmbaree faiJet to raeove their
repugnance to our eneetituticmal libertine.

The issue is not racial diecrielnatioes MCI finds racial diecrieination
contrary to sibiioal principle.. The issue is whether oat freedom to raise
end educate our children according to libidinal principles will be trampled
upon by bureaucracies such se yours. The First eamedeent to the U.S.
Constitution vas designed to prevent goveremet entaeglement in religious
affairs. Tot we find that government has violated the amsedeemt's rateblishsent Clouse by establishing in the goverment school system the religious
presuppositions and practicing faith of Semler Weenies. The unconstitutional establishment of this anti - Christian faith and practice in the
tax-financed government schools has driven easy Chriatiae parents to pay
tuition, in addition to required school tames. to enable their children to be
educated in accordance with Biblical principles rather them noes of Secular
mumanise. To so educate our children is a God-4ivien respoasibility protected
by the First amendment's Free Commies =sues.
Tat we ass iscritesing
governmental efforts to deny such liberty. Joke Dewey dad his humanistic
foI1overs have made it clear that they will not be satisfied until all
American education is monopolised by those seeking to establish a secular
society on a planetary scale. I. Kurtz, your organisation should not be
used as an instrument to eliminate the most precione.Of our freedoms.
The First Amendment bars the Federal Goseresest from eiiisig the tax
power or any other power to either establish 0 State religion or prevent the
free exercise of religion.
Your proposal violates the Cuastitutional barrier.
Tex exeeptioe is not Federal aid.
It is not a benefit to be denied to
religious groups not conforming to the nunnoistie faith.
it is part of the
mechenism necessary to guarantee that the tax power cannot be used to inhibit
the free exorcise of religious liberty.
Mr. Kurtz, z respectfully request that you withdraw the Proposed
Procedures and heed the cry of American citizens -- 'leave our liberty alone!"
Respectfully.

hnhert I.. Crete

Directs:
R.11;,nb
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5 Drearier 1983

Senator Robert Dole
Chairmen, Finance Committee
United States Sen,,xe
Washington, D.C. 20510
Deer Senator Dale:
I am so thankfUl that you have agreed to hold hearings on S 2099, which
regards what I believe is one of the moat serious threats to religious liberty
in American history. The change in the *1041 Sionrity Act, for the firsts time
in American history, authorizes the federal government to directly tax
religious ministries to include the church of Jesus Christ.
I have written to four attorneys apecializirig in First Amendment law.
They sit agree that the best way to *veld application of this unconstitutional
tax upon religious ministries is for Congress to repeal it before it takes
Since Congress needs time to consider it, it is necessary to pass the
effect.
Jepson Ar.endeent 'in%) or a slightly improved version as quickly as possible
after it reconvenes. During the delay before implementation Congress needs to
thoroughly exemine the religious issue in taxation and repeal the tax on
religious ministries. If this is not *one I fear many of us will be in
expensive litigation.

There is one deficiency that I see in the current language of the Jepson
The final section says, "For purposes of this section a charitable
or educational organization which is affiliated with a religious organization
shall be considered to be a religious organization." I believe such language
is incloded to insure that parochial Schools are covered by the implementation
delay. While such a purpose is clearly right, it ignores the fact that mealy
Christian schools (approximately 30%) having the SAM religious ministry as
sohools organized under a local church or denomination are independently
The danger of faulty
organized. Such schools are called Category III Schools.
legislative language is illustrated in the court cases involving application of
t-e Federal Unenoloyment Tax Act (RITA) to religious schools. When Secretary
of Labor Ray Marshall unilaterally decided to include religious schools under
the FUN system. court cases sprang up all over America. In the St. Martin's
case, the Suprox court determined that the language of RITA exerted schoolr
operated by a church or convention or association of churches. The court went
on to distinguish btpaedvs church schools Integrated into a church's structure
and those separately incorporated. In footnote #I2 it states, "The importance
of thiS distinction...is heightened by the great diversity in church structure
and organization among religious groups in this country. ...This diversity
saxes it impossible, as COngress perceived, to lay down a single rule to govern
all church related organizations. Our holding today concerns only schools that
have nn legal identity separate from a church. To establish exemption from
F,ITA, a separately incorporated church school (or other organization) must
satisfy the requirements of Section 3309(b)(1)(B)...we leave the issue of
coverage under 3309(b)(1)(B) for the future.* A serious coiisequente results
from distinguishing between religious schools organized as part of a church
and those that are not, even though they have the same.,religioos mission.
Following the St. Martin decision, the government continued to attempt to
apply FUTA to separately incorporated or independent (Category III) religious
schools. This meant that litigation on behalf of Category III Schools had to
continue. In the Grace Brethren case, which went to the Supreme Court, the
Supreme Court remanded the case on the grounds that the case should have
proceeded to the Supreme Court through the state court system rather than the
federal court system. Since the Salem Academy case had already been
proceeding in Oregon through the state courts, the Grace Brethren case has
been dropped and efforts have been concentrated in the Salem Leadenly case.
For pocky Bayou Christian School, an independent Christian school Sn Florida,
Asenetient.

stag. °Moils have gotten to the point where they wish to serve a tax lien
on our proper y. This action is presently on a hold pending resolution of the
Salem 4cadesty case. All of this litigation and hassle would be unnecessary if
the language of the law simply recognized that religious ministries, because
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of 1st Amendment protection, are Wean* from federal taxation.
Since taxation
is a means of control and destruction,
I mould ask that we not saki the some
error in any language concerning the Social Security Act. .Focusing on this
point alone, I would reciemend that the lest paragraph of the Jepson Asendment
be changed to reed; "For the purposes of this section, educational ministries
organized for religious purposes are religious organizations." Since
this is
Quite a technical point, very few are sensitive to this issue.
/ know that
Attor:ci William Ball does understand it and if further clarification of the
problems Ontroduoad into law by impair' Which is not sensitivi, to
this issue
is necessary. I noommend discussing it firther with him.

I attach a 13 September letter from Attorney William Bell to Dr. Paul
Kienel giving same of his views. I also attach a brief analysis
mode by the
Christian Education and !Research Foundation.
Finally, I attach my own
analysis of the biblical and constitutional
reasons that religious ministries
should not be asked to pay such a tax. By prey of %summary, let
me ask a tow
key questions.
In %attn.' 213:18 Jesus says to His
disciples, "All authority has been
given unto me both in heaven and on earth." our founding fathers understood
that man's law must recognize the higher law of God and conform to
it. Has
Congress lost this concept?
ir

If only a greater can tax a lessor, how can we allow civil
goverment to
tax the church of our Savior?

In the first century, aristians went to the lions DOC:re they would
simply make the false confession that Caesar was lnrd over Christ.
if Jesus
is Lord, how dare today's Christians warms
the lordship of the federal
government?
If the power to tax is the power to control and destroy, her dare
American freedom lovers sit back and do nothing when such taxes are applied
to
Christ's ministries?

If the U.S. Constitution acaamds that Congress shall sloe no law
respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof, how dare Congress peas a law to directly tax religious establishments,
and how dare Christians submit to such a violation of biblical and
constitutional principles?
I note that even the greet Persian emperor Cyrus carefUlly excluded
religious teachers from taxation (Ezra 7:241. In the American heritage, uotil
now, governmental hunger for added funds has not run roughshod over religious
liberty. I urge the Congress to reconsider, and I thank
you, Sir, for allowing
us an opportunity to discuss the religious liberty aspect of the Social

Securty Act.

In Christ's service,

062'1
Robert L. Crete
Director

WYG:pim
Attachments
William Boll letter.
2.
CERF Analysis.
3.
RDCS Analysis.
cc:

Attorney William Ball
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September 13, 1983
MEMORANDUM TO

Dr. Paul A. Kienel
Executive Director, ACSI

RE:

Social Security Tax on Churches

Starting January 1, 1984, all 'churches and schools
which are exempt from federal income tax under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code will be required to
pay FICA (Federal Insurance Contributions Act) taxes for
each employee who is paid 5100. or more in a calendar year.
,

This change was made by the Congress virtually without
Some churches took a position supporting the

opposition.

amendment on the ground of its befit to their employees.
It was also argued that the new tax is necessary to keep the
Social Secumity program in existence. Further, churches and
schools in many states already pay sales aLd ekcise taxes.
The principle involved is plainly a tax cir. religion.
Churches and religious schools are not afforded an option to
nay, or not to pay, for an insurance program for their
is
tax
the
of
size
small
The relatively
employees.
irrelevant (though to some the burden may be substantial).
If religion may be taxed a little, why not greatly? The tax
imposes obligations upon religious bodies in respect to the
use and management of their own resources and with respect
to the personnel of their ministries.

What should be done with respect to this change? it is
opinion that a test litigation would fail. Without
sp.]iling out detailed reasons, it is clear to us that the
bvpretre Court would not strike down the amended Iaw. The
remedy we see is through the Congress. Corrective
,Ly
:2e.i,:lAtion should be prepared and introduced at a very
/
Gaily date.

our
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The New Social Security Law
As regular readers of FOCUS
ON FREEDOM know. churches.
Christian schools and other non-

that there is an alternative if the
committees fail to act. A repealer

profit organizations must begin pay-

amendment could be attached to a

ing Social Security taxes on their
employees beginning January 1.
1984. In the past. enrollment under
the program has been optional, not

mandatory. Many pastors have

voiced their opposition to the new
law; some. in fact. have indicated
they will not pay Social Security
taxes on their employees. There is
considerable reason for their opposition. Social Security (F.I.C.A.)
payments are taxes. The employer.
in this case churches and Christian

schools. are responsible for one-hnlf
of the tax. The other half is deducted
from the employees' salary.
The National Christian Action
Coalition (NCACJ. a Washington-

NCAC does suggest, however.

finance bill on the floor of the

Senate. To take advantage of this
strategy. those seeking Ae repeal
would need: (1) an a ropriate
"vehicle:" i.e., a finance bill that
was "veto-proof :" (2) a Senator will-

ing to introduce the amendment;

and. (3) promises of votes from 51
Senators.
It is possible that the new law
will be challenged in the courts. The
Christian Law Association. based in
Cleveland, Ohio. is currently exam-

ining that prospect. The way it
would happen is this: On Ignuary,

a church governing board rou`ld

based lobbying organization, has

write a letter to Treasury Secretary
Reagan politely informing him that

examined possible legislative
remedies. In their August newsletthey report that the only

they have no intention of paying
taxes. Soon thereafter.

ter.

thr.! government would bring legal

reasonable solution would be to
repeal that section of the new law

adion against the church. What
happens then is anybody's guess.

which applies to religious. non

Judging by how the Supreme Court
ruIrci on the Bob (ones University
case. the church could lose.

k -KS. Chnirmani
mittee
And the
Wdes and Means
C.In rtetfrt. !ILI!) Ro,Iviikow.i.i.

cusps involving Christian organizeboos mill slut National Labor Rolatime: Board which give some cause

profit organizations. The normal
route for such a repeal would be
through the Senate Finance Com-

1l-ii
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'mainstream. and independent

lInsvever. there have been recent
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it should be

malty churches and

111.0

t:Iii klian schools ofrendy pay Social

churches, and Christian schools."

tirf.nrif v taxes for theiremployees.

cautions NCAC. "the Congress will
not es en move off first base. Look at

issue is: Con such a tax he mancia-

That is not really the issue. The

11

totilv levied against the church?

of worms

should know.

realisticalls. Nobody wants to
reopen the Social Security 'can

iii ties

next year we
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BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES:

What are the biblical principles underlying the refusal of RBCS
as a religious ministry to pay taxes in any fora to civil
government? We don't have,. space for an exhaustive teaching on this
Therefore, I will simply sketch the logic that underlies
subject.
our position. After describing the biblical basis for our stand, I
will then turn to our constitutional basis.
What's the big issue? The big issue is the Lordship of Jesus
In Matthew 28:18-20 A read these words in the New American
Christ.
Standard Version (WASV):

10

And Jesus came up and spoke to them, saying, *All authority has been
given to Me in heaven and on earth. Go therefore and make disciples of
all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I commanded you;
and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age."

This passage tells us that Jesus has alLawthority both in
Christians who believe the Word of God must,
heaven and on earth.
therefore, submit to the authority of Jesus Christ in every area of
in considering the authorities that Christ has set up through
life.
His Word, we can determine,that God has established various
jurisdictions in His System of government. God commands each
God requires each
Christian to be responsible for self government.
the principles He lays down for
famili to operate in accordance
family government. God gives commands to the local church and also
gives commands laying downAhe basil for civil government. When
Christ commands us to make ,disciples of all the nations, He is
giving the fcllowers of Christ the mission of cultivating more
followers. When He says that we must teach them, "All that I
commanded you," He is giving each Christian a responsibility to
disciple others in accordance with the truth that Christ has laid
down in His Word. When Jesus concludes, "I au with you always, even
to the end of the age," He is emphasizing the fact that Jesus Christ
is alive, is in authority and rules continually over His people.
Another passage relevant to this subject is Romans 13:1-8.
That passage reads as follows:
For
LET every person be in subjection to the governing authorities.
there is no authority except from God, and those which exist are established by God. Therefore he who resists authority has opposed the ordinance of God; and they who have opposed will receive condemnation upon
themselves. For rulers are not a cause of fear for good behavior, but for
Do you want to have no fear of authority? Do what is good, and
evil
for it is a minister of God to you
you *ill have praise from the same;
for it does not bear
for good. But if you do what is evil, be afraid;
the sword for nothing; for it is a minister of God, an avenger who
brings wrath upon the one who practices evil. Wherefore it is necessary
W be in subjection, not only because of wrath, but also for conscience'
sake. For because of this you also pay taxes, for rulers are servants of
God, devoting themselves to this very thing. Render to all what is due
tax to whom tax is due; custras to whom custom; fear to whom fear;
them:
honor to Whom honor. Owe nothing to anyone except to love one another;
for "he who loves his neighbor has fulfilled the law. (NASY)

This passage joins others to lay down the bests fo; human
The concept of government is not restricted to civil
government, for we are cautioned to be in subjection to the
And we are told all authorities are
governing authorities.
in
In the home this means parental authority.
established by God.
a local church It would mean the authority of church officers, such
In civil government it would refer to civil
as elders and deacons.
In all cases,
rulers whether kings. governors, or sheriffs.
autority rests upon God's authority. The basis for obedience is
God has
that authority is exercised under God's authority.
established authority as a minister unto us for good.
government.

Thus we have the principle that Christians ere to obey human
Quite
athority because such authority is a servant of God.
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clearly, if a civil government operates in accordance with God's
authority, there will never be i reason for us to disobey. We would
obey not only because of wrath (that is, because of fear of
punishment for getting caught), but also for conscience' sake.
That
means, we obey because it is right to do so.
Now what do we do if human authorities give conflicting
commands? Suppose for example, a district court judge orders a
person to carry out a certain act, but a court of appeals reverses
the..,lower court's order.
What is the citizen to do? The answer, of
course, is,to obey the higher authority.
What do we do if human authority gives a command contrary to
the commands of God? This question was put to the Sanhedrin by the
apostles Peter and John:
*Whether it is right in the sight of God
to give heed to you rather than to God, you be the judge." (Acts
4:19)
The apostles, were clearly stating that those in authority had
the responsibility for discerning whether or not they were acting in
accordance with the authority of God and if not, whether it was more
important to obey God rather than man.
The apostles supply a clear
answer to their question in Acts 5:29 where they say, "We must obey
God rather than men."
The principle then is one of Lordship. When
Jesus Christ commands His children, no authority can justly
overrule.
Let's consider another passage.
Jesus had God's sovereignty in
mind when the Pharisees tried to trap Him on the issue of individual
Jews paying tax to Caesar. Not only must we pay lawful taxes laid
on by civil governsent,l but also we must render to God the things
that are God's. We see that in the passage in Matthew 22:15-22.
1.

It is appropriate to point out the difference between a tax on individuals
(those of Amens 13, the poll tax of Matthew 22, or the Temple tax of
Matthew 17:24) and a tax on a ministry of Jesus Christ.
Only a greater can
tax a lesser. In America, the federal government cannot tax a state
government and vice-versa because neither has jurisdiction over the other.
Biblically, civil government has no jurisdiction over the ministries of
Jesus Christ. This is recognized in the 1st Amendment discussed later.
Then the Pharisees went and counseled together how they might trap
Him in What He said. And they sent their disciples to Him, along with the
Herodians, saying, *Teacher, we know that You are truthful and teach the
way of God in truth, and defer to no one; for You are not partial to any.
Tell. us therefore, What do You think? Is it Isenl to give a poll-tax to
Caesar, or not?" But Jesus perceived their malice, and said Many are
you testing Se, you hypocrites? Show Me the coin used for the poll-tax."
And they brought His a denariva. And He said to them, "Whose likeness
and inscription is this'?" They said to Him, "Caesar's." Then He said to
them, 'Then render to Comm* the thingspthat are Caesar's; and to God the

things that are God's." (MAW

This raises the question, "What is our responsibility to God,
and what is our responsibility to Caesar?" Certainly if Ceesar were
to claim that which is God's, we must obey God rather than men.
While the coin might be made in Caesar's image, man was created in
God's image.
Statist Humanist doctrine claims that the state is
sovereign over all, and grants liberty as it chooses to its
subjects. God tells us that He has created man in His image.
Man
is to exercise dominion over the earth as God's vice-regent.
Human
government is organized by man to protect God-given liberty and
maintain justice.
When the issue is the education of children we must then ask
the question, "To whom does God give jurisdiction over the education
of children?"
A basis for the answer to teas question is, "Who owns
uur children?" Some sight answer, "The state owns the children."
No biblical authority however, is found for such an idea. Others
might respond that the parents own the children. Again, such an
answer is not to be found in Scripture. Scripture makes it quite
clear that the children are owned by God and given to parents in
stewardship.
Psalm 127:3 says, "Behold, children are
gift of the
LORD; The fruit of the womb is a reward." If then parents are
stewards over God's children, what responsibilities in particular do
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parents have?
It is not my purpose to comprehensibly answer this
question, but to focus on the one pertinent to this study. Parents
are clearly made responsible for the education of their children.
In Deuteronomy, Chapter 4, God calls attentScn to the fact that He
has laid down statutes and judgments to be taught to His people.
Verse
says, "AND now, 0 Israel, listen to the statutes and the
In verse 9 He
judgments which I am teaching you to perform...."
1

says:

!

Or what great nationis there that has statutes and judgments as
righteous as this whole law which I am setting before you today?
)1y give heed to yourself and keep your soul diligently, lest you
F,rget the things which your eyes have seen, and lest they depart
but make them known to
from your heart all the days of your life;
your sons and your grandsons. Remember the day you stood before the
LORD your God at Horeb, when the LORD said to me, "Assemble the people
to Me, that I may let them hear My words so they may learn to fear Me
all the days they live on the earth, and that they may teach their

children." (RAU)

Before moving to the next passage I would like to point out
that the principle of these verses is that what God has taught us,
we are obligated to teach our children, and a result of our teaching
must be that our children learn to fear, or reverence, God all their
Then in Deuteronomy, Chapter 6, Moses pointo out that God has
days.
In verse 2 he
commanded him to teach the people to obey God's law.
says, "si that you and your son and your grandson might fear
LORD your God, to keep all His statutes and His commancleents,t:7.1N
I command you, all the days of your life, and that your days might
be prolonged." This responsibility to teach our children extends 24
That is seen in verse 7 where it is said, "and you
hours a day.
shall teach them diligently to your sons and shall talk of them when
you sit in your house and when you walk by the way and when you lie
And you shall bind 'them as a sign on
down and when you rise up.
The
your hand and they shall be as frontais on your forehead."
symbology in the latter words indicates that the principles of God
In
must bit in the operation of our hand and in our mind.
Deuteronomy, Chapter 11, God again instructs His children in ve se
18: "You shall therefore impress these words of mine on your heac,,t
and on your soul; and you shall bind them as a sign on your hand,4
And you shall teach
o
and they shall be as frontaIs on your forehead.
them to your eons, talking of them when you sit in your house and
) when you walk Along the road and when yot lie down and when you rise
In Jeremiah 10:1-3 we read:
up."
3

HEAR the word which the LORD speaks to you, 0 house of Israel. Thus
says the LORD, "Do not learn the way of the nations, And do not be terrified by the signs of the heavena Although the nations are terrified by
them; For the customs of the peoples are delusion." (WN.)

The warning to God's peopr* is that they should not learn the
way of heathen nations who are governed by their mythology,
The delusions that lead the world are not to
astrology, and so.
lead God's children.
In the New Testament in.Ephesians 6:1-4 we read, "CHILDREN,
Verse 4 reads,
obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right."
"And, fathers, do not provoke your children to anger; but bring them
up in the discipline afld instruction of the Lord." God's children
"See to it that
are warned of their obligation in Colossians 2:6.
no one takes you captive tnrough philosophy and empty deception,
according to the tradition of men, according to the elementary
principles of the world, rather than according to Christ." Paul
also instructs us in 2 Corinthians 10:5 that Christians should be
"destroying speculations and every lofty thing raised up against the
enowledge of God, ... teeing every thought captive to the obedience
of Christ." These passages teach us that parents have the
responsibility, if they are under the authority of God, to teach
their children from the time they get up in the morning until the
time they go to bed at night, to love God with all heart, mind and
soul, and to devel:)p a utorld view, a philosophy of life, a
commitment of life under God's Authority rather than in accordance
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with the philosophy of espty deception of the world, which is
secularism, or according to the tradition of men, which is humanism.
Christians are obligated to follow God's instructions; concerning the
education of their children.

This leads us to the next question, "Whst do we do if Caesar or
civil government demands that we educate our children contrary to
our faith, contrary to biblical principles, in accordance with the
philosophy and empty deception of the world? Clearly if can gives
us en instruction contrary to that of God, we must obey God rather
than man.
But also, we oust draw the lint at principle, not at the
point of *loosely, violation of principle. The principle is that
Christ is Lord or sovereign over His believers who cannot yield the
responsibilities God has ',keen them to the humanistic state. We
must draw the line when the state steps out of its legitimate
biblical bounds and asks that we accept its sovereignty rather than
Christ's sovereignty over that which God has commanded us to do.
The point at which the person is faked to go over his faith is a
ratter ofiindividual conscience. Those Christians that do not see
a challenge to their faith by the exorcist, of governmental control
over the education of their children must make decisions in
accordance with their conscience. Those of us who have seen God's
clear commandment to ur to raise our children in a way not generally
done in the world, but in a way peculiar to those who adhere to His
Word, must be willing to carrr out God's instructions regardless of
the cost.
In fact, we must be willing to die for such convictions.
In the next section of this paper I will address in sore
precise terms why the levying of a tax is equivalent to an extension
of government control over a religious ministry.
If we grant,
however, that both reason and history proves that taxation is in
fact a means of control, then quite clearly, Christians cannot
accept the taposition of a tax on a religious ministry.
For Caesar
to claim sovereignty over Christ is unacceptable to the Christian.
We can see this issue in Christ's conduct before Caesar's
representatives in John, Chapters IS t 19,, Assuming that the reader
is familiar with those passages, 1st as afigpIy point out a couple of
key verses.
In Chapter 19, verse 11, wi find Christ's words to
Pilate, "You would have no authority over Me, unless it had been
given you from above; for this reason he who delivered Me up to you
has the greater sin." Christ here is confirming God's sovereignty
over all authoeiities and places a responsibility on Pilate for his
exercise of autnortty.
Those who delivered Him up, of course, are
also political authorities. He points out to him that their sin was
even greater.
In verse 12 we read, "As a result of this Pilate made
efforts to release Him, but the Jews cried out, saying, 'If you
release this Man, you are no friend of Caetar; every one who sakes
himself out to be a king opposes Caesar.'"
And then we find the
accusers' declaration of their sovereign in verse 15.
"They
therefore cried out, 'Away with Him, away with Him, crucify Him!'
Pilate said to them, 'Shall I crucify your King?' The chief priests
answered, 'We have no king but Caesar.'"
What is the issue in Chr.ist's crucifixion?
is Lord?"

The issue is,

Who

Why were believers sent to the lions in the first century? The
issue is the same. Tney were unwilling to grant to Caesar sovereign
authority over their religious exercise. They would not sake a
unfeSsion that Caesar is Lord. They insisted that Jesus is Lord.
It would have been so easy for the principle of Rogan religious
toleration to grant them the liberty to worship Christ under the
umbrella .of Caesar's sovereignty. But they could not do that.
They
had to make a stand on the principle. And many were crucified or
thrown to the lions for the stand they took. We should also take
note of Paul's conflict
Jewish authority in Acts 14-27.
Paul
smade his defense before Caesar's representatives and appealed to
1Caesar hisself. He sought justice from Caesar for God has given to
Caesar the responsibility to protect lioerty and maintain justice.
The definition of liberty and the criteria of justice.of course auk',
be (od's.
As Paul stood before civil authority asking for justic
so do we today.
/7
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CUSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES:
It is not the purpose of this section to exhaustively deal with
all the cunstitutionai considerations involved in this case. We
could, for example, discuss equal protection of the laws and due
process of law considerations from the lith Amendment, as well as a
number of First Amendment considerations. We could also deal with
The purpose hers, however, is simply to
the Florida Constitution.
trim, the main thread of the First Amendment argument that works
with!our biblical stand to provide a sufficient case that taxation
of the kBCS ministry is contrary to the supreme law of the land.
The First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States
States, "Congress shall make no Iaw respecting an establishment of
religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." This simple
statement, composed of two clauses, is to prevent government from
exercising control over religious affairs. If government exercises
the Las power over religious ministries or activity, it operates on
the principle that government May exercise control over religious
That this is true has been clearly
ministries or activities.
established in history as well as in constitutional law. The court
clearly sees the power to tax as the power to control and destroy.
Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshl'il clearly recognized
this principle in M`Colloch vs. Maryland, 4 Wheaton 316 (181e).
In that case the State oar Maryland attempted to tax
Instrumentality fa national bank, of the federal gove ment. The
first question Marshall dealt with in that case was, " es Congress
have the power to incorporate a bank?" Using the implied powers
doctrine, Chief Justice Marshall concluded that the federal
government did indeed have tee power to establish or incorporate a
bank.
He then proceeded to inquire: "Whether the State of Maryland
may, without violating the constitution, tax that branch?" In his
consideration of that question, we get principles relevant Eo the
In M'Cuiloch, the Court held
tax power of any civil government.
empt
that the constitution sustains the claim that the bank 1
from the power of a state to tax its operations. Let me quote a
couple of excerpts from Chief Justice Marshall's opinion. He first
points to J "great principle" that "the constitution and the laws
made in pursuance thereof are supreme," and deduces from that
First, "that a power to
These are:
principle three ,orullaries.
create implies a power to preseve." ipplying this to our RSCS
case, that corollary would indicate that it citize:lu of the,United
States under religious freedom principles were at liberty to create
religious institutions, then they have the power to preserve those
The second corollary is "that a power to destroy, if
institutions.
wielded by a different hand, is hostile to, and incompatible with
these powers to create and to preserve." Applying chat corollary to
the ReCS case, obviously 1' a power to destroy a legitimate
religions ministry were exercised it would be incompatible with the
First Amendment. The third corollary is "that where this repugnancy
exists, that authority which is supreme must control, not yield to
"That the pewee
that ever which it is supreme." He then observes:
of taxing it !the bank) by the states may be exercised so as to
destroy it, is too obvious to be denied." Clearly, this observation
applies to religious ministries as well as banks. Chief Justice
Marshall is telling us that the power to tax is an obvious power
His view has been confirmed by court
that can be used to destroy.
For example, in Murdock vs. Fennsilvania,
decisions to this day.
$le US 105, the court held a state license tax levied fn religious
,)per tour, 000estitutional and moid, "The power to Ilz the
exercise ,f a privilege is the power to control orS-Cppress its
Is religious instruction a matter for control by civil
eellyment,"
ee,ernment? As expressed by Mr. Jose ice Jackson, a state "cannot
make public but,inees of religious worship or instruction, or of
attendance at ri.liglov!s institutions of any character." Everson vs.
:Lard of 1.1,o:et:on,

eie US 1, at 26.

o

In M'Cul.luch, Chief Justice Marshall considered one of the
7,J1d be used to blunt a challenge to denying the
actions that
YAfl grounds. He states, "Taxation, it is said, does
tax power
rot necessarily and unavoidably destroy. To carry it to the excess
b
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of destruction woult be an abuse, to presume which, world banish
that confidence which is essential to all government." Marshall's
rejection of such argument iS clear. He says, "But is this a case
of confidence? Would the people of any one state trust those of
another with * power to control the most insignificant operations of
thel.- state government?
We know they would not." Applying this
principle to our own case, are must admit that although a particular
tax levied on a religious ministry may not in fact act to destroy
that ministry is not argument to deny the tax power on the
principle. A document quoted by Mr. Justice Douglas In his
dissenting opinion, Waltz vs. Tax Commission, 397 US 664, at 721,
reveals the attitude of our foual-6.47fathers on such issues. Some
Virginians, objecting to a bill to tax the general public to support
Christian teachers, said,
It is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our liberties.
We
hold this prudent jealousy to be the first duty of citizens, and one of
(the) noblest characteristics of the late Revolution. The freemen of
America did no! wait till usurped per had strengthened itself by exercise, and entangled the question in precedents.
They saw all the consequences in the principle, and they avoided the consequences by denying
the principle. We revere this lesson too much, soon to forget it. Who
does not see that the same authority Which can establish Christianity, in
exclusion of all other Religions, may establish with the same ease any
particular sect of Christians, in exclusion of all other Sects? That the
same authority which can force a citizen to contribute three polioe only
of his property for the summliof any one establishment, may Force him
to conform to any otAsf establishment in all cases whatsoever? (at 721)

have we forgotten this lesson? Many who have learned very
little of America's Christian heritage may not have learned this
lesson at all. Btatist-humanist education has attempted to replace
the principles ofreligious liberty and limited government with the
old Roman concepts of religious toleration and the omnipotent state.
So far, however, tai court has continued to favor religious freedom
from state control.
In Weitz vs. Tax Commission, for example, the
court upheld the Sta e of New York's exemption of religious
ministries frcm the p operty tax. In the course cf Chief Justice
Burger's opinion of the.Court, he states:
The general principle deducible from the First Amendeent and all that has
been saiu by the Court is this:
that we will not tolerate either governmentally established religion or governmental interference with religion.
Short of those expressly proscribed governmental acts there is room for
play in the joints productive of a benevolent neutrality which will permit religious exercise to exist without sponsorship and ve.thout interference. (at 669)
Governments have not always been tolerant of religious activity, and hostility toward religion has taken many shapes and forms - economic, pollticel, and sometimes harshly oppressive. Grants of exemption historically reflect the concern of authors of constitutions and statutes as to
the latent dangers inherent in the imposition of property taxes; exemptine constitutes a reasonable and balanced attempt to guard against those
dangers.

(at 673)

We must also be sure that the end resultthe effect--is not an excessive
government entanglement with religion. The test is inescapably one of
degree. Either course, taxation of churches or exemption, occasions same
Aegree of Anvolvement with religion. Elieinstion of exemption would tend
to expand the involvement of government by giving rise to tax valuation
of church property, tax liens, tax foreclosures, and the direct confrontations and conflicts that follow in the train of those legal processes.
r. Fang tax exemptions to churches necessarily operates to afford an in,,..:
economic benefit and also gives to some, but Yet a lesser, inv
than taxing them.
(674-675)
d

Our :3nstitutional argument can now be easily summarized. The
am,fri,an eciuivalent to Caesar is the Constitution of the United
States.
All laws must be consistent with that constitution, The
constitution i:ommands fedtral officials that they cannot

837

832
constitutiona71y tax or Jtherwise exercise control over religious
Notice that the First Amendment does not specify a church.
affairs.
In fact, if government were to restrict religious exercise to that
lerformed by defined or approved churches, that would itself be a
violption of the establishment clause. Should the government, for
example, state that to truly enjoy free exercise in a Christian
school, you must organize it in a certain approved way, government
would be involved in establishing religion.
Once the federli
government says that only churches are legitimate institutions from
which free exercise of religion may be made, they can define away
any objectionable religious activity that doesn't meet the test of
popular public policy.
This is precisely what the establishment
clause was written to prevent. Since the education of our children
is
religious matter, carried out by a religious ministry, it is
unlawful for civil government to entangle itself in the affairs of
that ministry through the tax power or any other means.
Therefore,
in our particular case, both the Social Security Tax Act and the
Federal Unemployment Tax Act, if drawn constitutionally, must exempt
any legitimate religious ministry, to include conventionally
organized churches and religious educational ministries such as our
own.
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